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Codling Moth In Door Count 
John H. Lilly 

THE codling moth is causing [gig Laisa, | Destroy Wormy Apples 

more damage in Door County | oo nts There i tion that 

this season than it has for sev- | 7 . 8A h i f ee ane Na 2 

eral years. As usual there is a } é ey oi rh aken during harvest 
considerable variation from or- e , . in all orchards where any’ side 

chard to orchard. Some show al- | : worm tie ee aon is to 

most 100% clean fruit, others f ' ‘ : anoles ,, facia : _ a 

have a high percentage of stings, : . en es ty eecing, “Wek OF BY 

and still others are badly infest- ; 5 m — wind eed irae e Saale 

ed with side worms: EF ” ] where the spra om fea b A 
Injury, where present, is prob- |, mi both th tn ad ti fi Dat 

ably due in most cases to one or |? i 1 S eg e ‘dnmate ond ume y ; 

more of the following factors: {f° TR : ta fh i Hae 1S sctkea, Nit 7 

(1) Failure to clean up infested |;  - ‘ { sim ag 4 4 Inies: th ech ‘a 

fruit in fall of 1936, thus per- E : : ond eff there, Th de uleo a ris 
mitting many worms to overwin- procedure to kee’ akin a ic 

ter. (2) Inadequate spray cover- tight] q ba ae eds 
age during June and July. (3) Early Sprays Important ae a ‘order t eauaee ce iseaa 

Improper timing of spray appli- As indicated above, inade- Cr the moths emerging from 

cation during this period. quate or poorly timed spray ap- worms brought in ath the pre- 

The Second Brood plications during June and July vious year’s harvest. 
are responsible for most of the 

Second brood moths started to present difficulties. The writer is ee ys 

emerge about August 10 and of the opinion that most of this 
they are now (August 17) quite is the direct result of growers ORIGIN OF CHERRIES 

numerous in orchards where side _ delaying or entirely omitting im- 

worm injury is common. This portant codling moth sprays, in ABOUT a generation before 

might not be serious if low even- many cases because of fear of the Christian era a Roman 

ing and night temperatures pre- burning if a sulphur fungicide general conquered the last prov- 

vailed. However, the past few was used during hot weather. ince of Asia Minor, which had 
nights have been unseasonably This was a very natural reaction held Rome at bay and had en- 

hot for Door County and if this to the burning during the heat croached on her principalities in 
continues a large hatching of wave of 1936. Greece. To commemorate this 

eggs is expected in about ten It should be remembered that victory, cherry trees—indigen- 
days. This situation is being during prolonged heat waves ar- ous to the region—were taken to 

watched closely in several repre- senate of lead plus a sticking Rome. From them developed the 

sentative orchards so that spe- agent may be used for worm con- domestic cherry of Europe and 

cial measures may be recom- trol instead of the usual lead ar- America—M. H. Sherwood in 
mended if practical. senate-lime sulphur combination. ‘From Forest to Furniture.”
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sis THE APPLE PICKING 

Fertilizers For the Orchard TRGOED 

IN THIS issue are several ar- Either Cyanamid or ammon- Te ee Heke nee 

ticles giving results at differ- ium sulphate may be applied as Fruit Grower, is held by Roger 

ent Experiment Stations in fruit soon as the apples have been (Carl Moore. The record was 

growing sections of the country, picked. Go up and down the mid- made in western Maryland. He 

all pointing to the value of hu- dle of the rows and spread it uni- picked 276 bushels of apples in 

mus or organic matter in the soil formly, not closer than about 4 single day. The following are 

for fruit growing. As one travels three feet to the trunk of the some of Mr. Moore’s suggestions 

up and down Wisconsin, visiting tree. The amount to apply varies for picking apples, and his ac- 

orchards, one is impressed with a great deal with the condition count of how he won the cham- 

one big mistake which has been of the soil. If grass is growing pionship. 

made—that is in the application well between the rows, not so “ : 

of fertilizers in the orchards. Ev- much is needed. But in many I made my debut as a picker 

idently for years ammonium sul- orchards where the grass does at the age of 12 in one of the 

phate or nitrate of soda was not grow well, a larger amount largest apple orchards in the 

spread in a narrow circle under will help. The usual recommenda- East. Ten years later I had 

the “drip of the branches.” The tion is one pound of nitroen fer- worked out a method that enabl- 

result is a heavy growth of grass_ tilizer per four years of the age ed me to set a record of the larg- 
directly under the tree with all of the tree, up to about five est number of bushels ever pick- 

the other soil in very poor con- pounds per tree. On some of the ed in one day on the steep moun- 

dition. We have seen orchards poorer sandy soils we have seen, tainsides of western Maryland. 

in which quack grass grew only from three to four hundred “The trees in this orchard 

a foot high in the middle of the pounds per acre would not be were about 20 years old when I 

rows, and these soils were very any too much to start with. On did my best picking. We picked 

dry and exposed to the heat of more fertile soils, two hundred by the box, each man carrying 

the sun and wind. The roots of pounds may be sufficient. Watch numbered tickets, one of which 

larger apple trees are long the growth of the trees. he placed in each box, the final 

enough so that they meet in the If trees with medium crops tally later appearing at the pack- 

center of the rows, and that’s of fruit have made from 12 to ing shed. Apples that fell to the 

where much of the food and 16 inches of new growth then ground were placed in separate 

moisture is obtained. Really, not so much fertilizer should be boxes. | 

therefore, where we need the used. “I get my record one October 

zens ot a Ee enna day when picking Baldwins. The 

where there is natural shade, but night before ‘we heard ‘that fhe 

between the trees where it is the STRAW MULCH DOUBLES Picking would be good the next 

dryest and where the small feed- APPLE YIELD ee ee ie cea Sea 

ing roots are. A aU a Oe ap ie that we would outdistance the 

Fertilizer Application ‘oul es om tere ol A8- teamsters hauling empty boxes. 
riculture in western ‘aryland on That evening I went over my 

Enough experiments have Shallow soils with poor water nicking sack carefully. Tt was 
been carried on in the United holding capacity, shows that ap- the type that hooks up at either 

States to prove that fall appli- ple trees heavily mulched with side, with no canvas support ex- 
cations of nitrogen fertilizers in straw produced almost twice as tending across the top to slacken 

the orchard are as good as spring many apples as trees without picking speed. 
applications, and perhaps better. mulch. Trees were of the same . 
There is some indication that variety and in the same orchard. My formuls.wasisimyle. Nev 
nitrogen is stored by the tree and ht make a false motion, neve 

its resistance to winter injury is a urry ; overcome the handicap 0 
increased thereby. ae ee gee ual oe a 

This is a year of heavy crop In one plot a heavy straw adder with 4 pwy Bt the ond.” 
production. We know that win- mulch to keep down the weeds . 

ter injury following heavy crops and conserve moisture averaged 

is usually more severe than fol- 10.4 bushels of apples per tree, 

lowing a light crop. Therefore while another plot with spring The height of hard luck is to 

it may be well to apply our nitro- cultivation and no mulch averag- have seasickness and lockjaw at 

gen fertilizers this fall. ed only 7 bushels per tree. the same time.
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Organic Matter Imp Soil Text 
Monroe McCown, Purdue 

ACCORDING to H. J. Page, gates or crumbs. The efficiency in a gradual improvement in 
“long,” unrotted manures are of blue grass as an orchard cover soil tilth of horticultural farms. 

applied in the fall to heavy soils is considered to be due in part Mr. McCown is in the Agri- 
and “short,” well rotted manures to the modification of the soil cultural Extension Division of 
are applied to sandy soils in the structure by the root system and Purdue University, Indiana. This 
spring. The humus colloid serves the consequent effect upon the article apepared in “Hoosier 
as a binding agent, binding movement of soil water and air Horticulture.” 
smaller soil particles into larger and the release of mineral ele- is 
aggregates, producing a crumb- ments. The gradual decomposi- INTERNAL BROWNING OF 

retire sca gow or on of muh of tw rt” APPLES MAY BE DUE cohesiveness ani y’ a and the 
sandy soil the organic material mixing of the products of its de- APPLE ee See Or al 

iti i ca: ith th il Its in im- * . omelet cml ike ws Say wie a raisin AC greed ll aye 
ie : oo ound to be subject to an inter- 

and be aah ny sto clay wots ant Cultivation Destroys Humus nal browning of the fruits dur- 
jeschin y ne duced. The clean cultivation system ing periods of drought, writes W. 
oe acid clays if lackin in or- of orchard soil management O. Gloyer of the New York Ex- 
nie Wate santent pod highl which was so widely practiced a periment Station, in Farm Re- 

: efead or divid 4 int = few years ago resulted in rapid search. 
pi i a rtiel e hich k depletion of the organic matter It has been found, however, 
cael, in a IC e plthr Ore in the soil. With the depletion that the method of injecting 
closely, interfering will rhe of the organic matter, desirable Boron into the tree is not safe 
movement of water and air. The soi] structure was broken down. and where this is done theregwas 
addition of a small amount of ‘The same condition results from serious injury to the tree. The 
ant eae SE tain CR eon avons ber eros XH to apply boric 

+ which are removed from the acid to the soil. 
Large additions of humus tend to _ goj]. This drought spot, or internal 
flocculate dispersed soils forming The general adoption of the browning, must not be confused 
the crumb-like structure. . short sod rotation and wider use_ with bitterpit for which there is 
The addition of lime to a dis- of mulch in orchards; the plow- no known method of treatment. 

persed soil improves texture also ing down of green manure crops Growers finding internal brown- 
by flocculation. Best tilth is ob- in the preparation of the soil for ing should send apples to the Pa- 
tained through the judicious use berries and vegetables, and the thology Dept. of the Experiment 
e both “a cae pe roe judicious use of lime will result Station for identification. 
owever, lime should be a ——_————— 

to soils upon which horticultural a ee ae ee Pee 
crops are to be grown, only after 
atest has given some informa- CONSIN 
tion concerning the amount to be uy 
added. Most horticultural crops be 
grow best on a slightly acid soil. , 7 

oe | ae Green Manure Crops i Ne ee Pe, Paap y) a 

The beneficial effect of green Yo ue \v 43 pe Ee fen ) L y] ke 
manure crops is due in part to OPTI tee MOR €/ 
the effect of the root system up- TL We ¢ iH 
on the soil structure. There is a (C? Soe sea tse 
no known practical method by |e wo (igo yee 
which organic matter can be as Wiae7 Ra iy ign) 
well distributed in the soil as i Si Guy) 
through the growth of roots. The 
toots ramify the soil and as they ieeayy the volleidel etn: THEY HAVE FLAVOR AND QUALITY 
decomposition tend-to cement the Mats for the above design are available to growers for use in advertising, in two sizes, 
finer soil parti cles into aggre- sae coleman and Go cea aie write se ee charge. Write Wisconsin Horticultural Society,
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POISON OATS BAIT AVAIL- for on them depends next year’s place when the basket is turned. 

ABLE FOR CONTROL OF crop. Third, The Easy Pack Basket. 

MICE IN THE ORCHARD Extra care should be used in This without question is one of 

. . . handling tender varieties such as_ the best baskets, but it is con- 

"TYE Wisconsin State Horticul- Winter Banana, Grimes Golden, siderably slower in packing, and 

tural Society will again han- Delicious, Stayman, Winesap, a trifle more expensive 

dle the poison oats bait prepared ete. * “We do not like the Hyatt pack- 

by the U. S. Bureau of Biological Pickers should be relieved of er or liner. 

Survey in their Idaho Mixing fruit near trees in order that 

Plant, for Wisconsin orchardists. they may resume picking im- es 

The best way to get rid of mediately. 

ies the pretiard and el When emptying bag see that STERILIZATION OF APPLE 

ree injury this winter, is to kill opening is close to 

the mice this fall. Just as soon conte. 8 Begonia JUICE BY FLASH PAS- 

as the grass turns dry, the mice Picked fruit should be placed TEURIZATION 

are looking for something ap- in the shade on h rth si 

petizing. That is the time to put tree. on the north aide of “HE August Quarterly Bulle 

out the poison oats bait. Trucks for hauling fruit to the wn - he meee Experts 

A good bait station consists of packing shed should be low to ment Station, East Lansing, 
z ’ 5 P 3 ee Michigan, describes a successful 

rolling a piece of roofing paper prevent excessive lifting and h Tati 

into a tube large enough for the should have good springs and ne ot ee ef apne 

mice to run through. A tea- tires to protect the fruit. or by. padtendiestion, fhe 

spoonful of poison oats bait is From September American work was done by Roy E. Mar- 

laced in the middle of each sta- 7 shall and J. C. Kremer of the 

Pp each sta- Fruit Grower. Horti 

tion. It may be well to put one orticulture Department. 

station under each tree for good es “Apple juice clarified with 

results. 
Pectinol, filtered, heated to 190° 

The price of the oats bait is COMMENTS ON APPLE F. in a flattened tube pasteurizer 

as follows: PACKING for 7 to 10 seconds, bottled and 

o 2b. ie ___--- $2.50 ieee iately sealed, and stored 

. bag. ------ 1.20 . at approximately 70° F. re 

The oats bait will be sent by H. W. Miller, Sturgeon Bay mained free of sedimentation, 

express collect. Address: Wis- E beli retained color, clarity and flavor, 

consin State Horticultural So- We cee ie many aaa remained sterile, and had only a 

ciety, 1532 University Avenue, ages over any other grader in trace of an objectionable ten- 

Madison, Wisconsin. the market and we have tried dency toward a cooked or pas- 
them all. teurized taste. 

We believe that it is necessary “A description of the ‘lash 

RULES FOR APPLE PICKERS to grade three sizes in any va- baslgunce used in the experi- 

: .1. riety of apples and that in some ments is presented and direc: 

TH jolie ie NS et te varieties, it is necessary to grade tions are provided for the con- 

American Fruit Grower. four sizes. struction of boiled, flattened- 

Begin with lower branches and _ We use three different forms one aaa of various c& 

work upward to reduce dropping of packers: first, The Finger Pues: 

hazards. Form (or the Perfection Pack). 

Place ladder in such position ae 4 a simple ao it is 

so that if dislodged it will fall difficult to get a right face, and 

against the center of the tree, isa trifle slow in packing. RASPBERRY PLANTS 

ne preventing serious acci- Second, The Open Liner, where FOR SALE 

ents. just the face plate is used. This 

Stems should not be twisted has the advantage of making oe. raspberry plants 

or torn out. easy facing and the liner being arge, thrifty plants. $1.75 pet 

Carry picking bag on side, not an Open Liner, it immediately 100. Order now for October de- 

in-front. forms to fit the basket so that livery. Not prepaid. Hall Nurs 

Spurs should not be damnaged, the apples settle quickly into ery, Elmwood, Wisconsin.
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° ¢ *.¢ conditions of high temperature Relation Of Washing To Bruising And rons orate. 
Keeping Quality Of Apples More or less incidental to the 

planned investigations, it was 

THE following are some of the pacity, and perhaps most import- found that large Northern Spy 
conclusions reached by Roy ant, if the apples are handled apples (314 inches in diameter) 

E. Marshall of the Horticultural carefully at the feed end of the of the 1936 crop were suscepti- 
Department, Michigan State Col- washing machines. ble to physiological breakdown 
lege, East Lansing, Michigan, Washing practices did not af- or decay while apples of medium 
published in the August Quar- fect the rate of softening, rate size (less than 8 inches in diame- 
terly Bulletin of the Station, on of decay or rate of shriveling or ter) were resistant to this trou- 
experiments to determine the re- moisture loss in storage, nor did ble. 
lation of washing operations to they affect the rate of moisture In general, unwashed apples 
bruising and keeping qualities of loss of apples that had completed excelled washed apples only in 
McIntosh and Northern Spy ap-_ the usual cold storage period and respect to numbers of bruises 

ples. were subsequently removed to and skin breaks. 

This study was based on 24 —— 

bushels of McIntosh grown in a 
seven orchards and_ handled — 
through four packing houses and — $“ > 
on 22 bushels of Northern Spy hl iD Li Z EE 
grown in five orchards and han-  \ Fv yo y 
dled through five packing houses. NO AN LAAN VY 7 P 
Except for one duplicate set of iN , OLE RUIT TRE IES 
Northern Spy bushels, one-third i Lon 4 Vy ae 2 

| of the bushels were not washed, oe Sh 057 Ve ee 
one-third were washed, and an- Vi, ths \ Wigt oy FL 
other third were washed, graded, aCe ag MVE) LU @ 
mechanically sized and packed. Ty, WeZ — 

Handling Means Bruises Caan AY: ee Le a 

Any handling practice adds to Slee oo S 
the final number of bruises on 7 co ee — 

tender varieties of aplpes. There- | . | 
fore, washed apples are bound to oe - _—s—si—COiCOONN.C 
show more bruises than unwash- Ss 
ed apples. ANE ay M bee eon with 

Washing operations accounted pig mas an Granular 
for an average of 25 to 80 per (es i Wnt lo ° 

cent of the final bruises found cae NS i ero 
on commercially packed MclIn- sg tt me 
tosh apples and an average of 10 t ons 7 e 
to 12 per cent of the bruises ARE anaml 
found on commercially packed ACTIVE 
Northern Spy. ‘ 

In general, both pre-washing the non-leac h in g 
and post- washing operations 
caused more bruises on both Mc- N ITROGE N FERTI LIZER 
Intcsh and Northern Spy apples 
than washing practices. 

The number of bruises accu- Get job ont: of ° 
mulated in washing, as well as in the the ¢ ay Spe 4 work 
any other h i tice, i 
te held at anelinie figure if the Ask your local dealer for Leaflet+ F-142 or write 

tuiment is adjusted properly, © AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
If it is well-padded with sponge . 
tubber where apples drop onto or NEW YORK, N. Y. 

against lumber, if the machine ‘ ae : ar A ji Pa 
is not operated above rated ca- Aero’ Cyanamid i. Withogen plus Limes
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SPACE STRAWBERRY it is well to sow oats in the rasp- little effect from the use of com- 

PLANTS WITH A berry patch. This will have the mercial fertilizers. 

HAY RAKE effect of taking the available fer- The fertilizers were applied as 

GROWER in Maryland has tility and excessive moisture top dressings to the rows when 

A satisfactoril Ge a hay stopping the new growth of the the plants were dry and flushed 

rake for 8 nein strawbel raspberry canes so that they will from the leaves with a broom, 

raat according o Mr. Vie when. go into wiriter in a much hardier branch or similar implement. 

Pp Ba is and more dormant condition. The results of these tests em- 
ler of the Maryland Station. Aft- Vv F : ; . : 

ri ery favorable growing condi- phasize the importance of main- 
er two or three hoeings when ti in late fall i ften the taini high 1 f fertili 
12 to 18 runner plants had been ions in late fall is very often the taining a higher plane of fertili- 

t about eight inches apart and cause of soft late growth which ty to strawberry soils through 

set about eight inches ap is subject to winter injury. the use of green manure crops 
tested by raking with the fingers or ianlre, 

2 ar pia ool ca the A complete report of the work 

sired ‘were securely rooved, GREEN MANURE CROPS is published in Extension Leaflet 
field was raked crosswise. The : 

oor late rooted runners were FOR STRAWBERRIES No. 169 published by Purdue 
Pp : : 4 ‘ A University, LaFayette, Indiana. 
dragged into the middle and sub- ANEWS bulletin entitled ‘Com- Condensed from article in 

sequently clipped with a disc cul- mercial Strawberry Grow- 3 ‘ 

tivator. ing in Kentucky” has just been Hoosier Horticulture. 

We have heard a great deal in published by Prof. Magill. The 

late years about the beneficial bulletin emphasizes the plowing EXPERIENCE WITH 

effect of spacing strawberry down of green manure crops, STRAWBERRIES 

plants. Experiments indicate particularly legumes such as soy AND PLUMS 

that if the plants are spaced beans, lespedeza and sweet clo- WE picked 7,000 quarts of 

from 7 to 9 inches apart, the ver to maintain a high organic wonderful berries, mostly 

crop is greatly benefited both in matter content in the soil. The Premiers, from our scant acre 

quantity and quality. The diffi- use of fertilizers and lime were this year, more than one-half 

culty has been to get a practical needed to improve the growth of of which was old bed. They re- 

method for doing the work the green manure crop is sug- tailed at from 18c to 22c. 

which does not cost too much. gested. Dorsett and Fairfax straw- 

Growers might try the hay rake Strawberries seem to thrive berries are high quality berries, 

method to see if it will work. best in a slightly acid soil and a but do not yield enough to pay 

re large amount of lime should not unless they bring a higher price 

be used without first determing than the Premier. 

WHEN TO REMOVE THE the need for it, unless used in ad- We are discarding Aberdeen, 

OLD RASPBERRY CANES s>»vance on legumes. Blakemore and Beaver, and kezp- 

EXPERIMENTS in Minnesota —— ing a few Dunlap, which is a 

indicate that during a dry good berry for the farmer who 

season all the old raspberry STRAWBERRIES BENE- does not irrigate. 

canes should be cut away as soon FITED BY FALL Our fruiting beds were so free 

as possible after picking. Dr. FERTILIZER ron weeds ti rt er i. 

Brierley found that the old canes A - merely narrowed it down wi a 

will continue to use up moisture oie vanulted thon: one horse cultivator after mow- 

for some time following the har- nas : ing. It looks far better than if it 
that during the d the application of either 200 had been plowed or harrowed 

vest fh at slants enery my pounds per acré of sulphate of : . 

ber oe te ihetecemoval, How: ammonia, or 500 pounds of 2-12- Plum Curculio Bad 

ever in a vat season whes new © complete fertilizer on plant- Our plums are poor this yea! 

’ : ings on soils of medium or low because we followed a wrong 

growth is rank, the old canes fertility in tests carried on at spray schedule unsuited to Wis 

should be left until late in the pypque University, Indiana consin conditions. We had lots 

of th n 80 ee biter up part However, fields well supplied of punctures from the curculio. 

of whe eurpius . with organic matter, either as Next year I will spray earlier 

Sow Oats in the Raspberry Patch the result of heavy manure ap- and more often. 

If we get plenty of rains dur- plication, or plowing down green Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville, 

ing late August and September, manure crops, usually showed Wisconsin.
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° although Minnesota reports good 
Muskmelons Must Be Picked results with it. It has fruited in 

‘ the horticultural plots at Madi- 
Right son for several years. The canes 

are short and form a straggly 
. . row, and the fruit while large, is 

UN LESS muskmelons are slight pressure on the stem and one too attractive. 
picked right, they will be leave a clean scar. The fruit is 

disappointing to the customer then practically ripe. Should Se 
and eventually will lose money more pressure be needed the scar 
for the producer, is the trend of will be ragged or a piece of stem MARKET OUTLET FOR 
an article in the Market Growers will be left attached to the fruit. MINNESOTA FRUITS 
Journal. This is called the ‘half slip.’ The A NEW bulletin by Profs. 

This is only too true. Any cus- fruit being then less ripe is much Winter, Waite and Alder- 
tomer will testify to the disap- more likely to be disappointing man of the Minnesota Agricul- 
pointment in buying muskmel- to the consumer because though tyra] Experiment Station, Uni- 
ons which are of very poor qual- it will gain in softness it will not versity Farm, St. Paul, Minne- 
ity. As the article states, “Noth- improve in either flavor or sugar sota, has just reached us. The 
ing so surely kills the public ap- content. Melons picked before title is “Market Outlets for Min- 
petite for muskmelons as an un- the half slip stage never develop negota Fruits,” and deals largely 
ripe melon.” sweetness. They are always a with the markets for raspberries 

The following suggestions are disappointment to the man who and strawberries. 
given for determining when to tries to eat them. After discussing the fresh 
pick muskmelons. fruit market for raspberry and 

“When the melons are too im- strawberries, the bulletin de- 
mature to pick the netting on scribes the use of small fruits in 

the fruits of some varieties is ete the manufacture of jams, pre- 
creased, on others it is flattened ; serves, in ice creams and for 
but as the fruits ripen this be- "THE raspberry variety June is. soda fountain trade. The uses of 

comes more or less rounded by the earliest raspberry grown apples and plums is also dis- 
the pressure of juice inside, es- in this section. It does well in cussed. The following are a few 
pecially on the ‘crown set,’ or the trial grounds of the Horti- of the results as stated in the 
first melons to ripen on the culture Department at the Wis- bulletin. 

vines. The skin of immature consin College of Agriculture. “There is a wide market for 
melons is generally ‘grass green’ This variety should be tried Minnesota-grown raspberries in 
but with most varieties this more widely in Wisconsin, wher- the preserving industry at pre- 
changes to yellowish as maturity ever an early variety is wanted. vailing market prices for pre- 
is approached. Little ‘sugar It would seem a good variety to serving berries. A hardy red 
cracks’ appear around the blos- grow with Latham because the raspberry of preserving quality 
som end and the tissues there season of picking raspberries equal or superior to the Cuthbert 
become softened before those of Would be much longer which variety would be of immediate 
other parts of the fruit. would be an advantage especial- commercial value to Minnesota 
“While the crown set melons 1¥ for the home market. growers. 

are ripening, the vines have a Indian Summer is a new ever- “There is an opportunity for 
Vigorous appearance; so these bearing variety from the New developing a market for Minne- 
fruits may be left to grow longer York Experiment Station and is sota strawberries in the ice 
than can later ones; for with the ‘oing very well especially in Min- cream industry, if the berries 
latter the foliage becomes yellow- ¢Sota where it has been on trial are packed in containers of suit- 
ish and ripening is speeded up. for the past two years. It was able size and are preserved by 

introduced into Wisconsin last the frozen-pack method. There 
Sight Judgment year but has not as yet produced is no sizable market for raspber- 

fruit. It is an everbearing or fall ries in the ice cream industry. 
“The stem slip method of bearing raspberry which has Data on other possible markets 

Judging the ripeness of fruit is been produced, and is attractive for berries in commercial manu- 
Perhaps most helpful in learning because of its large size. Its facture are given. 
the proper development; but it hardiness is Wisconsin has not Factory tests of Dolgo crab, 
should be merely a means to an yet been determined. Hennepin plum and Sapa cherry- 
end—sight judgment. The term The Newburgh raspberry has_ plum indicated that these varie- 
‘full slip’ is popularly applied been very disappointing wherev- ties are very satisfactory for 
when the fruit will separate with er whe have seen it in Wisconsin, commercial preserves and jelly.
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. HOW THE BING CHERRY Horticultural News ot tee NAN 
A. F. Yeager, North Dakota W. S. Campbell in “Virginia 

Fruit” 
WE HAVE just been using to prefer the yellow color to the 

some of the odorless cab- usual red. Previous mention of 
bage produced by the New York this use of yellow tomatoes A en it vas ect learned 
Agricultural Experiment Sta- brought us an inquiry from a that the state of Oregon was es- 
tion. The variety proved to be a large manufacturing corporation pecially adapted to the produc- 
very early Savoy or crinkle leaf asking for samples of the prod- tion o£ cherries; a man with a 
type, and while it has some odor uct. We were unable to supply turn for horticultural experi- 

wie ene ie aavertheas fhm mentation, named Seth Lael 
varieties. The flavor is good. We . - aa waukee, wie : ah ° 
believe the variety would not sell When fruit trees bear an ex- find some new varieties of cher- 
well in this region because it is C¢Ptionally heavy crop they are ries through the process of grow- 

3 8) more subject to winter injury ing many thousand seedlings. 
a: OBYOY: the following winter than is the After they had made sufficient 

se * case if the crop is light. If, dur- growth, he would discard all but 
Chinese elm has a place as a ing the year when heavy fruit a few of the most promising. 

shelterbelt tree, but it can be ex- crop is produced, the plants can Employed to help him in this 
pected to kill back considerably be stimulated into making good work was a Chinaman named 
some winters. It does sprout up Vegetative growth by applica- “Bing.” One year as they were 
again and makes a dense growth, tion of nitrogen and water this culling the unpromising seed- 
hence is a valuable shelter-belt tendency towards winter killing lings from those that had made 
plant. As a shade tree for this Will be greatly reduced. sufficient growth, Lewellyn pick- 
area other kinds are preferable. ‘ok * ea ore iG a on a oe ee 

Chi elm planted . . and instructed Bing to destroy 

Jor this purpose are in mol con- , 4 bulletin of the American the balance. Down at the end of 
dition at present. Dahlia Society says that dahlia the row was a seedling that had 

roots may be dipped in paraffin for some peculiar reason attract- 
se * after being carefully a as ed the Chinaman’s attention, and 

One of the governmental agen- 4 means ol preventing their dry- he asked his employer to let that 
cies which is planting tree seed ing out over winter. The warn- one stand. The employer refused 
in quantity in its nursery in ing is given not to heat the par- and the Chinaman proceeded to 
North Dakota was recently at- ffin any more than necessary in pull out the seedlings in that row 
tempting to collect 1,100 pounds Order that damage may not be but left the especial cherry for 
of American elm for the purpose. done. which he had pleaded. The next 
They did not want Chinese elm. * * # day, Lewellyn noticed that the 

ri ‘ . Chinaman Bing had not followed 
* . . Bittersweet, like the wild ji, instructions, called him to 

“The Production of Cucum- &fape, may be unfruitful because . Fi 
oduc n- ° ne task and again ordered him to 

bers for Pickling Purposes” is it carries imperfect blossoms. remove that seedling, but the 

the a ee ae ee ae + Chinaman pleaded so earnestly, 
qe ne are /0 ‘The United States Department that at last Lewellyn said, “Well, 

Bei Bs of Agriculture says that the high eep it. If it is any good I will 
+ ie color of autumn leaves is due to all it Bing.” Today it is one of 

“House Insulation, Its Econom- the sugar in them—From Au- the most popular commercial va- 
ics and Application” is the title gust North and South Dakota Tleties on the Pacific coast. 
of a bulletin by the U.S. Depart- Horticulture. 
ment of Commerce. It may be 

pat eat Nios Doe. 1st Bandit: “You look terri- 

for ten cents. , , TLOO BLAD ble. What’s wrong?” 
“Lighthouse no good for flog,” .“p. A " 

* * says Chinaman. “Lighthouse he . and Yegg: T'm worried! Bus 4 
I wonder if any of our mem- shine, whistle he blow, flog bell ‘¢8s is so bad that I’m afrai 

bers have made juice from yel- he ling, and flog he come just the [I'll not be able to keep up the 
low tomatoes. Some folks seem same. No glood.” payments on my machine gun.”
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: . $ FRUIT TESTING COMMIT.. Apple Varieties and Their Uses "UZt TESTING COMM) 
Variety For Eating For Cooking Wh teat ens itt 

. ruit testing committee 
oa oue Excellent eneefaaues Nae TH the Wisconsin Horticul- 
Duchess good. early Jelly pie, sauce tural Society will visit the Fruit 

ounce Golden Excellent Sauce, baking Breeding Farms of the Experi- 
Jonathan Excellent Baking; holds its shape well ment Stations at Excelsior, 
Metntee Hxeellent ee quince-like flavor when cooked Minnesota; Fargo, North Dako- 

Nw. Greening Fair Pie, sauce ta; Brookings, South Dakota; 
Salome 5 Zour col Pie; holds shape well and Ames, Iowa, the week of 

oem Sweet Very Bood Pickling, canning September 6th. Plans for the trip 
Wealthy Gooa Pie, baking have been completed as we go to 
Wolf River Poor Pie, baking press. 

, . Those who will make the trip 
The tendency today is towards only an eating apple, yet many are Mr. R. L. Marken, Kenosha, 

the use of better quality apples families now prefer it both as a Vice-president of the Society, and 
both for eating and for cooking. baked apple and for sauce and the following members of the 
This is indicated by the in- pie. It requires special handling, Board of Directors: Mr. Wm. 
creased demand for Wisconsin however in cooking. In baking it Leonard, Fort Atkinson, Mr. W. 
McIntosh and the practical dis- must be bakedinaslowovenand A. Toole, Baraboo, Mr. Nick 
appearance from the market of must be watched carefully to re- Jacobs, Sawyer, and the Secre- 
such varieties as Hibernal, Pat- move it from the oven before tary, H. J. Rahmlow. 
ten Greening, and others of les- cracking as it does not stand up The committee is especially 
ser quality. firmly as do the N. W. Greening. anxious to see the fruit and trees 

However, a well baked McIntosh of gome of the varieties which 
The McIntosh is becoming with its quince-like flavor ap- haye been recommended for 

Wisconsin’s leading apple. A few peals to many people who prefer trial, namely, Beacon and Minne- 
years ago it was considered to be_ it to any other. sota No. 1007 apples, Korean 

cherries and hardy apricots. A 
full report of the committee’s 

APPLE PEANUT SALAD __ s0n of the density of its growth, fiindings will appear in our next 
. ., its coarseness when not growing ssue. 

Core, and chop slightly acid 4 densely, and its rejection by : 
apples and mix them with half animals because of rankness and © PEONY PLANTING TIME 
as much chopped celery. Mix a flavor, must be rated as one of PEONIES should be planted 
dressing of five tablespoons of the most objectionable of annual from the middle of September 

lemon juice and one tablespoon weeds.” until frost. New roots may be 
of peanut butter. Mix dressing purchased at that time or old 

aroush wie Soule ane celery plants divided and reset. 
an : < 
Hover. ‘Chill the salad, serve on BLOSSOM-END ROT OF —_,Peonies need sun, good drain 
eats and garnish with pea- TEMATOES . The roots should not be set too 

CpeBerion: I should like to deeply, in the heavier soils 
a, what aa pa should not be covered more than 

spots on tomatoes and if it can two inches. The plants should 
RAG WEED EE De be prevented. not be set more closely than 

Answer: The black spots on three feet. Peonies require plen- 
“RAG Weed Responsible for tomatoes to which you refer are ty of room and cultivation should 

Hay Fever” is the title of probably what is known as blos- be given for best results. They 
abulletin just issued by the De- som-end rot. It can be controlled should not be planted too near 
partment of Agriculture of the by spraying the plants with Bor- trees. The first winter peonies 

Dominion of Canada. The bulle- deaux mixture, or dusting with should receive a light mulch of 
tin states: “Of the hundreds of copper lime dust. Applications straw or the crowns should be 
thousands of hay fever cases in of the spray or dust should be mounded up with about six inch- 
the United States each year, made every five days. Both of es or dirt. Covering with dirt is 
50% east of the Mississippi river these preparations can be ob- a good practice even on the older 
are caused by rag weed. Wher- tained at any seed store——From clumps. It provides drainage and 
‘ver abundant, this plant by.rea- Horticulture. good protection to the buds.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF NOMINATING COMMIT- 
THE HORTICULTURAL i TEE APPOINTED 

ae iteae mn if A NOMINATING committee 
b consisting of Mr. Wm. Leon- 

"THE Board of Directors of the ard, Fort Atkinson, Chairman, 
Wisconsin Horticultural So- id Mr. S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay, and 

ciety met in the Schroeder Hotel, = Mr. J. F. Swartz, Kenosha, R. 4, 

Milwaukee, on August 16th. Pre- bs a were appointed by president Kar! 
sent were President Karl Rey- is ; Reynolds at the meeting of the 
nolds, Vice-president R. L. Mar- vo Vv Board of Directors of the Society 
ken, Treasurer E. L. Chambers, (‘; a held at Milwaukee on August 
and Secretary H. J. Rahmlow. Ra 16th. 

Directors present were: Mrs. as . 

Chester Thomas, Mrs. Irving sae oo Members of the Society are 

Lorentz, Miss Merle Rasmussen, * requested to get in touch with 
Mr. Wm. Toole, Mr. A. J. Schultz, the members of this committee, 

Mr. Nick Jacobs, Mr. Wm. Leon. ——_ making suggestions for nomina- 
ard, Mr. Wm. Basse. IMPORTANT EVENTS tions as explained in another ar- 

The important {work ef the October 14-15. Annual con- ticle on this page. 
Board was to consider the finan. eution Wisconsin Garden Club Members of the Wisconsin 
cial report of the secretary and adoration Oshkosh. Horticultural Society consist of 
approve a budget for the coming “November 4-5. Annual con- life members, annual members, 
fiscal year. An addition of $500 | tion Wisconsin Beekeepers 214 affiliated members, affiliat- 
to the endowment fund was 4 saociation Municipal Building, © through some organization 
voted. This amount was obtain- Potton.” ” connected with the Society. All 
ed from life memberships, dona- “November 18-19. Annual con- 2¥¢ entitled to vote. Ballots will 
tions from officers by salary | ution Wisconsin Fruit Grow- be published in the October issue 
shacks saihexpeise enn ae ers, auspices Wisconsin State ©°f Wisconsin Horticulture. 
La pon _ 1 of Sar Horticultural Society. Avalon 
pathian Mngish walnuts. Hotel, Waukesha. Annual busi- as 

Candidates were selected to ness meeting, Horticultural S 
receive the honorary recognition ciet 8, ral S0- FRUIT GROWERS DAY IN 
certificates of the Society, a plan y- MINNESOTA, SATURDAY. 
for voting for officers of the So- FRUIT GROWERS SEPTENBER ’ 

ciety by mail was approved, and 11 

a program of work discussed. MEETINGS "THE Minnesota Horticulture 

The Board inspected some of the T# E Southeastern Fruit Department is sponsoring 4 
motion pictures made by the Sec- Growers Association met at fruit growers day at the Univer- 
retary of the Society for pre- the Meyer Orchards, Milwaukee sity Fruit Breeding Farm, five 
sentation to affiliated organiza- County, Tuesday, August 31st. miles west of Excelsior, on Sat- 
tions during the coming year, Dr. R. H. Roberts and Prof. C. urday, September 11. A very in- 
and expressed themselves as well L. Kuehner arranged a fruit teresting program has been pre- 
pleased with the quality of the growers meeting at Gays Mills pared with tours of the orchard 
films. It was voted to hold the on Saturday, September 4. We and small fruit sections of the 
annual convention of the Society were sorry not to have had this farm together with a speaking 
in connection with a fruit grow- information for our last issue so program. A special invitation to 
ers convention to be held at Wau- all of our readers might have Wisconsin horticulturists has 
kesha the middle of November. known of the meeting. been extended.
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. We must, however, see to it that 
Annual Convention they are in good condition to 

° ° © gt take advantage of a better sea- Wisconsin Beekeepers Association — on next year. During Septem. 
ber we should look at the brood 

Hartford, November 4-5 nest of each colony and_ all 
queens below the average of the 

. . yard should be replaced. If we 
THE Board of Directors of the Sweet Clover to be Studied do not have money to buy a new 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Asso- One of the important topics ueen it would be even better to 
ciation voted to hold the Associ- 49 pe presented at the conven- kill a poor queen and let the col- 

ation’s annual convention in tion this year will be that of how ony requeen itself than to keep 
Hartford, Thursday and Friday, to grow sweet clover and its val- her. A poor queen this fall will 
November 4-5. ue as a soil builder, for pasture be a “boarder colony” next year, 

The date was selected because and for white grub control. Bee- and produce little surplus. 
it is the week following the jeepers must act to maintain the | There are several ways of 
National meeting at Washing- acreage of sweet clover in the judging a queen. Most import- 
ton. Several members will attend state if we wish to secure honey ant is to judge the brood. A sol- 

this meeting and will bring back jn the future. id frame of brood with but few 
reports of what took place. empty cells and filled down to the 

Hartford has an excellent hall ale a is weet we a 
for the convention—the Munici- mall patches o rood wi 
pal Building. Several rooms are IMPORTANT WORK FOR many empty cells on only four or 
available to take care of a crowd SEPTEMBER five frames in a hive is a sign of 
of any size. While Hartford has SEVERAL years ago we heard 4 poor queen. It is well to go by 
no jarge hotel, nevertheless an old successful beekeeper the average of the yard because 

there will be plenty of accommo- make the remark, “A beekeeper ueens differ during different 
dations at private homes, and must be like his bees. He must ‘Seasons. 
there are several good restau- store up a surplus in time of TTT 

rants. plenty to tide him over for a NOTES 
Beekeepers have remarked for time of scarcity.” ‘ 

several years that the programs This seems especially to the FALL meetings of the South- 
at our conventions have been ex- point this year when many bee- _ eastern District and the Fox 
cellent. The program at Hart- keepers will not have any sur- River Valley District of the Wis- 
ford will not be an exception. plus or may even have to feed Consin Beekeepers Association 
Several out-of-state speakers for winter. It is alsoa time when Will probably not be held because 
will be secured and there will be many will become discouraged Of the annual convention to be 
a special program for the Ladies with beekeeping. There are such held at Hartford on November 
Auxiliary. discouragements in all lines of 4-5. 

Board of M Meeti endeavor. The one who becomes = . 
OF MANagers, Secting discouraged and sells out, gives _ A good foreign bee magazine 

To save expenses this year him who has faith an opportuni- _ is the Canadian Bee Journal, pub- 
when the honey crop is so short, ty to profit in the times of plenty lished by Lakeside Publications, 

the Board of Directors decided to which are sure to come. as Oshawa, eae Canada. 
hold the meeting of the Board of x ubscription price $1.00 per year. 
Managers at a apedisl luncheon Watch the Queens This Month The Australian Bee Journal is 

the first day—November 4th, in- Not having any honey many also good. Mr. P. J. Markham, 
stead of meeting the evening beekeepers will not wish tospend Whitehorse Road, Mitcham, Vic- 

| Preceding the convention. any money on them this year. toria, Australia.
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POLLEN INFLUENCES DISEASE CLEAN-UP PRO- IMPORTANT EVENT 
BROOD REARING GRESSING RAPIDLY International Beekeepers Con- 

‘THIS was a good season to ob- WE find beekeepers every- gress, Washington, D. C., Oc- 
serve the influence of pollen where enthusiastic over the tober 25-26-27. Mr. George 

on brood rearing. Many colonies prospects of cleaning up foul- Abrams, Secretary-Treasurer, 
which did not do very much this brood in Wisconsin in a relative- . 
spring began to raise brood in ly short time. We were fortu- American Honey Producers 
large quantities during August. nate in getting the new appro- League, College Park, Maryland. 
Obviously this was from an in- priation this year because in 
creased supply of po.'en, proba- most sections of the state the ————— SS 
bly from corn. honey crop is very short and the 

This spring we found a colony work of inspection and eradica- FOR SALE 
which had superseded its queen. tion is much faster and cheaper . 
Both the young and old queens than in a good honey year. We 100 ten frame standard Sze 
were found in the hive. The old are informed by Mr. E. L.Cham- ¢omb honey supers; consider 
one looked large and vigorous bers and Mr. C. D. Adams, in trade for comb or extracted hon- 
but there was very little brood charge of the work, that about ey, Chester Keister, Clarno, Wis- 
present. We decided to make a_ 40 inspectors are working in the consin. 
two-queen colony out of this and state at this time and making 
put the old queen into a new su-_ rapid progress. They are work- _ 
per and separated them with a_ ing first in counties where area 
queen excluder. She produced clean-up has been in effect. Sec- HONEY WANTED 
very little brood during June and_ ond, they are beginning work in . 
July, but about the middle of counties in which there has for- Comb and extracted; all 
August we found about five merly been area clean-up. They &t@des. Send samples and best 
frames solid with brood. It are also beginning work in coun- Price delivered Oconomowoc. C. 
looked very much as if she was_ ties almost completely surround- W. Aeppler Company, Ocono- 
not a poor queen at all, but that ed by area clean-up counties. mowoc, Wisconsin. 
the colony was probably demor- 4 ‘ ‘ 
alized from the lack of pollen Work in other counties will be |§ 
this spring. started next spring wherever SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSOHR 

A . . beekeepers in such counties or- X The increase in brood rearing REeDETS ; ; ¥ . % 
this fall with a very light honey 2272€ this coming winter and % Announcing New $ 
flow will mean light colonies for ®!V® support to the movement. % L Ti C tai % 

winter, but strong in bees. Per- We believe the inspectors are g ow fin \ontainer i 
haps they will use up a large pro- doing a good job and we hope % Prices For 1937 % 
portion of their pollen supply that all members of the Wiscon- $ S % 
and will again be short next gin Beekeepers Association will $ eason $ 
ae give them support and help in % Friction Top Pails and Cans $ 

We understand that our De- every way. Only those who have % 4 wis 5 
partment of Entomology of the een threatened by the disease % poldesed Vee Eure 
College of Agriculture is carry- or have lost heavily from disease $ Fin Solder ‘ 
ing on investigations on pollen ; : ~  Q 2% Ib. cans, per case of 24 $1.13 § 

and that they have found that ae cai nf tits Done % ee On eee Ea ; 
corn yields large quantities. We We are now on solid ground, % % lb. pails, per case of 12 _ .90 & 

sincerely hope that a source of working to absolutely eradicate % 3 [b: Pails, per carton of 50. 3.05 ; 
pollen either artificial or natural the disease from the state. There % 10 Ib. pails, per carton of 50. 4.50 ¥ 
will be found, together with a must be no half-way measures % 60 Ib. cans, in bulk, each. .32 $ 

practical means of feeding it to because thoroughness will bene- $% °° jb- cans, per box of 2). 00 
the bees. As stated elsewhere in fit all beekeepers. ° % “cans Pew carmen ee *E 
this issue the beekeepers passed g FE, Ox B./Bovd; Wisconsin t 
a resolution at the summer con- : Y 1937 Catalog Prices so Ges Jag 
vention requesting our College g an Renin the ‘Sac ° ; 

of Agriculture to carry on such he State Fair honey exhibit $% Write for free sample labels and ¥ 
research. was excellent again this year, but s label prices. ; 

TTT there was some evidence of the Q % 
Attend the Annual Convention short honey crop visible in the % August Lotz Company y 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- spirits of the beekeepers, as well ¢ Boyd, Wisconsin y 
tion, November 4 - 5. as shortage of comb honey. b .5669S5S9SSSSSS500900000
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HOW TO SUCCEED WITH STATE FAIR PREMIUM Canned Cherries 
1st, Mrs. Walter Diehnelt; 2nd, 

BEES WINNERS Mrs. A. E. Ott; 3rd, Mrs. V. G. How- 
A VALUABLE new little The following are a few of the "4. Cookies 

* winners in the Bee and Honey de- : 
booklet entitled “How To partment at the Wisconsin State Fair. Wie vo ee Pewee we 

Succeed with Bees by E. Ww. County Booth Winners Rahmlow. 
Atkins and Kennith Hawkins of Ist, Sauk; 2nd, Milwaukee; 3rd, ©°§_ 2 ________ 
the G. B. Lewis Company, Wa- Dane; 4th, Wood; 5th, Waukesha. (peecemcemcemremcemcemrencmncemcemoani) 
tertown, has just appeared. The Individual Booth Winners 
bulletin describes quite accur- aie Walter Diehnelt,. Menomonee WANTED 
ately and scientifically the fol- Aitis; ard, V. G. Howard, Milwaukee; + 
lowing practices: Late summer 4th, A. L. Kleeber, Reedsburg. , EXTRACTED HONEY 
management; Successful winter- Extracted Honey Exhibit We ate th the marker foe light 
Seca ; . 7 1st, Walter Diehnelt; 2nd, Mrs. ing; Proper equipment; Spring 4. itis, Hecusbures Sra’ G@ Sehelte, | and amber extracted honey. Send 
management ; Control of Swarm- 1 d ice delivered a iS Comb Honey Exhibit samples and quote price delivered, 

ing; How to produce section 1st, Walter Diehnelt; 2nd, A. L. Milwaukee. 
comb honey ; How to produce ex- Kleeber; 3rd, G. Schultz. 
tracted honey Ho “ around Six Jars White Clover Honey JEWETT & SHERMAN CO. 
colonies ; s and ends aroun 1st, West Side Apiary, Madison; . . ; 
the apiary 2nd, Walter Diehnelt; 3rd, Mrs. 106 W. Florida St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

oo. Shultis. q The bulletin sells for 59c, . 5 Seema remem remem oemvemoemoens 1 
. . Six Jars Sweet Clover Honey a 

postpaid, by the G. B. Lewis 1st, West Side Apiary; 2nd, Wal- 
Company, Watertown, Wiscon- ter Diehnelt; 3rd, G. Schultz. EXTRACTED HONEY 
sin. We recommend it to all bee- Cake WANTED 

1st, Mrs. J. Francis, West Allis; rf . 
keepers. 2nd, Mrs. Edward Ranum, Mount White and amber ; also comb. 

TTT Horeb; 3rd, Mrs. V. G. Howard. Send samples and quote price de- 
Internationa! Beekeepers Con- ist, Hi ape eS ona livered Milwaukee. Walter Geig- 

” : st, Ts. wari anum; nd, j 7 
gress, Washington, D. C., Octo- Anna Harris; 3rd, Mrs. V. G. How- cf; 325 Ww. Vine St., Milwaukee, 
ber 25 - 26 - 27. ard. Wisconsin. 

e AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

Special Off er H. Hodgson, R. F. D. 2, Box 81, Waukesha, Wis. 

Schlafer Supply Co., Appleton, Wis. 
Send 10c to Watertown and we will mail W. Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Wis. . 

a set up Lewis frame containing a sheet of Michael Weis, Allenton, Wis. 

Dadant’s wired foundation, ready to give to Central Wisconsin Seed Co., Waupaca, Wis. 
the bees. (Retail value KD 15c). Look at Kundert Bros., Monroe, Wis. 

the heavy end lugs, wedge and slotted bot- H. W. Knight, Dalton, Wis. 

tom bar. See how the foundation fits into Taylor Lumber Co., Boscobel, Wis. 

the bottom. End your troubles from combs W. H. Hanesworth, Stoddard, Wis. 

and frames breaking. The assembly is W. T. Sherman, R. F. D. 2, Elkhorn, Wis. 

simple. Save yourself hours of time, as R. C. Burnham, Richland Center, Wis. 

thousands of others have learned to do. Koch & Bartholf, Palmyra, Wis. 

Send today. M. Betthauser & Son, Tunnel City, Wis. 
W. R. Hinrichs, Verona, Wis. 

e Chas. A. Trapp, Sun Prairie, Wis. 

Wm. N. Miller, Dodgeville, Wis. 
F. Geele Hdwe. Co., Sheboygan, Wis. 

Angus Johnson, West Salem, Wis. 
G. B. LEWIS COMPANY Knaub Wunderlich, Fountain City, Wis. 

oo Rall Mfg. Co., Galesville, Wis. 

' . Joe Elsinger, Knowles, Wis. 

Watertown, Wisconsin John Harnack & Sons, McGregor, Iowa 
Ohmert Honey Co., 380 Wartburg, Dubuque, Iowa 

“ Standard Lumber Company, Winona, Minn. Get af. 1 ‘A Hobby That , ? Nis O. J. Weisensel, Sun Prairie, Wis. 
¥8, . W. T. Bosworth, R. 2, Merrill, Wis. 

Support the American Honey Institute Chas. Jakel, Curtiss, Wis.
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S ful S Meeting Held 

[HE two summer meetings of foney plant in mid-summer, and Resolution 
the Wisconsin Beekeepers 3REAS, it ha c h Fountain City, July 25, 1937 

‘ati : : _ WHEREAS, it has been found that = WipRBAS, the beekeepers of Wis- 
Association, cooperating with in areas where there is no sweet 2 

t clover grown, beekeeping is becomin; consin are confronted with two ser- 
the Fox River Valley and the over. srown,, eping 1s b D& ious problems as follows: - Dd a - . * unprofitable as an occupation with . 
Western Wisconsin Districts, the result that today there are fewer 1. A frequent and serious shortage 
were unusually well attended, beekeepers than in past years, and, ot polish ee spring whlch prevents 

and the program was excellent. gq HRMAS, jenule growars,. stray: croeriys. ees: froma! Spuilaing, Up 

At Fountain City there were as producers of clover seeds are be- 2. A lack of a strain of bees entirely 
110 men and 73 women listenin ginning to realize that their success suitable to Wisconsin conditions. g 

ty ite migra, At iawenn SNEED yes pone oe ee 9 as sli e8t ar uw r y the isconsin State Beekeepers 
Lake the attendance was slightly lor pollination to secure a good crop. Association in annual summer con- 
smaller. The cafeteria picnic BE IT THEREFORE R#SOLVED  yention assembled, that we respect- 
luncheons were excellent and rer ok embers 2g the, Wisconats fully Tequsat the Wisconsin, Bxpert: 

ate Beekeepers Association in - ment Station to help us wi these 
there was plenty of food for nual summer convention assembled, problems by carrying on research 
everyone. The State Association that we respectfully request the Wis- work with the view of developing a 
donated four dollars for each consi College of Agriculture to: ‘i pollen substitute which may be used 

. . . Actively continue research to de- to feed bees in the spring, and to 

meeting towards refreshments, (ermine the best methods of growing carry on breeding experiments to de- 
the district and county associa- sweet clover as a summer pasture for velop a race of bees more suitable to 

tions providing the balance. cattle jn Wisconsin; 4 our conditions. 
of. — a . Through the county agents an Unanimously adopted. 110 bee- 

M Our te ee Ee extension workers, and agricultural keepers in attendance. 
ode ode teachers inform the farmers of Wis- 

Company, and Mr. H. C. Dadant consin of the value of sweet clover aes 
7 as ither alone or mixed with other clov- of Hamilton, Illinois, gave very “t ; 

= . E ers as a reliable pasture for the dry 
interesting topics. Mr. Dadant period of mid-summer, and of the FROM WAUKESHA 
stated that when heavy founda- value of sweet clover as a soil builder j 

tion is used with high, thick side 4 a8 repellent to white grub in- JY[R. S.C. Fox, President of 
walls. the bees work this out so festation of the eoil. the Waukesha County Bee- 

that almost half the comb is built we eae keepers Association, writes the 
ith the wax thus furnished. H Resolution first part of August, “The honey 

said bees do ‘not necessarily Shawand; July’ 23; 1937 crop in this county is very poor, 
secrete Wane during the Hone WHEREAS, the aa souls: ‘pee. oem phere ever, ore flaw undeser shies need it. y keeping in iincousin wdonenas eee, abundant. I expect about a Ibs. 

Mr. E. L. Chamb tated large measure upon the growth of Per colony. Where sweet clover 

th roi, i. Chambers stated sweet clover, and ; is plentiful, colonies are produc- 

BB DUI peE OF Nee DEES Wisconsin thts in acgiowih of resay Wie 46 times ‘that much—that 
are cae ead and t ae clover along highways which is of is if the owner gives them room 
ee oo i a eing rus a _ seat vain to beekeepers, and, soon enough. I bought one pack- 
co n es W ich are organized ani aoe eens we sonsider Bwest age with Italian queen and one 

in which there has been area prevent erosion and is an attractive with Lower Austrian queen this 
clean-up. foe counties wi pe plant when in bloom, spring. The Lower Austrian col- 
organize is coming winter an BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, by n the 
work will be started in the the members of the Wisconsin State ony has produced more tha + 

1 Beekeepers Association in annual Italian, and both are doing be - 
spring. . summer convention assembled, that ter than the average of the win- 

Three resolutions were pre- we respectfully request the Wisconsin tered over colonies. 

sented which were unanimously Highway Commission to consider 
; fi Y sweet clover as a valuable plant, and “Thi ri I put a drop of 
adopted by the beekeepers in at- 45 far as possible, request the County 1s spring * P P he 
tendance. The resolutions were Highway Commissioners and those Ted household art enamel on 

t y I sent to Dean C. L. Christensen Who have charge of maintaining the thorax of each queen. Now 
of the College of Agriculture highways that they allow sweet clo- }now when there is a change of 

8 . g 4 » ver to stand and bloom wherever pos- ueens and the are easy to 
and the Wisconsin Highway sible. If it is necessary to cut the @ueen y 
Commission. They read as fol- SWeet clover in the spring, we suggest find. 
lows: that it be cut very early before it is 
OWS: in bloom, and at least six inches from — 

Resolution the ground so that it will send out 
i * Shawano, July 23, 1937 new ‘branches and bloom later in the Plan now to set aside Novem- 

WHER July 25. 1987 Further, that sweet clover and al- ber 4-5 and attend the annul 
» €@ success 0} ee- sike clover be sown along the high- i iation @ 

keeping in Wisconsin depends to a ways whenever practical. convention of the Associatio 
large extent upon the growing of Unanimously adopted. Hartford.
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WISCONSIN FRUIT GROW- OFFICERS OF THE HORTI- EXCELLENT HORTICUL- 
ERS CONVENTION; AVA- CULTURAL SOCIETY TO TURAL EXHIBITS AT 
LON HOTEL, WAUKE- BE ELECTED BY MAIL STATE FAIR 

SHA; NOV. 18 - 19 THIS YEAR The quality of the fruits and flow- 
: . . rs i Horti 

Auspices "THE election of officers of the the State Fair was. excellent. this 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Wisconsin Horticultural So- year. The apple exhibit was probably 

Society ciety will be done by mail this (278er tna toe ra eae ane ta. 
. year. This was provided for in ering the earliness of the season. Tipncaats ansieeg! an amendment tothe consi iy ei ts ian — . ®. proving in quality for some time, es- 

ciety voted at their meeting in tion made at the annual meeting  jeciaity the arrangements. Flowers 
‘A t to hold a fruit gr last fall. are now being shown well arranged 
Saat 0 0 - ru ti 8 vith The president has appointed ‘0 display their beauty to best ad- 

con on in connection With the nominating committee as ‘*n'*8® 
the annual business meeting of listed thi nd meiibee Some of the Winners 

hi iet t the Aval Hotel isted on us page, a members Little Gardens. Ist, West Allis the society a e Avalon Hotel, kesh Thursd a Fri of the Society are requested to Garden Club; 2nd, Wauwatosa Gar- 
Waukesha, on ursday an Yl- write or give suggestions to the den Club; 3rd, Wauwatosa Junior 

day, November 18-19 OF BIE SURE Garden Club y vide committee in regard to nomina- fon Club: 
Thi ill be th 1 : Dining Tables. lst, Mrs. A. H. 

is will be the annual round- tions. _ Taylor, Wauwatosa; 2nd, Mrs. L. G. 
up of fruit growers in Wiscon- Members of the Board of Di- Stewart; 3rd, Mrs. A. W. Krieger, 
sin. There should be at least 800 rectors are elected for a period Viwaukee: ath, Mrs. hr. G. ierla; bth, 
fruit growers in attendance be- of three years. Directors. whose rs. A. J. Kubal; 7th, Helen Haasch, 
cause there are over 1,000 fruit terms of office expire this year Elm Grove; 8th, Mrs. N. C. Nelson, 
growers who are members of the are Mr. Wm. Leonard of Fort W®*t Allis. 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Atkinson, Mr. S. S. Telfer of El- 40 t git wi : 

Z ° + . ray ex . Ast, isconsin 
Society. ison Bats eve the section a Orchards, Gays Mills; 2nd, A. K. Bas- 
Negotiations have alread: y ee sett, Baraboo; 3rd, Ed. Stoeber, Mad- 

been started with some one Mr. R. L. Marken of Kenosha as_ ison; 4th, Arno Meyer, Waldo. 

standing speakers in the middle- vice-president last year. This 10 Tray Exhibit 
West to appear on the program. Vacancy was not filled. inoue an6" Bae Mosher! Bea A. ° s ° > ’ ‘ oeber; 3rd, ™ - 
No effort nor expense will be Nominations for the offices Bassett. 
spared to present a program to of president and vice-president Dudley. 1st, Wisconsin Orchards; 

; 2nd, Ed. Stoeber; 3rd, A. K. ‘ 
fruit growers of the greatest val- must also be made as these offi- “"Hameuse. Ist, A. K, Bassett; 2nd, 
ue. A banquet will be held fol- cers are elected for one year, but W. H. Milward; 3rd, Ed. Stoeber. 

. it has been customary for them Delicious. 1st, Wisconsin Or- 
lowing the first day of the con- it customary chards; 2nd, Ed. Stoeber; 3rd, A. K. 
vention at which honorary rec- to hold office for two years. Bassett. 
ognition certificates will be pre- The nominating committee is hot quiver, ist, Wisconsin Or- 
sented to two outstanding horti- required to nominate two candi- or Sher duh, Bd. ateetee ne AP 
culturists. There will be a fruit dates for each vacancy on the McIntosh. 1st, A. K. Bassett; 2nd, 
show specializing in the leading Board of Directors. Names of Wid. Stoeber; 3rd, Wisconsin Or- 
varieties of fruits for Wisconsin, all nominees must be sent to the NORhWOsTarn: ist, A. K. Bassett; 
as well as the new varieties and office of the Horticultural Socie- 2nd, Ed. Stoeber; 3rd, Wisconsin Or- 
seedlings. ty not later than September 20th eo venliiy “ist Wine ecia Grcharde: 

An outstanding feature of the for publication in ballot form in ana, ma. Stoeber; 3rd, A. K. Bassett; 
program will be the first show- the October issue of Wisconsin 4th, Arno Meyer. 
ing of the film prepared by the Horticulture. One blank line will 5 Plates, 5 Commercial Varieties 
Society on “how to spray apples be left on the ballot for each of- | for hareras ond, A 
t ve :. : j 7 st, sconsin rchards; nd, . 

‘n Wisconsin.” It is the finest fice, for insertion of the names x “Bissett: 3rd, Ed. Stoeber; 4th, 
presentation in pictures of this of any other Canidae’ ste ass Meyer Orchards; 5th, W. H. Mil- 

: as is done in the national an ward; 6th, F. B. Sherman, Edgerton. 
subject that has ever been made. 1, : : 5 Fall or Summer Varieties 

. state elections. This ballot will ; A full program will be pub- - a : ist, A. K. Bassett; 2nd, Wisconsin 
lished j October § Oy be published in the magazine, Orchards; 3rd, Ed. Stoeber; 4th, F. 
i) wileoes ae sreeati © should be cut out and sent to the 8. Sherman; 6th, Arno Meyer. 
ni welcome any suggestions office of the Wisconsin Horticul- Best Pyramid 
ftom growers as to the topics ‘ : : 
the . , *S tural Society, where Mrs. Stein- Wealthy. 1st, Wisconsin Orchards; 

zy would like discussed at this mot ti h ill check 24, Ed. Stoeber; 3rd, A. K. Bassett. 
meetin. elz,, stenographer, “Will chee McIntosh, 1st, Ed. Stoeber; 2nd. 

B: ; all names for membership. They a. Kk. Bassett; ‘3rd, Wisconsin Or- 
Premiums will be offered on will then be turned over to the onards. 

plate * ‘ . orthwestern. ist, A. K. Bassett; stand classes of all new and chairman of the nominating 2.4 °hqStoeber; 3rd, Wisconsin Or- 
ndard varieties of apples. committee to be counted. chards.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

Open afresh your round of star- a that a goodly number of pure 
ry folds, CELA white Phlox will give when used 

Ye ardent Marigolds! BPS XN in groups to separate other 
Dry up the moisture from your Pe ‘es groups of vivid colored Phlox. 

golden lids, Ei a . 

For great Apollo bids Hy ha ik mite A New Lily 

That in these days your praises 1a] f if YW Lilium Belandria came to stay 

should be sung _ bib rl hs (I hope) in my garden. A me- 
On many harps, which he has Gg — aoe 9 ae dium tall, strong stemmed lily, 

lately strung. ead hi re with waxen apricot, peach col- 
Keats ored blossoms—a clear color 

Marigolds TT without one freckle. They call it 

Apollo would need many more _ large clear yellow blossoms. A the Yellow Belandria, but just 

harps to sing the praises of the seedling that bloomed for the plain yellow does not do justice 
new Marigold—Crown of Gold. first time has the same good to this lovely Lily. 
So many times a new flower is quality—many buds to each Lilium Henryi is blooming un- 

rather disappointing, but this stalk plus a most delightful fra- der the Pear tree. This lily likes 

Marigold is all it is supposed to 8srance. . a bit of shade, in order to keep 

be, exactly as pictured in the cat- Six Anna Betscher seedlings its color. It bleaches badly in 

alogs. If you have not grown it were true to type, two others the sun. 
—you should add it to your next have decidedly different foliage. Was surprised to note that 
year’s list of very worth while They did not bloom. Tiger Lilies also seemed to do 

annuals. j ere sees Ng oe the best under that same Pear 
: o be a very fine strain of seed” tree. The color is very deep and 

Femerovatii. eas visiting iy a A Email pena pee richer looking. 

each other’s gardens and com- wa be all vail ace honing fos. da It is a splendid time—August 
A » 40 and early September, to look for 

paring flowers. Some of the new- not expect them to be—but if ial Phi Th A 
er, more expensive varieties are yoy like to grow plants from reve BT h OX Vo ae 
being carefully watched and eed, you will enjo win ave ne showings. Lou ‘can: pic 
shielded, so nothing ha » you wi Joy growing the ones you like best and take 

» SO ppens to Hemerocallis. th home with No dan- 
these precious buds. One gar- These varieties are growing in eof di nee tnand ° 
dener whose Hemerocallis bed is my garden. I like them, and BEE Ob ‘aISEPPOUEMIE Mts 

near some apple trees stretched have had bloom since May: Du- Is There Any Reason Why? 
a burlap awning so no rude ap- morteri, Flava Minor, Midden- 
ple would bump some particular- gor Sovereign, Fulva, Kwanzo, Every year many lovers of 

ly choice plants. Anna Betscher, The Gem, Mrs. lowering shrubs and trees g0 
Dawn is one of the unusual w. H. Wyman, Thunbergii. down the Azalea trail, or to see 

shades, Ash Rose they call it. At Hemerocallis respond to culti- the Japanese Cherries in 
first it seemed rather disappoint- vation, water and plenty of fer- Washington, coming back to tell 
ing—but its unusual color rather tilizer. They do not like being US how beautiful they were, add- 
grows upon you especially if it crowded, will grow in either sun ig regretfully, “Of course We 
is planted near pale yellow va- oy shade, but do best where they cannot have anything like that 

rieties. get some sun. in Wisconsin.” And yet some of 

Ophir bloomed this year in my Vitex Macrophylla with J. A. these people from the southern 
garden. This is one of the long (Crawford is a combination to be States rave in the same manner 
season sorts; a strong grower yemembered both in the garden OVer our wonderful varieties of 
with thick petals that stand up and to cut for the house. blooming Thorn and our lovely 
well. Two stalks are giving for- , native Crabs when they see 

ty blooms. White Phlox them in bloom. 
Bay State is another favorite Do not neglect the influence If every member of the Hor- 

of mine, each stalk sends many for beauty in color arrangement ticultural Society and Federation
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of Garden Clubs, every member GOOD DAYLILY THE FOLIAGE OF HALL’S 
of the Women’s Clubs who are VARIETIES AMARYLLIS 

pcan ee has MAXY. fine new varieties of QUESTION: Last fall I plant- 
mean really get together and daylilies are being origi- ed Several bulbs of Hall’s 

say, we are going to see that nated but many of the latest are amaryllis. An abundance of foli- 
thousands of our beautiful na- not yet on the market or are age came up in the spring, but 
tive Thorn trees—and more priced so high as to be out of now it has died down. Can you 
thousands of those also beauti- reach of the average gardener. give me any reason for this be- 
ful native Crab trees are planted A number of the older varieties havior? 
so that people from other tates are seen too seldom in gardens, Answer: It is the nature of 
will be driving up here to see and many of these are moderate Hall’s amaryllis, Lycoris squam- 
them in all their beauty—why— in price. . igera, to behave just as you have 
it would be done. And we could Dr. J. B. 8. Norton contributes described. A heavy growth of 
plant some Amalanchier (Shad) the following list as desirable va- foliage is put up in the spring 
also: It is as beautiful as the far rieties given in the order of their and after a few weeks dies down 
famed white Dogwood. relative | season of bloom: (1) completely. In late summer a 

Resliy these trees -would, te Dumortierii, (2) . Flava (lemon stem will come up, grow with 
much more attractive than bill. lily), (3) Sovereign, (4) Aure- great rapidity, and produce a 
hostdé-—fiona Gf ud cake for the ola, (5) Goldland, (6) Iris Perry, cluster of showy pink flowers.— 
billboards —ao why not try tore (7) Mikado, (8) Ophir, (9) Hy- From Horticulture. 

place them with Crabs, Thorns pon) Macular fit) Maz OO 
and Shad Trees? See Sort, Ue) TOunberes PROPAGATING DEL- e common tawny daylily 

which has escaped from cultiva- PHINIUMS 
tion and is found along streams QUSTION: I have several 
and roadsides, appears to be ab- choice delphinium plants 

GIVING ASPARAGUS solutely sterile. It is quite a which I wish to propagate. Is it 
FERNS A REST mystery to students how this best to divide the roots or make 

QUESTION: My asparagus ‘Strain became so widely distrib- cuttings? 
ferns are turning brown and uted since it produces no seed. Answer: Delphiniums can be 

apparently dying. What can I The Maculata noted in the list increased either by division of 
do to save them? is a larger form of the same type the clumps or by cuttings. Even 
Answer: All kinds of aspara- Which does set some seed and the the experts do not agree as to 

gus, including Asparagus plumo- Pollen from which gives fertile which is the better way. The 
sus and A. sprengeri, the two Seed when crosses on many oth- clumps may be divided either in 
which are usually grown as pot ¢ varieties. the fall or in the spring. Spring 
plants, require an annual rest Circular 42 C, The Yellow division, just after the new 
period. The need of this rest is Daylily, may be purchased from growth starts, seems to be pre- 
indicated by the foliage turning the Superintendent of . Docu- ferred by most gardeners. Cut- 
brown. They should be watered ments, Government Printing Of- tings may be taken in the early 
sparingly and placed in a cool fice, Washington, D. C. The price spring from the new shoots, or 
place for a period of six weeks. 38 five cents—W. R. Ballard, from the second-growth shoots 
Then the brown or dead parts Maryland Dept. of Horticulture. which develop in late summer 

should be cut away and a sprink- — after the faded flower stalks 
ling of bone meal or one of the have been cut back. Cuttings 
special house-plant fertilizers, The Wisconsin Dahlia Show, taken in the late summer should 
which are now available at al] Public Service Bldg., Milwaukee, be carried over in coldframe or 
seed stores, should be worked in- Sept. 11-12. greenhouse.—From Horticulture. 

to the surface soil. Gradually J SSS 
rae the water supply and the 
Plants will soon be more beauti- ; : 
ful than before. Asparagus Se cage Oe Ecce: leaping EE onatause 
ferns do particularly well when SOMNIES CONERY 
given a western exposure. — TREE EXPERTS @ © © 
From Horticulture. 

RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 

as Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

Write or Wire ° 

Gee to buy some of {7203 Moore’Seece™* = “BROT WISCONSIN Phone 23144
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 

B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 

K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

NN 

THIS SEASON WITH THE wey Taryn or groups are in particular need 

GLADS ar Sy f of strengthening. 

PHL iL | The performance of many va- 

Walter C. Krueger qj aii | rieties now on the market with 

WHILE the blooming season Giz | respect to heat resistance and 

is not yet complete and sev- ae | uniformity of floret placement 

eral new things have not bloom- ' = | can be distinctly improved. In 

ed, they have been observed in | Ln this respect Mildred Louise, 

other gardens. It is safe to name i | Ai ere Margaret Fulton, Minuet and 

New Era as the most outstand- errant Mrs. Heaton stand supreme. 

ing new variety in my garden. a’ i 

If this sparkling ruffled pink in- eee TTT 
: : BEE 

sacs Tee light pik variety | Bee GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
Oregon repeated its tremendous Renin ELECTS NEW OFFICERS 

flower heads and large sized flor-__§=_—-—-—-_______ At THE annual banquet and 

ets without losing in stylish ap- business meeting of the 

pearance which is not true of the formance although I want to see Wisconsin Gladiolus Society held 

equally large Vista Bonita which how the giant sparkling red at Oshkosh, August 14th, the 

is an even more vigorous grower. James Fitzjames propagates and following officers were elected 

Frost pink Ornatus in frosted if it continues its fine bloom of for the coming year. 

pink in a small flower and plant _ this year. Flaming Meteor is the President, Ben Robinson, Ke- 

is very beautiful. most vigorous, Tip Top the best nosha; vice-president, K. J. 

. exhibition variety. Timm, Markesan; corresponding 

The Whites Dr. Hoeg in the dark reds secretary, H. J. Rahmlow; re- 

While I had an opportunity to seems to grow better each year cording secretary-treasurer, 0. 

see Star of Bethlehem, Super- and I like its color sheen. Kapschitzke, Sheboygan. 

white, Maunga, Heligtum, Alba- Directors: Walter C. Krueger, 

tros, Maid of Orleans, Polar Ice, New Orange Oconomowoc; A. S. Haugen, 

White Sword and Bob-white in The orange color class brought Stoughton; A. J. Strobel, Hart- 

my garden almost at the same out a real prospect in Orange ford; Harold Janes, Whitewater; 

time, I prefer Maid of Orleans Delight which seems to endure W. E. Menge, Oshkosh; Walter 

and Bob-white as they perform the heat very well. H. Bromley Miller, Sun Prairie. 

here, because they have a style Amber in the small flowered sec- Regional vice-presidents: 

of floret and spike that is pleas- tion in red-orange is very fine. Robt. Jantz, Eldorado; Frank 

ing to me. Golden Fleece and Yellow Em- Thomas, Kenosha; Chester Har- 

Good Red peror proved to be good deep rison, Waldo; Clarence Kunde, 

0 s yellows but I still shade Golden Oshkosh. 

In this year of heavy flecking Goddess in this weak color class. 

and poor placement even on the Olive Marie Brown is a yellow 

old reliables it was hard to evalu- Orange Butterfly. Amber Glow SMALL PROFIT FROM 

ate the reds. My garden offered is a small flowered deep yellow. SHOW 

an oportunity to observe the fol- Paradise and Lady Winsome 

lowing reds and scarlets: Koehl, in buff and pink respectively ‘TREASURER Otto Kapschitz- 

Bennett, Flaming Meteor, Ama- proved to be giants in growth ke, Sheboygan, reports total 

dor, Eric the Red, John Bach, and flower in their respective receipts from the State Gladiolus 
Smiling Maestro, Tip Top, classes. Show of $276.85. Disbursements 

Aflame, James Fitzjames and No new lavender threatened amounted to $266.48, as paid by 

Red Phipps. Koehl and Bennett Minuet’s rank in that color. August 26th. This leaves a pro- 

still rank first in proven per- The rose-red and rose-pink col- fit of $10.37.
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Gladiolus Show Premium Winners 
THE largest point winner at schitzke, Jr., Sheboygan, exhibi- tables and exhibits on the floor 

the Gladiolus Show this year tion spike, Picardy; Section I, B. and as chairman of the entry 

was Walter C. Krueger, Ocono- Haberman, Jefferson, decorative committee was excellent and also 
mowoe, with a total of 160. Next spike, Lindesta. greatly appreciated. 
was E. A. Lins, Spring Green, , Mr. Arthur Strobel did a good 
with a total of 105, and third Shadow Box Winners job as supervisor of judges. He 
was Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh, Shadow box of gladiolus only: made all the arrangements and 
with a total of 87. 1st, Miss B. M. Pease; 2nd, Mrs. everything went smoothly in 

. . E. J. Bell; 8rd, Mrs. E. J. Bell, this department. Treasurer O. 
Champion Spikes Oshkosh. A. Kapschitzke of Sheboygon 

Mr. Walter C. Krueger, Ocon- Shadow box of gladiolus and handled the sale of tickets and 
omowoc, won a grand champion other flowers: 1st, Mrs. Eva finances in his usual efficient 
ribbon on his exhibition spike of Robinson, Kenosha; 2nd, Miss B. manner. 
Miss New Zealand. He also had M. Pease, Oshkosh; 3rd, Miss We wish to extend our thanks 
the grand champion decorative Agnes Phillipson, Oshkosh. to members of the Oshkosh Hor- 
spike of the show, variety New tye ns Tabl ticultural Society and the Osh- 
Era. Mr. Krueger also had the Artistic Dinner Table kosh Garden Club who so effi- 
champion decorative seedling. 1st, Bessie M. Pease; 2nd, Mrs. ciently helped on the entry com- 
Mr. Edwin H. Ristow, Oshkosh, Wm. Nelson; 8rd, Miss Reif- mittee and as clerks for the 
had the champion exhibition  steck, Oshkosh. judges. A number of them acted 
seedling. Both seedlings have as as ticket sellers which was also 
great possibilities. Artistic Arrangement Classes greatly appreciated. 

. . Vase of gladiolus only: Ist, 
Variety Table Winners Mrs. E. J. Bell; 2nd, Miss B. M. Sa 

The winners of the 20 variety Pease, Oshkosh. 
and artistic arrangement table Gladiolus with other flowers: IN APPRECIATION 
were: 1st, Chester Harrison, Ist, Miss B. M. Pease; 2nd, Mrs. Ww E WISH to say a word in 
Waldo; 2nd, Albert Haugen, E. J. Bell. appreciation of the services 
Stoughton; 8rd, R. W. Jantz, El- Floor basket of gladiolus: Ist. of Mr, Walter C. Krueger, Ocon- 
dorado; 4th, F. J. Blood, Stevens Miss B. M. Pease, Oshkosh; 3rd, gmowoe, as president of the Wis- 

Point. . F. J. Blood, Stevens Point. consin Gladiolus Society during 
Winners of the 25 variety ta- Basket of gladiolus, smaller the past year. We found Mr. 

ble variety were: 1st, Albert than floor basket: 2nd, Mr. Alvin Krueger both cooperative, an ex- 
Haugen, Stoughton; 2nd, Dr. Hopper, Oshkosh. cellent presiding officer, and a 
Geo. H. Scheer, Sheboygan; 8rd, Gladiolus in low bowl: Ist, qiligent worker for the welfare 
Chester Harrison, Waldo. Mrs. E. J. Bell, Oshkosh. of the organization. He helped 

The traveling cup donated by i ibi lan a very successful fall meet- 
Colonial Gardens, Rushford, Min- Commercial Exhibits ing ae Oconomowoc last Septem- 

hesota, was won by Mr. John Two large and very excellent ber, another successful meeting 
Zuege, Oshkosh, for the best commercial exhibits were made at Oshkosh this spring, and did 

bouquet. by Mr. Walter Miller of Sun a vast amount of work for the 
Division Champion winners Prairie, and Mr. A. S. Haugen (Gladiolus Show. In addition he 

were: Section B, Wm. Neuberg- of Stoughton. Both exhibited ex- wrote many interesting and 
er, Reeseville, 3 spikes Minuet; cellent blooms of all the leading timely articles for this page. 
Section C, Walter C. Krueger, varieties. Their cooperation was We feel sure that his work is 
cenouuent, [ate ae greatly appreciated. highly appreciated by everyone 
exhibition, James itzjames ; : h of it, and who worked 
Section D, Walter Krueger, late Work of Committees with ee eed 

| introductions, decorative, New Appreciated 
Era; Section E, Walter Krueger, A great deal of credit for the Sac 
large exhibition, Miss New Zea- success of the show and the good 
land; Section F, Clarence Kunde, attendance is due Mr. Edwin Ris- Clerk: “Mr. McPherson, how 
Oshkosh, exhibition spike, Duna; tow, Oshkosh, who had charge of about buying the latest atlas?” 
Section G. Robinson Gardens, local arrangements. The work of Mr. McPherson: “Not noo, 
Kenosha, decorative spike, Blue Mr. Noel Thompson of Madison mon; I’ll wait until the affairs in 
Admiral; Section H, Otto Kap- in handling the arrangement of Europe are more settled.”
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In My Garden 
By the Editor 

A LARGE mass of color inthe nated by Mr. Hoefer. The latter sunlight for each plant with cul- 
flower garden seems espe-_ is a darker pink. tivation and water if it turns 

cially attractive to the average Vesper Iris quite dry will keep the clumps 

garden visitor. For late July and P blooming well. If too many 
August bloom Phlox in variety Iris Dichotoma or the Vesper shoots start in the spring result- 
creates a most impressive gar- Iris was recommended for trial ing in spindly growth and small 
den picture. by our plant testing committee flowers, some of these shoots 

This year the late blooming last fall. We hope many of our should be pinched off. Better and 
Hemerocallis or Lemon Lilies queens ordered it Once yon larger flowers will result. 
added to this picture by greatl ave seen it you will certainly i 
softening the — These Lemon want several plants. A small Teaeplany Srerareens Eis Fal 
Lilies are tall growing and bloom plant set out this spring sent up _ Evergreens may be successful- 
over a period of about three four flower stalks which grew ly transplanted this fall. Be sure 

weeks because of the large num- about three feet tall and con- to take a large enough clump of 
ber of buds on each plant. Only tained many flower buds. They dirt as the branches cannot be 
three or four will open each day started blooming the first week pruned as in the case of trees or 
on a medium sized plant. The in August, four or five opening deciduous shrubs. Therefore, the 

lighter lemon yellow colors seem daily at about 4 p.m. They are small, fibrous roots of evergreens 
the most attractive. dainty and exquisite in shape must not be injured. It will be 

One must be careful not to and color—a wonderful addition well to thoroughly soak the 
plant too many of the red and_ to the garden. ground several feet deep a few 
pink varieties of Phlox or the Mildew days before planting so the soil 
garden will look too brilliant. The will “ball” well and not fall away 
whites and the mauves are ex- The weather being rather dry from the small roots. Then aft- 
cellent shades to add. during latter July, we did not er transplanting they should be 

Tuberous Rooted Begonias are suspect that mildew would at- kept well watered until frost. 

excellent this year. They began tack the rose leaves, especially Verbenas 
blooming in early July and will the climbers. We were surprised A bed of verbenas is a thing 

bloom continuously until frost. to find it very severe which of beauty. We like a bed of one 
However, they must have almost teaches us the lesson that we solid color best. To make a solid 
complete shade, although on the should keep all plants susceptible eq the plants should be set 

north side of a house they do to leaf diseases covered with about ten inches apart and then 
well in the early morning or late lime sulphur dust. A duster and the old flowers should be kept 
afternoon sun. They are as beau- @ bag of dust—preferably lime pruned to provide new growth. 
tiful as roses. This year our mix- sulphur mixed with arsenate of 
ture contained light and dark lead—is a nice thing to have on 
reds, yellows, pink, cream and_ hand at all times. TREAMENT OF LUPINES 
white. Divide peonies soon. Begin- QUESTION: ‘The lupine plants 

Miss Kenosha Phlox ning September 15th and there- which I planted last fall 
after is a good time to divide pe- bloomed profusely during the 

Two years ago Mr. Oscar onies or order new ones. We spring, but since then have with- 

Hoefer of Kenosha, nurseryman, have often been asked if it is a ered and appear almost dead. 
made the remark “I think Miss good thing to divide peonies fre- Should I have cut them back aft- 
Kenosha Phlox is fully equal to quently. In our own garden we er blooming? 
Columbia.” Whereupon we or-_ have not found it so. Peonies ob- Answer: Lupines should be 
dered several plants and are very tained from Mr. Sisson of Rosen- cut back as soon as the flowers 
glad we did. Not only do we dale about six years ago have fade. If this is not done the 
think Miss Kenosha is equal to bloomed very well each year and plants will wither and become 
Columbia, but in some ways bet- we see no reason for dividing unsightly, as yours have done. 
ter. It is stronger growing and them now unless we wish to in- If the plants are cut back after 

seems to bloom over a longer crease our plants. Of course, if blooming, they will usually send 
period. It is a salmon-pink and they are not blooming well, up new growth and will often 
grows quite tall. This as well as something may be wrong, but we flower again during the summer. 
the variety Zenith were origi- suspect that plenty of room and —From Horticulture.
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kee, on Saturday and Sunday, Shadow Boxes In Our Flower 8.7152: 
The Society is cooperating 

Shows with the Bureau of Visual In- 
struction in preparing a film on 

Pearl Johnson, Wauwatosa Dahlia growing and varieties. 

SHADOW boxes have always cording to all the principles, the 
created a great deal of inter- lines and colors well selected. Yet IMPROVE THE LAWN THIS 

est at flower shows. To make a_ it leaves the beholder cold; fails FALL 
good shadow box or “flower pic- to stimulate and warm those who . . 
ture,” taxes the skill of the high- view it. Why? I believe it is be) YY HEN the fall rains come is 
est authorities on the subject of cause such a composition, well a good time to improve the 
flower arrangement. done as it may be, is so unrelated old lawn or make a new one. 
Shadow boxes may be divided to real life. No one can imagine Grass seed requires plenty of 

into various classes as: “still using such a group of things in Moisture and a cool season for 
lifes,” “niches,” “flower arrange- the home. best growth. 

ments,” and other variations. I The Flower Niche type is One of the recommendations 
have noticed this: There is often shown in a shadow box or niche, for controlling crab grass in the 
very little relationship between and is a floral arrangement with- lawn is to give an application of 
these groupings of flower pic- out accessories. It should be com- complete plant food this fall, 
tures and accessories in the posed for pictorial effect. I sug- then seed in a good lawn mixture 
flower show and groupings of gest this class for the beginner. or Kentucky blue grass and rake 
the same type in the home. In these classes, the proportion and roll the seed into the soil. If 

Let us review the following of the arrangement and acces- there is not plenty of rain, this 
definitions to refresh our mem-  sories (if any) to the size of the area should be watered at least 
ory. A shadow box is usually a_ space is of the greatest import- three times each week. As a mat- 
box, 30 inches high, 24 inches ance. No exhibit should be so ter of fact to get the seed to 
wide and 18 inches deep, or of small as to look lost in the space grow well, the soil should be kept 
some other size arranged for the nor so large that it touches the looking damp all the time. 
pictorial effect of material ex- recess or fills it too much. Try 
hibited in it, with lights placed living with your arrangements Fertilizers 
to produce shadows which are before taking them to the flower 
planned as a part of the compo-_ show. If it is “easy” to live with A good time to apply fertiliz- 
sition. Still Life, as used in and receives appreciative com- €%, especially nitrogen fertilizer 
Flower Shows, is shown in a ments from your family and_ to both the lawn and shade trees, 
shadow box or niche, with arti- guests, then use it at the show. is in the fall, while the leaves are 
ficial lighting, in which is ex- These groupings may be used to Still green. The nitrogen ferti- 
hibited lifeless objects such as decorate a desk top, bookcase, izer will be absorbed by the tree 
fruits, mounted animals, birds, end table or a bed-side table. and grass roots where it will be 

flowers, plants and vegetables The object in holding flower 2Vailable early next spring. Ear- 
with accessories and should be shows is to educate the public. !Y October is a good time to do 
composed within the borders of Not only should the entries dem- this. We could never see the rea- 
the frame as one would compose onstrate what local gardens can 8°" for drilling holes around 
a picture to be painted. This produce in a way of high quality ‘Tees for applying fertilizer. 
gives wide latitude to the exhibi- flowers and new introductions hese holes are unsightly and 
tor of the still life picture. So offered to the public; they should the fertilizer is concentrated in a 
long as a pleasing composition is jn the so-called “artistic” classes YeTY Small area. Nitrogen ferti- 
made, using objects of harmoni- not only show fine arrangements _ er is as soluble as sugar or salt 
ous texture, color and size, there of flowers but demonstrate the ‘" water, and if applied on top 
are practically no limitations. uses of such arrangements in the °F the soil, it is not long before 

A typical entry in such a class home. moisture from rains or heavy 
at one of the smaller shows, us- sprinkling will carry the ferti- 
ually includes a flower arrange- lizer to the roots. Orchard men 
ment, a jewel box with a string WISCONSIN DAHLIA have found that ammonium sul- 

of beads spilling over the cdge, SHOW phate or cyanamid (nitrogen 
Perhaps a partly opened fan ly- fertilizers) applied broadcast ov- 
ing close by. The composition THE Wisconsin Dahlia Society er the soil greatly increased the 
may be excellent, the flower ar- will hold its annual show in growth of fruit trees. Why not 
Tangement interesting and ac- the Public Service Bldg., Milwau- shade trees?
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q Route 2, Thiensville Madison Ripon i 

Mrs. E. R. Durgin, Hon. President Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Rec. Secretary Mrs. Robert Alder, 2nd V. President q 
| | 1815 Park Ave., Racine 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa Elkhorn 
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ANNUAL CONVENTION, i Soe > i CE FOR MORE GARDEN CLUBS 
AUER (PAS FOR fr, UREA Cea), WISCONSIN GARDEN [¥# We de Syd MY VBS. C. E. Strong, West Allis, 

CLUB FEDERATION, aft Pus, ui a Fi, a W suggests that the Wiscon- 
OSHKOSH, OCT: 14-15, he Na A fi PSA, sin Garden Club Federation work 
ATHEARN HOTEL Dae Cale Wh ES wee | more closely with the Women’s 

‘THE next event in garden club litt i BN HH vp it Clubs of the state in order to de- 
history will be the annual Ry ee tl eh velop more interest in garden- 

convention of the Wisconsin Gar- [ft Wares, ae es 3, yy ing. Women’s Clubs could organ- 
den Club Federation. The Board |"¥ Often. ee ae ize garden club sections within 
of Directors voted in August to | \@Apey Say ae sith) their clubs. Such sections could 
hold the convention in the {gq Live 7 mac affiliate with the Federation 
Athearn Hotel, Oshkosh, Octo- Baye s aagey | without losing their identity and 
ber 14-15. , F re -] receive the help that we give to 

Plans are already under en AD aor all our affiliated clubs. 

way to obtain outstanding f ay fe ees 2 Mrs. Strong says, “There are 
speakers for the program. Mr. oF ba Bri LF yy) many splendid workers among 

Alfred C. Hottes, who is known Ney ‘ V7 oO the Woman Club members. I 
to all garden club members, has ,\We7] Or" A ol WET! know because I have been a 
been invited to be one of the A E Be A gee £7 member for 25 years.” 
speakers. Mr. Hottes is at pres- er T LF aa oa The organization of garden 
ent in Europe but is expected to aq 4 peep Me ihe club sections by Women’s Clubs 
return the first part of October. She ee would give the members a very 
He will have an interesting mes- important program of work to 
sage. do which would help beautify 

Dr. Rufus Bagg of Appleton, Bay in July and the annual con- their city, improve the gardens 
who gave such an interesting vention at Madison last fall, in the community, and provide 
talk at our summer meeting at those who attended said, “I an interesting and profitable sub- 
Sturgeon Bay, will tell us of the coger have missed it for any- ject for study. 
geological history of this section thing.” This convention will be : : A or'Weconin no eeepign, The Oshkosh Hor: geil spreiat ugaeation 

A complete program will ap-  ticultural Society and the Osh- Women’s Clubs in garden club 
pear in the October magazine. kosh Garden Club will cooperate work. We need an active pro- 

In the meantime plan to at- in making it a success. gram in Wisconsin to increase in- 
tend. Each garden club will be The Athearn Hotel has ample terest and membership. 
asked to send two delegates, one accommodations, and is a quiet 
as a member of the Board of hotel with reasonable rates. See 

Managers to transact busines of NOMINATING COMMIT 
delegate to give a report of the A SUGGESTION TEE MEETS 
work of the club in the open WE have recently heard the "THE Nominating Committee 
meeting. Both sections will be suggestion that the Wiscon- met on Aug. 25 and nominat- 
held the first forenoon. There sin Garden Club Federation co- ed several candidates for the of- 
will be a special flower show, spe- operate with the State Fair man- fices of 1st and 2nd vice presi- 
cial luncheon, and a banquet. agement and take over a section dent and recording secretary- 

The Federation has made a_ of the Horticulture Building for treasurer. Acceptances not hav- 

reputation for holding most in- a special flower show for a period ing been received as we go to 

teresting meetings. Following of two or three days during the press the list will be published in 
the summer meeting at Sturgeon Fair. What do you think? the October issue.
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FLOWER SHOW SCHEDULE NEW METHOD OF JUDG- CAN YOU ANSWER THESE 
WISCONSIN GARDEN ING GARDENS IN QUESTIONS? 
CLUB FEDERATION CONTEST 1. What garden flowers have 

In Connection With Annual A GARDEN club in Maryland aromatic foliage? What trees 

Convention has been experimenting and shrubs? _ 
‘cits én fs ‘veil ta: with a new plan of judging gar- " 2: 4 a zinnia leaf smooth or 

Exhibits are to be entered in the dens in garden contests which hairy? 
f th di lub, with th apo eqege at 

ame of the committee members also seems to have possibilities, 3. Is a delphinium leaf smooth 
appearing on the entry tag. iuaxin writes W. R. Ballard, Extension or hairy? 

8 must be ready for judging : ° 3 
i a A mat, Triseday, October 18, Horticulturist. ont tat 9, tolemtbing leaf smooth 

Judging will be done by the new rat- A suitable certificate is given a . 
ing:eystem, for some worthwhile achieve- t 5. mee i the difference be- 

ment in the garden. The judges ween the shape OL a columbine 
SHADOW BOXES . . and a meadow rue leaf? 

: may take note of a particularly 6. How. many stamens: does 
Awards: Each entry will be given good lawn, an excellent rose gar- étiinia have? y 

$1.00. den, a beautiful lily pond, good Pp : 
Twelve shadow boxes, size 28x22x int 1 tast : 7. How many petals does a 

16 inches are available. We will re- Maintenance, unusual taste In | ot tium have? 
serve one box each for the first 14 the selection of architectural fea- 8. H 1 
clubs making entries. Additional en- tyres special skill in the grow- . How many petals does a 
tries may be made by a club if there . f tain fl Th pansy have? 
are any left over. Entries close Oc- Ing of certain lowers. e cer- 9. How many petals does a 
tober 8. gi tificate would praise only that sian dragon have? 

Class 1. arvest scene using : _ ! 
Wisconsin fruit or vegetables, or both, ak mie orbs perhaps ea 10. How does the seed pod of 
with or without other accessories looking the hideous rock garden, a delphinium open? 
such as leaves. the utter disregard of landscape £ 

Class 2. An autumn picture using principles, in the hope that the 11. How does the seed pod of 

bed type of orticulinral material ex- pleasure attending the receipt of % POPPY open? 
cepting fruit or vegetables. . 

Class 3. Arrangement of hardy the certificate would stimulate 12. How does the Bead pod of 
garden grown chrysanthemums. interest in improving other a California poppy open : . 

phases of the garden art. Suit- Compiled by Victor H. Ries, 
ARTISTIC ARRANGEMENTS able newspaper publicity of Extension Floriculturist, Ohio. 

Awards: 50c for each entry given course is necessary to develop a 
rating Excellent or Very Good. interest. “ 

Class 4. An artistic arrangement, KEEPING HYDRANGEAS 
any type of horticultural material, ap- BLUE 
propriate for Thanksgiving. a 
Class 6. An artistic arrangement os 

of hardy garden grown chrysanthe- FOND DU LAC GARDEN Question: JI have a blue hy- 
mums, drangea which is a good blue 

Class 6. An artistic arrangement of _CLUB PROMOTES BRIDAL color in the bud, but the flowers 
woody branches with berries or fruit, WREATH FOR CITY t hit he Is th 
Hlth o® without leaves: ON urn white as they open. Is there 

Class 7, An artistic arrangement of BEAUTIFICATI anything I can do to keep the 
any type of dried herbaceous material E > 109 

—annuals, perennials, wild flowers, ‘THE Ledgeview Garden Club flowers from turning white? 
ete. Not woody branches. of Fond du Lac has chosen Answer: A light application of 

the Spirea vanhouttei or Bridal alum, sprinkled on the soil about 
DINNER TABLES Wreath as its city shrub, and is as one would apply salt to one’s 

Limited to 8 entries from the first Promoting its planting through- food, will usually keep the blue 
Sclubs making reservations. Awards: out the parks and other areas of color of a hydrangea from fading 
82 for each entry. the city. to white. Alum can be purchased 

Class 8. A Hallowe’en Dinner Ta- —) i We. Geniterplace may he of any tye Says the Fond du Lac Com- at any drug store.—Horticulture. 

‘horticultural material—fruit, flow- monwealth Reporter: “The beau-_—_ ———————————————. 

iri Stables ee tas tification project was started by jam = z= 
Class 9, A Thanksgiving Dinner the club in the spring when the aSI ~\ VI E 

ie. enter-plece of horticultural Association of Commerce voted 
laterial, © 2 

No flat silver on tables. Napkins al- to make Fond du Lac a ‘bridal Y oO UR T REES 
lowed. To be set for 6. wreath city.’ The club planted Pruning — Cavity Treatment 
Ten 10. Exhibit of garden club 39 bridal wreaths on a 125 by 11 Spraying — Cabling 
Class rm jinn don Club Ex- foot ‘drift’ in the park and since Fertilizing — Tree Moving 

Mbit A table showing work done by then a group of WPA workmen WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
More have been working on the proj- i . 
Temiums paid by the Wisconsin ” 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Horticultural Society. ect. LAKESIDE 2907
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How To Grow Clematis 
"THE best time to plant cle- lower nodes of the stem below right down to the root, so as to 

matis is in spring, but the the surface of the soil, so that a encourage the growth of new 

hybrids are usually grown in new mass of roots may be en- and healthier stems. But with 

pots, and these may be set out couraged to grow. Another and strong plants and the proper soil 

almost any time during the more heroic device, in case the and situation, neither of these 

growing season. The soil should plants are not thriving, is to cut devices need be employed.—By 

be deeply dug; the deeper and the stem at the beginning of the J. E. Spingarn. Condensed from 

wider the hole the better. This second year below the ground article in Horticulture, Aug. 15. 

is not the place to discuss the 

complex problem of clematis and ce ae 

lime, and no one is as yet in a 
svettion 40 guy ‘whether Time or The Twenty Best Large-Flowered 
the texture of the soil is the es- , : 

sential element. It is sufficient Hybrid Clematis 

to say that most of the wild spe- 

cies grow in limestone regions. Variety Color Type 

A light loam, moist and well- srscral a 
drained, and with some lime add- Ascotiensis azure-blue Viticella 

ed, is the ideal soil; if the soil is Belle of Wokin: double, sil ore . 

heavy, it may be lightened with e ouple j SUNETY=BEay Florida 

leaf mold and a little sand; and Comtesse de Bouchaud satiny rose Jackmani 

in the case of all hybrids and . . . 

most species, it should be en- Crimson King bright red Lanuginosa 

riched with manure—cow ma- . 

nure preferably on light soils Duchess of Albany scarlet Texensis 

and well-rotted stable manure on yy . : 

heavier soils. Moisture and a aa Spats bright blue Lanuginosa 

cool root-run are essential to the Gipsy Queen dark velvety purple Jackmani 

happiness of clematis, and in dry . 

weather they should be given an Henryi white Lanuginosa 

occasional watering. 
5 Jackmani superba dark violet-purple Jackmani 

Most clematis prefer some . 

shade, which can be provided by Lanuginosa candida grayish white Lanuginosa 

lanting them behind a shrub or : . : ‘i 
val tee, or if tis e incon. Lady Caroline Neville * — delicate mauve with dark- 

venient, they can be given a er bars Lanuginosa 

mulch of spent hops or possibly Lo: . . 
peat moss sweetened with lime. rd Neville dark plum Lanuginosa 

The ball of roots should be set Madame Edouard Andre _ velvety purplish red Jackmani 
two or three inches below the 
surface of the soil, and the stem Mrs. Cholmondeley light blue Jackmani 

immediately trained to a stake . . 

or post. I protect my own plants Nelly Moser pale mauve with red bar Lanuginosa 

with a zinc collar about eight . 7 : 
inches high, inserted in the Prins Hendrik azure-blue Lanuginosa 

ground two or three inches, for Ramona ‘ blue L inosa 

any kink or break in the stem 
anug! 

may lead to disaster. I prefer Sir Garnet Wolseley bronzy blue with plum- 

this to the inverted bottomless red bar Patens 

flowerpot filled with sand that is . . 

sometimes used in Europe. Ville de Lyon reddish purple Viticella 

Various methods have been William Kennett deep lavender Lanuginosa 

suggested for increasing the 

sturdiness of the young plants. All bloom on new wood except Belle of Woking and Sir Garnet 

One method is to peg one of the Wolseley.
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ll il — ber! All Hail — September! 
Mary A. Lowerre 

GEPTEMBER—when the air is sy ee tee; to make tags, class cards 
sweet with the tang of ripen- 2 OF Ficnes and awards. Tags must have 

ing things. When we hear the at C7: string attached; class cards must 
rustling wings of flocking birds, Vt Ke have names of classes to be 
and the merry ringing of school Crave placed on table; awards should 
bells throughout the land, re- \ . ares - have pins to fasten to a stem. 
minding us that vacation time is Ex 23 Placing committee; this commit- 
over—and work begins. tee will take the finished bou- 
September — the month for ~~. quets and place them on the ta- 

Junior Flower Shows—when ev- either in the auditorium or in bles—carefully leaving space be- 
ery school in Wisconsin should the school room, depending upon tween classes. 

be holding a Flower Show before the size of the school and its:fa= Committee to arrange back- 
Jack Frost comes to cut down, cilities. Tables or shelves made ground—if any. Space forbids 
and waste, all the beautiful flow- with boxes and boards may be enumerating committees — ap- 
ers which Mother Nature has so used to display the bouquets point as many as needed. Let all 
generously provided for the en- Pasteboard markers, made by work for the show be done by 
joyment of every beauty-loving the children to tag each display committees as this stimulates in- 
child. with the name of the exhibitor. tcrest, and teaches unity of ac- 
September—the month when Stars or ribbons should be used tivity. Keep the floor clear while 

every garden has a profusion of by the judges—for these awards judging is being done. Judges 
bloom just waiting to be gath- furnish much of the zest of ef- must be neutral. 
ered into the harvest—the har- fort. To receive a blue ribbon Caution children not to crowd 
vest of fun! Mothers, fathers, (paper streamer) may open the flowers. An uneven number of 
why not urge the kiddies to mind of a child to a new world large blooms should be used, 
gather this harvest as a means of beauty about him which he length of stems varying. Any 

of teaching them more about will never cease to explore and number of small blooms. 
beauty, and about the grawing enjoy—the Nature World All bouquets must be ar- 
and use of flowers?. How to I unit there ave ranged at the school, and by the 
cut them, how to arrange ersons familiar with flowers children themselves. 
them, and display them—both at r nd who know their proper use See that the show is written 
the’ Flower Show, and in the ji 'tun imo. Ask them to judge UP_in the local papers, listing 
home. the show Your library ae ote names and awards. : 
Many Flower Shows Held tain a book on flower arrange- 1 should greatly appreciate a 

: ( cliping with the account of your 
In over thirty Flower Shows ment which will greatly help the yynion Flower Show 

ld in the schools of Waukesha novice. (Miss Lowerre is Chairman 

vunty last September — hun- _ The show should be set up by Junior Garden Club Section, Wis. 
dreds of children thrilled with the children under the super- Garden Club Federation. - 
the joy of their own effort, and vision of the teacher. Invite all . 
ete ee far sur- parents and friends to attend. THE WILD FLOWER PRES. 

pectations of par- Show Cl 
ents and teachers, and proved a ow Classes ERVATION SOCIETY 
sorrce of pleasure and satisfac- A simple schedule of five AN YONE interested in wild 
tion to all classes is sufficient. No. 1. Bou- flowers and wild flower pres- 
Consult with your school quet for Teacher’s Desk; No. 2. ervation will find the magazine 

board and your teachers. Many For the Dining Table; No.3. For ‘Wild Flower” very interesting. 
teachers are glad of the splendid the Living Room, in vases; No. It is published by the Wlid Flow- 
terest aroused through the 4. Bouquets in bowls or baskets; er Preservation Society, 3740 Ol- 

show as a basis, throughout the No. 5. Miniature bouquets. Any iver Street, Washington, D. C. 
year, for the teaching of Nature number of classes may be added, Membership dues including the 

Study and Conservation included _ but.too many may prove confus- magazine are $1.50 per year. The 
inthe curriculum of the schools ing to the placing committee— magazine is published quarterly 
of Wisconsin. for committees must be appoint- and contains many beautiful pic- 

A simple plan will suffice for ed for each activity of the show. tures as well as interesting arti- 
the show, which may be held Committees: Tagging commit- cles.
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We cannot afford to lose a single root so we ridge up . | . 

the dirt high over the rows. Peonies cling to life and will Material—Clear soft white pine. 
not die unless the eyes are exposed above ground through Bottom Boards—Red cypress. 

heaving. . . Factory pressed corners on metal roof with holes punched 
Now is the time to plant and up to freezing weather. for mailing 

Late. plantings: ase best, ‘We onever plant before’ late High:quality workmanchip:assueed by ‘experienced work: 
SrODeE: men employed every day in the year, manufacturing 

Sissom’s Peonies ee eee ree Catalog 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN The Walter T. Kelley Co 
Highways 23-26 Intersection Paducah, Kentucky 
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Best by the Bee Test 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago & A. I. Root Co. of St. Paul 
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CHICAGO, ILL. Bae Supsies ST. PAUL, MINN.
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New Fruits Found 
Fruit Testing Committee Visits Fruit Breeding Farms 

B&icHT and early on the Laie Tiernan ane (aie SATE By 5 
morning of Labor Day, Sep- q : a, o Sa heae ce 

tember 6, four members of the a if c yi 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society ‘ ie dey a 
left Madison to attend the first 3 7 ae 
official tour of the fruit testing : ar, 
committee to western Fruit , i iv 
Breeding Farms. i Co Pe eee ) i 

The party, this year’s fruit ’ 2 5 rae ie, si 
testing committee, consisted of i plat a 
R. L. Marken, Kenosha, vice- ie) 5 7 : 
president of the Society, and Di- , y 
rectors Wm. Leonard of Fort At- Pinker 
kinson and Nick Jacobs of Saw- 
yer, and H. J. Rahmlow, secre- , 
tary. 

Arriving at Minneapolis Mon- , eine 7 sna cidiy Hen 3G ca ies Se ; 

day afternoon, we were able to yew hardy apricot tree, nt Brookings, 8.'D. Tete to right, Nick Jacobs 
attend the Minnesota State Fair Prof. Hansen, R. L. Marken, Wm. Leonard. H. J. Rahmlow took the picture. 
and see exhibited there many of — 
the new varieties of apples and 
plums. We were immediately im- Prunus Japonica and it should therefore be an ex- 
pressed with the splendid color We were greatly impressed cellent shrub for the home 
of the Beacon apple recommend- with the high quality of the grounds. 

ed for limited trial last spring. fruits of the Prunus Japonica or Beacon Apple 
Tuesday forenoon was spent Korean cherry, seedlings No. 60, The committee considered the 

at the Minnesota Fruit Breeding No, 20 and No. 57. Number 60 Beacon apple a “find,” because of 
Farm at Excelsior. Mr. Fred jg especially sweet. This is the its wonderful red color, its uni- 
Haralson, superintendent of the shrub recommended for trial last form size and fair quality. Mr. 
farm, acted as our official guide, spring. A large number of seed- Haralson stated, “Twice during 
while Dr. W. Brierley and Dr. ings were introduced. The shrub the last three years we took five 
A. M. Wilcox explained the ap- grows about 214 feet tall and bushel of Beacon and five bushel 
ple, strawberry, raspberry and produces fruit the size of sour of Duchess to the Minneapolis 
grape breeding work. cherries, much as currants are market and received $2 per 

From time to time we will ex- produced on a bush. The seed- bushel for Beacon while the 
plain in more detail the merits lings mentioned above were Duchess brought only 75c. The 
of the many varieties we in- equal in quality and the No. 60 reason was the better appear- 
spected so this article will be sweeter than the cherries we ance of the Beacon. It is also of 
rather brief in its description. grow. The plants are very hardy better quality than Duchess.
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We had heard that the Beacon Hardy Grapes at Minnesota APPLE ADVERTISING COM. 

was, expected {0 replace, the The Minnesota Fruit Breeding MITTEE APPOINTED 
have no doubt of it. No grower oe wal i doubly eve! seme AT the request of National Ap- 

y grapes of excellent quality «at; 

would plant Duchess after see- {9 introduce in the near future. ple Groups, an organization 
ing the fruit and tree of the Bea- The committee was shown sev- poem oi ae ae eon 

eons . No. 1007 eral varieties in white, blue and 8 ups f the Unit pee the 

Minnesota No. 1 red grapes which showed consid- our Ho ae ; T Soa i. 

Unfortunately Minnesota No. erable promise. Grape No. 27 for cinted. OF! anit UTE) SOClely 

1007 was not mature on Septem- example, a red variety, purplish appointed a ania tee to act on 

per 7th so we could not test its red when ripe, was very sweet the National Apple Stabilization 

quality, but it looked very prom- and quite hardy. The Station is Committee. 
ising. Mr. Haralson agreed to trying to perfect a grape that This committe consists of Mr. 

send us a half bushel of the fruit need not be covered during the Karl S, Reynolds, Chm., Sturgeon 
for the convention. This is the severest winters, and still pro- Bay, Dr. R. H. Roberts, Madison, 

most promising of the late ap- duce high quality fruit. Mr. Peter Swartz, Waukesha, Mr. 

ples developed in Minnesota. ‘The N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, Mr. 

tee is ee ee sa ts At Fargo, North Dakota Fred Sacia, Galesville, and Mr. 

and has an excellent qualite From the Minnesota Station at H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Secre- 

quite distinctive from any other Excelsior the committee drove tary. 

apple. It may be another find. northwestward to Fargo, North Each of the above growers re- 
Dakota. For about a third of the presents a growing and consum- 

Latham Crab nay bis drove penne an excel- ing section of Wisconsin. The 

The Latham Crab, Minnesota lent farming section, very much  Guties of the committee are to co- 

No. 240, was said by the late yee the ed ey a of operate with the National organ- 

Mr. Latham to be the best crab IscOnsIn: Cas y mies, ization in distributing literature 
he ever tasted. It matures one however, when we reached the aan : 

SLE. ‘ Red River Valley was entirel and advertising materials to 

week later than the Whitney and ™' y y . =e : 4 
os newspapers in their consuming 

makes a very delicious sauce. It different. The Valley would be — tions. Further, ‘t t 
will keep for six weeks. one of the grandest farming sec- Sections. Further, to cooperate 

: tions in the whole United States With the grocers in various parts 
Flame Crab if ample rainfall could be de- of the a in a campaign to sell 

ane . _ pended upon. A rich, glacier lake ™ore apples. 

tifal oat apule sien boon devel bottom of black soil, thousands ‘The apple growers of the na- 
oped by the Minnesota Station of ten a ee farming land, tion are faced this year with one 

called Flame. It makes an excel- ™@*eS i fe A Beene of the largest crops in history. It 

lent jelly but is probably too pean alfalfa and sweet clover. js for the purpose of moving this 
3 ecause of the acreage of sweet ‘ 

small for kitchen use. However, we : large crop at a profitable price, 

it was brought out that it is ex- clover which is planted with the that the organization was 
cellent food for pheasants and as ea el Pee ae eee formed. 

such, should be planted in the crops of Bete to three hit All fruit growers should lend 

po : Bos edge of woodlots for q.4q pounds per colony are pro- their support to this movement. 

e birds. duced by the best beekeepers Nationally advertising the 

Plums during good seasons. One is im- food and health value of apples 

As our members well know, pressed with the size of the will stimulate the use of apples, 

Minnesota has developed many farms in the area. and help to sell the big crop. Wis- 

excellent varieties of plums of Grain fields are evidently consin growers will probably be 

which Underwood, Superior and planted by the hundred acres confronted this year with apples 

Ember are among the best. Re- rather than by ten acre fields as_ shipped in from other states. 

garding the profitableness of a in Wisconsin. This cannot be helped. In fact, 

plum orchard, however, there is (To be continued in the we should be more willing to 

some doubt. Mr. Haralson drop- November issue) contribute to the national ad- 

ped the remark that their six vertising pe 2 one to 

year old plum orchard hasn’t  S increase the use of apples every- 

paid for itself yet, while the Har- where to get rid of the entire 

alson apple orchard adjoining, Eat Wisconsin apples. They crop. Just as long as there is a 
has a heavy crop this year, and have quality and flavor. You surplus in one section, it will be 
is profitable. will like them. shipped to some other section.
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Codling Moth In Kickapoo Apple Orchards 
John A. Callenbach 

AFTER two seasons of prac- turely, and the August 15 peak from the peak emergence of Au- 
tically semi-arid conditions, was the normal peak. gust Ist. With the appearance 

instead of the normal hu- © of a second peak of such huge 
mid condition, the codling moth ‘Pray Schedules Out of Balance j)onortions drastic measures 
situation in the Kickapoo region With such variations from the were needed. In order to stay un- 
has been assuming a status some-__ normal flight our spray schedules der the tolerance limits for lead 
what similar to that generally were thrown considerably out of and arsenic it was inadvisable to 
found in the orchards of our balance. Ignoring the preblossom apply any further sprays contain- 

western semi-arid regions. In scab sprays, for codling moth we ing either of those materials. 
1936 an exceptionally hot and have been recommending a calyx Therefore it was decided to re- 
dry spring and summer built up plus 10, 20, 80 day sprays; that commend the use of Black Leaf 
a large codling moth population is, 10, 20, and 30 days after the 155, a fixed nicotine in bentonite 

and injury to the 1936 crop was calyx spray, and a second brood clay material. Some delay was 
somewhat above average. In 1937 spray to be applied according to encountered in obtaining suffi- 
similar conditions built up the the date of the second brood cient quantities of this material, 

population to enormous propor- flight. The importance of first but by August 28th most of the 
tions, and with the issuance of brood control cannot be too major orchards had applied this 
the second, or summer brood, strongly emphasized, as 40% of spray to their late varieties, 
bait pan catches recorded the the larvae resulting from this particularly McIntosh. While it 

largest flights since records were brood of moths carries over for is too early to determine at this 
first taken in 1932. next year’s infestation while 60% date the effectiveness of the 

Besides the severity of the in- emerge as the summer brood. spray, observations of check 
festation this season the flight Control is likewise more difficult trees as compared _to sprayed 

had other peculiar features. In in the first brood because the trees showed a striking decrease 
an average year the moths can surface of the apple is rapidly in- in new stings and entrance holes 

be expected to build up to a fairly creasing making it difficult to inthe sprayed fruit. 
distinct peak in the first brood, keep adequate coverage without Regarding the prospects for 
gradually diminishing over a frequent spray applications. 1938, it seems probable that with 
period of weeks and occasionally The second brood spray was a favorable winter a heavy in- 
overlapping the beginning of the applied this year about August 5 festation may be expected and 

second brood. The second brood in order to catch the early fringe stringent control measures 

normally builds up quickly to a of the flight and also the larvae should be planned. 

distinct peak, generally 60265 0 qT 
days following the first. The esses 
flight then tapers off until cool NS 

weather arrives. In 1937 the first \S AP, 

brood behaved normally. How- “ikea 

ever, the second brood came to a \\ Tins 
peak on August 1, only 50 days SP (\ ve Me WAN 
after the first brood peak, and Ni alll he. ap om) z 
resembled in almost all details You N\ 305 ES Vee) a Like 

the 1936 flight, which occurred td \ Cla any 
56 days after the first brood peak. NS woe UY Th : LMS Sg ae A em 
Instead of tapering off, as was Nya 3 eens en 

expected, on August 14, sixty- Veo, ONES ~~ 
four days after the first brood i ae a) ey 

S oar \) J 
peak, the flight took an enormous Ww Mo Me. -) Guullad) 

jump and 300 moths were - 

caught. What had evidently hap- SET ee de Acee , TMEV HAVE FLAVOR AND QUALITY 
peak for some reason not yet de- Mats for the above design are available to growers for use in advestising, in two sizes, 
termined had occurred prema- one column and two columa widthey free of charge. Write Wisconsin Horticultural Society,
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ATTENTION FRUIT Prices to be paid will depend If you have good apples to sell, 
GROWERS upon marketing conditions in have a good sign made to adver- 

N 37 of this i f producing localities. tise them. A poor sign does not 
O Wisco ; i ti nanny on The total national production attract customers. 

‘it f a the off iad ball dfn the is expected to reach more than It’s better to display apples un- 
will find the:ollicia, othe Wis 204 million bushels, or nearly der the shade of a tree on a lawn 
election of officers of the Wiscon- 957 more than the 164 million than to’take the customer into.a 

State Horticultural Societ; 8 aT hi mabe fe Siest time thet bushels of the 1928-32 average. dark, smelly building or cellar. 
nrusibews not attending the an- . Says F. R. Wilcox, Director of — 

1 tion have been given Marketing Agreement. “With an 
nua wort t Votefor the of. abundant supply of apples of POISON OATS AVAILABLE 
feaae MEY te good quality, the purchase pro- FOR MOUSE CONTROL 

You are entitled to vote if you &tam would be much more satis- A LARGE shipment of pois- 
receive Wisconsin Horticulture {@¢tory from the standpoint of oned oats bait to control 
by having either paid up your total returns to growers if low- mice in the orchard has been re- 
dues as a life member, an annual &T@de apples for fresh consump- ceived by the Wisconsin State 
individual member, paying $1.00 tion could be kept off the market. Horticultural Society, from the 
per year, or an affiliated member —_———_——_ Federal Mixing Plant in Idaho, 
h h some organization affili- operated by the U. S. Bureau of 
tol ait the Beciaty—Senather THE APPLE CROP Biological Survey. 
you pay direct to the Society or THE U.S. apple crop this year The bait will be shipped to 
if the secretary of your local as- is estimated at 190 million @™yone express collect. It is il- 
sociation pays the dues to the pushels. Last year’s crop was legal to ship poison material by 
Horticultural Society. TA mail. Prices are as follows: to feel . 117 million bushels. The five- 10 lb. b $1.20 

Ws ha ‘he Society. vod ag Year average crop is 134 million 5)" En Bo 
: bushels. . RES RRS RSE Es 

aut, ean your ballot for the Every one who ate two apples —_ 

You will notice a blank line /@st year must be persuaded to IMPROVING THE QUALI- 
following the nominations of the eat three this year —or those TY OF APPLES 
nominating committee for each saat eat pica week [HERE as. heen considerable 
office. You may vote for some- other a a ane eat it every complaint about green or im- 
one of your own choosing who is ly Unis year. : mature fruit on the market. This 
a member of the Society, if you The big apple growing sections appli iall d , , pplies especially to peaches and 
do not wish to vote for those of the east and west will spend ‘ 

5 ; vies pears. In the state of Washing- nominated by the committee. At thousands of dollars advertising ton a ruling has been made that 
any rate, we hope you will send their brand. So far, Wisconsin shipments of apples: and pears 
in your ballot as directed on growers haven’t shown any in- will not be released by the State 

page 37. terest. 5 Department unless the fruit is 
Wisconsin growers have had entirely mature. This is an ex- 

SURPLUS APPLES TO BE _ their market at their door. The cellent idea. Placing poor quality 
PURCHASED FOR RE- problem will be to increase that fruit on the market reacts 

LIEF PURPOSES market. We a be sure that against the producers because 
N announcement was made fancy apples will be shipped in. the consumer stops buying 

A on September 21 that the However, it won’t hurt to con- . 7 
Federal Surplus Commodities tribute to the advertising of ap- _ Factors Determining Quality 
Corporation will purchase sur- Ples all over the United States. In Apples 
plus apples in commercial pro- Perhaps then folks in other Writes C. C. Strachan of the 
ducing areas where such pur- states will eat up most of the ap- Summerland Experimental Sta- 
chases will benefit growers and ples grown elsewhere and not so_ tion, Canada, in Canadian Hor- 

help to relieve the stress of mar- many will be shipped here. ticulture. “Sweetness and pleas- 
keting conditions, and where It’s good business not to try to antness of flavor in apples may 
such apples can be distributed sell poor grade apples in a big be influenced by orchard prac- 
effectively by relief agencies. crop year. tices. There appears to be a dis-
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tinct relationship between leaf 
area and sugar accumulation in FRUIT EXHIBIT 
the fruit. As a general rule the 

reater the leaf area, the more 1 1 . ‘ Oe Will be cored thefee Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
: ° 

However, a heavy dense foliage Convention 
sometimes produced by excessive 
applications of nitrogen, is not Avalon Hotel, Waukesha 
desirable as it shades the fruit, NOVEMBER 18-19 
delays color development and af- 
fects keeping quality. Pruning Committee in Charge: C. L. Kuehner, Madison; J. F. Thomas, Waukesha. 

to improve light penetration is Judges: J. G. Moore, Madison; R. L. Marken, Kenosha. 

beneficial in that it promotes uni- 
formity in quality of the crop SHOW OF APPLE VARIETIES 
produced. Thinning of the fruit Platé orThees Apples 
of an excessively heavy crop also PP 
encourages sugar accumulation intan ey eatin aceon for varieties recommended for 

in those apples which are left on 
the tree. First prize, $1; Second, 75c; Third, 50c; 25c for each additional entry. 

“ . 1. Milton 4. Macoun Ze 8 
‘The stage of maturity at 2. Orleans 5. Cortland 8. Kendall 

which the fruit is picked has a 3. Newfane 6. Haralson 9. Any other new variety. 

greater influence on quality than 
any other single factor. Fruit 
harvested in an immature condi- PLATES OF APPLES 
tion never develops full quality. a P enartie wa each variety, Classes 10-23. First, 75c; Second, 50c; Third, 

. ° ° c; Fourth, cy 

On the other hand, fruit which is 10. Gano 15. Salome 20. McIntosh 
left on the tree too long has a 11. Grimes Golden 16. Tolman Sweet 21. N. W. Greening 

comparitively short life with a a Jonathan 17. gindsor. ‘ici 22. Wealthy ; 
result that it is likely to be past ia. Novthocs Spy 19. ce 23. Any other variety 
its prime before it reaches the 
consumer. 

“The quality of an apple can SEEDLING APPLES—PLATE OF 5 APPLES 

be ruined by subjecting it to ad- Committee in charge: E. E. Skaliskey, West Bend; C. C. Gilman, Port 
verse storage conditions. Thus, Washington. 
Grimes Golden when stored at Special ribbons will be awarded for the best seedlings. 

temperatures below 36 degrees Premiums: First prize, $3; Second, $2; Third, $1; five additional prizes 

Fahrenheit remain green and un-  *¢ $1. 
attractive in appearance. They Seedlings should be sent to the State Horticultural Society, 1532 University 

. Avenue, Madison, not later than November 15th, 1937. Seedlings may also 
are also likely to develop a type be brought to the convention before 9:30 a. m., November 18, by the exhibitor. 

of internal breakdown which 
makes them quite unfit for hu- 
man consumption. On the other SEEDLING NUT SHOW 
hand, Delicious soon lose their Plate of Seven Nuts 

crisp texture and delicate flavor Judges: Peter Swartz, Waukesha; Wm. Leonard, Fort Atkinson; C. L. 

when kept in a warm place. No Kuehner, Madison. Hugo Klumb, Rochester, in charge. 

storage treatment can develop 24. Hickory 26. Butternuts 
prime quality in fruit which has 25. Walnuts 27. Any other variety nuts 

been grown under unfavorable Premiums: First, $1; Second, 75c; Third, 50c; Fourth 50c; Fifth, 25c. 

conditions or picked at the wrong 

time.” 
nl Aptly Defined Not So Bad 

DON’T MISS THE Teacher: “William, what are Teacher: “Now, children, since 

‘ CONVENTION the two genders?” we have described what trees, 
Plan now to attend the big William: “Masculine and fem- flowers and plants are, who can 

convention for fruit growers, by inine. The feminine are divided tell me in his own words what 
the Wisconsin Horticultural So- into frigid and torrid, and mas- grass is?” 

ciety, at the Avalon Hotel, Wau-  culine into temperate and intem- Small Boy: “I can, teacher. 

kesha, November 18-19. perate.” Grass is whiskers on the earth.”
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FALL CARE OF STRAW- The Dorsett vine and roots FERTILIZERS ON STRAW- 
BERRIES have shown no more injury from BERRIES 

. the cold winter weather than any T HAS b ioned i e 
Questions Answered by of the others. I think the blos- J S been mentioned in Wis- 

H. H. Harris, Warrens, Wis. soms are more subject to frost h consin ee before 
Question: Do you think it pa injury than Premier, Beaver or that results wit the use of fer- 

: you n Pays Gatskill. Our old renewed bed tilizers for strawberries has been 
to cover strawberries with mulch . uite variable in different states. 
: 9 looks better than our new bed 4@ € IN/eMreren’ sta 
in the fall? this year In the 1936 annual report of the 

Answer: Yes, I think it really . Iowa State Horticultural Society 
pays to cover strawberry plants, ——— is a paper by Profs. Maney, Pick- 
both for protection of the plants ett and Minges on strawberry ex- 
in the winter season and to keep Meehe ae ae ae perimentation work, in which we 
the fruit from getting soiled find this statement. 
when ready to pick. FOR WISCONSIN “A spring application of 800 

Question: When should mulch- [NDIAN Summer is a new ever- pounds of 5-7-7 fertilizer to cer- 

ing material be put on the beds? bearing raspberry originated tain plots bi eres aaa hees 
Answer: We used to wait un- by the New York Fruit Breed- les, stimulate e growth o 

til the ground was frozen hard ing Station, Geneva, New York, the plants and apparently made 
enough to hold up a loaded wag- which is of excellent quality and the plants more resistant to leaf 
on to avoid cutting up the produces well. The berries are Spot infection. However, the 
ground, but Professor R. H. Rob- much larger than the St. Regis yield of these plots was reduced 
erts has been studying the in- grown here in the past. in Be a fe ee pe ie 
jury to the roots of the plants Whether or not this new rasp-_ received no fertilizer treatment. 

and has found that the damage berry will prove eho for peer arene OSES 

was dane hy te carly freezing, Weosn conitions sll?” SNOW PROTECTION FOR 
fore the finat hard freezing troduced a few years ago and SMALL FRUITS 
weather arrives. during the middle of September I" IS well known that snow is 

Question: Which do you think had not yet produced any ripe “ the best covering for protect- 
is the best material for mulch- berries, though there were a ing plants in the winter. Some 
ing, marsh hay or straw, and number of green fruit and plen- type of material or crop to hold 
how deep should it be put on? we plossoms on we pastes tae snow may be of considerable 

. i etter from > Ls ing, value. 

tueg reer foe ae me manager of the New York Fruit In Minnesota many small fruit 

less liable to have weed seed that Testing coer © ai Astpeiae faroen — sweet ¢ rast o 

will show ad bother ii the tial; TOO toe ihe pest two or tices Tle ateording fo tte Minnesota 
ing sen, Our ale e pat years has started to ripen here Fruit Grower. The sweet corn 
enough mulch Se about the middle of September, brings in a cash return in the 
eee ioe the rows but this year our season is some- summer, and later acts as a snow 

Question: D: thi k Ich what later, and it will not begin catch. In older plantings, Au- 
weston: 0-you Lain muNene  to ripen until about the first of gust seeded oats or barley are 

ing sc for se ihe followin October, and from then on it used to catch and hold the early 
year by conservation Of moisture boars well until a very heavy snows, and to stop the late 
in the soil? frost.” growth of the raspberries so 
Answer: Yes, the mulch pays In many sections of Wiscon- they will go into winter in a 

well in preserving moisture dur- gin of course, we expect frost in more dormant condition. 
ing a dry season. late September or early October Says the editor of the Minne- 

_ Question: How do the new va- go it may be that this excellent sota Fruit Grower. “Growers 
rieties being tested look at the new raspberry will not be suita- who have tried stringing snow 
present time? ble for our conditions. However, fences across the strawberry 
Answer: Catskill, Dorsett and it should be tried in the southern patch late in the fall believe it 

Fairfax are all making as good part of the state because of its pays big dividends in protection 
growth of vines as standard va- quality until we are sure of this from cold and in moisture con- 
rieties like Premier and Beaver. point. servation.”
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In other sections again grow- 
The Wayzata Strawberry ers are optimistic iets the 

prospects for Dorsett because of 
At Bradens its excellent quality and appear- 

ance, 

NEVER before had the fruit three acres of Wayzata everbear- Catskill seems to be more pop- 
testing committee of the ing strawberries. All the fields War from preliminary tests. Mr. 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society were completely covered with a J.D. Winter, editor of the Min- 
seen such an excellent crop of mulch of marsh hay to conserve "¢sota Fruit Grower, writes that 
everbearing strawberries as they moisture and keep the ground the Catskill has shown a great 
saw at the Braden Farm at Way- cool. In addition, there was a eal of promise in Minnesota. 
zata, Minnesota. small irrigation plant operated The berry is large and unusual- 

Stopping at the farm at thein- by a gasoline engine pumping |¥Y bright and attractive, and 
vitation of Mr. Braden on the water from a well to give the ©00kKs well. It seems to be a good 

| fruit inspection trip on Septem- plants the moisture they require Shipping berry, better than Pre- 
| ber 7th, Mr. J. D. Winter of the during the hot, dry season of Mier and Beaver. . . 
Minnesota Fruit Growers Asso- this summer. Part of the field Observations by Wisconsin 

| ciation and Mr. Braden explained had been allowed to bear a crop 8toWers seem to indicate that 
| the culture and marketing of in June and was producing a Catskill is the highest yielding of 
| these strawberries to the com- good crop in September. The oth- @"y of the new varieties. 
| mittee. er part of the field was newly set All of this indicates the value 

There were three acres in this spring and was also bearing ©! Widespread trials on a small 
bearing and were producing at well. scale, of the most promising of 
the rate of from 200 to 300 twen- As we have said before, ever- the new varieties. One variety 
ty-four pint crates per acre. Mr. bearing strawberries require ir- ™4Y 40 well in one location and 
Braden stated that he is now  rigation and heavy mulching to °t in another. 
getting five dollars per crate for produce profitably. In addition, a 
the fancy berries, four dollars there must be a good market 
for the number ones, and two close by where one can obtain EXPERIENCE WITH ENG- 
dollars for jams. All berries are good prices for fancy fruit in or- LISH WALNUTS 
carefully graded into three der to make it pay. Mr. Braden WE received letters from all 
grades, and the appearance of was making it pay. over the country during the 
the crates is so good that they —— past two months from those who 
have no trouble in getting these purchased English walnut seed 
prices on the market when un- COMMENTS ON STRAW. the past spring, giving their ex- 
graded everbearing strawberries BERRY VARIETIES periences. Most of the letters 
are bringing about half that STRAWBERRY growers have have stated favorable results. 

price. long known that certain va- A very interesting letter was 
However, the conditions under rieties do better on some soils received in early September 

which the berries go on the mar- and in some locations than oth- from L. Roy Schoenberger, Ne- 
ket has something to do with it. ers. This is quite striking in the vada, Ohio, R. 2, who has 40 
Mr. Braden is cooperating with case of some of the new varie- trees growing from the 50 nuts 
the Minnesota Horticultural De- ties. For example, Dorsett and we sent him. 
partment in carrying on tests Fairfax produced the highest Included in this shipment were 
with a carbon dioxide chamber. yield of any variety several years two very large nuts which he 
The berries are placed in this ago in test plots in the East. Re- greatly prized. About August 
chamber soon after picking, and ports from Minnesota and parts 1st there was still no sign of 
as a result, will keep during hot of Wisconsin indicate that the germination so he assumed that 
weather for a much longer time growers are a little dissatisfied the nuts had decayed and dug 
than those not so treated. This with the yield produced here. them up. To his surprise he 
work is still in the experimental In northern sections, especial- found neatly coiled in the shell 
stage but will probably be re- ly on locations where they are of each of those two large nuts, 
leased by the Minnesota Station subjected to considerable cold, a tiny tree, both sprout and root, 
in the near future. It looks very growers state that they are not and completely filling the shell 
promising. as hardy as Premier or Beaver. but unable to make its way out, 

s z Mr. Nick Jacobs of Sawyer is although the shell was open at 
Requirements for Everbearing growing strawberries on muck the end. He found them to be 

Berries soil on low land, and will discon- alive and planted them. They be- 
We were impressed with the tinue them because they have gan to grow and are now doing 

care Mr. Braden took of his not been sufficiently hardy. nicely.
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The Grasshopper Menace 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist 

MANY promising young apple 
o:chards throughout the 

state had their trees stripped by by 

the grasshoppers this sumer. i 5 

Arsenate of lead was not effec- _— ; oe 

tive in controlling them, but Se eas i : 
Paris green when used at the rate “ Pee : a 
of one pound to 50 gallons of wa- a cal 2 

ter and to which two pounds of 2 i es 
hydrated lime were added proved Pe eae ™ i 

not only effective but the lime ao si laee iy 
made it safe to apply to the ap- i 
ple foliage and little or no burn- i 
ing resulted. The defoliation is 
serious when it occurs early in 

summer, but where it takes place Grasshopper eggs as they appear in sod during egg survey 

after the middle of August with 

ene a a ot ene at 18 distributing centers scat- soning and injuries resulted from 
subject to borer attack and many tered over the state. carelessness including hogs fed 

newly set trees already suffering The counties receiving the poi- from swill barrels made out of 
from drought were lost as a re- SON agreed to furnish the other empty arsenic drums that had 

sult of this injury, as well as ingredients and organize and di- not been cleaned out prior to us- 

trees set out during the past year ect its mixing and distribution ng and several fields of tobacco 

or two. under the supervision of the that had the foliage burned be- 
state entomologist, who was ap- cause the poison was thrown di- 

Never in the history of the pointed by the State Grasshop- rectly on the broad leaves instead 
state has there been recorded per Control Committee. This of on the ground. The Biological 

such a widespread and serious Committee consisted of Charles survey has been studying the ef- 

outbreak of grasshoppers. True L. Hill, Chairman, Department fects of poison on game birds and 
grasshopper control in Wisconsin of Agriculture and Markets, animals and as a result of all of 
has for many years been an an- Chris L. Christensen, Dean of their observations report no au- 
nual necessity, but usually this the College of Agriculture, and  thentic case of poisoning whatso- 
was necessary only in limited Warren W. Clark, Associate Di- ever. The department’s entomol- 
areas, particularly insome of our ‘ector of Extension. ogists have begun an egg survey 
northern counties with light, : in co-operation with the United 

sandy soil. This summer the hop- The Baty, Rernsule States Department of Agricul- 
pers did serious damage to crops The formula used was one ture to determine the probable 
in every county of the state and worked out by the entomologists infestation for next spring. 
active large-scale control cam- and county agents of the state to The grasshopper winters over 
paigns were carried on in 52 out meet the demand for a cheap, ef- in the egg stage and these eggs 
of the 71 counties where mixing fective bait, unlike the formulae re still being laid by the adult 
stations were set up and ready-_ used by other states, using bran females, some species of which 
mixed poisons made available to and molasses. This mixture con- began their egg laying early in 
the farmers. More than 10,500 sisted of sawdust, 1 bushel; August. The amount of poison al- 
tons of ready-mixed poison were whey, 1 gallon; sodium arsenite, lotted to the thirteen states af- 
distributed in this manner and 1 pint and water 14 gallon. It fected is based on the annual egg 
the sodium arsenite used as the was applied at the rate of 20 survey and until this year it has 
killing agent was furnished by pounds per acre and when used as__ been a very accurate index. The 
the federal government from directed did not result ina single chief reason for its failure this 

their appropriation. One thou- case of poisoning to live stock, year was probably due to the fact 
sand and forty 50-gallon drums_ game birds or plants. that the survey was carried on 
of sodium arsenite were delivered Several cases of accidental poi- only in about one-half of the area
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which actually proved to be in- ° 
fested because the hoppers were Horticultural News 

so scattered and no real heavy 
infestations were evident. A. F. Yeager, North Dakota 

Expect Many Hoppers Next Year A CORRESPONDENT asked daylight hours are between 10 
All factors indicate that the in- whether it would be possible and 12 whereas other onions re- 

festation next summer will be ‘° Taise strawberries inside of a quire 13 hours or more, which of 
much worse that it was this sum- building with glass on the sides. course, is what we have here dur- 
mer. Many farmers delayed put- Undoubtedly it would. Whether ing the summer. 

ting out the poison too long and it would pay is another proposi- —_—— 
after losing their crops failed to ion. Strawberries can be forced Cornell Experiment Station 
control the hoppers. Consequent- !”, the winter time and high reports that copper sulfate used 
ly they were allowed to lay enor- Priced caterers have been known as a fertilizer improves the skin 
mous quantities of eggs to make {© furnish such potted straw- of onions both in texture and 
even more trouble next summer, Perry plants, each carrying a color. Incdentally, it has been 
Too much emphasis cannot be ¢!P Of ripe fruit, one plant at found that the strength of on- 
placed on the importance of fight- each plate, thus permitting the ions depends on the amount of a 

ing the hoppers when there is a banqueter to harvest his own complex sulphur co mpoun d 
fighting chance and that is to ap- fruit. Naturally they paid plenty which is present. Platinus and 

ply the poison mixture just after! the service! Knott report Early Grano and 

they hatch in the limited spots — Sweet Spanish as mild flavored, 
scattered over the farm and be- One of our members calls at- Southport Globe and the Yellow 
fore they start migrating into tention to the possibility of car- Danvers as medium, Australian 
the adjoining crop. A bushel of rying four o’clock roots from one Brown, Ebenezer and White 
the poisoned bait at that time year to another. The roots should Portugal as strong. 
will usually do more good than a_be stored like dahlias. — 
ton a few weeks later. _ A correspondent asks about 

how soon orange and grapefrui 
TO Pine uM fistey fads teal tha woe trees raised from seed will bloom 
NOTICE! . in a pot. I doubt very much 

son why Bermuda onions do not whether they ever would. The or- 
Don’t forget to vote for offi- do well here in the north while ange nomenieen seen fruiting in- 

cers of the Wisconsin Horticul- other varieties prosper comes aide is a special variety grown 
tural Society. Official ballot on from the fact that Bermudas - 
page 87 start bulb formation when the for the purpose, and so is the 

. Ponderosa lemon. 

ces ce oe aoe oe rr The New York Experiment 

ce ff Station reports that pop corn 14 

=... — s ££ years old pops almost as good as 
ei; * . fresh provided it has a moisture 

ee Content of 13-152. 
Cs... 42 > 2 2 Ol >> 
Pe elt LIVINGSTONE’S 

a rr a enepeeeee 

= — sh. oe 10076 protection: obtained: last 
— @#& #+;  _-~ a | winter. Positively will not injure 

| ai Cut courtesy Tomah Journal JAMES LIVINGSTONE, JR. 

| picture shows A. Ly Butts, orchard owner, and 'B. J. Fuller of the Station F, Route 9, Milwaukee, Wis. 
| Tomah Journal attacking two giant hoppers at the Butts orchard. oer emce eter emrem rere remremnes:
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FRUIT GROWERS YM iy HOW TO VOTE FOR OFFI. 
CONVENTION Mier LN “ty, CERS OF THE WISCONSIN and ne SS %, HORTICULTURAL 

Annual Meeting Wisconsi Rey “ 5 ee SOCIETY nnua! eeting isconsin. isl ERS A= pace See 7 . 2 

Horticultural Society ce or ened ON a eet ie vile aD ae Pa Mawic 7 see official ballot for the election 
Avalon Hotel, Waukesha oa, paueitonap(C ee) of officers of the State Horticul- 
NOVEMBER 18-19 0 Cj) tural Society, containing the 

Nd a TMM names of candidates selected by 

‘THREE out-of-town speakers ——— ___ the nominating committee as 
have been contacted so far to published in our last issue. The 

appear on the program for the IMPORTANT EVENTS following is a brief introduction 

Horticultural Society’s annual — Qetgher 14-15. Annual con- SE We gealelaes selected by the 

ae na ic i a fg vention Wisconsin Garden Club . 
en gis el, Waukesha, Federation, Oshkosh. Introducing the Candidates 

The complete program will be November 4-5. Annual Conven- Mr. Karl Reynolds of Sturgeon 

published in the November issue tion Wisconsin Beekeepers As- Bay, is secretary of the Reynolds 

of Wisconsin Horticulture. sociation, Municipal Building, Preserving Company, and is at 
Every effort will be made to Hartford. peel oe of spe HORE 

ilabl ince it has been customary for 

eee te nS tly tape November 18-19. Annual con- the president and vice-president 
vention Wisconsin Fruit Grow- to hold their office for two years, 

Special Women’s Program ers, auspices Wisconsin State the nominating committee se- 
. . Horticultural Society. Avalon lected no candidates in opposi- 

A special program will be pre- Hotel, Waukesha. Annual busi- tion to these two officers. 
sented for the ladies this year. nesg meeting, Horticultural So- Mr. R. L. Marken, Kenosha, 
oe eat ee oS oe ciety. vice-president for the past year, 

County, and Miss Mildred Owens, Michigan State Horticultural 54 well known fruit’ grower | 
of Milwaukee are already work- Society, annual fruit growers D y 7 
: A i : ae one poo Development Company at ing on a program which will be convention, . Civic _ Auditorium, G Mill dn tensi 

announced in our next issue. Grand Rapids, Michigan, No- che a S, “e ow Ken sha. 
We hope more fruit growers vember 30-December 1-2. orchard operator at Kenosha. 

will bring their wives this year a Directors 
to attend the women’s meeting . 

and regular sessions. OUR COVER PICTURE pay, son of D. E Bingham, wel 
Fruit Exhibit . Our cover picture this month known fruit grower, has been in- 

. | . shows a view of the Valley terested in fruit growing all his 
The premium list for the fruit of the Wisconsin River, Nelson life. Associated with his father 

exhibit may be found on page 31 Dewey State Park, in Grant in one of the largest orchard op- 
of this issue. County. erations in Door County, he is 

This beautiful park contains well acquainted with orcharding 
1,671 acres. and with many fruit growers 

Eat Wisconsin apples. They Cut was loaned us through the throughout the state. 
have quality and flavor. You courtesy of the Wisconsin Con- Mr. John Miles of Sturgeon 
will like them. servation Department. Bay is an active fruit grower, a
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JN most sections of Wisconsin destroyed by the grasshoppers. inch celotex on top and around 
the honey crop is very poor Hewill winter outdoors using tar the hives, and then covering with 

this year. A few report a good paper and straw. Will try some waterproof canvas. He winters 
crop. We have received reports top entrance with tar paper in two stories. 

from beekeepers in various sec- wrapping and celotex over the 
tions of the state which are very top. He states, “If the black flies Shawano County 

interestihg. disappear—the parasite of the Mr. G. W. Jeske of Cecil states 

Grant County army worm—we may get acrop that the honey crop is fair to 

Mr. Ralph A. Irwin at Lancast- Re VERE: ee with abeuy (2 pounds a 

er, writes that he will have about Roek County the De emo nal ith plenty of 
25 pounds per colony, but some Mr. S. J. Riesterer of Janes- stores and young bees. Prospects 
colonies will need feeding. But ville, writes that there isnohon- for next year are good if there 
little of the white or alsike clover ey crop in that section. The bees jg enough rain. He will winter 
survived the dry weather. are in good condition but many outdoors with a top entrance, us- 

Mr. Irwin will winter the will need feeding before winter. ing tar paper with an average of 
heaviest colonies on the summer Prospects for next.year seem bet- two to four inches of planer shav- 
stands, and the lighter ones in ter as the clovers look much bet- ings. 
the cellar. ter at this time. He winters out- 

‘ doors, packing with leaves. Rain Marathon County 
Washington County is needed to stimulate growth of Mr. Frank P. Reith of Strat- 

Mr. A. E. Wolkow of Hartford clovers as it is still very dry. ford, writes that he has 2 good 
Writes that there is no honey Box River Valley honey crop. The bees are in 

crop and feeding is necessary. very good condition for winterin, 
Late swarms have already starv- Mr. Geo. Jacobson of Kaukau- b ae trength aud. ii, Stor 8 
ed. Prospects for next season na writes that the honey crop is te male oom a ms * iL 
are better. Mr. Wolkow winters fair, and is of good flavor, body 9 703POT® or SUN Yun ah 
outdoors, covering the hives with and color. Bees are in good con- cole + ee ae WALES . Oe 
tar paper and plans to try to sift dition and prospects for next decease Ra = ae lentes, all 
out all the old bees to reduce the year are good. Mr. Jacobson } 0 oi uog ith esdar  ahin he 
feed bill. He will try to reduce winters outdoors in packing 2y 21sor and will have a top em 
the colony to the size of atwo or cases, two colonies per case. tianice 
three pound package consisting Sheboygan County . 

Sree VEN young; neces Gerald Wentz of Sheboygan, €: ? 
Kenosha County an inspector, writes that the EROM Chea COUNTS 

Mr. Richard Hansen of Keno- honey crop is very poor, but the ME. Frank E. Greeler of 
sha writes that the honey crop is bees are in good condition. Only _ Neillsville has an enthusi- 
10% of normal. Colonies are 50% have sufficient stores for Stic report as follows: “The 
fairly strong and some will need winter. New seedlings of clovers, honey Crop Was fine in Clark 
feed. Prospects for next year with the possible exception of County this ey ft I had an 
are poor. Condition of clovers is sweet clover, dried out. He will ee ot honey from ten colo- 

poor and alfalfa seedings were winter outside, using one-half mes 0 ae on page 36)
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59th Annual Convention BOARD OF MANAGERS TO 
MEET AT NOON ON 

Wisconsin Beekeepers NOVEMBER 4 
BECAUSE of the short honey 

A ssociation crop this year, and in the in- 
terest of economy, we suggested 
that the Board of Managers meet 

Municipal Bldg., Hartford at a luncheon at noon on Novem- 
November 4-5, 1937 ber 4, the first day of the con- 

” vention, and continue any unfin- 

ished business at the close of the 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4 program until the banquet. The 

10:00 a. m. Welcome to Hartford—Mayor of Hartford. president suggested that we 
Response by A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President Wisconsin Beekeepers Asso- write to all delegates and mem- 

ciation. . 
The revived area clean-up program. E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, bers of the Board of Directors 

Madison. asking them to vote whether 
vlan for 1938: Cc. D. Adame, Chiet Apiary qnspeeter Maatton. ; 1 they would prefer to meet the 
10: a.m. survey of present beekeeping conditions in isconsin rela- * * 

tive to honey prices. Prof. H. F. Wilson, Madison. preceding evening as has been 
11:30 a. m. Observations of top and middle entrances for winter. What the custom, or at a noon lunch- 

some doctors say about honey. Carl Schaefer, Department of Entomology, eon. 
Wisconsin College of Agriculture. 

We have heard from most of 
BOARD OF MANAGERS MEETING ie af ae - ie vote . 

«yas : avor 0: e noon luncheon - 
12:00 M. Special luncheon for delegates from county and district associa- : 1009 o LANES 

tions, and the Board of Directors of the State Association. Business meeting ing , was %, or unanimous. 
during and following luncheon. This will save a day of time and 

considerable expense to us,” 
AFTERNOON PROGRAM write the delegates. 

1:30 p.m. Solving some of our beekeeping problems. E. R. Root, Medina, 
Ohio. a 

2:30 p.m. How we filter our honey. Its value in marketing. E. F. Peter- 
son, Kewanee, Illinois, Secretary Illinois Beekeepers Association, and large SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSHSS 
producer. . % % 

3:15 p. m. Preparation and care of honey for market. Preserving the % A é N % 

color of white honey. Prof. V. G. Milum, Champaign, Illinois. % nnouncing ew % 

% ¥ % THE BANQUET ; Low Tin Container 
6:30 p. m. $ . % 

% Prices For 1937 % 
Banquet in Municipal Bldg. Price 65c per plate. % % 

Music and entertainment by the Washington County Beekeepers Asso- % Season % 

ciation. | . % Y 
Beekeeping the world over. E. R. Root, Medina, Ohio. % ss 3 Q 

How Wisconsin beekeepers pack their bees for wintering outdoors. Mov- % Friction Top Pails and Cans % 

ing pictures showing leading beekeepers preparing for winter. H. J. Rahmlow, $ Soldered With Pure ¥ 

Madison. " Ti % 
Old time dance, auspices Washington County Association. % in Solder % 

% 2% lb. cans, per case of 24 $1.13 & 
% 2% |b. cans, per carton of % 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5 $ 100 Ss _ 3.90 % 
gs : Y, 

9:30 a. m. Demonstration—Improved method for using uncapping plane % 3 {pe pale per case of 12 = 353 % 
in uncapping comb. A. J. Schultz, Ripon. Bib. pails, par cotton of 6 33 8 

Discussion of honey harvesting methods. $ 10 Ib. ails. per carton of 30 450 % 
10:00 a. m. Tests of bees and combs. Control of wax moth. Prof. V. G. % 60 Ib ee a balk each 5 $ 

Milum, Champaign, Illinois. | . % 6OIB. cane cee bse of 2 96 % 
New uses for honey, Mrs. M. Jenson, American Honey Institute. % 60 Ib. ans, pi Poa? 528 % 

11:00 a. m. Uniform grading of apiary exhibits at shows and fairs. Ex- % - cans, per carton of 24 . % 
hibits of new automatic section machine. E. F. Peterson, Kewanee, Illinois. % F. O. B. Boyd, Wisconsin ¥ 

12:00 M. Luncheon. Board of Managers may continue unfinished business. % 1937 Catalog Prices on Glass Jars % 

% and Comb Honey Packages to 
AFTERNOON PROGRAM $ Remain the Same % 

fs . % 
1:30 p. m. How to grow sweet clover. Both the biennial and annual $ Write for free sample labels and $ 

sweet clover, and their requirements will be discussed. Prof. F. V. Burcalow Q label prices. % 
Dept of Agronomy, Wisconsin College of pevicultares @usvailee é t % $ 

Growing sweet clover in this section of the state. EH. BH. Skaliskey, County % 
Agent, West Bend.” ; August Lotz Company ; 

Discussion and questions. . gs . ¥ 
2:30 p. m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Beekeepers Asociation. % Boyd, Wisconsin % 

Election of officers. SSSSSSSSSSSSSHSSHSSSSSSsSSooe
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LADIES AUXILIARY THE HONEY CROP HONEY FOR SALE 

MEETING [HE U.S. Crop Reporting Ser- _ Comb and extracted honey; 
HARTFORD, NOV. 4 vice in their September 1st any kind, any quantity. Fulfill 

Municipal Bldg. bulletin state: “Except in occa- the requirements of your local 
9:30-10:15 a. m. Set up honey sional areas such as Minnesota, trade during an off year. Write 

cookie exhibits. part of the Red River Valley, for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 

10:30 a, m. Leave for West Bend. northern Iowa, northern Nebras-  Pany, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
Meet at West Bend Aluminum Com- ka and the San Luis Valley in _—_ 
pany’s Demonstration Kitchen, Colorado and Oregon and Wash- 

11:00 a. m. Cooking demonstra- ington west of the Cascades, the HONEY FOR SALE 
tion by Helenit MuehImeier, Home main flow has been disappoint- White honey for sale. Francis 
ome on Agent of Washington ingly small. The total crop will H. Beauregard, Route 4, Ash- 

44:80 as ms ‘atic by Mrs AE Fon be one of the smallest in years. land, Wisconsin. 
re .~m y Mrs. M. Jen- a 

son, American Honey Institute. Many commercial beekeepers are 

12:00 M. Luncheon at West Bend. making inquiries to assure them the State Association treasury 
sufficient honey to take care of _ db di idi 

1:30 p. m. Trip through West Bend — their anticipated orders during an e use in providing pro- 
Aluminum Co, Factory. . grams for meetings and conven- 

the coming season. A 
2:00 p. m. Principles of coffee mak- Comb honey is scarce every- tions. ( - : > ; 

Janet iGenatiore Moines Gortes De. where. The total output i comb ——— 
partment, West Bend Aluminum honey is unquestionably the 
Company. lightest since honey became an FROM MARATHON 

3:30». m. Return to Hartford. important factor in American COUNTY 

6:30 p. m. Annual banquet bee- agriculture. In spite of the short ME. Joseph Garre of Aniwa 
keepers and Auxiliary. crop in extracted honey, the mar- writes as follows: “With 

Oe ket so far has not strengthened the exception of a few spots in 

depreciably over last year. Be- Marathon County where a nor- 
ICE BOX COOKIE CONTEST cause of the short crop, however, mal oe a nea a sia 

: ‘ many beekeepers are planning to CYop 1s Short and ranges trom al- 
Tn, Conacep tion With the Acnnaal hold their honey in the hope of Most nothing to about 50 pounds 
Convention Woman’s Auxil- ey in the hop i 

. é : higher prices.” average. We will have about 75 
iary of the Wisconsin Bee- g p . d 1 1 Whil 

keepers Association Mr. H. O. Rodeske, president POUn Gag aa per “honk a 
of the Buffalo County Beekeepers ee ber td ap 1 ee 

Rules Association, of Fountain City, sane ep en er wath lenty of 
. . writes that his bees will average SURONS. an DESS 1. -prenty 

12 ice box cookies. Any type. between 75 and 100 pounds of brood, but short of winter stores. 

Not less than 50% honey. No : . Feeding will be necessary. Pros- 
: : honey per colony this year. This f satisfact 

frosting. Recipe must accom- . . pects for next year satisfactory 
re - of course is very good consider- f th seedlings sur- 

pany exhibit. Cookies must be jng th the state. °° most of the new seedlings su 
wrapped in cellophane. ing tne average over tne state. vived the drought. White clover 

Entries will be made Thursday sberidy ihe She) pasmines se ie 
forenoon, November 4, and must Fall rains are needed badly to in- 

; ‘ ng. ‘ sure good wintering of honey 

he ready for judging by 10:30 | ABELS, PAILS AND GLASS- plants. 
—_ WARE FROM THE “We winter our colonies in a 

Awards ASSOCIATION specially constructed bee cellar.” 

Ist prize, $2; 2nd, $1.50; 8rd, Dot forget that the Wiscon- . 
$1.00. sin Beekeepers Association Stork and Sink 

Above prizes by the Ladies is handling honey labels, honey Teacher: “Can you tell me the 
Auxiliary. pails and glassware. difference between a stoic and a 

25c will be awarded each entry If you do not have a price list, cynic?” | . 
made, not receiving one of the Write to Mr. Walter Diehnelt, Abie: “A stoic is a boid that 

above prizes by the Wisconsin Honey Acres, Menomonee Falls, brings the babies and a cynic is 
Beekeepers Association. The for one. the place where you wash the 
cookies are thereby to become Send all orders for supplies to dishes.” 
the property of the State Asso- Honey Acres. tes 

ciation and will be served at the Remember that the profit from Be sure to vote. See ballot on 
annual banquet. the sale of these items will go to page 37.
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News From Beekeepers Honey In Center of Hive Body SWEET CLOVER 
(Continued from page 33) Beekeepers who winter out- By F. V. Burcalow 

“The condition of bees is good doors often have a colony or two Question: Can sweet clover be 
in strength and stores. Pros- each spring, perhaps the largest sown in waste places in the fall 
pects for next year are good if and best one, starve to death and produce a_ satisfactory 
we get rain this fall and next during a prolonged winter cold growth? 
spring. spell because they cannot break Answer: In waste places where 

“I winter all my bees in the cluster, and because they have there is not too much competi- 
cellar.” eaten all the honey above the tion from grass or weeds, un- 

cluster. Such a colony may have hulled seed can be sown during 
oe several frames of honey on the November or before the ground 

sides of the hive. freezes very hard. This is prob- 

FROM ASHLAND COUNTY It’s a good thing on warm ably much less of a gamble than 
, days in October to place several fall seedlings with scarified seed. 

Wee t head eo Be well filled frames of honey inthe When unhulled seed is used, it 

so were glad to get a card from center of the brood nest so that will not germinate in the fall 

Claude Moll of Ashland, who in this cannot happen. Those who but will be scarified by frost and 

the past has obtained Boris 6% feed sugar syrup of course find ready to make an early growth 

cellent crops of honey on the red that this is usually stored in the the following spring. Seed sown 
clay soils of Ashland County. He brood nest. this way will not produce flower- 

: . ing plants the first year but will 
writes that the crop is about Heavy Winter Losses Expected },, ready for very good growth 

Bo of normal this year, with 2 ngpetors and others “who the second ea. 
Colonies are in fair condition but know the conditions of bees in Sweet clover can be sown dur- 

will need some feeding. There is southern Wisconsin predict ing the month of August and if 
lots of moisture in the s6il OW. heavy winter losses this yeardue a favorable fall follows with suf- 

but not much clover left due to ‘© starvation, especially among ficient moisture, enough growth 
the drought during the summer beekeepers who do not examine will be made so that it will live 

. ~* their bees and know what is in through the winter and produce 

Mr. Moll packs his bees out I. the brood chambers. If there a satisfactory crop the following 
winter cases outdoors using were supers above the brood year. However, under our con- 
leaves for packing. chamber and these were taken ditions, fall seedlings over a pe- 

off and extracted there is prob- riod of years have not proved too 
ably very little if any honey left successful. 
in the colony for winter. Question: Must sweet clover 

OCTOBER ARDY BEE Feeding seed sown in waste places be , 
. . . scarified and inoculated? | 

BY this time all good beekeep- Considerable feeding will be Answer: Experiments have | 

ers have made the fall check- done this year. In preparing shown that better results are ob- 

up to see that every colony has Sugar syrup the recommenda- tained by using unscarified seed 
a good laying queen to go into tions are to use two parts of for November seedings. In all 

the winter. If this was not done, Sugar to one part of water. This cases, however, inoculation 

it is rather late to do it now, but heavy solution must be brought should be practiced and the seed 
some idea can be obtained as to to a boil before feeding in order sown on ground well supplied | 
whether or not a colony has a_ that the syrup may not crystal- with lime. (To be continued) | 

queen by watching to see i. i lize. a 

still has drones. If you find ~~. 
drones about the entrance ona oR ww OVERSIGHT hea 

warm day it’s a pretty good sign attention has been calle 

that sonethig is wrong. There CONTAINERS O to an oversight in giving 

will be warm days during Octo- Write us for prices on friction credit to those who helped with 

ber when such a colony can be top pails—60 pound cans and glass the appropriation for the eradi- 

examined. If there is a queen jars. cation of foul brood from Wis- 

present she may be a drone lay- Comb and extracted honey -want- consin. Credit should be given to | 

er or infertile. It’s a waste of ed. Send samples and quote price Senator C. E. Dempsey of Hart- 

money to overwinter such a col- delivered Milwaukee. land for his efforts in getting the 

ony. If the colony is very strong, bill out of committee. Senators 

a queen may still be introduced, WALTER GEIGER Douglass and Dempsey deserve 

but weak colonies should be unit- 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. special recognition for the work 

ed with a queen-right colony. remcemcmmomcemoenoens they did for this bill.
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booster for Door County fruits, ° 
and is secretary of the Door Official Ballot 
County Fair. He is also well 

vased Sst lsorsicul pws ing 26! FOR THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
acquainted with fruit growers 
throughout the orchard sections. of the 

r. Clare Fancher i i- 
auch, father in the oper. WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
ation of the Fancher Nurseries 
at Sturtevant, just west of Ra- ‘ 
cine. The Fancher Nurseries are For President 
well known as among the largest 
and most successful in the state. KARL S. REYNOLDS, Sturgeon Bay wenn LT] 

Mr. Charles Patterson of 
Franksville is a farmer and fruit oo] 
grower and is president of the 
Racine County Fruit Growers : - 
Association which office he has For Vice-President 
held for a number of years. He on ae C] 
takes an active interest in fruit ' '- MARKEN, Kenosha --___------__-------~---~-------------| 
growing problems and cooper- 
ates with the College of Agricul- co] 
ture in conducting tests on cod- 

Me Gael Eoieaay of Fort For Director to Succeed S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay 

Atkinson is a farmer and fruit MURRY BINGHAM, Sturgeon Bay oo LE] 

grower located between Cam- 

bridge and Fort Atkinson. He JOHN MILES, Sturgeon Bay dee eel | 
has been secretary-treasurer of 
the Jefferson County Fruit C] 
Growers Association fora num- EEE ESS SSS 
ber of years. He operates a very 
successful roadside stand at For Director to Succeed R. L. Marken, Resigned 
which he sells the high quality 
fruit he produces in his orchard. CLARE FANCHER, Sturtevant won ET 

Mr. E. L. White of Fort At- 

kinson is an all-around horticul- CHARLES PATTERSON, R. 1, Franksville wT 
turist. He has been secretary of 
the local spray ring association, L] 
secretary-treasurer of the Fort: \©00T 
Atkinson Garden Club, was first 
vice-president of the Wisconsin For Director to Succeed Wm. Leonard, Fort Atkinson 
Garden Club Federation, and has 
sold nursery stock for the Coe, CARROLL KRIPPNER, Fort Atkinson woe LT 
Converse and Edwards Nursery 

Company. EK. L. WHITE, Fort Atkinson won] 

How Votes Will Be Counted Cc 

The ballots will be checked for ~~~ 77770770000 nnn nnn 
membership by Mrs. A. E. Stein- ‘cars Alfa © dias . ne _ . . 

metz, the Society’s stenographer, fg, tach office, You may fill in the name of a new candidate on the blesk 
and counted by the nominating line if you desire. Cut out the ballot and mail to Mrs. A. E. Steinmetz, Wis- 
committee. The name of the consin Horticultural Society, 1532 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin. 

member on each ballot will be ALL BALLOTS MUST BE MAILED ON oR BERORE OCTOBER 20th, SO 
kept secret by the committee. ANNGUNCEAGIN TS < an Be MADE oO E ELECTION IN THE NOVEM 

TT Notice: You must sign your name, as only members can vote. Your name 

on the ballot will be kept secret by the nominating committee. 
Eat Wisconsin apples. They 

have quality and flavor. You 
will like them. Sign Name _____-_-------_----------_----_______
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

MY FLOWER BORDER 

SEPTEMBER and October are 
the months when we should 

go over the borders with the 
notes made during the spring 

and summer, taking out a plant eis 

or shrub here, or filling in some- 

where else. So 

The notes on my north border it more yellow which can be fur- Henryi, Speciosum, Formosan- 

horde ae EE rn p this nished with Hemerocallis. um, and Speciosums in bloom. 

orderthe background 18; * ersian ; ‘ The Auratums and Martagons 
and French Lilacs, Mock Orange, Moving Time decided they were not mie to 

ue cee He aa A climbing Rose Philadelphia come up, the bulbs are sound and 

white picket fanca In this bor. ambler is entirely too near the are making good root growth. (I 

der which faces south of course gate and needs to be moved to dug down to see what had hap- 

—are Tulips in shades of pink the south fence along with some pened). 
yellow and lavender; Narcissi, other vivid red roses. I like more A number of years ago I tried 

and Scillias, pink and white Pe- 1estful colors as I enter or leave potting lily bulbs that were at 

onies, white and pink shades of the garden. Why didI plant them all doubtful. Had very good luck 
Iris with several real blue there then? Well—you see I so long as they were kept in the 

clumps. There are Delphinium, ™oved the gate—and so the pots—when I planted them care- 

Clematis Recta, Elder Daisies, a Yoses must be moved. fully in a lily bed with good 

goodly number of Astilbe in Some clumps of Phlox must be drainage, they disappeared. Am 

shades of pink to rose and white, dug up and divided, the ground trying this same method again. 

a good sized plant of Vitex Ma- well enriched, for several years Miss Fox, who wrote Garden Cin- 

crophylla, Phlox in pink and g:owth has taken most of the derellas, approves of this treat- 

white, White Physostegia and a nourishment out of the soil. Sev- ment. She also favors the grow- 

small Red Bud or Judas tree. eral groups of Delphinium ing from seed of as many varie- 

The spring edging is hardy clumps are to be planted; some _ ties as possible, she thinks we are 

Candytuft very hardy and aver. VP fine Peony clumps are to be apt to get stronger, healthier 

green The auniiier edging has carefully moved from where a bulbs. 

been pale blue Petunias while Uh pciyeere 7 rene . ou Dolga Crab 

Shor oat ees Sean fae the Plum tree, so it must be the ; Every visitor to the garden in 

fence with bloom. A few giant Peonies. By working carefully I iate summer has been enthusias- 

isk und tose Zinnia plants, a @™ quite sure the Peonies will tic over the beauty of the Dolga 
few more of the tiny rosebud scarcely know — insofar as the Crab tree. It has been loaded 

variety, and two small groups of bloom is concerned next spring, with its striking med fruit. sudg- 
dwarf rose stiapdragon, have coy. ‘Hat they were disturbed, After ing by the many times this ques- 

ered the spots where the bulb that I am sure they will just tion has been eaked, Where «an 
weotipe were, There has been:eon- simply revel because of ample I get a tree like that?” there 

stant bloom during spring and space for their roots. should be a good many sold next 

summer and will be until frost. Lilies SPEADES , 
If you want something very 

This border needs some tall Am beginning to be quite en- fine in the way of double Tulips 

white and blue Tulips. Ilike the thusiastic about the new Lily try those new Double Triumphs. 

double Blue Celeste. For later bed. So far have had some Re- Like the singles they are very 

white spikes shall add Hyacin- gals, Tigers, Elegans, Tenuifol- worth while. 

thus candicans. It also needs a iums, Concolor, Williamettia, In a damp spot near the foot
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of the rock garden the Trollius 

were unusually fine this year. Holton & Hunkel Company Celebrate 
They bloomed at least three e 
times during the summer. They Fortieth Anniversay 
like the moist situations. Those _— ¢ Ghattos 1 
in the drier spots winter killed. gaa Rape er Exchange from arles E. 

. ° . a a es Whitnall and leased the green- 
A very important note in my ¥ rane ee sd Maier ae houses of that firm at North 

ga.den book. “Be sure and have. A fe ee Humboldt Avenue which were 
the ground well prepared this fall 2 eto ree operated until 1911 when the 
where you intend to plant those eae ' a te Holton and Hunkel Company 
dozens of Violas, Aquilegias, and # = ie J i b. rae ray: constructed their own green- 
other seedling plants growing so | ggg 4 * >="). houses at Brown Deer. Later, 
nicely in the cold frame.” With ) SANT iiialed ee ol Adam Zender, a grower from 
the ground prepared they can be ie i i ESS 4) Chicago, joined the Company. 
planted out quite early and get a “ky : mo ae During the forty years the 
good start. as Ans o > Holton and Hunkel Company 

aid "jem store and offices have occupied a 
The early Chrysanthemums oo location in the same block on 

are beginning to bloom. (Tenth Mr. Herman Hunkel admiring an- North Milwaukee Street. 
fn See — tay iene niversary gifts sent by friends. The plant at Brown Deer to- 

e outstanding display 0 e . day comprises 100 houses of va- 
garden. ON September eam tele rious sizes and is equipped with 

A ; the most modern heating and 

brated the 40h annivershry of ower system obtainable Four 
F we have not planned for the any as. orowers and wholesaléts teen of the houses are for grow- 

window garden, we should be- r ie fl 8 é ad plants, at their ing roses, the rest being devoted 
gin immediately. All too soon ewicbl alanent wk Browr Deer to growing pot plants, orchids, 

Jack Frost will spoil the out-door "1, honor of the event the com. 2@Fdenias, lilies, ete. In addition 
gardens and we want to be able pany entertained the members there is a nursery of 40 acres, 

to turn to the plants indoors. of the Milwaukee Florists Club @7@ @farm of 232 acres. 
Most of us have a few standby anq florists and nurserymen __/” September, 1926, the inter- 
plants, such as ferns. Perhapsan from various parts of Wisconsin est of the Company was pur- 
ivy or two for brackets—also and Illinois. The afternoon was ‘hased by Herman Hunkel and 
that popular blooming plant — spent in inspection of the green- the officers now consist of Her- 
the African Violet. houses, and the plant of the com- 72” Hunkel, president; E. C. 

: pany, which is the largest in the Hunkel, vice-president and treas- 
If you have foliage plants — t Followite the busi urer; O. A. Nimmer, secretary ; 

have you ever tried the dwarf ret er oa the itumukes tor Frank Berndt, superintendent, 
fancy leaved Caladiums? If your ists Chih refreshments were and Wilfred Schultz, assistant 
rooms are quite warm during the gevved and entertainment ‘fol- superintendent. 

winter, these plants will do very lowed. 
well. They need plenty of mois- Mr. Hunkel was presented 
ture and light, but not direct sun- with several gifts. Worked Over 

light. Direct sunlight is apt to On September 1, 1897, Freder- “T’'m a self-made man.” 

spot the leaves. You can get the jck Holton started with Herman “You're lucky. I’m the revised 
plants from your florist. These unkel in the purchase of the work of a wife and three daugh- 
small Caladiums have a bulb just business of the Wisconsin Flow- ters.” 
as do the larger varieties seen 
growing in the decorative beds 

(Rn ne, 
in the parks. Surgery Bracing and Cabling Feeding __—_‘Transplanting ‘Pruning 

Leucocoryne, (Glory of the Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

Sun). Did you see it at the flow- JOHN 3S. CONER WY 

er show last spring? Sprays of TREE EXPERTS @ @ @ 

light blue flowers with white cen- RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
ters with a most delightful fra- Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

grance. Best of all, long lasting Write or Wire _ 

—even when cut they will last } 732! Uninesiy Avenue MADISON, wascoNseN Fac 2049 
for weeks. 

:
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

FN 

. e 

Our Most Popular Gladiolus 
Symposium by Members 

BA8LY in September we sent garet Fulton received three time before Minuet will be super- 

a card to each member of the votes, and Rapture and New Era _seded in our affections. 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Society ask- two each. Then the following va- The Purpl 

ing for the favorite varieties in rieties received one vote: Phyllis ne: PUEDES 

each of the important color class- McQuiston, Debonair, Oregon, ‘Chas. Dickens was an easy 

es. The result was very good. We Mrs. E. J. Heaton, Mildred Lou- Winner in the purple class, 

have received a large number of ise and Lavinia. though Faw Filter ree 
i i in this . en votes. Takina receive ree 

ee ant stulate the “results, Filet Fink , votes, and Pirate two. Scattered 
; : . . In the pure pinks, Debonair yotes were given the following 

which will be continued in our d j es | e 
next. issue was the winner with a good mar- varieties: Royal Prince, Pele- 

he Rake sn ten Pave Negus in, Trouadou, Stn, In rovi nr : 
In the reds, Commander Koehl second place. Heritage with five PENG Ry SR SEIS 

was the outstanding favorite, re- votes is in third place. The Violets 
ceiving more votes than all the F. J. McCoy received four Theveda-atill voom' for an out: 

other varieties put together. votes and scattered votes were standing variety in the violet 
In second place were Bill Sow- given the following varieties: class but Pelegrina was the win- 

den and Tip Top, each receiving Ken, Mrs. P. W. Sisson, Sonatine, ner. Blue Admiral, Blue Danube 
five votes. : Mr. Frederick Christ, New Era, and Milford each received a good 

Scattered votes were given Coryphee, Lady Winsome, Pearl number of votes. Aida and Ave 
Pfitzer’s Triumph, Flaming Me- of California, Mrs. H. M. Whit- Maria were next, and scattered 
ae AF Benay et nae comb and Mr. W. H. Phipps. votes were given Veilchenblau, 

lution, James Fitzjames, Red Yellows eg nig: see oar ae 
Phipps. In the yellows, Golden Chimes vile Cem Kalomaron and (i 

Cream or Buff was an easy winner, with Golden Reger 

The vote on the cream or buff Cup and Golden Goddess in sec- "The Whites 

varieties was not so decided as ond place with six votes each. : 

in the reds. Duna was the win- Golden Dream received five votes As we expected, Maid of Or- 
ner, but Wasaga was a close sec- with Ruffled Beauty and Can- leans was an easy winner in the 
ond with Paradise, Hercules and berra three each. Scattered votes white class, and it will probably 

Shirley Temple in third place. It were given to the following va- ate Gant before pad 
would seem that Shirley Temple rieties: Golden Poppy, Desert White is found. Star of Bethle- 
would receive more votes when Gold, Spray of Gold, Gold Stuabe, hem received fourteen votes, 
it has become better known. Oth- Yellow Wonder, Hope Sheriff, however, showing its popularity. 
er varieties which received scat- Gate of Heaven, Jonquil, Prairie Scattered votes were also given 
tered votes were Magna Blanca, Gold and Yellow Emperor. ia alloys erime White, 

Lotus, Debonair, Valesta, Coral The Lavend Helen Wi 8, DOIVEIE; batross, 
Glow and Fern Kyle. ; nders . and Mary Elizabeth. 

. As might be expected, Minuet = 
Salmon Pink was an easy winner in the lav- The Best Variety of Any Color 

There isn’t much choice in the ender class, though King Arthur Picardy was an easy winner as 
Salmon Pinks because Picardy received a few votes and Laven-_ the best variety of any color, re- 
easily carried off the honors in der Delight and Jubilee one each. ceiving twenty-two votes as com- 
this color class. However, Mar- It looks as if it will be a long pared to five for Bagdad in sec-
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ond place. Mother Machree re- should be relatively dry and a WINTER COVERS FOR 
ceived three votes in third place, temperature well above freezing LAWNS UNNECES. 
and Marmora and Heritage two. maintained. Small lots of corms 
Single votes were given the fol- may be placed in paper sacks SARY 
lowing varieties: Gloriana, Shir- rather than trays but the sacks (THERE is no need for applying 
ley Temple, New Era, Lucifer, are best left open until the corms covers of manure, leaf mold, 
Chief Multomah, Tairoia, Duna are well dried and cleaned. humus, and similar materials to 
and Flaming Meteor. When the corms are sufficient- the Jawn in fall or winter, as a Best Seeing in 1907 led sn ta the old corm and protection aan severe fr 

The honor for the best seed- be cleaned and may then be This st t ti de b 
ling in 1937 goes to Mr. Edwin packed away for the winter. In 1S Statement, 25 ‘made: by 
Ristow of Oshkosh on his No. cleaning the old corm and roots Howard B. Sprague, agronomist 
3644 which received nine votes are snapped off and usually the Of the New Jersey Agricultural as the best seedling seen this outermost husk is removed. Any Experiment Station. Mr. Sprague 

year. badly diseased corms should be 8°¢S 0n to say: 
Mr. Krueger’s orange No. 70 discarded at this time and all , “Healthy lawns will experience 

received several votes, while refuse should be burned to aid no winter injury even though 
scattered votes were given to in the elimination of thrips. left fully exposed. The applica- 
Valley Queen, Aladdin, Troyers . tion of mulches may actually in- 
B650 to be called September Use Naphthalene for Thrips jure the grass by giving protec- 
Morn, a salmon pink, No. 25 and After cleaning they should be tion to harmful insects, or as a 
Hope Sheriff. treated with naphthalene flakes result of the exclusion of air from 

for thrips even though you may the sod. Furthermore, winter 
not think any thrips are present. covers applied at this time of 

THE GLADIOLUS BULB A teaspoonful of the flakes in a_ the year are not only frequently 
HARVEST paper sack of corms and the top unsightly, but certain of the ma- 

By Noel Thompson well folded over is sufficient. If terials contain considerable 
y P the corms are stored in flats, use amounts of weed seed.” 

AS the gladiolus season draws One ounce of the flakes scattered A most effective treatment for 

definitely to a close, we must Over the surface for each 100 {46 prevention of winter injury 
consider the best method of corms. Then pile the flats closely ,5 turf is the timely application 

handling the corms during the and cover with paper or heavy (+ commercial fertilizer. In gen- 

winter. They must not be al- canvas for a month or more. eral, lawns should receive ten to 
lowed to freeze, though no harm Above all, see that every last went ound r 1,000 square 
will result if a light freeze occurs ¢orm is either treated or burned. feet a : comnglete eleniiner a 

ere, hownton oretee eee a alyzing approximately 5 per cent 

corms as the'cool weather starts, KILLING THRIPS BY HEAT ):/080y 20 per cent phosphoric 
as this gives cleaner, brighter Me. Wm. Lange of Green Bay, equivalent amount of plant food) 

ert U : s he controls gladiolus thrips b > 1 
are dug the tops should be cut the heat method. In the fall after from. HORTICULTURE. 
off about an inch —o the a cleaning the bulbs he puts then. —=_-242-_____—. 
pad fhe tne | eharal an “s store in large trays and stacks them UP oo, aeveesenseecemvenvenvennenet 
OW GAYS TOF BSVeral Gays Ve: in a small room. He then heats j 
being placed in close storage. In the r ith al firé to | 
mild weather they may be left © TOM "WIL A Coal. Tike 40 a 
out-of-doors but if there is dan- temperature of 110 degrees F. for | 

ger of freezing they should be four days and nights. Then he 
taken in. They will dry quite as 4rops rire ante ere ne de. rewot aie 

: : . grees. In this way the thrips are ., 
wer uavdel they ame neadocr all destroyed and he has no Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

After the first drying, the trouble from them in the sum- for 

trays, with the corms not over mer. — oo. Controlling Garden 
four inches deep, may be stacked The important thing is to use and Crop Pests 

together if separated by about some method of winter control. Derris—Rotonone Products 

one inch slats. This will allow all Then if the neighbors have done Agicide Laboratories 
the ventilation needed for the likewise there should be very lit- 108 N. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
final curing. The storage space tle if any thrip injury next year. $0 eecemcemvmmvencenvenvenvenoen
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MONKSHOOD — A HARDY Garden Notes ectioarer ey 
By the Editor A HARDY perennial doing well 

even where delphiniums can- 

COTONEASTER soongarica not been in bloom and we have Ot be successfully grown, is the 
was again the most striking had some large, gorgeous double ‘Aconitum or Monkshood, some- 

shrub in the garden beginning flowers in reds, pinks, cream and times called Wolfbane and Hel- 
in mid-September. It was so white. For the shady garden met flower. 3 
heavily loaded with bright red corner and on the north side of ee prefers, a Seml- 
berries that it looked like a rope a house, they are ideal. We Wat Pe ott Oe ee 

ge eae bho iat aoe Pei The three rows of hary chrys- tablished it should not be moved 
canopy over a stone seat be- anthemums in the horticultural and will bloom for years. It is 

: ‘ gardens of the College again therefore a valuable plant for 
neath this tall growing shrub. made a wonderful showing of th 

: - e flower border where trees or 
It is a rather large shrub grow bloom during late August and shrubs gi hade duri 
ing ten to twelve feet in height September. They seem to be ti zu Sf thea age during’ por- 

and seems to be very hardy. quite hardy where they are “There are a number of varie- 
The dwarf hybrid Asters were growing, although the writer ties of Monkshood. Fischeri hav- 

the showiest flowers in the gar- lost them last winter due to the jing rich blue spikes blooming in 
den during September and until ice sheet. September. There are also white 
frost this year. These dwarf Helenium or Helen’s Flower is 2nd yellow varieties, but the blue 
plants growing only from nine to one of the most attractive of the is the most common. 

twelve inches high, have now be- fall perennials. The bronze Riv- 
come definitely established along erton Gem and Riverton’s Beau- TO 

the border and form a very com- ty, a lemon yellow, are especial. ORANGE SNEEZEWEED AS 
pact and almost solid mass of Jy good. AN URN PLANT 
flowers in lavender, white and 
pink. Storing Flower Bulbs and Roots HELENIUM hoopesi, the or- 

Lilium philippinense formo- Bulbs and roots of the type of edly ol agape oe i 
sanum, of the late blooming va- dahlia and tuberous rooted be- ornament and as a cutting sub! 
riety, made a wonderful appear-  gonias, should be packed in large ject. It seems not so well known 
ance in the horticultural gardens quantities of peat moss, dry saw- however that the plant readily 
of the College. Prof. G. Wm. dust or sand to prevent shrivel- adapts itself to pot culture. Its 
Longenecker stated that he likes ing and drying out over winter. long blooming season, from May 
the late blooming variety even The ideal root cellar for storing ynti] August, and the pleasing 
better than the early because it such bulbs unprotected is rare bright orange-yellow flowers 
blooms at a time when there and the temperatures in the av- make an ideal combination for 
aren’t any other lilies in the gar-_ erage basement are too high and porch and lawn decoration. The 
den. It blooms beginning about the air too dry for successful possibilities for artistic uses 
the middle of September, with storage without protection. At when it is planted in urns which 
unusually large, pure white flow- least a foot or more of packing can be moved from place to place 
ers. It seems to be hardy and material surrounding the bulbs on the lawn are limitless. And 
should be more widely tested. on all sides, is desirable. Even ag the plant does very well in 

The Dolga crab still has first pel te ele alloy Samy si shady situations, it may be used 
place in our affections as a me- -° ai ere to the roots or bulbs on porches where the sun reach- 
dium size, ornamental and use- On i bas tion to thi ic ig “SS only a part of the day. It 
ful tree. Its brilliant red apples be by ee Hon ladi tag } ibs, should be remembered, though, 
made a beautiful showing in late he BDI diab a 10: eid uu ble that a rich soil and much shade 
August and early September, 4,7) wal be tb sae id - is apt to induce growth as high 
and when they were ripe were ares b 7 8 oe ot as three feet, while a growing 
used to make a very excellent nana e store ‘ble an ow tem- medium of average fertility and 

el gente nese, Agena Tal sn ay re lant nt , more a re.— 
Our Tuberous rooted begonias tuberous rooted begania bulbs [Fyrom Parone tae, ee 

continue to surprise visitors. may be stored in a higher tem- 
There hasn’t been a day from perature, up to 50 or 55 degrees, OT 
the first part of June until frost but then must be especially well Be sure to vote. See ballot on 
this fall that the begonias have protected from drying out. page 37.
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* VARIETIES FOR LOW Tulip Types Hise 
THE earliest flowering tulips such as browns, bronzes, purples, By E. L. Kammerer, Morton 

are the Single Early. They blue-blacks, deep mauves, dull Arboretum 
are April flowering. Because of gold, and dark lilac, all exquisite- Goop low hedges are always 
their brilliant colors and early ly blended. in demand, and the selection 

blooming, they are very popular. New and improved Darwins among them is not as limited as 
One great advantage of the Sin- have been developed by hybrid- one might expect. Perhaps the 
gle Early tulips is that they ma-  jzers, and this race has been greatest number of possibilities 
ture quickly after flowering, so called the Ideal Darwins. They lie among the versatile Winter- 
that the bed can be planted with are distinctly a new type which creepers, Evonymus in variety, 
annuals and a good second dis- combine all the best features of So named because of the semi- 
play of flowers secured before the old Darwins, plus larger and evergreen character of their foli- 

summer is too far advanced. The more substantial flowers, with age. There is the type species, 
Single Early tulips follow the longer lasting qualities; but Evonymus radicans, with thick 
daffodils, and precede the Dar- their greatest value lies in the foliage of dark green, which, in 
win tulips, in the garden scheme many new and beautiful colors spite of its creeping habit, may 
of bloom. and tones. Among them are es- be easily trained into a low hedge 

The Double Early tulips are pecially fine whites—By the of neat outline. Its variegated 
just a little later blooming than Master Gardener. variety, the Silveredge Winter- 
the Single Early. It is most es- creeper, E. radicans variegata, 
sential that the bulbs have ample eee ee denser and of more upright hab- 
nourishment for development of it, is also good. Still better is E. 

the best double blooms. HARDY VESPER IRIS radicans colorata, an introduc- 

The Cottage tulips, the Dar- HERE is considerable inter- fan oF i Wileoi notes, £0 
win tulips, and the Breeder tu- T at i Ves er Iris-Iris Dicho- its larger, thinner leaves, bright 

lips, which three classes com- | es Th re it Te ting Come oreo. Summer, but changing 
prise by far the bulk of all tulips nittes saith Tul ‘th Prof, N E. in autumn to purplish red. 

planted, are all May-flowering Hansen at the Brookings South Unecualied tore law hedge = 
strains. Dakota, Experiment Station in- = Hain Sous 00: ta sisi . 

The Cottage tulips differ from sheeted a large planting of Ves- Fresieetacel toc ot Ge Parpl 
the Darwins chiefly in the shape hey Tris which Prof. Hansen had Osier (Willow), characterized by 

of tne jeu qh ‘lags obtained from Shilka, on the slender purplish branches and 
ace ae ee nee aes North Fork of the Siberian Rail-  gmall leaves of soft gray green. 
of tulips offers some especially 534 where the winter tempera- [ts compactness of form and 

good yellows, among the most tures drop to 67 below zero. density of habit are noteworthy. 
outstanding being Mrs. Moon ‘These Vesper Iris were found on . 
(fragrant) and Moonlight. The stony hillsides and are called . There is a barberry of recent 
Cottage tulips were so named be- ghilka Iris. introduction well worthy of a 
cause they were found growing . . . ._ Place among the better low edg- 
in the old cottage gardens of This strain of Vesper Iris ings | refer to the Truehedge 
England, Scotland, Ireland, and therefore should be hardy any-  Colyumnberry, Berberis Thunber- 
France. They are prized for cut- ae biker It is a gii pluriflora erecta, a discovery 

une aly nteretng case of Sot Mt. Horvath of Mentor, 
The Darwin tulips are perhaps poon at about 4 o’clock. The flow- pinoy Bete Peet Pe ee 

the most popular of the May- ors are very attractive, mostly hed eS eee ‘lity eh 
flowering tulips. The flowers are jayender in color. A new crop is © — rowth. rea ye its 
mostly bowl-shaped, somewhat produced every day for a period use. In growth it is close an 

flaring at the top, with leathery 6¢ about two weeks or more, one COMPACt on its early leaning, 
petals of good substance and good plant producing from four box-like foliage is larger, thick- 

long-lasting qualities. There isa to fifteen blooms daily. er and glossier than that of the 
wide color-range, although the parent plant. We have found 

ae and yellows are not plen- that it may be clipped as low as 

The Breeder tulips are a race Mixed Narcissi, $2 per 100. athena ae t ile, 
of tall tulips. They are usually Tenuifolium lilies, $3.50 per 100. 8 v z 
of subdued color and include The Far North Gardens, Iron From September, 1937, Mor- 

many shades unusual in flowers, River, Wisconsin. ton Arboretum Bulletin.
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f{ STATE GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION NEWS } | | ! | 

H Mrs. Chester Thomas, President HJ. Rahmlow. Cor. Secretary Mis T; M. Johnson, Ist V. President | | 

| Se ee i a | 
NY = _ sii i 

OS eco _ aoe Lf 

GARDEN CLUBS PROMOTE aN REPORT OF THE NOMI. 
CIVIC PROJECTS IS fr, ¥ NATING COMMITTEE 

A NUMBER of Wisconsin gar- VX Rn Wey MBS. A. Taylor, Wauwatosa, 
den clubs are devoting con- [ SoS) has sent us the report of 

siderable time to educational ( Le y, CFs “the nominating committee, nomi- 

work in their communities. The s ks aR nating officers for election at the 
Racine Garden Club will help Do 7, o annual business meeting of the 
with a flower arrangement pro- Qi Se a a Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 
gram in the public schools and in LS oie = tion to be held at Oshkosh, 
the vocational school. The La FON Pe Thursday, October 14th. 
Belle Club, Oconomowoc, has of- The following is the ballot as 
fered leadership to the Y. M. C. ATTENTION GARDEN presented by the committee. Ad- 
A. Night School on a course in CLUB MEMBERS ditional nominations from the 
“Building The Home  Land- ON page 37 of this issue of floor will be asked for by the 
scape,” and will put on the No- Wisconsin Horticulture you chair. . 

vember P. T. A. Christmas win! find the official ballot for the For President . 
Lighting program. . election of officers of the Wiscon- Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Ripon. 

The Fond du Lac Community cin State Horticultural Society. For First Vice-President 
Garden Club created a garden ay) garden club members af- _ Mrs. Clarence James, Fox 
spot at the entrance to Lakeside fjiated with the Wisconsin Gar- Point. 
Park, where a perennial garden gen Club Federation are also Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwa- 
project was carried out. .. members of the Wisconsin Hor- tosa. 

. This is excellent work. May it  ticultural Society and entitled to For Second Vice-President 
continue to grow. vote. Mrs. R. C. Schissler, West Al- 

oe This is the first time members _ lis. 

not attending the annual conven- Mrs. Charles Schuele, Ocono- 
SEED TIME AND HARVEST tion have been given an oppor- mowoc. 
ONE of the problems of Junior tunity to vote . 

Gardening is sufficient seed You will notice the blank line =F Bsn Cconslaty- 
for all. We know that Nature  sojowing the candidates selected Mrs. Sam Post, Madison. 
provides enough and to spare for by the nominating committee for 
all it is wanting for the harvest. each office. You may write in —_ 

Will you, gardeners of the ae and vote for a member of your OUR CONVENTION 
gather your surplus flower seeds gwy choosing if you desire. } PROGRAM 
for the children of your commun- At any rate, won’t you send in «“ 5 ‘ 

ity? oo your ballot. We are trying this ‘A MOST interesting conven: 
The seed may be distributed mail voting for the first time and __ tion program” was the 

through the schools, or through we would like to see it succeed. verdict of everyone who read the 

your garden club groups. This is There are over 4,000 members eR eanti for tne pan annual 
a most worth while service andI in the Wisconsin Horticultural chown mn th the t ederation: as 
am asking you to help every child Society, and we hope for a large “ oie on i de page. t 
in Wisconsin to make a garden in vote. ATEC AULeNGANCe 1s 'EXDECl- 

ed. The Superior Garden Club is 
1938. Thank you.—Mary Lo- _ ding two dalevat 

Chm. Junior Garden Club Tops Weddin See wo Coenen oe . ' PS ug , The Oshkosh Horticultural So- 
ection. Tom: “Was it a big wedding?” ciety and the Oshkosh Garden 

——— Tim: “Yes. I got in line twice Club are making every effort to 
Be sure to vote. See ballot on to kiss the bride and nobody no- insure a pleasant and profitable 

page 37. ticed it.” time for all who come.
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° ° ° 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation = THE CONVENTION FLOW. 

10th Annual Convention 
Athearn Hotel, Oshkosh f I ‘HE flower show schedule for 

October 14-15, 1937 the annual convention of the 

BOARD OF MANAGERS MEETING Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 
Mrs. J. M. Johnson, First Vice Pres., Presiding tion was published on page 21 of 

The Board of Managers of the Federation will meet at 9:30 a. m. to the September issue of Wiscon- 
180 a.m. a the Athearn Hotel. Join anain group at 11:30 a. m. sin Horticulture. 

The Board acts on all matters of business and makes recommendations on 
all important matters to come before the convention. An error was made, however, 

 pRaa as to when the judging will be 

re PROGRAM done. All exhibits must be ready 
hursday, October 14 fi ‘udei by 11 the first 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, Pres., Presiding or judging by a. i e Ors 

9:30 a. m. Two minute reports by garden club delegates on worth while day of the convention, Thurs- 
accomplishments of their club during the past year. Present only topics of day, October 14. They may 

value to other garden clubs. se who 
Reports of standing committee chairmen. Five minutes each. Geer he put up thos 

Five minute reports by district chairmen on accomplishments in districts. attend the convention. . . 

11:40 a. m. Our first line of defense. Mrs. Frank Quimby, Racine. In order that the committee in 
12:00 M. Noon luncheon. President’s luncheon for all garden club pres- thi 

idents. Special program directed by Mrs. Chester Thomas, State President. charge of exhibits may: know 
Garden Experiences, by Mrs. E. E. Browne, Waupaca. how many tables to have ready, 
12:00 M. Luncheon with program at Stein’s for all other members. Au- and how many shadow boxes to 

spices Oshkosh Horticultural Society and Oshkosh Garden Club. put up in advance, it is import- . s 

AFTERNOON PROGRAM ant that all entries be sent to 
gine p.m. Pree flowers by Prot, Ww. E. Rogers, Lavrenes College. Beauti- Miss Bessie Pease, Stoney Beach, 

fully illustrated with colored slides. n exceptional piece of work. 
2:30 p. m. Vision in the garden. Alfred C. Hottes, Des Moines, Iowa. Oshkosh, by October 12th at the 

Mr. Hottes has just returned from a visit to European gardens and will give latest. 

us much of interest. ss 
3:15 p. m. The landscape we live with. Kenneth Bangs, Landscape Ar- 

chitect, Oak Park, Illinois. COMMITTEES APPOINTED 
4:00 p. m. Annual business meeting. Election of officers Wisconsin BY OSHKOSH CLUB FOR 

Garden Club Federation. Report of program of the Wisconsin State Hor- 
ticultural Society presented by the Secretary. (10 minutes). ANNUAL CONVENTION 

THE BANQUET F I ‘HE Oshkosh Horticultural 
Banquet Room, Athearn Hotel—7:00 p. m. Society was the first to send 

Music and entertainment by the Oshkosh Horticultural Society and the “wg . i 

Oshkosh Garden Club. Price $1.00. in a complete list of committees 

‘A word from past Federation officers. History of the Wisconsin Garden to aid in the staging of the an- 
Cinb Federation by the Historian, Me Ota nes west falts. nual convention of the Wisconsin 

e stories behind our flowers. red C. Hottes, Des Moines, Iowa. : 
Lecture with colored films by Mr. C. L. Harrington, State Conservation Garden Club Federation. The fol- 

Commission. In charge of state parks. Films: Spring and fall wild flowers; lowing are the committees. 
Wisconsin parks in autumn colors. Host and Hostesses 

New garden flowers in color. Colored movie of varieties and gardening 
methods. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. Hostesses: Mrs. E. W. Mouck, 

FLOWER SHOW CLINIC Mrs. W. Davis, Mrs. Wm Nelson, 
Friday, October 15 Mrs. Wm. Blake, Mrs. N. A. Ras- 

9:00 a. m. The art of table arrangement. Slides from Better Homes and mussen. Hosts: E. W. Mouck and 

Gardens. i Housing: Mrs. 
10:00 a. m. Demonstration of line and design in flower arrangement by H. C. Christensen. - & 

Mary Cokely Wood, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Mrs. Wood is a nationally known Wm. Ebel, Mrs. P. arrman, 
lecturer on flower arrangement. Spent several years in Japan. Mrs. J. Kubasta. 

11:15 a. m. Principles versus rules in flower arrangement. Mrs. B. W. Exhibits: Miss Bessie Pease. 
Wells, Madison. : Se eas 7 2 

11:30 a. m. Can we standardize judging? Mrs. Sam Post, Madison. Chairman, Miss Anna Christen- 
11:45 a. m. Discussion of awards made at the convention flower show. gen, Miss Agnes Phillipson, Mrs. 

Mrs. D. W. Weart, Oconomowoc. P K hn, M N. Hut hi 
12:00 noon. Special luncheon, Athearn Hotel. Topic: Working with youth. . oenn, rs. . utchinson. 

Miss Mary Lowerre, Junior Chairman, presiding. TEE 
Nature projects. W. A. McNeel, Madison, Assistant State Leader 4-H BSRARVEER 

Clubs. 
New ideas in teaching Conservation. Mrs. Frank Quimby, Director Junior 

forests. 
AFTERNOON PROGRAM YOUR TREES 

2:00 p. m. Landscape design for the home grounds. Kenneth Bangs, Pruning — Cavity Treatment 
Chicago. Well known landscape architect. Spraying — Cabling 

3:00 p.m. The Geological history of this part of Wisconsin by Dr. Rufus Fertili ay’ s é 
Bagg, Geologist, Appleton. + invert Scioredeiia sien vie ertilizing — Tree Moving 

:45 p.m. Some gardens I have known. Colored slides on garden design. \WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Prof. Franz Aust, Madison. 

Notice: A registration fee of 25c per day will be charged to help pay the 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 
cost of the program. LAKESIDB 2907
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WEN cl yp in, ee - WEEKEND GARDENING portant eae i 5 = a | 
en comes to an end, the % press. rice 50. acMillan 

garden enthusiast turns to books W fa Gardening by Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New 5 5 erling Patterson is an : : 
in his favorite field. The fol- ideal technical and tical York City. 
lowing titles were recently pur- idea! mon-Lechmical ane pracuica 
chased by the Traveling Library 00k for the amateur flower a 
Department, State Office Build- wer, which covers most prob- FLOWER LORE 
ing, Madison. They may be bor- lems met in creating and manag- 

rowed through your local libra- ing a small garden. There are A CATALOG which is really 
ry, or, if you have no library in twelve chapters, one for each a bulletin of information 

your community, by writing to Month of the year. These are sub- about flowers is “Flower Lore” 
the Traveling Library direct. divided into four week-ends each. published by Mr. W. A. Toole, 
Jennie T. Schrage, Chief. Under each week-end is discussed Baraboo, Wisconsin. 

In General a subject which is of special in- Flower Lore was discontinued 
nO senen _ terest to the gardener at that for a short time and we are glad 

Cummins—Flower garden prim- time of the year. to again see it in the mails. It 

er. . MacMillan Company, New describes many varieties of per- 
Hill—Garden portraits. York City, price $2.50. ennials and plants and will be of 
Leighton—Four hedges; a gar- interest to all flower lovers. If 
Noire s Gironiel the world you are interested in receiving it, 

Matschat—Garden calendar. DELPHINIUMS BY eae A. ‘Toole, Barabos, 
Meade—Adam’s profession and PHILLIPS oe 

its pagent by a ; DPDELPHINIUMS by Phillips. In _ 
Ortloff aymore—Color anc this first full-length author- 

succession of bloom in the  jtative book on aelphinium, is THE ROADSIDE BULLETIN 
flower border. recorded the history and develop- AN. excellent bulletin is pub- 

Salisbury—The living garden. ments of the species, its cultiva- ~ lished by the National Road- 
Seymour—The garden encyclo- tion, propagation and breeding. ‘Side Council, 119 E. 19th Street, 

__ bedia. . There are chapters on delphini- New York City, entitled The 
Wister—Four seasons in your mes in the garden and in the Roadside Bulletin. It is filled 

garden. conservatory, on diseases that With pictures and articles on 
Wood—Bulbs for your garden. attack them, on how to exhibit owe Lae the ae ar 

On Flower Arrangement them, and how they may be used eae dhe & an ? bell a no 

Foo Bh to the greatest decorative advan- y Dne evils OL br iboards,. ugly 
Arms & Arms—Design in flower t i filling stations plastered with 

age. MacMillan Company, New |. : 
arrangement. York Cit rice $2.50 signs, and the auto junk yard. 

Biddle—How to arrange flowers. 2 yy P See The bulletin is available at 10c 
Cary & Merrell—Arranging flow- OO per copy, or $1.00 per dozen. The 

ers throughout the year. June, 1937, issue is especially 
Hine—The arrangement of flow- A NEW BOOK ON GOURDS well illustrated. 

ers. : . 
Rockwell & Grayson—Flower ar- LIBERTY a Bailey has WHk- 

n many interesting books 
rangement. on horticulture, so his new book THE STATE FAIR 

Some Related Topics, Not entitled ‘Garden of Gourds,” "THE attendance at the Wiscon- 
Strictly Garden should be of value on this inter- sin State Fair this year was 

__w; esting subject. After 60 years 20 thousand more persons than 

Sea gacteniet 2% Sew of study and growing of gourds, last year, acording to Ralph Am- 
Kains—Five acres. Mr. Bailey has published the re- man, State Fair manager. The 
Roberts & Lawrence—American sults of his interest in this cur- total attendance we understand, 

ferns. ious family. In addition to their was 602,436. This splendid at- 
Shepardson— Furnishing the history and origin, he discusses tendance enabled the Fair man- 

home grounds. some twenty species and their agement to make a profit which 

Van de Water—A home in the varieties. The pen and ink and_ will be used in making improve- 
country. colored illustrations are an im- ments on the Fair grounds.
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° lar groups or clumps, setting 
Planting the Small Garden them two inches deep and two to 

to four inches apart. 

T° many gardeners assume _ ful search will generally bring to From HORTICULTURE. 
that because their yards are light suitable plants for almost 

so small that they can do little any situation—By W. R. Bal- 
to develop a garden effect. This lard, Extension Horticulturist, QUESTIONS FOR GARDEN 
is the wrong attitude to take, Maryland. CLUB MEETINGS 

and although it may require CAN you answer the questions 
more thought and care in devel- TO listed below? They are sug- 
oping a small area than one of MORE CRANBERRIES gested by Mr. Victor Ries of 
greater extent, some of the most AVAILABLE THIS Ohio in his circular to garden 
charming gardens are very YEAR club members. Bring them up at 
small. . . your next garden club meeting. 

The Design Was ie aan a oe a Wa ae colehicums? When 

Certain suggestions may be of supply of cranberries on the How many 1 kinds of crocus can 
assistance in making plans. Gen- market this year. you find listed in the bulb cat- 
erally the small area is domi- The Wisconsin cranberry crop alog? 
nated by the straight lines of wil] be considerably above aver- How would you grow tube- 
the boundaries and the area is age this year, according to esti- roses? 
likely to be square or rectangular mates by the Wisconsin and Fed- When and where would you 
in shape. For this reason the de- eral Crop Reporting Service. plant Camassia? 

sign should be mainly one of There was some concern for the What is the earliest blooming 
straight lines and should be rel- crop due to the lack of rain. The bulb? 

atively simple. In order to con- hot, dry weather of the past two Are Guinea Hen flowers har- 
serve space, vines on the fence months has reduced the water dy? What color are they? 
may form the enclosure and _ supply and increased the possi- What lilies should be planted 
background for the flowers, with bilities of frost damage. How- only 4 inches deep? What lilies 

| shrubs used across the end fur- ever, if preliminary estimates  g to 12 inches deep? 

thest from the housee and with materialize, the state’s produc- What is the difference be- 
a few good specimens near the _ tion will be about 88,000 barrels, tween the lily family, the Ama- 
building. Keeping the center in compared with 62,000 barrels ryllis family and the Tris fam- 
open lawn with borders of flow- harvested last year. This year’s ily? (Look this up in a botany 
ers will usually result in an ef- yield per acre is expected to be manual or encyclopedia). 
fective plan. A few well placed almost double the ten-year aver- What colors do you find in sin- 
architectural features may add age. gle early tulips? 

the finishing touch needed. a What colors do you find in 

One of the most frequent mis- Darwin tulips? 

takes in planting the little gar- THE GRAPE HYACINTHS What lilies have recurved pet- 

den is the failure to keep the GPAPE hyacinths, or muscari, als? 
planting in scale. Tall growing, with their spikes of bell- What are hardy amaryllis? 
coarse subjects are out of keep- shaped, blue flowers, which are When do they bloom? 
ing with the character of the borne in spring, are ideal for 
garden. The selection and prop- naturalizing in grass or for Green As Grass 
er arrangement of dwarf and planting in the rock garden. 3 é ; 
medium sized plants will give They are also beautiful when Visitor: “And at s_ the 

the most effective results. Since planted as edgings or massed in building over there? , 
the garden is to be viewed at the mixed flower border and may A Sophomore: “Oh, that’s the 
close hand, plants with neat, be grown in pots in the unheated greenhouse. 
compact habit are to be pre- greenhouse. Visitor: “I didn’t _know the 

ferred. Many of the so-called It is important to plant the freshmen had a dormitory all to 
rockery types should be selected bulbs as early as possible, so that _ themselves.” 
for this reason. they can develop a good root sys- ———— 

Quite frequently shade is a tem. Ordinary garden soil is sat- NOTICE! 
problem in the little garden, but isfactory for grape hyacinths, al- _—_ Don’t forget to vote for offi- 
fortunately there are many though if it is somewhat heavy cers of the Wisconsin Horticul- 
dwarf perennials which prefer a__ it is advisable to add leaf soiland tural Society. Official ballot on 

certain amount of shade. Care- sand. Plant the bulbs in irregu- page 37.
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YZ b Nek bay . on 
pee MN a Manufacturing Your Wax Into Bee Comb 

Sr P ert ae 5 Foundation 

are IS 4 We have improved our equipment and speeded up our 
nee | N milling machines to enable us to make this big reduction 

mPa 1) He in our working charges. In quality, our comb foundation 
Ms ] is now better than ever. 

t Cost of Manufacturing i Shi 
7} Poundages | Size | re i= TaD Ibs. 

a a Pound | 19 ibs.[25 tbs. | or mcs 
oi Pra 58 x es Medium Brood 8x16% 8B _ — 
A pratere, oo A in eee ; Medium Brood BYiuxl 65s 7 

Jumbo Brood 10x16 % 6 25 20c le 

Sometimes People ree vite fall peony plantings due Medium Brood 4y; x63 ‘5 298 26¢ WE 
to carelessness and partly from an open winter. a 

We cannot afford to lose a single root so we ridge up Thin/Super_ SAIS: 28) lollbe: 29) fe 100 ibe. 
the dirt high over the rows. Peonies cling to life and will Thin Super 3 'Minxl4%__30 
not die unless the eyes are exposed above ground through Thin Super 4% x17 23 30 25¢ 19¢ 

heaving. SEEK 
Now is the time to plant and up to freezing weather. We will work your wax on shares, accept it in trade or buy 

Late plantings are best. We never plant before late for cash. Free BORER EOE YOMER MAN j Ocaboe We have just received notice of another advance on nails. Steel, 
cto! lumber, etc., have advanced a great deal since we published our 1937 

catalog. We advise buying supplies this fall while we are continuing 
Gissom’s Peonies to quote our lowest prices. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN THE WALTER T. KELLEY CO. | 
Paducah, Kentucky | 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Manufacturers of bee supplies 

A | | re Y ou Increasing Y Our / \piary 

= wes 7 a 
GET OUR PRICES Biggest Thing in The Apiary ° 

on your next yeat’s requirements. We can give 7 ae 
you the very best. Now is the time to sort out the y Ae * 

3 yo teaes B ih a og 844 poor combs. Replace them with the famous ame a peer icid laal 

FOUNDATION nae 

“Best By the Bee Test” ed ae ae RE 
wea i 

Sell Your Honey at a Profit poe & 
CANS, PAILS, JARS, LABELS, ETC. , = 

’ Write for 1937 Prices 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago & A. I. Root Co. of St. Paul 
224 W. Huron Street 290 E. Sixth Street 

CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Suppues ST. PAUL, MINN.
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| New Fruits 
e ° ° 6 ° . 

Fruit Testing Committee Visits Fruit Breeding Farms 

At Fargo, North Dakota SP strain, called ‘‘Determinate 

[¥ the October issue of Wiseon. aN Shoe andl oppor scmertat He 
ab oruciinine: we told St : R D> a hill of potatoes. The crop is 

the visit of the fruit testing com- , i) 5 
P : 5 ses Ky very heavy and can be easily 

mittee to the Minnesota Fruit 1} lance NS Macias icked. This i 7 
: : oy jo Bene picked. is is a great piece of 

Breeding Farm at Excelsior, and th a) eae ewe : work. Several older varieties of 
the new varieties seen there, dis- (i : ae this type are now on the market 

cussing a trip into North Dakota Lae eS but considerable improvement is 
we continue with the discussion Be being made by increasing size 

of conditions there. Ee and improving the color. It will 
We were impressed, however, be an especially good tomato for 

with the fact that there have pressed the committee. It is a northern Wisconsin because of 
been some severe droughts and light red and excellent for sauice earliness. 
trees have suffered. Most farm A Ruby variety is a dark red. Prof. Yeager is also crossing 

homesteads have windbreaks of Jyohably a little too much go and the native strawberry of which 
elms or poplar surrounding the MacDonald was considered the he had more than a dozen strains 
buildings. It was depressing to best: and types sent to him by farm- 

see bare, dead tops on so many Two excellent gooseberries ers throughout the state, with 
of these trees against the sky have been developed at Fargo. Standard varieties, in the hope 
line, killed by the drought of Abundance which is a most pro. of obtaining a good producing 
past seasons. They have sprout- jig, variety and a heavy produc- variety to withstand dry condi- 
ed again from the trunks lower ¢. ‘it can be highly recommend-_ tions. 
oe but the dead tops are still ¢q’ prog Yeager stated that he . 

ere. hired some boys to pick the At Brookings, South Dakota 

Rhubarb and Gooseberries gooseberries and they were able A trip from Fargo, North Da- 

Prof. A. F. Yeager, Chief of {? Pick one bushel per hour from ota, to Brookings, South Dako- 
the Horticultural Department at h 8 "a ety, d n i t ta, is an interesting one. One 
Fargo, spent most of the fore- hich hae ne aon ong stems drives south for several hundred 
noon showing the committee w Pi Mi n0 bar d : miles through the Red River 
around. They are working large- ca ia the I er ta oe at Valley—a vast section in which 
ly with the hardiest varieties, Kh i a8 d ei ke no in ems grain is grown on farms consist- 
and trees are grown in bush eC EWO; ANd PICKS easly. ing of at least one section of 
form rather than as tall trees. Tomatoes land each. Grain fields of several 
Temperatures drop here to be- hundred acres in size were seen 
low 40 degrees below zero and Prof. Yeager and his associ- everywhere and one could see 
often there is not very much ates are doing some excellent farm homes two or three miles 
snow. work in the breeding of tomatoes distant. 

The MacDonald rhubarb im- adapted for that region. The The committee spent a very 

|
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interesting half day with Prof. sen made the suggestion, “Why however, is not a good stock for 
N. E. Hansen at Brookings. He not use Siberian crab stock for apples of the Winesap group. 
told us many interesting experi- standard apple varieties to get a This piece of work is so intricate 
ences on his trip to Russia and dwarfing effect on the tree? We and technical in its nature that 
Siberia. He is enthusiastic about don’t want such large trees in one must really visit the orchard 
the possibilities of two introduc- our orchards because of difficulty to appreciate and understand it. 
tions he made from the dryer in spraying and picking. Small- It will be of considerable value | 
sections of Siberia—the peren- er trees may produce more fancy to nurserymen in determining 
nial wheat grass which is being grades of fruit.” the stocks to use for various 
crossed by agronomists with His suggestion might be con- kinds of apples. Literature on 
common wheat in the hope of ob-_ sidered. If our trees would nev- the subject may be obtained by 
taining a perennial wheat which er reach more than three-fourths writing Iowa State College, 
will grow in very dry sections. of their normal size, we could Ames, Iowa. 
Also a Chee grass which grows plant more trees per acre and J 
in Siberia where there is only an possibly obtain better quality oan a Heavy Producer 
annual rainfall of eight inches. fruit with lower cost of spraying Joan was the heaviest produc- 
It may be possible to plant this and picking. There would be no er of any variety of apples seen 
Chee grass in the Dust Bowl of root injury to varieties top- on the entire trip. It is a cross 
our own western states, and per- worked on Siberian Crab stock. between Jonathan and Anism. 

haps a perennial wheat can be While of good size and a beauti- 
developed for the same section. Redflesh Apple ful red color, it is not of high 

Prof. Hansen has developed an quality, and therefore has not 
Tieenless, Hoses apple having red flesh through- been recommended highly be- 

Prof. Hansen is very much in- out and making an excellent fore. However, last year, the 
terested in the development of sauce. It is an ornamental tree, Minnesota Station carried on a 
thornless roses and has already the flowers being red in color. baking test with various stand- 
a number of varieties without The fruit, however, is a little ard and new varieties of apples 
any thorns on the main stems. smaller than Dolga crabs. including Joan. The bakers rated 
He is now breeding for strains He is breeding larger strains Joan one of the best for baking 
without any thorns on the small- of red flesh apples and will soon of any tried. 
er branches. The thorns are the have some as large as Wealthy. The trees of Joan were so 
cause of much inconvenience and . heavily loaded that we at once | 
often sickness by infection from Hardy Raspberries raised the question, “Is it bien- 
pricking. No doubt in the future Prof. Hansen has developed nial bearing?” We were assured 
many varieties will be developed two very hardy raspberries suit- by Prof. Pickett that it was not 
without thorns. able for northern Wisconsin— and Ae this _ the a con- 

the Starlight and the Oata. The secutive year that it had borne 
Hardy Apricots Oata has been named Flaming such a heavy crop. We were also 

The hardy apricots Prof. Han- Giant by the Stark Brothers shown that the branches of Joan 
sen introduced from Siberia Nursery. These raspberries can re unusual in their ability to 
were inspected by the commit- withstand the coldest winters of carry heavy loads of fruit, bend- 
tee. The trees are quite orna- northern Wisconsin, and might ing readily without breaking. 
mental with large, somewhat be well worth trying. The committee felt that even 
heartshaped leaves, and were though the apple was not of high | 
found growing where the winter At Ames, Iowa quality, there would be money in 
temperatures are often 50 below — At the State College, Profs. B. growing it because of the heavy 
zero. They should grow any- S. Pickett, T. Maney and H. L. crop and the hardiness of the 
where in Wisconsin and produce Lantz spent considerable time tree. It would be a better apple, 
fruit suitable for canning and showing us the new variety or- for example, than N. W. Green- | 
jam, which is the principal use chard and the experimental or- ing and many other varieties of | 
for apricots. ; chard plots. A remarkable piece that type, especially because the | 

Siberian Crab Stock of work is being carried on at fruit is red in color. 
Ames in testing new and stand- 

Prof. Hansen is working with ard varieties on various types of Spray Storage Cellar for Molds i 
Pyrus baccata, the Siberian crab, hardy stock, mainly Hibernal To control mold in storage cel- 
both as a hardy stock and for and Virginia Crab. Most varie- lars, the Iowa Station was spray- | 
hybridizing. The Siberian crab ties showed a remarkable uni- ing the walls and floors of the 
if one of the hardiest varieties formity of growth when top- cellars with bordeaux mixture of 
known. Some strains are dwarf- worked on both Virginia Crab Chlorax, one part to eight parts 
ing when top-worked. Prof. Han- and Hibernal. Virginia Crab, of water for effective control.
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APPLE RELISH Fall Care Of Sprayer 
1 cup diced pared cored apples 

Glen Sowders, Purdue University 1 cup seedless raisins 
3 cups shredded cabbage 

Now that the spraying season ture. Drain’ out the mixture im- %4 cup French dressing 
is past and the apples are mediately. Also drain all oil from Arrange apples, raisins, cab- 

on their way to market, let us the crankcase of the motor and age in alternate layers. Add 
not neglect our spraying equip- leave the drain plug out so that French dressing. Chill thorough- 

ment. condensed moisture from the in- ly and serve. 
For some time many growers ‘ide of the block can escape. If If preferred, add 1 tablespoon 

have (or should have) kept their the motor is inclined to condense ¢atsup, 1 teaspoon chili sauce, 1 
| sprayers filled with water, pro- Moisture in large quantities, the teaspoon lemon juice, %4 tea- 

viding emergency fire fighting ‘ide inspection covers or oi] pan spoon sugar to the dressing. 
equipment. Now that winter is Should be removed and the This recipe serves six. 

approaching the prayers should grankeake, and conpectng ed e drained and protected agains | . 
machinery’s worst enemies, rust aS. op Or pany ie ae a for FRIED CARROTS AND 
and corrosion. A mixture of © Dest OF bearings will rust. APPLES 
three (3) parts of used crank- __!m preparing a portable spray- 
case oil and one (1) part of ker- © for the winter, remove the 6 tart apples 
osene makes an excellent pre- Suction hose from the supply 6 medium-sized carrots 
ventive for use against these two tank and place it in a container 2 tablespoons fat 
sprayer “pests.” filled with the oil-kerosene mix- 1 tablespoon sugar 

After draining the water from et een ne eon and fae ¥ teaspoon salt 
the supply tank, pumps and all ong out the averlinn sine eat Scrape the carrots and cut 
piping of the stationary plant, j.4, the container. After shut. them lengthwise into thin slices. 
let the equipment stand empty ting off the motor, remove all Pare the apples or leave the skin 
for about 36 hours. Now place pump drain plugs "allowing all on, as preferred, core and cut 
in the supply tank a sufficient surplus mixture to drain out, into slices about a fourth of an 
amount of the crankcase oil-ker- yet the gasoline engine in the inch thick. Place a single layer 
osene mixture to fill the entire same way as suggested for the of the apples and the carrots in 

pipe system and pumps. Pump stationary unit. a large skillet with the fat, cover 
ae ap eens full of the d let If the equipment happens to tightly, and cook until well 
faa € ut be ie to and let have a steel supply tank, remove browned, turn, and brown the 

stand tor a ou ours. all scales from the inside other side. Just before the cook- 
After closing the ‘main gate through the use of a wire brush ing is finished, sprinkle with sug- 

valve between the pipe system or scraper. Paint the inside of ar and salt. Serve on a hot plat- 
and the pumps, remove all drain the tank with a special paint ter, first a layer of carrots, then 
plugs in pump bases and drain which can be purchased from the a layer of apples, so the two can 
the crankcase oil-kerosene mix- company which manufactured pe lifted together. 
a from ae pumps into s con- the outfit. 

ainer. ow, by introducing All spray guns, rods, brooms, 2-7-7722 
compressed air into the pipe line ete, should be removed from the oo pee cescemcencemoemcenoemits 
ahead of the main gate valve, spray hose and filled with the oil- j 
force out all of the oil-kerosene erosene mixture. After drain- LIVINGSTONE’S 
ates a nna is ay ing, cover the outer surface with REPELLANT 
collected in a barrel mounted on a thin coating of cu ease. 
a mud boat, the mixture being Even though the T at needs For Rabbits and Mice 

drawn out at the end of each lat- a complete overhaul later in the Is a safe and sure protection to 
eral until the air reaches the end winter, it should be given the your trees from winter injury by 
of the lateral. The mixture is treatment suggested above. This rabbits and mice. beset 

seved and used again the follow- treatment, which involves only a | il00™ peretecton, bined las 
ing year. few hours’ time and practically your trees. 

If the stationary plant is pow- no expense for materials, will For information write to: 
ered by a gasoline engine, the give beneficial returns in spray- 
radiator and block should be er performance the following JAMES LIVINGSTONE, JR. 
drained and then refilled with season—From October Hoosier Station F, Route 9, Milwaukee, Wis. 

the crankcase oil-kerosene mix- Horticulture. (pemcmmcmmcencemcencemcencencancenoan!
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POISON OATS BAIT FOR ILLINOIS ORGANIZES States — not the apples of one 
MICE AVAILABLE APPLE INSTITUTE neghion! Sumninee thee os spotlier 

Poison oats bait from the Fed- ‘THE apple crop of the United o¢ an ee ‘geese ie ven, 
eral Mixing Plant provided by States has been estimated at sumption everywhere 
the U. S. Department of Biologi- 16 million bushel more than the ; . 
cal Survey, is available from the crop of 1985 for the nation as , 1” the meantime we may have 
Wisconsin State Horticultural 4g whole, or a total crop of 194,- ‘0 tell folks that Wisconsin ap- 
Society, 1532 University Ave- 000,000 bushels. ples are also good. 
nue, Madison, at the following = «with this in mind, knowing _ The Wisconsin Horticultural 
prices: that every apple producing sec- ‘Society is ready to help at any 

10 Ibs. ____------$1.20 tion is well supplied with ap- time. 
25 Ibs, ---------- 2.50 ples,” writes the secretary of the 

The oats bait must be sent ex- Illinois Horticultural Society, “a el 
press collect as it is not maila~- committee met with the presi- 

ble. dent of the Society in July to FALL FERTILIZERS FOR 
discuss the advisability of organ- THE APPLE ORCHARD 

Haing, 8p apple: adbpertining; came Question: Would you consider 
THE APPLE HARVEST - for “ms on ot the other November application of sulfate 

ME. D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon acotions from, the north: i the of ammonia or cyanamid practi- 
Bay, writes on October south and. £éom: the: Gast t5 the cal on bearing apple trees? 

11th. “We are about finished oct have, within the past two Professor Collison: Fall appli- 
picking apples for 1987. We had thr ears: bi develovin ti f ni fertili h 
a very fine crop of Snows and OF viree years, deen Ceveloping cation 0 nitrogen fertilizers has 
McIntosh. In fact, everything regional | advertising organiza- proven practically as effective as 
Was 6f g00 die aid quality and tions which have been quite help- spring application. Late Septem- 
free fom worm iufestation.” ful in the movement of their ber or October seems to be pre- 

. fruit. During this time, two of ferred. In fall application these 
these sections which have organ- two fertilizers would be pre- 
ized advertising, have been con- ferred to more easily leached 

KICKAPOO ORCHARDS centrating some of their efforts forms? 

HAVE BIG CROP in our own locality and have" Guest: Should MeIntosh 
VISITING in the orchards at while our own stood unsold.” and Rome trees that bear some 

Gays Mills during October, apples every year receive nitro- 
we found that a very large crop wee ts Wiseesie With od gen every year? 

wee b SE Te Seperinbunil the other apple growing sections Professor Collison: Although 

ent of the Kickapoo Development Organizing apple institutes and there is some “carry over” ef- 
Company, stated that his organ- "aising money to advertise their fect of nitrogen applications, we 

ization operating eight orchards, @PPles in the markets where have found that it is not great, 
would harvest somewhat over these apples are sold, naturally especially if the application has 

100,000 bushels of apples this it will be harder than ever to not been an excessive one. I 
season. There are a number of Move Wisconsin apples. In self Would be inclined to apply some 
other large orchards which also defense we may have to raise nitrogen every year. If any va- 
have a good crop. some money to advertise our riation is made in the amount 

In size and color the Wealthy, ©W" apples in our own market. per year, the larger amount can 
McIntosh and Snows were excel- This organization of Regional _ be applied in the fall of the large 
lent this year. Considerable trou- Institutes really amounts to crop year or in the spring of the 
ble from second brood codling competition a apne small crop year, since even an- 
moth was experienced, present- and in the end wi! much more , f 
ing a new problem in orchard expensive than the original plan nual bearers have their large and 
management. This was due to advanced by the American Ap- S™all crop years. 
the extreme heat and drought of ple Institute of advertising ap- —From 1937 Annual Report, 
the past two years. ples in the markets of the United New York Horticultural Society.
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OP NTONS (ABOUT THE Consumers Reaction Toward Poor 

Question: What have been the Quality Fruit 
annual yields of the original 
Kendall trees at Geneva during DURING September we had a_ of good quality. Unable to do so, 
the past five years? What has complaint from a consumer she will probably not do any can- 
been the average size of fruit who wished to can peaches. This ning. 
compared to Cortland from trees lady wished to buy several bush- With one of the biggest peach 
of similar age? How does the el of peaches and waited for some crops in the history of the coun- 
yield compare with Cortland? time in the hope that the peaches _ try, it is too bad that every effort 
How early does it come into on the market would be of better is not made to satisfy the con- 
bearing as compared with McIn- quality—that is riper. Those she sumer in order to get rid of more 
tosh? . found were all very green and peaches. 

Professor Howe: No accurate she considered that green peach- The same thing applies to ap- 
measurement of the annual es would never reach high qual- ples. We have one of the biggest 
yields of the original Kendall ty. She finally appealed to her apple crops in history. Good qual- 
tree has been kept. The tree grocer who remarked, “The _ ity fruit will probably bring good 
bore its first good crop of apples peach trade this year has beena prices, but the “by-products 
9 years ago and each year since headache to all of us, retailers grade” will probably be a sore 
the yield has been very satisfac- ang commissionmen alike. We spot this year. 
tory despite the fact that the have been getting nothing but Furthermore, growers should 
tree has aa — pruned to green peaches and I sent back to not sell apples for canning too 
ee ees ine ee the wholesale house, several dif- cheaply. This will aid the canner 
with McIntosh. The predictive: rerent lots because they were too to sell canned apples cheap. So 
neas of Kendall compares favor- green. Here,” he said, indicating cheap, that housewives may turn 
ably with that of Cortland. a basket on the floor, “is a basket from fresh apples to the canned 

Question: Will the Kendall be- of peaches I purchased over a_ products. 
come as popular as the McIn- week ago and have sold only half To solve some of these prob- 
tosh? of them and they still aren’t lems, National Apple Groups has 

. , ripe.” been organized. Already the or- 
Professor Wellington: One He then broke one of them in ganization is appealing to Sen- 

oe Suess 18.88 good as anoth- two. “You see,” he said, “the ators and representatives to see 
walities Speicher ager en quality isn’t good even now.” that adequate purchases of ap- 
poorly and is subject to winter Whereupon the consumer dis- ples are made for those on the 
injury, the Kendall will prove appointedly went home and de- relief rolls by the Government. 
the snare popular. Kendall will cided to wait a little longer to see See that this is done in your com- 

appeal to those who like a more if she could get peaches that were munity. 

sprightly flavored apple. a 

Question: Has Kendall fruited 
several years along the Hudson? 

Professor Anderson: Kendall TCU RY iT 
has not fruited over three years Ww ae {}) 
in the Hudson Valley and has \\ 7 a (Z 
been confined to a very few TT Mm, 
young trees and some grafts. 1; Aes. cli: n ty 3) 
Mr. D. Davies, Congers, New { ‘a - Px SY PG ° 
York, is among the first to fruit You A\ LC) wire aM re) ) like 

Kendall. OTT AN des io) Wy 
—From the 1937 New York ATLL ayo ee OA Them 

Horticultural Society annual re- Ne hel Fo gan 
port. Ws Vs Sloe en 

PITY THE GROOM A eee im THEY HAVE FLAVOR AND QUALITY 
when she walks into the church?” Mats for the above design are available to growers for use in advertising, in two sizes, 

“Aisle, Altar, Hymn.” ong column and two column widths, free of charge, Write Wisconsin Horticultural Society,
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McIntosh Apples Fed By Northern Spy Leaves 
WHT will happen when Mc- formed on the lateral spur pressure test for the normally 

Intosh apples are fed by growth originating from the grown McIntosh fruit averaged 
Northern Spy leaves? This ques- cluster base, but all except one about 16 pounds as compared to 
tion was answered in an experi- or two of these leaves were again 20 pounds for those nourished 
ment conducted at Cornell Uni- removed. One of the four defoli- by Northern Spy. 
versity, Ithaca, New York, by A. ated McIntosh branches was “While the general appear- 
J. Heinicke. a ringed near its base. The others ance of the Northern Spy-nour- 

The following is a condensed were left without further treat- ished fruit was that of the Mc- 
report of this work as given by ment. Intosh, nevertheless there were 
the author in the Proceedings of Changes In Fruit modifications around the calyx 
the American Society for Horti- ig and stem end which strongly 

cultural Science. . “One of the first clear indica- suggested the characteristics of 
‘A young McIntosh tree which tions that the McIntosh fruit the variety Northern Spy. 

had been partially top-worked had been definitely modified by _ “The flavor of the McIntosh 
with the variety Northern Spy, being nourished by Northern fruit suggested a blend between 
produced a heavy bloom on the py leaves was the fact that the Northern Spy and McIntosh but 
remaining basal branches of the apples did not drop as readily the characteristic McIntosh flav- 
original tree. Practically no blos- when ripe as is characteristic or was not entirely submerged. 

soms were borne on the North- for the variety. In this respect In general the flesh seemed crisp- 
ern Spy branches even though they resembled the Northern er and more acid to the taste. 
the foliage of this variety con- Spy apples which adhere to the “This bit of evidence shows 
stituted more than 90 per cent tree very tenaciously. distinctly that apples on a 
of the leaf area of the entire “While the fruit attained a branch with practically no leaves 

tree. good size and high color about can obtain full size and color pro- 
“Soon after petal fall all foli- the same time as the fruits on vided they have access to the 

age except one leaf per fruiting the nearby McIntosh trees and products of foliage on other 
spur was removed from four Mc- on a portion of the McIntosh parts of the tree. The variety 
Intosh branches, each of which tree with its own foliage, they characteristics of the fruit may 
was about 114 to 2 inches in di- nevertheless ripened much later be definitely modified by the na- 
ameter at its point of origin. and remained firmer for a much ture of food material which is 
New leaves were subsequently longer time. At harvest time the available to them.” 

66 A BIGGER apple crop than ; In fact, in commercial sections er 100,000 bushels in the eight 
last year, but less money it is now conceded that the prof- orchards operated by the Kicka- 

for it,” is the statement often its from an orchard are from No. poo Development Company this 

Tuer uous a relative to the 1 fruit. year. The other orchards in that 
AP. »P- ‘ Wisconsin McIntosh are still section also report a very good 

sp tee ied Te in good demand and are bringing crop. 
: ° good prices for the higher . . 

Mills, Mr. Bakke, manager of the rades. Difficult: 1 : In the consuming section the 

Kickapoo Development Com- a getting then picked Petore market has been brisk. Mr. Pet- 
pany, ae ae pene i they drop. The demand for ¢© Swartz of Waukesha reports 
year ia omy a oe ny = Snows was good this year. How- that their crop will soon be sold. 

are very careful in eating ipa “oh several growers have re- The buying power of the public 
good pack. ‘The second grade we ported that the demand for N. seems to be good this year, and 

aither cannot sell at all or they W. Greening is dropping off. As prices at roadside stands and at 

are not bringing the cost of pro- time goes on, the market seems small orchards near large con- 

duction. It is therefore very im- to be Seen y more in de- suming centers have held up sat- 
portant to have a big percentage ™and of red apples. isfactorily considering the big 

of No. 1 fruit, because that’s Mr. Bakke reported that they crop, and prices in the big ter- 

where we make our money.” will probably pick somewhat ov- minal markets.
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Small Fruits 
FERTILIZERS FOR makes for more production the but it will freeze in the winter. 
STRAWBERRIES next year. If you do not have The Latham will produce more 

. ., your fruit buds on in the fall, it money for the grower than all 
Question: Do you use fertil- is too late to get them the next the rest put together. The Co- 

izer on young plants? I have dry spring. I have been able to re- lumbian is a great deal better 
ground and want to plant this qduce the yield by putting on an quality and hard to beat. The 
year. application of nitrogen in the Viking, next to Cuthbert, has 

Professor Hoffman (New York spring. A heavy application of the finest flavor. The Chief is a 
Exp. Station): In regard to fer- nitrogen in the spring will cause pretty good berry but winter in- 
tilizers for strawberries, I be- too much leaf surface with the jury has to be considered. 
lieve we have enough evidence to result that the plant may suffer Question: What type and qual- 
say, whatever we do we can do more in dry weather. If you ity of fertilizer would you use 
it more profitably the year we have black root trouble, the and what time would you ap- 
are getting the added growth. I plant is more likely to suffer ply it? 
doubt if we can fertilize straw- from lack of moisture. It is a Mr. Cooley: I think any nitro- 
berries during the fruiting year. good idea to put nitrogen on a_ gen fertilizer will give increased 
I think strawberries would show little bit early. If you can get a yield. The big thing in handling 
a response to phosphorus on a_ run, and a good set of plants by raspberries is to get plenty of 
good many soils where corn or the first of July, you will get a humus in the soil by using ma- 
potatoes have been grown, and heavier yield next year than if nure and cover crops. 
the phosphorus can usually be the growth forms in August. Question: Do you think it ad- 
put on the year before the plants From the 1937 New York Hor- visable to let up on commercial 
are set. If you have soil where ticultural Society Annual Report. fertilizers? 
other crops will respond to fer- Mr. Cooley: Yes, if you get 
tilizer, perhaps 300 pounds of good cane growth. If you put on 
super phosphate the year before RASPBERRY VARIETIES enough manure, you can accom- 
the plants are set would be ad- AND FERTILIZERS eet a path scene 
visable. . cial fertilizers. You better the 

The most profitable fertilizer stint a Hl ed soil condition and at the same 
is nitrogen. If you cannot get Professor Hoffman: For com- time grow er canes for the 
enough of that, supplement it mercial production in your mar- next Prega e larger you can 
with manure. The best results jet (Hudson Valley) there is @"°™ ‘ll he canes, the better crop 
are obtained with two applica~ nothing that will make more ae hi ave next year. I do not 
tions and both should be put on money than Latham. It is a har- El thoes can use better mate- 
during the season that growth is qy variety for a climate where he ls a manure application if being formed. A little supply of there are al orsmthig veriods of oe soi ad to need fertilizer. 

nitrogen in August will help to cold and warm weather. Cuth- a not = snough ae 
make larger fruit buds with pert is fairly hardy if there is aid i may be supplemented 

more flowers per cluster. We put wniform cold weather through Fre mn 1987 A 1R 
on some of this fertilizer in Au- the winter, but if there are Niw York Horti ream s eport, 
gust, which resulted in injury to warm periods we get a lot of °” *°F Horticultural Society. 
the foliage, so I hesitate to rec- inter killing. In West Virginia, a a a ‘ 
ommend nitrogen at that time. Cuthbert fs wetobenilied ae #. mounialy mat Wiig rarely, if 
I think some of the organic ma- than in New York State. Lath. °Ve!» Visited a town of any size, 
terials we have would be safer am is hardy. It has been my ob- C2™¢ to a city with his son, trav- 
and give as good results in Au- servation that if you keep Lath- eling in a rattletrap car. 
gust. am growing vigorously the plant Climbing out on one of the 

Mr. Shoemaker has done a lot is long lived and that is some- ™#in streets, the old man appear- 
of work on the fertilization of thing to be considered. ed fascinated by the pavement. 
strawberries and I have seen A Farmer: In regard to rasp- He scraped his feet on the hard 
statements in which he recom- berries I do not know of any surface, and, turning to his son, 
mended one application of nitro- raspberry that you would say is remarked: ; , 
gen before they fruited, because desirable from all standpoints. “Well, I don’t blame ’em for 
a little nitrogen at that time We find Newburgh is lacking in building a town here. The ground 
would bring up the foliage and vigor. Commercially it is satis- is too darn hard to plow, any- 
make a larger crown which factory three out of four years how.”
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Wrapping Golden Delicious Apples 
By Clarence E. Baker, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 

‘THE Golden Delicious apple is Tests conducted during the ing by late December. 
recognized by growers, cold past two seasons and again this To produce the maximum ef- 

storage operators, and fruit dis- year indicate that wrapping fectiveness the wrap must be 
tributors as:a variety that is Golden Delicious apples in a large enough to cover tHe apple 
very difficult to hold in cold stor- moisture-proof grade of trans- and make a tight fold to confine 
age without excessive shriveling. parent cellulose sheets prevents the air about the fruit. Wraps 
Even in modern cold storage wilting to a very high degree. carelessly applied so that air has 
where favorable humidity condi- Fruit so treated has been held un- access to the fruit are not effec- 
tions prevail this variety tends til early summer in a crisp and tive. Golden Delicious appear to 
to wilt severely if held much lat- juicy condition without visible stand this close confinement bet- 

er than February first. These shriveling and with no serious ef- ter than some other varieties. 
tendencies may partially be ov- fect on flavor. These experimen- Grimes, similarly treated, tend- 
ercome by picking at the correct tal lots have been held in a cold ed to scald more severely than 
stage of maturity and other or- storage where the relative hu- untreated fruit. When they did 
chard practices. Ordinary paper midity remained in the neigh- not scald they assumed a “dead” 
wraps and oiled wraps tend to borhood of 69 per cent. Under unattractive color and developed 
check excessive wilting to some these conditions unwrapped ap- an unpleasant flavor. 
degree, but cannot be depended ples in tub bushel baskets, with —From Proceedings of the 
upon to effect a satisfactory con- paper liners and pads, were un- American Society for Horticul- 

trol. saleable from excessive shrivel- tural Science. 

Blossom End Rot Of Tomatoes Controlled By Uniform 
Moisture Supply 

"THE blossom end rot of toma- firmer tissues, greatly influences plants and they have a smaller 

toes or dry rot as it is some- the amount of blossom-end rot. root system; consequently they 
times called, is a physiological When growing conditions are are at a decided disadvantage in| 
trouble that occurs when tomato very favorable so that the plant a dry period and suffer much} 
plants fail to receive an adequate makes a rank growth with rath- greater losses from blossom-end | 
or uniform supply of moisture, er soft, succulent tissues, the to- rot. | 

according to Farm Research matoes will be most susceptible : ‘ 
published by New York Experi- to this trouble. Such conditions Mamedy 1 a i alia 
ment Station. occur in the greenhouse and out- “Blossom-end rot can be pre 

“When the plants are unable 400rs when plants are grown in vented b lying th Sle ts} 
to obtain. sufficient moisture 2 Very fertile soil with an abun- y Supplying the plants 

: with a uniform and adequate from the soil t ; ~ dant supply of moisture. If a : q 
e soil to meet their tran. amount of moisture. If the «ae . «. shortage of water then occurs, Bn 

spiration needs, then moisture is th = t likely to b plants can be irrigated and wa- 
taken from the developing fruits. h ere 18 Mose, tsely’ VO De Very, tex supplied at regular intervals 
This causes the cells at the blos- heavy losses. so that there is no sudden or 
som end of the fruit to collapse Staked Tomatoes Suffer Most acute shortage of soil water, 
and a dark brown to black area “Pruning and tying-up tomato blossom-end rot will not occur. 
occurs which gradually increases plants on stakes or trellises Anything that adds to the wat- 
in size and makes the fruit un- tends to increase the amount of er-holding capacity of the soil, 
marketable. This trouble is par- blossom-end rot. This is because such as the incorporation of or- 
ticularly severe during dry pe- unpruned, untrained tomatoes ganic matter, will tend to reduce 
riods and often occurs on green- shade the soil better and restrict blossom-end rot. Also deep work- 
house tomatoes which are not movement of air and therefore ing of the soil in preparing the 
uniformly watered. reduce the rate of evaporation field will stimulate the develop- 

“The character of growth, from the surface of the soil, thus ment of a deeper and more ex- 
that is, whether the plant has tending to conserve moisture. tensive root system which will 
made a soft succulent growth or Furthermore, there is more rap- tend to reduce losses from this 
a slower growth with harder, id transpiration from staked trouble.”
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Experiments On The Care Of Nursery Stock 
H. B. Tukey 

YEARS ago when the nursery lars on humidity, temperature, water, through both the shoots 
industry was small and de- fungous development, and vigor and the roots, but again with no 

mand for stock was limited, it of the plants with some helpful favorable response. 
was possible for a grower to suggestions. Nursery stock has Finally, attention has been fo- 
have his stock delivered fresh been coated with various waxes cused upon planting methods, 
dug from a nearby nursery. But and paraffin to reduce loss of and the manner of planting have 
nowadays with production of moisture in storage, with some sults, showing that the methods 
nursery stock on an extensive favorable responses from some used in handling nursery stock 
scale and thousands of orders be- plants and some failures with after it is received by the planter 
ing shipped in a limited period others. and this time with favorable re- 
of time, it has become impossi- os a great deal to do with the suc- 
ble to handle orders in so inti- No Response From Fertilizers cess of the stock. 
mate a manner. This means that In addition, plants have been ‘ ss 
the nurseryman is forced to dig fertilized with various fertilizers Be Careful With Fertilizers 
his stock in the fall of the year, in late summer and early fall For example, fertilizer appli- 
grade it, store it, and pack it for with the idea of their taking up cations in the tree hole or close 
early spring delivery. the materials before digging so to the tree roots the first year 

Tests at the Geneva, New that they may be present to the tree is set have been injuri- 
York, Station have shown that start the trees off the next ous—particularly upon light or 
well- grown and well-ripened spring with extra vigor. Unfor- sandy soils. On the other hand, 
stock over-winters well both in tunately, no responses have been tight firming of the soil around 
storage and out-of-doors, but secured from such treatments. the roots of the plants and the 
that poorly grown and poorly Apparently, well-grown nursery incorporation of granulated peat 
ripened stock is subject to fung- stock has within it all the food moss in the soil mixture around 
ous attack in the nursery cellar materials necessary for a vigor- the roots have given noticeable 
and winter injury out-of-doors. ous growth when planted out. benefit—From Farm Research, 
Observations have beed made in Other trees have been injected New York Experiment Station 
western New York nursery cel- with fertilier materials and with Bulletin. 

e e 

The Fruit Growers Convention 
ON page 65 of this issue will bana. Dr. J. C. Blair is one of that of soil management in the 

be found the convention pro- the best known horticulturists in orchard. 
gram for fruit growers to be the country. We understand that In a recent issue of Virginia 

held at the Avalon Hotel, Wau- he has some very fine moving fruit, Editor W. S. Campfield in 
4 November oe F picheten on horticultural sub- discussing their annual conven- 

e asked fruit growers to jects. : ed 

notice particularly that this year Dr. W. P. Flint is well known a on a 
| for the first time we will have a for his work on the control of OF tin prevures 

Fj : . ‘ . pollination and fertilization of 
special program for the ladies. insects of fruits. This year the : 

We are sure that the ladies will codling moth control problem blossoms which he saw at a large 
find considerable of interest and was so different from that of past ™eeting some time ago. These 
value in the program to be given years and so similar to that ex- pictures will be shown at their 
in the apple cooking school. perienced by the states south of oOnvention. These are the same 
Bring your family. us, that the presentation of Dr. pictures we are showing at Wau- 

This year we are to have with Flint should be of great value. kesha on Nov. 18. They explain 

us three members of the Horti- Dr. V. W. Kelley will present a great deal of the mystery con- 
culture Department of the Illi- a topic which has been requested nected with why flowers are self- 
nois Experiment Station at Ur- by a number of our growers— sterile, etc.
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The Cranberry Harvest 
E. L. Chambers 

; order of their importance are Mc- 
Farlin, Searles Jumbo, Bennett, 
Howes, Berlin, and the Metalic 
Bell. Practically all of the Wis- 
consin berries are sold by the 

a Seen Cranberry Exchange 

"iy: ee eo a Qe 3 : and graded to meet their specifi- 
ay af yD a cations. There are 82 different 
on ie ai : Pei ke tae es et grades based on the size, variety 

| ee ry Coa. z ool: ete; 

me bb 4 ree a, ee sar Cranberry production in Wis- 
: Be bier nd “ote ; consin is in a transition stage be- 

Harvesting cranberries in Wisconsin. The marshes and tween the former practice of har- 
lower areas of the Central Plain furnish admirable bogs for vesting wild cranberries and the 
cranberry growing. Wisconsin's berries are recognized as of modern highly specialized culti- 

superior keeping quality. vation of this crop. Many acres 

"THERE always is a certain gambled with his crop first as to of wild vines still exist from 

amount of fascination in con- whether there would be sufficient Which fair-sized crops are har- 

nection with the harvest of any water, needed for frost protec- vested in favorable years. Other 

crop, but few such scenes are as_ tion during the growing season wild marshes are ditched and 

impressive and colorful as the and until the berries were safely supplied with limited flowage 

cranberry harvest. The harvest in storage, and then all summer Protection. From this point there 
season generally gets underway he gambled against hail-storm are many graditions in degree of 

shortly after Labor Day and con- damage, beaver injury to his res- cultivation. These conditions 

tinues until nearly the middle of ervoir and dams, losses from make it practically impossible to 

October. weeds and pests, labor troubles, estimate the acreage of produc- 

The beautiful fall weather, nd finally the market. ing vines. The difficulty is en- 

prevalent at this time with a Varieties hanced by the presence of aban- 

background of rich autumn col- . doned, formerly cultivated 
ors among the foliage every- ; While 20 varieties of cranber- marshes which occasionally pro- 

where, offers a stage hard to beat ries are grown in Wisconsn, duce crops, some of which are of 
for the scenes to follow. Hun- about one-third are natives and late years being rrought back to 
dreds of Winnebago Indian pick- the other principal varieties in a state of cultivation. 

ers are seen swinging their cran- __ 

berry rakes with their machine- Berets. ff 3 Se Ea 

like activity around the bog, soon ; Bae ‘ | | 

filling the warehouses with ber- ede - §& > . ie : 

ries and putting a big smile on pe ay ‘ “an 

the face of the grower who all td a ai 

summer has combatted nature B i WN f ag 

and her elements in growing the 5 vst OS an ) : ve 

crop. Once under cover the grow- " ‘ pay 

er once more rejoices as the reali- a ‘en. , \ ba! 

zation of his hopes have at last AS "os 
come about in return for his big = N\A ° yy 

investment and months of hard a Pa “ Sen 

labor. Yes, the cranberry grow- \ > N ) 

er has plenty to worry about. EN \i . R 

From the time he has wondered hain ; 

whether he would have enough - bod RS LN ee A 

water to put on the necessary sre | | ON VW oe “a | 

winter flood to protect the vines 
against winter killing, he has ee ee oho eee ia ee cranberry harvest |
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. . thus making it possible to dis- 
Wisconsin Ranks Near Top i pose of them and have them con- 
There are, at the present time, sumed before the storage rots get 

nearly 3,000 acres of cultivated underway. 
vines in the state making Wis- The crop is harvested with the 
consin third in production with . Wisconsin rake or scoop shown 
Massachusetts first, and New ‘ on the accompanying picture 
Jersey second. Wood county with which differs from the eastern 
more than 900 acres has the larg- scoop chiefly in having long han- 
est acreage of vines in the State. dles which permit its use from 
The majority of these plantings the standing position. Hand pick- 
are grouped on an extensive ing is done only on young or very 
marshland situated in the town - thin vines. About 50 per cent of 

of Cranmoor. Others are located Airplane dusting of cranberry bog the crop is at present water- 
near Biron and in the towns of for insect control near Wisconsin raked or raked on the flood. A 
Remington and Saratoga. The Fepids. few of the larger growers have 
other leading counties are Jack- these are sold mostly in attrac- installed chaff-picking and dry- 
son and Monroe each with ap- tive white pine, quarter-barrel jing machines to aid in more rapid 
proximately 300 acres and Jun- ventilated boxes. The average drying of water-raked berries. 
eau and Washburn with about production per acre varies with Wisconsin cranberries are super- 
200, and two marshes in each of the bog, ranging from 20 to 70 jor to those from other sections 
Barron and Burnett counties and barrels. One hundred barrels per of the country both in eating and 
one each in Marquette, Waupaca, acre is Se cae and as_ keeping qualities. 
Price, Rusk, and Waushara. many as arrels per acre 1 : 

The average crop for the past have been harvested. The aver- Marsh ri elena 

five years has been 6,200 barrels. age price per barrel last year for nh Senin 9 ing 

Twenty years ago nearly allcran- everything from the pie berries yeh ems . 

berries were sold in special bar- to the best was $9.75. With in- The severe climate of Wiscon- 

rels slightly smaller than our ap- cubator tests the field men have %!? has led to the development of 

ple barrels and holding about 85 been able to forecast the keeping @ uniform plan of cranberry 

quarts and weighing 90 to 105 qualities of the berries by main- marsh construction dominated 
pounds, which were legalized by taining them at high tempera- by the water-control system. 

separate Act of Congress. Today tures for a considerable period, There are no “dry bogs” in the 
sense that this term is used in 
other cranberry districts. In ad- 

ee 1 eee dition to being fully equipped for 

a pe a oe i te winter flowage, every cultivated 

2 ee Cee Bee marsh in the state is subdivided 

oe ee i by dikes and cross-dams_ into 
ce : al ny % Pd ppneerenaly small, level sec- 

ae ae ||| r = 7 ions for more economical use of 
Be) a | aaa water during reflows. On many 
ae | 4 i 1 jen! of the marshes inlet and outlet 
as } | PL {i ' yt ake ditches are further ararnged in 
ae } Sie HF is } a manner that permits indepen- 

ag ; | | . it . Heh 1 dent flooding of individual sec- 
2a | i i ae tal tions. 

ged I eee — Me Eight marshes obtain water 
et: | | , el) per) directly from streams or natural 

oe cael al Vat ° . lakes, six of them by gravity and 
see ii ae i 1 | ae two by means of pumps. The re- 
= a H) i i al ia / mainder are supplied by artificial 
Saga mM eth T 4 : reservoirs, many of which are fed 
3 |] tl ] by steady or intermittent 

a — streams. In the Mather and 
: ana NS Cranmoor districts the same wa- 

A cranberry testing incubator in ene state laboratory, which hag ter is used repeatedly by grow- 

Pepe otoP peries are placed ints inomhatar: Xo forecast their keep- ers at successively lower loca- 

ing qualities. (Continued on page 63)
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Horticultural News 
A. F. Yeager, North Dakota 

JOHN E. Bosher in English and they make delicious soup. I finished his work in Canada. I 
GARDENING ILLUSTRAT- find that the scientific name for have no reports on the amount of 

ED reports success in grafting this is Rumex acetosa. It issome- crosses and seed procured in this 

Melba apple on a species of cot- times known by the common way, but it sounds like a most 
oneaster. That might be a good name of Dock or Sorrel. logical system. 

thing to try for someone partic- — es 
ularly interested in propagation Rhubarb may be transplanted Dr. E. A. Helgeson, Plant 
using our Cotoneaster acutifolia jn the fall in much the same way Physiologist at the North Da- 

as a stock. as peonies. kota Agricultural College, gives 
— . —_— the following formula as a good 

SASH GREENHOUSES is the The question is asked whether nutrient solution for the raising 
title of Leaflet No. 124 of the U. jt is well to mulch a tomato patch _ of plants in either liquid or sand 
S. Dept. of Agriculture. It tells the middle of July to keep down culture: Super-phosphate (20%) 
how to construct a small green- weeds. We have never run ex- 3.785 grams; NoN03 (14%N), 
house using ordinary hotbed sash periments on this, but I doubt 2310 grams; Ca (N03)2 
as the principal material. whether it could be recommend- (14%N), 2.8380 grams; KCl, 

— ed. There might be some tenden- 0.76 grams; MgS04.7820, 1.96 
The Michigan Experiment Sta- cy for it to keep the soil cooler grams. These materials are to be 

tion is developing a wedge type nd thus retard maturity. dissolved in one gallon of water. 

of pruning fruit trees, which, as — Here is a place to begin if any 
I understand it, consists of leav- A package of apples was sent Of our members want to try such 
ing a wedge shaped opening in in this summer when they were @ thing. 
the side of the tree so that the about one-quarter grown. The — 
person spraying the tree may accompanying letter stated that One of the interesting sidelines 
walk in and spray the inside of they were dropping for no ap-_ in connection with fruit breeding 
it as well as spraying the out- parent reason. When examined, is that encountered with peaches. 
side as is usual. it was found that none of them Investigators found that in 

es contained seeds, thus indicating breeding extra early peaches 

Because tomatoes very rarely that a pollenizer of some other they had varieties which ripened 
cross in the field, it is entirely Variety was needed. up the flesh very early, but that 

practical for home gardeners to ee the germ on the inside of the 
save their own seed. If you have We in North Dakota are often seed was still immature. The 
a good Bison tomato plant, for inclined to think that we have all next thing necessary was to de 
example, you may squeeze out the troubles, and that it is only vise methods by means of which 

some of the seed on paper and let our trees that have suffered in these immature germs could be 
it dry, or if you wish more, the past two years. However, a grown. It was done. 
squeeze a quantity into a glass trip as far south as Kansas this — 
jar, permit it to ferment several summer showed in some places This is the time of the year 
days in a warm place, then stir whole orchards of many acres when the usual story about how 
up and wash. The seed will set- with every treedead. The reason gomeone raised a mammoth 
tle to the bottom and the pulp lay in a combination of grasshop- pumpkin by feeding it milk be- 
may be poured off. Incidentally, pers and drouth. gins its annual circulation. The 
the seed saved from the last to- — fact of the matter is that so far 
mato on a plant will produce just = Dr, N. E. Hanson of the South as I know, there has never been 
as early tomatoes next year aS Dakota Experiment Station, the an authentic case of such feed- 
though you had saved the first originator of the greenhouse ing, and the botanists who are 
tomato on the same plant. method of fruit breeding, this supposed to know about such 

—_- year adopted another system. He things say that milk is not a 
A correspondent asks about began making crossesintheCen- good diet for a plant no matter 

the plant known by the name of tral States when the fruit was in how fine it might be for an ani- 
Sauramfer, resembling rhubarb, bloom outdoors, and moved mal.—From North and South Da- 
but finer. The leaves are eaten northward with spring until he kota Horticulture
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° ¢ DEEP FILLINGS DANGER- Hints On Gardening ane Ee 
Choosing Your Ground ANY fill over six inches deep 

. is dangerous and may kill 
By George Fitch trees, was the general concensus 

NOTHING requires so much riched. You can do this by add- of opinion at the National Shade 
care as the choice of a gar- ing more angle worms to it. Any Tree Conference held in Balti- 

den site. The ground must be boy will sell you angle worms at more, Maryland, recently. This 
high, so that it will drain well. 25c a dozen. is especially true if the soil is 
It must be low so as to retain In the meantime, you should heavy. By covering the roots 
moisture in dry seasons. It have purchased your seeds. with a layer of gravel or crushed 
must be on a hillside, with a Great care should be observed in stones to allow aeration of the 
southern exposure for spring this work and it cannot be gone root system, the danger may be 
growth. It must also be on a about too early. Along in De- partially overcome. Such a por- 
northern exposure with plenty cember you should begin to save US covering may be to the depth 
of shade for July drought. All seed catalogues and by March of 12 to 18 inches. Cinders 
parts of it must be visible from you should have a woodshed full. Should never be used. In addi- 
the back window of the kitchen, They come in exceedingly handy tion, several lines of drain tile 
and within good easy rifle range. for kindling purposes. In fact, should be placed vertically in the 
Some gardeners move from angle worms and seed catalogues Soil to provide for a circulation 
house to house continually are two of the best garden crops. Of air from the surface. 
searching for a suitable back While choosing the seeds, go Wells built around the trunks 
yard, but it is much easier to put carefully through the catalogues, of trees in no way lessen the 
the garden on wheels, so that it selecting only the ripest and danger of smothering the roots 

) can be readily moved about to brightest colors. When you find even though they protect the 

conform with the requirements. a catalogue that is a little off trunks. 
Moreover, by this method you olor, pe it en When Ge 

can haul the garden around in in doubt about a color, boil the 
front of the house in May when picture. If it fades, buy no seeds CRANBERRY HRV ESE 

you are proud of it, and want from this catalogue. To find the 5 ambers 

your neighbors to admire it, and size of the actual vegetable, ti (Continued from page 61) 
late in June, after you have ov- measure the picture in the cata- Ons on the watershed. Many 
erslept four weeks in succession, logue, divide it by four and take marshes are equipped for pump- 
you can take it away into the the square root of the remain- 12& flowage water back into res- 
suburbs, and hide it where no der.—From an old newspaper ¢rvoirs during periods of water 
Otié Gal SéBAE. clipping submitted by a member. sores 

After selecting your garden, — to rotect of Hetenvole required 
your first task will be to remove protect an acre of vines of 
the foreign substances which APPLE COBBLER course dep ends upon many fac- 
have accumulated there since Tart apples, pared and quar- - 8, chief among which are 
America was discovered. If you tered epth of water per unit area, and 
have a friend who owns a steam Y% cup sugar volume and regularity of feeding 
shovel, you can do the whole job 1 teaspoon cinnamon stream. An analysis of the water 
in a day. The garden must then 2 cups flour supply systems in the Cranmoor 
be spaded. This is the finest of 5 teaspoons baking powder district showed that on the aver- 
all exercises. Select a well bal- 1 teaspoon salt age there are seven acres of res- 

anced spading fork, rise early 2 tablespoons shortening ervoir for each acre of vines. This 
in the morning, dress is a light 34. to 1 cup milk district is situated on an exten- 

loose fitting costume, and then Mix dry ingredients. Work in  Sive, nearly level plain, and all its 
wait on the front porch with the the shortening. Add enough milk ™arshes depend upon water im- 
aid of a good cigar until the first to make a dough soft enough to Pounded by dams. Some of the 
tramp applies for the job. When stir. Fill a baking dish three- Yeservoirs are partly stream-fed 
you have put him to work, save fourths full with the apples, and While others have no source of 
carefully all the angle worms he spread the dough over them. water other than surface drain- 
turns up and put them ina dark, Make several cuts in the center age and wastage from marshes 
damp place for further use. If to allow the steam to escape. located above them. The Cran- 
the yield of angle worms is poor, Bake for three-quarters of an moor district ratio of reservoir 
it is a sign that the soil is im- hour and serve hot with sugar to vine area is fairly typical of 
poverished, and should be en- and rich cream. the state as a whole.
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NEW OFFICERS ELECTED = €é > CARPATHIAN ENGLISH 

‘THIS year for the first. time = “r= WALNUT TREES 
the Wisconsin Horticultural 2 os = BEARING 

Society conducted the election of NN watt, = A LETTER from Rev. P. C 
officers for the Society by a mail Ris UN “+ | © Salk of Wawca aha 

. yy 4 i 2 ballot. This gave every member ore i | ; Brousht into Tile emmby the 

an opportunity to vote regard- Cy IES Carpathian English Walnuts 
less of where he or she lives, or IN Pie which the Wisconsin Horticultur- 
in what line of horticulture they 1 : ee 

; qed al Society has distributed the 
are interested. The following is : 
the result of the election as cer- COMING EVENTS past three years, writes on Sep- 
tified by the nominating com- November 17-18. Minnesota tember 24th as follows: “I have 
mittee consisting of Mr. Wm. Horticultural Society annual con- just returned from the Washing- 
Leonard, Fort Atkinson, Chair- Yention, St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul. ton National Nut Growers Con- 
man Mr. J. F. Swartz, Kenosha, R- 8S. Mackintosh, Secretary, Un- ference and on my way stopped 
avid Mr. S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay. iversity Farm, St. Paul. at Belleville, New Jersey and ex- 

Officers Elected November 16-19. Iowa State amined my trees growing there. 
For president, Mr. Karl S. Horticultural Society annual con- Two of them are bearing walnuts 

Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. vention and annual meetings of this year. They are twelve years 
For vice-president, Mr. R. L. affiliated societies, Iowa State old. 

Marken, Kenosha. , College, Ames.—R. S. Herrick, “A number of the trees plant- 

Director to succeed S. S. Tel- Secretary, State House, Des eq by the late Prof. Neilson in 
fer, Ellison Bay, Murray Bing- Moines. Ontario are also bearing.” 
ham, Sturgeon Bay. November 30-December 1-2. A shipment of the walnuts 

Director to succeed R. L. Mar- Michigan State Horticultural So- fom the Carpathian Mountains 
ken, resigned, Clare Fancher, asc oe feat Eewet ond is expected this winter, and will 
Sturtevant. Rar ‘da. Michi ud! Doe liegt again be distributed by the Wis- 

Director to succeed Wm. Leon- P 3 “* = iat = O0t-  consin Horticultural Society next 
ae, Carroll Krippner, Fort At- Michigan. ary, Mast Lansing,  opring. 

"The officers and Board of Di- ,, December 8-10. American — 
ectors now represent all the dif- Pomological Society annual con- OUR COVER PICTURE 
ferent branches of horticulture. veuen . St my rticultar veh OUR cover picture this month 
There are four commercial fruit *, BE State ormcutural 2o~ re ae : ty, Springfield, Mo. Program shows Anemone and Thun- 
growers; two amateur fruit Clely, SP 2 8) , : . 

, . and exhibits in Shrine Mosque. erg’s spirea in a Japanese type rowers (spray ring members) ; Mes 
s H of arrangement. The cut was 
three nurserymen; three garden eadquarters for APS, Hotel 
club representatives ; 1 smal] Kentwood Arms.—H. L. Lantz, Toaned (Up SADR ge ee ¢euit grower! 1 healne ‘or: th Sec’y, APS, Ames, Iowa. W. R. of the American Horticultural 

gr > per; the Martin, Sec’y, Mo. Society, Co- Society, and was used in connec- 
State Entomologist, and the lumbia. , , tion with an article in the Nat- 
chairman of the Horticulture De- ional Horticultural Magazine, en- 
ent of the College of Agri- —_—_—_—__—_—__—_. titled “Ideas Behind Japanese 

: Flower Arrangement” by Ikko 

The name of Mr. Ralph B. BEEKEEPERS NOTICE! Greger. If interested in the mag- 
Locke, Omro, was written in and Wisconsin Beekeeping will be azine write the Society, Room 
received quite a few votes for found in the back part of this 821, Washington Loan and Trust 
director. issue, on pages 76-79. Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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APPLE COOKING SCHOOL 69th ANNUAL CONVENTION 
FOR THE LADIES . , . . 

iy Connection: with the Wisconsin Horticultural Society 
FRUIT GROWERS CON- FRUIT GROWERS PROGRAM 

VENTION 
Avalon Hotel, Waukesha 

WISCONSIN HORTICUL- 
TURAL SOCIETY NOVEMBER 18-19, 1937 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18 
Avalon Hotel, Waukesha, 
Thursday, November 18 iiueonelogs Bure wwdeee in the codling moth situation. Dr. C. L. Fluke, 

Mrs. Karl Reynolds, Sturgeon _ 10:45 a. m. Relation of the apple scab spraying program to weather con- 
Bay, presiding v Sturg ditions. Dr. G. W. Keitt, Dept. of Plant Pathology, Madison. 

? * 2 11:30 a. m. What we learned about spraying this season. Theo. Bakke, 
10:00 a. m. Colored moving Supt. Kickapoo Development Company, Gays Mills. 

picture of garden flowers with . pag 
discussion. H. J. Rahmlow, Sec- APTERNOON PROGRAM 
retary Wisconsin Horticultural 1:30 p.m. 1. How to spray apples in Wisconsin. Moving pictures of how 
Society. and when to spray. Prepared by the Horticultural Society. 

. . 2. How flowers are pollinated and fertilized. Movies shown and discussed 
10:30 a. m. Apple pie baking by H. J. Rahmlow, Secretary, Madison. 

demonstration by the Stargard 2:15 p.m. Opinions on some of the new fruit varieties. Report of the trip 
4-H Club Demonstration team, ney Rete Committee. R. L. Marken, Vice-president Horticultural 

Milwaukee County. Discussion by Wm. Leonard, Fort Atkinson, and Nick Jacobs, Sturgeon 
11:15 a.m. Value of apples in Bay, members fruit testing committee. 

the diet. Mrs. Carolyn Steven- 2:45 p.m. Factors effecting the abundance of codling moth in the orchard. 
: i Prof. W. P. Flint, Dept. of Entomology, Urbana, Illinois. 

son, Home Demonstration Ag- Discussion. : ey . 
ent, Waukesha. 3:30 p. m. Managing our orchard soils. Dr. V. W. Kelley, Dept. of Horti- 

1:30 p. m. Aplpe recipes for culture, Urbana, Illinois. 

everyday use, by a member of ANNUAL BANQUET — 6:30 P. M 
the Home Service Department, Music and entertai ' ices Waukesha ( . . G 

4H * usic and entertainment auspices Waukesha County Fruit Growers Asso- 
Milwaukee Railway and Light ciation, and County Agent J. F. Thomas. 
Company. Honorary zecoenition fpervices: Etegentation sgt certificates to two out- 

2:00 p.m. Cherry pie baking standing horticulturists. r. Karl S. Reynolds, President, presiding. . 
and cherry recipes. Mrs. Karl we eee Ben Rusy, District Extension Leader, College of Agricul- 

Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. Mrs. Changes and Personalities in Horticulture. Color in Nature—movies. Dr. 
‘i ¢ J.C. Blair, Chief, Dept. of Horticulture, Urbana, Illinois. Reynolds coached the winner of 

‘ne wey Die contest tr nee FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19 
. . mM, 1scusslon of lead- 

ing ap _ varieties. Prof. J. G 9:30 a. m. Lead arsenate or substitutes for codling moth spray. Prof. W. 
Me Pe D . “©: “+ p. Flint, Dept. of Entomology, Urbana, Illinois. 
t Sage Rae ope ept. of Horticul- 10:15 a. m. Borne principles of pruning. Dr. V. W. Kelley, Dept. of Hor- 
ure, Madison. ticulture, Urbana, Illinois. 

3:00 p. m. The best uses for 11200 a. am Requirements and value of an apple storage cellar. Guy S. 
A ation . Hales, Port Washington. 

ur senting apple yarletics Miss 11:30 a.m. What can we do about the grasshopper menace in our orchards 

1 me wen, . ome emon- in 1938. E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Madison. 
stration Agent, Milwaukee Coun- 12:00 M. Neon Luncheon. 
ty. . , 

AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

1:30 p. m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 
THE CONVENTION FRUIT President’s address. atl . Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. 

Annual report by the Secretary. 
SHOW 2:15 p. m. Orchardist School. 

HE 3 list f he fruit Observations in our orchards during the past season. Dr. R. H. Roberts, 

T bible to be a e tru Horticulture Dept., Madison. 
exhibit to be held in connece 

tion with the annual convention 
of the Wisconsin Horticultural Premiums are offered for Wisconsin varieties. In addition, 
Society at the Avalon Hotel, plates of three apples of each of there is a seedling apple show, 
Waukesha, November 18-19, was_ the new varieties which are be- and a seedling nut show. 
published on page 31 in the Oc- ing tested in Wisconsin, and We hope to have a very inter- 
tober issue. plates of five apples of standard esting and educational exhibit.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

Marigolds 

EVIDENTLY the hybridizers vi 

are just starting to work on ae 

the Marigolds. Crown of Gold = A MV) 

was their first surprise, both in ; bari 

shape and fragrance. This year Wi 

a number of gardeners tried out -~ j hI Ha 

the Chrysanthemum Hybrids— nah on main 

and really the name suits them ° ‘K rie 

for they look very much like tiny 7 L ( A i) 

Japanese “Mums.” Only the fol- ~ *h of . UY 

iage retains the Marigold form. wt fat: r alec AY 4! 

Both blossom and foliage have a REO, BA ( _\ (Te Sea AVE 

delicate fragrance. They are vei eg ore ee aS 
charming for bouquets and table RI Ky SIPS SRISES ENE aE. ys 

decorations. 
= . 

~e 

Chrysanthemums — 
: not bloom. The bloom is quite brum bulbs in the ten cent store. 

hare a ee ° iP canta. lasting when cut. They were really nice firm bulbs. 

: Helleborus Niger is buddin Each bulb has given about twen- 
mums in bloom, Aladdin has : Nig Ss g ty fl If th 
been blooming for a month, so UP nicely, evidently intends to y ie th ne never come 

has Glory of Seven Oaks. Ar- keep up its reputation as a win- UP again they have more than 

ae ter bloomer. paid back the twenty cents paid 
gentuillaisn, Two Weeks, Bar- . for the bulbs. The individual 

bara Cummings is beginning to _ Two seedling Laburnums have 7, on i Su) te ot ee 

open, even a few flowers on this been growing along with no pro- og nd we elr choi ems 

“mum” makes a showing. The tection for several years, not ev- 1.34: vbout. ben Ss T hare 

always lovely Pink Azaleamum en the tips freezing. The buds them: is i d ben eal a ined 

along with her bronze, white and form very early, I found to my « Ot Th rl iy of we 4 Traine! d 

rose sisters, are a mass of color. sorrow last spring when a heavy Ped hb 1b. — In bi eatin 
Jean Treadway anda single pink frost killed every bud. Shall give 6 he: “ae la f a al wad in 

trailing variety are making a them a spring overcoat after 0” & lai jean pat ea I 

brave showing for more then ten _ this. have some SI ak | i 

days, while the unnamed variety Azalea Mollis have nice fat (they were Gt ought in the ten 

Iam so fond of has been winning buds formed for next year’s blos- é eat store) pl ented in a large 

admiration from every one who soms. They need no protection pot. These are special enobfies 

calls. from frost—but they do from (¢ mine and aaa hop to keep 

All other varieties have nice Tabbits. them safely in this way. 

fat buds showing color, so they Viburnum Carlesii has made a Just dug up some of the old 

too will join the parade—if only wonderful growth, will have to fashioned Tiger Lilies. Will store 

Jack Frost holds off a bit. All give it the whole corner pretty them in sand and replant in the 

mum plans will be tucked in the soon. Every tiny branch has  gpring. They will bloom about a 

cold frame this winter, am not buds, and it will indeed be a month later than those now es- 

going to risk losing them as I thing of beauty. I can under- tablished. 

did last winter—we might get stand Mr. Wilson’s enthusiasm Was I pleased when I dug up 

another ice blanket! over this shrub. the Giant Ismene bulbs. I have 

Vitex Agnus Castus is still A Good Lil twice as many as I planted. Am 

blooming. This shrub with its y sure they were given the right 

dainty cut foliage would be a Late last spring I picked up treatment—plenty of water for 

worth while shrub even if it did several Lilium Speciosum Ru- several weeks after blooming.
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Hythe Candicans were ABOUT BULBS IRIS AWARDS FOR 1937 
especially nice also, this year, : : . 
each bulb giving several stalks If you intend to force Tulips, FACH year the Awards Com : : Hyacinths, Daffodils, buy t mittee of the American Iris 
of bloom. Foliage is also good. y' 8, » buy top . 

: sized bulbs, else you are liable to Society makes awards of the best 
Gypsophila Bodgeri is a very be disappointed. After planting, itis. The Dykes medal award is 

good plant for the rock garden place in cold frame where they the highest which can be given. 
or edge of the border. It has can be covered and readily got at The following is a report of 
bloomed steadily ever since it when you wish to bring them in- the awards committee for 1937, 
was planted in the spring, the goors. Be sure to give them as reported in the September 
blossoms being double and quite plenty of time to root properly bulletin of the American Iris So- 

pink in sunny weather. else the blooms will be very dis. lety- DYKEW EDAY 
Gypsophila Oldhamini is a late appointing. Variety “Originator 

blooming delicate pink, quite Try potting up a few roots of Missouri _____..._________ Grinter 
hardy, and has a very nice habit the earlier blooming varieties of Second -Ghoics 
of self seeding, so one will soon Hemerocallis, placing them also California Gold __._______ Mitchell 
have a nice group of the plants. in the frame. You will be de- - 
It is fine for late cutting. lighted to see how nicely they AWARD OF MERIT 

American Varieties 
Planted some Heavenly Blue bloom. Variety Originator 

Morning Glory seed in pots for Iris Pumila, if potted in the fall Copper Lustre _-_________ Kirkland 
winter blooming. The seed came wil] also give satisfactory bloom now King ...-....--.. H. P. Sase 

. 5 * ‘i , unaluska ______________ Kirkland 
att In ot days, and is growing ag will Phlox subulata and the NeraD eee canes nea Mitchell 
strongly. old fashioned Bleeding Heart. Do C@lifornia Gold ---_----__ Mitchell : , : Happy Days ____________ 

Freesia seeds planted in late NOT wait until spring to dig up Brunhilde nn Baloch 
summer came up thickly and and plant in pots—but do this be- Jasmania ~-—————---..-.-~ Ayres 
there are nice little bulbs grow- fore freezing time, so they will Bleaner Rasesrele lee 
ing amazingly fast. As sure to pe settled and growing naturally. (Fall Blooming) 

have flowers in March. Plant a few seeds of the heav- AWARD OF MERIT 
One of the reasons why Mus- only blue Morning Glory in small Foreign Varieties 

cari, or Grape Hyacinths should pots Have the soil quite sandy Variety Originator 
be planted early is that they 444 do not add any fertilizer, you Shah Jehan ________________ Neel 
make a top growth in the fall, as will have constant bloom all win- Alice Harding ___...______ Cayeux 
do Madonna Lilies. Unless this ,,. Director PIGS crn eae 
growth is made the flowers will D t let the vi t too Seduction wwe DUT cayeux 
be small and many times there © HOU 1€ e vines gel Col HON : : : : NO: > will be no blossoms until the sec- long, clip them so they will mae RE MENTION 
ond year. Narcissus and Daffo- branch and give more bloom. Variety Originator 
dils also need early planting. Ephidendrum Tampense, Anitra ________________ H. P. Sass 
While they do not make a top (Butterfly Orchids) is one Or- Arethusa ~-_-_-----._______ Gage 
growth, they do need to make a_ cchid that can be grown by the Cone eacen Senmnsnnsasas Snow : a ------------ Graham 
good root growth in order to veriest amatuer. Just fasten to Casque d’Or ______________ J. Sass 
bloom well. rough bark and sprinkle with City of Lincoln --..----— H. P. Sass 

I have to admire those lovely water when you water the other Deseret “ROBT eoeenee RS Thorup 
new dwarf Asters in other gar- plants. The flowers are greenish Dymia ~_~~--------------- Shuber 
dens, because the rabbits keep brown with white lip marked BUS0 G7>-----7---777777- neon 
mine chewed ea down to ee with bright rose purple. Far West __----------- Kleinsorge 
ground. Not one blossom in two The Air Pine is another easily G@"den Magic ------------ Grinter 

* ‘ Golden Bear _____-______- Mitchell 
years. Shall either have to build grown and striking plant. This Janet Butler -..2222 222. MeKee 
a rabbit proof fence around these 5}.9 grows and blooms when fas-  Jelloway ---__-_--__-_____ Parker 
Asters or—get rid of the rab- ton0q to a piece of rough bark, Liehthouse ------------—- Salbach 

+ D g TK. Manchu Prince ________ Washington 
bits—and you know these dear The Air Pines resemble Pineap- Marco Polo __---------- Schreiner 
little bunnies are proteeted??? ple plants Midwest Gem __________ H. P. Sass 

: Michelangelo -_-_--_------. Weed 
fey Try a window garden that is a Morocco Rose 2...222222_. Loomis 

bit different than those you have Orloof ~~~. -----------~. H. e Sass 
Notice! An apple cooking had in the past. Sable Book 

school for the ladies in connec- Sir Launcelot ------------- J. Sass 
tion with the fruit growers’ con- . , Snow Helis sisceescessa=oe Mekes 
vention at Waukesha, November Read the fruit growers’ con- \yivat, Tel 7777777777 Witiamson 
18-19. vention program on page 65. Waverly _______-------_ Williams
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J, Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

GLADIOLUS SYMPOSIUMS FAVORITE GLADS IN 
COMPARED . CANADA 

HE vote of the members of i . . 
The Wisconsin Gladiolus So- | : “SAN observation ‘made this 
ciety on the most popular varie- os rane 18, WOEUDY © — 
ties of gladiolus was published oe a Many Reed Ce pad, Ee 
in our October issue. In this con- \ : bridizers are planning to grow 
nection we found it of considera- ji fA fewer varieties and grow all they 
ble interest to compare a vote y desire of their chosen few. One 
of the officers—Board of Direc- a enthusiastic grower in Ontario 

tors and Regional Vice-Presi- — plans to limit his planting of over 
dents of the Society—with the . 10,000 to 30 varieties. Let’s try 
vote of the entire membership. Best Seedling his plan and see what happens. 
We are therefore presenting this 1st, Ristow’s 3644 named Val-_ I’m sure it will do much to pop- 
month the choice of both groups. ley Queen; 2nd, Krueger’s No. ularize the gladiolus. Just imag- 
There is some difference of opin- 70, ine walking down through a 
ion, . ce patch of 4,000 ‘Picardy’ or 500 

Inasmuch as the Board of Di- Baie vee aeons ‘Star of Bethlehem!’ 

pets consists of some of be conetn, Ssladiolus Society “Varieties noted thus far this 
ceding ee ne who aT well The following are the selec- season and comments thereon— 
posted on the newest and latest tions by the officers of the Wis- ‘Picardy’, still stands at the head 
varieties and their value, no consin Gladiolus Society. 5 ; . of the class and is as lovely as 
bee a ioe of the officers will Red: 1st, Commander Koehl; gyer- ‘Bit 0’ Heaven,’ is a won- 
e of interest. 2nd, Tip Top. ; , . 
The following are the favorite Cream or Buff: 1st, Shirley dertul orange that you must try : 
ade : : Star of Bethlehem’ and ‘Maid of 

varieties as presented last month Temple and Paradise; 2nd, Duna. , : . . ea pe * Orleans’ are the best whites; 
By cue membership ot the Se~ | Salmon pink: Ist, Pleardy; scciaen Chives” ‘Rufilel, Gold’ ciety: 2nd, New Era. ‘pei te : The reds: Ist, Commander ~ Pure Pink: Ist, Phyllis Me- ®"4 ‘Primate’ are all fine light 
Koehl; 2nd, Bill Sowden and Tip Quiston and Debonair. yellows ; Bleeding | Heart’ is 

Top. Yellow: Ist, Golden Goddess; ™uch BUREEIOE to ‘Mrs. Frank 
Cream or Buff: 1st, Duna; 2nd, Golden Cup and Ruffled ee chen which it aera 

2nd, Wasaga. Beauty. ‘Bright Sides’ orange and yellow, 

Salmon pink: Ist, Picardy; Lavender: Minuet —unani- beautifully ruffled; ‘Jessie,’ a 
2nd, Margaret Fulton. mous, lavender pink, tall and willowy; 

Pure pink: 1st, Debonair; 2nd, Purple: 1st, Chas. Dickens; and ‘Zora’ a bluish-white, very 
Phyllic McQuiston. 2nd, Paul Pfitzer. satisfactory small decorative var- 

Yellow: :1st, Golden Chimes; Violet: 1st, Pelegrina, Ave iety. 

2nd, Golden Cup and Golden Maria, Blue Admiral and Milford “A new commercial type is to 
Goddess. . receiving tie votes. be found in Milton Jack’s ‘Early 
Lavender: 1st, Minuet; 2nd, White: 1st, Star of Bethle- Rose.’ The color is quite distinct 

King Arthur. . hem; 2nd, Maid of Orleans. and causes most favorable com- 
2 Purple: pant Chas. Dickens; Best variety any color: 1st, ment wherever shown.” 
nd, Pau zer. Picardy; 2nd, Mother Machree, : : 
Violet: 1st, Pelegrina. New Era, Heritage, Rosemarie ;; * scion aoe mn ahoatn Hor- 
White: 1st, Maid of Orleans; Pfitzer, Gloriana and Tairoia re- tculture and Home Magazine. 

2nd, Star of Bethlehem. ceiving one each. ee 
Best Variet Best seedling: 1st, Ristow’s 

. est Varlery No. 3644 or Valley Queen; 2nd, Read the fruit growers’ con- 
Picardy; 2nd, Bagdad. Krueger’s No. 70. vention program on page 65.
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The Enjoyment Of Gladiolus 
Ralph Baerman, Rushford, Minn. 

A GOOD many years ago, when _ sands of flowers in all shades for characterized the ruffled sorts of 
starting out with a friend their effectiveness in the garden one and two decades ago. Yet 

for my first national gladiolus picture, remarks that he wishes the serenely round plain-petaled 
show, which was being held sev- all smoky glads could be carried types such as Coryphee will al- 
eral hundred miles distant, I was out to the middle of the Atlantic ways be popular. Crowded flor- 
somewhat amused when we got Ocean and dropped in. (Yet I ets, narrow petals (if unruffled), 
into the car at his taking along have before me asI write a mag- and general looseness of charac- 
a couple of spikes of gladioli “for nificent spike of Zuni, one of the ter result in woefully undistin- 
study” on the way. The varieties finest of all smokies, to which guished looking blooms. Copious 
were, as I recall, Crinkles and I'll warrant he would be willing breadth of petal, sprightly ruf- 
Salmon Glow, both then rather to make an exception. Neverthe- fling, grace of carriage, plus a 
new. Though Iam sure I got as__ less, the fact remains that criti- touch of informality please as 
much thrill out of the well-grown cal judges of flowers thrill to few expressions of style and charac- 
spikes of these two sorts which smokies.) ... What gladiolus col- ter. 
my fellow-fancier had brought ors meet the greatest favor with Vitality (i.e. spike length), 
along as he did himself, never- this critic? The range between charm of form, and fineness of 
theless the conception of “study” Salbach’s Orchid and Dream O’ color comprise a trinity of fac- 
as applied to flowers struck me Beauty—colors just a trifle on tors essential to an outstanding 
as rather strange. Yet everyone the cool side of pink and red. The gladiolus. In the wide range of 
accepts the idea of analytical hot flush of salmon tones he con- colors, form, and size lies the se- 
study of a beautiful painting as_ siders a disturbing element to cret of the varied types of per- 
a prerequisite to its full enjoy- the sense of repose sought inthe sonality found in this flower. 

ment. landscaped garden. a 

Most glad lovers have experi-  _— But glads are not primarily a GLADIOLUS Se 
enced the chagrin of showing to landscape flower, and grown in HOLDS INTERESTIN' 
casual garden visitors a rare and the cutting garden for other MEETING 
expensive new variety of super- uses, other considerations pre- A MOST interesting meeting 
lative beauty, only to have some yail. At close view substance was held in the Chamber of 
one exclaim, “Why I have a and texture (sheen) of the pet- Commerce rooms, Sheboygan, by 
whole row of that kind in my als become vital aspects of color. the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, 

garden at home!” In justice to Ruffled Amrita, also before me on Saturday, September 25. 
the uninitiated it must be said ag I write, in a simply superb The forenoon was spent by the 
that most fanciers can observe spike, affords a splendid illustra- Board of Directors in visiting the 

in retrospect how their own tion of fine color: pale apricot- Eagles Club and considering the 
standards of gladiolus beauty yellow witha light yellow throat, invitation of the Sheboygan 

have been raised through the jt would look washed out were it members to hold the next gladio- 

years and how their faculty for not for its extremely heavy sub- lus show in that city. An inter- 
the enjoyment of the fine points stance. Close examination re- esting proposition was presented 
of the newer creations has been veals that the apricot effect is for holding next year’s show 
accentuated. produced solely by an overlay on which may greatly increase the 

Size alone is a quality of many the underlying yellow of a single attendance. This will be publish- 
modern glads which requires no layer of red-gold sheen. Immacu-__ ed as soon as a decision has been 
particular esthetic sensitiveness late throats are de rigeur in the reached. 
for its appreciation. Beauty of perfected modern gladiolus, yet In the afternoon program a 
color and beauty of form plus an blotches possess value for varie- number of our members present- 
element of individuality com- ty and, large or small, are fine ed interesting talks on harvest- 
prise the essential factors re- in themselves if clear-cut and_ ing, storing and growing gladio- 
warding the fancier for his years ‘rich. lus, and a discussion of the lead- 
of unconscious “study” through So much of gladiolus personal- ing varieties. The meeting end- 
enjoyment and comparison. ity is dependent on beauty and_ ed with a trip to the large gla- 

A friend, a noted landscape variation of form. Ruffling, out diolus breeding gardens of Dr. 
architect, who has made an ex- for several years now, is coming (Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan, where 
tensive study of floral colors into its own again—this time hundreds of new seedlings were 
from the standpoint of his pro- with finer coloring (esp. in the seen. Dr. Sheer is doing an im- 
fession, having compared thou- throats) and greater size than portant piece of work.
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Ornamentals For Testing In 1938 WAX EMULSION FOR 
& YOUNG TREES 

‘THE members of the Plant PERENNIALS AN emulsified wax containing 
Testing Committee of the Asters: Alderman Volkes; Charles bentonite and other mate- 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society Macon ee ande Queen; Frikarti rials is now available to fruit 
. * ’ Shrysanthemums: Emmet (bronze i ica- 

met in the Society’s office on Amelia); Nacola- yellow; Panola - fon te i Its particular applica 
Tuesday, September 28th. Pres- pink; Rozika-deep rose tion to the fruit field is for coat- 
ent were: Miss Merle Rasmus- Cunieltugs racemosa ing young, newly-set trees to 

® aillardia Burgandy ‘. 7 
Sen, Oshkosh ; Mrs. E. A. St. Helenium Crimson Beauty-crimson- Ne drying out. 
Clair, Wauwatosa; James Liv- red; Moerheim Beauty-crimson t Michigan State College, out 
ingstone, Milwaukee; W. A. Dus- Iris dichotoma of 173 young cherry trees set in 
trude, Hartland; H. C. Christen- Eupatorium coelestinum-Mist flower a block, 81 were sprayed with 

‘ Strawberry Baron Solemacher h Isi 
sen, Oshkosh; W. A. Toole, Bar- Lilium formosanum the new wax emulsion, known as 
aboo; J. C. Ward, Fort Atkinson; c ittee Membe Dowax,” while 92 were left un- 
Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker, and Varle tee Sto rs to Test sprayed. Of the 81 trees spray- 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. eee Before Making ed, survival was 87.6 percent, 

The committee spent the fore- ecommendations with an average total terminal 
noon in inspecting new varieties To show the caution of the growth of 64 inches. Of the 92 
growing on the University Cam- committee members in recom- wunsprayed trees, 69.5 survived 
pus and in the Horticultural gar- mending varieties for general and their average total terminal 
dens, and then proceeded to the trial throughout the state, it was growth was 41.6 inches.—From 
home of Secretary H. J. Rahm- decided that the list of ornamen- October American Fruit Grower. 
low where they inspected a beau- tals below be tested by the com- 
tiful large shrub of Cotoneaster mittee members themselves dur- 
soongarica, which is unusually ing 1938 before making any fur- mem emomomomm center venomous 
loaded with fruit this year. ther recommendations. Arrange- 
Dwarf Hybrid Asters, the new ments were made so that each of 
Apple Blossom Rose Springtime, these varieties will receive quite 
Symphony Rose and several va- a wide trial during the coming 
rieties of Tuberous Rooted Be- year and the committee’s report reso wae 
gonias were also inspected. will then be made available. se 

The afternoon was spent in rae var, Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

going over the prospective list of / TETIES for 
varieties, and in examining the pine uiceae era. Malus athabaska- Controlling Garden 
specimens of flowers and shrubs Prunus Japonica and Crop Pests 
brought in by members of the Budaleia Hartwegia Derris—Rotonone Products 

. A i urnum burkwoodi — im se . 
committee from their own gar cartesit proved Agicide Laboratories 
dens or nurseries. As a result of Forsythia Ovata-more reliable flow- 108 N. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
the day’s work the committee ering : s 3 
made the following recommenda- 
tions for ornamentals to be test- =—=———<C—s~sti‘ <C;~XCS~*™!SSSTTTT 
ed during 1938. 

VARIETIES FOR TESTING ae a TREE FLOWERS 
Gleditsia triacanthos inermis — | of Forest, Park, and Street 

Thornless honey locust 
Malus sargenti Profe: By Fee ROGERS ii 

SHRUBS ssOr 0! otany in Lawrence Co! iege 

Berberis thunbergi pluriflora erecta @ “To open the cover of this book means to turn page after page —tTruehedge in amazed delight.”—Journ. N. Y. Bot. Garden 
Elsholtzia stauntoni, Mint shrub © “The book i , s 
Euonymus alatus compacta, Dwarf _— | i e poe is a constant and delightful astonishment,—one of 

winged burning bush r foe iscoveries—at home which outrank foreign travel.”— 

Viburnum americanum, American Bose jooks 
highbush cranberry Se @ “There are many other tree books; there is nothing else like 

Viburnum lanana Se ‘Tree Flowers’.”—-N. Y. Her. Trib. 
VINES wo @ “One could hardly think of a better gift fo: horticul Il no tmbolonsis aconitifolia, Monks- Sho es minded friend than this book.”—Horticulture | 

Hydrangea petiolaris es 121 half-tones, each 64% by 8% inches. Winter silhouettes by 
ROSES I Olga A. Smith. Five hundred pages in all. Beautifully bound 

Springtime (Apple blossom) in blue homespun. Price $7.50 postpaid. Order from the author. 
Symphony (Pink Druski) ox 385, Appleton, Wis. 

| 
|
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Vision In A Garden ard 
Convention Talk by Alfred C. Hottes, Des Moines, Iowa 

Reported by Mrs. B. W. Wells, Madison 

ME. Hottes’ name on a State was that pools and other garden _ say, I like a rock garden and I like 
Garden Club program is al- features do likewise. a border and so I’ll have all of 

ways a special inducement to at- “When each of us plans a gar- these in my garden. 

tend. As usual he brought us in- gen like everybody else’s we lack “A simple plan, a single per- 
spiration and factual knowledge. vision. With vision we plan so ola, a few plantings and a seat 
Mr. Hottes prefaced his talk on that from every window and make one picture in your out- 

“Vision In a Garden” by telling oor a satisfying garden picture door living room. 
the story of a woman who could yi) greet us. We are doing this ty a F kIh 

not understand why her two fav- more and more. On my recent noted hos  atclon ehann os 

oriate sons left their perfectly trip to Europe I saw beautiful years eee “ camden be ot i e 

good home to join the navy. states and gardens—the result . aaa sles off ‘ood d ig d a 
They loved their home, she told 4 Jong distance planning and ot ohana ag an st feq in clath- 
an acquaintance. “Did you ever the fact that they can grow flow- ing or Weshin machines . 

think of what you have in your erg more easily than we. How- ‘ ne ae 
dining room?” he asked. She ever, we too are gradually elimi- If your space or soil is such 
asked him to come and see and nating museums and dog graves that you cannot plant your pic- 
what he saw was a picture of the 4 copy of nature or work of ait ture in the ground, plant a win- 

Navy named “Always at Peace jr it follows art principles, is dow box or a pot. If your vista 
on the Sea.” The sons had con- good. If it’s an atrocity ora mu- |S spoiled by a tree, cut out the 
cluded that they weuldn’t have seum, it’s neither a copy of na- tree. If ithe birds sing in your 

to work so hard on the sea. This ture nor a work of art. Such are neighbor s tree and he doesn’t 
vision had enticed them. rock gardens that are a collec- Uke» ive SUE; Toh Bi 0 “Be 

Mr. Hottes said: “The best les- tion of rocks rather than a com- 1°" 
son statement on landscaping I fortable spot for plants to grow. Mr. Hottes used the black- 
know is ‘It’s only a home when We sometimes see remarkable board to illustrate the principles 

it’s planted.’ When we make a_ gardens where mountains, a des- Of perspective in the garden pic- 

garden do we think of what it ert and a dead sea all spring ture to emphasize width or 

will look like thirty or forty from one spot of ground. If we length. Differences in ground 

years hence? Do we vision the have made these mistakes we evel, the use of steps, garden 
future or do we say, ‘This soil should not be ashamed of them furniture and plantings of differ- 

looks pretty good, let’s plant a or sentimental. Instead, let’s ent heights all add variety, and 

garden.’ Vision would tell us to plant shrubs and trees that form unity to a picture, just as one 

prepare the soil so that its fer- the picture we want, and cut out green dress may need a gold belt 
tility will nurture plants for last- what we find that we have erred r a tie to give it variety and in- 

ing beauty. in. Let’s not be like the house-_ terest. 

“When a visitor comes to your keeper who said, ‘T like cinna- “The garden planned with a 

garden do you place her on a Mon, I like pineapple, Tlike choc- vision is never finished. It is 

bench and say, “Don’t you think olate and I’m going to bake a always growing and always 

our garden’s pretty?’ Are you cake that has all these in.’ Don’t arouses interest.” 

more apt to say, ‘I’m so sorry 

that you came when youdid.We ~ 

wish you had come in April ine @——--—-—----------------------------- 
stead of May.’ If we planned Sree nage Bracing and Cabling — Feeding ering Transplanting, Pruning 

each year to take another step 

in perfecting our garden picture JOHN BF. CONER WY 

we need not be apologetic. Hur- TREE EXPERTS @ @ @ 

ry to get a pool, a rock garden, RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
and a border all started at once Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

is apt to be disappointing in last- Write or Wire 

ing pleasure. ‘Without vision the } 7221 Univwsiy Arenwe MADISON. wisconsin Fai 2049 
people perish.’ His inference
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( STATE GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION NEWS Vj 
| 
H Mrs. Chester Thomas, President i. J. Rahnlow, Cor. Secretary Mere. M. Johnson, Ist V. President | 

K ee ee a rs | | 
\ 

J 

OUR 10th ANNUAL | ie 

CONVENTION ey on a 

AN excellent program, a won- ea a7 Ra 

derful convention! nw | = e 8 
That is asummary of the com- Ee ¥¢ 5 ks 

ments heard from garden club w a \ 

members attending the 10th an- Pas 

nual convention of the Wisconsin i ™ De 

Garden Club Federation at the ‘x ce] sy 

Athearn Hotel, Oshkosh, Octo- boat ¥ “s 

ber 14-15. fo ‘es ie " 
The program began with the wy yy \ AF hs § 4 

wonderful slides of tree flowers Pall Aine i Y bs 

and the lecture by Prof. W. E. 5 | ne 4 i ¢ 

Rogers of Lawrence College. ae Pe | ‘ Pe 

Alfred C. Hottes of Better i s at 

Homes and Gardens was at his Fi ~ 

best. His talks which are always ae. 

inspirational, thrilled his listen- OFFICERS WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION FOR 1938 
ers. He said that he feels he is From left to right, seated: Mrs. Chester Thomas, Thiensville, Honorary 
a member of the Wisconsin Fed- President; Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Ripon, President; Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, 

eration by adoption, because he Wauwatain, First, Vice-president, Standing, te ere are 
is with us so often. Secretary; Mrs. Sam Post, Madison, Recording Secretary-Treasurer. 

Kenneth Bangs, landscape ar- _ 

Sioa is ae led bien Many favorable comments management by Mrs. B. W. 

from coming, but the program Were expressed on the new col- Wells and Mrs. Sam Post, Madi- 

was so full that while many re- ored motion picture film of gar- son, and Mrs. Ralph R. Hibbard 

gretted not hearing Mr. Bangs, den flowers shown by H. J. of Wauwatosa. 

the time was well taken up. Rahmlow, and produced for gar- In addition to the regular pro- 
The attendance at the pro- den | clubs by the Horticultural grams, special luncheons occu- 

gram the first day ran up to 250, Society. These were followed by pied the noon hours of both days. 
There were 180 at the banquet. four reels of motion pictures by Mrs. E. E. Browne of Waupaca 

Mrs. C. E. Strong of West Al. the Conservation Commission gave a most interesting talk at 
lis gave an interesting resume of which ran until almost 11 p.m., the president’s luncheon. About 

the work of the Federation for but practically everyone stayed 150 members went to Stein’s 

the past ten years at the ban- because they were so interesting. where special entertainment and 

quet, while Alfred Hottes’ “Stor- The Flower Show Clinic a style show was presented. 

ies Behind Our Flowers,” was Friday forenoon was devoted Miss Mary Lowerre, Junior 
fascinating. to a flower show clinic. The Chairman, Mrs. Frank Quimby, 

Mr. C. L. Harrington ‘of the slides from Better Homes and _ Director of Junior Forests, and 
State Conservation Commission, Gardens were very good, while W. A. McNeel, Assistant State 
told of the vast amount of work Mary Cokely Wood, Ann Arbor, 4-H Club leader, presented a 
being undertaken by the Conser- Michigan, gave a most excellent most interesting program at the 
vation Commission in developing demonstration and talk on line Junior Luncheon. 
forests and parks. One of the and design in flower arrange- The convention ended with an 
new projects is the building of ment. This was followed by able afternoon program on The Geo- 
small recreational parks along discussions on various phases of logical History of a Wisconsin 
our highways. arrangement and flower show Swamp, by Dr. Rufus Bagg, Ap-
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thi ti heth th maon tt ineroaen thelr . ernaaeaad THESE ARE GOOD SPEAKERS FUND SHOWS A 

bership dues to elther 60c or 16e per A NUMBER of _ interesting BALANCE 

would provide an additional $180 for — things have happened inmy A FTER carrying a small defi- 
the Federation, a ore would in- garden this year. cit in the speakers fund for 

crease the amount py My Beauty Bush which is 6 the past year, Mrs. E. A. St 
I ’ , as the Wiscon- , . A. St. 

sin eR a eR ors behind feet tall bloomed beautifully af- Clair, Recording Secretary- 
nelehboring states Jn the (otal num- ter six years inthe same location. Treasurer, reports a substantial 

ber Of members, it was felt that no Makes a fine cut flower with balance left over from the con- 
action should be taken which would white peonies. vention at Oshkosh. 

jeopardize an increase in membersh!, Clematis Texensis planted This balance was due largely 
off, of the present membership. : with a southern exposure is har- to the registration fee of 25c per 

e members cou e in- Ra i eresaed 46 BOO ce P come ee ata y wi a t — of ot day which wee chaeee B the 

some neighboring states, this would fame 6 ease es. ooms trom ee Ww. "Add dt this are 

1 ide th ded funds. une to frost. ei ollars. ed to this are 

SAIL clubs should report by Decem- C. Tangutica is easily raised $80.00 contributed by garden 

Drops card to Mrs. B. A, St Clair, from seed. Germination period clubs, and $25 from the Horti- 
2418 No. 65th Street, Wauwautosa, seven days. Hag not bloomed yet. cultural Society. 

Recording Secretary-Treasurer. C. Veichtiana (Honeybells) is It is encouraging to have a 
in bloom now. balance in this fund because it 

THE ee OF Planted Darwin tulips— Mrs. will enable the Federation to 

. THE . Hoog and Mrs. Potter Palmer last proceed with future programs 
Radio Talks On Gardening fall on the east side of the ga- With more confidence. For exam- 

Over WHA rage. Soil is rich and moist here Ple, there will be funds availa- 

"TUNE in on the State Radio in early spring. Cut the flowers ble for speakers for the summer 

Station WHA, Madison, ev- for Memorial Day, and a few Convention next year, and a bal- 

ery Tuesday at 10 to 10:45 a.m. days later I noticed perfect tulip nce in case of unexpected ex- 
for The Garden Club of the Air. bulbs developing in the axils of Penses. 

Programs of interest during leaves. These matured with a Garden clubs contributing to 

the coming two months over this thin brown husk as the leaves the speakers fund this year are 

hour are as follows: died and the three largest were 25 follows: Hillcrest, $10; Mil- 

G wee * Bulbs o eed three-fourths of an inch in dia- ween abe bite ee eee Ee 

ardens (a demonstration). meter. ciety, $5; Blue Beech, $5; Ra- 

Prof. J. G. Moore. Fairy or Surprise Lilies plant- cine, $5; Art Institute, $5; Wau- 

Noember 9. Norwegian Folk ed hone, south all of Totke foun. watosa, $5; Sum-Mer-Del, $3; 

Day. Let’s Visit Norway with gation wintered over and have avadicop, Ve cee lieme ak 

the Daleyville Group. been a mass of bloom all summer. ipon Yard and Garden Club, 
November 16. When Flowers $2;; Waupaca, $2; Plymouth 

Helped Pay School Bills John Cinnamon vine is also hardy in $2.’ Elkhorn $2: Wausau, $2: 

Haldiman and H.J.Rahmlow.  °2™e location and grew twenty City Club of Milwaukee, $2; Oak- 
November 28. (Bohemian Foi 2t Meh this 'year. , field, $2; West Side Club of Mad- 

Day) Let’s Visit with the Yuba Se ee dan trail- ison’ $2; Superior, $2. The fol- 
Group. er wi on to lowers ae: a come lowing contributed $1 each: 

November 30. Gardens in umn aed. en, 18 easily raise Cesta and Lake Ripley; La 

Books for Winter Reading. H. z is . elle, Oconomowoc; Iola; Fox 

J. Rahmlow. Erigeron Double Beauty is a Point; North Prairie; Dopp Com- 
December 7. Christmas Light eo pe on munity i 2 nae ge ; Cedarburg; 

—lIndoors and Out. Fort Atkin- - iolet Club o: orth Prairie; 

son Garden Club. er. Easy from seed, some double, Qmro; West Bend; Menasha; 

December 14. (French Folk the he attractive though only Marinette; Whitewater; Ledge- 

Day) Let’s Visit with the Blue semi-double. view Club of Fond du Lac; Cer- 
River Group. Have read a number of articles esco Club of Ripon; Baraboo, and 

December 21. When Food Hab- on Winter Bouquets, also a few Fond du Lac Community. 

its Begin. Home Economics Spe- radio talks with no mention of 

cialist; “Old Christmas Songs,” Echinops Ritro or Globe Thistle 

Mozart Club (Music club). which I find very attractive when Notice! An apple cooking 

December 28. Having a Pop- cut and dried, also has landscape school for the ladies in connec- 
corn Party, Margaret Baker; We value. tion with the fruit growers’ con- 
Can Plan Winter Beauty in Mrs. Theo. J. Peterson, vention at Waukesha, November 
Shrubs, L. G. Holmes. Waupaca, Wisconsin 18-19.
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2 2 $ COMMUNITY LIGHTING Varieties For Medium Hedges FOR CHRISTMAS 
By E. L. Kammerer, Morton Arboretum A CIVIC project of considera- 

ble value as well as interest 
1% considering hedges of med- Ninebark Is Good which our garden clubs may un- 

ium height we cannot justly The Dwarf Ninebark, Physo- dertake during December is that 
omit the Privets, for included in carpus monogynus, a neat shrub of promoting a Christmas light- 
the genus are several outstanding of western origin, also ranks as ing contest. 

ones. The well known Amur Priv- one of our best medium height There are several types of con- 
et from North China, Ligustrum hedging materials. For it not tests which have been used by 
amurense, is one of these. Asits only satisfies the necessary re- some of our garden clubs. One 
iron-clad hardiness adapts it for quirements as to texture and den- type consists of outdoor lighting 
the very coldest parts of the sity, but possesses the admirable of evergreen trees and lighting 

country, it is the one most fre- quality of bearing its light green @bout the homes, and the other 
quently planted in this area. The foliage well to the ground consists of indoor decorations 

Common Privet, Ligustrum vul- Drouth does not seem to affect it 2nd lighting. 
gare, often distributed as Polish either, and it is tolerant of soils Mr. Wm. Heth, 2021 Under- 
Privet, is another reliable form. and exposure. To some the yel- wood Avenue, Wauwatosa, is 
With us it seems to lack the den- lowish green cast of its leaves Specializing in this type of work 
sity and richness of foliage of might prove objectionable, al- and is giving lectures to garden 

amurense and is more susceptible though we do not find this the Clubs. He brings with him all 
to disease. In the Regal Privet, case. the necessary equipment for giv- 
L. obtusifolium Regelianum, is a For Shady Locations ing a demonstration on lighting 
third hardy form, unusual in that —_ For hedge use in shade or par- a aie Se penal ae 
its habit of branching is horizon- tially shaded locations nothing +” nid ec ‘a e: SCCUre: 18 0. 
tal. Notwithstanding this fact it can take the place of the Alpine nS! erable interest and value. 
bears shearing well and has de- Currant, Ribes alpi Fully His fee is $25 and expenses. 

: , pinum. Fully Clubs may find it possible to co- veloped into an extremely dense Jeaved by the first week in May j es 
: * : x » operate with other organizations 

hedge, well clothed with foliage its small, five-lobed foliage soon jn presenting a program on 
right to the ground. In autumn forms a solid, persisting wall of Christmas lighting in their com- 

| the leaves assume decorative light green. In bright sunlight munity. ° 

| purplish tints. burning of the leaves is apt to be 
3 experienced, otherwise its faults 

Highest Hours are few. MANY SUCCESSFUL FLOW- 
| ‘ ened pana Fe a The Mentor Barberry, Berber ER SHOWS HELD 
| hedges of all around merit go to is Mentorensis, has been muc . 

| the two Cotoneaster species, discussed of late, and after sever- A sn ea 
acutifolia and lucida. The first, al years’ trial, we are thoroughly cessful flower shows during Au- 
the Peking Cotoneaster, already convinced of its hedge possibil- gust and early September. 

well known for its ornamental ities. A hybrid of B. Julianae and The Cedarburg Garden Club 
qualities, is the hardiest of all B. Thunbergii parentage, it is reports that they sponsored a 
Cotoneasters and one of the most fortunate in possessing the for- flower show on September 18-19 
adaptable. Of erect, slightly mer’s erect habit and semi-ever- jn the Cedarburg Public Library 

spreading habit with smooth, green, leathery dark green fol- which was very successful and 
dark, lustrous green leaves, it is iage combined with the latter’s attracted a large attendance of 

easily trained into aclose branch- hardiness and vigor. show visitors. 
ed hedge, fine in texture and of Clean appearing summer foli- To stimulate a public interest 
unusual density. Early leafing, age which assumes beautiful col- jn gardening and flowers, every 
and one of the last to lose inthe ors in autumn and interesting effort should be made by garden 
fall, its effectiveness never wanes winter twig texture are the qual- clubs to conduct worth while 
throughout the season. Similar ities which most highly recom- flower shows and secure as large 

in every respect, though even mend the Winged Evonymus, an attendance as possible, espe- 
denser in habit and glossier of Evonymus alata, for hedge use. cially of children. This will cre- 
leaf, is black fruited Cotoneaster The openness of habit often no- ate a greater interest through- 
lucida, from the Altai Mountains ticeable in new hedges will dis- out the community in gardening. 
of eastern Asia. Its native hab- appear in time. —_—_ 
itat bespeaks its iron-clad hardi- From September, 1937, Bulle- Read the fruit growers’ con- 

ness. tin of the Morton Arboretum. vention program on page 65.
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Influence Of Size Of Brood Cells Upon 
e 

Size Of Honey Bee 
A NEW bulletin has just been 850 cells per square decimeter to in the same hive at the same 

published by the Iowa Ex- 700 cells per square decimeter, time. This was particularly true 

periment Station, Ames, Iowa, we are able to record increases _ in the case of Cell C. While the 
entitled “The Influence of the of only 2.07 percent, 1.51 percent worker bees apparently recog- 
size of brood cell upon the size and 1.40 percent in length of pro- nized no difference in construct- 
and variability of the honey boscis for colonies 25, 21 and 18 ing the three sizes of cells, the 
bee.” respectively. queen bees showed a preference 

The problem of raising larger Our data from colony 25 sub- for the normal-sized cells for 
honey bees, especially those hav- stantiates those of Michailov ovipositing. 
ing longer tongues, has been a ae show that an increase in a cs 
topic of interest in this country the size of brood cells is accom- 

since the beginning of the pres- panied by a corresponding in. SMALL ENTRANCE MEANS 
ent century. We are pleased to crease in the weight, length of LATE BROOD REARING 
present the discussion of the right forewing, width of right OBSERVATIONS by beekeep- 
findings of the research work forewing, sum of widths of third ers and inspectors seem to 
presented in the bulletin as fol- and fourth tergites and length of indicate that if the entrances to | 
lows: proboscis. Colonies 18 and 21 the colonies are closed about Oc- 

Discussion yielded somewhat conflicting re- tober 1st, or still earlier, brood 
sults. rearing continued later than if 

The data presented show con- Whether the increases in the the entrances were left open. 
clusively that size of brood cell measurements of the worker Beekeepers have also observed 
is a factor in determining the bees recorded in these data are that large entrances in the 
size of the adult worker bee and significantly related to honey spring may curtail brood rear- 
that significantly larger bees are production has yet to be proved. ing. 
obtained through the use of ar- It is apparent, however, that ts 
tificial foundation having en- size of brood cells alone is not 
larged cell bases. sufficient to produce a much THE STATE BEEKEEPERS 

These data, therefore, sub- larger worker bee. It is reasona- CONVENTION 
stantiate the contentions of Bau- ble to state that selection and ie so happens that the Novem- 
doux and Pincot, according to breeding of bees plus the appli- ber issue of Wisconsin Bee- 
Gillette-Croix, that worker bees cation of extrinsic factors such keeping will be mailed at about 
reared in brood combs construct- as size of brood cell should ac- the time the annual convention 
ed from enlarged cell foundation complish marked results in that is held at Hartford, November 
are larger than their worker cell direction and that, with selection 4-5. Consequently we will be un- 
sisters. However, we cannot and breeding for a larger bee, a able to publish any news about 
agree with Baudoux either in larger brood cell may be a neces-_ the convention until our next is- 
the magnitude of the results he sary factor. sue. 
obtained or the consistency of It is of interest to mention We will appreciate hearing 
them. While Baudoux records an that difficulties were encounter- comments from our members as | 
increase of from 11.9 percent to ed in getting the queens to ovi- to the type of information they 
25 percent in tongue reach as the posit worker eggs in the enlarg- would like to receive in Wiscon- 

size of brood cell increases from ed cells when all three sizes were sin Beekeeping.
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HONEY FOR SALE November In The Bee Yard HONEY FOR SALE 
any kind, an uantity. Fulfill 

WHILE it is now practically Madison. We would like to hear the coat parents of your local 
too late, nevertheless there from other beekeepers. trade during an off year. Write 

may be a few warm days when ——— for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 
ot pay te oe PRODUCER SHOULD NOT P2yY, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

which are light. It is at least HAVE TO SELL HONEY 
better than letting the colonies Marketing Is Specialized Busi- HONEY WANTED 

starve. Use two parts of sugar ness, Says Prof. Paddock State your best price and send 
to one part of water. Heat the SEPARATION of the functions Shather the honey ain few 60 ib 
water to boiling and then stir in of honey production and hon- cans or used cans. 
the sugar. Continue to stir while ey marketing would result in J. K. WOLOSEVICH 
heating it again to the boiling greater cash returns to beekeep- 6315 So. Damen Ave., Chicago Ill. 
point. Do not boil, however. A ers, believes Prof. F. B. Paddock, —— —_———_———— 
little tartaric acid added may be state apiarist. yee cere cere cence cemoemcemils 
a good thing to prevent granula- “Tt is unfortunate,” he says, 
tion though many beekeepers do “that it has seemed necessary CONTAINERS 
not use it. for the honey producer to under- Write us for prices on friction 
Now is the time to watch out take the problem of marketing top pails—60 mound cans and glass 

for mice. When cold weather for too often he is not equipped jars. 
comes mice are looking for a_ for such an enterprise. 
warm nesting place and seem to “The producer of most any fa neo honey, want: 
prefer building a nest between other product has little concern ieibecel Milvackee, amore BEES 
the combs in a bee hive. Close with the factors that enter into , 
all entrances to mice with hard- the marketing of the commodi- WALTER GEIGER 
ware cloth or nails. ty,” Mr. Paddock goes on to 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

If you find any drones in a_ point out. “It would be compara- | , 
colony at this season of year, ble for the wheat grower to be “°° °° Tem esmesmosmoswosmommnt 
mark that colony for examina- interested in the consumers’ at-  ..6.66.6655666665965695565665 
tion next spring. Then observe titude on shredded wheat.” i $ 
whether the colony is queenless Honey is often not properly % NOTICE! % 

| or whether it has an infertile or prepared and properly offered to 3 N Ti C . % 
drone laying queen. This experi- the trade, with the result that % ew lin Container y 
ence will enable the beekeeper to many potential consumers have % Pri ces d 
determine what to do in the fu- become indifferent toward it. % ¢ 
ture with colonies which have With production so widely % Effective % 
drones late in the fall. spread and scattered as it is in $ Y 

Does it pay to keep over used Iowa it will be a long time be- % O CT O BE R 1st g 

60 lb.-honey cans, or even old fore honey can be marketed % Cancel all Previous Quotations ¢ 
honey pails? Our observation is without the help of the produc- % 21 Ib. cans, per case of 24. $1.20 % 
that used 60 Ib. cans are oftenin ers, Mr. Paddock says. The prob- % 2% Ib. canscpet carton of 100 4.10 4 
very poor condition the follow- lem under these conditions is for $% 5 Ib. pails, per case of 12.95 
ing year. Then cannot be thor- the producer to become better % 3 Ib. pails, periearton of 30- 2a 
oughly cleaned inside and the acquainted with the principles of % 19 1b, pails, per carton of 50. 4.70 & 
cover especially may be dirty successful marketing. — From 2 60 Ib. cans, with 2%” caps, 
looking. Producers may feel they Iowa Beekeepers’ Bulletin. % wr bulk, Ct mmm gegen ia , 
have saved a few cents, but the ——_____. % 60 Ib. cans, per carton of 24 7.85 % 
purchaser has a resentment FOOLISH QUESTION $ FO. B. Boyd, Wisconsin J 
against buying food which he is Jack and Charley were watch- g For Prices on Comb Honey Wrap- 
to eat, in a dirty looking can. . thei th ki ilk Y pers, Shipping Cases, and y 
Most of us are particular about '"& Weir mother Skim mk. Glass Jars, refer to our g 
the appearance of the things we ‘Mother,” asked Charley, % 1937 Catalog % 
buy. Well—the buyer of our “Why does the cream come to % an Shipaeais Side iret a % 

honey feels much the same as_ the top? Bo Toure flor Oeeier ts Mecet , 
we do. “Because,” exclaimed Jack, ¥ 

Is the demand for honey from ‘Don’t you know, if the cream % August Lotz Company % 

the baking trade falling off? stayed at the bottom, people ¢ Boyd, Wisconsin ¢ 
That seems to be the case in couldn’t skim it off.” 4..56996SS65966595600000008
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‘ ANNUAL SWEET CLOVER Sweet Clover Questions Answered OR IUD ART LOOKS 
By F. V. Burcalow PROMISING 

Continued from October VISITING with Prof. F. B. 
Paddock at Ames, Iowa, dur- 

Question: Can sweet clover be has had a chance to set seed, in jing September, we were interest- 
seeded in a permanent sod pas- most cases will have to be re- ed in the statement he made in 

ture next spring, and how is this seeded. regard to the value of annual 
done? Never try to establish sweet sweet clover, Hubam, both as a 

Answer: The seeding of sweet clover in unfavorable soil condi- late honey producing crop and as 

clover in permanent pastures is tions. The acidity of sour soils a soil builder. Two large fields of 
a recognized practice in our pas- should be corrected by liming in Hubam were growing near an 80 
ture renovation program. This advance of seeding. The dust colony apiary near Ames, from 
is done by ripping up the old from highways surfaced with which the bees were obtaining a 
pasture turfs as early as possible limestone often provides suffi- good surplus. As a soil builder 
in the spring by disking or the cient lime for an excellent Hubam is also popular because it 
use of a spring tooth harrow or growth of sweet clover along the js a cheap and easy way of ob- 
the combination of the two, add- roadside and where it has been taining a green manure crop— 
ing the necessary lime and fer- growing for several years, inocu- at least if the price of the seed 
tilizer and then reseeding with lation is not necessary. is not too high. It is sown with 
the inoculated and_scarified The bulletin “Renovating Blue barley or oats and makes a rapid 
sweet clover seed. On pastures Grass Pastures” describes sow- growth after the grain is cut. It 
with a very thin sod, unhulled ing sweet clover in sod pastures. starts to bloom in August and 
seed sown in late fall will give Available free from the Wiscon- blooms continually until frost. It 

good results. When this is done, sin Experiment Station, Madi- can be plowed under in the fall or 
grazing must be so controlled son. spring and with good summer 
and so managed that the clover — moisture conditions can also be 
seedlings can become well estab- pastured in the fall. 
lished and in the second year’s NORTHERN WISCONSIN If th d can be purchased at 
growth, given a chance to re- HAS GOOD SEASON € seed can be p 

: about 15¢e per pound and from 
seed. | a letter from Frank P. Reith ten to fifteen pounds per acre 

Question: Will sweet clover one of our northern Wiscon- used, it will provide a cheap ma- 
continue to grow year after sin beekeepers who has to fight nure crop without any extra la- 
year? the bears to get his crop of hon- bor in producing it 

Answer: The sweet clovers ey, he writes as follows: “My . _ 
commonly used in this region are last report of the honey crop _ At the Wisconsin College of 
the yellow or white biennial was made about conditions here Agriculture it is being used as a 
sweet clover. The individual on the Flambeau River west of Soil builder. Although it was 
plant dies at the end of its sec- Phillips. Iagain have a very good very dry during the summer, the 
ond year’s growth. However, if crop of raspberry and goldenrod Crop made a fair growth and 
given a chance in its second honey. I had full sheets of foun- Yielded honey during late Au- 
year’s growth it will produce a dation, drawn and capped which gust and September. 
large amount of seed, most of were put on August 27, and a Prof. Paddock made the state- 

which is classed as hard seed and new swarm caught on August 27 ment that a farmer near Ames 
will oftentimes lie dormant in finished ten frames by Septem- harvested $1,000 worth of Hu- 

the soil for years before germi- ber 4. bam seed last year from a large 
nating. When once established “Have had plenty of trouble field which had been grown fol- 

and properly managed, sweet with bears the last three weeks lowing oats. This can probably 
clover will give a good crop on and have hurt a few.” not be done in Wisconsin because 
the same ground due to the large of the shorter season here. How- 
amount of self re-seeding and ever, in the extreme southern 
hard seeds. APPLE AND BACON part of the state it may be possi- 

White Clover SANDWICHES pee ge the a e a = 
‘ uilder, however, it has re 

White clover which somewhat Cover a slice of toasted bread 1, 
disappeared in the last two years With a thick layer of heavy apple 
of dry weather in most cases will sauce. Place two slices of bacon SS 
again reappear when favorable 0n top of the sauce and put it in , 
weather conditions prevail. Al- a hot oven until the bacon is Read the fruit growers’ con- 

sike clover, however, unless it crisp. Serve at once. vention program on page 65.
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ARE OLD BEES OF VALUE 

ee rever IN THE HIVE? 
By Clarence J. Tontz, Crescent, Oklahoma JN the last issue of Wisconsin 

Beekeeping, Mr. A. E. Wol- 

A LARGE new automobile came to “Well, I bought some bees and be- kow of Hartford mentions that 

a stop in front of young Frank san working with them, that sort of he plans to sift out the old bees 

Waker’s honey stand. With the ex- helped, but T still have the bee fever’ from his colonies to reduce the 
ception of a small dog in the rear seat, Pretty bad. feed bill 

an elderly couple were the only occu- ‘ Do, you ever get stung by your eet ud. 

ma of the vehicle. fully shut off Me ees ea anilo when I get in There will be no old bees to 
e rly man carefully shut 0 , * 

the ignition, loked up at the impos- with some mean bees. Once I opened sift out. They have worn them- 

ing sign above the stand which read a hive of hybrids without a veil on selves out trying to find fall nec- 

eens Honey Herm,” eared Bip ene bout if pundsed Sty a ae tar and the colonies contain 
roat and sa. “Good morning, . S . 

young man. Have you got some good swollen shut for a day or so.” practically all young bees, a con- 

home-made honey?” “Good heavens!” exclaimed the dition which may not always 

“Yes,” answered Frank, “I have aay, ne yet you go on working in count towards good wintering, 

good honey made by my bees.” such a dangerous occupaion. . ‘ : 

“Are those bees in those white “T guess it is the bee fever in me,’ especially in the case of under- 

boxes out there?” the man next asked. offered Frank, grinning. idea “by sized colonies. It has seemed to 
“Yes,” answered Frank, “I get my ‘the elderly man, reminde y his . * 

honey from those boxes.” wife that it was time they were going, be that cotonee =a only walled 

“Well, that is interesting,” the man started his car and drove at a moder- ees are ll ce y to become cnhille: 

sald. “How much do they turn out ate speed down the highway. during periods of extreme cold 

per day?” “That was quite an experience, Was- and may starve with lenty of 

Frank saw that an explanation wasn’t it Henry?” ventured the lady. st v1 d they vil 

in order. So, as simply and briefly as Then without waiting for his reply, stores @ aroun H em wniule 

| he could he explained the primary she continued, “But you snows Hen- stacks consisting mainly of old 

factors of beekeeping. The couple ry, 1 kind of feel sorry for that young pees, even though ueenless and 

now seemed to have a little better man being afflicted with that bee t * 1 rs q a ull 

conception of beekeeping. At this fever. Just think of those terrible not overly strong, may p 

point Frank decided it would be a chances he has to take of getting through the winter and into the 

good time to employ. a little sales talk etung by thousenes.. of bess shou spring until they dwindle out for 

o move some of his honey. He firs ey go ona stri fe . 

showed them a jar of extracted honey “Now Elsie,” Henry was patient, lack of young mees to take their 

with an oblong piece of comb stand- ‘hees don’t go on strikes and things place. I believe a reasonable 

ing upright Noxe he brougat ove like that. That is,” he adged aryl number of old bees are needed to 
square section ght amber honey. ‘unless they have been reading the . . r ee 

“Oh!” exclaimed the lady, “how in papers and go on a ‘sit-down’ strike help ae . a oe 

the world did you fix that honey in and use the young man to sit down tempera ure. — G. . anum, 

the little box so nicely?” on.” Daffodil Bee Farm, Mount Hor- 

“I didn’t,” replied Frank, ‘‘the bees “Well, I wouldn’t want to be in his eb, Wisconsin. 

did it.’” place,” said Elsie. ‘‘He is forced to 

“Did you train them to do it, stay with his job by that fever. He 

then?” asked the lady innocently. did have a queer look in his eyes, a 

“ ” + she mused, ‘and especially did he 

No,” said Frank, becoming slight- look queer when I asked him to ex- 

Is amined: they Just picked it up plain how the bees baked their bee- A NEW RED CLOVER 

See ee bread, and if the cells were used to NEEDED 

h pad having been agsured that the imprison robber bees.” 

oney in e sections wou not spo “ ” s “ 

before they arrived home, the couple saver been eno. ener ye ee 1 A letter from Mr. G. H. Cale, 

bought several and also a few jars arhing. and not listening to a word editor of the American Bee 

to put away for later use. After Frank Tm saying, Look at me, Henry. Journal, commenting on the de- 

had carefully tucked the honey in 4  ieavens! I do believe you have crease in sweet clover acreage, 
box and placed it in the rear com caught the bee fever from the young “ ‘: 

partment, the couple still appeared 700" ow do you feel, Henry?” he states: “I prefer to call it a 

reluctant to depart. Henry turned to her with a strange shifting decrease. Places with- 

lke tack you ve ‘questions 1 wou light in his eyes and replied, “I feel out sweet clover gradually obtain 

tian gras youy se fine, Elsie. If this is bee fever I want jt, Those that had it, gradually 

ig PR to get sick.” * ill remai 

| Surely, go ahead,” said Frank. “Let's see now,” Henry mused half lose it. ae main 

| “What influenced you to go into the ¢o himself, ‘the younk man said there permanent ink, however. 

heskecdine Sie fost otek ae eee Sone of getting stung jf one —_ “We are concerned about the 
“Oh, ardly know jus eeps only gen . i ql 

was. I guess I just got the bee fever one could learn how to keep bees if decreasing acreage of red clover, 

from being around other beekeepers.” he were interested enough.” and hope to be able to develop 

“The bee fever?” the lady’s voice some hybrid red clover upon 

Joel auc wae ea ————— which bees will work. That is 

vowel I suppose I was,” replied one of the experiments at our 

Frank, “I felt kind of restless nights Most women would be cured of sub-station at Atlantic, Iowa. A 

and would get a feverish feeling when jealousy if they would only take clover developed by Dr. Zofka of 

hace, were i ved?” asked O8€ good, steady, and impartial Roumania has been obtained 
“¢ you finally get cu ? : ° . * ” 

the lady, her face full of sympathy. look at their husbands. which gives great promise.
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eos \ a ey pe Prices Reduced 
a i a a. on 

Terre Sheela ra iN a Manufacturing Your Wax Into Bee Comb 
Boe orer a ae f ; - Foundation 

SINS INKS ew We have improved our equipment and speeded up our 
<4 Ni Re milling machines to enable us to make this big reduction 

ray) |e a in our working charges. In quality, our comb foundation 
sd is now better than ever. 

1 4 kind of | ex | Sheets | ie i i 
‘oundation n ———$- a a 

| } Pound | the.125 tbe. | or more 
bm ta VN pe Medium Brood 8x16% 8 

Pati ca a Medium Brood 8%exl6% 7A 
Jumbo Brood 10x16% 6 25¢ 20c llc 

pedi Broad 4% x16% 15 29 26 171 . 2s he ‘or shallow frames 41% x16% c e < 
You must ridge up the dirt high over your hin Supe Se a Ib B fo 100 I 

fall plantings to avoid heaving and standing Thin Super 31Agxl 4% =} 92 IDB lor mare 
Thin Super 4% x17 23 30c 25¢ 19¢ 

water. Peonies cling to life and will not die except To 
We will work your wax on shares, accept it in trade or buy 

through your carelessness. for cash. Free storage on your wax. 
We have just received notice of another advance on nails. Steel, 

lumber, etc., have advanced a great deal since we published our 1937 
catalog. We advise buying supplies this fall while we are continuing 

SGisson’s Peonies to quote our lowest prices. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN THE WALTER T. KELLEY CO. 
Paducah, Kentucky 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Manufacturers of bee supplies 

Are Y i y Apiary? re 7OU ncreasing our piary f 

GET OUR PRICES [Biggest Thing in The Apiary= 
on your next year’s requirements. We can give “a ; g ca 

you the very best. Now is the time to sort out the pe a i y ‘ z : . f Weihong SAA Sp" poor combs. Replace them with the famous a y Serie all 

FOUNDATION ms 

“Best By the Bee Test” re ce peat Spo 
ee ty! ee he 

Sell Your Honey at a Profit ae et 
CANS, PAILS, JARS, LABELS, ETC. Es me 

Write for 1937 Prices 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago hy A. I. Root Co. of St. Paul 
224 W. Huron Street 290 E. Sixth Street 

CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Suppues ST. PAUL, MINN.
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GARDEN SUPPLIES Wisconsin Horticulture 
BEAN Spray Machines ; . . . . 
Spray and Dust Materials The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Pruning Tools blish 

Grafting Tools 
Established 1910 

Grafting Tape Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Accept- 
Tree Protectors ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1108, Act of 
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e Successful Fruit Growers Convention Held 

THE 69th Annual Convention ‘ of Cortland and Orleans. Con- 
of the Wisconsin Horticul- ai 7 siderable interest was displayed 

tural Society and Fruit Growers Wa or by growers in Cortland. One 
program at the Avalon Hotel, 2 e/ grower stated that his family 
Waukesha, November ae Te, Me » ai » now ae ae for home 
unusually well attended and in- ah use, both for cooking and eating, 
teresting. About 130 fruit grow- es RE in preference to other varieties 
ers attended the two-day session NV. ¥: they grow. 
and listened to a very interesting ie aed There were no changes in the program. oO an speaking program as given in 
We wish to mention especially A | } bh our November issue. Each num- 

the success of the Apple Cooking , ber was very good, and many 
School for the ladies. About 50 comments from fruit growers 
ladies attended this session on = were heard expressing their ap- 
Thursday. So enthusiastic were He preciation for the excellence of 
they that this kind of meeting the program. 
will no doubt be continued at fu- The banquet program was es- ture conventions. It gives an op- Company, for the excellent top- pecially good. The presentation portunity for the wives of fruit ics which they presented. of honorary recognition certifi- growers and others interested to The Fruit Show, especially the cates by President Karl S. Rey- have a meeting of their own, be- exhibit of new varieties and nolds to Mr. D. E. Bingham, of come better acquainted, and dis- seedlings, attracted much atten- Sturgeon Bay, and Professor 
cuss topics of special interest to tion. Samples of the new varie- James G. Moore, of Madison, for women. A great deal of credit ties were available for tasting. outstanding service in horticul- for the success of the meeting is Special effort had been made to ture was impressive. Mr. Ben due to Mrs. Karl Reynolds, Stur- obtain a bushel of Kendall ap- Rusy, District Extension Lead- geon Bay, who presided and talk- ples from a New York grower. er, Madison, was outstanding as ed on cherry recipes; Mrs. Caro- These arrived, but were found to g speaker and entertainer, and lyn Stevenson, Home Demon- be overly large, poorly colored, brought new spirit to the group. 
stration Agent, Waukesha, and and immature, so that they did ‘ . : 2 ji ; “ Dr. J. C. Blair, Chief of the Miss Mildred Owen, of Milwau- not give a fair representation of Horticulture Department at Ur. 
kee County, who spoke and co- this excellent McIntosh cross.) Illinoi P the highli ht 
operated in planning the meet- Good specimens of Secor were * ih bene was, the: Mg) ig" ing; also to the Stargard 4-H shown which were of good color © the banquet program, dis- Club Demonstration Team, of and quality. Minnesota 1007 ap- cussing first per: sonalities in hor- Milwaukee County; and Profes- ples were shown, but were also ticulture and then Showing col- 
sor James G. Moore, Madison; green and immature. ored slides and movies along hor- and Miss Marguerite Case of the A number of our members ex-_ ticulture lines which were beau- 
Milwaukee Railway and Light hibited unusually good samples _ tiful.
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Factors That Cause Codling Moth Abundance 
Convention Paper 

W. P. Flint, Illinois 

Dp” you ever know of a case favorable weather conditions, a ble in old orchards is the size of 
where codling moth was special effort will have to be the trees, which often makes it 

abundant in an orchard and you. made to keep down the increase impossible, with the equipment 
could not determine the cause? in numbers. This may mean ap-_ at hand, to spray the tops of the 

This insect has been so in- plying one or two sprays later in tree thoroughly. 
tensely studied in practically all the season than is normally done. Little need be said about the 
the apple-growing sections of the We nearly always have an in- importance of the crop of the 
world that the factors that effect crease in the general abundance previous season. While the adult 
its abundance are pretty well of codling moth following a sea- codling moth is a fairly strong 
known. Some of the most im- son which is dry and which has flyer it is a rather sluggish in- 
portant in our sections are the high temperatures during June, sect and apparently prefers to 
weather of the growing season, July, August, and early Septem- remain largely on the tree where 
weather of the winter, especially _ ber. it matured, or at least within 
periods of very low temperature, Weather during the winter ex- three or four rows from the tree 
the age of the trees, the crops of erts a great influence on codling where its cocoon was spun. If 

previous seasons, the type of moth abundance. A dry mild the crop of the previous season 
bark on the trees, orchard sur- winter will permit most of the has been a heavy one there is a 
roundings, type of pruning, size insects to come through. In_ greater chance of a considerable 
of pruning wounds, disposal of northern Illinois we have had carry-over within the orchard. 
culls, thoroughness of spraying, winter survivals running up to 5 : 
kind’ of spray materials used, 60 or 70%, and higher than this Disposal of Culled Fruit 
and the relative abundance of in the central and southern part The disposal of the culled fruit 
parasites. of the state. If at some period has an important bearing on 

All these factors, of course, during the winter we experience this. If the culls are allowed to 
work together. Sometimes one extremely low temperatures, remain in the orchard, or if they 

set of them will form an align- with two or three days of 20 deg. are piled near the packing shed, 

ment which will tend to increase F. or more below zero, practical- which is near the orchard, most 

the numbers of codling moth, ly all codling moth above the of the worms will escape from 
with only one or two of the ad- snow line will be killed. If the the apples and may carry 
verse factors exerting much in- ground is bare during such pe- through to the next season. If 
fluence for a given season. On riods nearly all codling moth lar- the culls are carefully picked up 

the other hand, nearly all fac- vae on the trunk of the trees will and carried out of the orchard, 
tors may be favorable and under be killed and the winter survival much of this difficulty can be ov- 

these conditions we have periods may drop to 10% or even lower. ercome. The old trees as a rule 

of severe damage. In some sec- The age of the trees has a_ have a much heavier and rough- 

tions of the country the favora~- marked effect on codling moth er type of bark and this of 

ble factors are so often predomi- survival and abundance in sev- course provides better quarters 

nant that it has been found im- eral ways. Old trees as a rule for cocoons. 

possible to produce apples at a have very much rougher bark It is often the case that the 

profit in these regions. and so provide more favorable outside two or three rows of an 
Effect of Weather places for hibernation and the orchard will show a much great- 

ect of We formation of cocoons during the er number of worms than will be 

It might be well to review summer period. On old trees found in the center of the or- 
each of these factors hurriedly there nearly always are some chard. The reason for this may 
and to get clearly in mind what pruning wounds which have de-_ be the presence of poorly cared- 
can be done to change the natur- cayed out, leaving open punky for orchards in the neighborhood 
ally favorable factors for the cavities which are ideal for shel- which are furnishing the supply 
codling moth to unfavorable tering the codling moth larvae. of codling moth to invade the 
ones. In the first place, the Once they have cocooned up in better cared-for orchards. It may 
weather during the growing sea- these cavities they are relatively be due to buildings, poorly-kept | 
son. As a rule, codling moth is safe from birds and can survive fence rows, or woodlands, as | 
highly favored by warm or hot adverse weather conditions bet- such areas provide good hiber- 
and dry weather. If both broods ter than on the trunk of the tree. nating places for the codling 
of the codling moth encounter Another factor causing trou- moth. Some other unusual fac- |
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tors are piles of lumber near the moths. Such objects as discard- safe rule to apply approximately 
orchard, road-side stands where ed clothing, corrugated packing one gallon of spray material for 
large numbers of second-grade boxes in which insecticides have each year of the age of the tree 
or cull apples are sold. We re-_ been received, pieces of old bas- after the trees are 15 or more 
cently had an opportunity of kets, discarded sacks, and even years old. A good sprayer will 
checking the codling moth infes- bits of boards, prunings, or piles put on this amount of material 
tation in two separate blocks of of wood where a tree has been without wasting it, and apply it 
orchards owned by a large com-_ taken out may serve as acenter it in such a manner that most of 
mercial company. Both these or- of infestation. Seventy-five cod- it will stick to the tree. Control 
chards were very well taken care ling moth larvae have actually cannot be obtained unless a thor- 
of. They were pruned in the been found in one discarded gun- ough job of spraying is done. 
same manner, by the same men, nysack lying under a tree in a Thorough spraying means com- 
and sprayed under the supervi- very well cared-for orchard. In plete coverage of the trees, in- 
sion of the same man, with ex- every orchard where codling cluding the tops. 
actly the same spray mixtures moth is a problem the trees Editor’s note: An article by 
and on the same day. There was. should be thoroughly scraped Prof. Flint on Lead Arsenate or 
a difference of approximately sometime during the winter and Substitutes, will appear in an 
20% in the infestation in the two the scrapings removed from the early issue. 
orchards. In checking to see orchard. All rubbish, bits of oo 
what made the difference, the trash, or any material in which 
only thing we could find was that the codling moth can be shelt- A GOOD Sean CROP 
a large roadside sales stand was’ ered should be taken out of the T YEAR 
located on the state highway im- orchard and either burned or WISCONSIN, the nation’s 
mediately adjoining the orchard carried to a distance of at least third largest cranberry- 
with the high infestation. The a half mile. growing state, will produce an 
proprietor of this stand made a . estimated crop of 115,000 bar- 
specialty of buying rather low- Spraying rels of high-quality cranberries 
grade apples and selling either in . : toq. this year. The price, too, is quite 
bulk or in baskets; consequently, tine teeth ceed naman reasonable, and lower than that 
he was bringing in many codling extent on spraying than on any of a year ago. 
moth-infested apples and keep- other means of control. In the There are about 20 varieties 
ing them at the stand long frst place, of course, the mate- of cranberries grown, with about 
enough so that the worms crawl- }ja] used in spraying is of great- @ third of the crop of native va- 
ed out of the apples, spun their got importance, but next to this, rieties. Other varieties are Mc- 

cocoons, and brought about a and sometimes just as import. /arlin, Searles Jumbo, Howes, 
heavy infestation in the orchard ant, is the matter of thorough- Berlin, and Metallic Bell. In 
the next season. ness. In an area where codling Wood ponte pote ue are 900 

; ~ acres devoted to cranberry grow- 
Type of Pruning Important ae ip aly meee ee ing. Jackson and Monroe Coun- 

The type of pruning is of very spray materials which, if prop- ties each have approximately 
great importance. Thorough erly mixed and thoroughly ap- 300 acres, while Juneau and 
spraying cannot be done when a plied, will control codling moth Washburn Counties have about 
tree is so bushy and thick-head- to such an extent that the infes- 200 acres each. The cranberries 
ed that the spray cannot be tation will not be of any great re all sold in attractive white 
forced into the center of the tree jmportance, i.e., holding it down Pine, quarter-barrel, ventilated 
or up to the top. Probably we to below two per cent. The same boxes. The cranberry industry 
are not paying nearly enough materials can be used in the f Wisconsin is especially deserv- 
attention to this fact. During same amount or in greater 18 of encouragement according 

the past year we have had sev- amounts, and if they are not ap- to Mr. E. L. Chambers, State 
eral orchards under observation plied thoroughly only a poor de- Entomologist, because it utilizes 

where it seemed doubtful if cod- gree of control will be obtained. /@nd that is useless for any other 
ling moth could be held down to Perhaps there is no other one productive purpose, and gives 

below a 10% infestation unless factor in codling moth contro] @™Ployment to thousands of peo- 
the trees were opened up to per- that we need to emphasize as Ple- 
mit more efficient spraying. much as thoroughness in spray- 

The general matter of orchard ing. As a rule, trees that are 20 A Free Country 
sanitation is also highly import- years old should receive at least Lady: “I wouldn’t cry like 
ant. Any object left lying around 20 gallons of spray per applica- that, my little man.” 
the orchard may serve as protec- tion. In areas where the codling Boy: “Cry as you please; this 
tion for over-wintering codling moth is at all abundant it is a is my way.”
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The C ti Fruit Sh 
Jonathan: 1st, H. E. Pierce, Edger- to round in shape, with good 

BEY Wane REDE ton; 2nd, F. Kelsey; 3rd, Nieman quality and texture Its dee’ ved 
EXHIBIT Bros. Orchards; 4th Wm. Steele. q y . its p 

OR the first ti had Delicious: 1st, Ed. Kassner, Casco; Color was outstanding. 

F ent ‘exhibit of sew ap nn. efi, tg ke SeGoid Prize was: & Bold 
ar . Jorther i bright red color. The appl 

ple varieties recommended for Northern Spy: Ast, J. L. Morawetz. tee The sale War 
Dian aE, : Salome: ist, Swartz Bros.; 2nd, medium size, smooth finish, with 

trial in Wisconsin at the Annual yp. Pierce, a medium stem, and of oval to 

Convention. Some excellent and Tolman Sweet: ist, M. Cooper; yound shape. It was also of good 

high quality specimens were and, J. L. Moraweta; 3rd, Swartz (ality , 
: Tos. 3 

oat ohentede Jpobably. Be ae ner 1st, N. C. Jacobs; 2nd, Third prize was somewhat 

rieties, that is, to have them ex- Golden Delicious: 1st, Ed. Kassner; similar to the first prize sample. 

hibited by Wisconsin growers. and: Le 2 prish: 3rd, H. B. Pierce; Ge fact, Mr. yelee Puan was of 
. " , J. L. Morawetz. e opinion that it is the same 

Referring to the winners of Snow: Ist, Nieman Bros. Orchards; iti 

premiums, it is seen that all va- 2nd, F. Kelsey; 3rd, H. EB. Pierce; apple. Competition between frst 
een , : Kendall were ‘th, J. L. Morawetz. and second prize was very close. 

rieties excepting he a au) c McIntosh: 1st, Ed. Kassner; 2nd, Those who prefer a bright red 
shown this year. The specimens N. C. Jacobs; 3rd, F. Kelsey; 4th, J. apple probably thought that the 
of Cortland, Orleans, and Ma-  »- Morawetz. second prize sample was the 

coun were especially good. We N. W. Greening: lst, M. Cooper; an 
2 i 2nd, H. E. Pierce; 3rd, L. B. Irish; best, but the judges thought 

were surprised at the well-ma- 4th, Swartz Bros. that the first prize had a little 
tured samples of Macoun_be- 1 Wealthy: 1st, Ha. Kassner; 2nd,  hetter quality 

woe . ie kas orawetz; 3rd, Swartz B 5 . cause this is considered to pS 4th, J. E. Paulson, ros . . ; 

rather late variety for this state. Any other variety: 1st, Nieman Seedling Premium Winners 

They were superior to the sam- Bros. Orchards, on Winter Banana; 1st, W. B. Sanderson, Crivitz 
K ll which we received nd, ieman Bros. Orchards, on Ben ’ gars ” > 

Pot a 2 York grower, but avis: 3rd, M. Cooper; 4th Joseph 2nd, Frank Wilkens, West Bend; 

this was simply a case where the ae West Bend, on Pewau- 3rd, Swartz Bros., Waukesha; 
variety did not show up as it five additional prizes to: Chas. 

should, as Kendall is earlier than aul oe J neoba, 
Macoun. Secor was also shown SEEDLING APPLE EXHIBIT ~'UT8e0n Bay; dohn App, ous- 
and attracted some attention man; M. H. Bingham, Sturgeon 

‘ GIXTY-FIVE samples of seed- Bay; and Ed. Dick, Oregon. 
Premium Winners, New Varieties ling apples were exhibited at 

Orleans: 1st, C. W. Aeppler, Ocon- the annual convention of the 
omowoc; 2nd, L. B. Irish, Baraboo; Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

; 4th BTN aca eeLoeien Bayi -€ ab Waukesha. They came from |= SEEDLING NUT SHOW 
Newfane: ist, C. W. Aeppler; 2nd, all over Wisconsin. Many of the 

Dawson Bros.; 3rd, Jos. L. Morawetz, samples were of excellent quali- "THERE were 33 samples of 

West Bend. ty, shape, size, and color. How- black walnuts, butternuts, 

Macoun: Ist, N. C. Jacobs; 2nd, ever there were many sampl and hickory nuts exhibited in the 

NE ee ia cw Aeppler; 2nd that did not merit cotiniderati n, Seedling Nut Show at the Horti- 
anid: Tet, Go WoAep per ee “eae ‘ auon. ‘cultural Society Convention at 

Nieman Bros. Orchards, Cedarburg; The winning seedling was shown 
3rd, M. Cooper; 4th, Fromm Bros., ae Waukesha. Some very large 

by W. B. Sanderson of Crivitz a. Cedarburg. — - ona come = as black walnuts were exhibited 

ee a What Wisconsin is looking for which attracted considerable at- 
Secor: 1st, Gilbert Pieper, Oak- te i edie atte Mies baution. es judges, Mr. Toler 

field; 2nd, W. H. Steele. » I A wartz, of Waukesha; Mr. Wil- 

priiny other new variety: ist, L. B. smooth shape, having a hardy, liam Leonard, of Fort Atkinson; 
, » yi | productive, annual-bearing tree. and C. L. Kuehner, of Madison, 

Wm. Steele, Pewaukee, on Gem City; Such 1 babl 2 : : : 

3rd, Gilbert Pieper, Oakfield, on Par- ‘UCh an apple is probably more did an excellent job of judging. 
kins; 4th, Gilbert Pieper, on Bancroft. than the search of a lifetime, but Mr, Swartz brought in a vise and 

Premium Winners, Standard Varieties progress: 1s being made. . a hack saw. A sample from each 
Gano: 1st, N. C. Jacobs; 2nd, F. The winning samples this year plate was sawed directly across 

Kelsey, Delavan; 3rd, Dawson Bros. Were exceptionally good. The through the center. The meat 
onennnee. len 1st, Nieman Bros first prize sample was solid dark could then be seen and the 
L. Morawetz; 4th, Swartz Bros, Ken. ed in color, medium size, amount of “furniture” deter- 

osha. smooth finish, short stem, oval mined. As Mr. Swartz remarked,
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“Some of the varieties were all cessively large, probably due to This can be done with benefit to 
furniture and very little meat.” the vigor of the young trees, as consumers also. 
Others, again, had very thin has been the case with Cortland. “Not all the potatoes seen in 
shells and were quite meaty. Our Cortland are now growing grocery stores are of good qual- 
After selecting the best by their much more uniform on older ity. Frequently the offerings in- 
appearance on cross section, the trees. We expect Kendall to av- clude small or damaged potatoes. 
better varieties were cracked erage around 234 to 3 inches This is unnecessary when we 

and the meat tasted for quality. when the trees get into heavy have a big supply of good pota- 
The P: 3 Wi bearing. toes. Culls and other low-grade 

e Eremium (y mners— “We like the Kendall better Potatoes hurt the market and 
Seedling Nuts than McIntosh for flavor in eat- Prevent consumers from getting 

Hickory: 1st, Charles J. Bart- ing raw or cooked. We like the their money’s worth. 
lett, Pewaukee; 2nd, A. E. John- short stem of the fruit, and feel “Low prices do not necessarily 
son, Waukesha; 3rd, Herb Hipp, sure that this variety will fill our Protect the people who buy pota- 
Waukesha; 4th, Mrs. R. J. Web- needs much better than Baldwin. toes; they may herald a short- 
er, Janesville; 5th, Mr. Nat Wit- May we wish you a very success- 28¢ and high prices the next 
tig, Durand. ful meeting of your Society on Year. Consumers are better off 

Walnut: 1st, J. A. Kawatski, November 18.” when prices are stable at a fair 
Waukesha; 2nd, Dawson Bros., level. They pay more in the long 
Franksville; 3rd, Mrs. Emil Ast, __ run when growers cannot mar- 
Dodgeville; 4th, Herb Hipp, ket their potatoes efficiently and 

Waukesha; 5th, N. C. Jacobs, THE POTATO PROBLEM when handlers lose money in un- 
Sturgeon Bay. H . stable markets. In years of mod- 

Butternut: 1st, Mrs. Emil . ° Potato marketing problem erate production and marketing, 
7 «ite is not well understood by consumers pay about 20 cents a Ast; 2nd, Chas. Jona, Crivitz; many people. The Secretary of } 

8rd, E. Schneider, Glenwood i oe ushel less than they do on the 
City 2 Agriculture in his report to the average when the market goes 

wy: president as of November 1, very high. Potato growers have 
————————————— fu stains ee problem rather had relatively low prices in 8 out 

clearly as Tollows: of the last 5 years—1934, 1935, 
LIKES KENDALL APPLE “Potato prices are extremely and 1937. They got relatively 

A BOX of Kendall apples were low this year. At country mar- low prices similarly in 1931 and 

received for exhibit at the kets in August the prices ranged 1932. About a quarter of a mil- 

annual convention from Mr. A. from 30 to 50 cents a bushel. lion people make their living by 

David Davies, Congers, New Such prices do not cover costs, growing potatoes, and about half 

York. In sending these apples and growers asked the Agricul- a million people depend on pota- 

Mr. Davies writes as follows rel- tural Adjustment Administra- toes for a good share of their liv- 

ative to his experience with the tion to coordinate their efforts ing. Low returns from potatoes 

Kendall: toward getting better returns. hurt much other business.” 

“We planted our first Kendall 
tree the spring of 1931, and have 

grafted or budded some addi- aa a an 

tional 225 trees, mostly on Mc- CONS/ iT 

Intosh stock. The first tree had \\ fy) 

its first crop of a few apples this vee /f 
year. We have, however, had =. 
apples from the grafted trees for ki Ci Hh rm \ 
the third year. The trees have Nf YM ase AAP WW) 5 
very fine crotches for the scaf- aT N\ pe GaAs ) like 
fold branches, with ample fruit fed Vy de in ES oe y 

spurs to give an excellent crop Ww 1 tl \S ee G Ai rs) m 

the entire length of the branch, CANS Bseesaeiea 4 
similar to the McIntosh habit. Yee Bg (oko oe 
We have noticed the tendency Vee ey ay 
for terminal fruit bud formation (gillin; >I > eT) 
for three years on the annual 
wood, like Cortland or Rome 
Footiy Annual weed growthas  SWEY HAVE FLAVOR AND QUALITY 
much as five feet. : Mats for the above design are available to growers for use in advertising, in two sizes, 

“So far the fruit has been ex- ong column and tye column widthe, free of charge. Write Wisconsin Horticultural Society,
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IMMATURE ABEBES All American Vegetables For 1938 
JN many sections, growers were | 

troubled with apples being six foreign and six American be available this season from F. | 
gen immature at picking seed firms were winners in H. Woodruff & Sons, Associated 

time. At our Fruit Growers Con- the All American Committee Growers, Ferry-Morse Seed Co. 
vention, we were confronted awards according to its an- Rocky Ford Pepper—Of D. V. 

with ster samples of new va-  nouncement for 1938. Burrell Seed Growers Co., given | 
Suna which were brought in for The American firms, which Special Mention. Large plant and | 
ex bien and were immature are really 7 counting a Canadian leaves; prolific bearer of large, | 
and oe Haver, ig es yeni entry, are responsible for new thick walled, uniform sweet 
bly true of the Kendall apple varieties of Squash, Cabbage, fruit; earlier than California 
which had been sent to us by @ pepper, Tomato, Lettuce. Hol- Wonder and thicker walled than 
grower In New York. It was al-  jand firms offer new varieties of World Beater, its parents. 

ee aoe ag eatin Bean, Beet, Cabbage, Spinach, Spearhead Lettuce —Of W. 

Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm. a ving are the 1938 vege- ar Burpee, ee for 

The Kendalls were unusually tap] rden and commercial use. 

large as well as immature. In a odore Bea A bush Harkness Tomato—Of McFay- 

discussing the matter with Prof. tuck Wo a type f us den Seed Co. of Winnipeg, Can- 
James G. Moore, he was of the ied y open ype of green ada. Recommended for garden 
opinion that it might be due to Poecec Snap Bean, productive, and commercial use. This has 

the availability of nitrogen late ah a ua, epeinaiesy Sine special features adapted to Ca- 

in the season due to rain follow- ©l0red seed when mature. padian conditions that are de- 
ing possibly a hot, dry summer Zwann & Van der Molen, Voor-  geribed elsewhere. 

when there was little nitrogen burg, Holland. Award of Merit. From November 1 Market | 
available. The availability of fall Del Monte Spinach —Same Growers Journal. 
nitrogren probably started the firm. Recommended for Garden 
fruit growing, and they were and Sail tk 
still immature at harvest time. Perfect Model Beet—Detroit new STRA' Y | 

He stated that in former years type of deep globe shape, tender —-pyRg¢ JN ROGR CORY 
the University had some Deli- flesh, dark crimson and faint : 

cious trees in a poultry range. zoning. Fine tap root, grows FARLY in November we re- 

These Delicious apples were im- erect of medium height. Abra- ceived a letter from Mr. Don 

mature at harvest time almost ham Sluis, Enkhuisen, Holland. Ww. Reynolds, Sturgeon . Bay, 

every year. This was probably Special Mention. commenting on the varieties of 

due to the availability of nitro- Sauer Kraut King Cabbage— ‘Strawberries which they are 

een ren the poultry droppings Same firm. Recommended. eae idee ae ae 

ate in the season. Billiard Ball Radish—N. V. © owing. con: 
What to do about it is some-  S]uis en Groot, Enkhuisen, Hol- siderable acreage of strawber- 

thing else again. The use of on- Jand. Recommended. ries and is lerete in a good 

ly quickly available nitrogen fer- . ; canning variety such as is grown 

tilizers, together with a vigorous Ean? Traine is cere on the coast. The following are 

cover crop throughout the or Co: given Award of Merit. Tt is Mh Revnelds Cone 
chard to take up the nitrogen spout 4 week earlier and more As you know, we tried out 

franee a - al “a seem productive than present strains bani ives veniehies ue year, 
bd ae ath — 9” © of straightneck summer squash; 5464 is psi . ee £ We haw 

suggest. something else ! smaller, less warted,. more. uni- found that a Dee b e oat 

Se form, brighter yellow and quite Corvallis from the west coast 
Rural Free Delivery free ie greenish coloring on ay, doing very well, whereas the 

A Kansas farmer stopped at Young fruits. Marshall does not seem to hit it 
a bank to see if he could get a _ Chieftain Cabbage—Of Ferry off in this climate. The Catskill 
loan on his farm. Morse Seed Co.: given Award of look great, and we believe that 
ak might hg Meena, a ce ae aaa Pavey bie this particular berry has a great 

e banker. “I'll drive out wi ; iP, » lirm heads of future ahead of it—at least from 
you and appraise it.” good quality and long standing. our observations the first year. 

‘ You won’t need to. bother,” Windsor A.‘Pepper—Of L. C. Of course, we will not know un- 
said the farmer, noticing ahuge Curtis, Connecticut Experiment til next year what it will do in 
cloud of dust rolling up the road. Station; given Award of Merit. the line of production. For some 

Here it comes now.” Reported last fall and seed will peculiar reason, our Premier set-
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tings are more outstanding than 
our Beaver settings. In 1936, the T I M E L Y T O P I C S 

j osite. 
oe ore tl geting: as Red. PROTECTION of trees against decorative centerpiece for the 

hearts which grew very nicely rabbits and mice is best ac- dining table or buffet. Properly 

as far as the individual plants complished by wrapping with cured and treated, they retain 

were concerned, but we find this wire screen. A copper soap ro- their attractiveness for a long 

variety to be very poor in send- dent repellant is on the market time. Try your hand at arrang- 

ing out new runners.” and is quite effective. ing and finding new uses for 

——— them. 

An unusual number of peren- 
STRAWBERRIES AT nials have remained in full bloom Dry tomato vines may not be 

WARRENS until mid-October. Some of the the best kind of mulch for cov- 
H. H. Harris best of these are plumbago, Sal- ering perennials in the fall, but 

WE covered our strawberries Via azurea, gaillardia, Verbena they may be used to supplement 

the week of November 8. canadensis, V. wrighti, and phys- other more desirable materials. 

We covered with marsh hay—  ostegia. —By Professor W. H. Alder- 

about three tons per acre. The — man, assisted by Louis Sando 

temperature dropped to 20° on It is time to think about house and A. E. Hutchins, in the No- 
October 28. The Beavers on the plants for the winter months. vember Minnesota Horticultur- 
old-renewed bed had their leaves Those who experience difficulty _ ist. 
singed by that freeze so they in keeping some of the OP ties. 

looked quite bleached. This does der types should content them- 
not show on any of the other va-_ selves with hardier plants, such DR. U. P. HEDRICK TO 
rietles on the old bed nor on the as Aspidistra, Asparagus spren- RETIRE 
Beaver on this year’s setting. geri, Crassul arborescens (some- D®. U. P. HEDRICK, Director 

The temperature went down to times erroneously called rubber of the New York Experi- 

16° November 3 followed by a_ plant), Ficus elastica, and F. ni- ment Station at Geneva, will re- 

heavy rain, and warmer weath- tidus. All these are dependable tire on his 68th birthday in Jan- 

er. The roots on the plants do house plants. uary. 

not show any injury from the — Dr. Hedrick is the author of 
freeze. Grapes should be pruned this numerous books and bulletins of 
Some fields I have seen show fall as soon as the leaves are off. value to fruit growers. Because 

a nice stand of plants, and some In general, the directions are to of the number of new varieties 
are quite narrow and broken, remove as much old wood as pos- originated under his supervision 
and I think most plants rooted sible and retain from 16 to 24 at the New York Station which 
later than usual. I know our own feet of strong, new-cane growth are being grown in Wisconsin, 
did, and most growers I have to produce next years crop. we feel he has contributed to the 
heard spoke as though the plants — success of fruit growing here. 
were not taking root until our Helxine or Irish moss is re- During the past thirty years 
September rains. ported to withstand very well more than 25,000 fruit tree seed- 

I have not seen any indication the unfavorable conditions of lings, over 21,000 grape seed- 

to show that the plants of either city homes. lings, and more than 30,000 
Dorsett or Fairfax are more sub- — small fruit seedlings have been 
ject to injury from cold than any Asparagus planting that are originated at the Station as the 
other variety. Both of them have well established do not need win- result of the fruit breeding work 
bright green foliage like the ter protection. If the tops are under his supervision. 
Premier since these freezes and not diseased, however, they are Some of the outstanding new 
frosts that nipped the Beaver often left standing and serve as_ varieties are Cortland, Kendall, 
foliage on same old bed. But I a snow trap, thus protecting the Milton and Orleans among the 
do think the blossoms are more bed somewhat against alternate apples; Cayuga and Gorham 
tender, especially the Dorsett. freezing and thawing which may among the pears; Stanley plum; 

I do think strawberry grow- do some damage by breaking and Fredonia, Golden Muscat, Port- 
ers, as well as all farmers, would drying out the fleshy storage land and Sheridan grapes; In- 
be the gainer by plowing under roots. dian Summer, Marcy and New- 
more green crops—on all soils— —_ burgh red raspberries; Bristol 
soy beans or any of the other Gourds make interesting and and Naples black raspberries; 
legumes are best but even weeds attractive ornaments for the Catskill, Clermont and Culver 
before seeds ripen are better home. A_ skillfully arranged strawberries. Most of these are 
than nothing. bowl of gourds makes a very being tried in Wisconsin.
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Thirty Years of Wisconsin Fruit Growing 
James G. Moore 

At times it is interesting and 30, at least 15 would not appear Value still which the fruit grow- 
even profitable to recall past in a recommended list today and ers can do for future generations 

events as a means of measuring not more than 7 or 8 would be in searching out valuable seed- 
the progress which has been included without question. Not lings. We must not expect such 
made. The advance made in Wis- a single plum in the list of na- TaPid advances as were made by 
consin fruit growing during the tive plums given in that report Patten, Gideon, Daniels, and oth- 
32 years that I have been ob- would be included in a list today ¢TS of the earlier horticulturists 
serving its development has been except possibly as pollenizers of because their contributions ma- 
truly remarkable. the varieties we are now plant- terially raised the standard 

Coming from a section in ing. New raspberries have al- which we are called upon to ex- 

which questions of varieties most completely replaced the old cel. 
were reasonably well settled, the ones and only Senator Dunlap Development of Commercial 
first distinct impression made by among the strawberries occupies Orchards 
the first meetings of the Wiscon- @ Place of importance, and even In the early years of this cen- 
sin Horticultural Society which it appears to be slipping rapidly. 4... we were entering the third 
I attended was that the para- Although other things have period in Wisconsin fruit grow- 
mount matter in Wisconsin hor- taken a relatively larger place in ing—commercial orcharding. 
ticulture was the search being Wisconsin horticulture in recent When I came to Wisconsin in 
made for suitable varieties. years, the quest for varieties has 1905 there were probably not 

«ott not ceased. The breeding of va- more than a half dozen orchards 
The Search for Varieties rieties of known parentage su- that could properly be called 

In 1906 and 1907 we were perseded the search for worthy commercial. The development in 
probably nearing the close of seedlings. For about 25 years Door County due to the pioneer 
what might be called the second we have placed our dependence work of Goff, Hatch, and Bing- 
phase or period of fruit growing upon this method of improving ham had not yet started. The 

in the state. The early settlers our fruits and in some cases the Bayfield section apparently had 
had brought with them eastern results have been truly remark- pot even been thought of as a 

varieties which in large part had able while in others there has fruit section; and it was several 

proved inadequate with the re- been cause for disappointment. years later before the trial or- 
sult that it became necessary to Perhaps we are too impatient chard at Gays Mills, which gave 
largely build a new list of hardy and forget that it took 300 years rise to the development of our 
varieties. Hardiness and seed- to develop the list of 7 or 8 va- Jargest commercial apple section, | 
lings occupied a front seat dur- rieties of apples which we now was planted. It was then quite | 
ing this period. The wood lot, recommend which were found in generally held that Wisconsin 

and fence corner were contribut- the 1906 list, although it is true was not suited to commercial 
ing their part and Prof. Goff and that most of them were devel- fruit growing but the daring and 
other pioneers were growing oped within a period of about 50 enthusiasm of a few men, and 
quantities of seedlings from years. the work of the Society were des- 
which it was hoped valuable new —_—| sometimes think that possi- tined to correct that erroneous 
sorts might be selected; and the ply we have completed the cycle idea. 

experiment station and growers and at least here in Wisconsin Wisconsin may never become 
were trying out a long list of we are entering a period of re- a great commercial fruit state 
Russian and other important va- newed interest in the possibility compared to some others, but 
rieties of reputed superior hardi- of chance seedlings adding some-_ the efforts of Goff, Hatch, Bing- 
ness. The merits of these were thing of value to our fruit list. ham, Cranefield, Hanchett, Har- 
discussed at the meetings and J] am inclined to believe that we Tis, and many others which we 
lists were made for recommenda- should not put our dependence might recall, have proved that 
tion to those desirous of making ypon the plant breeder to the ex- in certain commercial phases she 

plantings. tent of forgetting that what we _ is able to take and hold her place 
Time has taken its toll of the have, at least so far as apples are among her sister states. 

varieties looked on with favor in concerned, we owe largely to the During the period of commer- 
those days. There were 30 varie- interest and keen observation of cial development there was slow- 

ties of apples recommended for our earlier horticulturists in ly but gradually taking place an- | 
planting in the annual report of searching out valuable seedlings. other significant development in 
the Society for 1906. Of those Perhaps there is something of Wisconsin fruit growing. Fine |
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as the commercial phase of fruit The commercial orchardists of seen a marked advance along the 
growing in Wisconsin may be, an the Sparta, Sturgeon Bay and entire front of fruit growing in 
even finer, more significant Bayfield areas had long been tak- Wisconsin. We have not, how- 
phase is the home fruit planta- ing advantage of the benefits of ever, made all the possible ad- 
tion because it touches and con- cooperative effort. The smaller vances. There are still problems 
tributes to a greater portion of orchardist soon realized that if to be solved, and improvements 
the life of our state. he could benefit by cooperative to be made, and a waiting public 

Except for some attempt at Spraying he doubtless could ben- to be supplied with still higher 
pruning, care of the orchard was_ efit in other ways as well if other quality products. The challenge 

practically unknown in the farm Phases of the industry were or- to advancement which the pio- 
orchard and little practiced in ganized on a cooperative basis. neer generation of fruit growers 
commercial orchards. In 1907 The result is the Southeastern passed on to us we are soon to 

the Department of Horticulture Fruit Growers Association. pass on to another generation of 
instituted a program of exten- Possibly the Swartz orchard fruit growers. We have every 
sion work in orchard spraying. was the first of the commercial confidence that they too will car- 
It was a difficult task to convince orchards of the state traceable ry on, that the problems we have 
the home orchardist, and in directly to this extension pro- not solved and new ones which 

many cases the commercial or- gram of orchard spraying, but may arise will be solved and 
chardist, that a program of or- today there are many other ven- Wisconsin fruit growing go on 
chard pest control was essential tures of the same type which ever making advance and to a 
to successful fruit production can be traced directly or indi- greater extent fulfilling its func- 
and actually worth while. It is rectly to this campaign started tion in contributing to the life of 

interesting to note the compara- 30 years ago. Sometimes we be- the people of Wisconsin. 
tively ready acceptance today of come impatient because the 
a spraying program which in changes which we desire to see, 

those days it would have been come slowly, but often when POTATO GROWERS VOTE 
entirely futile even to suggest. they have arrived and we look FOR ACREAGE CONTROL 
With an increase in the work back we marvel that the change OTATO 

made possible because of an in- has come so soon. P‘ f eeiel ‘ ae ae 
crease in funds through the There is one phase of fruit .; in tavor of including potatoes 

row 8 . : ; in the proposed 1988 Agricultur- 
enactment by Congress of the growing in Wisconsin which has al Conservation program: is: th 
Smith-Lever Extension Law, and made great advances in the past report ‘of the U S 5s te : 
the persistent efforts of the spe- 30 years which most of us are ee icultnre « mr Lleparemen 
cialists of the Department of prone to overlook. While the or- Thos vot do th ti 
Economic Entomology, Horticul-  chardist and small fruit grower “Are ou in favo 7 tabi 
ture, and Plant Pathology, and has been changing his varieties - A etato aeaa es a f ° 
the continuous preachment by and practices, the cranberry in- cant earnaereen eats on os 
the Society of the doctrine of dustry has not remained static. connection with i988 AG an 
good orchard practice, there is Thirty years ago the cranberry cultural Conservation Pron 
now taking place an almost un- growers, with the assistance of ram?” . n ro- 
believable advance in the accept- the Experiment Station, repre- 2 “ 
ance of recommended practices sented by O. G. Malde, were car- A national acreage of between 
in the orchards of the state. rying on investigations at Cran- 3,100,00 and 3,300,000 acres 18 

. moor which had much to do in proposed under this plan. 
Spray Rings establishing the cultural prac- It is reported that in Maine, 

One of the outcomes of the ex- tices which put cranberry grow- Wisconsin and Minnesota the 
tension work of the Department ing in Wisconsin on a cultural vote was 10 to 1 in its favor. 
of Horticulture among farm or- basis. Cranberry growing, like Over 30,000 votes were cast. On- 

chardists is the development of orcharding, had its variety prob- ly those growing three or more 
a new type of commercial or- lem. There were also serious Cres of potatoes voted. 

charding which I am prone to handling and marketing prob- The plan does not apply to 
believe constitutes a fifth phase lems needing solution. Searles, counties that are not commer- 
in Wisconsin orcharding. Some Bennet, Judge Gaynor, James cially important nor to farms 
years ago the spray ring was in- Gaynor, Fitch, Chaney, Whittle- that raise less than three acres. 
troduced as a practical means of sey stand out as leaders in lay- Payment per acre by the govern- 
meeting the objection of time ing the foundation upon which ment is to be based on the an- 
and expense in farm orchard the Wisconsin cranberry produc- nual normal yield of potatoes for 
spraying. Out of this has devel- tion has been builded into the the farm amounting to 6c per 
oped the commercial orchard ca-_ stable industry which it is today. bushel for early potatoes, and 4c 
tering to local trade. Surely the past 30 years have per bushel for late potatoes.
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Is There A Substitute For Our Elm Tree? 
| 

E. L. Chambers 

ie is quite generally recognized 

that there are few trees, if 7 

any, that can take the place of 

our towering elms for street R 
planting in Wisconsin. Let us, nnn 
therefore, put forth every effort a al a 

to avoid the necessity of sending a; ve . Woe 

in a substitute for our favorite i a4 a a 

“All American Star,” the elm. ‘saad og ian ie 
Threatened by insect pests i oa f ‘ ; 

such as the European elm scale pe : A \ 1 ag 

and fungous diseases like the F U ae ay 

elm canker, we have had to car- ; \i ae : ee oh 
ry on spray campaigns with mis- x, : j ee wh 
cible oil in several cities in Wis- 2 an eo Ae Pi 

consin to control the former and Cg ci e 
cut out the infected limbs or en- Be RR ate 
tire trees to check the latter. f \ 

With the discovery that the A ee 

budded elm were practically im- 4 4! pean ie am 3 / 

mune to the elm canker and that oe : 
the scale could be kept in check One of Wisconsin's many towering elms threatened by the Dutch elm 
by spraying, we thought our trou- disease. (This disease has not yet been found in Wisconsin.) 

bles were solved. No sooner than ., . 4 

weegin tcotthunnecanty tor fete preety toasty all n- cnc, of the ast to ree $0 
our favorite shade tree again, We only six reat after ‘ta first dis. ie ‘ae t 7 oe aed Oho 
were given another scare with covery in this country, infected Malone? NewYork Canna : ‘i the discovery of the dreaded oes have been reported eran states of New York, Connecticut 

Dutch elm disease on four trees 19 townships in Connecticut, 18 and New Jersey spent more than 
located at Cleveland and Cincin- counties in New York state ‘ania $150,000 during this past year 

nati, Ohio, in 1980. Having ob- iL sountios in New Jersey, Be- toward this campaign. Autogiros 

served how effectively the Chest- sides this area located > ost! are used by the government in 

nut blight, one fungous disease within aradius of 50 miles of New plotting suspects from the air. 
had wiped out the chestnuts in yor, City, isolated infections Using aerial photographic or 
the eastern states and learned have bean. recorded in Indian- township maps, on which the 

how this new disease (Graphium apolis, Indiana; Baltimore and €Yial observers had indicated 

ulmi) had practically wiped out Brunswick, Maryland, and Nor- location of wilted elms, ground | 
the elms over large areas in Eu- fo), Virginia. No trace of this crews are able to locate, sample 
ee we bes ee to, fear aa our disease has ever been found in and tag any such tree showing | 
america, It Street tree here In Wisconsin nor west of Indian- symptoms typical of the Dutch | 

. is particularly dis- gnolis. Because the introduction elm di heartening to know that all . .£ elm disease. The trees that can- 
: g at all Spe- of the disease has been traced to not be cut and burned i di 

cies of elm are susceptible to this imported elm logs shipped in for e cut and’ burned Imme: iate- 
disease, white elm being particu- yeneer manufacture, adjoinin y are killed by girdling and pack- 
larly so and that no effective properties and all wenean iatite a copper sulphate snow at the means are known for treating an in this state have been carefull wound which not only quickly | 
infected tree, once the main stem checked with negative results ry kills the tree but prevents bark 
is affected. make sure none of these infected beetle infestation because of the 

Where the disease is confined logs were ever brought into any presence of the chemical be- 
to one or two limbs it may be of our plants. neath the bark. The disease is 

checked by cutting off these and More than $2,000,000 of fed- SPread from tree to tree by ap- 
burning and, likewise, to pre- eral relief funds have been ex- parently one species of beetle 
vent the fungous from spreading pended by the government in which bores into the bark.
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Watch for Disease PR ae a Rie ee Oe 

To make sure that this disease a . OS ; : 
does not have an opportunity to * ee ‘ 
gain a foothold in this state, we . aa ae , A tod 
wish to urge persons discovering et i id b : 
an elm with some of its limbs oho : ae - tu 4 
suddenly wilting and turning a i . ; 5 me 
yellow during the early part of : a Ls 

the growing season, to send us a a 
specimen for diagnosis. This 

specimen should be cut in short : 

lengths—up to about ten inches J 
—taken from small limbs—not 

over one inch in diameter—upon j } || | 

which the leaves are wilted or } i] oe ee 
have recently died. By purchas- are Lh) ee Tae rom MO at] 
ing Wisconsin grown elms you i ae el a ers  y 3 Tai, 
can eliminate the danger of — ee ee me Se Tita a bo a eee Bh iter 
bringing in infected trees, espe- OMe we ee oe ya, a ae 

‘ oc AVR ae ‘ Lo ne NE nie RR Race cially from those areas where = M0 7h? a aS 
the disease has already been dis- : , o— ida 

covered. We should like to fur- Black of budded elms in a Wisconsin Nursery. 
ther recommend the purchase of 
budded elm of the vase or mo- other troubles and because of angle notches so subject to being 
line type because of their great- their uniform shape for street broken down by storms on some 
er immunity to elm canker and planting and absence of the wide of the unbudded types. 

Nature In Humorous Mood 
THE infinite variety of forms unusual as to give one a feeling have a long slender proboscis. 

in nature has appealed to the of the ludicrous. The Dutchman’s Most curious of all, however, as 
curiosity of mankind, and the breeches and the Dutchman’s_ the pod ripens and prepares to 
contemplation of form has been pipe remind us of fabricated shed the seed, two holes open for 
said to be one of the purest of forms. eyes and one for a mouth, giving 
pleasures. ae is the ere Unusual Form of Snapdragon to the Spee e ae oe 

tion of art workers, even thoug! “Tee _ esque and elfish effect. ildren 
the finished form may be so con- snes e Fee ees fon will be delighted with a col- 
ventionalized as to be almost un- jn a very common garden flower. lection of varying specimens 
recognizable. the snapdragon. Almost every- mounted on pins. By careful a 

It is not difficult to find in na- one is familiar with the form of _|ection one can acquire a consid- 
ture such simple forms as cir- the flower and how by pressing erable range in expression. 

cles, squares, and triangles, and the sides of the tube, the mouth , — By W. R. Ballard, in Mary- 
within them endless variety of can be made to open and shut. land Gardening Notes. 

design. A good example of de- Apparently the interest of most —_______ 
sign is found in the Passion people stops at this point, so that 
Flower. On the other hand, there jt seems worthwhile to call at- Why Teachers Get Gray 
is no lack of unsymmetrical tention to a much more interest- Prof.: “Now, Mr. Bjones, can 
forms. Many of these appeal to ing feature of the plant. If one you give the class an example of 
the esthetic sense as being fully will examine closely the seed wasted energy?” 
as beautiful as those of more pod, he will see that the shape Frosh: “Yes, sir —telling a 
regular form. resembles an ape’s head. If the hair-raising story to a bald-head- 

Occasionally one finds types so pistil has not broken off, it will ed man.
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Horticultural Ne ultural News 
A. F. Yeager, North Dakota 

SEVERAL new varieties have unstratified, kept dry until this year as being so different 
been named during the past spring, and then planted. that they considered their rec- 

few weeks. The variety of to- — ords of little value for the ordi- 
mato distributed the past two The “Florists’ Exchange” re- nary season. Such things as this 
years for trial under the number ports that a new edition of are one of the reasons why it is 
216 has now been named “All- “Standardized Plant Names” will always well to run variety tests 

red” and will be commercially probably appear next year. This for several years before reaching 
available this season. At the re- is the guide book used by horti- a final conclusion, otherwise the 
quest of the Nebraska Experi- culturists in the naming of conclusion may be all wrong. 
ment Station, numbers 215 and _ plants. Its object is to insure oe 
209 have also been given names. that all horticulturists will use The Mi ta Fruit G 
215, we have decided to call ““Ru- identical common and botanical t the f i aoe cults 
by,” and 209 “Redheart.” Inad- names for the same plants. feamnek be OOM INE whe S 
dition to the above all of which While you may think this is not j;°"™™anrerg were rooted in June, 
have had fairly wide testing, of much importance to you, even- ‘ Saeed were i, e tt une, 
there is a new one this season, a_ tually it must affect every per- 106 oh at the foll QBAES) Per 
few samples of which were sent son who raises flowers, trees or Jul P oot & ¢ a Sate | 
out under No. 500. This we have shrubs around his place. It is _ vie: ti Lins e2 a Nov 

decided to call “Redskin.” “Red- one of those books which, when ee 1° ae Tel ar : that 
skin” may not be entirely puri- published, should be on the ca hacer ant 18 od a ick 
fied in some respects. This varie- shelves of anyone who would are ek Diants) Nee ath as 
ty is an egg-shaped, medium claim to be an authority. i ary in ‘che summe™ fe a5 
sized, very solid fruited variety as jaitley oth production depends 

with a uniform red color and a Within the past few years sev- . 
determinate vine growth. Seed eral plant bedava have men- g a poe aes and 

ot this was aon ae a oe tioned progress in the production ou ANOte TPOreiculvure: 

and transplanted to the fle: of thornless roses. One of the So 
in July. It bloomed almost as ear- newest varieties of this type has 
ly as “Farthest North” and far been named “Mrs. Dorothy PROF. A. F. YEAGER 
ahead of “Bison.” Ripe fruits Stroh.” It is intended as a green- RESIGNS 
were picked in mid-August. The house variety. WE learn with surprise and 

plants, as they grew this year, — regret of the resignation of 
were very small but very pro- The New York Experiment prof. A. F. Yeager, Chief of the 
ductive and apparently set fruit Station reports that the popping Horticulture Department of 
in hot weather exceedingly well. quality of popcorn is entirely in- North Dakota Agricultural Col- 

_—_ pendent of its viability—that lege, at Fargo, effective Janu- 
is, its ability to germinate. Pop- ary 1. 

ver beten gy bes ek ce corn, 14 years old, popped as well In the November issue of 
out for an or ‘three! years for as when used earlier if stored on North and South Dakota Horti- 
trial under that numb fs the cob. In the shelled condition, culture Prof. Yeager states, “I 
b under that number, has now it declined about 9 percent in 14 do not care to go into the rea- 
een given the name of “Gar- years. for thi : this time.” 

net.” This variety seems to have ae prof, Sesser tee dn ne pion 

ee ne peas This past growing season was lent work in North Dakota. He 
spider resistance of any raspber- one of the most peculiar we have has originated many new varie- 
ry to date. : ever seen. In our variety tests, ties of fruits and vegetables suit- 

many of the varieties which are able for their severe conditions. 
ordinarily first were this year We have enjoyed Prof. Yeager’s 

A correspondent at Grand comparatively later and vice ver- articles in Wisconsin Horticul- 
Forks asks about growing Cara-_ sa. One of our students who took ture. They were short, timely 
gana from seed. Stratifying the notes in the variety trial plots and full of information. We hope 
seed in the fall and planting in of the Ferry-Morse Seed Com- that he may find a very desira- 
the spring has not given good pany at Detroit, Michigan, says ble position and continue his ex- 
results. The seed should be left that the foreman there reports cellent work.
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The University Arboretum 
G. Wm. Longenecker 

THE University of Wisconsin varieties were added bringing ed for the Stevens Memorial 
Arboretum and Wild Life the total to 78 varieties and 6 aquatic garden. 

Refuge is a tract of about 900 species. 10 acres of ponds about com- 
acres just south of Madison on Some nut trials have also been pleted for shore bird studies in- 
the shores of Lake Wingra. Its started with more intensive cluding a dam 40 feet long for 
purpose is to serve the Univer- work contemplated. controlling water levels. 
sity as an outdoor laboratory for This year, again, the labor has Three prairie nurseries have 
the study of plants, birds, mam- been furnished by a National been planted in the prairie area 
mals, insects, aquatic life, soils Park C. C. C. Camp. The fol- and several acres have been 

and their interrelationships in lowing are a few of the things seeded to prairie materials by 
| nature. Examples of original that have been accomplished: the seed spot method. 50 tons 

plant and animal communities 105,289 currant and gooseber- of sod have also been brought 
native to Wisconsin are being ry bushes have been removed (to into this area. 

established. These communities protect the white pine plantings A series of sixteen game bird 
include a large area of prairie, from the blister rust), the State food plots and four individual 
the principal forest types, and Department of Entomology co- ones have been planted and ob- 
the principal types of marsh operating. served again this year under Al- 
land. Some outstanding forest 3.19 miles of road have been do Leopold’s direction, in order 
types from other places in the oiled, the State and County to get first hand information re- 

country are also contemplated. Highway Commissions and the garding the food habits of up- 
Considerable acreage is also set Conservation Commission coop- land game birds. 
aside for intensive trials of hor- erating. Since the first of January, 
ticultural material. The Garden 660 rods of dog-tight fence 1937, 51,600 trees and shrubs 
Clubs are particularly interested have been completed around test and 19,200 evergreens have been 
in this area. The Madison Gar- areas. planted. 
den Club has been furnishing Two stone shelters have been I want to take this opportu- 
money for the past several years completed. nity to thank all of you who have 
in order to get a lilac collection The pond work, grading, and aided us with our project this 
started. This past spring 28 new tree and shrub planting complet- past year. 

a i yn ow 
i 4 eNO - - 

ogee aoe) PO 

Aerial view of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, looking northeast toward Lake 
Mendota, four miles away. A—Country Club; B—Lake Wingra; C—Lake Monona; 
D—Lake Mendota; E—University Campus.
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CONSTITUTION SLIGHTLY \ |! / JOINT CONVENTION OF 

CHANGED AT ANNUAL OY LE ALL ORGANIZATIONS 
CONVENTION SSE PZ | y me SK =~ SUGGESTED 
unanimous recommenda- Py EA, ‘ 

B tion of the Board of Direc- gas Gs “Tee Board ae er a 
tors, an amendment to the Con- ae Pe bd jet ‘et th, mn ore vTrid ha 
stitution of the Wisconsin Horti- ee igs Nocdmnee 15 gated “hae Baer 
cultural Society was adopted at ka rt Ts Val f ovember’ he, VOLE ab an. er 

. : WAR Apc oor ort be made by the society to 
the Annual Convention by unani- Cae) eRe | uae : fo) cH RUST 7 mous vote. The amendment pro- pe eee hold a joint convention of all or- 
vides for the election of the = ganizations affiliated with the 

. SSCS ticclturral Scie in’ two 
treasurer by the Board of Direc- 

‘ —1939. - 
tors jtistead of by ballot of the by the plant-testing committee ye a 1 

i“ ers: . for 1938. . . tion either in the Loraine Hotel, 
c roi V, Section a of tea In an early issue we will pub-  yadison, or the Schroeder Hotel 
onstitution now reads as fol- lish a complete description of i ke i : 

lows: each variety listed. In the mean- Miveuise, Thets 18 Be iuier “The Secretary and Treasurer time, the list will also be sub hotel that would be large enough 

shall be elected by the Board of mitted to members of the Wis. #2 ous such a large cnventin. 
Directors following the annual consin Nurserymen’s Associa- 6¢ the Wisconsin Beekeepers As- 
election of officers, and shall tion for bids for furnishing the  gociation, the Wisconsin Garden 
serve for one a until their varieties to members of the Wis- (Clyb Federation, and the Fruit 
successors are elected.” consin Horticultural Society. Growers , 
Only Paid-Up Members Can Vote This will assure that some nurs- ; 

Since the watiee for officers of @ryYman will have the varieties Saventions: P ree pe 
the society is now carried on by for sale er apne “ne in wi zations named, this year was ap- 
a mail ballot, the question of the availaple. ing the plants easily proximately 540 persons. There 
tig pity: i wives or muspanes All of our members who are might be some duplication, but 

ife tt . : : . i ef members cume at {M¢nirested in testing new vaie- Yoyo atime at jee 
of the Board of Directors, a mo- ;7€8 are urged to look over the },- number attended the joint 
tion was made and seconded at a and plan to include some of convention it would indeed be a 
iis otal BUBSIERS aneniing that bel their spring pUr- ja+ge and impressive event. 
only life members anc annual - Various problems enter into 
members in good standing be al- An ideal way fo r garden <ube the holding of such a convention 
lowed to vote, that wives or hus- ‘© test these varieties is to take / ome : 
hands of life , i tt, up the matter in a regular gar- i? addition to that of handling 

'S OL members are not to : the large crowd. Each organiza- 
be considered members unless “¢% club meeting and ask for |; i volunteers to try each of the va- tion should consider carefully 
hey pay regular dues. The mo- VYOUNntee! y A i i they 1 rieties listed. Then, d he Whether it would be desirable to 

tion was carried. es listed. en, during the t jointl t diff t ti 
summer, the various gardens can ™¢€t Jointly or at dillerent umes 

————— be visited and all of the plants #8 has been wean nm uring 
seen. . 

PLANT TESTING PLANS The committee went over the ee ee ee 
JN the November issue of Wis- list very carefully, selecting only . 

consin Horticulture, we pub- kinds which were known to be The officers of the Horticul- 
lished a list of varieties of orna- ornamental and fairly hardy in tural Society wish you a very 
mentals recommended for trial this state. merry Christmas.
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BRIEFS FROM THE DO NOT MULCH YOUR HONEY ICE BOX COOKIES 

CONVENTION LAWN Pr Recipe used for the winning 
GOOD spreader. Prof. W. P. HE old practice of spreading 4 ample of Ice box cookies at the 

A Flint of Illinois stated that Tia manure on the lawn is Koopers Aesodlation, Wiseonait “Bee 
soy bean flour (not meal) is an passing out. Stable manure that 1 cup honey. 
excellent spreader and sticker is not well rotted will smother 1 cup alleged, dates or % Ib. 
for spraying. It is used at the grass and often result in dead : cup shortonioes Luthor and lara, 
rate of one-fourth pound of the spots in the lawn. Furthermore, equal proportions. 
flour per 100 gallons of water. manure may introduce weed tes eggs. it 
Mix with a small amount of wa- seeds that will sprout in the i aracit tesspoon "soda dissolved tn 
ter the same as in mixing arse- spring. two tablespoons warm water. 
nate of lead and put in the tank Lawns as a rule do not need 1 small teaspoon cinnamon. 
with the agitator running. any winter protection. 4, toothed aiechen 

Soil erosion under clean culti- There is a small amount of 1 teaspoon vanilla. 
vation. Prof. V. W. Kelley of Il- plant food in the manure which ; fo gc enatan Ty ane mae 
linois stated records indicated is the only benefit that might oo ‘ i ‘ 
that under clean cultivation it come from its use, but this can cup chopped nut meats. 

only took 24 years to erode or easily be applied in the form of joi) dad guear and seine Bet 
destroy the top seven inches of a commercial fertilizer more cool. Then add eggs, salt, soda and 

sol, while in a bluegrass sod the cheaply and more safely. Peet oe rdia as the pangnee 
J aa of soil would last nn meats and thoroughly Gkir the 
or 4, years. mixture. Set aside for an hour or 

Mr. Alex Vaclavik of Wauke- Oar ea aus oe 
ha, Wisconsin, stated at the this. It t b t 
ne _ i R ii NEW BULLETINS ON BULB tie full eup éf flour, "Roll in shape of 
convention that he has a Russian GROWING sausage and set in a cool place for 
crab apple tree and can provide several hours or over night. Slice 
seed for anyone wishing to grow SPRING Bulbs for the Home and bake in moderate oven. 
stock from this variety. Ground and Growing Dutch wiet Mrs. A. E. Wolkow, Hartford, 

Arsenate of lead and nicotine Bulbs Indoors are the titles of , 
continue to be the most effective two stencil circulars, both the $$. 
spray materials for codling work of Prof. James G. Moore, 
moth, according to Prof. W. P. Chief of the Horticultural De- C. E. STRONG 
Flint. “In fact,” he said, “St is partment, and available - Boar of Directors:and mem: 
lead and nicotine against the one in Wisconsin from t e Wis- bers.of the Wisconsin. Horti- 
field.” Derris or cube and also consin College of Agriculture, cultural Society extend to Mrs. 
pyrethrum, while very effective Madison, free. The bulletin on . : 

? : C. E. Strong their heartfelt sym: 
on certain types of insects, are Growing Dutch Bulbs Indoors pathy in the loss of her husband, 
only effective about 1% days in would be especially suitable for Mr. C. E. Strong, who died on 
wind and sunlight during mid- this time of year. Wednesday, November 17. Mr. 

summer. Strong had been ill for some 
In his underground root cellar, SS time. Fue was one of the oldest 

Mr. Guy Hales of Port Washing- members of the Masonic Order 
ton is able to keep the tempera- WISCONSIN WINS IN in the state. 
ture down to from 45 to 48 de- NATIONAL COOK: 
grees in the fall of the year. Mr. ERY CONTEST 
Hales gave an excellent illustrat- Nthe ‘national Toney mockery 

1 he built his apple e 
Savage cxtne which he tis is I contest, sponsored | by the APPLES IN THE NEWS 

very successful. American Honey Institute, the 66° THE apple is again making 
following prizes were won in the news. First it played in a 

__—__ candy class by Wisconsin wo- prominent role in the domestic 
men: difficulties in the Garden of 

Every year college deans pop _ First Prize—Mrs. Walter Eden. Then it bounced off the 
the routine questions to their Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls. head of Newton to call attention 

“ id you Second Prize—Mrs. W. L. Du- to the law of gravity. Now a undergraduates, “Why did y F v 
come to college?” Last year one bois, 2987 N. Hackett Avenue, sample shipment of American 
co-ed unexpectedly confided: “I Milwaukee. apples is landed in British Gui- 
came to be went with—but I We congratulate these women ana by airplane express in 48 

ain’t yet.” on their excellent candy. hours.”
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Horticulturists Honored 
HISTORY OF THE PRESEN. a CERTIFICATE OF RECOG. 
TATION OF HONORARY ™ NITION PRESENTED 
RECOGNITION CERTIFI. Si. PROF. J. G. MOORE 
CATES BY THE WISCONSIN ais THE WISCONSIN 

HORTICULTURAL STATE 
SOCIETY * rae: i HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

THIS marks the ninth consec- 7 Recognizing 
utive convention at which the a the eminent services of 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society | JAMES G. MOORE 
has honored some of its out- | in the advancement of Wisconsin 
standing horticulturists by the orcharding and gardening, as a 
presentation of the honorary teacher and counselor of the stu- 
recognition certificate. dent and horticulturist, presents 

It was back in 1929 that the this 
Board of Directors of the Socie- TESTIMONIAL 
ty inaugurated the plan of pre- 

senting the certificates to those upon the recommendation of the 
men and women who had given Executive Committee and ap- 
of their time and knowledge for proval of the Board of Directors. 
the advancement of horticulture Prof. James G. Moore In Witness Whereof, it is sealed 
in this state. and signed by the President, 

: 5 ‘ Vice-President and Secretary of 
Many notable pioneers in this wood at Lake Geneva, and Mrs. the Wisconsin State Horticultur- 

field have received the certificate (©, E, Strong, West Allis, who has al Society. 
since it ae clan a ee done so much for amateur flower 
convention in November, , owers. 
The first to receive the certifi- an 1938 the Society h 4 PROF. JAMES G. MOORE 
cate were Mr. H. H. Harris, pio- th r Of Mr. - “on Hi PROF. James G. Moore, who 
neer strawberry grower at War- Ss a, Cia y ° f Bat bbe nig has been chairman of our 
rens; Mr. John F. Hauser, out- Smith, Curator of Botany of the Horticultural D: : t si 

rns : Milwaukee Public Museum, who 0Fticuitural Department since 
standing in the growing of per- had been killed i t , ~ July 1909, or a period of 28 
ennials at Bayfield; and a certifi- dent ec eG) AN AD: BULO! ACEI years, was born October 22, 

cate to the memory of Geo. J. °°" 1881, on a farm near Shepherd 
Kellogg, deceased nurseryman at In 1934 the Society honored jn central Michigan. He attended 
Janesville. the work of Mr. H. C. Christen- the public school and high school 

In 1930 the certificate was °°” of Oshkosh, pioneer flower at Shepherd, graduating in 1898. 

presented to Mr. Louis G. Kel- am ee fe Gen Mr. Axel He then attended Michigan State 
loge of Ripon, pioneer fruit 7° et ee reneva, orna- College from 1899 to 1908, re- 
grower; Mr. E. S. Sullivan of Al. Ment@) norticu turist; and the ceiving his Bachelor of Science 
ma Center, well known straw- late W. J.Moyle of Union a Degree. 
berry grower; and Mr. William EeOWel, mEEseryman snd SeAt Prof. Moore assisted in the 
Knight of Bayfield, one of our “gen . Department of Hosticulture at 
oldest apple growers. In 1935 we recognized the Michigan State College during 

In 1931 the certificate was pre- SetVices of Mr. James Living- the summer of 1903 and in De- 

sented to Mr. Frederick Crane- Stene, widely known horticultur- cember 1903 joined the editorial 

field, Madison, for 22 years sec- ist; and in 1936 Mrs. E. L. Roloff staff of the Michigan Farmer. 
retary of the Horticultural So- of Madison, amateur flower In the fall of 1904 Prof. Moore 
ee Wm. P. anh grower; and Mr. A. W. Law- returned to Michigan State Col- 
wzike eneva, ornamenta ortl- . : ° . lege to do raduate work, re- 

culturist; and C. B. Whitnall, rence, pioneer fruit grower of mining the denves of Master of 
Milwaukee, conservationist. Sturgeon Bay, were honored. Science in June, 1905. 

In 1932 the Society honored A total of 20 certificates have In July, 1905, he joined the 
two women, Mrs. Frances K. been given, including the two Horticulture staff of the Wiscon- 
Hutchinson, who founded Wych- presented this year. sin College of Agriculture.
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In July, 1909, upon the resig- he took charge of the fruit farm 
nation of Prof. Standsten he be- Mr. Hatch was developing there. 
came acting chairman of the de- — The first orchard consisted of 16 
partment and has served contin- " id acres of European plums and one 
uously in that capacity for 28 acre of cherries planted in 1893. 
years. : The following year a large num- 

During the time Prof. Moore ber of plum trees were added to 
has been chairman of the Horti- ‘ the orchard, and in 1895 three 
culture Department the staff has i acres more were planted to cher- 
increased from 4 to 11 full time f ries. In 1897, he set up ten acres 
members, and 8 part time mem- x more in cherries, and in 1899 
bers. planted twelve acres of apples. 

During the period that Prof. His connection with Mr. Hatch 
Moore has been chairman of the ¥4 continued until 1898, at which 
Department, he has not neglect- ig time he had developed about 45 
ed any of the branches of horti- f acres of tree fruit and 20 acres 
culture. He has been especially 4 of small fruit. The following 
interested in the development of year Mr. Bingham started out 
Wisconsin fruit growing. The independently as a fruit grower, 

ee has given ai aid D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay pur chases 60 acres near Stur- 
o the pota tO growers, and a veg- Pioneer Fruit Grower geon bay. 
etable specialist has been added Mr. Bingham was one of the 

recently. Experimental work for CERTIFICATE OF RECOG- jncorporators when the first co- 
the benefit of tobacco growers is NITION PRESENTED operative sales organization was 
ena on in ns ee meri MR. D. E. BINGHAM started, and served as a director 
while ornamental horticulture, f Ht instru- 

% tea THE WISCONSIN or many years. e was In 

ra Pe ee STATE mental in getting the first cor- 
ognized as the outstanding judge HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY poration started in 1909 on 
of fruits in the state. and les Recognizing planting the first 160 acres of or- 

: iderable ti 2 to help- the eminent services of chard in Door County. This cor- 
given consideraole Ume DELBERT E. BINGHAM _ Poration planted a 36-acre cher- 
ing at the various fairs, particu- . : ry orchard in 1910 which was a 
larly the State Fair. Many stu- in the development of the cherry large orchard in those days. In 
dents have received their inspi- and apple growing industries of 1910, with his assistance, anoth- 
ration to continue along horti- Door County, and as a leader in gy corporation was born and 208 
culture lines through his teach- the advancement of fruit grow- acres of cherries and apples were 
ings, and research work of spe- ing in general, presents this planted. In 1911 still another 

ue gt GoncDENGy a TESTIMONIAL corporation ventured into fruit 

vie ee is @ alee P upon the recommendation of the rowing, and planted a like acre- 
eichet ee i Executive Committee and ap- @g¢ in the spring of 1912. Mr. He has written many Station : DP Bingh tained stock in all of 

: : : roval of the Board of Directors. Pmgham retained stock in all 0 de Proval o i ? 
Bulletins which have had wi In Wit Whereof, it is sealed the above corporations. Bingham 
dissemination among the farm- +” Vltess ereOr, 1b) 18) § L handled 

;. and signed by the President, @nd Lawrence handled nursery f this 5 . : ers and home owners 0 Se ‘ stock during the years that the state, and has given valuable ad- Vice-President and Secretary of anti bei 
viee and istance whenever it the Wisconsin State Horticultur- heavy plantings were being 
y ce a aeucated al Society. made in the Couey a above 

ag . orchards were all planted, man- 
a D. E. BINGHAM aged, and cultivated by Bingham 

; ELBERT E. Bingham, one of and Lawrence for several years. d ti : 
itn te ee aid. eae D Wisconsin’s oldest and most In fact, in about three years they 
winter. Many trees are carrying experienced fruit growers, a na- planted 1500 acres, mostly cher- 

éotisiderable dead wood. This tive of Richland County, was ries, for corporations and indi- 

can be recognized most easily ig born on August 21, 1873. viduals. This emphasizes what 

the pruning is done before all the Mr. Bingham became interest- @ motivating factor Mr. Bing- 
leaves have fallen. ed in fruit growing when but a ham was in developing the fruit 

boy. He was employed by Mr. industry of Door County. The 

———— A. L. Hatch, Richland Center or- large acreage of fruit he has had 
The consumption of watermel- chardist, from 1891 until 1895, under his management has made 

ong in America is just about half and in the spring of the latter available a great deal of infor- 
a melon per person. year went to Door County where (Continued on page 101)
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

1937 DISCOVERIES { about 8 large florets open at one 

Walter C. Krueger { “4 time. 

DURING the season drawing | sect Heiligtum seemed to be the 
to a close I discovered some (com best new white, not the largest 

twenty new glads that I should GIN ale por ba whats but om care- 
miss deeply if I were denied the Fa) pe ee ul of floret placement. 
opportunity of growing them ee ae While I did not grow Rima, I 
again particularly to ascertain if L4 eae eae saw it several times. A “must 

their field and storage habits will 4 pe EIA a : have” in a really different color 
make them truly outstanding F SATE of very light lavender tinted 
kinds. These twenty were found with rose. 

in some fifty new kinds in my neither the crowded nor widely Oregon has been in my plant- 
garden for the first time this separated bloom placement. ing two years. It is a giant of 
season. They promise much. In pinks, Frost Pink Ornatus spike and floret with a good sal- 

The red colored class brought and New Era were aristocratic mon pink color not lacking in 
forth Ree en dates ee beauties. The first opens less Placement and grace. 
james. e hrs rows a tne flowers and they are more airily 

ovr ha hone 0205 ce ote tam Hone fe | 0 ems to de- 
exhibition work. The color is a seribe it, Ppecisiori of plncertient GLADIOLUS THRIPS CON. 
neutral red. It does not possess nq ruffling are attributes of . 
th kl] d sh of color . TROLLED BY LOW 

é sparkle and sheen or New Era which opens about 8 
presented by James Fitzjames, orets, TEMPERATURES 
nor the giant florets of that va- Lady Winsome and Phyllis RECENT work indicates that 
ne Me a McQuiston, in large flowered storage of gladiolus bulbs 
_ Tru ve paren a ‘nh az- pinks, far differently colored in ata eave of 36 degrees 
ing sear e' a y, “ ; ne self pinks should be all that can F. for two mony Ss 7 40 be 
ner parts of all petals colo i be expected in size and flower- for three mont s, will completely 
cream. This dazzler opens 7 to 8 head control thrips, was the state- 
medium sized florets at one time. T . , ith it tal 1 ment made by Prof. C. E. Wil- 
In this color class Ninth Sym- FEVOMIAN: W1GN: 10S), DEtals a don, at the Michigan Florist 
phony, a classic in a scarlet self ored ce wey etree Tose red Convention recently. 

of exceptional sheen, is truly a and purple with its wide light 
symphony of color. center seems to be consistent in a 

The weak colored orange class its performance. der almost 
will profit by La Fiesta, a fine Mferent lavender almost a 
two toned orange in the smaller Capt. Boynton with slightly NEW SEEDLING NAMED 
floret section, and Orange De- smaller, more open florets is VALLEY QUEEN 
light in medium sized florets, Techny Chimes. . . A NOTE from Mr. E. H. Ris- 
which, because it neither burns In Smokies, Gabriel with 10 tow, Oshkosh, states that 
or bleaches promises much. The open, 5 inch florets of silver and his seedling No. 3644 has been 
latter has large cream blotches. Smoke and rose looks very good. named Valley Queen. That is 

The yellow class disclosed Euides in creams although the why several votes were received 
Golden Fleece in the smaller flow- outer petal edge is pink seems a in the Symposium with Valley 
ered deep yellow class and Gold- good one of the Australian type ee as the best seedling for 
en Lancer in medium sized flow- of flower. Jersey Cream also : 
er in a longer flower head. Gold- shows promise. Heritage won the grand cham- 
en Lancer shows a few carmine Paradise in the buffs seems to pionship as the best spike at the 
hair lines on its medium yellow. outgrow all others and it pro- State Fair twice, on August 20th 
It has a fine flower head and duces a fine flowerhead and and 24th. |
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PEONIES NEED WINTER A GOOD CHRISTMAS GIFT D. E. BINGHAM 

EE Te ON ] HAVE found the ideal Christ- (Continued from page 99) 
+ A. SISSON mas gift for the family. Our mation to those interested in 

SINCE early spring we have old friend of the Wisconsin Hor- watching his practical applica- 
had letters reporting that pe-_ ticultural Society. Alfred C. Hot- tion of revised methods of or- 

ony plantings of a year ago did _ tes, is the author of a new book, chard maintenance. 
not live, or in the words of the “1001 Christmas Facts and Fan- . . : 
buyer, “They did not come up.” cies.” He has packed the pages Officer of the Wisconsin Horti- 

Any time in the fall from Sep- with fascinating Christmas ma- cultural Society 
tember first to freeze up, the lat- terial which he has collected ov- In 1911 Mr. Bingham was 
er the better, is the best time to er a period of years both here lected president of the Wiscon- 
plant peonies. We cannot afford and abroad. sin Horticultural Society, which 
to lose our plantings and so this There are stories to entertain Position he held for two years. 
is the way we plant. If you fol- the children about Befana, the 1n 1915 he was elected vice-pres- 
low our method you will never Italian gift bearer who was too ident with Mr. N. E. Rasmussen 
lose a single root. busy with her housework to visit @S president, which also contin- 

We plant only small roots or the Christ Child when the Wise ued for two years. He has also 
rootlets, planting in the open Men asked her to accompany Served on the Board of Directors 
garden, three feet apart in rows them. There is the tale all Ger- in recent years. He is one of the 
four feet wide. Spade deeply and man children know about the Oldest life members of the so- 
plant so the eyes are just below mysterious stranger who stayed ciety. 
the level of the ground. Plant at the wood cutter’s home. He Mr. Bingham lectured at 
roots down and eyes up. Then gives an answer to the children’s Farmers’ Institutes for nine 
ridge up the dirt high over your question concerning a living and years, traveling all over the 
planting to avoid standing wa- real St. Nicholas who became State giving information on fruit 
ter and heaving through freez- Santa Claus. He tells how to dec- growing to farmers and growers 
ing and thawing weather such as_ orate the home. He eases the everywhere. 
we have almost every winter. problem of giving a program at To show the scale on which 

Having planted in well stirred church, school or club. He tells Mr. Bingham operated in the 
up soil, keep it worked up con- how to make cookies, cards, can- early days, we found in the De- 
stantly throughout the growing dles, and colored flames for the cember, 1910, issue of Wisconsin 
season. This is all the fertilizer _ fireplace. Horticulture the following arti- 
we give our peonies. Do you know these interesting le: 

Having planted your peonies, things? “D. E. Bingham returned this 
| do not transplant them but keep | What kind of a Christmas tree Week from a trip to Vincennes, 
| them well cultivated and they shall I plant? Indiana, where he placed an or- 
| will be a joy to you as long as The first Christmas Card. der for 41,000 fruit trees for de- 

you live. Sirloin, how it was named. livery at Sturgeon Bay. Of this 
The peony today lacks the The origin of the Pretzel, amount, 26,000 cherry trees are 

popularity it deserves because it Mince Pie, Plum Pudding. for the immense new fruit plan- 
is often so abused it cannot grow Recipes for German cookies. tation of the Reynolds Preserv- 
properly. It is hard to believe How to make block prints. ing Company property, which 
what I see in my travels over the Divinations, omens, and super-_ Will plant 260 of the 670 acres it 
state, how people simply murder _ stitions. is proposed to put to fruit, and 
their peonies outright. What toast can I give at the 15,000 trees for Bingham and 

I could write much more about Christmas dinner? Lawrence. 
what I have seen just this last The book is really a work Of  qeccmceececencem cee cencemcemommoamuy 
summer. At one place the eyes art; it has no competitor. It con- 
were planted down and the roots tains 308 pages, thoroughly illus- 
up. More than one-half of the trated with scratchboard sketch- 
buyers plant up against the es by Lindsay L. Field. The book 
house in the sod or they dig a_ is over an inch thick. It has mag- ‘enot mace 
hole in the lawn and plant there. nificent three color maps and a Use Proven Safe Insecticides 
The rest of the buyers plant just delightful jacket. The price is foe 
anywhere and never cultivate or $2.50. 
care for their plantings. I feel Mr. Hottes writes that he will eed Gren hoa 
like a highway robber taking autograph all copies ordered di- Deéttis—Retotions Products 
people’s money when I see what rect from him. His address is +s : 
they are doing with the roots 829 Thirty-first Street, Des sod Bicide Laboratories | 

: : |. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
which are so dear to me. Moines, Iowa. Scam cencemcmmcemcemcemcemcencemoen
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Christ Lighting Plans 
RACINE CLUB LIGHTING Last year we had three out-of- 

CONTEST ee town judges. One was an artist, 
Mrs. H. J. Anderson Ae one an interior decorator and the 

Py third a lighting engineer. 

W E expect to conduct our re . 

Christmas lighting contest : a Prizes 

about the same as we did last ae Prizes will be awarded in each 
year as we received quite a lot of oe of eight classifications as fol- 
favorable comment on our en- os) - lows: Ist, $10; 2nd, $5; 3rd, $1. 
deavor. mi e ; 

We solicited our Service Clubs, - ° Rules 
Woman’s Club, Association of 7 z b 1. All entries must be ar- 
Commerce and Gas and Light 4 ea) ranged so as to be judged from 
Company for financial aid and ae e the street. 
we (The Racine Garden Club) Ss “— 2. Entry blanks must be mail- 
took care of the balance, consid- re Senses 4 ed to the contest chairman and 
ering it as a civic project. a & 7: ¥P postmarked not later than mid- 

Two of our committee mem- 5 ial night, December 28rd. 
bers were designated as “‘speak- a P Ned - a 3. Lights must be turned on 
ers” and spoke at a luncheon at 2 ania 2 ¢ December 24th and every suc- 
each one of the clubs, explaining ie at Se Seer ceeding night including Decem- 
our plans and urging their mem- ta za 3 nee ber 31st from 6 until 9:30 p. m. 
bers to enter our contest. These Ne Pa Classifications 
“speakers” were not allowed to 4 pa Ld . 1. Lighted door or entrance 
do any soliciting, and spoke for AN if nee only. 
only five minutes. ‘a » 2. Lighted door or entrance 

We also sent a letter to every a RY, ds including other outside effects. 
pastor in our city asking them to S. A nd f 8. Lighted trees. 
cooperate by decorating and So ke ran) 4. Flood lighting of house, or 
lighting the front entrance and Be Oe, ys "w.° planting, or both. 
door of their respective church- a. a af * 5. Window lighting. 

es. This was not competitive but a +> 6. Biblical display such as 
where carried out, did lend a de- Ed e * Z “The Star of Bethlehem,” “The 
lightful atmosphere. J = Three Wise Men,” etc. 

. . o “s 7. Display depicting the Christ- Caroling co ; Nec mas spirit—(Santa Claus). 
This year we are going to urge Fd rm 8. Business house or store win- 

“caroling.”’ I can’t think of any- Mes a vay, = dow Christmas lighting display. 
thing more appropriate than the |ibagg ee! ay aera 
singing of carols to accompany — PLYMOUTH CLUB SPON. 
our Christmas lighting. A Community Christmas Tree SORS CONTEST 

We are hoping the children of : 

the grade schools, as well as the is putting in a complete line of Henry Winn 

high schools who love to sing merchandise suitable for Christ- THE Plymouth Garden Club 
will form little groups and just mas lighting, also offering blue- for the sixth time is sponsor- 
go caroling all over the city. This prints showing complete dia- ing a Christmas lighting contest. 
will by no means be restricted to grams and directions for con- We are offering cash prizes this 
children. We sincely hope that structing various lighting ef- year. Through the cooperation 
any organization or group who fects, and will have someone in of the local Public Utility Com- 
enjoys singing will enter into attendance who will explain ev- pany we are able to give prizes 
the spirit of it and help spread ery detail. They are also plan- to the extent of $25.00, making 
cheer and joy over our entire ning on decorating ten or twelve the first prize well worth striv- 
community. homes of their employees about ing for, with twelve prizes alto- 

Our Gas and Light Company two weeks before Christmas. gether. The prizes are as fol-
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oe $10.00, $5.00, and ten $1.00 LAKE GENEVA CLUB PLANS TREE FLOWERS 
rizes. ; : 

, The only rules are that the CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL W Ehave just received a copy 
decorations must be out-of - AND CONTEST of that wonderfully illus- 

doors, must be appropriate to the M®s. F. H. TAGGART, Lake trated new book entitled “Tree 

Christmas season, and must fea- Geneva Town and Country Flowers by Prof. W. E. Rogers 

ture electric lighting. (Open to Garden Club, is encouraging in °F Lawrence College, Appleton. 
the public.) every way all residence and bus- 4 large book of 500 pages, it 

The judging will be done ac- iness places in the city in deco- contains hundreds of beautiful 

cording to the following points: rating for Christmas. Club mem- pictures of the flowers of our 

originality, 25; holiday spirit, bers will prepare detail descrip- ‘Tees, with descriptions and 
25; and artistic arrangement, 50 tions of each place decorated for drawings of the trees themselves 

points. At our December meet- the local newspaper. in winter. The price is $7.50 and 

ing we will have table, mantle An annual Christmas Festival #fter seeing the book one won- 
and door decorations, Small will be held in the Y. M. C. A. ders how it can be sold for that 

prizes will be given. December 18-19. The club will Price . 
hold open house from the period In this issue will be found an 

——— es December 18, including the holi- a yy Prot pe Reveioine 
days, and invites all fellow gar- [Me D0OK and how it may be ob- 

See ae GLUE de club members to visit ine tained. We suggest it as a desir- 
ISTMAS Geneva during that time. Host- @ble Christmas present for tree 

SHOW esses will be on duty at the Y. M, 2nd flower lovers. 
THE Elkhorn Garden Club will C. A. evenings between 7:00 and a 

hold a Christmas show and 9:30. They will give suggestions 

sale in the Masonic Temple on on Christmas lighting and infor- The Market Growers Journal 

December 10 and 11. There will mation on the interesting spots says that while many folks think 

be a display of Christmas deco- to visit. The Festival is under an odorless onion would not be an 

rations. Christmas bouquets, the leadership of Miss Edith onion, an odorless marigold 

dolls, cookies, candies and greens Hatch, Miss Betty Blackwood, would be an improvement. Such 

will be sold. There will also be a and Mrs. Hiram Smith, Lake an odorless marigold is now 

gift booth and the juniors will Geneva. available. 

have an indoor roadside stand to —=_—_ 

sell gourds and vegetables. In 
this way funds will be raised to 

carry on the civic projects of the : T R E E F L oO w E R S 

club. No admission fee. ey of Forest, Park, and Street 
By WALTER E. ROGERS 

Professor of Botany in Lawrence College 

MENASHA GARDEN CLUB @ “To open the cover of this book means to turn page after page 
PLANS CHRISTMAS in amazed delight.” —Journ. N. Y. Bot. Garden 

@ “The book is i i = DECORATIONS $$ errr eer eae 
THE Menasha Garden Club is Pa Books 
planning a community Christ- Om @ “There are many other tree books; there is nothing else like 

mas lighting contest in coopera- ete Tree Flowers’.”—N. Y. Her. Trib. 
tion with the Junior Chamber of 7 ae e “One could hardly think of a better gift for a horticulturally 

‘ ie minded friend than this book.”—Horticulture 
Commerce, and the Community JE ioe i hale I, E44 by B14 inches, Wi it ‘ 

Business Men’s Association. A iia Olga A. Smith. “Five hundred pages in all. Beautifully bound 
unified plan of decoration is be- * Min blue homespun. Price $7.50 postpaid. Order from the author. 

ing carried on. A meeting was Box 385, Appleton, Wis. 

called of these organizations to _ 

plan the project. Attention was ~-—-————-—-------_--------- 

called to the method of project- Surgery _ Bracing and Cabling Feeding = Trransplanting Pruning 
ing Christmas trees at an angle Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

of 45 degrees from light poles in JOHN BF. CONERY 

the city of Manitowoc. TREB EXPERTS @ @ @ 

SE RENDERING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 

An evergreen tree trimmed Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

with lights in front of the house Write or Wire 

will be seen and appreciated by } 3321 Yewiy Ave SSAPUSON IHEGRNS ncn 248 
many. CAAA LAL LDL ALLA LAL LDL DDD D LLL LLL LLL DLL LEELA AL LAD
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SS 
STATE GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION NEWS |} 

| Mis. (Chester. ‘Thomas. President Hd, Rehinlow, Cor. Secretary ie? M. Johnson, Ist V. President | 

| My Eberron Protient EVE Any seer bert de tnd Praidne 

ES = 
- lowed the dinner. Mrs. Forest REPORT OF TEE ee H RD DINE SS Huttenlocher, Des Moines, was 

2 (O} elected President of the Iowa 
By Mrs. Chester Thomas meet 7 2) wth State Federation of Garden 

TU Ga Wi 

‘THE North Central Regional Py hee ie Fi Clubs. 

Garden Club Conference was jee SOS The Thursday morning session 

held at Ames, Iowa, November Br KG NY mo was a joint meeting of the North 

16-17-18, in conjunction with the Ve en pa iy Central Region and the Iowa 

annual meeting of the Federated TE Federation of Garden Clubs. 

Garden Clubs of Iowa. GROWS AT OUR OWN FIRESIDIS In addition to the conduct of 

Officers of the National Coun- / AND SNOT 10, (IM DARDEND | regular business, including the 
cil of Garden Clubs, together reading of the reports of dele- 

with delegates from the states gates and various committee re- 

of Iowa, Indiana, Illinois, Michi- ports, time was given to several 

gan, Minnesota, Missouri, and Mrs. F. C. Sigler, Des Moines, Ve" instructive and interesting 

Wisconsin, were in attendance. Iowa, Resolutions Committee. talks. 

As Wisconsin’s delegate, the Miss Marcella Hayes, Muncie, “Garden Club Opportunities 

writer is pleased to submit the Indiana, Junior Chairman. for a Broader View” was the 

following report: The Gardeners’ Luncheon was subject of Mrs. Warren Shoe- 

The fist day of the meeting grranged so that each of the maker, Hubbard Woods, Illinois. 
: 7 ‘ Mrs. Shoemaker made known the was devoted entirely to the Gar. twelve tables, seating from ten 

den Short Course, as sponsored 4, thirty persons, was provided fact that a total of 14 lectures 

by the Iowa State College. with a topic leader and hostess. asta sides widen ayageele for a 

ove of ihe man ntersting The ube Ince rat ht a ets ral hd 
talks was “Personal Experiences Gardening; Orchard Manage- and arranged for by correspond- 

with Rose Gardens” by Wiscon- ment; Shade Tree Conference; ; ith ie Pro 7 Chaimnan 
sin’s own, Jens Jensen, who em- Wild Life Conference; Exhibit- Orie National Council of State 
phasized the planting of native ing and Judging; For Rock Gar- Garden Clubs, 30 Rockefeller 
shrubs and flowers: for Iowa, the den Lovers; Garden Photogra- Plaza, New Yor k Cit. 

planting of wild roses and wild phy; the Rose Clinic; Garden ‘A ae vecank ad Go to th 

plums rather than the out-of- Peeves and Grouches; Lawns, jactyros 4s one on “New Eneland 
place evergreens. He also spoke Maintenance and Weeding; Gar- Gardens.” A list of the several 
on “Rocks and Rock Gardens for den Birds; Flower Arrange- jo-tures with ; ny SEVve a‘ 
the Outdoor Living Room.” On ments; and Flower Painting. rn be SBLEaod he cridie ne 
Wednesday morning, the North ‘The Wednesday afternoon ses- pro vam chairman, s 

Central Regional Garden Club sion included some very interest- P Mrs Shoemaker further ‘stat. 
Conference got under way, with ing Jectures which were followed eq that 40 states are now affili- 
Mrs. Forest Huttenlocher, of py a visit to the several green- ated with the National Council 
Des Moines, Regional Vice-Pres- houses connected with the Iowa of Garden Clubs, or a total mem- 

ident, presiding. = State College. bership of 130,000, including 
Mrs. Huttenlocher introduced In speaking of the banquet, it British Columbia and Bermuda. 

the following National Council would be amiss not to mention “Management of Large and 
officers: the unusual table decorations, Small Shows” was the topic of 

Mrs. O. W. Dynes, Hinsdale, consisting of fruits and vegeta- Mrs. Dynes’ address. Mrs. O. W. 
Illinois, President. bles most cleverly and artistical- Dynes, Hinsdale, Illinois, is Pres- 

Mrs. Warren W. Shoemaker, ly arranged. ident of the National Council. 
Hubbard Woods, Illinois, Corre- A business session of the Fed- She emphasized especially the 
sponding Secretary. erated Garden Clubs of Iowa fol- importance of planning months
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ahead for garden club shows, DO WE WANT A FEDERA- FEDERATION SUGGESTS 
nl BF oiat oP tine axes TION YEAR BOOK? GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS 

| giving garden clubs ample time SEVERAL times the question BE ELECTED EARLY 

so necessary to the staging of a has been asked, “Why does ‘THERE are several important 
successful show. foe ie, Wiseman Bae ee reasons why from the stand- 

Another interesting talk was « ” point of the activities of the Gar- 

| given by Professor Elwood on ae embers ee den Club Federation the officers 

Roadside Development. He men- and the National Council is offer- of ganien elutes should he elected 
tioned particularly the import- ing a priza of BOE for the best at the last meeting of the calen- 

ance of proper road planning and tate Year Book dar year. 

construction, and the influence “a Year Book might be a val- _, ist, a complete list of the 

of garden clubs in working with able addition to the magazine officers of all garden clubs for 

local. and county road commis- jt could contain annual reports 1938 will be published in the 
sions, so that our roads be more of the work of each garden club February issue of this magazine 
properly zoned and otherwise j, the state. if the names are available. 

planned for the retention of nat- Year Books are usually fi- Second, in February and 

ural beauty. nanced by advertising, and of March considerable material is 

One of the bright spots of the course it entails a large amount Sent out by the Federation to the 
| entire program was the very in- of work. The first step would be club officers relative to the col- 

structive and inspiring talk by the appointment of an advertis- ection of dues, announcements 
| J. N (“Ding”) Darling, Presi- ing committee to solicit advertis- for garden club activities for the 

dent of the General Wild Life ing to determine if it would be coming year and other matters. 

Federation, Des Moines, Iowa. possible to raise the money nec- It is far better that this material 

His subject, “The Unharness- essary. Then a publication com- Teach the officers for 1938 than 
ed Forces of Conservation,” mittee would be necessary to de- if it is sent to the old officers. 

brought to mind the extreme im- termine the cost of such an an- Quite often it is difficult to turn 

portance of conservation, not on- nual. And finally the editorial such material over to the newly 

ly of forest, but of soil, water, committee would solicit the copy elected officers. 
and wild life. from the clubs, have it printed The Federation Board there- 

Mr. Darling stated that over and mailed. fore suggests that all garden 

90 per cent of the forests of the Is there a need for a Wiscon- clubs hold their election at once 

United States are gone, which is sin Year Book? Are there any if it has not yet been held. The 

a most serious national loss: in volunteers who will act on the constitution can easily be chang- 

addition to the harm and de- advertising committee? TheFed- ed to provide for such an elec- 

struction to wild life and the loss eration Board will be glad to tion. It is probably well to have 

of soil and lands caused by such know. the new officers take over their 

wholesale destruction of forests. _—_ duties either in January or Feb- 

The array and display of flow- CONTRIBUTIONS TO ruary of the new year. 
er arrangements, table settings, SPEAKERS’ FUND b As a a ie eeetia is 

Christmas and Thanksgiving wae was _ een held, the Secretary shou 

novelties, and exhibits for the TN 2oy listed = ee Gentes notify the Wisconsin State Hor- 
table and home decoration, serv- Fyn. the following garden clubs ticultural Society, 1532 Univer- 

ed as a fitting and beautiful ¢ontributed during the past sity Avenue, Madison, of the 

background for the meeting. snort: names of all officers for 1938 so 

It was the writer’s privilege to Fond du Lac Community, $1; they can be published in the 

serve as one of the judges. Elm Grove, $4; Menomonee magazine. 

The very successful conven- Falls, $1; Oshkosh Horticultural, << 

tion was brought to a close with Society, $1; Home Garden Club jag . 

a delightful dinner at which Mrs. of Ripon, $1; Blue Mound, $1; \ VV Ee] 

Forest Huttenlocher was hostess Ledgeview Garden Club, Fond ™ = . _ = 

to the officers of the National du Lac, $1. YOUR TREES 

Council of Garden Clubs and vis- The Federation appreciates Pruni ‘ 
at runing — Cavity Treatment 
iting delegates. very much the support of all the S ing — Cablin 

: praying — Cabling 
a garden clubs who contributed. Fertilizing — Tree Moving 

Officers of the Wisconsin Gar- The financial report shows a 

den Club Federation will meet in substantial balance in the Speak- WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Milwaukee on December 15th to ers’ Fund this year rather than 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

make plans for 1938. a deficit as of last year. Lakeside 2907
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Financial Report—Wisconsin Garden Club Federation NATIONAL COUNCIL 
GENERAL FUND MEETS IN MAINE 

Receipts . . 
1760 Federation dues @ 15c _-__--_------__---_--_ $264.00 I ‘HE National Council of Gar- 
te ee ee ite 10¢ see srener ne seeeeeeeS see 3.30 den Clubs held a fall meeting 

23 Horticultural dues @ 200 --v---2-- ns in Camden, Maine, beginning Oc- 
nents tober 7. About 150 members 

7 bee Hesoints from dues ~------------------ $889.20 from 21 states were present. 
sbursement 0} ues: z *. 

1754 Horticultural dues @ 36c -----------------_ 613.90 Wisconsin was one of those not 
33 Horticultural dues @ 20c -------------__-___- 6.60 represented. 

retar Diy —SS Reports from the various 
otal’ Disbursement of dues; ---~----~---—--~ 620.50 states were interesting and help- 

Balance from dies s2.scscscosceccscuscccus 268.70 ful. Each of the New England 

Disbursements States have contributed slides of 
Expenses of printing of stationery ---------------- $ 12.50 their best gardens for the Nat- 
Eepenses ot pet Y, postage, office supplies, minute 23.65 ional Council use. These slides 

OOK an GEG sisi eS é * 

Bond for Treasurer _--------------------------- 5.00 are now available to other states. 

Dues to National Counclt of Garden Clubs, 1825 @ Be 76.28 arate the National Connell, of 
Junior Garden Club expense—postage won 17.74 State Garden Clubs, 30 _Rocke- 
Duplicate seal of Federation _.--_--------------- 3.25 feller Plaza, New York City. 
3 Board meetings, transportation and meals ----~--_ 23.00 A prize of $25 is offered for 
Expenses of Board for summer meeting (partial) _-_~ 22.75 
Expenses of Executive Board at convention in Osh- the best 1937 Year Book, the 

kosh, transportation, meals, hotel -------------- 29.21 contest closing December 31st. 
Allowance to President, expenses regional meeting The Garden Club of Georgia 

In 1OW8, -n annie cine ewe secamcensnncecew es 20.00 * . 
Marine National Bank, service charges ------_----- 6.58 published a book on Georgia / 
Telephone bill of Chairman nominating committee —_ 15.00 Wild Flowers. The Iowa Federa- 

seni 3 — Prey tion reports that lilacs have 
FE) MXPSRSSE Soee cee see aaa ce cue ee cea : stood the drought better than 

Deficit _--.---__-_--_---_-__-__------ eee 1.23 any other shrub. This organiza- 
Deficit of January 1, 1937 --------------- 2.65 tion is establishing colonies of 
TOTAL DEFICIT -_-------------------- 3.88 native flowers. oo 

SPEAKERS FUND The New York Federation is 
Receipts 1987 sponsoring an elementary course 

Denatione from Wisconsia Herlsaliuial Sogo w-.* seu an juduing Gnd oxbibitms £6r Oe 0! ions from sconsin orticulturi C Y eone . . * 
345 Registration fees @ 26c_-.___---_.---_--... 86.25 ginners. A senior course will al- 
35 Student Registration fees @ 10¢ --------------- 3.50 so be held. 
Sale of Banquet tickets -_--___.------------------ 167.00 Ohio has held four garden pil- | 

Total Receipts ..------------------------- $369.75 grimages since May. Many Fed- | 
Disbursements erations are holding garden pil- 

Noes: and expenses Sep oaE ear eraanonero eae grimages, establishing nature 
n 2 ‘se Sf see spi ee ee: . * 

Service at registration desk ______-__------------- 4.50 trails and arboretums. Mrs. Fae 
Luncheon ticket for Speaker -__.----------------- 175 Huttenlocher, chairman of the 

ote’ DB ‘i —— £00.80 Central District, reported that 
Ota DISDURSCMCRES tate ne ciin annem onan : program help is the greatest 

BOWNGe qneseeeeseeeeeeseeeesseee ees $ 69.25 need of small clubs. 
Deficit of January 1, 1937 ------~-------- 9.72 The next annual meeting of 

BALANCE ON HAND, November 15, 1937 _- $ 59.53 the National Council will be held 
FLOWER SHOW FUND at the Hotel Roosevelt, New 

Balance on hand, January 1, 1937 ---------------- $232.37 York City, May 17-18-19, 1938. 
: Receipts On the 21st members will sail for 

Balance remaining from Nat 1 Flower and Garden Show $ 27.14 Bermuda where the Bermuda: 
eck: not:cashed .........--.--.<-+------+---- = -50 a 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society donations ~___ 24.00 Garden Club will be hostess. 

Total Receipts siseoswsscesceensscssoceseses 51.64 es 

$284.01 . Disbursements é Lawyer - ones ‘What 

Prof. F. Aust, for judging at National Flower Show -- $ 9.25 ime es 1 when you were 
Ribbons for flower show of convention ~-_-.~------- 1.00 robbed ? 

Premiums to members for exhibits at Flower Show Complainant (angrily): “I 
at Oshosh convention ~__-~------------------- 23.50 33.75 don’t know; ask your client—he 

—S a ; 
BALANCE ON HAND, November 15, 1937 ----- $250.26 took my watch!”
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° These films should inspire flower 
The Convention Banquet lovers to see flower pictures in 

small yard gardens. 
Mrs. B. W. Wells 

ARDEN Club Banquets _ it was wrong to kill an imbecile. 
G come, and Garden Club Ban- Botanists named these flowers eid 
quets go—we are entertained, Zinnias. Lilies of the Valley 
inspired, and well fed. The un-_ were so called because they were "THE South Central District of 

] usually large crowd at this chosen by gnomes who sought the Wisconsin Garden Club 
year’s banquet held at Oshkosh, delicate cups for the Ball of the Federation held a very interest- 

Thursday evening, October 14, Fairies. Seeking far and wide, ing meeting at Whitewater on 
was the usual happy, congenial at sunrise they came upon these November 9. Mrs. Sam Post and 
group. The onlooker said, “All’s dainty cups fastened to blades of Mrs. B. W. Wells, Madison, gave 
well with the world.” grass, and the Queen, waving excellent talks on flower ar- 

Our Home and Garden page her wand, said, “Lilies of the rangement and table setting. H. 
editor, Mrs. C. E. Strong, re- Valley.” These are but samples J. Rahmlow discussed new gar- 
viewed the growth and progress of stories behind our flowers. A den flowers illustrated with col- 
of the Federation during the philosopher is Mr. Hottes, when ored film. 
past two decades. “The small he says, “There is no depression The following officers were 
group of women in 1917 who in Nature—each spring there is elected for the district for the 
were tired of listening to talks new hope and new vitality. Gar- coming year: 

about spraying, pruning, and deners are not the types of per- Chairman: Mrs. H. C. Smith, 

fertilizing, organized an auxil- sons to become depressed. They Lake Geneva; 1st Vice-Chm.: 
iary of their own. They did not know something beyond in sim- Mrs. E. Sorenson, Elkhorn; 2nd 

vision the well-organized federa- ple things.” Vice-Chm.: Mrs. H. J. Torrence, 
tion of interested garden clubs —= Whitewater; Sec’y-Treas.: Mrs. 
of 1937.” Pioneering in this field | Mr. GC. L. Harrington of the ¢o. Sherman, Lake Geneva. 
and an ever increasing interest State Conservation Commission ae cana En 
in floriculture on the part of Mrs. outlined the broad scope of that 
Strong herself, and others giv- department of our state govern- CHRISTMAS LIGHTING 
ing valiant and untiring service ment. Himself chiefly concerned CONTEST PLANS 
have led to this development in the conservation of our State WANTED 

which is one of the most delight- Parks, he dwelt upon the histor- SEVERAL garden clubs have 
ful club affiliations that women ical development of these. The requested information as to 

now have. first investigation of state park how to conduct Christmas light- 
—_—_— sites in the 1880’s led to the se- ing contests. We will appreciate 

Alfred C. Hottes entertained lection of Devil’s Lake Park, Pat- hearing from any garden club 
us royally in relating the stories terson Park, and Mississippi who has successfully conducted 

behind our flowers. Without his Bluff. Using our resources for a Christmas lighting contest 
personality and presentation, Tecreational and inspirational this season. Information as to 
these stories lose their vitality, Purposes is a trend the value of the types of lighting, schedule of 
He voiced a mutual feeling when Which grows yearly. The dollar lasses, and how the judging was 
he referred to himself as “one of nd cents value of this timber- done, would be especially valua- 
your adopted sons.” We were so_ land and its use by tourists is ble as suggestions for next year 
happy when we finally learned Part of Wisconsin’s income. Mr. to other clubs. Send the infor- 
that he would return from his Harrington showed beautiful mation at once. 
summer in Europe just in time pas of a Wis and fall nn ee 
to be with us. Our appreciation '"0wers, and Wisconsin parks 
of common growing flowers was @utumn colors. GROWING PLANTS WITH- 
intensified by his stories. He told SSS OUT SOIL 
how the zinnia was named after Mr. H. J. Rahmlow showed WE are informed that the 
J. G. Zinn, an old man, who trav- colored movies of the newer va- Chemical Garden Company, 
eling through Mexico gathered rieties of garden flowers and 555 Asbury Avenue, Evanston, 
a bag of these brilliant flowers. gardening methods. This set is Illinois, distributes tanks and 
He met a bandit who seized his unique in that the habits of chemicals designed for experi- 
bag, thinking it held valuables growth are shown as well as_ mental work in growing plants 
of some sort. When he saw these mass effects. The value of prop- without soil—that is, in water 
coarse, partially dried flowers, he er backgrounds for our flower containing plant food provided 
spared the man’s life, believing pictures is also well illustrated. in the form of chemicals.
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A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. ee e Hiliott,. Menomonie 
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ANNUAL CONVENTION cpu ALL Ig cause heat cannot penetrate to 
VERY SUCCESSFUL oe = ey the hives. | Be careful about 

vi . . “Z p re carbolic acid in removing your 
os] Ne ee dusans i A = honey,” said Mr. Root. “It can 

vention av = Ss cee; 4 a . 

ed,” and, “Doesn't everyone seem ><a ee ae be used to good advantage by 
t » ha jae aofine Gime” were > i GE % large beekeepers in removing su- 
0 be ain a ne a | 7 —a ee & pers quickly, but only the chem. 
pees ear ae anes at « PECTS BL IAC Ne ically pure crystals should be 

fe oven ianniah conven oY ° a\ ceed NEAL IT used and then with caution or it 
the Wisconsin Beekeepers i %, Ye Lig N i (A will impart an odor to the honey 

ciation at Hartford. The we IW ie ep r which is disastrous. 
registration was over 150, while * oe . “We should clean- up our honey 
110 attended the banquet. houses. Consumers are very particu- 

The Mayor of Hartford, the . lar about how their food is handled. 
Chamber ms Commerce, and even Marshfield in November, 1938, at Years ago we had the pollen theory. 

Poli , ted i the invitation of the Mayor of It was recommended that all pollen 
the Chief of Police cooperated in Marshfield. who is.al id and honey be removed from the hive 

making the convention a suc- arshfield, who is also president and sugar syrup fed for best winter- 
Special credit is due Mrs of the Wood County Beekeepers ing. We have now found that pollen 

hh Wolkow for her efforts in Association, Mr. G. S. Ives, and {5 the best Investment we can have in 
. le ° : . ie ive. ou e bees cannol 

seeing that everyone obtained a Mr. Pritchard of Wisconsin Rap-  juiia up in the spring. 
for the night and arrang- ids. Invitations were also re- “What's the use of knowing so 

cae # th i t b ust ceived from Shawano, Green Much when so much we know isn’t 
ing for the excellent banquet. 4 0,” said Mr. Root. 

5 one stepped into Ge halla Bay, West Bend and Milwaukee. goi” sald: My ° 
. ik f f ena d good . Peterson Advocates Filtering Honey 

al seed evident a ake were 22 What Some of the Speakers Said Mr. E. F. Peterson, large beekeep- 
e . é . er at Kewanee, Illinois, Secretary of 

officers and delegates of district Unable to give a full report of th "inois Association, is a strong 
and county associations attend- ‘he convention talks in this is- advocate of filtering honey. He has 
ing the Board of Managers meet- sue, we will continue a condensed built a complete outfit and exhibited 
! g 4 report in the next issue as well. honey at the convention which was 
ing, the largest, we believe, that certainly clear and attractive in ap- 
was ever held. Even here there Mr. E. R. Root of the A. I. pearance. By filtering properly, noth- 

was excellent feeling and good Root Company of Medina, Ohio, ing of value is removed from the 
“ 5 gave a very interesting talk at honey. The process consists of heat- 

will. Matters of business were ing the honey to a temperature of 
discussed amiably with not a both the afternoon session on 160 degrees in a flash heater and 

a “ ss Thursday, and the evening ban-_ then under pressure, forcing the hot| 
word of dissension. This is a Yi AN & honey through @ paper dise Alter. 

ae quet. Outlining the advances ney. 8 pap : 
healthy condition. Only at the : : : This removes the air bubbles, parti- 
business meeting the second aft- made in beekeeping during the cles of wax and other matter, leaving 

* 5 ast decade, he stated that Wis- the honey very clear and sparkling. 
ernoon was there some evidence P , We aed be a consin has stood for many nota- The filter is constructed in such a| 
of “politics” in an effort to elect ble things in beekeeping. Many 2Y that additional sections may be 
several new officers. However, eate aie Kawi eva prodticad added ie te ang the capacity ne in- 

j j crease oO e requirements o any} 

the: vote ‘was overwhelmingly m enough honey to build a bank. type of plant. Anyone interested in a} 
favor of all old officers being : honey filtering outfit might write to| 
elected as. had been unanimously Beekeeping has had many mr. &. F. Peterson, Kewanee, Illinois.| 

recommended by the Board of changes. Years 280. we; recom Preventing Granulation in Honey 
Managers. mended packing bees very heav- Prof. V. G. Milum of Champaign, 

. ily for winter. Then it was found ilinois, who formerly worked in 
Next Convention at Marshfield that too much packing forms an Wisconsin, gave two exellent. talks 

By almost unanimous vote the ice house and weak colonies will ou f on pente of bees ana comba It 
convention decided to meet at not build up in the spring be- is the dextrose of the honey which
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crystallizes out, said Prof. Milum, 

and there are dextrose particles float- THE oo: HONEY FOR SALE 

ing in the air. If these crystals fall - % 

into the honey or form as a natural E. L. Chambers Comb and extracted honey ; 

process, crystallization starts and the any kind, any quantity. Fulfill 

honey is soon granulated. HERE are two ways of trav- the requirements of your local 

"tfeating tetnoney to 180 degrees cing on a river, one way isa trade during an off year. Writ 
of filling containers is important. The journey up-stream and the other for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 

honey should be hottled and Sealed way is down-stream. The going pany, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

while hot, and cooled as quickly as a = es * Ss 

possible. If the hot honey is allowed down-stream is always the easi- $e : 

fo stand in large tanks for a long est but when your destination is Do you wish the court to un- 

time it will darken in color. It is in the other direction you cannot s 

therefore well to bottle the honey a make progress a down - derstand that you merlise to re- 

soon as it has been heated, and then gr going new your dog license? 

cooled quickly. stream. ae July 10, when the “Yes, your honor, but—” 
In tests made at Illinois, the milk new annual $31,000 appropria- te ‘ z? i 

strainer cloth or outing flannel cloth tion for bee disease control be- We want 10 buts. The li- 

was found to be the best type for : ‘ cense has expired. 

‘yainers. Sugar sack toweling of 46 came available, we were just “Yes, and so has the dog.” 
mesh ei inch Js aee good and we about marking time although we —=_—-2—27-__ 

secon est. mesh per inch 8 lo ee ee ae ae Oem a 0a Ce Oe CD OOD O26 

bolting cloth was found to be the were headed up-stream. Now, * 

poorest type of strainer in the tests with more adequate funds to 

mace: ‘iainersd - in work with, we have been steam- CONTAINERS 

e strainer does no ecrease e * * : . . oo. 

granulation however, as this is done Ing steadily up-stream and will Write us for prices on friction 

only by heating. soon be going into “dry-dock top pails—60 pound cans and glass 

- See erg ae zound:to pe heav- for the winter and then we can jars. 
jest a 0 egrees F. tempera- “ < ” é 

tures. At zero degrees there was no get our machinery overhauled Comb and extracted honey want- 

erenulation. Since the average i and be ready for an early jooy éd, Send samples and quote ‘price 

box has a temperature of about ney next spring toward our goal . 

degrees, the housewife should be fhe eradication of Amietiean foul BeiieceedDNieSalr 
asked not to set the honey in the ice 

| box because it will granulate rapidly. brood from the entire state. WALTER GEIGER 

| af Boney hag, once: "en heated it We plan to hold schools for in- 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. 
Wl granulate much ¢ rser e sec- . *, 

| ond time unless treated with fine struction to the inspectors at emcee oemoemoemoemommcemvemommomen: ot 

crystals of granulated honey. several convenient points scat-—©<§£—2-——————________ 

The color of honey is ereally infu tered over the state to develop a 
ence by the storage temperature. : . * 

| Blaborate tests were made at the IIli- little better understanding with 

| nois Experiment Station, and it was the men and bring about a little 

found that at room temperature the more uniformity in technique « 

honey became darker than if stored d simplify ou Y aeorda and ve. God Bless ye, Merry Gentle- 

at 70 degrees, because in the summer Nd simpilty 0 r men 

time the room temperature may go ports. Let Nothi Di 

up as high as 90 degrees. » +2 et Nothing you Dismay, 

Honey stored at 98 degrees became Build Up County Associations For Christ our Lord and Savi 

very dark in color. Of most importance, however, : 
Honey should therefore be stored th int th ‘ll be uti ior 

in relatively cool temperatures if it ‘Ne winter mon Ss wl e 1- . 

is desired to keep it for any length lized to build up the local county Was Born on Christmas 

of time. r’s associations in coop- Day!” 
Honey heated to 180 degrees for beekeepe ih thie tat . . ay 

30 minutes lost some of its flavor. eration wi e state organiza- 

tion and the Beekeeping Depart- 

OT ment of the College of Agricul- K 
agencies. We can- 

INSTITUTE NEEDS FUNDS tre and other age 
not expect to make any progress With this Christmas Carol so 

WISCONSIN beekeepers are jn a county until they have an . 

urged to send in their mem- active local association which true in word and rhyme, 

berships to the American Honey will support the work and meth- We send you Heartiest Greet- 

Institute during December. We ods as recommended by this . hi Ti 

are informed that present indi- group right here, our state bee- ings at this Joyous Time. 

cations are that it will be neces- keepers association. In fact since 
sary to curtail the entire Insti- we do not have trained men * 

tute program because of the fi- enough available to cover the en- 

nancial situation. tire state at one time, we plan to 

Let’s all send the institute a concentrate our efforts first on A 
é . ugust Lotz Com 

Christmas present and enable those counties which have the 8 Bod, Wi : pany 

them to continue their valuable necessary organization to give oY ge ween 

work. moral support to the clean-up.
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Under the regulations covered REPORT OF LADIES AUXIL- DO NOT SELL GRANULAT. 
in General Order No. 3, adopted IARY MEETING ED HONEY TO CON. 

after the hearing a year ago in "THE business meeting of the SUMERS 
the Commissioner's office, we can Ladies Auxiliary of the Wis- | November, the editor re- 
not follow the drastic control oonsin Beekeepers Association ceived a five pound pail of 
methods necessary for effective was called to order at Hartford, honey and an indignant letter 
clean-up until the county has November 4, by the chairman, from the manager of a large 

been under the area clean-up Mrs. Andrew Stevens. The sec- chain store asking that the hon- 

plan for one season and so in retary reported total receipts ey be analyzed to see if it was 
many of our counties we could trom ‘sale of drip cuts and prem- adulterated, and, if so, to send 
not get the work underway this jyms in connection with the the facts so that they could pros- 
summer very effectively but by booth at the state fair as $60.75; ecute the beekeeper. 
next summer these obstacles will total expenses, $44.75; balance There was nothing whatever 

be out of the way. . left, $16.00. The committee was wrong with this honey excepting 
Heretofore many counties ap- given a rising vote of thanks for that it was granulated and pos- 

propriated small sums inade- their work. Mrs. Andrew Stev-  sibly because it was a dark hon- 
quate for a good showing while ens asked to be relieved of her ey from fall flowers and did not 
others discontinued their appro- office, and, in the election of offi- have a pleasant odor or taste. 
priation for a few years just a8 cers, Mrs. Frank Ortleib, Chil- Wisconsin beekeepers should 
good progress was being made, ton, was elected chairman for take warning from this action on 
jeopardizing and, in some cases, 1938, Mrs. A. J. Schultz was re- the part of a large store mana- 

nullifying the work already elected secretary-treasurer. ger. Evidently customers had al- 
done. With an appropriation Mrs. Malitta Jensen, of the so complained. The facts are 
such as we have now, we can Honey Institute, gave an excel- simply that consumers in this 
take definite areas and follow up _jent talk. Mrs. Stevens appointed country are not prepared to buy 
with re-inspections year after Mrs. Diehnelt and Mrs. Ortleib and use granulated honey. They 

year and add on adjoining terri- on the Resolutions Committee. do not like the looks of it, and it 
tory as the time and funds per- Resolutions of appreciation were does not seem to smell as good 

mit so that definite progress can sent to the West Bend Alumi- as when liquified either. Here is 
be made instead of a hit and num Company and to the com- another reason why beekeepers 
miss system which resulted from mittee in charge of the banquet should not allow their honey to 
the limitation to use of county and program at Hartford. There be sold to consumers when in 
funds and funds inadequate to were eleven entries in the honey granulated form even though 
carry the work to completion in e¢gokie contest. they print on the label that it 
any one area. — —Mrs. A. J. Schultz, Ripon, should be set in hot water to be 
_ We [are oe ped t of Secretary-Treasurer. liquified. Many consumers do not 
inspectors, a dozen at leas poe eeietotetene Sine : 
which will be able to go ahead on A CHRISTMAS GREETING ¢0,'nis correctly. They may let 
their own by next spring. We A NEW edition of “One Hun- for a whole day. The result is 
should progress from the control dred Honey Helpings” has that the honey is dark, has a 

stage of the past few years to just been published by the purnt flavor, and is anything but 
the area clean-up eradication American Honey Institute. It good honey when they get it li- 
stage we have all been looking certainly is an attractive, valua- quified. 
forward to and striving to at- ble little booklet. The beekeeper should obtain 
tain. A card marked: “Merry Christ- equipment to liquify the honey 

The fact that you beekeepers mas and a Happy New Year ata temperature of from 150 to 
were able to convince the legis- from Mr. and Mrs. John Bee- 160 degrees, bottle it while hot 
lature of the need of your indus- keeper” attached to this colorful go that it will not granulate 
try by securing the appropria- booklet will make a very nice again for a long time, or sell the 
tion when other industries failed Christmas greeting, much better honey to someone who is proper- 
to get aid, indicates that the than the usual card. Write the ly equipped. 
public is coming to realize the American Honey Institute, Mad- “i ST ae ” 

importance of bees in agricul- ison, Wisconsin, for your supply. ‘Where 's your pencil, Alf? 

ture and the practicability of | Prices to members of the In- “Ain’t got one, teacher.” 
eradication methods. While dis- stitute are as follows: ten at “How many times have I told 
ease-resistant strains of bees 65c; 25 at $1.50; 50 at $2.75; you not to say that? Listen: I 
will, no doubt, play animportant and 100 at $4.50. Mailing en- haven’t got one, you haven’t got 
role in the future, we cannot ex-__velopes for the above will be fur- one, we haven’t got one—” 
pect any help for at least fifty to nished for one cent each in any “Well, where are all the pen- 
one hundred years. quantity, which is cost price. cils?”
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$s ‘ ° BETTER COUNTY ASSOCI- Heavy or Light Winter Packing *'éns‘Nexprp 
ERE Hl aint ; ta CHANCE TO WORK 

H is still some difference colonies would do best, while if 1 A 
Te opinion as to whether bees the spring crop fails and the flow Dee ae eee 

should be packed heavily or comes from sweet clover in July State Entomologist ‘that in or. 
lightly, or left unpacked in sec- and August, the weaker colonies der to successfully ‘carry onthe 
tions where we have cold win- would build up and do well, while foul brood ‘eradication program 
ters such as in southern Wiscon-_ the strong colonies might swarm. we must build more aed Netton 

i d northern Illinois. Th i bably no question saa sin an ere is probably no q on county beekeepers associations. 
Prof. V. G. Milum of the Illi- but what some protection will We heartily agree. County 

nois Experiment Station, speak- pay under Wisconsin conditions. groups can work most effectively 
ing at our annual convention The well packed hive with a top together to solve their local prob- 
gave the following results from entrance may be the solution un- lems, Mr, Chambers states in his 
an experiment conducted at der damp situations because it article that organization plans 
Champaign on different methods helps control moisture. will go forward this coming win- 

of packing. ter. We urge cooperation by ev- 
Colonies without any packing ery beekeeper in this work. 

produced 117 lbs. of honey. THANK YOU We wish to suggest that here 

Colonies in double wall hives is an opportunity for the efforts 
produced 128 Ibs. of honey. I WISH to thank the members and energies of those who may 

Colonies covered with celotex of the Wisconsin Beekeepers have felt during the past few 
: Association for my re-election as__ years that the State Association produced 134 Ibs. of honey. yé t 

long ith 6 inches of pack- your president. It has been a did not give them full opportu- 

__ Colonies wi ide a d pleasure to work with you and nity to use their energies. The 
ing on top and sides, produced ¢4 you, For the coming year it organization of from forty to 
163 Ibs. oe . . shall be my desire that we fur- sixty county associations is a big 

Colonies divided in April, the ther those activities that are job, really a job for a full time 
division provided with a young pest for the Association and for extension man, which we do not 

| queen and then the colonies re- the interests of the beekeeping have. 

united in June produced 240 industry of the state. In order The officers of the State Asso- 
pounds per colony. This is much that we best accomplish this end, ciation should not be asked or 
like the two-queen colony meth- | am asking all beekeepers to co- expected to carry on this work. 

od. operate with our association, and That they have done a good job 

Mr. E. R. Root of Medina, that all departments of the state with the State Association is ev- 

Ohio, called attention to experi- interested in bee culture join jidenced by the successful meet- 

ences when heavily packed col- with us in the furtherance of ings and enthusiasm which the 

onies were in very poor shape _ hetter beekeeping conditions. beekeepers have felt for the 
following certain winters, while A.J. Schultz, President. State Association. The editor 
unpacked colonies and especially has stated several times that the 
those in old hives with holes pro- ee ne nT time he can give must be limited 
viding plenty of ventilation did to the State and District Asso- 

well. HONEY COOKIE CONTEST ciations. 
The result probably depends Here then is the opportunity 

largely upon ike type of winter woo ein on xe eee for those who have the energy to 

we experience, and also the time ey cookie contest at the annual build Wisconsin Beekeeping. 

for the honey flow. During win- convention at Hartford. Winners  _ 
ters when we have prolonged follows: 

cold spells with temperatures of Were a8 t0vlows: WE REGRET 
20 to 30 below for considerable First prize: Mrs. A. E. Wol- S° much material relating to 
periods, no doubt the packed col- kow, Hartford. the annual convention of the 
onies do best, while in mild win- Second prize: Mrs. Chester wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- 
ters with considerable dampness, Keister, Clarno. tion has been sent us for publi- 
the well ventilated colony would Third prize: Mrs. Cornelius cation in Wisconsin Beekeeping 

do best. Meyer, R. 3, Appleton. that we are unable to publish 
In seasons when the honey We congratulate all the ladies even half of it this month. 

flow comes early from white on their fine cookies. The prize Therefore a number of import- 
clover, etc., without any mid- recipes will be published in com- ant articles will have to wait un- 
summer honey, strong spring ing issues of the magazine. til coming issues.
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era : ie eee Prices Reduced | 

UMC mi ee ae Manufacturing Your Wax Into Bee Comb 
Be 3 ay ; se? eal 3 BF ik Foundation | 

iw’ eel 1 PE weet We have improved our equipment and speeded up our | 
. Peat mets milling machines to enable us to make this big reduction | 

tie tS) s Te: CS in our working charges. In quality, our comb foundation | att ae i a Nena any is now better than ever. | 
Cae See UA + UY Cee rn ot imag 

rs eal bese = bg, “toot ‘cae Ps pkind of | See | Sheets - toe Mae coins a a es ae é ‘oundation i Ct ee ee EC 
Li. aoe tL Povo teas on [oP ore 

apna Medium Brood 8x16% 8 
Medium Brood 8¥iexl6% 7% 

i Jumbo Brood 10x16% 6 25¢ 20c lle 

+ race ee 4% x16% 15 29. 26c 17¢ 
Srasnns Greetings Thin Super 3% 416/28) 10 lbs, 25 to 100 Tbs. 

Thin Super 31x14 x O97 Iba. or more 
Tu All Thin Super 4% x17 “33 30 80 -2S5e—Os«19 

for Mil fork Your, wax om shares, accept it in rade or buy 

i us have ie becel ved notice: of anche adverice on salle. Steet, 

Gisson’s Peonies catalog, We advise ‘buying supplies this fall while we are continuing 
to quote our lowest prices. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN THE WALTER T. KELLEY CO. 
Highways 23-26 Intersection Paducah, Kentucky 

Manufacturers of bee supplies 

ré 7Ou ncreasing our piary f 

GET OUR PRICES Biggest Thing in The Apiary. 
on your next year’s requirements. We can give iia. Mili, Mi ts ‘a 
you the very best. Now is the time to sort out the y. See 
poor combs. Replace them with the famous Pc eae er al 

3-PLY AIRCO Hae 
FOUNDATION ram 

“Best By the Bee Test” ad ae 

Sell Your Honey at a Profit -_. ey 
CANS, PAILS, JARS, LABELS, ETC. Ed 

. Write for 1937 Prices 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago he A. I. Root Co. of St. Paul 
224 W. Huron Street 290 E. Sixth Street 

CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Suppues ° ST. PAUL, MINN.
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ORCHARD AND ° ° ‘ 

GARDEN SUPPLIES Wisconsin Horticulture 
BEAN Spray Machines . . . . . 
Spray and Dust Materials The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Pruning Tools Established 1910 
Grafting Tools established 
Grafting Tape Entered at, the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Accept- 

ance for mail t i te i Tree Protectors ani Sine iat special Jateof ipostaye (provi led for in Section 1108, Act of 

Write for Prices 

F. R. GIFFORD CO. Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
2201 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin WISCONSIN STATE HoRTICULTURAL SoOcIETY 

1532 University Ave. 

—_——_—_— Madison, Wisconsin 

. ’ 
Fruit Hors d Oeuvres . H. J. RAHMLow, Editor 

Orange segments dipped in Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

warm honey and rolled in cocoa- 
nut. Cherries dipped in honey Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

and rolled in chopped nuts. (Use Tel. University 182 

toothpicks for serving.) Volume XXVIII JANUARY, 1938 No.5 
Strawberry and Pineapple Plate 
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2 Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

and Climax Baskets 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1940 

As You Like Them Karl Reynolds, Pres..__._-_Sturgeon Bay M. H. Bingham________.-Sturgeon Bay 
R. L. Marken, Vice-Pres._..---Kenosha Clare Fancher -_.___..---_--Sturtevant 
H. J. Rahmlow, Sec.-....-----Madison Carroll Krippner___---.- Fort Atkinson We manufacture the Ewald Patent E. L. Chambers, Treas..._._..-Madison 

Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer —. 
ie tisfaction. 

crate ‘materials in the K. D. in carload Term Ending December, 1938 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chm. Dept. Horticul- 
lots our specialty. We constantly carry Wm. Basse_.._--------------Waukesha ture, Madison. 
in stock 16-quart crates all made up Mrs. Irving Lorentz___--_.--Milwaukee . . 
ready for use, either for strawberries or Miss Merle Rasmussen__.--.---Oshkosh Karl Junginger, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 
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Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in R. E. Harris____--------------Warrens ” . 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our N. C. Jacobs____-.-------------Sawyer Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Pres. Wis. Gar- 
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Some Principles Of Pruning 
Victor W. Kelley, Department of Horticulture, Illinois 

M°RE than two centuries ago Principles Involved 2. Pruning is relatively local in 
La Quintinye, the great 1. A good framework can only its stimulating effect. An ordi- 

French gardener, wrote, “Every- be developed when the tree is "ary pruning cut stimulates 
body cuts but few prune.” About young. The time when the growth in the vicinity of the cut, 
75 years ago a speaker at one of framework is being formed is but has little effect upon the 
the sessions of the Illinois State one of the most critical periods growth of a neighboring branch. 
Horticultural Society recom- in the life of the tree. The na- - this basis, : anger aun 

“ i : ture of the pruning treatment at of comparatively small cuts is 
mem a A oe this time has far-reaching con- preferable to a few large cuts. 

u h vey sequences. It will not only de- This principle is involved in the 
have learned Ow to ‘prune, termine the type of framework, detail pruning which is being ad- 
These statements indicate that tut the cuts made during this vocated for bearing apple trees. 
along time: ago pruning was font, early period will determine the 3. Upright branches grow 

enn Eo ne type and amount of pruning more rapidly than _ horizontal 
oa = aa “a Wi much which must be done in later branches. Vertical branches as a difference of opinion as to how it years; and, because of this influ- rule grow venr faci; they 

should be done. ence, it will affect the time of cam to have an advantage in 
: : : coming into bearing, the rapidity . - ient: d 

Mistakes in ta tae fa defi. of growth, the size of crop, and annie a ome tea 
ually be traced to lack of a defi- even the longevity of the tree. hi ‘ tal d ine} h nite purpose. It may be truth- : orizontal or drooping branches 

: oat te In order to be practicable, a low! df fully said that such indiscrimi- . ; tend to grow very slowly and for 
nate cuttin is often worse than method of securing a suitable this reason should not be select- 

i et fitabl. framework must fulfill certain ed for the framework, although 
no Peat ° Pe aateti ai, requirements, viz. (1) It should their crotches are strong. 

The ‘tim t nae f eanite produce a strong framework Branches with moderate angles 
pie WEMate DUEDOSE Of PFUNINE whichis capable of bearing large - 
is to increase profits. There may : ; grow rapidly enough to secure 
be aesthetic values in certain TOPS over a long period of time. adequate tree size and they also t f : to give definit (2) It should insure a permanent form strong unions with the 
Ypes Of pruning, to give delinite  tramework which will not be trunk 
shapes to plants, but to the com crowded out. The original frame- . : 

mercial fruit grower pruning Is work should remain at maturity. 4. Narrow angled branches 

an expensive operation, the only (3) To be feasible from the view- form weak crotches. Experience, 

jnatilionsion 2 Wich a6 that 1 point of the fruit grower, the as well as research, has shown 
pe help to “ring the cash regis- framework must be secured that a branch which leaves the ter. quickly. (4) A satisfactory meth- trunk at a narrow angle, that is 

Some of the responses of the od must bring the trees into in an upright direction, forms a 
tree to pruning have been deter- profitable production at an early weak union with the trunk. In 
mined experimentally. age. such a case, instead of the
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branch being tied to the trunk same tree. One of the branches a decrease in growth for the tree 
with strong, woody, crotch tis- was pruned heavily and the oth- as a whole. 
sue, bark is caught at the union er left unpruned. At the end of 10. Another principle which 
of the trunk and branch, and_ the season it was found that the hag been conclusively proved by 
they are really tied together at unpruned branch had increased experimental work is that prun- 
this point only by bark. If the in diameter 218%, while the one ing the young apple tree delays 
angle is relatively wide, that is heavily pruned had grown only its coming into bearing. At the 
if the branch leaves the trunk in 22%. This principle is frequent- []linois Experiment Station in 
a somewhat more horizontal di- ly used in pruning to keep a tree the experiment with 800 trees 
rection, no bark will be caught, symmetrical, by pruning a _ referred to above, at the age of 
and the crotch tissue will be branch which is growing very 10 years, five years after the ex- 
made up entirely of wood and much faster, more severely than periment started, 95% of the un- 
will possess great strength. the others. pruned trees produced fruit, 

5. Ab horiginati : . 8. Pruning has a dwarfing ef- while only 85% of the moderate- 
mane originating aires fect upon the tree as a whole. ly pruned and 70% of the heavily ly over another will eventually 5 ; : 

The leaf is the tree’s manufac- pruned bore any fruit. In the shade out and starve the lower A : : : 
turing plant for food materials formative period, the energy of one. Two factors seem to be re- : : A 

’ : - and any practice which reduces the apple tree has been used pri- sponsible for this. The upper a Z : 
the leaf surface lowers the food marily in the production of vig- branch probably has the advant- * 

= an . supply and lessens growth. At orous wood growth. Fruit buds age in position with reference to acs . ‘ : 
ate the Illinois Experiment Station are formed as a result of a rath- the food supply as it is trans- roe z 

: : 800 apple trees were divided in- er delicate balance between the 
ported in the phloem, and since F : 
it shades the lower one it inter. ‘© four groups, each group re- nitrates and carbohydrates in 

th i ceiving a different pruning treat- the tree. The very young tree feres with its food manufacture . 
. . ment; group 1 was pruned light- does not produce fruit buds be- by reducing the light for photo- pie ; : 

. + ly, group 2 moderately, group 3 cause it is growing too vigorous- 
synthesis. In the training of : : : 

we severely, and group 4 was left ly; the nitrates are too high in young trees, a lateral arising : 
: unpruned. At the end of five proportion to the carbohydrates; from the trunk directly over a i 

years the unpruned trees had in- a change must be made before framework branch should never : . 
creased in circumference 85%, fruit can be borne. In the apple be selected as a part of the per- : Ba ss 

manent framework the lightly pruned, 80%, the the transition from vigorous 
. moderately pruned, 75%, and wood production to the forma- 

6. Too many branches’ arising those heavily pruned, 67%. Thus tion of fruit buds is made quite 

from the trunk detract from the the pruning dwarfed the trees gradually. Any practice of the 
growth of individual branches in proportion to its severity. Ex- fruit grower which tends to 
but contribute to the total periments have also shown that maintain a condition of exces- 
growth of the tree. The opinion pruning dwarfs the root system sively vigorous shoot growth will 
is sometimes heard that since of apple trees. An understanding delay the formation of fruit 
pruning delays initial bearing all of this principle will make it buds. Severe pruning perhaps 
pruning should be postponed un- clear that pruning should be on- more than any other single prac- 
til the bearing habit is estab- ly severe enough to accomplish tice tends to promote vigorous 
lished. Such a plan is feasible so the purpose intended, and that shoot growth. 
far as early bearing is concerned every cut made beyond this point 11. Pruning decreases the crop 
but is unsatisfactory from the is an economic loss. in young bearing apple trees. In 
viewpoint of a desirable frame- 9. Pruning increases the vigor the experiment referred to im- 
work. Experience has demon- of growth. The laterals on a mediately above, the severe, 
strated that when a large num- pruned branch will be longer moderate, light and no pruning 
ber of branches are allowed to than on a similar one which has comparisons were continued for 
become established along the not been pruned. Since the num- about 10 years. Throughout the 
trunk frequently none of them per of growing points is reduced, entire period the unpruned trees 
become dominant. When the the individual laterals grow produced more marketable fruit 
time comes to begin cutting out somewhat faster than if the en- than any of the pruning treat- 
the superfluous ones, the remain- tire number were allowed to ments. The reduction in yield 
ing framework branches are dis- start. However, the gain in leaf was in proportion to the severity 
appointing in size. surface on individual shoots due of the pruning. Moderate prun- 

7. Pruning a branch decreases to the increased vigor is not suf- ing decreased the total yield 
its growth. In an experiment at ficient to make up for the loss of about one-half while severe 
the Illinois Station two branches foliage from the buds removed pruning reduced the crop ap- 
of equal size were selected on the by pruning, and the net result is proximately three-fourths.
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We Plow Too Much 
“p LOWING and cultivating the soil in all directions. . . . optimum structure. The major 

land is comparable to per- Eventually the roots die and are portion of the work is probably 

forming a surgical operation on decomposed. The organic mat- done in the first few years of 
a human being—indispensable at ter constitutes a good reserve of growth of the sod.” 
times but to be avoided when- the elements essential to growth. Cultivated soils are also sub- 
ever possible.” A group of soil ...Such a soil has a permeabil- ject to serious loss of topsoil by 
and crop scientists recently ity approaching that of sandy erosion. The farther removed 
heard that remark from Dr. soils, combined with a storage from the year the land was last 
Richard Bradfield of Cornell Un- capacity of the heavier-textured in grass, the greater the destruc- 
iversity. soils. It is not definitely known tion by wind and water. 

On first thought, it may sound how many seasons of growth of —-Condensed from Illoinois Hor- 
like some professor without ex- grass are required to produce the ticultural Society Newsletter. 
perience, preaching. Every farm- -—— SSS _ _ 
er knows the necessity and joy 
of plowing—turning long, Pa? 
straight furrows, with no sod or “i ‘ e 
crop refuse left uncovered—and , © ge we 
of cultivating the crop. ve ~~ se 

But Bradfield plowed Ohio soil re vee is 
before he became a_ professor. : vs 

He has had time since to study eee ame . ee POP ae 
the effects. He was speaking of are eps ¢ ; E Re aa 
hidden effects over a period of Ceo ey 1 2 f Pe alee j 
time. Bradfield had taken sam- - 
ples of soil from many fields and : 
compared them with samples of - 

soil from near-by fence-rows, or D Y T ‘Dep d- 

from near-by forests. And he oO our rees [0 tuce 
discovered what the relatively E Like Thi 9 

few years of working the land, ruit S$ g 
since it was taken over by the 
pioneers from the prairie and FERTILIZE THEM WITH-— 
forest, have done to it. . ‘ ’ 

Virgin soils, other than sands, GRANULAR AERO CYANAMID 
consist mostly of granules which EARLY THIS SPRING 
give them good working-condi- 
tion. These granules are made -AND HARVEST A 
up of many small particles, like 
crumbs of bread. Each granule PRIZE-WINNING CROP 

has pores full of air and water. -IN THE FALL 

Continued cultivation tends to 

cee wea — ony, ie Every ton of Granular AERO Cyanamid con- 
See oa characteristics some- tains 420 pounds of nitrogen, which feeds the 
what similar to those of dough. trees evenly throughout the growing season; 

“In many cases from 25 to 30 and, in addition, 1400 pounds of lime, which 
per cent more soil is crammed sweetens the soil and keeps it healthy. 
into a cubic foot than was pres- >. 
ent in the virgin soil.” Cars) 

Said Dr. Bradfield: “Under Write for, Leaflet F142 (a) 
grass, most soils assume a gran- a ey SESS ey 
ular or crumb structure .. . as 
Grass roots are so numerous that AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

in a well-established soil they 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA NEW YORK,N. Y. 
are seldom over 1/25th of an 
inch apart. These roots ramify
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H W M. k Ci d Organized Grocers, the grocers 
OW e ake 1aer agreed to stage for us the “‘Nat- 

ional Apple Campaign” which 
G. H. Turner, Dalton, Wis. has already been a tremendous 

factor in building up the largest 

CIDER, the clear amber spark- with hot water. The water is yet ne ae ee ta iis pub- 
ling liquid that marks the heated to 170° F. and that tem- “One of the major aims oe the 

beginning of fall. Fall and cider perature is maintained for 20 Organized Grocers in putting on 
are somehow synonymous. Good minutes. An accurate thermom- this National Apple Gam . i 
clean apples, free from worms eter should be used, as 180° will was to! secure Gn antics Genk 
and rotten spots, are essential give the cider a cooked taste, and hip of th 1 : inst ; 
for good cider. The tainted or the cider may ferment if the *%,'P 1 tae app’e grower; Ins ead good cide y of the antagonism which fre- 
poor-tasting cider often found on temperature falls below 170°. uently hitherto has marked th 
the market is from rotten or Hyflo Super Cel is carried by eentane of the farmer: roducer 
green apples, and perhaps the Reichel - Korfman Company, of toward the grocer P 
wrong varieties. The first step Milwaukee, at 8c per pound, F. “a Br . . . 
in making cider is to sterilize all O. B. Milwaukee. Pectinol A can ,, Three of the five nation-wide 
equipment. I use cull apples, cut- be obtained from the Hydraulic | “PPle Weeks” of the Campaign 
ting out the worms, worm holes, Press Manufacturing Company, ave now been completed. In our 
and rotten spots, and then wash of Mount Gilead, Ohio, at $4.50 Office is a great stack of news- 
them. In making a batch of cid- per 5 Ib. can, F. O. B. Mount Papers containing advertise- 
er, I use five or more varieties Gilead. ments by the Chain Stores, the 
as I have very few varieties that a vue ae ge 

make good cider when used Editor’s Note: At the annual apples ve featured heavily da 
alone. The cider shay ene convention of the Wisconsin varying degrees ranging dow n 

at the annual meeting of t 1 Horticultural Society at Wauke- ward from a full page in two col- 
Wisconsin State Horticultura sha, Mr. G. H. Turner, of Dalton, ors. We have as yet received on- 
Society at Waukesha was made  ¢xnibited bottles of excellent-ap- jy a fraction of the advertising 
from the following: any pearing cider. Several of the bot- already given apples by the gro- 

Fameuse, Pewaukee, Newell’ tles had been filled two years cers. The total value of this one Winter, N. W. Greening, Talmon ago. Mr. Turner presented the part of the National Apple Cam. 
Sweet, and Winesap. : Secret: ith a bottle of th par t pp 

ecretary with a bottle of the pgign alone will be tremendous. 
Filtering older eer and feat pe ue In addition, we have a file of cir- 

After the cider comes from YC@™. We can attest to tae tact culars to store managers, sent 
the press, I strain out the solid pe the ned was’ Tee a out by headquarters of the vari- 
parts and add Pectional A at the ‘2 Way lt disappeared alter It ous chains, ordering apple dis- 
rate of 1 lb. to 100 gallons of reached home—much faster, in playing, apple selling and such. 
ee be crow: 1 atl fact, than most cider we have We have personally checked 

Hyflo Super Cel, 1 lb. to 20 gal- had. It does seem that there enough cities over the East and 
lons of cider, then run it through pa is 2 ee Sd high- South to know that displays of 
the filter, which consists of a TU#ty cider that will keep. apples in groceries were general- 
muslin tube 3 feet long and 3 po ly large, continuous and effec- 
inches in diameter. A keg is tive. We have estimated cau- 
placed about 7 feet from the SUCCESSFUL APPLE tiously that a minimum of 50,000 

ground, and a short section of ADVERTISING of the largest-volume grocers of 
hose carries the cider to the fil- APPLES have been more high- the nation are actively engaged 
ter tube. The cider will not be ly advertised this year than 1”. this National Apple Cam- 
clear until a coating of Super Cel ever before. This is the result of P4!8n. 
is built up inside the filter tube, the organization of regional ap- “We know that apples this 
therefore the first bucket of cid- ple institutes and apple stabiliza- season have been given the larg- 
er should be emptied back into tion committees. est acceptance (purchase) by the 

the keg. Writes Carroll R. Miller, sec- paane x aoe i em we 
« retary of the Stabilization Com- tory. The ‘National Apple Cam- 

Haw a Haatesriae mittee for the Appalachian area: paign’ of the grocers must be 
The cider is bottled and sealed G Cc t given much credit for this; along 

as soon as it comes from the fil- rocers Cooperate with the promotional campaigns 
ter. The bottles are then put in- “In the conference last August of the various regional apple ad- 
to the pasteurizer and covered between apple growers and the vertising associations.
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THE APPLE OUTLOOK; exports in 1937-88 as compared About 25 percent of the total 
LOWER PRODUCTION with last year. number of trees in the entire 

EXPECTED ; ae the U. S. Bureau of Ag- country were of non-bearing age 
. . ricultural Economics. in 1935 as compared with 36 per- 

Deter aber a cent in 1930. New plantings were 

ed States is expected to be down- heavy dusing theyperiod: 1925-39 
ward at a moderate rate. With MORE CHERRIES be on pareés: ims @mowmers "were. ae ‘i as igh levels. The increase in bear- 
average growing conditions, an- EXPECTED ing acreage and an upward trend 

eee anna ee A p»PIc 'ATIONS are that cherry in production during recent years 
tose coinnared vith fear = production in the United have been greater in the eastern 
diien wader ames growing States, during the next 3 to 5 group of States (New York, 

conditions of about 156,000,000 <2! with average growing con- Perna ivaria,, bio, Michigan, 
bushels Dew ditions, will be slightly larger and Wisconsin) than in the 

. . than average production during western group (Montana, Idaho, 
In the Pacific Coast and Rocky the past 5 years. It is expected Colorado, Utah, Washington, Or- 

Mountain States production in that the considerable number of egon, and California). 
recent years hae wae a a. trees yet to come into bearing From the utilization stand- 

000,000 bushels per ‘year The will probably more than offset point, trends in the last few 
~ a aauetin . ar any normal losses and abandon- years have been as_ follows: 

Pp a. P ak i appar- ment of orchards for the next canned red pitted cherries, 
ently nolo passed for the region few years. sharply upward; canned sweet 
as a whole, and the general trend Farm prices for cherries, after cherries, slightly downward; 
is expected to be slightly down-  ayopping to a decidedly low level brined and frozen cherries sharp- 
“et he C in 1982, have been gradually ris- ly upward. Under average con- 

a ‘ e ie States where ing in recent years largely be- ditions it is expected that the 
annual production varies tre- canse of increased demand and_ trends of all except canned sweet 
ee Snares produce a higher general price level. In cherries will continue to be 

ase arate ABs aan vodue view of the present potential slightly upward for the next 2 
tod tema Sid commercial and productive capacity, however, it or 3 years. 

farm orchards for several years, | expected that prices to grow- From the U. S. Bureau of Ag- 
z 4 » ers in the next few years will not ricultural Economics. 

didona average growing COn- each the high levels attained 
itions. during the 1924-29 period. — 
In the Eastern States, the re- . 7 ‘ ‘ 

moval of unprofitable farm or- There was an increase in the Miss Elizabeth Robbins won 

chards continues. Although pro- United States of about 85 per- another blue ribbon also for her 
duction of some of the more pop- cent in the number of trees of homemade tickles. — Kramer 
ular varieties may increase for bearing age from 1980 to 1935. (Calif.) News-Gazette. 

several: years, on: the whale (he: =e 
number of trees yet to come into a _______ 
bearing is not sufficient to main- 
tain the present number of trees TUL Th] 
of bearing age. ~oee P, 

Domestic-apple supplies for \\ _. 
the current season are the larg- IP i i ie a NY 
est in several years, and apple ) ee) | Mi > .) 
prices thus far in the season Y. Nt Aes eo ARS, EA L 1s 
have been substantially lower ou Y Nae Oy a j) LU 
than those which prevailed for i" \ NENG amy 4 
the small crop of 1936. Li i | Rae een 4 I h em 

Improved demand conditions Wwe ahr oie} 2 

in many foreign countries, trade- yf Soe relies ea ~ y 

agreement concessions on apples, ne Ns ey vo Gully 

smaller crops in European coun- MS 

tries, and lower prices in this See ane ee ed itn act = SEY HAVE FLAVOR AND QUALITY 
year, are factors that indicate an Mats for the above design are available to growers for use in advertising, in two sizes, 
increase in the volume of apple ong column aad to column widths, free of charge. Write Wisconsin Horticultural Society,
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ADVERTISE WISCONSIN COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS While trampling the snow 
APPLES ASSOCIATION MEETINGS about the trunks of the trees, 

. . . and placing hardware cloth 
Bulletin of Recipe and Infor- Waukesha County Fruit Grow- guards about each young tree are 

mation Suggested a ae oe Wea important measures for control 
i anuary 14, Waukesha. Wesley of mice, nevertheless the mouse 

Me eats aerate teat Adams, Secretary, R. 1, Wauke- population should be decreased, 

the Horticultural Society have sha. and poisoned oats bait is recom- 
printed an inexpensive pamphlet Milwaukee County Fruit Grow- mended for that purpose. 
containing recipes and informa- ers Association meeting, Green- At this time of year it is easy 
tion about the healthfulness and_ field Town Hall, Friday, January to determine if there are many 

food value of apples. These pam- 21. Alfred J. Meyer, Secretary, mice in the orchard by the tun- 

phlets could be sold to growers R. F. D. 1, Box 227, Hales Cor- nels they are making under the 
at cost, and could be placed in ners. snow. If these are numerous, by 

each package of apples as sold sail’: means use poison oats bait 

direct to the consumer. A space unless you are sure each tree is 
could be left on the pamphlet for been no request or demand for fully protected by hardware 
the name and address of the the organization of the growers cloth. Even then it will be profit- | 

grower. and the year-round help, other able to rid the orchard of as 
Such a pamphlet would no than that provided by present many mice as possible. 

doubt appeal to the smaller 0Fganizations, and_ particularly The U. S. Government poison 

growers selling direct to consum- the Associated Farmers of oats bait is still being handled by 

ers, and those operating roadside Washington, Inc., and,” in short, the Wisconsin Horticultural So- 

stands. The cost of the pamphlet please to get out and stay out. ciety, 1532 University Avenue, 
should probably not exceed 1c One of the organizers smiled Madison. The prices are: 10 lbs., 
each, or from $10 to $15 per and said he wouldn’t return. The $1.20, and 25 lbs., $2.50. All ship- 
thousand. others warned that they would ments are sent express collect. 

It is too late to have such a find some way to get a foothold. 

pamphlet printed this year. We Illustrating how labor unions a nae: 
would, however, like to hear ignore the interests of farmers, 
from growers as to whether they women’s auxiliaries of the auto COUNTIES PRODUCING 

would be interested in purchas- workers’ CIO unions in several THE MOST FRUIT IN 

ing such a pamphlet at cost for Michigan cities have put on “eat THE UNITED STATES 
next fall. no meat” campaigns. Homer . 

Martin, of sit-down strike fame, ‘T‘HE United States Bureau of 
called on union women all over b nee pe as eee a 
the country to follow suit. ulletin listing the leading coun- 

c. 1. 0. eonoegs, FRUIT From Farm Journal, Dec., ties in the United States produc- 

1937. ing the most fruit of various 

"THREE Cc. I. O. organizers kinds. 

called a meeting at Chelan, OT Based on the number of trees 
Washington, late in October, MOUSE CONTROL IN THE of all ages, Yakima County, 

made enthusiastic speeches to a ORCHARD Washington, is first in apples 

crowd of about 200. Before they and pears; Sutter County, Cali- 

got very far they found the au- D YRING December, the de- fornia, in peaches; Santa Clara 
dience was almost 100% fruit mand for poisoned oats bait County, California, in plums and 
growers. Entirely lacking were for mouse control in orchards in- prunes; Door County, Wisconsin, 
packing shed employees and creased over preceding months. in cherries; Fresno County, Cali- 
pickers, who seem to be satisfied Mice are ravenous eaters, and fornia, in grapes; Orange Coun- 
with the present relationship. require about 45 lbs. of food an- ty, California, in oranges; and 
The meeting adjourned after nually for each average mouse. Hidalgo County, Texas; in grape- 
passing this resolution: When they become very numer- fruit. Based on acreage, Tangi- 

“Resolved, that it is the sense ous, they may destroy an entire pahoa Parish, Louisiana, was | 
of this meeting that there has _ orchard. first in strawberries.
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Experience With Straw Mulch In The 
Apple Orchard 
L. V. Doud, Orchardist, Indiana 

Two distinct systems of or- Cultivation Decreased Organic _ the present time, these trees are 
chard soil management have Matter fourteen years old. At the time 

been used in the Doud Orchards —_—geveral pronounced effects they were planted, cultivation of 
during the last twenty-four have been noticeable under each farm crops and sheet erosion had 

years. The first of these consist- system. For the first few years pretty well depleted this hill of 

ed of clean cultivation plus @ the former system produced its surface soil. Cultivation for 

cover crop, while the second con- good foliage color, vi three or four years after plant- 
; , vigorous vege- 

sisted of sod plus mulch. The tative growth, moderately heavy i"& served to aggravate this con- 

orchards under consideration are annual sets of fruit, and desira- dition in spite of the attempted 
on silt loam soils with a rolling ple finish and color on the ap- Cover crops. As a result of this 

to hilly topography. ples. However, after a time, de- condition, these trees produced 

Until about 1922, all bearing crease in the organic matter con- Yellow, sickly foliage, little vege- 

orchards were given a thorough tent and loss of friability in the ‘ative growth, and in a few 
cultivation with a disc-harrow soi] were apparent. This was ac- Years came to resemble dwarf 

from two to three times each companied by poor “catches” of trees in all respects. At the 

year, and an annual crop of rye the cover crops with consequent S#me time, similar trees planted 

ov various clovers was planted sheet and gully erosion. The °? the gentle slope at the base 

during the late summer, remain- trees on higher ground became of the hill grew normally. When 

ing until the following spring. perched on mounds and in the cultivation was stopped mulch 

hilly sections, large gullies were WS spread between as well as 
Mulch Under Trees formed. Under such conditions, under the trees. Development of 

Around 1922, for reasons dis- 4 yellowing of the foliage and a = was eneonteged ease 
\ hone decided tendency toward biennial ©! Various legumes. e ellects 
cussed below, cultivation was bearing resulted of this treatment are now be- 

stopped and a sod-mulch system , coming apparent in better foli- 
adopted. The natural sod which Sod Mulch Good age color, increased annual 

was allowed to form consisted at growth, and a more upright hab- 

first of a mixture of weeds, After a few years under the jt of growth. 

grasses, and various legumes operation of the sod-mulch sys- 

which carried over from the an- tem, an increase in the organic Cost of Straw 

nual cover crops. At the present matter content and friability of At the present time, the mulch 

time, this sod-consists predomi- the soil was noted. This resulted used consists almost entirely of 

nantly of blue grass, sweet clov- in an increased moisture-holding straw. An attempt is made to 

er, and weeds. Under this sys- capacity of the soil. This, to- make an annual application of 

tem, various mulches, including gether with the reduction of sur- one bale per tree. When stacks 

straw, corn fodder, and hay, face evaporation by the straw are bought locally and the haul- 

have been applied mostly under mulch under the trees, has given ing distance is short, the straw 

the trees, but also between the amore uniform seasonal growth, is hauled in the loose condition. 

trees where the sod was sparse. thereby tending to offset the ef- The cost of this type spread un- 

The growth from the sod has _ fects of wet and dry periods. Re- der the trees is around $3.50 per 

been mowed each year around turn of a healthy green color to ton. When hauling distances are 

the middle of July, the time the foliage, increase in size of greater, baled straw is used. This 

when the sod begins to compete fruit, and a decided trend to- type, applied under the trees, is 

with the trees for moisture. At ward more consistent annual around $4.50 per ton. 

various times a disc-harrow and_ bearing have been the ultimate To date, no shortage of straw 

“sod-hog” have been used in the results. has been experienced and the 

spring to break up the heaviest The specific instance of a sec- straw mulch system outlined 

of the blue grass sod. An annual tion of young Grimes orchard above has worked out satisfac- 

application of either sodium ni- located on a stiff clay hill will torily. 

trate or ammonium sulphate has_ serve to emphasize the different —From Hoosier Horticulture, 

been given. effects of these two systems. At December, 1937.
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APPLE SHOWS DRAW FRUIT GROWERS HOLD HOW TO GROW HORSE. 
LARGE ATTENDANCE MEETINGS RADISH 

MORE than 2000 people at- DECEMBER saw three fruit HORSERADISH (Armoracia 
tended the fruit show of growers meetings which rusticana) grows best in a 

the Ozaukee County Fruit Grow- were well attended and at which rather cool, humid climate. The 
ers Association held at Cedar- an interesting program was pre- soil should be deep, rich, mellow, 
burg, early in November. sented. and retentive of moisture. River 

Sheboygan County growers At Sturgeon Bay, County Ag- bottom soils and light sandy 
staged an apple show in Sheboy- ent Mullendore held a two-day loams produce the long straight 
gan which also drew a large at- orchard school at which over 200 roots which are most desirable. 
tendance. Trays and plates of growers were present. Heavy soils tend to cause much 

apples in large numbers were The Sheboygan County Asso- branching. The soil should be 
shown. Local newspapers and ciation held its annual meeting deeply dug and thoroughly pul- 
organizations cooperated. The at Plymouth and reelected Arno verized before planting. 
result was a show that adver- Meyer, Waldo, President; Hugo Propagation is by root cut- 
tised the apples of local growers E. Wunsch, Sheboygan, Vice- tings, one-quarter to one-half 
to local housewives in a very sat- President; Joseph Thackray, inch in diameter and four to 
isfactory manner. Glenbeulah, Secretary-Treasur- eight inches in length. These are 

ti 3 er. usually made from side roots 

iit gortons of ove dozen ah “Tye Washington County Ax whieh are timed of In prepa 
er in each carton, were given as sociation met at West Bend in ing the roots for market. The 
door prizes. Eighty-seven car- CoPeration with County Agent cuttings are cut square at the 

tons were given out at the Cedar- Skaliskey. Plans for a better top and oblique at the bottom to 
burg show, while one hundred type of fruit show during 1938 indicate which end should be 

cartons were given away at She- Were discussed. Following are placed downward when planting. 
boygan. the officers for 1938: Jos. L. Mor- They are then bunched, packed 

The Washingion Cadiily wea awetz, West Bend, President; W. in sand, and stored in a cool, 
. A W. Hamlyn, West Bend, Vice- moist place, inside or in a pit 

ers cooperated with potato grow- Presi i . ‘ . resident; E. E. Skaliskey, West outdoors, over winter. The cut- 
ers and staged an apple show at Bend, § t. Tr tings are planted, slightly slant 
the county fair grounds in Oc- 7 te hack ee he i oo h th nee ai » ik js 
tober. While the show was good ge ao ogc, Bpokembihe ne) “with the oe te a fais etic ..’ latter two meetings on orchard deep furrow or in a hole made 
the attendance of prospective . + : : ngs practices. The growers seemed with a dibble. The top of the 
customers was disappointing. . * . . very much interested in the mov- cutting should be three to four 

The officers of the county as- ing picture “How to Spray Ap-_ inches below the soil surface and 
sociations cooperated with the ples in Wisconsin” presented by the cuttings placed about one 

county agents in staging the the State Horticultural Society. foot apart. Plant as early as pos- 
alae all etalon of ch a a, sible in the spring, to give the 

en m of an ap- lants the full growing season. 
ple show to interest local cus- NEW RECIPES p Thorough cultivation should 
tomers. Apple Sauce Cake be given throughout the season. 

34, cup honey. 1 egg. The roots will be ready for har- 
— 1/3 cup shortening. vesting by October. When win- 

1 cup thick apple sauce (un- ter comes, a few roots can be | 
NOT WANTED sv patented): a eats flour. lifted and placed in a cool cellar, 

easpoon soda. covered with earth or sand. Then 
A i gg of ie a \ teaspoon cloves. they can be grated and used at 

byivama, Sarmer t0und 2 % teaspoon nutmeg. any time during the winter.— 
hen in his orchard th i y g 1 15 SUMMeEr. 1% teaspoon cinnamon. Mi ta Horticulturi 
which had the maternal, instinct 1% teaspoon salt. annesota Horticulvurist. 
so strongly, that she hollowed 1 cup raisins (seeded). 
out a nest in the mulch under an Y% cup nuts. ANY LOG-ROLLERS? 
apple tree, and was setting on a Thoroughly cream honey and CCC Foreman: “See here, bud- 
dozen little green apples. The shortening, add egg, beat well; dy, that other fellow is carrying 
subscriber said he was glad that add apple sauce alternately with two logs when you’re moving on- 
he discovered her before the sifted dry ingredients which ly one. What’s the matter with 
hatch came out, because he had have been mixed with raisins you?” 
plenty of green apples without and nuts. Bake 1 hour in a mod- Buddy: “That fellow’s too lazy 
that hatch. erate oven (350 degrees). to go twice.”—Kitty Kat. 

|
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° ° surface of the soil is below freez- Experience With Strawberry iene unscented 
V ‘ ti 50 feet above the ground is 10 

degrees warmer. The principle 
arie 1€S behind the wind jammer, there- 

fore, is to fan some of this warm 
Hi. Bi Rowan Marahoo air down towards the ground. A 

steel tower is built 30 to 40 feet 

H4!* a century or more ago, field that spring right beside the high, and on top of this is 
my uncle grew several acres old bed. This year’s results were Mounted an electric motor | of 

of strawberries. Then dad start- somewhat different. Grubs and from 50 to 250 H. P., depending 
ed in with two or three acres. At dry weather interfered with my Upon the area to be protected. 
first Wilson and Chas. Downing '36 setting, but in spite of that Smaller motors, of course, might 
were the only named varieties we got some of the best berries be used for smaller areas, but we 

they had, but they began trying I ever saw. Weather this spring Understand that in California 
new varieties, and Crescent fin- was perfect for berries. the 100 H. P. motor is favored. 
ally became the standby. Dunlaps were good and lots of A giant propeller, directed slight- 

[I’ve tried about everything them. Beaver yielded well but ly downward and revolving, that showed any promise, and jay flat on the ground and many forces the warm upper air into 
for several years had them by rotted. All were soft and poor the trees and one propeller will 
the acre, but the market has gayor, Grand Champion, Cat- protect a considerable acreage. 

been overloaded around here, so ski] and Clermont were good for The cost is rather high, and is 
it was hard to sell them at any two or three pickings, but very S#id to run up to $2,000 for a 
price. We raised Dunlap nearly sour and suddenly quit bearing. complete installation in an or- 
40 years, and still think for our chard, but compares very favor- 
soil and our location it’s hard to Results Differ ably with smudge-pot operation. 

a ago my wife won many Dorsett and Fairfax yielded i aayiar Cont be Te 

premiums on her canned fruit at well, and the quality was won- lot aie — ¢ ab e ai “ 
the county fairs. She picked out erful. Especially Fairfax. Took ir gig 8 Heb wort hile 

the largest and darkest Dunlaps a box of each to our Home Com- oe it mig ‘: ie as war it 
for this, which set me to experi- ing picnic and all went wild over +" ah meantime, Neal to” I 
menting to find a larger and bet- them. Just one woman preferred averh | more on aa O Use 
ter strawberry. I’ve tried about Dorsett. All the rest said Fair- <i mt weld a i as ; and 
a dozen varieties of “Largest fax was best in looks, size, and fh, aes a seed “a an 
strawberry on earth”—all a fiz- flavor. Fifteen Fairfax, twenty a e sys ih cou h e 3 often 
zle, and about as many “Earliest Dorsett filled the boxes. After tl weal ae When 30 18 (Often 

on earth” turned out the same we got home, i picked ol acly needed. 
Fairfax that filled a quart box 

way: heaping full. Wife said they were - 
A Dry Season too large, but no one turned them | % Ge Vien Tooele. 

, several new varie- down on that account. Have a |; arden a Pr 

tien for tsa. We had plenty of Wonderful stand of new plants AE) 1 rae Ts 
rain and I got lots of plant this year on our old river bot- Si ot i 
growth—too much for most va- tom land where they always do My OQ [2 Cylinders 
rieties. Season of ’36 began to Well. Trying more new kinds and be Wav Bcaol 5 Horse Power 
get terribly dry just as berries few older ones. y Aes pet 4 2 Speeds fr 
began to ripen, so it was hardly a —— vikieg aie Meee a ekevers 

a fair trial. Dunlaps were too fat rorae| et Ca site LOSE amt ies 
thick and sisted nut bua aa WIND MACHINE USED FOR |<", Mow Hay and Lawn eres 
were on heavy clay side hill. Fariats | Sickle bar & lawnmower unite. “Cuispating 
Beaver dried out worse. Grand FROST PROTECTION pase A Perres rete Lears 
Champion, Catskill, and Cler- WIND machines, known in _ | Ssberbenttes] grinder, pump. wordsav, Cte: Keli 
mont did fairly well and were al- California as “wind jam- | A. S¥LINDER, 31,4: P MODEL eee tn 
most a normal crop in spite of mers,” are used to protect citrus [3 Inch Plow, If has 2 speeds forward PY nd 
drought. Dorsett and Fairfax crops from frost and are replac- |*"" "Easy Terms Rea 
had a big growth of vines but ing orchard heaters. Sie ete Fas cae ae 
few berries. It is known that often times |ALLIED MOTORS CORP. 

I set new plants in the same when the temperature near the [| 3us°r°Gfeut. "Ave. 8004 Went Stzeci
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DERRIS BEST FOR CON. Hubam bloomed well in south- In preparing the beans for the 
TROL OF CABBAGE ern Wisconsin this year. A field table, they may be baked, used 

WORM at Madison bloomed for almost in succotash, or in chili con 
two months before frost. The carne. 

DERRIS has not only been mid-summer heat and drought 
_ found to be the best in- checked it considerably, and evi- 

are fon Sontol of — dently either the seeds did not HONEY VINEGAR 
eetle, but in experiments con- all germinate, or poor seed was * 

ducted during the past two sown, but the and was very A BULLETIN entitled Honey 
years, has proven the best ma- sparse and thin. However, this Vinegar has been published 

terial for the control of cabbage is not the fault of the crop. If a Y Michigan State College, East 
worms. This was reported by good stand is secured it would Lansing, Michigan. The follow- 
Dr. T. C. Allen of the Depart- seem like an excellent method of img is a summary of the direc- 
ment of Entomology speaking adding humus to the soil which tions given in the bulletin, and 
before the Racine County Fruit so many soils so badly need. If Which are described in detail. 
Growers Association in Decem- sown at the rate of about fifteen 1. Use a good clean barrel or 
ber. Doctor Allen is in charge of pounds per acre with barley or container properly prepared. 
truck crop insect control re- oats and it then makes an excel- 2. Unmarketable honey such 
search in Racine County, and has_ lent crop which can be plowed ag combs from brood combs, 
done much valuable work for under at a cost of only a few dol- honey-dew honey, coniferous 
truck crop growers of Wiscon- lars per acre, it’s a good thing honey, washings from extractor, 
sin. for the farmer and in ordinary honey from hives infected with 

A mixture of 12 lbs. of cube years would be a good thing for foul-brood, etc., may be used if 
or Derris and 88 Ibs. of tale gave the beekeeper. We suggest more properly sterilized before using. 
the best control of cabbage experimental work with this 3. Prepare starters of vinegar 

worm. Ninety-one per cent of CYOP. yeast and vinegar bacteria ac- 
the heads were marketable and OO cording to directions several 
there was an increased yield of EDIBLE SOY BEANS—A weeks before the main honey so- 

over 10,000 Ibs. per acre over POPULAR VEGETABLE lution is prepared. 
roe a The cube was EDIBLE soy beans are begin- 4. Prepare the honey solution 

a eth ee aia ‘fuosilicate ning to make a name for according to formula 1 or 2 us- 
ae “Tust mixed with talc themselves as a vegetable. Quite ing a saccharimeter to determine 

used as a ‘land third place as @ demand is being created for the correct percentage of sugar 

hs vost effective insecticides to them by those who have tried present. control cabbage worms, while them, and the beans find a good _ 5. Sterilize the honey solution 
calcium arsenate or lead arsenate ™arket in hotels and restau- by boiling ten minutes or longer 
were less effective. rants. . . to kill all undesirable micro-or- 
Af “th ort of this work Seeds of this variety are plant- ganisms. 
a fur Tea + thia Sawa: ed when all danger of frost is 6. Inoculate with pure cultures 

will be published in 88 over, either in May or early June. of vinegar yeast and when this 

Zing Int:8) Spring ssHe, They are planted in rows wide fermentation has ceased, add the 
—_ enough ar for aceon ane vinegar bacteria as directed. 

the seed is sown in drills abou . 
INTERESTED IN HUBAM two inches deep. Seed must not ent se Al oct esas te wee 

ly A letter from Prof. F. B. be planted too thickly, to allow ty of air by boring one-half inch 

Paddock, Extension Apiarist ‘Pace for full Se 4 A holes in each end of the barrel. 
of Iowa, he states, “I am inter- hundred seeds may be planted in Goyoy ail openings with several 
ested in Hubam. This plant is @ row 25 feet long. layers of cheese cloth to keep out 
common in the central portion of When the pods have complete- fies and undesirable micro-or- 
Towa and has yielded nectar free- ly filled, but are still green or jinigms. 

ly this year. We are finding an yellow-green, they are ready for 8. Store the barrel in a room increased interest on the part of table use. This will be in late havi t ture f 65° 

the growers of Hubam to get August or September, depending )7/\8 ® ‘emperature som 
bees in their vicinity so as to in- on variety and time of planting. °° : . 
crease the set of seed. There is Several varieties are now 9. Do not disturb the film of 
one operator north of town who available. Among the earlier vinegar bacteria. 
is very much enthused over the kinds are Hokkaido and Jogun. 10. After the vinegar has been 

value of Hubam for the honey Giant Green is another variety, made, it will keep indefinitely if 

producer.” but is not of as high quality. properly stored as directed.
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Winter Hardiness Of Plants 
Heaving Not Principle Cause of Winter Killing 

THAT actual freezing of zero on one occasion might on herbaceous, by a series of gentle 
plants by the cold is the another pass out at a tempera- shocks in late autumn, shocks 

cause of much winter killing is ture of 15 or above. Disastrous that usually take the form of 
becoming more and more evi- winter injury, whether of iris or light frosts. Frequently and in 
dent. Dr. R. H. Roberts, speak- of any other susceptible plant many regions these light frosts 
ing at a meeting of fruit grow- material is usually the result of are accompanied by lessened 
ers recently, stated that in his definite weather sequences rath- rainfall as well and this also 
opinion very little winter killing er than of absolute cold alone. tends to slow down growth with 
of strawberry plants was due to the result that a preparatory rip- 
heaving by alternate freezing Late Growth Dangerous ening or hardening takes place 
and thawing, because in examin- “Any combination, whether of and the plant goes into the win- 
ing dead plants he had never run drought and nitrogen accumula- ter fully prepared to meet the 
across any such heaving. tion followed by abundant rain severest winter conditions.” 

Of course, we do have heaving, late in autumn, or of normal Perhaps we shall find that’ 
and such a condition can easily growing conditions abnormally many of our perennials are in- 
be seen and recognized, but there prolonged because of unwonted_ . fad by eaaly frostecin thé fall 
is much winter killing among warmth late in the season, may JRREM, DY" EAE-Y SLOSS I une ra 
plants from winter cold or freez-_ result in sappy, vigorous vegeta- the same as strawberries, be- 
ing alone. . tive growth at the near approach cause they are not hardened to 

Writes J. Marion Shull, in the of winter. Such a condition pre- withstand cold temperatures. It 
Bulletin of the American Iris So- disposes most plant material, may be that we will have to cov- 

ciety, relative to winter hardi- and certainly any Iris, toward er our plants with marsh hay be- 
ness of Iris: winter injury. f h ly frosts th 

“Cold resistance is mostly rel- “Nature ordinarily checks ram- ‘F® Such early Trosts the same 
ative and a Purissima that pass- pant growth of perennial plant aS the strawberry growers are 
ed unscathed through 15 below materials, whether woody or now doing. 

e 

Nature Projects 
W. A. McNeel 

Reported by Mrs. B. W. Wells, Madison 

W A. McNEEL, Assistant mortal. In this rather artificial made upon the sensitive plate of 
° State Leader of 4-H Clubs, time when children are exposed childhood. I pledge with you to- 

is a very popular speaker among to the disturbing, may I say day a little more thoughtful de- 
nature lovers. After his recent blatant and often cruel, methods votion of time and energy in cre- 
talk at the Wisconsin Garden of commerce, when entertain- ating more inspiring vistas of 
Club Federation meeting, some- ment can be purchased for a_ life on these sensitive plates. A 
one said, “I could listen to him dime, and distorted ideas about garden is an instrument for do- 
all day.” life are eminated on all sides, we ing this. The mystery of the 

He so firmly believes in what need sparkling fountains of in- seed, the sacredness of the soil, 
garden-care will do for youth inspiration to challenge them to the responsiveness of nature to 
character building that we quote find joys in the countryside, thoughtful, diligent care, the joy 
him at length. friendship and comfort and guid- of accomplishment for well-di- 
“Whoever has led a child to ance in nature. Your organiza- rected effort, are all in the gar- 

see the beauty in a flower has tion can be such a sparkling den. ‘Get out into the light of 
added eyes to his vision; who- fountain. things, and let Nature be your 
ever has inspired a child to plant “The most sensitive plant in teacher,’ is the advice of some 
and care for a garden has given the world is the child, the sage. Here is a recipe for pre- 
wholesome directions to his emo- strength of his morals, his hab- serving children: 
tions. A person wielding such an its of life, and his intellectual “Take one large grassy field, 

influence has made himself im- leanings as an adult will be those (Continued on page 139)
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Preview Of 1938 Garden Novelities 
From Horticulture 

ARDEN makers will find ce tw tered by Waller-Franklin Seed 
G many new plants listed in | " ‘Sy citiioe Company. 
the catalogues for 1938. Some of | a. i } Me In addition to the new snap- 
them will be perennials, but by |, + ¥ wry dragon mentioned in the All- 
far the longest list of novelties , S33 ee America list, there are several 
will be the one devoted to an- | fe others from the west coast, in- 
nuals. The results of this year’s) | SS cluding Maiden’s Blush, which 
All-America tests have just been — : cr has a delightful two-toned ef- 
announced. This test has to do; “asm ri 4, e fect; Red Rocket, bright red, and 
mostly with annuals, and the en- |. gam a} co Nae Rose Sensation, which is likely 
tries for the present season seem ag ie | to prove a particularly good gar- 
to have been largely petunias. | ie : ; den variety, the flowers being 

. N Petuni | : ’ : solid in color. 
ew Petania oe 1 £ a It is said that twelve years of 

The petunia Salmon Supreme, I pet ing if . work have gone into the produc- 
entered by the W. Atlee Burpee; | tion of a new annual scabiosa 
Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., was first | \ | called Salmon Beauty with un- 
among those receiving awards of | -¢| usually large flowers. Although 
merit, having a total of 85 | \X : «| bred especially for florists, it is 

points, while no other annual ree, ....% said to be a good variety for the 
ceived more than 53. This pe- All cuts courtesy Horticulture | amateur, too. 

tunia is a dwarf bedding variety, The new calendula Orange Fantasy The tall-growing annual Ti- 
light salmon in color with a thonia speciosa has come to the 
white throat. The flowers are . front rapidly, garden makers 
about one and one-half inches in having the name Golden Crest jixing it for the backgrounds of 
diameter. The plants are said to Was entered in the competition their borders. Now comes an im- 
bloom until late in the season. last year. proved form called Fireball in 

Next in line was the snap- Dwarf Calendula vibrant shades of scarlet-orange, 
dragon Celestial, with salmon- in striking contrast to a clear 
rose flowers on broad, ten-inch A calendula called Orange yellow center. The flowers are 
spikes. The judges, however, did Fantasy received an award of {yy to five inches in diameter and 
not find this to be a rust-resist- “merit. This is a dwarf variety 
ant variety. It was entered by With heavy foliage and large : 
Sluis en Groot of Holland. orange flowers with a crest or | 

seal of bronze. It was entered by YM 
Large Pansy the W. Atlee Burpee Co. and WN 

Third was a pansy, Coronation seems to be an unusually good € 
Gold, also entered by the Holland novelty. The petunia Orchid é 4 
firm. This pansy is said to be Beauty was last in the list of € 
the largest yellow variety in awards-of-merit annuals and will 

commerce, sometimes three inch- 10t be released for another year. ¢ 
es across. It is canary yellow in A 1 Vip p 

color, the lower petals being manuals , 
flush golden orange. In the orig- Annuals recommended by the a 
inal announcement, the next an- committee included the marigold Ne 
nual in the list was a calliopsis Golden West, entered by the W. ; 
called Golden Crown, but the Atlee Burpee Company; the pe- K 
name has since been changed to tunia Blue Gem, entered by T. ee 
Golden Crest. This calliopsis was Sakata & Co.; the wilt-resistant Bas 
entered by Hurst & Son of Lon- aster Enchantress, entered by Pe 
don, England. It has a pleasing Bodgers Seeds, Ltd., of El Mon- » 
fragrance and makes a good cut te, Calif.; the wilt-resistant as- \ ’ 
flower. There seems to be a lit- ter Giant Comet Illusion, entered : . 
tle confusion about this flower, by Bodgers Seeds, Ltd.; and the Fireball, an improved form of 
however, because a calliopsis marigold American Beauty, en- Tithonia speciosa
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ae ee ee a Much attention has been given found plants flowering continu- 

{ ‘ x “to columbines, and the cata- ously from late June until the 

| logues of 1938 will have novelty coming of frost. 

. ry aquilegias in variety. White flowers are back in high 

: . favor, and improved forms of the 

5 | Perennials shasta daisy will be offered this 

1 39 \ Turning to perennials, one year. Major N. F. Vanderbilt of 
| finds the new anthemis Moon-_ the Jackson & Perkins Company 

4 light among the most interest- of San Jose, Calif., is working 

ing. It is a good pale yellow in with the original Luther Bur- 

\ \ color and does not sprawl over bank introductions. An English 

. 4 the ground, growing more like variety called Esther Read, 
é an annual chrysanthemum than’ which may be the forerunner of 

| fy : : like the conventional anthemis. a new race, is being dissemi- 

f : 3 | It flowers all summer and the nated by some of the eastern 

| : | j ‘ flowers are good for cutting. nurseries. This perennial, which 

oe ga pie OS is properly a chrysanthemum, is 

| A New Phlox fully double and pure white, 
The new marigold Flaming Fire The new phlox Augusta is a showing no center. It grows 18 

newcomer in the red class. The inches high and flowers continu- 

keep a long time when cut. It is red is not as deep as that of Bea- ously throughout the summer. 

said that the plants do not have con but is more intense. Per- The new shasta daisy called Sil- 

the ragged look which character- haps it is best described as an ver Star is white with small pale 

izes the original tithonia. American Beauty Red. The va- yellow centers. This variety 

riety is said to have the advant- grows only two and one-half feet 

The new cosmos known aS age of not bleaching when ex- high and blooms from July until 

Sensation has proved very satis- posed to hot sunlight. Another October. It is a good companion 
factory this year. The white joy phlox, which has been for the new gaillardia. 

form has now been supplemented named Camliensis, is reported to ‘ : 

by a rose-pink variety called p¢ 4 cross between Phlox subu- Oriental Poppies 

Pinkie, and a variety very close ata rosa and P. amoena. It is Several new Oriental poppies 

to Sensation but larger has been qwarf, of course, but the flowers will be announced the coming 

named Purity. are large and cover the plant. It season, among them Cavalier, 

A distinct novelty is found in should be a desirable acquisition deep scarlet-red and crinkled; 

the cuphea Firefly, dwarf in hab- for the rock garden. Jeanne Mawson, tall growing 

it, and producing great numbers In the past, Verbena venosa with geranium-pink flowers; 

of delicately formed flowers, has often been called hardy but Mrs. Ballego, salmon-pink with 

cerise-red in color on plants has not proved so in many sec- black spots at the base, a Euro- 

about a foot high. This plant is tions. Now comes another ver- pean introduction; Orange Per- 

being recommended for rocker- bena which is offered as hardy fection, another variety from 

ies, window boxes and edgings. and which garden makers doubt- (Continued on page 131) 

It blooms in ten to 14 weeks less will be interested to experi- 

from seed and keeps on flower- ment with. It is called Brilliant. 

ing throughout the summer. It has a trailing and spreading ene ihirie 

is ‘ . oe od : habit and may need to be watch- Sis Ao 

Flaming Fire is a tall, single, ed, but its promise of a continu- Ry We. aes 3 
French marigold with very curi- 945 supply of brilliant cerise wee nS San 4 in 

ous habits. At times the flowers qowergs throughout the summer PS =e . Fe va 

are flaming red and at other il) recommend it to rock-gar- La ae ae 

times, red and yellow. The plants gon enthusiasts. It is said to like [iN (oe ee 
are much branched and start to ee pid > |, a 

M hot, dry places. earl " 

bloom in twelve weeks. The gaillardia Sun God has se, ES 
A charming new larkspur made a sensation wherever it has x "4 kee 

which has been named Royalty been grown in spite of the fact ‘ y a 

differs from any other variety in that it does not seem to be per- eS | ¢ 

its clear rosy mauve color. It be- sistent. Next year, an improved 

longs to the hyacinth-flowered form of this gaillardia will be of- 

type and has a long blooming fered, the color being chamois 

season, with unusually long yellow, paler than that of Sun Esther Read is a promising new 

spikes. God. Tests the past summer shasta daisy from California
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR SUCCESS WITH THE ENG. 

‘THE officers of the Wisconsin ‘J ‘y vay) si LISH WALNUTS 
Horticultural Society wish to owe W E have received many let- 

extend to all our members sin- ET st Ez » ters from purchasers of 
Gite waste for = na sand & a yf! Pale 6 English walnut seed. Most of the 
rosperous New Year. We hope i OF" 1 1 : 

that weather conditions during Fe a ae ell Be i 

1938 will be favorable for the a 7 ee 4a Mr. E. M. Davis of Coolville, 
production of all kinds of fruits, 4 i xy - Ohio, writes. I planted the ten 
flowers and vegetables. We hope walnut seeds you sent and nine 
that the drought which has been : of them grew. However, I have 
with us for several years will ——-~~—____ ten sprouts because one nut sent 
ease up and that Wisconsin may ; up two shoots. A friend of mine 
have an ees ped crop WHO’S DISCOURAGED? received nine nuts and eight of 

oor- ; 
aot tencens in years oon When Abraham Lincoln was a them are growing. 

The coming year will be the Young man, he ran for the legis- The six year old tree growing 
“off year” in apple production all lature in Illinois and was badly in the editor’s backyard grew 

over the United States. Those swamped. from three to four feet this year 
Whé tani grow a, good crop ‘this He next entered business, #4 is now about ten feet tall. 

coming year should receive good failed, and spent seventeen years Rev. P. C. Crath of Toronto 
prices. of his life paying up the debts of writes that when the English 

May our flowers during 1938 4 worthless partner. walnut trees first begin to bloom 

be the most beautiful you have He was in love with a beauti- they do not produce any stamin- 

even seen, and may the interest ful woman to whom he became ate flowers. He writes: “When 

in home and civic beautification engaged. Then she died. the growth of the branches be- 

increase by leaps and bounds. Entering politics again, he ran ©™es shorter they start to pro- 
for Congress and was badly de- ee also and yield a 

ee feated. ‘ 
He then tried to get an ap- In shipping walnut seeds last 

WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN pointment to the United States spring, we sorted out all nuts 

MEET FEBRUARY 10 Land Office but failed. which were partly cracked open, 
A LETTER from Mr. M. C. He became a candidate for the 0¥ looked somewhat dried out be- 

Hepler, Pardeeville, Secre- United States Senate and was cause we thought they might not 
> » badly defeated. germinate. Having several hun- 

tary-Treasurer of the Wisconsin dred h . 
; «ye " In 1856, he became a candidate dred of these seeds, we decided 

Nurserymen’s Association, states fo, the Vice-Presidency and was_ ‘0 Plant them and find that about 
that the annual convention of the again defeated. 50% of them are growing nicely. 

Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Associ- One failure after another— This shows that even the poorest 
ation will be held in Milwaukee bad failures—great setbacks. fe aorie <A cee ne sat 

. In the face of all this, he even- ‘Stactorily. We are theretore a 
on Rebraaxy 1), beng the second tually became one of the coun- loss to know why a few growers 

Feb 
: 

Thursday in February. try’s greatest men, if not the failed entirely. 
All nurserymen should attend greatest. A new shipment of walnut 

the afternoon program at this ——From Wisconsin-Upper Michi- seeds has just arrived from the 

convention. gan Florists’ Bulletin. Carpathians. |
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FARM AND HOME WEEK THERE MAY BE MONEY IN SECOND PRIZE RECIPE— 

THEM HILLS HONEY ICE BOX 
WISCONSIN _ BLIGHT hundred walnut trees COOKIE 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE sold recently from the Wat- Y cup honey. 1 egg 
kins farm near Lawson, Mo., i, cup brown Sul ait . 

Madison—Jan. 31-Feb. 4 brought $13,153. The trees had {7 Gun shortening. 
their brace roots cut, were pulled 21% cups flour 8. 

Ses over by tractor (with cable fast- Y% cup nut meats 
ened high up the trunk), so as to 1 tsp. baking powder 

HORTICULTURAL PROGRAM get grained wood of the stumps. 4 tsp soda iy tsp. salt 
. Jim James, Albany, Mo., re- Cc th ee . 

Room 116—Horticultural Hall cently shipped a hedge log, eight , V'e#m oney, sugar, shorten- 

feet long and 28 inches around, |" and egg together. Add dry 
to New York. James expects this ingredients, which have been 

Tuesday—February 1 or New Sor: eames &xP sifted together, then nuts. Shape 
hedge, one of the choicest of bow in loat and areas in d : 

HOME GROUNDS woods, to make from $600 to Grit) one or ee anes, te alow 
worth of bows. . Be : 

9:00—-Shrubs for the house si Farm Journal, Dec sufficient ripening of dough. Slice 

border. L. G. Holmes. —_ 1937 and bake in hot oven (400 deg.) 

10:00—Shrubs for winter ef i Oe Mee te ets A . fects. F. A. Aust. WILD ANIMALS IN THE nore Mrs. Chester Keister, Clar- 

2:30—Successful planting prac- A PvaRY “a, hi — 

tices. James G. Moore. SEVER L beekeepers have OUR COVER PICTURE 
written in recently complain- , ; 

3:15—Pruning and care of jng about damage by bear in Our cover picture this month 

shrubs. G. Wm. Longe- their apiaries. In northern Wis- —tulips and primrose ar- 

necker. consin this is quite a problem. ranged in the Japanese manner 

Our attention is called to the cant eset a wy ce age 
. in- ¢an Horticultural Society and a 

Wednesday—February 2 beside eleuinic Fence ‘heepinig peared in the July issue of the 

HOME FRUIT GROWERS wild animals out of an enclosure. National Horticultural Magazine. 
PROGRAM At the annual convention we In an article entitled “Ideas 

were told that one beekeeper at Behind Japanese Flower Ar- 
9:00—Home orchard spraying. least had tried it and found Yangement’” the author, Ikko 

C. L. Kuehner. it successful, although it was se wee “My veneer once 
: : thought that two wires rather told me of the reasons why men 

Mal —-Sa ed ee wher- than one wire would be neces- in prominent positions of Japa- 
PIGS. Tey Lhe AVODERTS. sary to keep out bear. nese public life are usually in- 

2:30—Pruning the small fruits. Anyone interested in the elec- terested and accomplished in 

James G. Moore. tric fence might write to the poetry, painting, flower arrange- 

3:15—Know your fruit buds. R. Prime Manufacturing Company, ment or tea ceremony. They val- 

H. Roberts. 1669 South First Street, Milwau- ue such arts as happy chances to 
kee, Wisconsin, for a copy of a_ escape for a short time from the 
catalog describing this type of unsolved problems of life, to re- 

Thursday—February 3 fence. turn to them with that detached 
and composed attitude which 

TOBACCO GROWERS PILGRIMAGE AT alone makes their solution possi- 
PROGRAM NATCHEZ, MISS. ble.” 

: : i HE Pilgrimage Garden Club We will appreciate comments 

2:80 ae TE on TY Natchez, Mississippi, will from our members on this ar- 
and W. B. Ogden. again hold their annual pilgrim- rangement. Any one interested 

, age on March 11th through in joining the American Horti- 

fs March 24th, 1938. cultural Society and receiving 

This Pilgrimage has become their excellent magazine should 

Write for detailed program to an important event. Many beau- write to the society’s office, 

Wisconsin College of Agricul- tiful gardens as well as homes Room 281, Washington Loan and 

ture, Five full days of meetings are visited during this time. The Trust Building, Washington, D. 

and discussion on timely, practi- Azaleas are expected to be at C. Mr. B. Y. Morrison is editor. 

cal Farm and Home subjects. their best on the dates selected. Annual dues are $3 per year.
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About the Home and. Garden 

| About the Home and Garden | 

THE WINTER GARDEN WYK Mi Mp 

TWENTY sturdy seedling \ \ 4 ata: Se WK 
Gloxinia plants were given ‘A, Ue oa mM } 

me to help pass away the time Vy ao Pe y 

when the out-door garden is ¢ ‘i Zi es ee eee INA 
tucked away under ice and snow, y a y Ne me 

by Miss Emma Goelzer of Oak- wal) STE f, Y 
wood, who is a wizard at grow- . yy eS ee 

ing rather unusual plants from ile « 
seed. She raised fifty Gloxinia 
plants from one package. If you 

have not tried raising Gloxinias ey 

from seed, you have missed a 
real thrill, for the tiay. plants_—_—_—--27IY°——AITI HHS HAH 

soon form bulbs and _ usually 

bloom in about eight or nine Jonger if given plenty of light considering that 5c of it goes to 
months. You will get all colors without the direct sunshine. If the National Council. Yet we 
—from pure white to deep pur- some of the buds are not devel- want and should have good 
ple, from pale pink to crimson. oping properly, change to a sun- speakers. We should send at 
Once you have had fifteen or ny window for a few days—not least one of the officers to the 
twenty pots of well grown Glox- forgetting that all plants need National meeting, and expenses 
inia plants in full bloom, you will more water when in direct rays should be paid by the Federa- 
never be satisfied with one or of sun, tion: 

two bulbs. Holly ferns and Poinsettia This subject should be talked 
Preparing the Window plants make charming holiday over very thoroughly by every 

If you have a wide north win- decorations. Cactus _and succu- Garden Club. _How much are you 
dow, try removing all draperies lents also make a nice showing willing to give to a speakers 

and put glass or metal shelves 1" this type of window, and need fund? How much more than that 
aeross. Add a few brackets at but little attention. By the way, ten cents are you willing to give 
the sides for trailing ivy plants, do you know that the Christmas to the general expense fund? 
use a few small ferns to fill out Cactus as well as many of the What does the magazine mean 

ends of shelves, and then set in Other cacti will not drop their to you? How much are you will- 
place the blooming Gloxinia buds if grown in a cool room un- ing to give towards making it a 

plants, closely but not crowded. til the buds are ready to open? better and more helpful organ? 

Keep them well watered, being Don’t you remember how our A Good Plan 

careful not to spot the leaves. grandmothers used to have a big 
This window will be a beauty C@ctus in the parlor—which was — Qne club has an Emergency 
spot for weeks. A well grown used only on state occasions— Barrel at every meeting. This 

and cared for plant should be in and kept just above the freezing harrel is placed in plain sight of 

bloom at least six or eight weeks. point. We have living rooms now the members. They drop into it 

Before the Gloxinias bloom, all ‘Stead of parlors, so perhaps the whatever they feel like giving— 
sorts of plants may be used—Be- spare bedroom will do instead. from one cent up. Some of the 

gonias, small plants of Gera- epee give co. ee i 

niums, Cactus, Narcissus, Tulips, i ey are especially fortunate 

and Hyacinths. Just look at a THE ORR MONEY. EEDS oy happy, or, if they have sold 

florist display and decide. some plants, they divide with the 

. ‘THE fifteen cents paid by ev- Barrel. This club also has a Sun- 

Light for House Plants ery member of the State Gar- shine Fund. A tiny basket is 

The reason for the north win- den Club Federation really does passed at every meeting. From 

dow is that blooming plants last not add up to a very large sum, this fund, flowers or fruits are
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sent to the sick, and a nice plant WINTE 

a given e eon of the retiring R PROTECTION oF OLDS:4%. 

officers. At the end of the year, IT 

all the money remaining i aad, By The Master Gardener ie y 

ed to the barrel and to any mon- THE injury to roses in cold DOU 3 BALSAM 

ey in the treasury. There is weather is of two kinds: (¢AexeMm@(/A2,2ah Os coccZe 

enough—with only 20 members first, the loss of moisture from ey ius > 
—to give ten dollars to a speak- the twigs by evaporation; and 0% ual eas 

ers fund, pay a delegate’s ex- second, the alternate freezing aN Le han 

penses if necessary, do some civ- and thawing of the twigs and aay ESS be toes ae). 

ic work, and still have some left. roots during the winter and ch gay Ce ee 

No one feels that they have spring. PABA The New Sensational TORCH BALSAM, Be | 

made any sacrifices, no one feels _The need for winter protection Fore 410 Mok: Saoleel users wih aq 

burdened. I know this club will of roses varies with locality. Hy- |B towers ips of dems, Fil tive peck PO 

be one of the first to say, “We brid teas particularly must be ite 10, Sane Olin Won Oe 

should pay more dues.” I am protected in most localities. rT Y7 ae Pre ‘ eo 

quite sure it will come out of the A satisfactory means of pro- | By $% 

Barrel. tection is to heap soil over the che 

There is always a way to do plants. L.LOLDS SEED CO. Vag} 
things if we really want to do After the plants become dor- [UGRRCH ce MRC TES So) (a Ve 

them. mant, clear away all fallen leaves 

and spray bushes and surround- —~  —<Ci~C=C—™SS—— 

ee ing soil with a dormant oil spray 
or « [ise culphur aoe. 1938 GARDEN NOVELTIES 

RAPID IMPROVEMENT Next, mound the soil up (Continued from page 127) 

IN IRIS around the plants to a height of Europe, strong growing and or- 

about 10 inches; in extremely ange in color tinted with pink. 

‘OM ORE improvement has cold climate, 12 inches. The Anemone japonica called 

been made in iris quality This will keep water from col- Marie Manchard will be offered 

and color during the past four or lecting about the base and keep as an early-flowering variety. It 

five years than in all the times out field mice, as well as protect- seems to be an improved Whirl- 

preceding,” was the statement in ing from the type of winter in- wind, growing about three feet 

substance made by Mrs. Douglas Jury described above. high. Its early-flowering habit is 

Pattison, of Freeport, Illinois, As soon as the ground has much in its favor. 

well-known iris expert, to the ed- frozen slightly, mulch with some New Shrub 
itor last summer. Now comes !oose material such as straw, 

David F. Hall, writing in the Oc- cornstalks, or evergreen boughs. There is one new shrub that 

tober Bulletin of the American Do not use for mulching any ma- commands attention. It is the 

Iris Society, saying, “I believe terial that will pack down. lovely hardy Fuchsia magellan- 

the best iris we have today will Lay climbing roses flat on the ica, which has been attracting 
be second rate and headed for ground and cover them with 3 attention on the grounds of the 

the alley in a very few years to to 6 inches of soil. New York Botanical Garden and 

make room for lovelier and bet- Examine roses frequently dur- is now coming into the trade. 

ter introductions.” ing cold weather, especially when This is an interesting and valua- 

He describes a new variety there is no protective covering of b'e shrub and has gone through 

just named by Mr. Hans Sass, of snow, to make sure that no pro- several winters in New York 

Omaha ARB iris breeder tected wood has become exposed. without damage. It blooms all 

called Prairie Sunset. A new oat = im wartying hundreds 

| break in color, a brilliant apricot BLUE HYDRANGEAS hag the aS ears aecine i 

| blended with deep rose and gold, ALUM is used in the soil to shady locations and seems to be 

it is glowing, and has a smooth, obtain blue Hydrangeas. At perfectly at home in a rock gar- 

silken finish. It is not yet avail- the Michigan Florist Convention den. 

able, but will be in a year or two. Prof. C, E. Wildon stated that it —From November 1 Horticul- 

The wonderful improvement has been learned that alum is ture. 

being made in the iris by the better than iron sulphate for es 

many breeders working on it, is this purpose. Work done in 

bound to make this flower one of France recently indicates that A friend is a person who 

our most popular garden varie- chromium sulphate and uranium’ knows all about you—and still 

ties. can also be used. likes you.—Hubbard.
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

° e ° 

Gladiolus Growing Experiences 
Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville 

SE PTEMBER 15 probably darker coloring. In fact, the oth- We have many customers who 
marks the closing of the gla- er row did not seem worth pick- keep bouquets of this variety in 

diolus blooming season for many _ ing. their homes from the time it 
who do not irrigate. For us this The complete failure of asters starts to bloom until frost. It is 
year, it meant the successful to bloom in the open last fall cre- chosen in preference to Picardy 
ending of a struggle to keep ated such a retail market for and many later introductions. 

pests down and to develop nor- glads, that although we had i 
mal flower buds in our late plant- thousands of late plants, we were 

ings. At times it had seemed as_ often forced to use artificial light SOCIO ROS 
if the effort required was too on the cooler days to get enough . 
great for the possible reward. open flowers to supply the de- TION PICTURE FILM 

Insect Control mand. "THE Michigan Gladiolus Socie- 

. os Although our ten-acre place is ty held their annual meeting 
Commercial fertilizer had been fairly level, we find that glads at East Lansing, December 11, 

applied and brushed off with a ‘Ty level, & ‘ . ‘ broom. Black beetles were very Planted on the higher ground es- with a large attendance in spite 

‘ «lei Y cape the frost about two weeks of slippery roads. A bulb show numerous. After picking them Pp . . 
off for a few days Ve got rid of Jonger than those on the lower was held, which proved very in- 
then With Dutox. a fluorine in- land. teresting. There was also a con- 

secticide. As thrips had finally Probably due to a liberal use el et Ibs. of varieties 
reached us, the young shoots of our overhead irrigation, our ‘70M te Ddulbs. Le 

, . Prof. Paul Krone, of Michigan were sprayed with sugar and glad sales were much larger in 4 
2 State College, showed a moving paris green. We used a fine September and early October *! : 

h ther time. Betty Nut- Picture film he had taken during 
spray and the sugar was scarce- than any 0 y eee . 
ly vioticdablé in a few days hall played a major part in these the past fall of Michigan gladio- 

y YS. sales. lus, produced at the expense of 
Irrigation Important ° ” ig the Michigan Gladiolus Society. 

During the middle of the day, Tikes Betty Nuthall The film will be completed dur- 
the budding spikes would often A reading of the lists of fav- ing the coming season, and after 
curve downward because of the Orite glads in Wisconsin Horti- being shown to gladiolus grow- 
hot winds. We found that keep- culture shows that Betty Nuthall ers, will be made available to 
ing the ground well soaked help- is not recelving much considera- garden clubs and other organiza- 
ed a lot; but sometimes we had tion. Possibly, those submitting tions to give publicity to Michi- 
to turn the irrigation lines onto these lists are thinking of the gan-grown gladiolus. 
the plants in the hot part of the ae ee sh Doone Sa 
day. Soon we noticed that arow during the glad _ shows. ec 
which had not received water for above named variety is not seen GLADIOLUS TRIAL GAR- 
several days stood up straighter much before September first. DEN REPORT 
in the heat than the well-watered From then on, with its fall ME. E. A. LINS, Spring Green, 
rows. This raised a question in shades and its ability to resist has sent out a report on 
our minds as to the value of so frost while in the bud, it is an new gladiolus which will be of 
much watering, but not for long. ideal glad for late fall blooming. interest to those growers wish- 
When the two patches started From a florist’s standpoint, ing information on the many new 
blooming, thewell-watered spikes Betty Nuthall has substance so varieties and seedlings which 
were several inches taller, much_ that it can stand shipping and have been tried in the Lins gar- 
larger, and showed much better, handling. den. Records are given of plant-
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ing dates, blooming dates, length ciety, premiums on_ gladiolus The material may be of special 

of stem, number of buds opened, spike classes would not be given value in cold frames if placed un- 
etc. this year. Some of our leading der the sash. 

Mr. Lins states, “On our trav- exhibitors also show at the State —————--—-— 

els this season, we were told by Fair and sell bulbs. Several men CHEMICALS FOR CUT 
grower after grower that nap- taking part in the staging of FLOWERS 
thalene had injured their bulbs past shows work at the State T=sts have been made at 
to a considerable extent. We Fair during the opening days. Ohio State University for 
have always shaken out the nap- Members of the Society should prolonging the life of cut flow- 
thalene flakes quite early in stor- express their opinion as to the ers. A new chemical, hydrozene 
age, but this season we are pack- dates and the wishes of the ma-  gulphate, has been found effec- 
ing a gallon of bulbous in flakes jority should prevail. tive in lengthening the keeping 

aa _ ey is rs qualities of cut flowers, and is 
'o be on the safe side, it prob- gai ' 

ably will be well to shake out the GLASS WOOL FOR MULCH. Bie leave ‘than they would 
loose napthalene flakes after ING THE GARDEN last under ordinary conditions. 
they have been with the bulbs GEASS wool has been called To use it, one ounce of the chem- 
for about two months, or at least “artificial snow,” and is re- ical is first added to a quart of 

before warm spring weather ported as being a very desirable water. This in turn must be di- 
comes to prevent injury. material for mulching garden luted to the extent of one-quar- 

ee plants. Experiments have been ter cup to 12 quarts of water, or 
conducted at Cornell University, a few drops of the chemical to a 

THE 1938 WISCONSIN Ithaca, New York, by R. C. Al- vase of average size. 
GLADIOLUS SHOW len, who has written a bulletin It is also reported that they 

SHEBOYGAN gladiolus grow- outlining the various results of found that aspirin lengthened 
| ers have extended an invita- the test made. the keeping quality of gerberas, 

tion to the Wisconsin Gladiolus Glass wool is the material used and it is the belief that it will 
Society to hold the next state for insulating purposes in the make dahlias last longer than 

| show in the Eagles Club ballroom — building of houses. usual. Immersing the stems of 
in Sheboygan. In comparative tests in the  poinsettias in hot water when 

The cooperation of the Cham- Cornell test gardens of various the flowers were cut was found 

ber of Commerce and the She- mulching materials such as_ to be desirable and almost nec- 

boygan Press has been assured. straw, leaves and excelsior, glass essary. 
In fact, present plans by the wool was also used. It showed a There has been so much con- 

Board of Directors will mean decided advantage over the other troversy as to the value or ef- 

greatly increased crowds at this materials in the protection of the fectiveness of methods of treat- 

show. plants. ing cut flowers for making them 
One problem has arisen—that Its chief advantage may be in keep longer, that we are sur- 

of the dates for holding the the fact that it does not hold wa- prised that some very careful 
show. Sheboygan growers are ter, is free from diseases and experiments have not been con- 
emphatic in stating that the weed seeds, and is indestructible. ducted long before this to clear 
show should be one week later Being a good insulation mate- up the situation. Even now there 
than the dates for the past few rial, it will protect the soil from are contradictory opinions as to 

years and are requesting a three- severe freezing and from alter- the value of various chemicals 

day show. They state that since nate freezing and thawing. Its and treating methods. 

a majority of the flowers might disadvantages at present are its [>[—[=[Soooooo— ee 
come from along the lake shore, high cost and the fact that some- 
our old dates of August 18-14 thing like coarse chicken wire 
would be too early, and suggest must be spread over it to keep it 
August 19-20-21. These dates from blowing away. 
coincide with the opening of the It was found in the test that resot mace 

Wisconsin State Fair and would rare Alpine plants which were Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

present a problem. very hard to carry pees ue for 

Mr. E. L. Chambers, Superin- winter came through well when 
tendent of the State Fair, on be- protected with glass wool. Good  eoe Gree pardon 

ing informed of this fact, stated results were also aan in Derris—-Rbtononé: Products 

that unless he received the as- mulching primroses, fox gloves, ae é 

surance of the active cooperation canterbury bells, and other semi- 10 Agile Daberatoien 
of the Wisconsin Gladiolus So- hardy plants. hn resem esGaiac ce ea Ca ecats
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Feeding Birds In Wint g inter 

FEEDING BIRDS IN & f from brush, or low branch of 
WINTER fe Ei P tree in thick protected cover, 

: — S ry with the bottom of the bag 15 to 

BE i de Uh nln tat en CaN iL 18 inches above the ground. Near 

vere weather, particularly under mo “}t J Ff the ear aE GE hay aneke x 
conditions of extreme cold when [™ 0 8 SQ be “ ofl eee long ve crack- 

ice and snow cover much of their |i ee @ ow ae or D iithes tee whole Gian AL 
natural winter food supply. Cold ae , j low some ‘grain to dro on the 

weather will kill birds only if de ground The birds aon fad ait 

ae oe where the ain comes from a 
a ; : arn to strike at the bag, whic 

oe ae eee oa forces the grain through the it. 
: : : - e advantages o is simple 

ae oe a oe ss shomemade feeder are that the 

cessful laying and rearing sea- half ri ae th ainy Rept ony and 
son. Supplying grit is just as a and half mixture of small above the ground, so that none 

paportant wa anpplpicg food. and medium size poultry grit wills wasted. As snow builds up, 

bird may starve to death with a be suitable for small and large the suspending cord may be 
; ae birds, including pheasants. shortened to keep the bag al- 

full crop, unless it has grit with C : 15 to 18 inches above th 

which to make that food availa- oarse sand and fine gravel will ways s e whe 
ble. serve the purpose if commercial surface. . 

grit is not available, but in that —Connecticut Woodlands. 
Shelters are useful in protect- case should be supplied separate- 

ing grain from being covered by ly and in much larger quantity. SSS 
snowfall or being blown away by For feeding song and insectiver- 
wind. They may be constructed ous birds, pieces of suet attached NEW GOURD SOCIETY 

by hd ae me se ¢ to trees are effective. FORMED 
small trees to form a tepee shel- . A . , . 

ter. If straw is readily available, feeding. one spre one ‘THE interest in g0 urd growing 

it can be hung over low branches that as grain attracts the birds ng. esiibiting 16 one at Ue 

or fence corners to form a wind- so the birds attract their natural pew Geyslopments i: horsien™ 
break and shelter. More elabo- gnemies. In such cases the nat- ture. The New England Gourd 

rate shelters may be built in the yraj enemies must be controlled Society was recently aes 

form of a lean-to, using for the  jse your feeding station will be Boston 64 an ooterowth Of ine 
construction whatever material for the benefit of predators at New York Gourd Festival held in 

may be at hand. In all cases the the expense of less hardy and October. oo. . 

shelters should be so constructed more desirable birds The organization will hold 

as to provide an easy exit for the H. E. Johnson of the New meetings from time to time and 

birds in all directions, in case Britain. Conn., Fish and Game stage a gourd festival next au- 

they should be attacked from the Association, recommends the fol- toe, They will mllliate ee 
entrance by any of their enemies. lowing device for winter feed. the International Gourd Society, 

; Se 8 5 : : which has headquarters in Los 

Inexpensive grain is entirely ing. Cut burlap into 20 inch Angeles, California. 

suitable for this purpose. Most squares, lay flat and place grain It i tab casting to: note that 

grain stores, wholesale or retail, in center. Gather corners to- D: iat vty tr d » pail e hib- 

will be glad to donate sweepings gether and tie securely. Cut eal 1p: v voe bal a ‘ar 

or screenings. Screenings from roofing paper or heavy card- aved, name Set She i Tork 

hay lofts contain many small board into half circles of 18 to "8S of gourds at ue a Ce 

seeds suitable for quail or other 24 inch radius, so that when the show and it an ardent devotee 

small birds. The ordinary scratch two sides are brought together of gourd culture. 

grain mixture for poultry will be and pinned or stapled, the paper 

most suitable for pheasants and forms a weather-protecting cone 

many other birds. Ten per cent over the bag of grain. Tie long The man who watches the 

of commercial grit should be cord to bag; run through center clock usually remains one of the 

added to all grain mixtures. A of cone, and suspend the feeder hands.
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My Garden Favorites 
Deanette M. Small, Indiana 

[NDIANA gardens are not so. thing spectacular for fall!’ His ing—and in garden language 
distant that the problems are answer was: “I’m sending you that’s sumthin’. 

not similar to those in Wiscon- dwarf hardy asters .. . Ronald, Come on over and visit the In- 
sin; in such case, so then should Nancy, Marjorie, Victor, Snow- diana garden club shows this 
be the delights. For at least the sprite...” spring, Wisconsin; we’ll return 
length of this article let’s forget The dwarf asters ran away the compliment! 
the problems: instead, deal with with the fall garden. In mid- 
the delights. August they formed mounds of OO 

Roses ate surpassing the puljcheets BUDDLEIA POPULAR 
First, there are roses ... We they Kent ot BnoRing wauIaia APPARENTLY, the buddleia, 

sent, with some apprehension, Qctober. Indications are that commonly called the butter- 
for fourteen of the newest last enough new plants formed to fly bush, will soon be found in a 
spring, wondering if it paid to get out a whole border. Yes wide range of varieties, as at 

be as up-to-date as Gloaming, indeed, we’re quite sold on dwarf [east one new kind appears each 
Carillon, Eclipse, Rocket, Signora asters. We think they will work Yea" Ile de France seems to 

and others, when Talisman, jn well with the tall hardy (No- have become established _ as 
Briarcliff, Pres. Hoover, the Ra- yae Anglae) and with the vari- ®mong the best. Fortune was 
diances and Pernets, wholly de- ous chrysanthemums. At least ‘ested in many gardens the past 
pendable, could be purchased for we are going to try this plan of Yea" and found satisfactory. 

less. The summer was not over planting in 1938. Now comes a new variety called 

before all our apprehensions . Charming, which will be distrib- 

were cast into discard; in every Geums and Trollius uted in the spring of 1938 and 

way these newer roses were an Third ... Geums and trollius. seems likely to win favor because 

improvement over the old. Long- I don’t know about geums in of its color as well as for its 

er and stronger stems, frequen- Wisconsin, but I do know that strong growth. It is called a pink 

cy and perfection of bloom, less Fire Opal and Mrs. Bradshaw in buddleia, and the color is a pro- 

fading, greater resistance to Indiana, with their flaming nounced pink under artificial 

black spot: this, after a season blooms up against an overhang- light. In daylight, the color is a 

of growing, was our verdict ... ing rock caused many a visitor distinct lavender. 

Of course we gave scrupulous at- to “oh and ah” in our garden. This buddleia has been given 

tention to such matters as spray- And I do know that the mat of a silver medal by The Pennsyl- 

ing, feeding, mulching and wa- leaves is highly decorative even vania Horticultural Society. It 

tering; incidentally, winter pro- when the geums are not in is, of course, at its best in the 

tection. Naturally, I hope that bloom, which in the case of Mrs. Autumn but will start to bloom 

none of you Wisconsin garden- Bradshaw, is not very often. The in July if left to itself. It is de- 

ers will take my word for it... trollius or globe flower, Golden sirable to pinch off the first flow- 

but will find out for yourself ... Queen, came from one of your er spikes in order to have an un- 

Let’s see—there’s Alice Harding, Wisconsin growers, so shame on usually fine display of blooms in- 

Rome Glory, R. M. S. Queen you if you don’t grow them. Ten September and October. This 

Mary, Elegance, Break o’Day— out of ten plants lived, and they pinching causes the development 

Well, read your own catalog. were like livid sunshine down the of side branches, all of which 

garden path. They bloomed in will bloom in the course of the 

wart Asters less than thirty days after plant- Autumn months.—Horticulture. 
Second .. . dwarf asters. Iam 

indebted to a Wisconsin grower -———-—--~--_-_-$-_-_-_-_-_-__-_ 
(incidentally a Wisconsin Horti- Surgery Bracing and Cabling Feeding ‘Transplanting Pruning 
culture advertiser) for my first Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

major adventure in these. After JOHN BV. CONERY 

seeing his spring display at the TREE EXPERTS @ @ @ 

National Show at Milwaukee, I RENDERING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 

wrote: “I want some rock plants, Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

but not sedums, soapwort, cat- Write or Wire \ 

nip, linum, and all the rest that } #20 Univerity Avene MADIEON, HISGONEIN remengee | 
bloom in spring. I want some- ) nn
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STATE GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION NEWS 
| Mreid: Martin: Johnson: Eresident He Jp pahenlevt Cor. Secretary Mee BA Bt Ste Wauwaiow 

Route 2. thiensvilie, none President Shorewood Mili, Madison Oscomeeae nee and'Vs Reeoldsnt 

\—] Ee EE——E———— ————— A 

NEW YEAR’S GREETINGS Pen NO STATE FLOWER SHOW 

AS president of the Wisconsin : 7 5 A LARGE majority of the 
Garden Club Federation, I ry Rie garden clubs, voting on the 

wish to extend to all garden club A Fs Pe) e , question as to whether we should 
officers and members my best Ba (ess a have a state flower show this 
wishes for a Successful and Hap- i Sy eS ~—s coming year, voted in the nega- 
py New Year. 7 pont ae  ———. ~ tive. Therefore, the Executive 

Your federation officers met at E= "Sm The 8 Committee, at its meeting in De- 
Milwaukee on December 15, and ee cember, decided that for the time 

made plans for a great deal of . . ; _ being the matter of holding a 
work during 1988. I was delight- NATIONAL coun MEETING state flower show would be 
ed with the enthusiasm shown May 17, 18, 19, 1988 — Annual dropped. 
by the officers. It was a most Meeting, New York City, Headquart- Many club members feel that 

happy meeting. ee eee rete ip to Rermuda, 1 Would be very difficult for the 
I feel that our plan of holding yop SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK federation to stage a show which 

meetings of the board in three ARKANSAS * would in any way compare with 
sections of the state, to which all October 12, 13, 14, 1988 — Semi- the international show held in 
presidents, district and commit- Avnual Meeting, Headquarters, The Milwaukee last spring. If a state 
tee chairman will be invited, will manerOn ee show were held, visitors would 
have happy results. ~~ expect to see something almost 

During 1988, we would like to committees, the following mat- equal to this great show and 
have several constructive flower ters were taken up. might be disappointed, because 
judging and arranging schools, The Board voted to take part certainly it would be impossible 
and district meetings with good in and promote National Wild to anywhere near approach the 
programs that will bring out all Life Preservation Week, March International in either size or 
the garden club members. We 20-26. quality. We understand that the 
hope to be able to help you with Voted to accept the invitation Milwaukee show cost in the 
your garden club programs and of the Sheboygan Garden Club neighborhood of $75,000 to 
with suggestions for your flower to hold the next convention at stage, possibly more. It could on- 
shows. Sheboygan, providing suitable ly be put on by an organization 

Most important of all, we hope accommodations can be obtained, having a backing of thousands of 
that many new clubs will be or- and invite the Kohler Garden dollars, in case of a deficit. 
ganized during 1938 in some of Club to participate. There are two other possibili- 
the hundreds of cities and vil- The amount of $3 annually ties. One is to hold a small show 
lages in which there are now no_ was allowed for clipping bureau the first part of June at which 
garden clubs. service for the publicity chair- the more inexpensive classes 

Muriel M. Johnson man. would be exhibited, such as flow- 
——— New stationery and member- er arrangements, shadow boxes, 

. ship cards were ordered printed. dinner tables, specimen bloom, 
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD Voted to ask the National and smaller types of gardens. 

MEETING Council for information as to the Such a show would have value 
"THE Executive Board of the proper method for accrediting from an educational standpoint. 

Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- judges for flower shows. The other possibility is to hold 
eration met in Milwaukee, De- There was considerable discus- a three-day show in connection 
cember 15. In addition to mat- sion on methods of holding dis- with the state fair. At such a 
ters published elsewhere in this trict flower arrangement and _ show there would be cash prem- 
issue on increasing dues, region- judging schools, but no definite iums offered by the fair. We will 
al meetings and appointment of decision was made. appreciate suggestions. |
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INCREASE IN GARDEN meetings, and more are being Mary Lowerre, Delafield, Chair- 

CLUB DUES TO BE planned, as stated in the article man. 

VOLUNTARY under Committee Appointments. Roadside Development and 

This cannot be done, nor can the Beautification Mrs. Edward 

L=ESs than half of the garden board carry on increased activi- Corrigan, 2178 N. 71st St., Wau- 

clubs affiliated with the Wis- ties unless they have more mon- watosa, Chairman. 

consin Garden Club Federation ey to work with. We hope that Visiting Gardens—Mrs. E. J. 

had responded to the request most clubs will become contrib- Wells, Oakfield, Chairman. 

that a vote be taken on the mat-  uting or honorary members. Garden Club Program Com- 
= Te dues, The honor roll of clubs will be mittee—Mrs. E. L. Sevringhaus, 
vy A . .._ published in the April issue. 2914 Cherokee Drive, Madison, 

s a result, the Federation Chairman 

Executive Committee was una- Historian—Mrs. C. E. Strong. 

ble to decide whether the dues 2157 S. 87th St., West Allis, 

should be raised or not, even FEDERATION COMMIT- Chairman. 

ee only four clubs voted TEES APPOINTED ceeanel Samael, Contes 

It was therefore decided that At a meeting of the Executive eiehorn, n te. Chares Jake, 

for 1938 there will be three types Committee of the Wisconsin Publicity Committee—Mrs. E. 

of membership as follows: 1. Garden Club Federation held in a St. Clair, 3418 N. 65th St 

Regular members. 2. Contribut- Milwaukee, December 15, com- Wauwatosa ‘Chm , 8 

ing members. 3. Honorary mem- mittee chairmen for 1938 were Horticultural Committee— 

bers. appointed. MissMerle Rasmussen, R. 4, Osh- 
Regular-member clubs will pay The method of appointing kosh, Chm. 

the regular membership fee of committees this year will be Mrs. Chester Thomas, Thiens- 

50c per member, as in the past, completely changed. The Board yille, honorary president, was 

which is divided as follows: Fed- felt that garden club presidents appointed in charge of flower 

eration general fund, 10c; Nat- should be given an opportunity shows for Federation conven- 

ional Council dues, 5c; Wiscon- to suggest committee members _ tions and meetings. 

sin Horticultural Society mem- and talk over the work of the 

bership and magazine, 35c. committees. TTT 

Contributing members. All The Executive Board will hold CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW 

clubs paying 60c per member will meetings in three sections of the APRIL 2-10, 1938 

be designated as contributing- state during January, February i 

member clubs. The additional and March. To these meetings "THE Garden Club of Illinois, 

10c will go into the Federation will be invited garden club and Inc., announces its twelfth 

general fund. district officers, together with annual flower show to be held for 

Honorary-member clubs. All committee chairmen. Committee the seventh consecutive year at 

clubs paying 75c per member will members will be appointed, and the Navy Pier, Chicago, April 

be be designated as honorary- the work of the federation, dis- 2-10. 

member clubs, The additional tricts and clubs will be thorough- The attendance at the last 

25e will go to the Federation. ly discussed. It is hoped that in spring show is reported at 234,- 

general fund. this way aaron deal of progress oe The ee eae ust of ae 

‘As was seen by the financial Will be made. show. contains (his stavement: 

report in the Decetibar issue, The first meeting is planned ae eat cea = aon =, 

there was already a deficit in the for Tuesday, January 25, to be ate fncilitie a he nL” eat 

general fund—with no money to held in Milwaukee and to include ing facilities throug! out. 

pay the expenses of board mem- all clubs in the southeastern sec— —§ 

bers to the meeting in Milwau- tion of Wisconsin. = aA oe 

kee on December 15. Because of ‘ : 

icy roads, board members found c oon vomit a = 

it necessary to take the train to onservation Committee— 

this nesting, It has been felt, in Mrs. Frank Quimby, 1422 Blaine 7 S ie 7 a 

this state, that if the board Blvd. Racine, Chairman. This rane ing ~- Cabling 
members give their time to the committee will be subdivided in- F eeieing S Tree Moving 

work of the federation they to the following divisions: 1. 

should have the actual expenses Wild life preservation; 2. Fire WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

of necessary trips paid. prevention; 3. Bird life. 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

The board should have more Junior Garden Clubs—Miss Lakeside 2907
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ELKHORN CHRISTMAS FOR YOUR GARDEN CLUB sets. The description can be read | 
SHOW OUTSTANDING PROGRAM as the slides are being shown. 

SUCCESS "THE following motion pictures ore seonsin Senne Wild Flow, 

N a letter from our past presi- and slides are available for i: ‘ 
I dent, Mrs. John Jahr, of Elk- free iisteleneion by the Wiscon- mo naney SURADIE 
horn, she states: sin Conservation Department, . : s 

“Our Christmas show was a_ State Capitol, Madison. The on- or eonsin Mid-summer Flow. 

huge success, both as to beauty ly charge will be the cost of the Wisconsin Autumn Wild Flow- 
and finances. The show cleared express both ways. Reservations or. 

around $60, and no admission should be made some time in ad- Identification of Forest Trees 
was charged. The Junior Garden vance, and return shipment must jy, Wisconsin. : 
Club members along cleared $17. be made the day following the Old and New Forests in North- 
They sold boutonnieres, bulbs, showing. ern Wisconsin. 

" apples, and had a grab bag. We 16 MM. MOTION PICTURES Wisconsin’s Future Forests. 
had real reflections in two of our . Wisconsin State Parks. 
niches or shadow boxes. I’m still . Animals 
thrilled about the whole thing, Amik—The Beaver. 
and not one member fell down.” Bear acts. THANK YOU 

Here’s a suggestion for other | The Houn’ Dawg and the A. SPECIAL thanks to those 
garden clubs. We might add, ‘Coon, oo. Garden Club members who 
don’t make your dues too high. Wisconsin Whitetail Deer. went right home from the con- 
Rather, if you need more funds Wisconsin’s Experimenta! Fur vention and got in touch with 

to carry on garden club work, Farm (8 reels). their city and county school su- 
raise them in some way such as . Birds perintendents in regard to the 

the above, if possible. Wild Geese. ; Wisconsin School Children’s For- 

Game Birds of many nations gg. It is very gratifying to know 
(colored). Fish that so many of you were im- 

B . . pressed with the importance of 
ONS YO SPE, Nee __mproving Wisconsin’s Trout this educational project. Splen- 

Fishing. did letters have come from these 
FUND Pike Propagation. : : ©. F ropa educators showing their eager- 

I addition to contributions Collecting Lake Trout Spawn. ness to cooperate, all of which 
listed in our last magazine to Removing Detrimental Fish proves that a little personal en- 

the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- from Wisconsin Waters (3  thusiasm on the part of Garden 
eration speakers fund, the fol- Teels). . . Club members will go a long way 
lowing were sent in during the Muskie Fishing in Wisconsin. toward carrying the project 

past month: Forestry through to a successful conclu- 
Countryside Garden Club New Forests on Idle Acres (2 gion. 

(Thiensville), $5; Fort Atkinson reels). Don’t forget about the contest 
Garden Club, $2; Hawthorne Wisconsin’s Sheltered Acres. which is to be held in regard to 
Garden Club (Hales Corners), Firemen of the Forest (3 the School Forest this year. Look 
$1; West Allis Garden Club, $3. reels). for the details in the February 

The Federation officers are Plants issue of this magazine. 
much encouraged over response Mushrooms of Wisconsin (2 —wWilda Grim Quimby, Direc- 
from garden club members this reels, colored). tor of the Wisconsin School Chil- 
year, and a substantial balance Spring Wild Flowers of Wis- dren’s Forest. 
now in the speakers fund will ae ea Fl _ Oe 
enable them to plan constructive ummer W1 Owers 0 1s- 
meetings aneDg the’ coming consin (colored). GIVE PRIZES FOR CHRIST- 
year. Fall Wild Flowers of Wiscon- MAS DECORATIONS 

sin (colored). [HE Ledgeview (Fond du 
Scenery Lac) Garden Club played 

Absent - Minded Professor: Three Rivers of Wisconsin. Santa Pals to needy families for 
“Waiter, half an hour ago I or- Autumn in Wisconsin (col- Christmas, and voted the sum of 
dered some lamb chops. Have ored). $5 for premiums to filling sta- 
you forgotten them, or have I Colored Lantern Slides tions having the most attractive 
had them?’—Santa Fe Maga- A booklet describing each of Christmas decorations. The De- 

zine. the slides is included with the cember meeting included talks
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on interior Christmas decora- ° ° 
tions by H. J. Sonn of Oaknela. Line and Design In Flower 

Writes Mrs. Thomas Mullen, 
“After spending considerable Arrangement 
money for park improvement, 

tel thes ee a tee Mary Cokely Wood, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

money in the bank.” Reported by Mrs. B. W. Wells, Madison 

NE of the highlights at the themselves. Mrs. Wood showed 
COSMOS SENSATION O October meeting of the slides taken from rare old Jap- 

THE Cosmos Sensation is mak- State Garden Club Federation anese books. In these she point- 
ing a name for itself. This held at Oshkosh was a talk and ed out some of the essential qual- 

variety originated in Minnesota demonstration by Mary Cokely ities of the art and something of 
and will bloom in from eight to Wood of Ann Arbor, Michigan, its development. In her brief his- 
ten weeks from seed. The flow- on Line and Design in Flower tory she emphasized the perfec- 
ers are very large, often four Arrangement. tion to which the Japanese have 
inches across, and the plants Mrs. Wood spent many years brought this art through ten 
grow from four to six feet tall. in Japan where she studied un- centuries of practice. “They have 

For the coming year, seed qey some of the best floral artists an etiquette for arranging flow- 
dealers will offer Sensation Cos- oF poth the modern and classical ers just as there are certain so- 
mos in two separate colors, one a schools, In recent years she has_ ial procedures in this country. 
glistening white, called Purity, }een lecturing and teaching in Hach home always has two bou- 
and the other, a pink, will be this country. Last spring she 4uets over which hours of care- 
called Pinkie. taught an enthusiastic group of ful consideration have been 

_— Madison garden club members. spent,” said Mrs. Wood. 
At present she is completing a Through her personality as 

THE HAWK MOTH book on flower arrangement. well as by what she said, Mrs. 

SEVERAL questions have been In her lecture, Mrs. Wood em- Wood gave us a glimpse of artis- 
asked as to the larvae of the phasized the importance of line tic perfection in this art in which 

Sphinx moth, sometimes called in giving variety to an arrange- We are hopeful beginners. 

the hawk moth, which was so ment as against the massed ef- 
ae this Poh en ; fect of flower stems where lines TT 

e larvae o 1s Insect re- were lost or confused. She dem- 
sembles the large tobacco worm baat by means of simile CAN YOU ANSWER THESE 
- oon. Poreaiee ana leafy stems how vitality can be QUESTIONS? 
cane Allnoneh Ie “Closely nal ae en seis ee bene 1. What are lilies? (See Web- 

sembles the tobacco worm it does Showed how such stemg could be °t¢?'S Unabridged Dictionary.) S ‘0 showed how such stems could be 
fot feed ae ee or porn properly secured in a suitable a & a lemon lily a true lily? 

s. Since 3 is a we ij ? 
the larvae cannot really be called veaent en of forked . : . 
harmful except as it might feed “Line i 7 : 3. Is a day lily a true lily? 
upon Portulaca beds. ine in floral design is se- Why? 

cured through the use of curved . 
SSS SS stems as a straight line is static 4. What determines the depth 

NATURE PROJECTS and there must be relationship that lilies should be planted? 

(Continued from page 125) between the parts of the compo- —_ 5, What precautions should be 
one-half dozen children, two or re Porn ea a taken in planting most lilies? 

ee cee ae edilen Miz a tainers so as not to detract from ae: ae ik ud alld £ 
children and the dogs well to- the bouquet and to give it a feel- T nt lily Pini it D — “An uy, 

gether and put them in the field, ing of strength and stability.” lily, " Peruvian lily, Ginger lily, 
stirring constantly. Pour the Charts were shown to demon- guider lily, Tiger lily Madonna 
brook over the pebbles, sprinkle strate how varied and many are jij, Turks- cap lily Easter lily 
the field with flowers, spread ov- the types of line arrangements. gf ’Bryno’s lily. , 
er all a deep blue sky line, and Arrangements of Juniper and . ; . 

bake in a hot sun. When brown, chrysanthemums were brought Compiled by. Victor H. Ries, 
remove and cool in a bath tub.” to the lecture hall to speak for Extension Floriculturist, Ohio.
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Wisconsin Beekeepin 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S cep 8 

OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. . Hiliott,. Menomonie 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Mrs. E. Voigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls. Edw. Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F. J. Paepke, Burlington 

Apiary Inspection Plans For 1938 
C. D. Adams, Chief Apiary Inspector 

W HEN the $31,000 appropri- guish the principal diseases, and ington meeting the problem of 
ation for bee disease con- ability to meet and get along more uniform laws regarding the 

trol became available in July with beekeepers. In other words movement of bees and bee ma- 
1937, all our trained bee inspec- the inspector must be a real dip- terial in interstate shipments 
tors were immediately put to lomat and this is where many were taken up and assigned to 
work and we began breaking in first class beekeepers fall down. committees. There was not the 
a number of new men. It was During the early spring there Uniformity of opinions in this 

necessary to adopt a policy re- will be held about four sectional that one might expect. Some sec- 
garding the counties that were schools for experienced and inex- tions of the country appear to 
to be inspected first. It was.de- perienced apiary inspectors. The want as few restrictions as pos- 
cided to make three classifica- dates and locations of these sible on such shipments, while 
tions. (1) The 23 counties that schools will be announced later. those like Wisconsin that are 
had appropriated money for the spending large sums of money 
area clean-up in 1987. The in- — for the eradication of disease, are 
spection was to be completed in in favor of more drastic restric- 
these counties regardless of the APIARY INSPECTORS OF tions than are now in force but 
appropriation. (2) The counties AMERICA MEET feel they should be fairly uni- 
that had at one time carried on THE Apiary Inspectors met in form. 

an area cleanup campaign but" Washington, Oct. 25-27. With this in view, the Wiscon- 
opped it for somé Feason. AS hig group was organized in sin representative at this meet- 

much inspection work as possi- 1930 and is a division of the jin Pp ‘ti 
ble was to be carried on in these : , e presented & paper be ting : : American Honey Producers’ forth 11 definite suggestions for 
counties. (8) The counties par- League bringi bout thi if it 
tially surrounded by area clean- . . ringing abou aS UNIO: 

. The first problem it tackled This was referred to a commit- 
up counties. A start was to be prob “ 
made ii these.colintias. was the eradication of American tee and a movement started to 

foul brood by fire rather than interest the federal authorities 
This policy will be continued treatment. Up to this time the in the proposition. 

in 1988, adding as many new two leading bee journals and : : . 
counties as possible with the un- many of i in aul positions yee will be at 

derstanding that only counties were opposed to the destruction , 
having organized county bee- of diseased colonies. Without a 
keepers’ associations will be add- dissenting voice this organiza- as 
ed. Those counties not having tion went on record in this mat- 

an association should get busy ter and all important opponents INSTITUTE DUES 
and organize if they want inspec- were either converted to the pol- HIS being the first month of 
tion work done. icy or found it very unpopular to THR rele tt is a good time to 

A few more new inspectors PPose it. send in our membership dues to 
will be trained. The principal At the same time other re- the American Honey Institute, 
qualifications for apiary inspec- forms and uniform practices Madison, Wisconsin, to help 
tors are proficiency in handling were taken up with a fair them in their important work 
bees, good eyesight to distin- amount of success. At the Wash- for 1938.
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THE HONEY FLOW IN HONEY COOKIES HONEY FOR SALE 

SOUTH AFRICA Winner of 3rd Premium at An- Comb and extracted honey; 
JN, the October issue of the nual Convention Wisconsin any kind, any quantity. Fulfill 

South African Bee Journal, Beekeepers Ass’n the requirements of your local 
we find an interesting article by 1 Gif Hon Vy ts Z trade during an off year. Write 
Mr. F. Taylor, government apia- oak 0 “A z Sp. soda for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 
rist, giving the results of experi- iy 2 nt ; ae pany, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

ments conducted on the time and i, t P. a & an wd ——————. 
effect of temperature on the it SD: Cloves (shorten- DIRTY DIG 
honey flow. We find that in sp. cinna- Bt re flour Tramp: “Could iva 2 
South Africa the principal honey 2 tap & ki l one Fe our noor f cn ‘ at i you give a 

flow comes in January. Sixty- Sp. baking cup, nuts Bee ne ON . Te dash 
powder 1 cup cherries Housewife: “I don’t bite, my- 

five per cent of all honey gath- self, but I'll call the dog.”—-Aw- 
ered is during January. Cream fat, sugar, honey. Add ewan , 

High temperature increases eggs beaten. Sift flour, salt, bak- , 
yield, is the opinion of Mr. Tay- ing powder, spices and add to ~~____sHsHsHoHeesfeeee. 
lor, and he gives the maximum above mixture. * — 
temperature and the amount of Add cherries and nuts. Shape CONTAINERS 
gain to verify it as follows: in loaf, wrap in wax paper. Chill 
Date Max. Temp Gain one or two days to allow suffi- Write us for prices on friction 

. * cient ripening of dough. Slice top pails—60 pound cans and glass 

Jan. 20 88 3 lbs. 14 02s. off and bake in hot oven 400 de- Jars. 
Jan, 22 68 Olbs. 3028. grees. Comb and extracted honey want- 
Jan. 24 90 2lbs. 8 ozs. By Mrs. Cornelius Meyer, Ap- ed. Send samples and quote price 
Jan. 25 98 3lbs. 5028. pleton, Wis. . delivered Milwaukee. . 
Jan, 27 102 4lbs. 3 ozs. 
Jan, 29 72 1lbs. 0 ozs. a WALTER GEIGER 
Jan. 30 70 1lbs. 8 ozs. A. FE. B. CANNOT BE CON 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

He also states that the years TROLLED BY COMB ane Samp EA 
1933 and 1935, in oer the hon- TREATMENT 
ey crop was very good, were pre- . 
ceded by rainy seasons. June and CAREFUL experiments were 1938 
July, 1932 and 1934, being the conducted at the Brandon is your biggest year because 
winter season in South Africa, Experiment Station, Canada, on it is before you! 
were wet months. the use of various disinfecting 

The South African Bee Jour- solutions for treating combs for What Are You Going To 

nal, published by the Beekeepers 4: F. B. It was found that the Do With It? 
Association, is published at 23 disease redeveloped within about , 

, f hen the combs were re- Let’s make it a Comb Honey 
George Street, Rosettenville, Jo- 12 days w : Year! Th kk h : 
hannesburg, South Africa. placed m healthy colonies. bey ond cue, cdma, ’ This simply verifies work all- in 1937, and prices advanced. 

ready done in the United States, Doesn’t this spell PROFIT to you? 
and is what led inspectors to We are ready to co-operate with 
agree that the burning method you by supplying you with the best 

PAINT FEEDING PAILS was the only successful one to quality Bee Supplies at low prices 
Now is a good time to take control this disease. consis mh fo Gal: 

care of the ten-pound pails a And; remember thee— there are 
used for feeding bees. Such pails 7 oe oO ONEY a 
rust very quickly if not properly Mother: “Now, Bobby, sup- will, eonvines ‘you, — 
cared for, but may be prevented pose you were to hand Jimmy a oo 

from doing so without much plate with a large and a small If you.are:noe on the mailing list 
trouble. We paint our pails white piece of cake on it, wouldn’t you werite cod eWie pe catalog, 
on the outside with common tell him to take the larger quantities nme ben’ peteneee 
house paint, and either shellac piece?” , 
or varnish them on the inside. Bobby: “No.” 
If done now so that they will be Mother: “Why not?” August Lotz Company 
thoroughly dry before being used Bobby: ‘Because it wouldn’t Boyd, Wisconsin 
again, they will last for years. be necessary.”
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Financial Statement for 1937 OUR FINANCIAL STATE. 

WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION MENT 
GENERAL FUND woe : . 

Received from Mrs. M. Francis, resigned rec. sec.-treas. on i this issue we publish the fi- 
June 1, 1937. (Am’t after paying outstanding bills)__-_ $174.62 nancial report of the Wiscon- 

Placed in label account—value of label stock sold past three sin Beekeepers Association, as 
tii ci oo nes LOO . 

penne ° was voted at the annual meet- 
Balance in general fund __-.---------------------------- 74.62 ing. Publication of the reports 

RECEIPTS SINCE JUNE 1, 1937 each year will be of value to in- 
90 membership dues at 75c each ---_---------------------- 67.50 
59 membership dues at $1 each _-__________-_--_----------_ . 59.00 form the members as to how the 

2 membership dues at 35c each ______---_---------------- -70 money is spent and the amount 
1 membership due at 40c each ---_----------------------- -40 of the receipts from various 

Total ____.--_--.---------------------------------- 127.60 sources. 
Paid Horticultural Society 170 membership dues at 40c ---_ 68.00 Unfortunately, due to chang 

Balance of dues in general fund __.----------------------- 59.60 ing secretaries in May, a full 
5 a for abel EROETe ON LABELS SoLp BY HONEY ACRES year’s report in detail could not 
ceived for labels sold _...----------------------------- 92.58 . . . 

Cost of labels _....__.._.... TTT TTT g0°40 be given. There is no detailed 
—— account of the dues taken in be- 

Fe a enema 82.13 tween November, 1936, and May, 
PROFIT ON Parts Sotp By HoNEY ACRES 1937, or of the profits on pails or 

1% commission given the Association by Honey Acres on pails Z labels. 
BOG cece cman ennereeceneresnewncscee eee eneememense: 39.45 : 

21 honey dispensers sold at $1 (old stock on hand) _-_------- 21.00 It was the suggestion of the 
Total net receipts $226.80 editor that this report be pub- 

P EXPENDITURES” oe lished in January and should in- 
Miscellaneous expenses clude the cost of the annual con- 

Paid for refreshments, summer meetings vention. Since the convention is 

Western State meeting. 80 the high-light of the year, and 
Cost of treasurer’s bond ---_.-.---------------------- 1.57 costs more money than any oth- 
Total — os7 ot activity, it should be included 

Annual cotiribution to American Honey Tnstitute ---—--—-- soo in the budget. ‘The Board of Di- 
ANNUAL CONVENTION EXPENSES rectors should determine a 

Premiums in honey cooky contest ------------------------ 2.75 month or so before the conven- 

Banquet pean speakers ----~----------------------- sas tion the amount of money avail- 
ibbons for RR aie arene rsa eianerreii ts oriermricnetanae ear ea eenermin! . 

Board of managers dinner ___-__-----_------------------ 9.00 able for out-of-state speakers, 
¥ ft Heterson erayeling or lepenner) wennceennnnee- tae etc., and should spend it accord- 

. R. Root traveling expenses (speaker) _...-.------------ .00 . Fa 
Prof. V. Milum traveling expenses (speaker) _------------ 17.50 ingly. Such convention expenses 
Mrs. M. Jensen traveling expenses (speaker) ___----------_ 3.55 should then be deducted from the 
xecutive committee expenses: i 8. P. Billiot, $7.50; A. Schultz, $1.50; receipts for that calendar year. 

Mrs, fo, Voihts (be; W. Dichnelt,/7be. ceceeece, tOB0 The financial report presented 
ae aes at the Annual Convention, there- 

oft Jota convention expenses ---------------------- foe fore, should be the one used by 
RCe BUDDNGS, con -o sesso sueewsosesesesemssee eee i . an 

Salary for rec. secretary-treas. _____--------------------- 10.42 the Board in determining con- 
. — vention costs. If this is not done, 

Total Expenditures -~.--.----------------------- 168.54 then convention expenses must 
Rdlaneaon Fane 1,1887 SUMMARY pias be included in the following 
Net receipts since June 1 _____--_------------------------_ 154.58 year’s report and cannot be bud- 

reel — 999.20 geted. Expenditures should be 
Ota. ,--~- << essee sete ee ee eee ees A . : . 

Expenditures as listed -_.-..._....---)2 sn 168.54 determined ae oe 

Balance a 60.66 successfully in this case, as illus- 
NVENTORY AND ASSETS i : 

Merchandise inventory—labels, etc., on hand -_----------- 233.64 trated in this year of a_small 
Office supplies inventory -------------------------------- 15.40 honey crop and low pail profits. 
Cash in label account -_--------------------------------- 100.00 A system of keeping the re- 

Total assets in addition to general fund -_-_----------- $349.04 ceipts and expenditures for la- 
ep acer Lop etre Sane aera ‘ bels in a separate fund is being 

NOTICE: New 5 pound pail labels costing $31.60 have recently been printe: ill 
and the value of label stock sold this year has not been added to the label adopted. on seca a wi 
fund. This will be reported later. appear in the next Issue.
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THOSE HIVES FULL OF ° Hoes News From The Apiary 
Ivan Whiting 

I WAS very much interested in WE understand that there are Czechoslovakia, kept notes of the 
Mr. E. R. Root’s telling at our two strains of short corolla causes of winter losses of colo- 

convention how his father re- ‘ed clover being bred in this nies and reported (Deutsche Im- 
placed beés that died in protect- country. Mr. Frank Pellett in ker, November) that 39.5% died 
ed hives with bees that had win- the American Bee Journal de- from starvation. 
tered out of doors in hives full S¢ribes the new strain raised by 

of holes. This statement was full Dr. Zofka and named by him, TTT 
of meaning, and confirms some and we understand that Conrad 

of my observations on wintering. fe. be of Loganville, re THE HONEY MARKET 
: ans A as been growing such a strain . The enn eigted ves fo aevera vars itwe ever get [)EMAND for honey in whe 

had a young queen, plenty of Weather again suitable for grow- ae ok swith Lath ene 

young bees, and plenty of stores i& Ted clover, perhaps these aa Picr * bin aa be 
above the cluster. They will win- Strains will be of value. and bottlers purchasing in light- 

me YEN er volume than last year at this 
ter, if given half a chance. This As far as we can find out, al- time. The cold weather has stim- 
is only another way of saying most all beekeepers in Wisconsin ulated local demand for extract- 
that what is inside the hive is are pretty well sold out of honey. ed honey. Market prices have a 
much more important than what That is all right for those who weaker tendency and in some 
is on the outside. oo, sell it wholesale to packers, but cases slight price declines have 

Cold is not nearly so injurious for beekeepers who wish to taken place as buyers feel that 
to bees, unless it is so intense maintain a local market it is not honey should follow the lower 

and prolonged as to cause star- so good. Such beekeepers should prices of many other agricultur- 
vation, as when accompanied by have a supply on hand whenever al commodities in spite of the 
moisture condensation within the customer wants it in order short crop. Stocks of honey are 

the hives. Without the moisture to keep the trade. Supposing a light almost everywhere, how- 
the hive warms up when the groceryman was out of sugar ever, except in California and in 
weather warms, with moisture, about half the year. We would the Buckwheat Region of New 

it becomes a refrigerator. When soon find one that had it when- York where substantial stocks 
we eliminate Oe we = ever we wanted it. are still on hand. Comb honey is 

be by using unpainted hives, done recently on the effect of tations available. Beeswax is in 

through holes and cracks in the [@8e-cell foundation on the size good demand with the market 

hives, through absorbent cush- of the honey bee. The use of tendency firm to slightly strong- 
ions or through top entrances. large cells will not permanently F i) many areas. s 5 

T believe in protection to con- increase the size of a race of Exports to the United King- 
serve stores and the bees’ vital- bees. That can only be done by dom have recently been of in- 
ity, and would not consider leav- breeding. However, it might be creasing volume, totalling 483,- 
ing colonies to withstand the Well to look into the matter of 000 pounds during September 
winter unprotected. I already the proper size of cells for the and October. Total exports of 
lmow how-to winter bees butam ace we are using. Obviously honey from January through Oc- 
trying new methods to discover large Italian bees should use cells tober, of 1,901,000 pounds are 
a system, inexpensive in meth- large than those used by smaller nearly double those of the same 
ods and Tabor which provides bees, like the Blacks. Then, too, 10 months last year, of 985,000 

sufficient warmth in cold weath- Why not allow a little for the de- pounds. Total imports of bees- 
er, allows the escape of moisture, Te2Se in size of the cells which wax for the 10-month period, of 
and permits the hive to be read. Comes about after several gener- 4,850,000 pounds, compare with 
ily warmed by the sun ations of brood have been raised beeswax imports of 3,548,000 

. : in them. That would be like buy- pounds from January through 
Would-be Employer: “Have ing a suit of woolen underwear October, 1936. 

you any references?” a size larger than we need be- Chicago, Extracted honey: 

Would-be Employee: “Sure, use it will shrink. Midwestern, Mixed Clovers, 
here’s the letter: ‘To whom it Even in foreign countries star- White, few sales 7-714, Light 
may concern, John Jones worked vation is the principal cause for Amber 6-614c. 
for us one week, and we’re satis- winter losses in bees. Mr. K. From the Report of the U. S. 
fied.’ ”” Bohm, a bee disease inspector in Bureau of Agric. Econ., Dec. 15.
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New Ideas In Codling Moth Control 
J. A. Callenbach and J. H. Lilly 

THE writers recently attended \\uh | /; The “Top-Off” Spray 

the American Association for \’ Uy An Indiana investigator called 
the Advancement of Science S EZ attention to the value of a “top- 
meetings at Indianapolis, Indi- ; = = off” spray application in one of 

ana. In the entomological sec (J 4 ex a the later treatments. He has 
tion the afternoon of December ey ire found that ordinary spraying of- 

27 was devoted to the annual ~* — \\; \ ten permits excessive codling 
codling moth conference. In ad- % moth injury in the tops of the 

dition to the round-table discus- : trees. A “top-off” spray is one 
sion at this conference, several My that is applied only to the tops 

technical papers on the codling 4 } of the trees from the spray tank 

moth were presented at other s or a special tower, or by use of a 
meetings during the period. This > > boom where a stationary system 
article attempts to discuss brief- Was —_— is used. In some sections where 

ly the highlights of these meet- the trees are large, such applica- 
ings as they apply to Wisconsin tions greatly improve the control 
conditions. first brood of worms that remain without materially increasing 

Importance of First Brood in hibernation over the follow- the average residue load. This 
Control ing winter and give rise to the procedure may not be advisable 

infestation the next year. Hence, in Wisconsin but the suggestion 

Prof. T. J. Headlee of New control of the first brood checks serves to emphasize the import- 

Jersey, a pioneer investigator in early injury, late season (har- ance of thorough coverage of the 
codling moth control, emphasized vest) injury, and reduces the in- upper parts of the trees. 

the importance of first brood festation that will occur the fol- Supplementary control meas- 

control. The importance of first lowing year. ures such as traps, banding and 
brood control has been empha- Prof. Headlee also listed the orchard sanitation still merit 
sized repeatedly at meetings of essentials of good codling moth special consideration. They help 

fruit growers and in these col- spray practice. These are: (1) keep the population down to a 
umns. It is the first brood of accurate timing, (2) thorough level which can be controlled by 
moths that deposits the eggs coverage, and (3) maintenance spray treatments and natural en- 
from which the worms develop of coverage. In other words, the emies, and do this without injur- 

in the early part of the season. grower’s aim should be to apply ing the trees or building up ex- 

It is from these worms that the his first brood cover sprays at cessive poison residues on the 
second brood moths arise. They the time the eggs begin to hatch, fruit. The most important of 
in turn produce eggs which de- apply the sprays so as to protect these in Wisconsin are probably 

velop into the late season worms all exposed fruit surfaces, and prompt collection and disposal of 
and cause the wormy and stung to maintain a sufficient coverage culls and tight screening of pack- 

fruit at harvest. Furthermore, throughout the critical periods ing sheds. Scraping of trees and 

it is a certain percentage of the of worm activity. the application of treated bands
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seems warranted under some 3-GALACTOSIDYLCYANI.- FERTILIZERS FOR 
conditions when infestations are DIN PUTS RED IN ‘ORCHARDS 

extremely heavy. Light and bait APPLE SKIN , 

traps continue to show promise “THAT each grower must stucy 
and improvements are still being IF AN apple has 3-galactosidyl- his own orchard soils and 

made in this field. cyanidin it blushes. If it mere- their fertilizer requirements is 
ly has 3-galactosidylquercetin it further emphasized in a paper 

Lead Substitutes is usually yellow. Chemical tests by Prof. M. A. Blake, Chief 
Substitutes for arsenate of by United States Department of of the New Jersey Department 

lead continue to receive a great Agriculture workers indicate of Horticulture. Experiments at 
deal of attention. Some of them that 3-galactosidylquercetin is this station have proven that ap- 

show considerable promise and Present in yellow apples such as_ ple trees require complete fer- 
are now playing important roles Grimes Golden variety, but this tilizers on most New Jersey or- 

in the later codling moth treat- particular substance is not iden- chard soils, which are notably 

ments in various regions. For tical with or responsible for the low in fertility. In a paper pre- 

the present, however, arsenate yellow color that we see. In red sented before the Society of Hor- 

of lead is still the preferred ma- varieties the unseen coloring ticultural Science, he stated that 

terial for first brood control in ™atter is acted upon chemically calcium in the form of lime is 

Wisconsin. Two materials which and changed to red idaein, which needed on New Jersey soil and 

probably have a place in second is a simpler name for 3-galacto- cited a case where Delicious ap- 

brood sprays applied after Au- sidylcyanidin. They have not yet ples were very small in an or- 

gust first are the recently devel- identified the conditions that chard where the trees were 

oped “safe” calcium arsenates C@US¢ this change from yellow growing on a soil low in lime. 

and the fixed nicotine com- + red: After lime was added and the 

pounds. Further investigation is Color in apples is important to trees were able to obtain suffi- 

needed before they can be rec- Stowers and to consumers. For cient calcium, the trouble was 

ommended for general use in the grower there is the practical overcome. It was his opinion 

Wisconsin. advantage that well-colored ap- that sulphur sprays used over a 
ples are not nearly so subject to period of years may create a 

Spreaders injury by storage scald as are sour condition in the soil and 

. ae apples in which the color is im- cause smaller fruits. 

suatine ceca oun aiietan perfectly developed. Buyers have Wisconsin orchard soils seem 

of lead to improve the coverage * decided preference for well- to be benefited most by the ap- 

and increase the protection has colored apples, whether they are plication of nitrogen fertilizers, 
been encouraged in recent years yellow or red, and are willing to ang on our more fertile soils at 

4 : : . “1, pay higher prices for them. segs . 
Dried skim milk, lignin pitch : 3 least, the application of lime, 
(Goulac) and soybean flour have There is good reason behind the phosphorous and potash has not 
been among the materials used preference. For the consumer, given any benefit. There may, 

for this purpose. They add little good color is a practical and easy however, be orchards in the state 

to the cost of the spray and often guide to selection of good ripe on the poorer soils which are de- 

materially increase the efficien- fruit. ficient in lime and which may be 

cy. The chemical changes that are penefited by the application of 

‘An Arkansas investigator has ®S8ential to the formation of complete fertilizers as well as | 

critically studied the effects of good color are the changes that jime. It has been frequently no- 

temperatureupon egg laying by 27° also required to bring fruit ticed on the poorer soils that 
the codlin th. Hi It to maturity and to develop flav- ¢ Il and 

g moth. His results ¢. ‘aroma, and palatability. This COVer crops do not grow well an 
show a marked influence of fasearch does not compare the 40 not provide the mulch which 

Wester aa ee a ae ne merits of yellow apples and red_ is of so much benefit in provid-' 

tion. Therefore weath er condi. apples. It does bear out the pop- ing a protective covering for the 

tions of an iven sat alter the ular idea that to be good, red va-  goi] and preventing drying hy | 

details y given y rieties ought to be red and yel- . | 
etails of a satisfactory control low varieties yellow wind and sun. 

Progtam: . From Better Crops with Plant Anyone interested in the work 

_Some new ideas for better food. in New Jersey should write to 

timing of codling moth sprays the New Jersey Experiment Sta- 
were discussed. _These will be TT tion, New Brunswick, New Jer- 

tested under Wisconsin condi-  Qzaukee County Fruit Grow- > New 8 ; itled 
tions this year and reported lat- ers will meet in the Rivoli Thea- SY for Bulletin 626 entitle 
er if they are found satisfactory. tre Friday, Feb. 11, at 1:30 p.m. “Nutrition of Apple Trees.”
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Apple “Measles” Possibly A Boron-Deficiency 
° 

Disease 
H. W. Anderson, Department of Horticulture, Illinois 

A RECENT article by H. C. sible. Dr. Young suggests that best results. Since it has been 
Young and H. F. Winter, of it would be best to try about one-_ in excess will cause injury, it is 

the Ohio Agricultural Experi- eighth of a pound of borax per advisable for growers to make 
ment Station (Bi-Monthly Bulle- year of tree growth. One-fourth only one application to a few 
tin September-October, 1937) re- or one-half pound per year of trees until more definite infor- 
ports a series of experiments in tree growth might be tried on a_ mation is available. For treating 
which Delicious apple trees were few trees but excessive amounts a few trees, borax or boric acid 
grown in a “complete” nutrient will cause injury. A spring ap- may be purchased from local 
solution in quartz sand as con- plication would probably give the stores.—Illinois Horticulture. 
trasted to the same nutrient so- 9 — 
lution to which small quantities : 
of boron, manganese and zinc N Al E P bl 
were added. 0 WMS or rosion ro. em 

A few typical “pimples” were a 
observed on all the trees when I Th 0 h d 
growth started in the spring fol- n 1S rc ar 
lowing the first year (1936). Bas ——— Lio TE 
Those in the nutrient solution a vce abil ore me i 
without boron continued to de- wee: econ 
velop more pimples as the 1937 ae: 4 Ne 
season advanced and were dwarf- ° , ‘a ett apa hs 
ed as in typical measles trees. es hn. Sie 2 
Those which received 1 or 2 5 ze 
parts per million of boron made AM 
a normal, healthy growth, and op 
not only did no new pimples ap- D 

pear, but the old ones cleared up 
so that the bark took on a nor- ; 

mal, smooth appearance. Those aa 

treated with manganese and zinc EA 

showed no improvement over 
those grown in the pure nutrient 

solution. Ui year at the Ohio Experiment Station a 
h Results ~ prehar d rest yield of 1575 pounds of air-dried hay was 
aving measles have not ye on ¥ 

beaai obtained, but it eHoUId’ be secured where no fertilizer had been applied 

of interest to growers that there between the trees, but where 200 pounds of 
is a good chance of solving the ‘Aero’ Cyanamid per acre had been broadcast, 
cause of this mysterious disease the yield was 4000 pounds. 
and of obtaining control by a 

simple and inexpensive a 400 pounds of Cyanamid per acre brought 
ment. It is probable that older the yield of dried hay up to 5000 pounds 
trees, which are decidedly dwarf- y y Up P , 

ed from measles, will not show . 
‘immediate improvement, but Broadcast Granular ‘Aero’ Cyanamid In Your Orchard 
| two or three-year-old trees should give-aotne response with Then Watch The Cover Crop Grow!! 

in a year or so, if the boron LEA» « 

| treatment is effective. For this Py oy \ Write for Leaflet F-142 
reason, if growers wish to try ( za }) 

| out this treatment, it would be easY” AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

| well to use younger trees, if pos- 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA NEW YORK, N. Y. 
definitely established that boron
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New Apple Varieties For Wi in pp sconst 
At several of our county fruit Yellow Transparent, Melba Secor 

growers association meet- seems to be the most popular. It 
ings held during January, this is a McIntosh cross from Canada Secor has fruited in several or- 
question came up: “If an or- and has the McIntosh color and chards in the state during the 
chardist has all of the Wealthy, flavor. The tree is annual in past year and reports are very 
McIntosh, Snow, and Delicious bearing and quite hardy. It favorable. It is a cross between 
apples in his orchard that he promises to replace all of the ear- Jonathan and Salome by the 
cares to plant, what other varie- ly varieties in Wisconsin. Early Iowa experiment station. A red 
ties would he select for plant- apples of course do not keep well apple, of very good quality and 
ing?” and commercial orchardists do tree characteristics, it does not 

In the discussion which devel- not plant many. have the Jonathan spot so 

oped on this question, the con- troublesome to Jonathan. It may 
census of opinion of the growers Beacon be late in maturing for all but 
seemed to be that they would the southern half of the state. 

plant some of the newer varie- Beacon is the new all-red apple 
ties which have been tested by from Minnesota which the Min | 
members of the Wisconsin Hor- nesota Station claims ma : Orleans 
ticultural Society in different lace Duchess. It is of han as 
parts of the state. taal Du ” 8 Bilt ke Trees of Orleans have fruited 

The following varieties are s hl aS t ie u a in Wisconsin for the past year or 
mentioned by the Plant Testing cell it on e as Beau a u' two and while the fruit is very 
Committee. red color, produces well, and 18 uch like Delicious in shape, 

good in quality. On the market, * 
because of its attractive appear- color and quality, we do not yet Cortland Popular ae PP\ know if the tree will be hardier 
ance it will outsell Duchess and than Delici This, of 

Several of our leading orchard- other varieties of this season. : nerous: 1S) OF COURSE; 
ists are planting Cortland as a will not be known until the trees 

variety coming later than McIn- Kendall are: more than twelve years old 
tosh. Said Mr. Ear] Johnson of as Delicious frees fuller ae 

the Martin Orchard Company, There is considerable interest Oa en: cars of ae enween 
Sturgeon Bay, “We planted 500 in the Kendall, a McIntosh cross 2 Be. 
Cortland trees last year and will originated by the New York Ex- Orleans is a cross of Delicious 
plant some more. I think it is an periment Station. It matures two by the New York Experiment 
excellent apple for our county.” weeks later than McIntosh or Station originated in the hope 

It has now fruited in so many Or- about two or three days later that it will grow to a larger size 
chards that it is past the “test- than Cortland. It is a beautiful and have a better color in a sea- 
ing” stage. red color, somewhat similar to son such as ours. Delicious is 

A cross between McIntosh and yeIntosh and is of excellent fla- strictly a southern apple. 
Ben Davis by the New York Ex- yor, many considering it equal 
periment Station, Cortland ma- {4 McIntosh. It is annual bear- 
tures about 10 days after McIn- ing and as hardy as McIntosh. Haralson 
tosh, is of good red color and 
flavor, and hangs to the tree very Trees of Kendall have been Haralson is a very hardy var- 
well. It is both an eating and a_ planted in Wisconsin for several iety from Minnesota, early in 

cooking apple. The tree charac- years and the reports are that bearing, red in color, but of 

teristics seem to be very good ac- they grow very well indeed. None ‘‘cooking quality.” It is recom- | 
cording to all reports. have borne fruit as yet so we do mended for northern Wisconsin | 

While Cortland may not be the not know what the fruit will be because of its hardiness. Because | 
ideal apple we are looking for, it like in this state. However, ap- the fruit is red it may replace |, 
seems to be taking the place of ples obtained from New York such varieties as Northwestern 

most of the older late varieties make this variety look promis- Greening. In southern Wisconsin, 

in popularity. ing. It is recommended for wide neti aceite Bunt as Carflacs j 
. trial in small lots but is not cIntosh, and others can be 

Melba Best Early Variety recommended for extensive grown so Haralson cannot be 

For those who wish to grow planting until more is known recommended. 

an early apple maturing with about it. (Continued on page 153)
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The Cherry Situation 
Murray H. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay 

THE cherry industry of Door a bumper crop went onto a glut- tions to be made in a yearly bud- 

County is now in its 48rd ted market at a far from munifi- get is the elimination of the cost 

year. Hatch and Bingham sold cent figure. In 1936 there was a_ of replacement planting, which 

the first few cases of fresh cher- total crop failure due to bud in- is, of course, a saving in any one 

ries in 1895. ; jury by record cold of preceding year but not an economical long 

A lot has happened in these 43. winter. In 1987 a windstorm de- term practice. It has now been 

years. The earliest orchards stroyed some of the Richmond done over a period of years. This, 

were of small acreage, cultural crop which had not yet been har- and the new planting just men- 

methods were of a type now out- vested and took a 50% toll of the tioned, seem to have about bal- 

moded. No drought conditions almost untouched Montmorency anced, so that the bearing acre- 

existed such as we've been hay- crop. All this, I think, consti- age at the present time is esti- 

ing, and the trees were young tutes what could be called a seri- mated to be about the same as at 

| and vigorous. ous set-back. the time of the new planting. 

| When cherries sell for $1 per This observation appears to ap- 

The Road to Fortune case—that’s just about what the ply to the whole country, accord- 

Some of these orchards made growers received in the early ing toa short article quoting the 

phenomenal returns and it ap- days. With all our machinery United States Bureau of Agri- 

peared to many that the road to and modern methods, I doubt if cultural Economics in the Jan- 

fortune was an avenue lined with we grow fruit at any less cost uary Wisconsin Horticulture 

cherry trees. About 1910 or than was done then, so that which I received today. 

thereabouts a boom started up we've been faced with the neces- I would think, however, that 

that resulted in greatly increas- sity of reducing cost of opera- : 4 
fog aeg « . the non-bearing acreage in Door 

ed acreage and in individual tions, and the question of how, ‘ 
: A ; : ~..’ County is much decreased, so 

plantings of large size. Outsid- though reducing cost to a mini- : 

d 1 i ily int um, to maintain the orchards that one might expect at least 

ers and people primari'y a er mum, ma “some decrease in total acreage 

ested in other businesses invest- in good vigor. . 
. a in the next few years unless old 

ed in cherry orchards and I sup- Possibly the owner of a small : ; 

: - orchards are rigorously main- 

pose, simultaneously with the orchard, usually operated by : 
cs nee ‘i . tained by replacement or some 

expansion in Door County, simi- himself, would seem to be in a 5 5 

. < aye new planting occurs. The curtail- 

lar increases in sour cherry better position to meet these : 

. . ment of planting has not as yet 

plantings occurred in other re- problems than the operators of roduced any appreciable effect 

gions, so that the picture soon the large plantings who face the nN pearing acreage nor on the 

began to change. However, good difficulty of financing large scale size of rk potential cherry crop 

times held out in Door County operations on greatly reduced in Door County. There has been 

for a year or so after the depres- returns. For one thing, the small surprisingly little abandonment 

sion hit the rest of the country. grower has succeeded to a great- é A achat dg here and while there 

Since then, in the last five or six er extent in maintaining, at re- are many old orchards that are 

years, cherry growers have suf- duced cost, the vigor and pro- going down fast I would not ex- 

fered some pretty hard jolts. ductivity of his cherry orchard. pect many to be abandoned in 

Serious Setbacks Replacements the near future. 

From a fair price one year, About the time of the depres- Orchard Management 

cherries dropped to one and two sion quite extensive new plant- . 

cents per pound the next year ings had just been made, the _ Operation of any orchard con- 

and stayed there for three or greater part of them in the sists of pruning, fertilization, 

four fairly normal crop years. northern end of Door County. cultivation, spraying, and har- 

This is just about harvesting This acreage has, on the whole, vesting. The performance of 

cost. During the past five or six been taken care of well and is these has varied considerably in 

years there have been drought now in bearing. There has been, recent years from that of the 

periods that have taken a toll in in these recent years, quite some more prosperous years before. 

tree growth and vigor, although neglect in the matter of replace- Not much saving can be effected 

crops did not suffer so much di- ment of trees in the older or- in the cost of any well organized 

rectly in any one year. In 1935 chards. One of the first reduc- (Continued on page 153)
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THE HUMUS PROBLEM WASHINGTON ADVER- NEW INSECTICIDES FOR 
A CIRCULAR entitled “The TISES APPLES CODLING MOTH 

‘reo dee ee aaah NEW information concerning CONTROL 

Cyanamid Ca oang 30 Rocke. ..., Health properties of Wash- A PROMISING new _insecti- 
feller Plaza, New York City. It ‘ston apple varieties which es- cide, phenothiazine, has been 
may be obtained free and will be ‘@blishes this fruit as a neces- tested for codling month control 
of value to those who grow cash Sry ally in fighting off winter and has been found very prom- 
crops. The following is a sum- colds, “intestinal flu,” and diar- ising. It has been prominently 

mary of the information in the rhoea will from the theme of mentioned in national maga- 
pane ae Washington ape ae in zines. In the Annual Report of 

idly 2” extensive drive through news- the Chief of the Bureau of En- 

ato ne oS vlan papers, magazines and radio pro- tomology and Plant Quarantine, 

for its constant and regular re- grams to be cee dul Janu- we find this item: 
; ary, according to schedules re- “c . 

plenishment mast Tea tee. _ ported approved by the Wash- “In the Pacific Northwest 
1 i d Trane is ane ington State Apple Commission. en ie a ade 

sufficient to maintain the humus _ Newspaper advertising in ap-  Couting moth, but the difficulties 
content of the soil. proximately 80 cities will exploit formerly pointed out have not 

Green-manure crops and the the new nutritional and health yet been’ overcome. The chief 

waste parts of cash crops are the knowledge on Washington apple 4i..,qvantages is the serious skin 
only possible alternatives. varieties developed by Dr. Ira A. i itation suffered by some of 

Because of their low cost, the Manville of the University of Or- the men doing the spraying, and 

fullest use should be made of ¢80n Medical School. by the men who later work in 

crop wastes, and the quick-grow- From January issue of Better the trees thinnin g or harvesting. 

ing green-manure crops such as_ Fruit. A minor disadvantage is a more 
rye. or less unfavorable effect on the 

Use of sion legume SS en coloring of the fruit. In the East 
nure crops and crop wastes, and Middle West the results with 
alone, often results in depression ORCHARD DESTROYED BY this material are still irregular 

of yields of immediately follow- GRAZING but have offered sufficient en- 
~ ae A wR Cyans nf A BULLETIN has just been coe etna to justify further 

plowed down with non-legume issued by the Vermont Ex. W0't 
. d periment Station, Burlington, oo oo. 

ae aeemanies ther eid ee Vermont, entitled ‘“‘The Grazing Nicotine Combinations 

to depress yields, and makes of Maple Sugar Orchards.” A Certain nicoti binati 

them as valuable sources of hum- Summary of the bulletin states Sooo ee ete 
us as the clovers or well-rotted 48 follows: pardenlady auetine—bonton’ss, 
manure. “Examination of typical or- have one pana genie 4 

oo ehards indicated that in a very ‘78 Tesuits in held and labora: 
ITE LILAC ILIAD, high percentage of them, maple tory. If found practical, this ma- 

NEW MONEY-MAKING | reproduction has been destroyed a will ee el psa ni 
FRUITS by grazing, and that as the pres- C@™'y Varieties such as the Se 

ACOs cllendl Barly Applet ent maples mature and are har- low Transparent, which does not 

Brings $2.00 bushel when Duchess | vested, there will be none on the lend itself very readily to the 

Being 73% on, assis Newt same site to take their place.” washing process for residue re- 

M Highes ‘vality, Tong. keeper moval. The high cost of nicotine- 
INN. No. 790— nen ite is, i a 

ag ep take the. Rome Beauty bentonite 18.10 Bare at least, off 
Market. Friend: “You'll soon forget set by additional benefits in the | 

Fee Se bun for har and be happy again.” = contre) of SE eeeoe nau 

. . ‘“ e more favorable effect on the 
ANDREWS NURSERY Jilted Suitor: “Oh, no, I 

Faribault, Minn. shan’t! I’ve bought too much for tree than results from the use of 

her on the installment plan!” lead arsenate.
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area e, WAYS OF NEW BULLETIN ON CEL- STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

HERRIES ERY GROWING Strawberry plants for spring 
Mee, ne, wae “Cc a ae Y tae a i planting. Warfields, Dunlaps, 

, 0 ichigan”’ is the title of a i i 
3,500 cherry trees. During the new bulletin just issued by Mich- BEAVER; press Fair’axs and 
past three years, he has mar-  igan State College, East Lansing, Dorsett. Prices moderate. Dis- 
keted them very profitably by Michigan. count on large orders. Mrs. John 

advertising for folks to come to This is one of the finest bulle- Jensen, Warrens, Wis. 
the orchard and pick their own tins on the subject of celery 
cherries. growing which has yet been pub- TTT 

He reports that last year 12,- lished. It contains forty-three 
000 people from ten different pages covering information on CIDER MILL WANTED 
states came to the orchard and all questions regarding growing z ji 

picked the crop, paying him a_ of celery, such as soil treatment, Wanted—Large cider mill and 
very profitable price. cultural methods, diseases, in- Press. Haas Bros., Route 1, Box 

Mr. DeWitt states that he ad- sects, and how to control dis- 67, South Milwaukee. 
vertises in the classified columns eases and insects. 
of some of the state’s leading 2 
newspapers, which brings these pt 
results, and furthermore that 
customers come back each year. THE CHERRY SITUATION 
City families appreciate the nov- SROTTED WILT OF (Continued from page 151) 
elty of going out to an orchard TOMATO harvesting operation, so this has 
and picking their own fruit. THE spotted Wilt of Tomato gone on about as always. Spray- 

This plan has been tried by has recently been found tobe ing is probably the one thing 

raspberry growers quite success- jdentical with the streak disease which has not been scrimped, or 

fully. Of course, it works best in of Sweet Pea in California. It at any rate, scrimped the least. 

a section where there are not has been found to be transmitta- Failure to spray results in early 

many commercial orchards. ble by thrips. defoliation and death to the 
Control measures are control trees, so no orchards have been 

of thrips; grow Sweet Peas iso- neglected in this respect except 

THORNLESS BRAMBLES lated from tomatoes or other those few abandoned. 

MAY BE POOR crops attacked by spotted wilt. . 
PRODUCERS From Oct., 1987, Bulletin of Saving On Fertilization 

the Michigan State Florists As- ae eis 
SEVER AL of the thornless  gociation. Fertilization and cultivation 

brambles recently introduced should not be neglected for long 

are poor producers, due in part — in any Door County orchard and 
to sterility of their blossoms, ac- bee are the ld snes beg 
cording to Dr. A. S. Colby of the ave been curtaile € most In 
Illinois. Horticulture Depart. NEW APPLE VARIETIES the attempt to save—or rather, 
ment. FOR WISCONSIN to reduce cost. The way one 

These brambles, notably the (Continued from page 150) saves i. fertaer is ae 
thornless Youngberry and Nec- . to apply it. course, it mig! 
tarberry, have received poor re- Minnesota No. 1007 be a question whether the omis- 
ports from several eastern Last year we recommended for sion constituted a saving or not, 

states. Possibly the thick “bark” trial a new variety from Minne- but some years there has been 

which prevents formation of sota, No. 1007. It is a red apple, no choice. Cultivation is no small 

spines also prevents the develop- of good quality with a nut fla- item in operating costs—it can 

ment of fruit buds. vor which is different from any be eliminated too, and here 

Dr. Colby emphasizes that to other apple. The tree is very quackgrass quickly ; establishes 

grow good bramble crops it is hardy and annual bearing. It is itself as the alternative. I doubt 

necessary to: recommended for trial only. if anyone would recommend sod 

1, Maintain an abundant hum- If you are unable to purchase culture for a cherry orchard, 

us supply. any of the new varieties listed particularly with reduced fertil- 

2. Use up to 300 Ibs. nitrate above from your local nursery-  izer applications. And too, along 

per acre early in spring. man, write the Horticultural So- with sod or haphazard cultiva- 

3. Use manure and good ciety and we will try to help you tion, there has been inadequate 

mulch. obtain them. rainfall, a bad combination.
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Strawberry Varieties wberry V. 
H. H. Harris, Warrens 

FOR over fifty years I have Beaver 5. Dunlap 7. Ambrosia 
set out or helped set a new Most berries at Warrens are 8 Redheart 

strawberry “patch. now sold through The Warrens’ | Grand Champion and Ambro- 
In 1891 I bought the Warfield. Fruit Growers Association sia were both altogether too soft 

It has a pistilate or imperfect cometimes as many as 30 car for market and the flavor was 
blossom and must have some joads a season and a uniform va- Poor. Redheart is an uncertain 
staminate or perfect blossom va- piety sells better than a mixture. Plant maker and yielder but 
riety every third or fourth row Growers are encouraged to all makes the darkest colored, rich- 
to fertilize its blossoms. We tried grow the same variety. Since the est and best-flavored jam of any 

a number of varieties to find one Beaver was introduced, it has Other strawberry. It is a very 
which would yield and more par- continued to grow in favor as a Sweet berry. 

Warfeld in the boxes and erates, Petty for shipment and now * there are more Beavers and Pre- TO 
We didn’t succeed until the be- A 
ginning of this century when Ten se othe wi STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
the Dunlap was first introduced. B like Dunl th MAY BE STORED OVER 
In this way I got interested in Caver Ae a euan’ on . WINTER 
trying out new varieties. more fertile soils are inclined to ; 

We were clearing and break- set plants too close together in RESEARCH work carried on 
ing a new field each year and the rows. Foliage is as bright at Minnesota has shown 

after growing a crop of winter and healthy as Premier. ‘ that strawberry plants may be 
wheat followed by potatoes, the . stored successfully indoors over 

land was in ideal condition to New Varieties a Wek in 1930, 
plant strawberries. . B -dug plants were 

Quite a number of the grow- stored. Some were in bunches of 
Premier ers are testing Dorsett, Fairfax twenty-five or fifty, others were 

I think it was 1910 that I first and Catskill. All three grow ex- laid on the ground of the cellar 

bought Premier which has near- ‘%@ large, strong and healthy floor. The roots of some were 
ly always been as productive as plants with bright clean foliage. mudded; others were covered 

any berry I have grown and is We have had Dorsett and _ with layers of straw and shingle 

of good quality. It does not make Fairfax through four years of tow at depths varying from 

as many plants as Warfield or pickings and Catskill for three. three to twelve inches. 

Dunlap and occasionally is rath- The Catskill has grown a good It was found that tempera- 
er soft if the weather is muggy crop all three seasons of large, tures above 30 degrees were too 
or excessively hot, during pick- round, handsome berries. Ithink high and there was danger of 
ing seasons. If moisture is lack- the quality would compare well growth. 
ing when first the runners start, with Premier. It is a little hard In the spring it was found 
they are apt to'be rather short to pick but as they were so large, that ninety-five per cent of the 
so we always set them closer to- the pickers filled their boxes very plants were in good condition, 
gether in the row than either quickly. while the outdoor plants treated 
Warfield or Dunlap. The Dorsett and Fairfax both in the usual manner showed a 

If I were selling directly to the seem to be tender in the blossom loss of forty-five per cent due to 
consumer I would feel as confi- and have borne a light crop each _ winter injury. 
dent that I could have a supply year we have had them. The ap- This work is of value to nurs- | 
and a choice that would attract pearance is excellent, and flavor erymen who can store plants and, 
and please the customer as I of the fruit would be called de- have them available for early | 
would any other trio among the _licious by anyone. spring shipment. | 
nearly 200 named varieties I We had a small patch for trial Spring-dug plants, however, | 

have tested. Warfield occasion- the past year of the following may have a better appearance | 
ally was cut short if moisture varieties and kept a record to because they have had an extra | 
was lacking during the picking compare yields, which stood in period of root development in 
season. Care is necessary in not the following order: the fall. However, the condition 
allowing too many plants to set 1. Catskill 8. Fairfax of the crown and roots are the 
with either Warfield or Dunlap. 2. Grand Champion 4. Dorsett important features.
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Junior Rotary Sprinkler Irrigation System 
Developed 

A SMALL rotary sprinkler be placed 20 feet apart on the investment in seed, fertilizer, 
system of irrigation, intend- pipe instead of the usual 40. The spraying materials, and labor, 

ed for economical use on small line may be 200 feet long or and yet in spite of all their ex- 
acreages, has now been devised slightly more. It waters a strip penditures they often get a poor 
by F. W. Duffee and H.D. Bruhn 45 to 50 feet wide at one time, crop because of drought. It is a 
of the Agricultural Engineering consequently it may be moved serious question whether many 
Department, Wisconsin College 40 feet and still make a good of them could not grow larger, 
of Agriculture. lap. Each nozzle discharges better quality crops on half the 

The portable rotary sprinkler about 41/3 gallons per minute. acreage of irrigated potato land, 
method has certain advantages This system will put an inch without increasing their produc- 
over other irrigation systems, of water on six acres per week, tion expenses. 
and consequently has come into assuming that it is operated From “What’s New in Farm 
rather common use among Wis- 1214 ‘hours a day for six days. Science.” ; . 
consin potato and truck farmers. It works out like this: Note: A list of firms selling 
It can be used on any type of parts and pumps for this spray- 
soil, and works on either flat or Moved By One Man er may be obtained from the 

rolling fields. It brings about 2 4 200-foot line waters about W's. Horticultural Society, 
water wi th Tittle Scr ot aio: one-fifth acre at a time. It will 

fon oF “puddled™ so at any R20 49 ne of “ran” int EES ERSTE 
point. less than half an hour. Since it —¢ P| SAVE at Sheboy- 

The greatest disadvantage of takes 214 hours to water one- As ae fat rege bow 
these systems has been their A HT wee needs. The line is 

ther’ hich t wh 4 fifth acre, one acre a day can be BX, ieee Z needa) The line ip 

rather high cost when used On watered in five “runs” requiring ae thing for the grow. 
small acreages. They are eco 01 hours inl, “see 
nomical swe oc Pe oh ie That one man can move a 200- sen atlas wi used by lene: 
fia fe ehacuane a te te foot line in half an hour is ac- [ges ait rovers: everywhere. | Maer 

r ae ia Sto lrrigate counted for by the fact that (a Wa? OP Binsiew! FREE bfelier 
only’ 4 smal neld. quick-detachable couplings are = 

. used to permit taking it apart Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
Uses Cheaper Pipe without tools, just as is done s5238cr SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

Studies at this station have in- with the larger systems. ONC | Qgu======EEEES 
dicated the greatest need in manufacturer is now producing — 

tal ie low opevating preseure, inch tubing, whieh should | % rie 
This makes it possible to use serve the purpose well and inex- if N\ om sures 
cheaper pipe; a sna je pensively where the junior sys- ea b Hosber Tires 

pensive pump; and considerably tem is used. Dee \4 
less power. Such a set-up is ideal Use of irrigation is a matter My cuales enl uf 2 Cylinders 
for small installations. worth considering for farmers POE Wy a 

The new junior system devel- who grow crops that are capable | B oe git? 4 2 Speeds formed : 
oped by Duffee and Bruhn uses of yielding a high return, nota-~ [—viving twins Handle a Full (—j 
15 to 20 lbs. pressure, which is bly truck and small fruit crops Seed Cultivate bull Loads es 
about half the usual amount. as well as potatoes. Naturally °"Mow Hay and Lawns eas 
This low pressure can be main- irrigation increases the cost of eee one a eecipmest. Cuter | 

tained with a centrifugal pump growing a crop on the acre basis, Power Pulte ie Cae ee ith ba 
operated by small electric mo- but experience has shown that Hien Ciekranse “Dit Broof. Rees 
tors, usually less than two horse- often it increases the yield Fe Ofc Gnder Viking Pale ‘Hay Mowing 
power. enough to cut the cost per bush- aaa revere and thas “capacity forall Edam 

Naturally the sprinklers will el or other unit by which the |*°" . Easy Forms es eee 
not distribute water over as wide crop is sold, and improves the | ° “Write for Free Catalog iWork 
an area at a time under the low- quality as well. ALLIED MOTORS Cees, 

er pressure. The sprinklers must Potato growers make a heavy [8143 B. Henn. Ave. 88-94 West Street
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° sons, Beatrice Fuller, and Ann 
Horticultural News Noble (Home Economics). 

The results show that good 
A. F. Yeager kitchenette sauerkraut compares 

very favorably with commercial 
"THE Agate variety of soy bean A correspondent mentions brands. In fact, kitchenette 

introduced as one satisfac- that her tomato plants, where kraut packed in two-quart jars 
tory for table use seems to have the branches were covered this and stored for two months 
possibilities in the northern part last year, took root. It would be proved more potent in vitamin 
of this state. According to the very possible to propagate toma- C than any of the commercial 
Agricultural Chemist at the Col- toes by soft wood cuttings the brands tested, and that put up 
lege, the percentage of oil in this same as house plants if one cared in half-pint jars was exceeded 
soy bean ranks up fairly well to do so. In fact, the tomato, as by only one of the purchased 
with other varieties; hence, it it grows in the tropics, is not an krauts. 
might be useful as an oil crop as_ annual plant, but a perennial. It appears that sauerkraut is 
well as for a table variety. From North and South Dako- at least 1/3 as rich in vitamin C 

* * & ta Horticulture. as raw cabbage. What is more, 
A correspondent asks wheth- Editor’s Note: Prof. A. F. sauerkraut juice is even more 

er, if the fruit of raspberries is Yeager has accepted a position potent than the solid portion. 
pollinated by loganberries, the with Michigan State College, Considerable variation in vit- 
plants coming as suckers around East Lansing, Michigan. His amin C potency has been found 
the cross-pollinated plant will be work there will be with vegeta- between individual jars of kraut 
affected by the crossing. The an- bles. He left North Dakota State put up by the kitchenette meth- 
swer is no. The only way to get College and assumed his work at oq. Discoloration of the kraut at 
the effect of such a cross would Michigan on January 1. We wish the top of the jar seems to be as- 
be to plant the crossed seed. In Professor Yeager the greatest sociated with destruction of the 
connection with this same mis- success in his new field. vitamin. Such discoloration, as 
understanding as to the possibil- . well as formation of mold, often 

i of Geen S on cat in OO occurs at the top. An attempt is 
the office stated that he had a : ‘ i machy oF ouitoan whee vo: RETERIENERETIGAtg- OW feive mage at ths satin 
sulted from planting Triumph KRAUT” PRESERVES be prevented from spoiling. 
and Cobbler near each other. The VITAMIN C From the Annual Report, Di- 

new variety of potatoes Was sup- From What’s New in Farm rector Wisconsin Experimental 
posed to have crossed in the Sei : 

cience Station. 
ground and no real true seed was 
planted. Of course such a thing RAW cabbage ranks with 
as this is an impossibility. The orange and lemon juice as a 
only way to get a potato cross source of vitamin C. When cab- TO PRESERVE LEATHER 
of this kind is by pollination of bage is cooked or made into sau- BOOKBINDING 
the blooms and planting of the erkraut, it loses some of its vita- . 
seeds from the seed ball thus min C_ potency. Nevertheless Te Sead leather bookbind- 

: gs and other leather goods 
produced. sauerkraut, along with tomato from cracking and disintegrat- 

rn _, Juice, is one of our best “home ing wipe the leather surface 
We are in receipt of a reprint made” sources of this factor in lightl ith 1 loth d . 

eae : : : ghtly with a clean clo amp, 
from Scientific Agriculture of an the winter time. ened with gl . Let it k : ; 2 - yceerine. Let it soa 
article entitled, “Early Spring In recent years the so-called in for a few minutes and then 
“Budding by the Plate Method” “kitchenette” sauerkraut has wipe off with a dry cloth 
by W. L. Kerr of Morden, Mani- come into vogue. This type is . 
toba. This article shows very convenient for small families or 
clearly this method of budding where there is little storage 
which may be done almost any space, since it is made in fruit 
time during the summer even jars. ORCHARD TAXATION | 
though the bark does not’ slip. The coming of the new meth- In Ohio, according to a recent | 
Perhaps those who are especial- od has raised the question of how law, “trees are not to be valued 
ly ‘interested might be able to get effective it is in conserving vita- when land is appraised and as- 
a copy from Mr. Kerr if you min C. Consequently an effort sessed for taxation.” 
were to send him a dime for the has been made to get informa- Bulletin, Ohio State Horticul- 

cost of the reprint. tion on this point by Helen Par- tural Society, July, 1937.
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’5 New in Horticul What’s New in Horticulture? 
Snow is an excellent insulator versity by R. C. Allen. Narcissi GROWTH-PROMOTING 

where it is possible to keep it on are more tolerant of late planting SUBSTANCES 
the plots throughout the winter. than are tulips. GRowTH - PROMOTING sub- 

The value of mulches for per- The most favorable planting stances or chemicals to 
ennials depends upon their in- depth seems to be to have the make plants root quicker are 
fluence on temperature, moisture upper tip of the bulb four inches pow on the ‘market and there is 
and light conditions. below the surface of the soil. considerable interest in them. 

This report was given at the Narcissus bulbs shou'd not be Florists and nurserymen are be- 
Horticultural Science Conven- dug before July 15 inthis latitude ginning to use them. However, 

tion. for best results. The size and the work is still in the experi- 

Other experiments have indi- duality of earlier dug bulbs was mental stage. Growth-promoting 
cated that the temperature under inferior to those dug at later substances will not take the place 

a heavy mulch of good material dates. of a good propagator. They do, 

never drops very low. In an ex- The addition of a 5-10-5 fer- however, make plants root quick- 
periment at Madison the temper- tilizer gave the greatest increase er and make a larger root sys- 
ature under a heavy covering of of bulbs. Gardeners, however, tem They will not stop dampen- 
marsh hay, with two inches of who wish to leave their bulbs in ing-off. 

snow on top of it, never dropped the same location year after year, The small grower will do best 
below 28 degrees above zero even should not add fertilizer because to purchase and use one of the 
though the outside temperature its use would increase the split- commercial preparations on the 

was below zero. ting up of the bulbs. market, but the larger propagat- 
er may save money by purchas- 

—_— ing the crystals, such as indole- 

—— butyric acid and make up his 

own solution, which is used at 

TEMPERATURE AND HU- the rate of 14 to 1 milligrams 

MIDITY REQUIREMENTS A SUBSTITUTE FOR per 100 centimeters of water for 

FOR THE STORAGE OF LIQUID MANURE 24 hours for the majority of 

DAHLIA ROOTS Question: I note in many soft-wood cuttings. 
EXPERIMENTS by R.G. Allen, books and magazine articles that Directions for the use of 

of Cornell University, indi- liquid manure is recommended growth-promoting substances on 

cate that temperatures of 35 to for house plants and many other sale, such as hermodin, are fur- 

50 degrees Fahrenheit and a rela- plants. Being a city dweller, it nished by the manufacturer. 

tive humidity of eighty toeighty- is extremely difficult for me to enn 
five per cent are most satisfac- Obtain this material. Is there YOUR NECK 
tory for the storage of dahlia something else which I may use live: 
Toots, that would be just as efficient? Dear Mr. Palmolive: 

. : we I bought a tube of your shav- 
If the roots are coated with Answer: This is an example ing cream. It says no mug re- 

paraffin or stored in peat moss Of the fact that the authors of quired. What shall I shave? 

with a moisture content of fifty arden articles are not always * "Yours truly, 
per cent, drying out is greatly UP-to-date. In our grandparents’ Oscar Zilch. 
reduced. day, liquid manure was the thing —Analyst 

to use. Today there is absolutely , 
no excuse for going to the both- OO 
er and the mess of making it. AG ssist GARDEN TRACTORS 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE he mapa See eines is Plow, Harrow, Disc, 
5 : ; . — Nyiterrm® Seed, Cultivate, Spray, 

GROWTH OF TULIPS ble to use and almost identical in J} lies in Mow. Sizes up to 4HP. 
AND NARCISSI chemical composition. It is one { as J BOLENS Power Hoe @ 

FARLY planting by October 15 ounce of ammonium sulphate 11” wuts alien ae 
of tulip and narcissus bulbs dissolved in two gallons of water. ing. Easy operation. Many patented fea- 

is advisable, according to experi- From Jan. 15, 1988, Horticul- Git BGLENS Go deat Pant St. Port 
ments conducted at Cornell Uni- ture. Washington, Wis.
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Plant Testing Committee Recommendations 

HARDY APRICOTS greater prominence than it is at 

‘THESE apricots were intro- ORNAMENTALS mie - resent fme: hon a. ae 
duced by Prof. N. E. Hansen, FOR TESTING IN 1938 top of ties lwctier. 1a the & oats 

of the South Dakota Experiment Recommended by the Plant it is covered with show. he 
Station. They are very hardy, Testing Committee f fi . th y. th 
withstanding temperatures as TREES ots oh OWES) ben im te 
lows 60 below'zero in their na- Hardy Apricots (Hansen's) all and long into the winter the 

: Planti 1 Thornless Honeylocust, Gledit- shrub makes itself known by its 
tive country. Planting a large sia triacanthos inermis scarlet, translucent fruit. The number from seeds, Professor Sargent Crab, Malus sargenti beauty of the fruit is ahowii to 

ae eee i Sar ene SHRUBS best advantage if the shrub is 
varieties, whic! e has propa- Truehedge columberry, Berberis so ‘ : A planted that the sun is allowed ; lurifl : . : wate cand te oferty foe Be | ae eines |: Gi shite thitugh th, thus giving Trees may be obtained from the g 

Horticultural Department, South ae ineed urning bush, | the translucent properties a 
Dakota College of ‘Agriculture, American” Thighbush: cranberry, chance to act. Besides being 
Brookings, South Dakota. Price Viburnum americanum beautiful, the fruit of the Amer- 

, Begg - ican Cranberrybush is edible. It 

ea ee of varie Monkshood eg Ampelopsis makes very excellent jelly alone 
aconitifolia or with other less tart fruits 

SD Hydrangea petiolaris (climb- such as apples or peaches. It al- 
THORNLESS HONEY- ng) so makes a very good addition in 

LOCUST . ROSES preserves. In time it will be one 
Gieditaiz teancanthos inermis Seaton Cen of our popular small fruits, and 

editsia triancan : , enRES GIS instead of being grown down in 
‘T #E Thornless Honeylocust is | | i. acters: Aldemman vor. | the back lot or garden it can be 
m oo ae fare cake fon Kes; Charles Wilson, Sky- geava right up around the 
1 as no orns lands Queen; Frikarti ouse. 

more desirable tree for lawn Hardy Chrysanthemums: Em- The shrub is tall, growing to 

planting. It is fast growing and et Mae panota Nara | twelve feet so it will have to be 
often gets to eng ons io Ps eapein rose. used as accent at the corners of 

in height. Its leaves are light, Pimicifuga racemosa the house or at the back of the : i Gaillardia B dy 
airy, and refined. The tree will Heleniatn, Grtnsoe Beauty— shrub border. It is very cosmo- 
grow in many kinds of soil and is (crimson red); Moerheim— politan, growing in all types of 
little bothered by insects and itis dicteteean soils and will do well in either 
disease. The Titles Fone Eupatorium coelestinum—Mist- sun or in partial shade. $a hat flowe : : 
an should . use) am Ok ot straw berty Baron Solemacher When ordering Highbush sed more and more in place 0: Lillia: fominosantuin Cranberry be sure you get Vi- 
American Elm because of the burnum americanum, instead of 
many insect pests and diseases Viburnum opulus which is the 
which trouble the elm. white and are borne in umbel- European variety. The fruit of 

like clusters. The fruit which is the latter is not edible, having 
wine-colored and covered with a a bitter quinine taste, and the 

SARGENT CRAB slight bloom stays on the plant leaves of opulus are very subject 
Malus sargenti until spring unless eaten by the to attacks by plant lice. 

A SMALL tree or shrub to six _ birds. : OO 
or seven feet in height. It —_ 

was discovered by Professor Sar- a ngERICAN CRANBERRY- DWARF ea EUON® 
gent growing on the salt marsh- BUSH E alatua ‘compacta 
es near Muroran in northern Ja- : ‘ Mens mus 8 P 
pan. The plant has rigid spread- Viburnum americanum THe Dwarf Winged Euony- 
ing branches, the lower ones be- "THE American Cranberrybush mus is a very excellent com- 
ing flat on the ground. The sau- or American Highbush Cran- pact form of the popular Winged 
cer-shaped flowers are of purest berry is bound to come into Euonymus. It has the good qual-
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ities, the excellent green foliage front of taller growing shrubs. where they do not get too much 
in summer, the bright scarlet It is somewhat shrubby in sun in early spring. The plant- 
fall color, and _the attractive growth and offers a splendid ing area should be properly pre- 
corky winged twigs which show’ mass of pinkish-lavender bloom pared and enriched. 

to such good advantage during from early September until hard 
the winter. The dwarf Winged frost. The rather long, sharply na a 
Euonymus is a smaller growing toothed leaves are aromatic; the 
shrub, however, growing to but flowers appear in spikes from 4 ROSE SPRINGTIME 

six feet in height. This plant to 6 inches long; the plant grow- HEA i . 
should be particularly valuable ing 2 to 3 feet tall. Sunshine is Tee aap ener pea 

foundation plantings. wanted for good flowering; pro- ‘i y for B06 ng; P Smith. If ever there was a rose 
tect plants a little for winter by that deserved the name “Spring- 

a light mulch. time” this charming variety is 
COHOSH BUGBANE certainly it. A hybrid polyantha 

Cimicifuga racemosa TTT rose with the exquisite pink 
shade of appleblossoms and in 

A HANDSOME Tefined peren-  AMPELOPSIS ACONITI- _ true fashion the color is lighter 
. ng up spikes o FOLIA in the center. The well-branched 

pure white flowers four to six - bushes with rich green leaves are 
feet tall in July and August. It "THE Monkshood Vine or Cut- : . . 

eyes . covered with elegant sprays of makes a good plant for the back leaf Vitis is a medium grow- : : 
5 : : - . semi-double cup-shaped pink 

of the border and brings interest ing vine that is adaptable to bl ; : 
fe . ooms with rich golden yellow 

at a time of the year when good many uses where heavier growth ee tae 
: . . stamens. The simplicity of the 

perennial flowers are scarce. is not desirable. The stems are 5 : 
: : - . blooms give them exceptional 

Does best in semi-shade. Has woody, growing to about 20 feet; ; 
ae oe - . . value as cut flowers and they 

been one of the most striking climbing by tendrils with discs 
: 2 A lend themselves to arrangements 

plants in the Horticultural gar- at the tips to hold fast to sup- f the hichest artistic merit 
den at the University for the porting surface areas. The leaves 01 '@ TIBNES! artis . 
past two years. are five-parted, each lobe of 

which is also divided so that a 
as ater very attractive leaf pattern re- 

TRUEHEDGE COLUMN- sults; some of the leaves appear- ROSE SYMPHONY 
BERRY ing finely cut in shape. The A MARVELOUS everblooming 

Berberis thunbersi plurifl fruits are yellow turning to blue. Hybrid-perpetual rose intro- 
roekis nun oa piuriflora ‘The planting area should be pre- duced in 1934 by Weigand. A 

erecta pared and enriched. “Pink Frau Karl Druschki” with 
A MOST remarkable new Bar- handsome blooms of large size. 

berry worthy of place among es The blush-pink buds open to pale 
the better low edgings. Being rose blooms with deep pink cen- 
pyramidal in shape “immediate HYDRANGEA PETIOLARIS ters. Beautifully formed, sym- 
effect” hedges become a reality ae. i metrical flowers carried on stout, 

with its use. In growth it is close SELDOM met with in cultiva- straight stems. The plant is of 
and compact and its early-leaf- tion among vines which will go9q form; healthy foliage of ex- 
ing, box-like foliage is large, ling to stone are the Climbing ¢gjient color, substance and 
thick and glossy rich green. Foli- Hydrangeas. The older heavy growth. 

age changes to brilliant autumn Canes are quite woody in erowihs Other varieties on the list will 
tints; plants fruit abundantly; the leaves are aimiest ammeoth, be described in the March issue. 
hardy; immune to rust. The broadly ovate, heart-shaped to We urge our members to try 

Morton Arboretum reports it lliptical, dark green in color. some of these varieties. 
may be clipped as low as 10 inch- The white flowers are borne in 

es with perfect results, although nearly circular clusters and ap- ee 
it is normally taller. pear in July. This variety is the 

most prolific of the specie and its A party of tourists came upon 
a flowers the showiest. Plants are an Indian brave riding a pony. 

somewhat slow growing when A heavily burdened squaw walk- 

ELSHOLTZIA FARQUHARI young but rapid after they once ed beside him. 

THE Mint Shrub is an espe- get a good start, growing to 40 “Why doesn’t the squaw 

cially appropriate shrub for feet and covering much space. ride?” asked the tourist. 
the large herbaceous border in The plants will grow best on “Ugh,” said the Indian, “she’s 
the garden or for planting in north or east sides of a building got no pony.”
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CONSTITUTIONALITY OF that none of the seeds grew, 
OUR STATE APPROPRI- K which . eg eS mae 

ATION TO BE TESTED NS OE ee ries 
ZAY), a Horticultural Society may pur- 

Mort of our members have AK ~ yn chase these seeds at the follow- 
*~ no doubt read in the press yoy CY ")) tn ing prices: 

that the Supreme Court declared he WY om 10 walnut seeds—at least 3 
unconstitutional the Wisconsin Cf ses Et different varieties _____$1.00 
Development Authority, holding Pie NG sss C/ 1 lb. of seeds—assorted va- 
that undue powers were given to \ Helen, VW rieties _______________ 4.00 
a corporation—such powers _be- i: Prices are postpaid and deliv- 
ing vested in the duly elected of- . ery is made just before the plant- 
ficers of the people. ing season in the spring. Last 

Following this decision, the CARPATHIAN ENGLISH spring, almost 200 orders had to 
Secretary of State questioned WALNUT SEEDS be returned because our supply 

the constitutionality of appropri- AVAILABLE was sold out as early as March. 

ations to sixteen other groups, Ovr first shipment of 150 lbs. Few Trees Available 
including the Wisconsin Horti- of Crath Carpathian Eng- We have a few two-year old 

cultural Society, as well as ap- lish walnuts from the Carpa- trees left over, which will be sold 
propriations to county fairs. thian Mountains of the Ukraine, only to members of the! Wiscon- 

As we go to press, plans are has arrived. Another shipment |; : ; . : sin Horticultural Society at the 
under way to test the constitu- js expected later. 5 my . : 7 me : price of $1 per tree postpaid. On 
tionality of these appropriations These seeds were imported un- }y two trees per member. The 
before the courts. The outcome der the direction of Rev. P. C. : fe 
: 4 supply of trees is very limited 
is uncertain. Crath, of Toronto, Canada, and this year. 

One editor ventured the opin- 2¥e,from trees on the higher ele _ 
inn ist inaemitehi as serene ee tains where the temperature has FRUIT GROWERS who sat in on the framing of the MEETINGS 

se gs been as low as 40° below zero F. 
constitution were members of @ : 

; . during the winter months. HE members of the Wauke- 
the legislature some eighty years Po é T : : 

: A wo This is the third year that the sha Fruit Growers Associa- 
ago when the Wisconsin His : . : 5 : : 

: : Wisconsin Horticultural Society tion met in Waukesha January 
torical Society was created and a 

is «ae -, has sent out these walnut seeds 14, and the Milwaukee County 
given an appropriation, that it fener a : : cae 

+ for trial in Wisconsin and other Fruit Growers Association mem- 
would be strange if now, after ¢ \ 

. northern states. Approximately bers met in the Greenfield Town 
eighty years, the act would be 

Recgse 8,000 persons are now cooperat- Hall on January 21. Interesting 
unconstitutional. ese . . i 

. ing in the work. So far, we have and practical topics were dis- 
The value of the organizations had no complaints or informa- cussed. 

receiving state aid to the devel- tion to the effect that the project All officers of the two organ- 
opment of the state is not ques- is anything but desirable so we izations were re-elected for the 
tioned. The outcome will not be are continuing the trial. Almost coming year. The names of all 
known for some months. In the every day letters and cards come officers of all organizations will 
meantime, because we were giv- in from cooperators stating that be published in the March and 

en our appropriation at the be- the seedlings are growing well. April issues. 
ginning of the fiscal year, July 1, Some report as high as 90% ger- The Ozaukee County Fruit 
we will be able to continue as us- mination, others, only 60%. Now Growers Association will meet in 
ual until next July, at least. and then one writes in and states Cedarburg February 11.
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KENDALL SCIONS AVAIL. family, farm income and welfare, THE PRESIDING OFFICER 

ABLE FREE : engineering, game management, Mort everyone has the ambi- 
CIONS of the Kendall apple 224 animal diseases. tion to be the president or 

S will be sent free of charge to _ Part II will be ready in the pyesiding officer of some organ- 
members of the Wisconsin Hor- ©" pie and will contain the ization of which he is a member. 
ticultural Society this coming new ‘Undings in horticulture, ine What are the duties of the 
apring on ‘reqiest, sects, pests, diseases, and soil. presiding officer ? 

weendall is a McIntosh cross by Send ee ‘les a Ae ioe It would seem that the first 
the New York Experimental Sta- sais Wins oF ee duty of anyone who has been 
tion and is considered one of the those two belletina. ‘Sev. eral ar. elected to preside would be to be- 

very promising new varieties ticles taken from Part Tare ub- come informed as to how to do now on trial in this state. It ma- j; ‘04 in thie neue pud- it well. It certainly isn’t difficult, 
tures about two weeks later than . . and yet, is it always done well? 
McIntosh and about four or five The best job of presiding we 
days later than Cortland. The saw durin ast year 

tree is: annitial bearing, quite as © HOW TO ORGANIZE A Gone by a famen an) orithout 
hardy as McIntosh, and the fruit GARDEN CLUB any previous experience, yet one 
is red in color, of medium size, A NEW bulletin, “How to Or- who was willing to ask questions 
and has much the appearance of ganize'a Garden Club—Pro- and make a study of how it 
McIntosh. The quality is very grams, Garden Books, Constitu- should be done. 

good. Many consider it equal to tion, and By-Laws” has been — What did he do that made his 
McIntosh. Inasmuch as Wiscon- mimeographed and is available work outstanding? First of all, 
sin growers want an apple com- from the Wisconsin Horticultur- he knew before he rose to his 
ing later than McIntosh, Cort- a] Society, 1532 University Ave feet who the next speaker was 
land and Kendall seem to be the nue, Madison. The bulletin gives to be and the title of his subject. 
most promising at the present suggestions for the organization He didn’t have to adjust his 
time. of garden clubs of two different glasses and laboriously read the 

The Plant Testing Committee types: the city wide, or open- title of the talk and the name of 
of the Wisconsin Horticultural membership, and the community the speaker. Anyone should be 

Society is anxious to see as early or limited-membership types of able to memorize that much. He 
as possible what the fruit willdo clubs. The bulletin will be sent also said a few kind words in re- 
in Wisconsin and suggests graft- free on request. gard to the speaker in order to 
ing scions on older trees in order create a more friendly spirit. 
to have fruit available within a TT Another thing he did, which is 

few years. eae PILGRIMAGE TOHOLLAND seldom done, was to thank the 

Se ee easily FORGARDEN LOVERS speaker u"soon ax ‘he was 
from 5 o 10 scions can be sent "THE Horticultural Society of peuleh pan mmenwioned a Tew of 
to one person. New York is again sponsor- c sali a er i ints heir he 

ing a trip to Holland in April, ©Ut, calling attention to their im- 
—_— 1938. ee If _ audience was in 

“ a rather sober mood, then as 
AN EXCELLENT NEW BUL- coal dotten ee oer waite soon as the speaker had conclud- 
LETIN: WHAT’S NEW IN lovers,” writes Mr. Leonard Bar- ed he stood up and led the ap- 

FARM SCIENCE ron, Chairman of the Pilgrimage plause, which always breaks the 
RACH year the director of the Committee. “We are very happy tension. 

Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- to invite your members to join a 
periment Station .presents his our group on Ls we 
annual report. During the past The party will sail from New 
few years it has been presented York on April 26 on the luxuri- NATCHEZ, PILGRIMAGE 

in the form of a bulletin entitled ous SS Statendam. A brief visit "THE Pilgrimage Garden Club, 

“What’s New in Farm Science.” to Brussels will be followed by a of Natchez, Miss., is sponsor- 
This year the bulletin is pub- week in Paris and another in _ ing its seventh annual pilgrim- 

lished in two parts. Part I is London. Full details are de- age house on March 11-24, 1988. 

now available and should be in scribed in the booklet mailed on For a circular showing pictures 

the hands of every one of our request. Address The Horticul- of the houses which will be open 

members because of its excellent tural Society of New York, 598 at this time, write the Pilgrim- 

discussion of the findings in nu- Madison Avenue, New York age Garden Club, Natchez, Miss., 

trition, feeding and clothing the City. Box 347.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

Winter Gardening you more and more of their at- 
AN easy chair—a good light— j e, og ry tractive deep blue flowers. 

and a stack of new cata- Ge Not} 

logues; no matter how the wind pee Better Larkspurs 
and snow may blow, the garden- " 5 
er plants a garden over and over | Februar Tf you have been ,STOwing 
again. No trouble at all to pull Ble 2 Sal, . ue older Vane of an- 
out plants and rearrange to bet- _— th ar arkspurs— ie Saih he 
ter advantage, trying first one thes Ronda and the enttin: ae 
color, then another. No matter Iberis den. Dowot ba eatin d with o ne 
how lovely the border or cutting . ; crop of bl Keeo them 
garden was last year—this year | While we are on the subject of lon ° bes nak 1 cep “Wien 
it is to be more nearly perfect. edging, am going to answer some looming by not allowing them 

cueion, ao fo “Why do you (260 ae ne speak so highly of the Iberis or é s 
New Flowers perennial Candytuft—and never wo or three weeks. White Spire 

There are new annuals and yecommend the annual Candy- 8 particularly fine in the border 
perennials to try out—we want iyft2” Annual Candytuft is in- if you need more white flowers. 
some of these of course—we per- qoeq a good edging plant, but Royalty—a clear rosy lavender 
haps are more eager than usual \henever I have grown it, or rowing 4 feet tall (so they say) 
because some of the annuals we een jt grown, hordes of striped ‘8 the latest addition. 

have been trying out for several hugs descended on the plants and 
seasons, have been unusually ajso on the rest of the plants New Petunias 
worth while. Marigolds for in- near them. Result—I have given : 
stance. Crown of Gold and Yel- up growing these annuals. The . There are many new Petunias 
low Supreme are to me much perennial Candytuft seems never 1. the list of annuals out for 
more satisfactory—both asacut to be bothered with insects of t¥ial this year. We should try 
flower and asa filler for the bor- any kind—is nearly evergreen— Some of them and give results of 
der than either the African or very hardy—and one of the ear- the trial to our garden friends. 

Guinea Gold. The flowers are not jigs border plants to bloom. It 
so stiff—while the foliage is can be propagated easily after Dianthus 
good, without the strong odor. blooming, nearly every cutting 
Crown of Gold will have many wij! root without trouble, mak- | We always have room for a 
more flowers during the season, ing blooming plants for the next few new plants in the rock gar- 
meen eae a its Se Spring. den and fee °° if you bod 

makes a splendi er 
cant in the ceaunie border. Those 15-inch Imbricated fb Tae like Dianthus’ Lovell 

The Chrysanthemum-flowered Pompon Asters and the Dwarf ness, a lavender with a grass 

Marigolds coming in light and Rock Hybrid Snapdragons are green throat and petals deeply 
dark shades of orange and lem- tWo more attractive near edging j,ciniated. Dianthus neglectus 
on, make good plants for edging, 20nuals. The Snapdragons start compacta glauca, or Dianthus 
almost as good as the Tagetes im blooming very early and if Rose Dawn, a pure pink with no 
we have so long admired. Their Seed pods are kept cut—will jnarkings, blooms May and June. 
foliage is quite sweet scented and bloom until freezing weather. pjanthus Alpestris Knappi, 
these marigolds make dainty ta- Both Asters and Snapdragons .y4)) yellow flowers in clusters, 
ble decorations, looking indeed ¥€ 800d for table decorations. blooms in June and likes a dry 
like small Chrysanthemums. Be- The new-old Browallias are ex- sunny spot. Aromatic Dianthus, 
cause of their frost-resisting cellent for edging—because like Furst Bismark, blooms from 
qualities, they keep the border sweet-Alyssum they can be June until fall, flowers brilliant 
edge gay and neat looking far sheared, watered and given a bit crimson in close clusters; the | 
into the fall. of fertilizer and proceed to give scent—aromatic. Sounds differ- |
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ent, doesn’t it; they are usually © WHY GARDEN MAGA. GARDEN RADIO 
spicy or sweet. ZINES ARE HIGH PROGRAMS 

Hagdy Chitysenthemume IN PRICE STATION WHA, Madison (940 
Now is the time to plan on WE have frequently been K. C.), and WLBL, Stevens 

having all those Chrysanthe- asked, “Why isn’t it possi- Point (900 K. C.) will continue 

mums you were thinking about ble to make money on advertis- their garden radio program ev- 
jast fall when you, were admir- ing in Wisconsin Horticulture?” ery Tuesday from 10 to 10:45 

ing the blooms. No matter how Bie question! was euiwenc pe PL ung eons morte, ne her you want, just very well in the January issue of During March and April, a series 
tart with the Analeanium, fom The Flower Grower. A subscrib- of garden round tables are 

flys two shades of pink, b “er wrote to the circulation man- planned, with a number of gar- 
whi ie sllow an d Pe a These ager and stated that he thought deners taking part. During May 
Mums ae really early ‘and free $2 per year, or 25¢ per copy, was and June, we hope to have gar- 
blooming. One small plant will altogether too high. den clubs send representatives 

grow and spread to almost an _The circulation manager an- ve aa to apnesron this pro- 
unbelievable size with hundreds SWered that he realizes that nat- 272m. 16 wil SEpEonIN® Rew 
of exquisite flowers. Both for ional magazines on the news- wake from any garden club inter- 
pot plants and for beds, they are Stand can be purchased for 5 and este thi a ing on a program 

| tops. The red variety is the new- 10c. In these, the “advertiser over wai nour. 
est and does not bloom as early Pays the freight.” In a special- 
as the others. No one that I ized field like horticulture and 

know has had it in bloom outside £4rdening, however, it is a dif- The Program 
before hard freezing. ferent story. There are not . 

There are many other good enough large advertisers who _ Tues. Feb. 8. Looking Toward 
early blooming varieties. We Will pay $1,000 and up for ad- Spring —G. ‘W.. Longenecker. 
should try to get together a col- vertising 12 months in the year Tues., Feb. 15. About Our 

lection that will suit the whole to carry the deficit incurred in 939 Gardens—F. J. Barlow, L 
state; even though in the very giving you a “25c product for gq Pottenger. — _ 
coldest parts of the state, they 0c. 

must be given cold frame pro- The same is true of Wisconsin _ Tues., Feb. 22. In Mt. Vernon 
tection. They are worth it. Horticulture. In Wisconsin we Gardens—Mary Farly. 

need a magazine giving horticul- 
rl tural information under Wiscon- Go ee Veaetanis for 

sin conditions, which of course ble by Prof 0. B. Combs and H 
TUBEROUS-ROOTED differ from those in other states. J. Rahml low: Madison . 

BEGONIAS Large advertisers prefer to ad- “" , . 
T will be ti to order vertise in magazines with nat- Tues., March 8. Annual Flow- 

I our leborouswsted Baxonia ional circulation. ers for Our Gardens—Mrs. F. E. 

bulbs. If the bulbs are planted _ When the editor first took ov- Ballard, Madison. 
in pots or flats about March 1, ©” the editing of Wisconsin Hor- 
they will be good-sized plants by ticulture, he thought it would be ns 
the time danger of frost is over possible to obtain enough adver- 
and may then be transplanted in ae = aed eich 

irae oonean ce aL that this is impossible. Our What a Party 

The bulbs sprout slowly and it canmiutintiet dues po aie A teacher was correcting a 
is sometimes two weeks before !"8 the i oe ony, ion and © poy who had said: “I ain’t going 
green leaves appear. Therefore, per e cost of printing and pa- there.” 
the pots may be placed in the . ii i . 
basement until light is required. i ee S 20 toi to a. Lis- 

Since the bulbs are not plenti- TTT TTT oDe & BM nO coms AST Ee) YOU 
ful on the market, garden club are net going there; he is not go- 
members may save considerable At Mexico City, November 27, jeeces ce ae not a Secs 

money by pooling their orders the National Syndicate of Beg- p yoy : the id e ng ‘ 
and ordering quantity lots gars, claiming a membership of TOM BEL MeNeeAs 
through local florists or nursery- 1,500,000, applied to the labor “Yes, ma’am. They ain’t no- 

men. department for registration. body going.”
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

e 

Gladiolus In My Garden 
Chester Harrison, Waldo 

LOOKING back over the past flakes and am keeping them in a crowding close. My favorite dec- 
season in which I saw the room at a temperature of 40 to orative pink is Debonair. It has 

thrip and severe drought ravish 44 degrees F. and may dip them always been a stalwart for per- 
my gladiolus, I wonder what the before planting. I am taking no formance. Its only fault is that 
coming season has in store for more chances. it sometimes flecks. 
the flower growers. : Commander Koehl, Wurtem- 

Should a manufacturer be- Spraying berger, and Aflame are my 
cause he has had a loss stop I used several kinds of dusts strong red growers. Minuet is a 
manufacturing, or a farmer who and sprays during the growing lavender, hard to beat if you do 
has had a crop failure stop rais- season. ThenI went through the not put Beautiful Ohio in the 
ing crops? Obviously not and patch, cut off all infected spikes same class. Personally, I would 
neither should a person who likes and burned them. After that I put the latter in the rose pink 
flowers, who feels that his flow- thoroughly dusted with a Derris class. Beautiful Ohio was one of 
ers have been a disappointment, dust and got fairly good results. the finest glads in my garden the 
stop growing them, but should Of course, cutting off the beauti- past season with perfectly 
look ahead with enthusiasm to ful spikes before they bloom isa _ straight spikes and 22 to 26 buds 
what he is going to produce the heart breaking job. It is better on a spike. Except in color its 
coming season. to remove them though as we spikes and habits are much like 

would not get a nice bloom any- Minuet. 
Experience With Thrips way and are removing millions of My choice of the best smokies 

I have learned a valuable les- thrip from the patch. However, are still Mother Machree and 
son from this past year and that 28 4 result of all of this work, I Bagdad. This coming season I 
is—carelessness with bulbs does- ‘id have a number of good flow- expect to have several of the 
n’t pay. In the fall of 1936 I &S, and in making out my list of newer varieties as I have grown 
treated what I thought was all favorites, these varieties did well them from bulblets last summer. 
my gladiolus bulbs with naptha- even in my own garden. I have They include Shirley Temple, 

lene flakes. However when I Made a few changes from last Rewi Fallu, Alyne, The Beacon, 
started to plant the following Y&@?- Jalma and a few others. 
spring I found about three hun- Favorite Varieties es 
dred bulbs in the furnace room h hite class I have 

that I had overlooked to clean mova Star of Bethlehem to the NOTICE TO GLADIOLUS 
and treat. As my flowers had top with Maid of Orleans as sec- GROWERS 
never been damaged by thrip I ond choice. THe classified ad in this mag- 
neglected to clean these few Golden Goddess, in my garden azine will cost only 2c per 
bulbs but planted them with the the past season, was the finest word to members of the Wiscon- 
rest. I suppose the warm furnace yellow that I have ever seen. It sin Gladiolus Society. If you is- 
room made an ideal breeding had ten open florets at once ina sue a catalogue, or have special 
place for the thrip because they double row making the spike stock for sale, why not run a lit- 
multiplied fast in the garden. eight inches across and there tle classified ad during the next 

So I urge everyone who is were eight buds showing color. few months? Just send the copy 
planning to grow glads to thor- I prefer Golden Cup as my sec- to the Horticultural Society by 
oughly treat every bulb they ond choice in the yellows. the 15th of the month. It will 
plant. This year I have treated My best exhibition pink is still reach the 4,200 members of the 
all my bulbs with napthalene Picardy with Mildred Louise Wisconsin Horticultural Society.
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oe The sentiment of those in at- 
QUARANTINE 3 Z tendance had been pretty large- 

E. L. Chambers ly molded in advance and pre- 
sented by what might be termed 

SOME of our gladiolus growers been looked upon as justified on- paid representatives of special 
have expressed alarm over ly as a means for reducing the 8TOUPS. The fundamental prin- 

recent reports originating in total volume of imports to that ciples, pest risk, of this quar- 

Washington to the effect that which could be adequately in- tine were either discussed su- 
the bars were to be let down on spected by the personnel and percificially or not touched at 

the importation of gladiolus with the facilities available, 2! We believe Mr. Strong’s log- 
bulbs from abroad. A few facts They no longer serve even this i¢ on this matter of quarantine 
concerning this report, we be- purpose now. enforcement is sound and that if 

lieve, are therefore in order. In 1931 the limit for importa- @”Y Plants or plant material are 

We wish to assure you that tion of gladiolus was increased dangerous because of pests or 
Mr. Strong, Chief of the Bureau from 1,000 to 5,000 bulbs per (Continued on page 166) 
of Entomology and Plant Quar- person. The question of demand, J asoveeeaceacearvesvenoencenoenats 
antine, who has announced that not pest risk was the determin- 
some drastic changes in Quaran- ing factor. By having employees 
tine 37 are being considered, and members of the family and 
does not intend for a moment to neighbors make application for 
let down the bars on insect pests importation by contract through ‘soe mace 
and plant diseases liable to be in- one importer, it has been possi- Use Proven Safe Insecticides 
troduced from other countries. ble to get around the restrictions for 
He, however, . like most other and bring in about as many bulbs Controlling Garden 
a eae ee does as one Eee Daring, recent and Crop Pests 
not believe that a plant quaran- years e public hearings in f 
tine should ever be used as an Washington on Quarantine 37 108 oe hae ea eile ben Wie 
embargo to keep plants out of have been made pretty much of Agicide Laboratories 

this country. If unfair competi- a farce by the larger importers. {0 acceroemcencancemcemommommommome 
tion exists because certain for- — 
eign countries can grow bulbs or -————————— ———_————_—_—_—_—__——— 
other materials cheaper than can eecle 
be done in this country, there Exhibition Gladiolus 
certainly should be something 
done about it through a protec- HEADED BY THESE WINNERS 
tive tariff of some kind but not Per 10 Large Medium Small Bulblets 
under the guise of a plant quar- Betsy Bob-up % .80 % .60 $ 50 100 for 70c 

antine. Big Lily 2.00 1.10 75 10 for 15¢ 
. Bonita 2.50 1.50 1.00 10 for 25¢ 

Many American growers have Chippewa -80 .60 40 50 for 25¢ 

built ‘their businesses’ on the || B.A, H 27 8 @ tee 
trade protection afforded by the Johann S. Bach 2.00 150 1.00 10 for 15¢ 
policies followed in administer- John Ramsey 70 50 25 25 fos Ie 

ing Quarantine 37. In justice to Miss New. Zegiand 3:28 260 160 epee aoe 

them the department has issued Smiling Maestro 1.60 1.00 80 10 for 10c 
repeated statements pointing out Senariie. leh 28 60 40 13 for We 

that the plant quarantine act and Coles Jack 1.20 ‘80 ‘40 10 for 15¢ 
quarantines promulgated there- Vagabond Prince 4.00 2.40 1.60 5 for 20c 
under should be administered for 5 bulbs at 10 rate 
the sole purpose of preventing BULBLET SPECIAL 

the entry into this country and Rewi Fallu — Oeganda — Bonnie Blue — Beautiful Ohio — New Era 
the spread within the United Shirley Temple — Robert Burns — Da Capo — Purity — Blue Beauty 

Staten of injurious plant este U publ cach of tee theme 1p cassie fr $40 
The original purpose of this 3 bulblets each of the above 10 varieties for $5.50 

quarantine, when it became ef- 4 bulblets each of the above 10 varieties for $6.50 

fective in June of 1919, was the BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED 1938 CATALOG FREE 

ultimate exclusion of all stock RIVERVIEW G ARDENS 
not absolutely essential to the . 

horticultural needs of the coun- Riverview Station St. Paul, Minn. 

try. More recently they have
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¢ FOR YOUR GARDEN CLUB House Plants That Will Grow PROGRAM 
° ° “BRB IRDS in Winter” would be 

W ithout Soil a good short program top- 
ic for garden club meetings dur- 

«J OUSE plants that can be No special effort is required to 18 2 Wn months. real 
grown in water?” “Why, grow the so-called grape ivy in oi h Wl rhe’ are. ek able 

of course,’”’ you will say, “paper- water. This is not a true ivy. wile mn h “blowin: We 
white narcissi, the Chinese lily, In the trade it is called Vitis ee erom th ee Book 
hyacinths, crocuses and even the rhombifolia, but botanically it is A ‘aul ec W. aia. ee of 
amaryllis, if one cares to take Cissus rhombifolia. It has the NCE. a8 laren Si . C., 
the trouble.” appearance of ivy, which ac- Oo, Be O. 8, ublication on At- 

counts for the common nam tracting Birds; No. 912F, How . e : 
It is natural enough that these - . . to Attract Birds in E. Central bulb lants should b which has been given it. As a Stat 

uldous plants should be men- matter of fact, most of the vari- States—be. . 
tioned immediately, for they are soe * From the National Audubon 

: ous ivies, those with large leaves . 
the ones which are most com- A Society, 1775 Broadway, New 

as well as those which have very : : 
monly thought of when one small leaves, can be given this York, N. Y., Winter Birds as 
speaks of house plants to be method of cultivation Guests — 5c; Bird Study for 
grown in water alone. - Schools—Part III, Winter Feed- 

TREKS: fe HO. ¥OASGH, hOWaver None of these plants have to ing—5c. 
for confiding ‘the list’ t6 bulbs, grow in water, as a matter of From the Supt. of Documents, 
There ave deveral foliage lanits course. They are friendly to wa- U. S. Government Printing Of- 
which adapt Demacives eadil ter cultivation, however, and are fice, Washington, D. C., the fol- 

De Laem Y especially useful because of the lowing: Bird Refuges, No. F1644 
to water cultivation and the 

. . Y fact that they require little sys- —5c; Policies of Bureau of Bio- 
are growing in favor because . : tematic attention. This does not logical Survey relative to control they can be cared for with a min- 8: y 
: mean that they are to be neglect- of injurious birds—5c; Game imum amount of effort. It has : long been customar for house- ed completely. It is important Conservation—10c. 

ng : ary ‘ that the water be changed occa- We suggest five-minute papers 
wives to slip a piece of English |; 88! pap: Migeiien sionally, although this is less on migration. The fascinatin 
ivy into a bowl or a bottle at the g : necessary when the plants are subject of birds in flight, their 
coming of cold weather. They ; . J gnt, sai standing in an aquarium which formations, their strength and have found by experience that . , the ivy will keep green all win- contains goldfish and snails than endurance, are interesting. 

ter and that it is likely to make when in a smaller and simpler 

some growth as well as throw. Setaiies When. he water is = UR ANTTINE aa in cht anal rootlets. The coleus Changed, it is most important (Continued from page 165) 
is Sroiken plant which aan ba pa the roots should not be al- diseases, they should be kept out 

handled in much the same way. omnes. t0°dny One, entirely. en etl pe epee 
Although it is not likely to make Clear glass may be used with on Aa — i ? hi § ts 
much growth, it will keep alive most of the plants mentioned, telson in hmeiow sti a 
and show good color for a long and it is advisable for kinds like hes Lone) fa t en Beak with 
period. the Chinese evergreens. The con- i eld, ee ad tad wt 

» 4 be fol. ‘2iners ought not be kept in hot, iG ou ae e admitte ites : 
fe ean ese ae 2 al sunny windows or near radia. ; ae ; at rare Me ies 
owed to some = sa wit » - tors, where the water will be- © ip ants origina in in a) ane 

mares 1 ene i iy is Ta orth come warm. Plants that tend to Mf a educed. ae s seek ou 
minalis, especially if pieces wi grow too spindling may be pinch-_ ¢ introduced under strict super- 
some of the roots attached are ed back occasionally ‘ti ke Vision by the federal experimen- 
taken from the garden. Wander- . ay 2 make tal station and distributed by ing J tradescantia is anoth them bushier. Otherwise, they th to all th basi 
ing Jew or tradescantia is anoth- (45 be left pretty much alone, al- em to all on the same basis. 
er plant which can be grown in though it i . . Furthermore, it should be point- . : gh it is wise to examine the 
water and which looks particu- containers frequently to make 4 out that Mr. Strong feels that 
larly well in a hanging basket . a y there is no legal authority for 

bei lowed to d the sure that the water level has not d di 
eing allowed to droop over the dropped too much. Additional S°™e of the proce: ure used in 

sides. One point to remember is | 40. must be added frequently enforcing these regulations and 
that this plant thrives much bet- “is anxious to have the law re- 
ter in a cool, light window than Condensed from Jan. 15, 1988, vised somewhat and the regula- 

in one which is hot and sunny. Horticulture. tions made to comply.
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The School Childrens’ Forest 
Mrs. F. Quimby, Racine 

Conservation Chairman 

‘THE CONTEST IS ON! aia capa oS 4 
GARDEN CLUB PRESI- Vig : 

DENTS, how many schools in i z ur ' 
your community will plant trees thes, ry | NE 
in the Wisconsin School Chil- i AI, Ic alll, Mil ink | a's oak Mb Ee | 
dren’s Forest this year? a at Fe A Ed sis Sa ay 
Nowhere else in the United ; SP wernt aes 

States has such a project been 4 has’ ores cesenaene : 

undertaken. It is our privilege ; & doittape ees BS H ‘ 
to have a part in this unusual ’ ‘cee 
conservation work which is at- F 
tracting nation-wide attention. 
This project is in its third year ; 
under the sponsorship of the F 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 
tion. Has your club done any- oa 
thing to interest the schools in 

your community in this out- One of the entrances to the School Children’s Forest. 
standing educational project? 

More than 203,000 pine seedlings you would like to tell the school tacted and the number of credits 
have been planted to date on the about them, or better still, take earned will be published in the 
1200 acre plantation set aside by them with you and show them to Wisconsin Horticulture Maga- 
the Forest Service for the chil- the children yourself. zine. Your Director is very eag- 
dren of Wisconsin to reforest. Your territory is not limited. er to convince the Forest Service 

First come first served. Your that the Wisconsin Garden Club 
Contest Planned club will get one credit for each Federation is really back of this 

. school you are able to bring into project 100%. Remember it is 
This year we are to have a the project. The contest ends not how many trees you can get 

contest to see which Garden Club Jyne 1, 1938. Send your list of the children to plant but how 
can send in the most names of gchools to Mrs. Wilda Grim many schools you can get to par- 
schools which they have been Quyjmby, 1422 Blaine Blvd., Ra- ticipate. Can we count on your 
able to interest in the project. gine, Wisconsin. Your list will be enthusiastic cooperation? 
The rules of the contest are sim- carefully checked with the For- 

ple. Organize a School Forest ost Service to make sure all —_— 
ane in Se club. Lae te schools you have listed have ac- 

e U.S. Forest service, Milwau-  tyally participated. Prizes will 
kee, Wisconsin, Attention R. H. pe aacantad at the next annual PLANT TESTING 
Grabow, and ask for as many convention as follows: First Try some of the new ornamen- 

leaflets describing the forest prize—$5; second prize $8, and_ tals recommended by the Plant 
project as you think you will third prize, $2. The names of all Testing Committee and describ- 
need. These will be sent at no ¢lybs, the number of schools con- ed on pages 158-159. 
cost to your club. Haveamem- 
ber of your club make a personal 

call at each city and rural school Surgery Bracing and Cabling Feeding Transplanting Pruning 
which you can possibly contact. Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

One of the forest leaflets can be JOHN BS. CONER WY 
used as a calling card. Leave one TREB BXPERTS © @ © 

at each. school. RENDERING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
A set of slides describing the Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

forest can also be obtained from Write or Wire 

the Forest, Service by paying | #2 fatvelztvm  MAREDR ASSQED pate 
transportation costs. Perhaps lov
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’ STATE GARDEN CLUB FED ! OA 
| } Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, President H. J. Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Ist V. President 

| Hl 529 Woodside Ave., Ripon Madison 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa 

\ Mre, Chester Thomas, Hon. President Mrs. Sam Fottie Madion Are. Charles Sehuele, 2nd: President 

Se es 

SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL 

MEETING HELD ot 

THE first Regional Meeting a 

attempted by the Wisconsin . 

Garden Club Federation was a . 

decided success. In spite of bad . 

weather on January 25, a total 
of 35 garden club presidents, dis- 

trict officers, and committee (" ) } 

chairmen met with the execu- act 

tive board in Milwaukee. _ _ 

Committee chairmen led in the - - - 

discussion. Each chairman told dents and committee chairmen Chairman, Thiensville. 
what her committee is planning be held during June, the fore- Committee members appoint- 
for the coming year and asked noon to be devoted to an inspec- ed were: 
for further suggestions, which tion of some outstanding garden Conservation Committee: Mrs. 
were freely given. and the afternoon to a discussion Harry Berger, R. 1, Hales Cor- 

Committee chairmen reporting of garden club plans. ners. 

were Miss Merle Rasmussen, Mrs. Frank Quimby, Conser- Horticultural Committee: Mrs. 
Oshkosh, on Horticulture and vation chairman, suggested that Irving Lorentz, 1006 E. Manito- 

Plant Testing; Mrs. Frank the Federation sponsor a move-_ ba St., Milwaukee. 
Quimby, Racine, on Conservation ment to create sentiment _ Visiting Gardens Committee: 
and Junior Forests ; Mrs. E. L. throughout the state to use only Mrs. Fred Niedermeyer, 4162 W. 

Sevringhaus, Madison, on Gar- tagged Christmas trees in order 16th St., Milwaukee. 

den Club Programs; Mrs. Charles to prevent the destruction of our Program Committee: Mrs. Sid- 
Jahr, on National Council Con- forests. It was voted that this ney Welch, Oconomowoc. 

tacts; Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wau- be adopted as a project and the 
watosa, on Publicity; Mrs. Ed- Conservation Committee was re- gs 

ae oa ian etonay Oe quested to develop plans. 
Wi ife Preservation; rs. 

Clarence James, Fox Point, Fire TTT MEMBERSHIP DUES 

Prevention; and Mrs. John Rock, HE plan of the Garden Club 

Thiensville, on Roadside Devel- COMMITTEE MEMBERS Tyreacration to increase its 

opment and Beautification. APPOINTED revenue through the medium of 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, of ‘THE following committee a voluntary increase in dues, ap- 

Thiensville, honorary president, members and chairmen were pears to be quite successful. A 

was appointed to represent the appointed at the meeting of the number of clubs have increased 

Garden Club Federation on the executive board and garden club their dues by 25c and a larger 

state fair flower show. presidents at Milwaukee in Jan- number by 10c. Others have 

Two more similar meetings are uary: found it impossible to make any 

being planned. The next will be Fire Prevention: Mrs. Clar- increase. It is because of this 

held at Fort Atkinson on Tues- ence James, Chairman, 1849 E. financial situation of some clubs 

day, February 15, for the South- Fox Lane, Milwaukee. making it impossible for them to 

central section of the state. A Wild Life Preservation: Mrs. increase their dues that this vol- 

third will be held‘at Oshkosh for Edward Corrigan, Chairman, untary plan was set up. A num- 

the Northern section. 2178 N. 71st St., Wauwatosa. ber of clubs feel that they would 

_ "Fhe suggestion was made that ‘Roadside Development and_ have to drop out entirely if the 

a state-wide meeting of all presi- Beautification: Mrs. John Rock, dues were increased.
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LIST OF GARDEN CLUB OF. will be held and those who pass of the larger state papers for the 

FICERS TO BE PUBLISHED Will be given an accredited Garden Club Federation. She 

IN MARCH usa card, deemed very im- makes the request that garden 

j portant especially by those who club members send in to her any 

A tt eee adie once wish to judge in other states. newspaper clippings from their 

Federation will be jj Flower arrangement of vari- local newspapers relative to gar- 
published in : Psi 

the March issue. We had hoped ous classes will be prepared by a den club activities, programs, 

to publish the list in this issue special committee and will be conservation, and other items of 

but over twenty cl » used for judging in the examina- importance in garden club work. 
y clubs had not ,; . i 

yet sent in the names of their tion. The schools will probably A scrap book is being prepared 

officers for 1988 at the time we be held in May. pan a ne mee a a 

went to press. It is quite import- ormavion ‘they conbain will be 

ant to publish the Lae FA all DUES ARE DUE of value. . 

the officers in one issue because y's the month for paying More publicity about garden 

that issue is used throughout the dues. Practically all mem- clab activities will create greater 

year as a directory by many berships in the Wisconsin Gar- interest in garden club work and 
members: den Club Federation expire Jan- will result in the organization of 

May we again suggest that all uary 1 and so the first two more garden clubs. 

clubs hold their election of offi: months of each year are the ee ee eee See 

cers at the last meeting of the months for paying dues. We SUPERIOR LEADS 

calendar year, new officers to hope that there will be but a “The Garden Club of Superior 

take over their duties at some small turnover this year. Dur- now has seven auxiliaries,” 

specified month in the next year, ing past years, we have had as writes Mrs. O. L. Loop, Secre- 

and that the names be immedi- high as 400 members of the Wis- tary of the Superior Garden 

ately sent to the Wisconsin Hor- consin | Garden Club Federation Club, on January 20. The seventh 

ticultural Society. We hope to who did not renew their mem- one is at Solon Springs, Wiscon- 

eventually publish the directory bership. Of course, there were sin. 

in either the January or Febru- always more than that number The officers of the Wisconsin 

ary issues because there is con- of new members joining the va- Garden Club Federation want to 

siderable demand for the correct rious clubs. congratulate the Superior Gar- 

list. It is the policy of the Federa- den Club on its splendid work, 

Membership cards and enroll- tion and the Horticultural Socie- especially in organizing auxili- 

ment blanks are being sent to ty to continue memberships un- aries. 

each garden club secretary by til March 20 in order to give each a 

Mrs. Sam Post, Shorewood Hills, member ample time to pay. On ADDITIONAL CONTRIBU- 

Madison, recording secretary- March 20, however, the names TIONS TO THE SPEAK. 

treasurer of the Federation. In of all who have not renewed are ERS’ FUND * 

order that the secretary for 1988 dropped from the mailing list of 

receives this material, she is Wisconsin Horticulture, so they During January a contribution 

sending it out only upon receipt do not receive the April issue. of $2 was received from the 

of the list of officers for this In order that the record- Hales Corners Garden Club for 

year. ing secretary-treasurer be not the Speakers’ Fund. 

——SS swamped with work the latter B ae renee reg Cues 

part of March, may we ask all Employees’ Garden Club also 

FLOWER ARRANGEMENT oi, members to renew as early sent in $2 for the fund. 

AND JUDGING SCHOOL ag possible. The Wisconsin Garden Club 
PLANNED The new recording secretary- Federation appreciates these 

PLANS for flower arrange- treasurer is Mrs. Sam Post, contributions. 

ment and judging schools in Shorewood Hills, Madison, 0 —————— 

two or three sections of the state whom all dues to the Federation iS A WW |i 

were discussed by the Executive must be sent. = _ : 

Fond of the Hedoranibh 3, its oo YOUR TREES 

anuary meeting. Proposed plans : : 

consist of lectures and demon- Ae CLIP: Prueltg = cei ee 

strations on flower arrangement Fertilizing e- Tree Moving 

and judging for both beginners ou publicity chairman, Mrs. 

and those who wish to become E. A. St. Clair, 2418 N. 65th WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

aceredited judges. At the close St., Wauwatosa, has obtained 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

of the meeting an examination some excellent publicity in some Lakeside 2907
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PROGRAM PLANNING pdr s in ot roadside development program. 

Mrs. Elmer Sevringhaus, Program Chairman ee be Oy ; ee 

LETS make this new column a 8. Turn to outside speakers a er ee nk to the 
“Conservation of good ideas” when necessary. State Roadside Chairman who in 

column! Many successful pro- 4. Use available slides and tyyn may get the information 
gram plans are worked out in movies as listed occasionally in from the National Council, 30 
garden clubs throughout the this magazine. Rockefeller Plaza, New York 
state, are enjoyed locally, but 5. Print the year’s program. City. , 
are not passed on. Perhaps mem-_ Incidentally a 4” by 5” program 
bers have thought, “I wonder fits the purse. 
whether other clubs have report- Ideas for attractive covers will ee egeciant ROM 
ed on this fine book or magazine be welcome in this column. Last 
article, or tried this idea so help- year a club ordered 50 programs COUNCIL 

ful to our flower exhibit.” printed by the new photographic ‘THE (lowing ae 
or “off-set” method, including may be obtained by Wiscon- 

deve ane Se aes the reproduction of a pen sketch sin Garden Clubs from the Nat- 
world on who knows how long °” the cover made by a member, ional Council of State Garden 
and useful a career! Just jot and the cost was less than $5. Clubs, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New 

them down on a card and send to Seeds ete taste Mountains and 

ae a ee eenear ig, __In February we have time to Their Flora. 75 Slides. Rental $5. 
® Cg Fi ~ become awed and philosophical 2. Modern Phases of Seed Ger- 

fice. Full credit will be given to jofore the—mystery of a seed a 
wats - mination. Rental $5. 

the person or club submitting One club is using in its February 3. Gladiolus. 75 Slides. Rent 
the suggestions. This is our pro- : : f that fasci- » Sadiolus. AGeS:, sven t- 

am exchange column. Let’s ingeeng a Bvew ° oe as al $5. 
ak it with nuggets of wisdom, ane eagle coed aii he 4. Wild Flowers of New Eng- 
tried and proven. Let’s both give |) in life and 1 d” Tt i land. 70 Slides. Rental $5. 

d ¥eceive place In hte and legend. 1s 5. The Longfellow Garden 
ane® published by Frederick Stokes with Its Wealth of Story, an his- 

In a conversation with a pro- for $2, and it makes a perfect torical lecture. A glimpse of that 
gram chairman recently we gift for gardeners. beloved poet, and his home and 
agreed that proper technique in When seed catalogues are fall- garden in Portland, Maine. Rent- 
program planning might run ing like manna from the seed 4) g5, 

something like this: AOUSes pave I ~ an exhib 6. Flower Arrangement writ- 
. . . of favorite seed catalogues wi ‘li . _ 

dg elats whieh ater Sch monte answering lal ig, Wauem Cu Be 
al ] j j 2 : . e grama and cotivérsstions, with with a word about his favorite? we i silat of oi pare of 

members seem to fill the great- .. Taek oi tM nt a 15 

est needs. BEAUTIFY SERVICE STA-  .),7., Rental $2 ountain. 
2. Seek members with practi- TIONS AND REFRESH- 9. Making a Rock Garden, by 

cal experience who will report MENT STANDS Louise Beebe Wilder. Rental $10. 
either singly or in the popular AN award of merit consisting 10. Garden Centers. Explains 

round table type of discussion. of a circular metal sign what a garden center is. Rent- 

(Note to program chairmen— hanging from a straight bar al $5. 
Don’t take very seriously the with National Council of State 11. Roadsides of America. 
first frightened “No” ‘of those Garden Clubs in white lettering How our roadsides may be de- 
you invite to be on the program. around the black border and veloped. Rental $5. 
Encourage them; help them ov- AWARD in white letters on the 12. Design of the Small Place. 
ercome a feeling of inability.) black bar, is available from the 55 slides. Rental $5. 
Work with a group, timid, but National Council of State Gar- 13. A collection of slides of the 
wise in experience, and develop den Clubs. beautiful Bellingrath Gardens at 

a round table, question and an- It is to be awarded to service Mobile, Ala., with accompanying 
swer presentation. Thus we _ stations and refreshment stands description. Available for ex- 
grow. A sure way to retard for beautification of buildings pressage. 
growth is to have only outside and grounds. The use of this The express must be paid, 
speakers. award by Garden Clubs will be a both ways, on all slides.
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ote ° DELPHINIUM LANTERN 

Garden Club Auxiliaries SLIDES, BEAUTIFULLY 

Mrs. James M. Kennedy, Superior COLORED 
For loan to Garden Clubs 

(THE advantages of having their previous presidents, who when Delphiniums are to be 
garden club auxiliaries in dif- then introduce the new officers. featured. 

ferent sections of the city are The July meeting has time for a The set numbers 60 artistic 

threefold: They take care of longer and more interesting pro- and exceptionally well executed 
members of small groups who gram, the main feature of which subjects, mostly Delphiniums, 

are interested in gardening and for the past few years has been with carefully prepared notes 

glad to have a friendly group to an interesting lecture by our cor- and a Delphinium talk. They are 

work with. They spread garden responding secretary, Mr. Rahm- available to any accredited Gar- 

enthusiasm through all parts of low, who has been able to be with den Club, without charge, except 

the city. They offer a friendly us at that time of year. payment of transportation one 

competitive spirit in any united way. 

effort. In order to make sure of suit- 

The first auxiliary in Superior Membership Dues able dates application should be 

was organized in the ani Wey The wadiny membership ines as far in advance as possi- 

the six succeeding have been. * : . 

The central group had reached whieh ie paid to the Carttral slut 7 one usetiiness and Abpracte- 

its limit of membership—50 and 50c for Federation and Hor- ion St Hieseeor Delph iitone 

members—a small group desir-  ticyltural Society membership prodinvionsi is) attested. thy’ the 
ing membership asked how they and the iegaaine, “The Senin fact that they are so often called 

could be affiliated and steps were ing 40c remains in the treasury on for repeat engagements. 

taken. Five members of the ex- of the auxiliary and it is surpris- Wee Hocdaures Gardens 
ecutive board of the central club ing what has been accomplished Charles F. Barber, Troutdale, 

were invited to meet a group of with that small sum. Each auxil- Sree ‘ 

interested garden-minded wo- jary follows the central club’s Editor’s note: The above item 

men—not less than ten. The by- precedent in doing some plant- appears in Mr. Barber's excellent 

laws of the garden club were jng or beautifying of some spot Delphinium Information | Book, 
then read and adopted by them. jn the city each year. his catalog of new Delphiniums. 

_ The set-up of the auxiliaries There is no restriction on the 
= i replica oe eee GE activities of the auxiliaries. Up- 
only on a smaller scale. There is ‘oini : _ 
no restriction as to their size. SASS Rone ig apes NATIONAL WILD LIFE 

They have the same officers— activities of the central club, RESTORATION WEEK 

president, vice-president, secre- such as the annual flower show. ‘THE week of March 20-26 will 

tary, a board of gardeners, and They may hold flower shows of be set aside as National Wild 

any standing committees deemed their own in which any member Life Restoration Week according 
advisable. The president or her of any other group will help if to Mr. J. N. Darling, conserva- 

representative comes to all meet- asked. The success of this plan tion advisor to the National 

fare . a central club to ae in Superior is due to the splen- Council of Garden Clubs. 
ack to her group any special In- qiqd cooperative spirit of the en- Mr. Darling asked that club 

ee or plans for group ae- tire membership. officers cooperate by holding spe- 

For the coming year we are in- el ne apeiieay es ban- 

j terested in the contest of the ‘ets, a public school forum, or 

Meetings National Council for beautifying ther wild-life activities. Apply 

Two joint meetings are held filling stations. We also hope to to Frank Jordan, 400 Madison 

each year, one in February after start a garden center. Iam hap- Avenue, New York City, for pro- 

the election of officers and an- py to say that interest in gar- 8™@™ details. 

other in July. Both meetings are den club work is progressing out 

social with luncheons and short in the county. We now have a - TT 

programs. At the February Solon Spring’s auxiliary and 

meeting, short annual reports of hope to have at least two more Try some of the new ornamen- 

the work and accomplishments in other towns during the com- tals recommended on page 158 in 

of each auxiliary are read by ing year. your garden this year.
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Wisconsin Beekeepin 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S eep 8g 

OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J, Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. & ee Pilots, Menomonie 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Mrs. E. Voigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls. Edw. Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F. J. Paepke, Burlington 

Di f An Oldti 
JANUARY 10. The editor ask- nice warm workshop and don’t We shouldn’t forget to thank 

ed me to send him something have to go out into the cold. I Brother Diehnelt, our vice-presi- 
interesting about beekeeping. At like to fix up my supplies during dent, for his help. He and his 
first I thought that I wouldn’t be this cold weather and then do daughter are doing a lot of work 
able to think of anything that my outside work when it gets for us by handling the pails and 
beekeepers didn’t already know. warm. labels and keeping the records. 

seameatng und tang stent Foundation Not Fastened ——Janiary 20, Looks ke th 
‘ ney is ng to stay 

ee for 8° many years that I ordered some frames this just about where it: has been. 
ere ain’t anything left that’s year without the wedge in the Ww ty ‘ 3 

. . ; aa : ell, it isn’t the price that is 
new or interesting. Still, when top bar for nailing in the foun- botheri thi h 
some beekeeper comes to visit dation. I asked the factory to ° na ae us tas ay ie "hee 
me, we just talk bees until the just saw a groove in the top bar “® the short crop. We've been 

: : getting 65c for a 5 lb. pail at re- 
wife chases us out of the house wide enough so that the founda- tail and if I only had plenty of 

and into my workshop. Well, tion would slip in. Seems to me the rt 4 I t y Had plenty, a 
that’s a mighty nice place to sit that the bees fasten the founda- 1° ‘i al aig ith he 
and talk at that. We can sit tion to the top bar solid enough ™® oe 1 aoen ut the Dees 
around the fire, put our feet up so that we don’t have to nail it, SUre let us down this year. 
on a bench, and drop all the ash- Besides, if we nail it in and a lot Now I’m going to quit for this 
es on the floor that we want to— of bees get onto itinwarmweath- month. When the editor first 
and talk about bees. er, seems to me they are likely to asked me to write this diary, I 

I read in the paper the other stretch the cells next to the top told him no, that I didn’t think 
day that the Japs were using bar. Then, too, think the frame that I would have anything to 
bees in place of carrier pigeons is stronger if the wedge is not say. But he put up such a good 
to carry messages from their cut out and it certainly takes a argument that I finally told him 

supplies across the line. Well, lot less time to put in the foun- that I would try it on one condi- 
even the reporters did not know dation. What do you beekeepers tion—that he didn’t mention my 
if it was so or not, and I can _ think about that? Write to the name or let anyone know who I 
hardly believe it. Still, it might editor if you have tried it or if am. I told him in that way I 
be done if they used young, vig- you have any ideas about it. would feel I could say anything 
orous bees and the distance was- January 16. I see Brother I like and I wouldn’t be afraid to 
n’t too far, probably not over Schultz’s picture in the Ameri- write. So, if you want to ask any 
three or four miles. Then the can Bee Journal as president of questions, you will have to send 
weather would have to be warm. our state association. That’s them to the editor and he will 
I hope it ain’t so, because I don’t nice. He has made us a good turn them over. Perhaps some 
like the idea of using honey bees president and did a mighty good of you old timers can send me 
for that kind of work. job of presiding at the meeting. your experiences and help make 

January 15. I’ve been busy I like the way he thanked each this diary interesting for next 

nailing up hives and frames since speaker when they were.through, month. 

the new year started. It’s a and he introduced the next Here’s to a good crop in 1938. | 
mighty nice time of year to do speaker so that we all felt good | 

it, especially if you can sit in a about it. —Oldtimer. |
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DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS WHAT SHALL WE DO HONEY FOR SALE 

MEETINGS PLANNED WITH WEAK COLO- Comb and extracted honey; 

DSTRICT beekeepers meet- NIES? any kind, any quantity. Fulfill 

‘ings have become very pop- . , the requirements of your local 

ular and well attended during the WE would like the opinion of trade during an off year. Write 

past few years. The officers of ,. _Peekeepers on this ques- for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 
the various districts are planning tion: What is the best thing to pany, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
meetings for this spring when do with weak colonies? can 

many questions come up that {If a colony is weak because it DRIPCUT HONEY SERVERS 
beekeepers are anxious to have has a poor queen, we would nat- We offer a special discount to 

answered. urally recommend that the queen Beekeepers on Dripeut Honey 

The Fox River Valley District be killed and the bees united Servers. Increase your honey 

will meet at Appleton on Tues- with a strong colony. But sup- sales with Dripcuts. Write for 

day, April 5. Mr. Edward Has- posing the queen is not a poor prices. Honey Acres, Menomonie 

singer, Jr., Greenville, is Chair- one? Supposing the colony is Falls, Wis. 

man. George Jacobson, Kau- weak because of poor winter [mom ymececencenceny 

kaune, Vice-Chairman, and Leon- stores or because of an unusual- 7 | 

ard Otto, Forest Junction, Sec.- ly cold winter? It may also be 

Treas. weak because of lack of pollen in CONTAINERS 

The Western Wisconsin Dis- the spring. Write us for prices on friction 

trict will meet at Menomonie on It might be possible that our cappella ae pound cans and glass 

Thursday, April 7. Mr. S.P. El- ery pest queens be in this con- ; 
liott, Menomonie, is Chairman, diti . the 1 ti 4 Y Comb and extracted honey want- 

H. oO Rodeske Fountain Cit: Tuon.1n ie ate spring. oung ed. Send samples and quote price 

ie , vs s lay vi ly in the fall ; ; 
: ‘ queens lay vigorously 1 delivered Milwaukee. 

Vice-Chmn., Frederick E. Nabor, nq most of the pollen may be 

Sec.-Treas. used up for fall brood rearing in WALTER GEIGER 

As we go to press, arrange- some seasons. It has been shown 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. 
ments for the other meetings that queens begin to lay in 

have not been completed. De- March or even earlier if they ee 
tails will be given in the March have plenty of pollen and food in 

issue. The program this year the hives. Such colonies will be 

will consist of the answers to strong in the spring. However, SS 

practical beekeeping questions jf the pollen was used up in the 

by some of our leading beekeep- fall, the result may be a weak 

ers, Motion pictures of how Wis- colony, which will start to build || 40th YEAR... 
consin beekeepers pack their yp only after spring pollen be- 

bees for winter and how bees comes available. 

pollinate flowers will be shown. 
Several beekeepers are sug- of Service to 

—— gesting making “two-queen colo- 

nies” by uniting a weak colony the Beekeeping 

SUBSCRIBE TO BEE JOUR. above a strong one in the spring. 

NALS AT REDUCED RATE _ The new colony is once a a Industry 
5 ‘ trance of its own, probably to 

eens Olacsoeiation may the rear, for a time at least and 
b 

subscribe to either the American reed eerie Het CRANOWEE ... 40th YEAR 

Bee Journal or Gleanings in Bee queen is confined to the lower . 
Culture, the two leading bee body b luder th There a ‘ 

journals in this country, at one- POY DY a queen exciuder the cele 

half of the regular subscription colonies can be united. Such col- for you now. 

price by ordering through Mrs. onies will build up very rapidly 

Ernestine Voigt, Menomonee and since it has been proven that August Lotz Company 

Falls, recording secretaty-treas- the amount of honey stored by a Boyd, WI ; 

urer of the state beekeepers as- ,, olony depends upon the number joyd, Wisconsin 

sociation. Send 50c for a year’s fb double col 

subscription to either magazine, 0» PCC) 4 ouble colony may pro- ee 

or $1 for both. That is one-half duce more honey than two sin- 

the regular price. - gle colonies in a good year.
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APIARIES PROTECTED SMALL DOSES OF ARSENIC A. F. B. SPORES KILLED 
FROM BEAR BY ELEC- SERIOUS FOR BEES AFTER BOILING SIX 

TRIC FENCE STUDIES by the U. S. Bureau HOURS 
AN electric fence charged from of Entomology indicate that UNLESS foulbrood infected 

a battery has been devised extremely small doses of arseni- equipment is boiled for six 
that works successfully in keep- cals used as insecticides will eith- hours, some of the spores may 
ing bears out of apiaries when a_ er kill or shorten the life of the pot be killed. ~ 
good ground was provided for honey bee. The statement made . 

the electric current, states the in the Annual Report of the Experiments conducted by the 
1937 Report of the Chief of the Chief of the Bureau is: “A dose Federal Bureau of Entomology 
U. S. Bureau of Entomology. containing only 0.05 to 0.10 mic- @"d Plant Quarantine found this 

It looks as if the electric fence rogram of elemental pentavalent ‘© be the case. The following is 
might be the solution of the bee- arsenic is sufficient to cause a @ report of the work as BIVen I keepers problem in keeping all significant shortening of life.” the Annual Report of the direc- 

animals away from an apiary. The work also indicates that cal- t°"- 

The Agricultural Engineering cium arsenate is somewhat more “Spores of Bacillus larvae 
Dept., Wis. College of Agricul- toxic than lead arsenate. failed to grow in culture after 

ture, Madison, will send informa- they were boiled in water for 6 

tion on the electric fence on re- hours and also after they were 
quest. autoclaved at 15 pounds (steam) 

pressure for 30 minutes. With 
as SOME STRAINS OF BEES all shorter periods of heating 

OBSERVATIONS ON NEC. BETTER THAN OTHERS growth was obtained in some of 
TAR'SECRETION BE£EKEEPERS have long ob- the cultures. Three hours of ex- 

served that one colony of posure to flowing steam failed 

W HEN the nectar of flowers pees having probably the same to destroy all the spores. 
is too thin or has a low pumber of bees as another may “In concentration ranging 

sugar concentration, the bees yet produce much more honey. from 1 pound in 5 gallons to 1 

ae ignore the ya aia oe Several northern workers have pound in 30 gallons of water, 
ederal Bureau of caon Aner emphasized the desirability of both potassium hydroxide and 
oe ves the sr toa, northern beekeepers breeding Sodium hydroxide failed to de- 
en = inne sates : Teves strains of bees especially adapt- Stroy spores of B. larvae within 

lower sugar ‘concentration than ed to producing honey in our own 3 days. 
did nectar from these plants not locality. “European foulbrood did not 
in the flowers, in what are called Work by the Federal Bureau recur in colonies of Caucasian or 

extrafloral nectariea: For this of Entomology given in the Re- Carniolan bees but did recur in 
reason the bees ignored the blos- port of the Chief of the Bureau, all experimental colonies of com- 
some in favor of the extrafloral makes this statement: “Studies mon black bees.” 
nectaries. Hairy vetch proved an 0 two different Strains of Ital- 

exception, since the sugar con- iM bees reared in this country 
centration of nectar in the blos- Showed one to be approximately 

sms was highor than that of {vie as gond ae the other tn | 
phe extrafloral tpctaries, So the 14 he definitely superior in HONEY FOR WHIPPING 

The sugar content of nectar @™mount of brood reared and in CREAM 

from alsike and crimson clovers drawing out foundation. APP just a few drops of honey | 
compared favorably with that of _ This piece of work seems very to cream and it will whip, is | 
vetches in blossom at us fame aah oro r one strain of pees the advice of Iowa State College. | 
time. Nectar from red clover will produce twice as much hon- ee 4 | 
was scarce and of a low sugar ey as another, certainly some- _, Whipping cream that doesn’t | 
concentration not attractive to thing should be done about it. Whip has precipitated many a do- i Southern breeders especially mestic crisis, but the housekeep- 

should make use of this informa- @% Who has honey on hand is 
tion and breed from the higher %#Ved. Do not add enough honey 

Wanted: Questions you would producing strain. Beekeepers ‘? Make the cream taste sweet. 
like to have answered at the Dis- themselves can improve their It works. 
trict meetings. Send to the edi- stock by breeding queens from Add a little honey to coffee 
tor as early as possible. such producing colonies. cream and it will whip, too.
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BEES? JUST NEWS NEW RECIPES 

A SCHOOLMAM who became A SERIES of meetings to or- Ham Mediterranean 
interested in bees from ganize County Beekeepers 10 to 12 Ib. ham. 

books called a beekeeper to take Associations and plan the work 4 cups bread cubes (1% in.) 
care of some bees located in a of cleaning up A. F. B. in Wis- 1 cup honey. 
sewer. But he found them to be consin are being planned by E. 1 cup seedless raisins. 

wasps. L. Chambers, State Entomolo- 1 cup crushed pineapple. 

A man living in a most aristo- gist, and C. D. Adams, Chief 1 cup chopped walnuts. 
cratic part of Rockford left a Apiary Inspector. Meetings will Have bone removed from ham. 

note in my mail box telling me I begin the week of February 14 Heat pineapple and pour over 
could have without cost some and continue until all counties bread cubes. Add fruits, nuts, 
bees in his back step. But the have been reached. and honey, and stuff cavity in 
bees were only little hornets. Wisconsin is facing a new era ham. Sew or truss ham, wrap 

A neighbor informed me the in beekeeping. The weather is loosely in its glassine wrapper 
other day I could have some hon- bound to change soon and then and place, fat side up, on an op- 
ey bees located in a crisscross W® will again get good crops. If en pan. Bake at 300° F., 22 min- 
pile of boards in an old chicken then, too, the disease problem utes to the pound. One hour be- 
house. He had attempted twice has been solved, we can look for- fore done, remove paper, score 

to repile the boards and had had ward with hope. . fat and rub with brown sugar* 
to quit on account of the bees. The real reason we obtained and cinnamon. Stud with cloves 
A few days later I went to in- the large appropriation for dis- and finish baking. Garnish with 
vestigate. Smoke blown into the ¢4S¢ control was because hun- fresh mint, pineapple and apri- 
pile brought no response. We dreds of beekeepers were first cots filled with cooked raisins. 

piled the boards over, he at the Convinced that a few people *At the Institute Testing 
safer end. We found neither Couldn’t do anything. Kitchen the golden glaze for the 

Ww. , hornets, combs, ham was secured through bast- 
a aay Spehiing else per- Were Crops Better Years Ago? ing the ham during the last hour 

taining to them. Have you heard the statement, with diluted honey. A sprinkling 
Wot a life! “Years ago we had big honey of cinnamon may be added; stud 

ee crops, but of late years crops with cloves and finish baking. 
Ivan Whiting, Rockford, Ill. jaye been poor?” Simmer the raisins in diluted 

We were surprised to read in honey and add a bit of lemon 
TTT that excellent book, ABC and _ juice just before serving. 

XYZ of Beekeeping, a statement . 
GOOD DEMAND FOR by the late A. I. Root, its first Glazed Parsnips 

HONEY editor, written in 1865. “Farm- Slice cooked parsnips length- 

Our honey is all sold and gone @TS Who have kept bees assure wise making slices about 4 inch 
and I wish we had more. Or- ™e that they once paid when the thick. Arrange in shallow bak- 

ders are coming in almost every Country was new but of late ing pan and pour over enough 
day for both comb and extracted Years they were no profit and ev- honey to not quite cover them. 
and we are unable to fill them. ¢"ybody was abandoning the (Diluted honey may be used.) 
Our 72 colonies are wintering 0, business.’ os Add one tablespoon of butter for 

K. They had a good flight Janu- Mr. Root didn’t abandon the each half dozen slices of par- 

ary 22 and 23, the first flight business and there have been snips. Place in moderate oven 
since Thanksgiving. On January Plenty of good crops since 1865. (350 degrees) and let bake for 
25 we had a bad snow storm. There will be good crops in the twenty minutes, turning the 

—_H. O. Rodeske, Fountain future. . slices after ten minutes. Before 
. City , Bie Coloni serving place under the broiler 

. 1g Colonies for a few minutes. 
Dr. C. L .Farrar writes in his 

excellent work on The Influence 
of Colony Population on Honey “We were slowly starving to 

Why? Production, “One colony with death,” said the great explorer, 
Medic: “The right leg of the 60,000 bees will probably pro- at the boarding house table, “but 

patient is shorter than the left, duce 1.54 times as much honey we cut up our boots and made 
which causes him to limp. Now ag 4 colonies each with 15,000 soup of them.” 
what would you do in a case of bees.” “Sh-h! Not so loud,” exclaim- 
this kind?” That’s the big thing to re- eda fellow boarder. ‘The land- 

Voice: “I’d limp, too.” member this spring. lady might hear you.”
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Pay: Z 7 es | 

aoe A TREES Wa, JF | Y ee Po iy) ili _ APPLE — PLUM — PEAR 
po A dink 

le oe ; Raspberry and Strawberry Plants | 

ne op snap OS an ri FERTILIZERS 
an ae ey ae Ny} HN i i Sulphate of Ammonia — Aero Cyanamide A te ee 
ee i SPRAYERS | 

Pile IR eee eS Mae ‘ 
Plan your order for spray materials now 

Unless you have patience and follow the WRITE FOR PRICES 
simple directions furnished, do not buy peo- We carry a complete i a supplies for orchard 
nies. It takes from 5 to 10 years for them to eS REESE 

perfect themselves. Then they will outlive the 

owner. South Eastern 
Fruit Growers Co-op, Inc. 

Sisson’s Peonies . 
Waukesha, Wis. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN Lester Tans, Sec. Route 3 
Highways 23-26 Intersection Telephone Big Bend 2821 

oe ice A h me == Prompt Service Anywhere 
oe ogee oo ce age So from CHICAGO 
Se h ee oS os 

: ons i a Your Orders for . . . . 

Go ae eee Hives, Supers, Accurately Made 

—— bo es 7 Triple Locked Corner Frames 

coal Sections, Scientifically Made 

3-Ply Foundation 
Smokers, Veils, Tools, etc. 

SUBSCRIBE TO Extractors 

GLEANINGS Receive Immediate Attention. 
in BEE CULTURE 

1 Year ‘ $1.00 
2 Years 150 A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO 
3 Keats : 2.00 224 W. Huron Street 

In U. S. and Canada 

CHICAGO, ILL.
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ORCHARD AND . . . 

GARDEN SUPPLIES Wisconsin Horticulture 
BEAN Spray Machines The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Spey eee Established 1910 

Grafting Tools Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Accept- 

Grafting Tape ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of 
October 8, 1917, authorized July 15, 1918. 

Write for Prices 

F. R. GIFFORD co. Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

2201 University Avenue WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Madison, Wisconsin 
. . 

1532 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

pe OE OOD OD OE OS OST SOE SEP OSES ee 
N 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor 

EW se 8 Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Northern GrownTrees Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

with Wholeroot Grafts Tel. University 182 

APPLES — Anoka and Cort- 
land; Minnesota No. 424 Russet Volume XXVIII March, 1938 No.7 

Apple; Minnesota Beacon; Minne- 
$$ <_—__—___- —'—_———

— 

sota No. 1007; Minnesota No. 790; 

Minnesota Haralson. : TABLE OF CONTENTS 

New No. 3 Pear. Very hardy. 
Page 

New Minnesota Ember Plum. 
A full line of transplanted trees My 1938 Vegetable Garden --~------------------------7-~ 179 

for the windbreak. Very low prices. The Cherry Situation ~-~----------~-----<-------------> 180 

Send for complete list Orchard Soils Vary Considerably in Different States _-------- 181 

In the Orchard __--------------------------------7--77-77 
182 

SWEDBERG NURSERY The Low Cost Irrigation System ~-----------------------~- 183 

Battle Lake, Minnesota Small Fruits __--------------------------------------77 
184 

a Try Taylor and Marcy Red Raspberries ~------------------ 185 

Sremcmmcemommommommommommomnomsoe oe * Why National Forests in Wisconsin ~--------------------- 186 

Park Planting ~----------------------------------7--777 
187 

Avoiding Gladiolus Troubles -~--------------------------~ 188 

Evergreens to Plant in Shade ~--~----------------------- 189 

PATENTED AUG 13.1909 Gleanings from the Gladiolus Patch 2ncnnn--3--- eras 190 

Editorials -.._------------------------------------7--- 
192 
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About the Home and Garden ~~-~----------------------- 193 

Try These New Ornamentals ---------------------------- 196 

State Garden Club Federation News ---------------------- 198 

fio. Po2 fio 3 Program Planning ~----------------------------------77 199 

National Wildlife Restoration Week ~-------~------------- 200 

Garden Club Officers _.---------------------------------- 201 

Berry Boxes Wisconsin Beekeeping ~--~------------------------------7- 204 

NN $$$ 
Crates, Bushel Bowes 

and Climax Baskets Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

As You Like Them EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1940 

Karl Reynolds, Pres....--Sturgeon Bay M. H. Bingham_..--.----Sturgeon Bay 
RL. Marken, Vice-Pres.-----Kenosha Clare Fancher ~_------------Sturtevant 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent H. J. Rahmlow, Sec Madison Carroll Krippner. Fort Atkinson 

Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer EL Ghambers, Treas...._.---Madison oman 

that give satisfaction. Berry box and ne " posmnaae ——— 

crate materials in the K. D. in carload 
lots our specialty. We constantly carry Term Ending December, 1938 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chm. Dept. Horticul- 

in stock 16-quart crates atl made up Wm. Basse__----------------Waukesha ture, Madison. 

ready for use, either for strawberries or Mrs. Irving Lorentz__-------Milwaukee : s ; 

blueberries. No order too small or too Miss Merle Rasmussen__-------Oshkosh T. A. Singer, Pres. Wis. Nurserymen’s 

large for us to handle. We can ship the Ass'n., Milwaukee 

folding bones to tee oul tn Term Ending December, 1939 A. J, Schultz, Pres. Wis, Beekeeper 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our R. E. Harris___---------------Warrens silica ibaa 

part well. A large discount for early N.C. Jacobs... Sawyer Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Pres. Wis. Gar- 

orders. A postal brings our price list. W. A. Toole__-----------------Baraboo den Club Federation, Ripon 
NN 

Cumberland Fruit Subscription to Wiseonsin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wis- 

consin State Horticultural Society for which the annual dues are $1 per year or 

Package Company Sone ror toro years, Garden Clube, Horticultural Societies, and other Horticultural 
Organizations are affiliated at a reduced membership rate, Fifty-cents of the annual 

Dept. D. Cumberland, Wis dues paid by each member is for a year's subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND STAMPS
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Raymond E. Smith, Andover, Mass. 

THs year, I shall plant a very | cj northern gardens. It is a vigor- 
select vegetable garden and JES AON ous Earliana type with smooth, 

include only the novelties of the Amin rather small, rounded, red fruits. 
various crops. These should pro- : TE) To follow these will be Cardinal, 
vide food fit for a king. yz e an early large-fruited kind of 

To start, I shall have a few C] the stone type, which is very 
rows of Commodore Bean, which a productive. To add just the right 
is a bush form of the old Ken- zest to my salad, I shall include 
tucky Wonder Pole Bean. It has - at, some radishes, and Billiard Ball 
the same long, round, stringless oS Ss , seems to be the best. This varie- 
pod as the older variety and is a ty, a round form of the old Scar- 
heavy producer. An Award of . . . let Globe, will stand a long time 
Merit was bestowed upon it in shall plant Giant Stride which before becoming pithy. And cu- 
the All-American Trials. will mature in eighty days. This cuymbers, too, help to create a 

For my cabbage, I shall plant variety is dwarf, has long, well- tasty salad bowl. The new Bush 
some of the Chieftain—an early, filled pods, and is resistant to the Cucumber should fill the bill. The 
solid-headed variety of the savoy pea blight. fruits, dark and to seven inches 
type, which also received an Salad in length, are almost seedless; 
Award of Merit. Since I am fond and their flesh is crisp, solid, 
of cole slaw, I shall also plant For my green salad, I shall try white, and of a delicious flavor. 
Sauerkraut King because of its Golden Heart Summer Endive, 
solid, round, baldhead character. Whose crisp, creamy yellow For Vitamines 
And out of curiosity—to see if leaves have an appetizing nutty . . . 
what they claim is true—I am flavor, and Spearhead Lettuce, a To increase my vitamines, I 
going to include Odorless Savoy, crisp-leaved, large-heading kind. must have some spinach, and, 
which was originated by the since Del Monte with its large, 
United States Department of Tomatoes thick leaves is a long standing 

Agriculture and is mild and sup- To go with the lettuce, I must variety, I shall try that. And I 

posedly odorless in cooking. have some tomatoes. For the Shall want some celery, another 

It seems more difficult each very earliest, I shall try Michi- Source for vitamins. Supreme 

year to wait for the first corn of gan State Forcing, which was Golden appeals to me; it is a new 

the season, so I shall plant Pure- originated by the Michigan Ex- strain of the Golden Self-Blanch- 

gold. This is said to ripen three periment Station and has been ing type. The plant matures ear- 
weeks earlier than Golden Ban- highly recommended as a medi- ly, is compact and vigorous, and 
tam, which it resembles in other um-sized variety for the green- has a well-developed heart. 
ways. house or garden. For the sake One of the trials of a vegetable 

To make sure that I shall have of comparison, I shall put in a gardener is raising good egg- 

some green peas to go with my few plants of Harkness, which is plants—if the shot-hole beetle 

salmon on the Fourth of July, I recommended as being ideal for does not get them, the blight
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does. But now there appears a ° ° 
variety which is resistant to dis- The Cherry Situation 
ease, so I shall take heart once Murray H. Bingham 
more and try Black King, all the (Continued from February) * 
while keeping my duster and 
spray tank handy. This variety Pruning The Future 
is earlier than most and, while . . . . 
it is only two-thirds as large as Pruning, which used to be at- This seems to be the picture 
Black Beauty, is a very heavy tended to every year in a thor- at present. Perhaps it presents 

yielder. ough manner, has degenerated only the discouraging aspects of 
< . into a cursory going-over of the the situation. I cannot foretell 

sq Ee 1 aut & orchards whereby only dead _ what is in store for the industry 
few hills of Early Prolific wood is removed or perhaps _ since I cannot foretell the weath- 
Straightneck on the edge of the some small amount of real prun- er. If we really thought the fu- 
garden, where it will have plenty ing done. This may result in ture was all dark I suppose there 

of room to run. This novelty re- pretty good pruning of a few would now be more abandoned 
ceived an ‘Award of Merit in the older trees, but while cherries orchards — something I would 
All-American Trials because of ¢2” stand some neglect of this hate to see. I’ve always thought 
A Be kind, they do need more prun-_ that a fruit grower could be de- 
its earliness, productivity, and ine’ than h had ibed lainity howl 4 

good quality. It is earlier, small- g any’ Nave Nad. SCEIDED AS i cal amin serch | 
er, more uniform, and smoother How Cherries Fruit wather a funny combination, | 
than the old Giant Straightneck Montmoreney and Richmond something like a hippopotephant 

introduced a few years ago. sour cherries should not bear on The encouraging part of it is 
Each year, my neighbors hold new wood and should make suf- that usually the trees can, in 

a friendly contest to see who ficient annual growth to preclude spite of poor condition carry 
will dig the first potatoes. Tam the formation of blossom buds enough buds for a good. bloom 
going to try to beat them all this on first year wood. The leaf buds 4. was the case this last year. 
year with Chippewa, a new Vva- which should be formed on the ‘As T've gaid, the potential crop 

riety originated at the Maine Ex- new wood the first year make of Door Catnise fe probly © 

periment Station. It is as early spurs (short branches) in the great as it ever was. Of course, 
as the favorite Irish Cobblers, second year that in turn carry the older partially neglected an 

which most of my neighbors the blossom buds for fruiting in hards, of which there are many, 
grow. the third and successive years. wil] not produce per acre what 

Naturally, my garden would Qld trees or weak trees that the owners of the younger or- 
not be complete without some are not making good growth chards may expect. That was not 

root crops. For the beets, [shall have fruit buds formed on one- the case when the orchards were 
use Perfect Model, which has a year wood, bearing in the second maintained by replanting and 

deep globe shape. Its flesh is year, which means that no spurs were receiving better care. 
tender, its skin smooth, and very are formed and when the blos- inter has been mild to 
dark crimson with only the soms fall or the fruit is picked 4.4 uF veh or 4 HERS ani owfall 
faintest trace of zoning. My par- right off the side of the branch, Qo oe ont for the first 
snip will be All-American be- that branch is left slick and bare jno”P OWS Wa Ge en ave 
cause of its clear, white flesh and with nothing on it. Successive had on ad tintions of 

very small core. _ years merely elongate the slen- no are Sena ai more than 
From the Gardeners’ Chroni- der, willowy, down - drooping Our ie nichia b i ‘th 

cle of America, February 1938. branch. What leaves and fruit 44°00) ten ger nbout 8 palow 

there are, being borne only on the The ahead ate aretiy well budded 
4 terminal growth. Degeneration and of course there has been no 

. oo, into this bad bearing habit is josey to date 
An American staying ina Lou- hard enough to avoid in old trees ie di bi d 

don hotel was introduced to an with good care and the restricted a5 need 18 @ bip*erep an 
Aberdonian, who asked him: cultural practices and drought of % 8004 Price. 
“And what country do you be- recent years have aggravated _ 
long tae?” the condition badly in all our or- 

“The greatest country in the chards. Cherry trees that have Nora: “If you like his atten- 
world!” replied the American. declined in vigor and succumbed tions, why don’t you marry 

“Man! So dae I,” replied San- to this bad habit are not so easi- him?” 
dy, “but you dinna speak like a__ly restored to the proper mode of Flora: “Because I like his at- 

Scotsman.” life. tentions.”
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BULLETIN ON CHERRY BEACON SCIONS HOW FRUIT SHRIVELS 
LEAF SPOT AVAILABLE AVAILABLE If ONE side of fruit, such as 

A NEW bulletin on cherry leaf WJ E have been able to secure apples and tomatoes, is heat- 
spot has been issued by the a limited quantity of scions ed, moisture is driven from this 

Wisconsin Agricultural Experi- Of the Beacon apple, originated side to the opposite or cooler 
ment Station, Madison, and is by the Minnesota Fruit Breeding side, with the result that often 
entitled the “Epidemiology and Farm. A few willbe sent free on the heated side shrivels. 
Control of Cherry Leaf Spot” by vequest to any member of the In work done at the Cornell 
Keitt, Blodgett, Wilson and Ma- Society. Experiment Station, it was found 

gie. Beacon is a very red apple, of that the warm side of fruits lose 
While the bulletin is somewhat the Duchess season, and is said water which is driven to the 

scientific in its nature, neverthe- ‘© be replacing Duchess in Min- cooler side as water vapor. This 
less it contains much of value to "eSota. It keeps much longer is the case in fruits having con- 
the cherry grower. than Duchess and is of a much __ tinuous air spaces such as apples 

more attractive appearance, so and tomatoes. Since there are 
will outsell Duchess on the mar- no air spaces in oranges or po- 

a ket. The tree is very hardy and_ tatoes, there is no such move- 
a good producer. ment. 

ORCHARD SOILS VARY — Ce 
CONSIDERABLY IN DIF- 

FERENT STATES 

HE fact that orchard soils ‘ ’ 
cae a great deal in different Niagara Ss 

states and that fertilizer prac- ° 
tices must be suited to the needs Non-Caustic Program For 
of the soil was emphasized at the 
meeting of the Association of ¢ * 
Horticultural Science recently. Fruit Disease Control 
Professor M. A. Blake, Chief of een eet rere 
the New Jersey Experiment Sta- 
tion, for example, stated that in 
New Jersey lime is important. NIAGARA KOLOFOG 
He saw Delicious trees in or- 
chards on which the fruit was A sulphur fungicide in its purest form. Once dried on the 

very small due to the lack of leaf it never washes off. 

lime. It was his opinion that sul- Prevents scab and other diseases. Will not burn foliage dur- 
phur sprays might create a sour . 

condition, increasing the trouble, ing hot weather. 
and resulting in smaller fruit. 

New Jersey soils are notably low NIAGARA SUSPENSO LEAD ARSENATE 
in lime and other plant food ele- 

ng oe are Stays In Suspension for a Long Period 

The New Hampshire Station, Spreads smoothly and evenly. No black sludge with lime 

ee eee ae sulphur. Maximum killing power. Safety to fruit and foliage. 

tion of potash fertilizer did not ——- 
benefit the fruit trees either in . 
yield of fruit, size or color. “(aD YOu By Niagara 

In New York, investigations SY) = ry Sprayer & Chemical 
indicated that on heavy clay soils 
McIntosh trees did not yield as agar a Company 
well as on the lighter soils. At pe eS J. HENRY SMITH, 

the three- to four-foot level, 7 NS) Sales Representative 
there were no air spaces in heavy i) Y PROT [a9 : Waupaca, Wisconsin 

clay soils before July 15 because " 

they were filled with water.
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POLLENIZERS FOR MINNE- HIGH TEMPERATURES WANTED—GRAPE 
SOTA PLUMS MAY AFFECT POLLEN TESTERS 

W. H. Alderman EXPERIMENT stations are [MPROVED varieties of grapes 
[N regard to pollenizers for the studying the reasons why should be more widely tested 

Minnesota hybrid plums, Ican fruits, such as strawberries and in Wisconsin in the opinion of 
report that in regions far enough apples, sometimes do not pollen- our Fruit Testing Committee, 
north so that the hybrids and ate well. There is evidence now Some of the early and high-qual- 
the native varieties come into to lead to the conclusion that ity varieties originated by the 
bloom together, there is usually high temperatures may affect New York Experiment Station, 
little or no difficulty over pollina- pollen, which may be one reason at Geneva, look very promising. 
tion. Most of the native plums, why strawberries sometimes do Inasmuch as grapes are usually 
including those in the wild, seem not set fruit well. If the tem- covered for winter protection in 

to be able to pollenize the hybrid perature is too high during the Wisconsin, these grapes may be 
plums quite successfully. As we blooming period, the pollen may considered relatively hardy. At 
go south, however, into the lati- be in poor condition and fail to least their hardiness should be 
tude of southern Minnesota and fertilize the blossom. Work is tested. 
central Wisconsin, we find the being done along this line and The Horticultural Society 

native varieties blooming later definite results may be available would like to hear from inter- 
than the hybrids. Under such in the near future. ested grape growers willing to 
conditions it is a little more dif- test some of these new varieties. 
ficult to find a good pollenizer. The Society will pay one-half the 

The best recommendation we JEFFERSON COUNTY cost of the plants which will be 
have is the Kaga, which is in it- FRUIT GROWERS obtained from the New York 

self a hybrid and blooms about WILL MEET Fruit Testing Association. The 

the time most of our other hy- ‘THE Jefferson County Fruit varieties which should be tested 
brids bloom. Toka is also a good Growers Association will include Brocton, Golden Muscat, 
pollenizer, and Hanska is fairly meet at the Armory in Lake Hector, Seneca, Westfield, and 

good. These are all similar hy- Mills on Friday, March 25, begin- Yates. The varieties Fredonia, 
brids from Dr. N. E. Hansen of ning at 10:00 A. M. Ontario, and Portland originated 
South Dakota. Of the native va- An excellent program has been py the New York Station have 
rieties, Wisconsin No. 24, Sur- prepared. H. J. Rahmlow, Madi- already proven themselves 

prise, and DeSota are very good. gon, will show and discuss the adapted to Wisconsin and supe- 
motion picture film, How Wis- rior to many of our old varieties. 

Best Varieties ee aa ad ene Dr. F. E. Gladwin, grape spe- 
eir Orchards. Mr. C. L. Kueh-  gja]i the New York Station, 

Of the newer plums, I would jer, Madison, will talk on or- aoe the Concord grape is 
aay ‘that Superior apd Ember chard problems. definitely on the way out due to 
seem to be giving very good sat- A luncheon will be served by its restricted adaption. 
isfaction. I really think that tp. jadies. which is always an 

these are two of the best of all attraction. at these meetings —_—————nwn——— 

our introductions. Of the gee which are very well attended. | _ TTT ITTTEEEEETE 

varieties, Underwood is still a a ; 

favorite; Monitor is very produc- ine ata wa NEW MONEY-MAKING 

tive and with seed pegple very Leonard, R. 1, Ft. Atkinson; FRUES dcenisi 
satisfactory. Fiebing plum, in- 00-Presi “Boese, R. 4, | BEACON—New all-red Early Apple! 

troduced by Charles Haralson Li aiinone — Seca pie ioe bushel when Duchess 

after he left the Fruit Breeding Treasurer, Carroll Krippner, R. | MINN. No. 1007—Apple—New! 
Farm, is beginning to make a 1 py Atldnson: Highest quality, long keeper. 
place for itself, particularly in ~’° ~ MINN, Dos 730 Ape ome Beauty 
the northern sections. It is large nu . Market. 

and splendidly colored, and of Aunt Lizzie’s Love Advice Fee Catalog—Big Discounts for 
reasonably good quality. The Advice to Co-eds: If you are Early Orders 

greatest fault I find with it is looking for a real thrill, try kiss- ANDREWS NURSERY 

that under our conditions it is ing a man with hiccoughs.— Faribault, Minn. 

somewhat subject to brown rot. Skipper.
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° ° days should be allowed from 

The Low Cost Irrigation System seeding to harvest. And _inci- 
dentally, solid, healthy, unin- 

Cc ONSIDERABLE interest has The water supply for any irri- ie Se 
been aroused as the result gation system should be cheap cool, moderatel ist 1 fi : 

of the article in our February is- and plentiful. A city water main two. months Sate C. B 

sue on the low-cost irrigation can be tapped for this system to (Combs, Di arte nt of Ho ticul- 

system developed by Professors advantage and no engine need be ture Niad ao ent oneness 

Duffee and Bruhn of the Engi- used. The ten sprinklers will dis- , ™ 

neering Department of the Col- charge about 45 gallons per min- 

lege of Agriculture. ute, or 27000 gallons per hour. 

Several companies have be- Ordinary well water pumps fur- © HEAD LETTUCE VARIE- 
come interested in the manufac- nish only about 250 to 500 gal- TIES 

ture of this low-cost system lons per hour. 
known as the Junior Rotary Sys- _A list of companies manufac- A GOOD crisp head type of 

tem. turing parts for this system may head lettuce is New York 

It is estimated that the entire be obtained by writing the De- No. 515. Hither start the seeds 
outfit, sufficient for irrigating up partment of Agricultural Engi- 1” late March and transplant the 

to eight acres, can be purchased neering, Wisconsin College of Planta to the garden in late April 
for about $270, not including a Agriculture, Madison. or early May, or sow the seeds in 

motor or gasoline engine. This the garden in late July or early 

is at the rate of about $34 per August and thin them to 10 to 
acre. —_—_—_ 12 inches apart. This latter prac- 

For smaller acreages, the cost ~~ enable the oe 1 

per acre will be higher, although orm neads Curing ue 
less pipe for the main will be re- TRY CHINESE CABBAGE sean Psa of early fall 

quired. The cost for two acres T°? those who would like to x Sh Bor Se eee to be 

will be about $200, if the water grow Chinese Cabbage, I that s port ose who prefer 

supply is in the field to be irri- would suggest the variety listed t e 1 er in VDE of ee let- 

gated. A two H. P. electric mo- as Chihili. There are two other Sah eer’ te the White 

tor or a 2 to 3 H. P. gas engine varieties of Chinese Cabbage. eH - B. Combs, Depart- 

will furnish sufficient power for Chihili is the one commonly seen, ment of Horticulture, Madison. 

this system. in grocery stores—large, long, 

The new junior system uses solid, and pointed at the tip. The 

only from 15 to 20 Ibs. pressure variety known as Wong Bok is 
and therefore cheaper pipe and a_ short, not so solid, and tends to TOMATO VARIETIES 

less expensive pump and smaller bulge at the top. This variety At least four new varieties of 

power can be used. reminds one somewhat of Cos tomatoes are worthy of 

The rotary sprinklers must be Lettuce. The third variety, Pe- trial. Stokesdale, Nystate, Early 

placed 20 feet apart on the pipe tsai or improved Pekin, is very Baltimore, and Supreme Mar- 

line instead of 40 feet as in the Similar to Chihili except that the globe have given excellent re- 

older system. The line common- leaves curve outward at the tips sults in our trials during the past 

ly is 200 feet long with 10 rotary instead of folding inward and_ two seasons. 

sprinklers and irrigates a strip Closing the top. All three of these —_—Alll of these are second early, 

45 feet wide. The line can there- Varieties are adapted to Wiscon- red-fruited varieties which are 

fore be moved 40 feet and stil] ‘sin, but Chihili is earlier and adapted to both canning and 

make a good lap. generally forms a higher per- fresh market. Another compar- 

Each nozzle will discharge centage of heads—especially un- atively new variety is Pritchard, 

about four and one-third gallons der adverse weather conditions. which is well adapted to Wiscon- 

per minute. The 200 ft. line will Our mid-summer tempera-_ sin conditions and particularly to 

put an inch of water on one-fifth tures are too high and the days soils which are high in fertility, 

acre in two hours. One man can are too long to permit Chinese especially nitrogen. In fact, 

move the system in a half hour cabbage to head if started inear- Pritchard should not be grown 

and so about an acre can be wa-_ ly spring like ordinary cabbage. on extremely light soils which 

tered in a 121-hour day. Quick The seed should be sown outside are lacking in organic matter and 

moving is accomplished by using about July 15 in the southern are low in fertility. —C. B. 

light - weight two-inch tubing part of the state and somewhat Combs, Department of Horticul- 

with quick-detachable couplings. earlier in the north. About 85 ture, Madison.
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REMOVE THE MULCH HOW DEEP SHALL WE SET worker puts the plant in the 
FROM THE STRAW- STRAWBERRY PLANTS hole, with the roots spread. The 
BERRIES EARLY "THE March issue of Country Diant is Jeft with the crown a 

TAKE the mulch off the Gentleman contains a short fans eh two. owt i Sur- 
strawberry bed relatively article stating that in Oregon ji ove round. The aoil ie vonal 

early in the spring, is the advice strawberry growers set plants firml 7 ainst the roots ye th 
of Prof. R. H. Roberts, Horticul- deep enough so the crowns are foot rs rs @ worker iS By the 
ture Department, Wisconsin Col- two inches below the surface. . . Lo, 
lege of Agriculture. They claim that the plants de- The object of deep planting it 

Mulch early in the fall and velop a large root system in a WOuld seem, is that the plants 
take it off early in the spring, short time and that they have re Protected from drying out. 
now seems to be the recommend-_ very little replanting. As Mr. Fieldhouse mentions on 
ed practice. That might be an idea to try this page | however, conditions 

If the mulch is left on toolong, out in soils which do not bake. V@ty in different localities. It 
it may mean a weak type of blos- However, it certainly would not Might be well for growers on 
som and the foliage is also af- work for us on the heavier soils, light soils to try this idea on a 
fected. The new leaves cannot force SMall scale, at first, to see if it 

The strawberry bed should be their way through the crust Will work in Wisconsin. We are 
uncovered soon after the ground which forms after a rain. inclined to agree with Mr. Field- 
thaws in the spring, or at about _—‘I like to set the plants as deep- house that it will not work on 
the time that growers start to ly as possible, but where the heavier soils which bake after 
dig plants for sale. crown has become completely '#- 

In experiments at the Wiscon- covered by washing soil, I have 
sin Station, it was found that a often dug down with a table aaa 
delay of a week in removing the fork, and found blanched shoots 
mulch after the correct time, re- curled under the crust.—Virgil WHY PLANT STRAWBER. 
sulted in nearly a 50% reduction Fieldhouse, Dodgeville. RIES EARLY 
in yield during two seasons. ‘ 

It has been found that the Ee EXERENCE ee tint 

best time to uncover in the vi- grow better if they can become 
cinity of Madison is between PLANTING STRAWBERRIES established early in the spring 
April 15 and 20. . N EW ideas on planting are while the soil is still cool and 

There was some frost injury constantly springing up. moist. Late set plants are more 
to blossoms when the mulch ved The latest is the recommenda-_ likely to run into hot, dry condi- 
removed early, but tis Provec tion to plant strawberries with tions which make good results 
oma ess ae ' an : te the crown well under the surface unlikely if not impossible. Fur- 
Oss of vigor resulting trom late OF the goil, thermore, investigations have 
uncovering. This practice is reeommended shown that runner plants made 

in an article in the Country Gen- early are much more fruitful 
MOU RUstnCOMClTs@ dence tlemen, written by a Pacific than those made in late summer 

— Coast nurseryman, who states or fall. Early spring plants, 
GEE | °9¥8, «Super that in Oregon, where four tons therefore, tend to promote a 
|Z | ny ee Baskee' and cae Of berries per acre are sometimes larger percentage of highly pro- 
EI i ie Zee: The line © gvown, the strawberries are set ductive, early set runner plants. 

tb or of Re for she stow. deep enough to leave the crowns If ordering plants be sure to or- 
inna flowers: Fifty-nine years well below the surface of the der early enough so that they 

boygan packages are used by ground. can be at hand as soon as the 

pay / eri discounts on estly order, They use long-handled shovels ground is prepared. 
| | poend weday for attractive FREE in planting, much the same as Results of experimental stud- 

we do here. One worker pushes ies on the growth and develop- 
Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. the shovel deeply into the soil, ment of strawberry plants near 

5338 CT SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN pushing it from him and then Washington, D. C., published in 
es §«=PUlling it toward him. The other 19380, showed high growth rates
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for plants during days where 
average daylight temperatures Try Taylor and Marcy 
were from 68 to 75 degrees F., 
while lower or higher tempera- Red Raspberry 
tures slowed up the rate of 

oh a ee now "THE Taylor and Marcy red The Society will pay one-half 
who know that strawberr raspberries from the New of the cost of the plants, plus the 

lants often start out in s ind York Experiment Station have postage, for any member who 
P d k id P : been quite highly recommended wishes to test these two varie- 
and Make @ very Trapt growtl as being good raspberries in a_ ties. 
until the first hot days of mid- number ‘of ‘states 

eee ae the! Mvowell 16 For this feasen the Fruit Test. Exices 
So ee ae cooler days and ing Committee of the Wisconsin __ Send us your order for Marcy 

fall phy ne ana ¢ar'Y Horticultural Society is recom- 2nd Taylor at the following 

ae i carly aetling: #2 ive mending them for limited trial pees 
the plants full advantage of the a sections of Wiscon- 2 zen eee Pani blie 
favorable growing temperatures The Sollowine wrerthe dezctie- We will pay the balance and 

akilatss Spring etsiueaely aucune, tions of these two varieties as the postage. We will also keep 
wo. . +, your name on file and keep in 

Clipping the Roots tee eis Eruit touch with you as to results, 
Some growers clip the roots of - oe . which will be published in the 

strawberry plants before set- Marcy —this red raspberry magazine. The plants will be 
ting. If not cut too short, it does Was Offered for the first time in sent to you by mail by the New 
no harm. However, it is not nec- 1936. The berries, the largest of York Fruit Testing Association, 
essary nor helpful if you can 2”Y variety in the Station collec- Geneva, N. Y. 

get the root of the plant in the tion, are long-conic, firm, thick- ‘ 
soil without being doubled up. It Sieh’ a ae an ri a 
is better to clip the roots some- OF and Of good quality. © 
what than to oe them doubled Plants are tall, vigorous, healthy 
up in the ground. Where a horse- 2d hardy at Geneva. The stur- RASPBERRY AND STRAW- 
drawn transplanter is used it is 4y canes which should not need BERRY PLANTS 

probably better to clip the roots Support, bear the fruit out in the Latham raspberry plants. Dis- 
anyway to expedite handling the Open, thus facilitating picking. ease free. Dorsetts, Fairfax, 
plants unless they are very Marcy is worth trying for mar- Beaver, and Senator Dunlap 
small. ket and for home use, being espe- strawberry plants. Mt. Vernon 

cially noteworthy for the very Nurseries, Viola, Wisconsin. 
large berries, vigor and produc- 
tiveness of the plants. 

SUDAN GRASS GOOD FOR ies the en EE 
red raspberry on the Station 

MEESSING grounds at the present time, and | STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
SUDAN grass makes a very ig offered for trial for both mar- Strawberry plants: Strong, 

satisfactory type of mulch, jet and home garden. The plants healthy Beaver and Premier 
according to Professor Roberts. are usually vigorous, hardy, pro- plants covered before heavy 
When an old strawberry patch is ductive, tall growing, and in- freeze. Alfred Isaacson, Route 
plowed under and sudan grass crease rapidly. Taylor is more 3, Menomonie, Wis. 
sowed, enough material can us- subject to mosaic than Newburg, 
ually be secured to mulch anoth- and the necessary control meas- 

er patch of similar size. Manure yes for that disease should be SS 
of trees fertilizer should a followed. The sturdy canes hold 

ually be applied after a crop 0: : i : 

sudan grass because this crop ine Me Benn dineliat hata STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

depletes the soil of readily avail- Tatham, are large, long-conic, - Strawberry plants for spring 
able nitrogen. bright attractive red, thick- planting, Warfields, Dunlaps, 

TT fleshed, firm, subacid and of ex- Beavers, Premiers, Fairfax, and 
What topics about fruit grow- cellent quality. They do not cling Dorsett. Prices moderate. Dis- 

ing shall we discuss in-our April to the bush as tightly as.New- count on large orders. Mrs. John 
issue. Write at once. burgh. : Jensen, Warrens, Wis.
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Why National Forests in Wisconsin 
Scott Leavitt, U.S. Forest Service 

WHILE this is by no means ple is a tremendous one. It is, values of trees along the roads 
a bedtime story, I am be- indeed, so vast that it.demands are held to be above any other 

ginning it with a once upon a_ the attention of private owners, use. 

time. I do so because the present the counties, the state, and, up- Again, the wildlife of the for- 
need of setting up and develop- on invitation of the state, of the est is considered an essential 
ing national forests in Wiscon- Federal Government. part of it. No forest is complete 

sin, along with those in 37 other without its furred, feathered and 
states, stands out most vividly Federal Aid finny inhabitants. Their living 
when painted against that con- . oe ae problem, though less complex 

trasting background. This invitation to the Federal than that of human beings, in- 
Once upon a time, then, Wis- Government came in the form of J oives the essentials of food and 

consin had no peer as a lumber 80 enabling act passed by the cheiter, and the duty of the for- 
producing state. Because its nat- Wisconsin legislature in 1925, G14. is to see that, in all the 
ural resources were so largely and later amended. The U. 8. jing made for the multiplicity 
those of the forest, the work- Forest Service, acting as agent of human uses to which forests 
ig: atid living basis of ‘very for the ‘Government, in author: may be put, the creatures of the 
many of its people was from the ized to acquire by purchase and 419 ane provided for. 

beginning the forest and the in- @8reement with owners up to 
dustries of the forest. Fur trad- 2,000,000 acres of suitable forest 
ers, loggers, lumbermen, mill- lands, within the limits of nat- Progress 

men, paper makers, boatmen, ional forest units. How all these things are 
railroads, tradesmen—all were planned for by trained foresters 
nurtured by them. The bitter Conserve for Use and experts and how CCC and 
hardships which dog scores of Our thinking today encom- Other labor is applied to their ac- 
north Wisconsin communities passes a dozen needs which only complishment, is another story. 

have tragically grown with the the forest can supply. We recog- It is a story interesting but im- 
steady waning of these resources pjze social and economic human _ Possible to tell within the limits 
of the forest. values and make them para- Of this brief article. Suffice it to 

In some instances escape from mount in all our conservation say that within the limits of the 

this hounding adversity has plans. It is a cardinal principle Chequamegon National Forest 
come because lands cleared of that human welfare, a funda- 742,387 acres have been acquired 
timber have proved to be good mental objective of conservation, by the Forest Service, and that 
for farming. Other industrial ac- depends on wise use of natural 470,910 acres have been acquired 
tivities, sometimes related to resources. We cannot conserve 0n the Nicolet (there is still 
closer utilization of wood prod- merely by preserving, but we can much land to purchase before 
ucts or newly developed uses of so restore, protect, and use our the 2,000,000 acres authorized 
what formerly was waste of the forest resources that they will by the Wisconsin legislature are 
woods and mills, have amelior- be permanent. Forests are grow- veached), and that in 1937 alone 
ated the situation in still other ing things. Parts of them have 20,759 of these acres were re- 
places. But in the case of per- highest value as producers of ev- Planted to forest trees. Truly, 
haps 17,000,000 acres of Wiscon- er recurring crops of timber, the work of regeneration is un- 
sin forest lands, these other thus giving regular employment der way. | 
hoped for values have’ not fol- to people, steadfastness to indus- These national forests are a 
lowed after the depletion of the tries and stability to homes and vital part of the entire forest 
forests in any degree sufficient communities. Some areas have conservation plan. They are pull- 
to save the dependent people and predominant worth for recrea- ing in harness with the forest 
communities from distress. tion, and will be so dedicated, work of the state. With govern- 

The task of protecting this kept and administered. Other ment ownership of these limited 
enormous area from the further tracts are set aside as primitive lands and with government re- 
devastation of forest fires, and areas, where even trail building sources back of a long time and 
of restoring it so that it can is at a minimum and cutting for well established national forest 
again redeem its highest respon- commercial purposes is taboo. In policy, they are not only areas 
sibility of usefulness to our peo- established practice the ethical where forests are being rebuilt
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and scientifically administered, 

but they also are laboratories PARK PLANTING 
where experiments in policy and ; . 
forest management may be car- Phelps Wyman, Consulting Landscape Architect, Milwaukee 

ried through to conclusions, dur- os . : 
ing necessary periods of years. W HILE the principles in- small private place. When em- 
They are establishments where volved are the same in both ployed for borders, good propor- 
correct answers may be found, C@8eS, park planting is very dif- tion says that the masses shall 
and right ways agreed upon, to- ferent from that of the ordinary be heavy and the size generally 

ward ensuring that there will be Yard. The size of the area is large, although a desire to avoid 
forests with all their benefits for uch greater so that material monotony may dictate the use 
our children and our children’s ust be selected and arranged so with them of some smaller kinds. 
children. It is this which the that it isin good proportion with Yet too great variety will spoil 
Garden Clubs are helping to do that size. Naturally, trees are the appearance. Border plants 
through the Wisconsin School the kinds the most used, planted and division plantings where por- 
Children’s Forest. in abundance and in large mass-_ tions of a park are subdivided to 

es, just as large unbroken lawn different uses or effects are their 
areas are similarly planned to be chief employment. 

Sa in proportion. A single tree or Flowers are difficult to use in 
small group is lost or is inconse- parks on account of this matter 
quential. This is especially evi- of scale. Where employed, they 

LILY FORMOSANUM dent in the use of evergreens, require a heavy background of 
THs lily was originally listed which, in too small quantities, shrub planting or to be placed in 

as L. Philippinense formo- seem exotic or misplaced and to an isolated garden. Large masgs- 
sanum but has recently been ac- Clutter up the area. Evergreens es of one kind are appropriate 

corded specific rank and the are rarely to be used singly and, here where impossible in a pri- 
name changed to the Lily formo- for effectiveness, need the cumu- vate place.—Condensed from ar- 
sanum. The late variety, Wil- lative effect of many plants. Not ticle prepared for The Munici- 
sons, is a superior form of the that evergreens in park planting pality, February, 1938. 

trumpet lily which is fast becom- i be i i ae a SSS 
ing one of the most popular spe- eS as are deciduous trees for “ , i i- 
aes, Of refined and recat ap. that would be impracticable or eae don’t you go into poli 
pearance the exquisitely shaped deadly. It is hettar ee Pe “Pye been in politics,” an- 

long, wide-mouthed trumpet ¢rereens ie employed, that t ne swered Farmer Corntassel. “I 
flowers are of purest white, be in smaller ce ne? once got elected to the legisla- 
slightly colored externally with 4 large tree mass t a 18 par : ture. And I found the legislature 
teddish-purple which fades as ¢Vergreen, partly deciduous, ile was just as hard to improve as 
the flower matures. The throat is mixed, but divided into smaller the farm,” 

light green. The slender stem Telated masses. Evergreens, how- 
and grass-like foliage, with the ever, give their best effect in 
long, drooping bud give a dis- winter when the parks are large- é VIKING-TWIN 

tinction possessed by no other ly out of use and so are less | i} Garden Tractor 
white lily. One of the latest to needed. They occupy valuable }/ Y), a, Alain 
bloom, from September to frost, Pace, which overhanging decid- }\¥ rN ‘ f i res, 

it is one of the easiest grown; ous trees do not, and are much “he | B 
plant 5 to 8 inches deep in well More liable to injury and loss. ‘4 ie i ee t; ae 

drained soil; a warm, sunny sit- Evergreens as a material make Ke ny Ae ft 12 Speeds fern 
uation suits it best; stem root- 8° strong a mental impression | ggsmpecmeeyrs eit @ Reverse 
ing. Bulbs when established will that to be in proportion to de- Viking, Twins Handle a Full (— 

produce three to four or more Ciduous trees, a much smaller Sect Culate all yea ie 
spikes each carrying from four uantity should be planted than oi Mtow Hay and Lawns Hea 

to eight blooms of pleasing fra- the deciduous. Wokgolt Machinery. Loan 
grance. Finceetpeme: wba ate ah ae 

Use of Shrubbery 1 Sane P.mopen Sse 
The 344 H. P. Bie tinder Viking Pulls Hey Mowing 

SSS The opportunity to use shrub- |22,!nch Plow. (le has 2 speeds forward Ee daca 
bery in park planting, except in |*™ oEany Terme work: Heit aie 

Home is where you can scratch close relation with buildings as | S*y,fectery Ofer sed Credle Plan. etal 
lany place that itches.—Battal- foundation and similar planting, |ALLIED MOTORS CORP. 
ion, is less frequent than with the L3ta°etWont."Ave. 8004 West Stesi
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Avoi adiolus Troubles void Gladiolus Troubl 
E. L. Chambers 

GLADIOLUS thrips do not & ran Tae by gladiolus thrips lose weight 
normally hibernate out-of- |/%) | pe ee during the storage period faster 

doors in Wisconsin, so it is im- ‘nag ss coe y than non-infested ones, but that, 
portant to avoid infesting the | 4 bse an after planting, the infested 
plantings from insects which |‘: ay Bae "| corms were retarded and made 
may escape from winter storage. |‘. is pia Pt fee] an uneven growth, also that the 
The husks which are discarded |) Je”. a | blooming of such corms was de. 
as the corms are worked off dur- |. fa: | layed and subsequent corm pro. 
ing the winter and spring s , Se pond Fe duction reduced greatly as com. 
months should be burned , baad i Wy | pared with non-infested corms. 
promptly, since they offer one é in: oe - . . 
certain source of infestation. nm 6 Fungus Diseases 
There have been instances where : | i Among the fungus diseases 
large piles of these husks were : | ig f) | which cause injury to gladiolus 
thrown on, beside the Fe | i | | bulbs, scab and hard rot, shown 
and the thrips apparently sur- } 9) |in the accompanying cuts, are 
vived the winter temperature to | : ; H mM | the most eoninniih aid no doubt 
become a menace to nearby i ae | the most serious. 
plantings the following summer. 4\ j t } ‘ Scab (Bacterium marginatum 

Treat Bulbs , " ime). | McC) Scab is a bacterial disease 
, | which attacks the leaves and 

been fumigated in. the fall or BE Me | corms of the gladiolus. On the 
held at low temperatures for |<: at a ae ig leaves the disease is usually lo- 
several weeks, it is good insur- | tay Be fy | cated near the neck. Brown to 
ance to treat them in the spring " —@ a '| black streaks develop and at the 
before planting. Mercuric chlor- a eae .| surface of the ground the leaves 

ide (corrosive sublimate) be- and ae Lyla a the 
cause of its value in controlling OEM, ,POELIONS i9) le uss ate 
fungous diseases. ad well as usually rotted out, leaving holes 

thrips, is recommended for this Leaves of gladiolus grown from with black margins as though ? : ‘ : bulblets showing typical hard rot they had been burned. Within 

purpose. The desired solution is disease lesions. 5 
made by dissolving an ounce of ne F the husks on the corm circular, 
the chemical in 7% gallons-of CUTi¢ chloride must be added slightly sunken scabs develop. 
@Watek, Bacalise Of its coRrosive each time, together with suffi- These may be one-fourth inch in 
affact on. metalé it. should bé cient water to bring it up to 7% diameter and are frequently 
handled in earthenware. wood or gallons or for large vats the shiny as though shellacked. a 
granite containers The corms water level maintained and one- Hard rot (Septoria gladioli 
may. be ‘confined in burlap sacks third | the initial dose of the Pass.) Hard rot is due to a fun- 
and after soaking 2 hours they chemical added. This treatment gus which attacks the leaves of 
should be spread out to dry, un- will destroy all stages of the young glad iolus particularly 

less they are to be immediately thrips from egg to adult. those growing from cormels. On 
plante d. In drying the corms Recent studies made by feder- them small circular spots with 
after treatment extreme care al investigators show that not grey centers develop. Later 
must be taken to avoid exposure only did gladiolus corms infested minute black specks may be see! 

to untreated corms or materials 
and thus allow them to be con- . 
taminated. a Two gladiolus corn‘ 

The solution used for treating — with the: husks:remor 
corms can be used over and over { (ed: “The ‘corm on tht 
again for additional lots, but it left is infected wit 
should be borne in mind that to . hard rot while the 

maintain the proper strength, other is healthy. 

one-third of an ounce of the mer- ; ; ”
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4 Caution—Mercuric chloride is 
Al a deadly poison and must be 

(ig handled accordingly. It is not 
<a poisonous, however, unless taken 

internally. (Post office regula- 
tions prohibit sending bulbs 
treated with this chemical thru 

s BAN 5 : A gladiolus corm the mail.) 

A ‘3 with two scab spots. 

aA eee 3 ee 
Naar a EVERGREENS TO PLANT 

; a 9 ait IN SHADE 

eae ware Question: I have had difficulty 
Z ; with my evergreens dying. The 

soil is apparently in good condi- 
tion and I have watered and fer- 
tilized them according to instruc- 

in the grey centers, and from are said to be capable of living tions but they seem to die. They 
these spores are shed which, in the soil for several years, so re Planted along the front of 
blown about by the wind, may gladiolus grown on soil that has the house, which faces north. 
attack other gladiolus leaves or been used previously for diseased Can you suggest anything I can 

they may be washed down and_ gradiolus may become infected. do? 
infect the corms. Leaves of ma- The following procedure will, yeaa If you have ped al- 
ture gladiolus are seldom if ever however, lessen the amount of of a your » ai ie to aa out 

attacked. Scab spots develop on disease: 1st, when cleaning the a md pesos i he h ‘ not 
the corm. These may be minute corms in the fall discard all that ia a pert saibly. \ e; 20 ote 
water soaked raised spots or show disease lesions. Repeat OL Mt 18 should . that the 
larger, with a sunken center and this culling in the spring before sax we ‘bl ou 1 cl : c 
slightly raised reddish margin. planting; 2nd, treat all corms ai vib in the _Solution vol an 
During storage these may in- with bichloride of mercury at a oe © Is ine nae em ie ection 
crease in size to involve the en- strength of 1 ounce to 7% gal- 0 rer : al quite bons 

tire corm. lons of water for 2 hours; 3d, i 1 AS, BOY Oy snd land. 
Other diseases resulting in plant on clean ground. cenpe aandeners rockin wiGi@iae 

considerable injury to gladiolus — while it is true that chemical the use of sun-demanding ever- 
are the following: . _ treatments have failed to effect greens such as the junipers for 

_ Dry rot (Sclerotium sp.) This satisfactory cures of the corm planting in the shade. We sug- 
is a corm rot that is so similar to diseases, a definite improvement gest that you use some of the 

hard rot that it cannot be dis- has consistently followed the use various forms of Japanese yew 
tinguished without a laboratory of chemicals. It is also true that or hemlock, mahonia, Euonymus 
study. healthy corms will frequently radicans, E. Radicans carrierei, 
Fusarium rot (Fusarium sp.) develop from diseased ones with- E. radicans vegetus, or the ink- 

This rot also attacks the corms, out any treatment. In other berry, Ilex glabra. These are all 
producing slightly sunken black words, the percentage of dis- plants that will withstand shade, 
areas, slightly spongy at first, carded corms is apt to decrease put, like all evergreens, require 

but later becoming hard. Fre- from year to year ina particular plenty of moisture until they are 
quently concentric rings of lot of corms whether they are thoroughly established. 

slightly raised and depressed tis- treated or not. This indicates From. Jan. 15, 1938, Horticul- 

sue can be noted, and in this way that most of the infection occurs ture. 
this disease may be distinguished during the year the corms are EO 

from hard rot and dry rot. raised from cormels. Particular Perhaps one of the best things 
attention should, therefore, be that could be done to improve 

paid to the cormel stock. It is street tree plantings in most of 
Control probable that a spray program our cities would be to provide 

There is no really satisfactory would aid in reducing the dis- enough space between the trees. 

cure known as yet for any of the ease. Several applications, dur- Farmers’ Bulletin 1209 suggests 

above gladiolus diseases. Num- ing the early part of the season, that 50 feet is close enough for 

erous chemical treatments have of a 4-4-50 Bordeaux spray com- most. varieties, and in favorable 

been tried with but slight suc- bined with some good spreader locations with larger trees 60 to 

cess.. All of the organisms listed might be worthwhile. 70 feet would be better.
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Gleanings From the Gladiolus Patch 
CONDUCTED By The WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President 1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Regional Vice-Presidents Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

Robt. Jantz, Eldorado 

ANNUAL SPRING MEETING GLADIOLUS PROPOSED AS 
° ° e ‘ OUR NATIONAL FLOWER 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Society A RESOLUTION to adopt the 
. gladiolus as our national 

Hartford—Municipal Bldg., Saturday, March 26 flower was recently adopted by 

the Sioux City, Iowa, Gladiolus 
Alt members and friends of how they were judged by the Society. Copies of the resolution 

the Wisconsin Gladiolus So- judges. were sent to the President and 

ciety are invited to attend the Be sure to enter some bulbs in members of Congress from Iowa, 
annual spring meeting to be held the bulb show. Premiums listed as well as gladiolus societies. 
at the Hartford Municipal Build- elsewhere on this page. This is a matter which should 
ing on Saturday, March 26. An be considered by all gladiolus so- 
sxvelleit program has been ar- TTT cieties, especially the national 
ranged. organizations. With united sup- 

The Board of Directors of the GLADIOLUS BULB SHOW port from all over the country 

Society will meet during the  fartford—Municipal Building behind such a project, it might 
forenoon. Saturday, March 26 pass. If any one organization, 

Classes however, proceeds with the de- 

THE PROGRAM . sire to “get the credit” for put- 
cen 8 Class 1. Heaviest Corm—not ting it across it will probably 

1:30 P. M. Colored motion pic- over 14” stem, outer husk re- ¢9j). 
tures showing winning varieties moved. 
at the Gladiolus Show a Osh- Class 2. 5 No. 1 corms. Se 
kosh, also other garden flowers. Class 3. 5 No. 2 corms. 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. Clase 2. BeNoc sonia, SOME NEW INTRODUC. 

Colored film of gladiolus pre- Class 5. 5 No. 4 corms. TIONS FOR 1938 
pared by the Vaughan Seed Com- Class 6. 5 No. 5 corms. At the turn of the century it 

pany of Chicago. Class 7. 5 No. 6 corms. was popular to conceal the 

2:15 P. M. Colored slides of Class 8. 5 heaviest cormels. background and parentage of 

new gladiolus varieties. Edwin seedlings, the originators evi- 

Ristow, Oshkosh. Premiums on Each Class cone ae Be thelr work 
‘ ae si oe ne panietise, Ist Prize—50c; 2nd Prize— = Soe set ania Have 

oO Hauge an seed VompPanY 30¢; 3rd Prize—20c. examples of this kind, where the 
. parentage is identical, yet one 

beige tedig: te coon ae Score Card for Judging would never guess this to be a 
gladiolus - + 
ous insects and diseases. Noel Uniformity—20 points. a nee Te en oe 
Thompson, Division of Entomol- Color of husk—20 points. sania Gross (Apricot Glow x Em- | 

ogy, State Department of Agri- Freedom from disease or in- jJe Auburn), the one an une- 
culture and Markets, Madison. sect injury—80 points. qualled salm oii pink and the oth- 

3:15 P. M. Report on the va- = Conformity with size stand- er a beautiful smoky. 
rieties in the Legion Trial Gar- ards—80 points. Carl Salbach is introducing 
den. E. A. Lins, Spring Green. Judges to be selected by the four new varieties. All are of his 

3:40 P. M. How I grow gladio- president from non-competing giant strain. They are Candy 
lus. By a leading grower. members present. Exhibits must Heart, Grand Opera, Miss Amer- 

4:00 P. M. Discussion of bulbs be in place by 1 P. M., ready for ican and Pink Princess. “Grand 
shown in the bulb exhibit and judging. Opera is probably the most sen-
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eons ee eoepuion of all GLADIOLUS THRIP the basement was in no respect 
ime. is truly a whopper, yet . superior to that from corms 

it is in every respect refined and I has bean found “that 1 gia: planted outdoors in the fall 
: fi dioli corms are stored at a a 

beautiful. Candy Heart is an- Plants f Y tored ather mighty bi t beautiful Constant temperature of 36° F. ants tom corms slored in 
r g, yet beautiful © the basement flowered about one 

Gladiolus, and it i hi for two months or at 40° F. for : 
iolus, is something h A -. week earlier than those left out- 

~ three months, gladiolus thrip 4 
definitely new for a color combi- : eine doors. The reason is probabl. . . er will be completely eliminated. : : S_ probably 
nation. Miss America is a dream : : high storage temperature : This explains why some of our "8! g' PD ire. 
of palest flesh pink, colored as : «a One advantage claimed for 
exquisitely as one could imagine commercial gladioli growers have . : 

x € . . . leaving bulbs outdoors is that Pink Prin d flesh pink, ever had trouble with this pest. . 
in cess, deeper flesh pink, yw, ¢. : thrips are probably controlled e find that in every case where : 

almost salmon, is another beauty . : : - well because they do not live over 
—tall, with many florets open at no serious infestation of thrip ~ 1d 

occurs during the summer, that i” cold ground. 
once, and substance unexcelled 4). grower has stored hia corms —— 
by any other gladiolus.” Cand Heart is another Picardy sced. 2 low temperatures throughout GLADIOLUS ARISTOCRATS 
ling, being from the cross Pic- the winter. . Price-list of a selection of the 

ardy x Grand Opera. From Oct., 1937, Bulletin of best new varieties will be sent 
Elmer E. Gove is introducing the Michigan State Florists As- free on demand. A. S. Haugen, 

six new ones, four of which are BoeIHION, Stoughton, Wisconsin. 

Palmer’s. One is by Suttle and TT re 

the other by Zimmer. The beau- Grand New Gladiolus 

ty of color and form which domi- ARE GLADIOLUS BULBS OUR LIST TELLS 

nates Dr. Palmer’s new seedlings HARDY? How to get them FREE on our 

captivates our fancy. A short de- "THE Missouri Botanical Gar- DOUBLE Ue OFFER 
han . y orders 

scription of them will not be den has carried on tests dur- Westmoreland Gardens 
amiss. They are all of 1932 ing the past few years to deter- 7014 S. E. 20th Avenue 
breeding, and are all Picardy mine if gladiolus bulbs were Portland, Oregon _| 

progeny! I wonder if you folks hardy and have found them to 
aperstiavs as I do the giving " come through the winter in good  g*7°T° Teme ommommemomwowmomwne 

the parentage of new things? condition even though frost pen- ° 

takes six years to get new ma- trated eighteen inches deep. Gladiolus Bulbs 

terial placed on the market. During the winter of 1935-86, EXHIBITORS COLLECTION 

Heading the list is Aladdin— for example, temperatures were ‘ phe bulb; Linch or over of the 
* ollowing: akin, e jounty, 

huge waved grenadine pink with 25 degrees below zero in the | Raquel, Toa, Miss New Zealand, 
light cream blotch. One of his northern part of the state during Makenu, Ben Hur, Golden Fleece, 
1937 introductions was Recado, the last part of January, and in Where, Waikans, Ss M. G. 

from the same cross as Aladdin, St. Louis, where the test was car- Special for March only: A $6 66 

but it is a smoky. This cross Is ried on, the soil froze solid to a value for $3.00, prepaid. Extra 
Picardy ‘x Royal York. The lat- depth of eighteen inches. Glad- special: i dozen spulblets Beowulf 

ter is from this series of crosseS: jolus bulbs had been planted in My id Cr ba "gladly mailed 

Stuttgardia x (Catherine Cole- the fall six inches deep in fairly upon request 

man x Pfitzer’s Triumph). The heavy soil. One plot was mulched HAROLD E. JANES 
next one is Amulet—very heav- with six inches of dried leaves Whitewater, Wisconsin 
ily ruffled capucine orange— held in place by cornstalks, DUt  },-ca-carcarcermommomnommomnommomet 

(Picardy x Wasaga), which are the other plot was left entirely [=e eee 
half-sister seedlings. Carillon— pare. In the spring, digging down | 
tall, clear LaFrance pink with they found the bulbs to be in good 
Gepnly tort ), ae hea condition and about the middle of 

zer x Picardy). King “ear May the young shoots began to 
heavily ruffled deep rhodamine break through the soil. In the un- euot ace 

purple—(Ramesses x Picardy).  mulched plot, however, there Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

By J. Elton Carter, Condensed were a number of dead bulbs but for 
from Iowa Gladiolus Winnow- those in the mulched plot grew Controlling Garden 

ings. well.. and Crop Pests 

In summarizing the results of Derris—Rotonone Products 

the experiment the following con- Agicide Laboratories 
Read the article on page 188 clusions are given: 4668 N. Teutonia, Milwaukee, Wis. 

on gladiolus diseases. Growth from corms stored in 4,_._ Telephone “Hilltop 700 —-—t
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HARDY APRICOTS WALNUTS GERMINATE ee TTIW oan 
THE Wisconsin State Horti- p ‘THE pound of Carpathian 

cultural Society will pay one- VA English Walnuts I purchased 
half the cost of one or two of the YY from you last spring contained 
new hardy apricot trees intro- ji q 52 nuts which were planted as 
duced by Prof. N. E. Hansen, of i directed. Thirty-two (32) germi- 
South Dakota, from North wi nated and started trees. The 
China. They came from a re- : { J stems measured from three inch- 

gion where 50 deg. F.. below zero iN A \ mi?) es to a foot high before frost. 

is quite common in the winter. Ny Y Dy NW a The young trees looked healthy. 
They are called Manchu apricots. CP Mey , —Dr. H. M. Wynne, Minneapolis. 
Careful selections have been NEM 9 is —__ 
made so that the fruit is of good aes = ae Remember—seeds of the har- 

quality, especially for preserves. er XN i | dy Carpathian English walnuts 
The trees are quite ornamental H {__ y N direct. from the Carpathian 

because of their fine glossy b Mountains are available from the 
learss ee eee ee as : Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

member with a limit of 50 trees, Drop us a card for circular. 
so send in your order early. Ad- THIN. 
ditional trees may be purchased Ww Aico OUR COVER PICTURE 

at the full price of $1 each. For : "THE cut for our cover picture 
the trial trees send us 50c for BILITY this month was loaned us 
one tree or $1 for two trees with a p 2 through the courtesy of the 
$1 per tree for any additional Te Td inet ae ae American Horticultural Society, 
trees you may want. veloped bears small thick-shelled and was used in an issue of the 

nuts that are no better than or- National Horticultural Magazine. 
————— dinary black walnuts now avail- It shows Narcissus Thalia with 

able. This statement was made white tulips and Ornithogalum 
by Prof. L. H. MacDaniels, of the thyrsoides in clear glass. bowl. 

MINNESOTA FRUIT GROW- Cornell University at the Horti- BY Tkko Greger, Alexandria, Va. 
ERS SHORT COURSE cultural Science conference. Tb ‘was used in conmeation. with 

. an article by Mr. Greger entitled 
"THE Horticultural Department It has taken many years of “Ideas Behind Japanese Flower 

of the Minnesota College of culture and selection to obtain Arrangement.” 
Agriculture will hold a short the thin-shelled English walnuts ——_— 
course for fruit growers and oth- of today. Plant breeders may be 
er horticulturists on March 23- able to obtain black walnuts with SETAE ECOEROTION 
25. Our members living in the shells no thicker than those of the 
western part of the state may be English walnuts. The first step, OF PERENNIALS 
interested in this course and for of course, is to locate the best GEASS wool was found to be 
more information should write trees which are growing wild. the best material for mulch- 
to the Horticultural Department, This work has been carried on _ ing perennial flowers as a winter 
College of Agriculture, Univer- for a number of years by the protection in an experiment con- 
sity Farm, St. Paul. Wisconsin Horticultural Society. ducted at Cornell University by
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R. C. Allen and S. E. Wadsworth. HOME LANDSCAPE O avs 
Oat straw, wheat or buckwheat PLANNING DNS gees AEE 
straw were found about equal in oo, acs Plow, Harrow: Disc, 
value as a mulching material. Ex- University Offers a Course of In- — eae Seed, Cultivate, Spray, 
celsior was not as effective, pos- struction by Correspondence / tie fy BOLENS Dove tine 
sibly because it is very porous From the drabness of an un- / | ($88.50 for Gardening, 
and is not a good insulator. Fairly adorned home site into a ing. Easy eroution. Man 
fresh strawy manure was about beauty and charm that elevate tures. It’s fun to ran « BOLENS Wan equal to excelsior. With most “just a house” to the pedestal of Gite BOLENS. Co., 3821 Park St., Port 
fae leaves alone Hie found a “home” is one of many changes eto? Wise 
0 be a very poor mulching ma- to be expected from home land- 
eect was of vies value. scaping plans intelligently ap- THE TCO 

in preventing’ fluctuations "in tonsin's new hometiely wove MUISS Bane Bauman, of Maal 3 ee 7 Course son, the Wisconsin repre- temperature, in landscape design, offered by tative in the Nati P’ 
the Extension Division, in coop- sentative in the National Cherry _ ; : 2 Pie Contest, placed fifth this eration with the Department of ear. The winner was Mar 

WHAT I THINK OF THE Horticulture, of the University Wine of Indiana, The eiienen 
HARALSON APPLE oy isconsin at Madison. ative from Ohio placed "Gato, e -assignment corre- ‘chi ‘ nee 

I HAD always felt there was  gnondence course, prepared and ee third, and Illinois, 
no late apple to substitute for  girected by Professor F. A. Aust Among those from Wisconsin 

North Western Greening as a of the horticultural department, attending the contest held in 

: i where. day, February 22, were Mr. and 
ae Ape Bs Gand for ple, satlce The instruction includes such Mrs. Karl Reynolds, Don Rey- 

I think North Western Green. Pics as the survey plan, design nolds, A. W. Lawrence, and Earl 
ings are wonderful when they la, and planting plan. It deals Johnson, of Sturgeon Bay. 
are mature, large and yellow— with the construction of a beau- Oe 

but there are always so'many {ful lawn, the securing, plant- — NURSERYMEN MEET 
green ones which lack flavor, and "8 and caring for the plant ma- HE Wi in Ni , 

ed terials, and the introduction of “[ risconsin Nurserymen's small green apples which are see A Association held its annual pecial features essential to the : ; useless. Haralson does not pro- final enjoyment of the planting. ¢"Vention at Milwaukee, Febru- 
duce a lot of useless apples.— The text material includes mime- ary 10. The following officers 
ae Vaegil ‘Fieldhouse; Dodge: ographed assignments, illustra- Gere te Oat. 

, tions and drawings. dent, Willard Dustrude, White 
The course may be taken by Im Nursery, Hartland; secre- 

FIRST NURSERY IN OHIO ous ‘raining in iendscneing qe uyetreasurer, H. W. Riggert, ous training in Fort Atkinson. 
“Ww RAPPED in beeswax to botany will be found helpful. Director for one year is N. A. 

keep them alive, scions of A lecture course, limited to Rasmussen, Oshkosh ; for two 
27 named varieties of apple trees Wisconsin groups, also is plan- years, H. W. Haskins, Pardee- 
were carried in saddlebags from ned. As time permits, members ville; for three years, Floyd B. 
Massachusetts to Marietta, Ohio, of the Horticulture faculty will Fancher, Sturtevant, and Karl 
about 1790 and there were graft- be available for illustrated ad- J unginger, Madison. Mr. James 
ed on the seedling apple trees by dresses for Garden clubs, Wo- Livingstone, Milwaukee, and 
William Putnam, grandson of men’s clubs, and other groups Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon 
Israel Putnam of Revolutionary whose aims include the improve- Bay, are hold-over directors. 
fame. Thus was begun the first ment of home and individual life M. C. Hepler, Pardeeville, sec- 
nursery in Ohio and from that through cultivation of the aes- retary-treasurer for a number of 
humble beginning the nursery thetic by means of more attrac- years, has left the nursery busi- 
industry has grown until Ohio tive outdoor settings. For more ness and was given a rising vote 
has become one of the leading information, write to the Exten- of thanks for his services. . 
states in production of nursery sion Division, University of Wis- The program was filled with 
stock.” consin, Madison. The price for items of particular value to nurs- 
From The Minnesota Horticul- the 16-assignment course is erymen and held the interest of 

turist. $10.00, for Wisconsin residents. the group throughout the day.
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Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

THOSE MORNING GLORIES aur a 

LANT two or three seeds of fp. 2 7UES pluenm ., @< 
Pieavenly Blue Morning Glo- “oN eo zap ¥ ne} b, L Q3)° 
ries in small pots anytime this oo : = ~- 71s j 
month, if you want early blos- _ oo 3 eo JI A. 
soms. Soak the seed over night 2 “>, zy < wi ee '® a 
in warm water, fill the pots with ~~ 5a) @ ’ a AV Ge 
a mixture of ordinary garden = =| Yn \ é ~ O. 
soil and sand, water well, then ] ~ ea \ / He tz», 
put in your seeds and cover eS Pp  & = . a “RS. 
lightly with some of the soil mix- bP JBRQGA. x 
ture. Then cover with glass or ee ee): ey > Pie 
cloth. The seeds will germinate — [| Ny dept F= . 
in from one to three days. Place eS, ae aD ae eo; 
them in a sunny window and me. Lng ras Se ee 
keep well watered. They will '% & 44 eee — a 

start budding when only a foot RS GE WV 7B a= 
high. When there is no danger KON KY Se Aas Oe 
of frost, set out in the garden in eae a 
the pots—(they will bloom much = =m S 

better if not disturbed) . Sink Bobby likes to sit in his garden and enjoy the many flowers there. 
the pots several inches below the These pictures will tell you what some of them are. Answers in our 
surface of the ground next issue. How many can you solve? ~* 

The newer varieties of Japa- 
nese Morning Glories may be Summer Bloom From Bulbs one year, they have repaid in 

treated in the same manner. You When you are thinking of full for cost and care. 
may grow them as plants instead bulbs for the borders—summer Garden Notes 
of vines by pinching back when bulbs we call them—Tuberous- . . 
they are 12 to 14 inches high. If rooted Begonias for the shady Have you tried using groups 

kept potted, they will give you spots, Hyacinthus Candicans, of white Delphiniums in your 
immense blossoms. Giant Ismene (the Peruvian Daf- borders? Their frosty white 

CGaitvsiesite: fodil), Zephyranthus, etc., add blossoms add much to its beauty, 
y' ee ; that almost hardy variety Aga- especially in late afternoon and 

There is a perennial Morning panthus Moorearcus. Its clusters early evening. Tall-growing 
Glory that I had not seen for a of blue blossoms will prove to be White Phlox will carry on the ef- 
number of years. It has double very attractive. Just remember ‘¢¢t later in the season. 
Seto ee and ae a that it needs plenty of water and Wisteria 
beta wu yield sendy any- liquid fertilizer, if you want to . . 
ee a in hl in ‘cis see it at its best. I would also ' If you fans disappointed 
a nothing else flourishes. include some bulbs of the Spe- because your isteria vine has 

alystegia Pubescens Fl. pl. is —. aye not bloomed, why not treat your- 
how it is catalogued. There seem closum. Lilies. They . ai be pa self and garden to one of those 
to be several varieties—one of ed in pots and sunk down trom gorgeous Tree Wisterias. Every 
which will spread considerably. ¢ight to ten inches in a spot that year it grows more beautiful and 
The kind that grew and shaded Should contain plenty of leaf fives more bloom. 
the east window in the kitchen mold and peat. They also like : 
never spread half enough to sat- plenty of moisture when in bud, Hardy Fuchsia 
isfy all the flower lovers who but not so much fertilizer. One We have had Begonias that 
wanted a root. This Calystegia bulb of Speciosum Rubrum gave were hardy with some protec- 

bloomed all summer. It should mea stem with 20 long stemmed tion; now comes the hardy Fu- 
be an attractive wall plant. lilies. Even if they only lived chsia that blooms all summer
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and i puny kee pendant blos- IMPORTANT COMING SOCIABILITY AT GARDEN 
soms by the hundreds. We will EVENTS CLUB MEETINGS 
surely have to try them. Fu- 6c i 

chsias are so very graceful auatiyttity Aateaten, gar “CT come a if we haves ese 
both as a plant and as a cut flow- dens and homes by the Pilgrimage many more people turn out 
er. It should be good for table Garden Club. and a much melt eee time 
decoration. March 14-19. New York, N. Y. at our garden club meetings 1 

The Silver Jubil Internati 1 i a 
Flower Bhow.at the Horlleuliural Bor (o,ave Homie: type Of social ac Flower Arrangement ciety of New York and the New York _ tivity, such as a luncheon follow- 

Speaking of flower arrange- Florists’ Club in Grand Central Pal- ing the program,” was the re- 

ments, the latest idea—and a ** - mark made recently by a promi- 
very sane one, it seems to me— 7th 'New ‘England ‘Spring Flower ent garden club worker, 
is “personality” in flower ar- Show of the Massachusetts Horticul- We should try to make our 
rangement. Do not copy, but ar- ates ey in Mechanics Bullding. garden club meetings more in- 

pee your re so that ing spring b esta, sponsored ing gg lode " el the re aa il 
ell everyone that you, yourself, ticultural Society of New Orleans and become better acquainted. A so- 

are shown. Of course, Wve need ie Orteans Foundation. including cial half-hour is a excellent way 
balance and line. These are al- torium, March 18-20... «Of doing this. 
ways necessary, but we also need March 19-27. Detroit, Mich. The a 

annual Michigan Flower and Garde 
show ete that Exposition under the anapices of the NURSERY FOR SALE; GO 

. Michigan Horticultural Society at the INTO BUSIN 

One flower lover—who, I re- Convention Hall. ESS FOR 
gret to say, is not a garden club, March 21-27. Philadelphia, Pa. YOURSELF 
member—plans her table decora- yen Sree in detdelphia Spring $5,000 buys established Nurs- 
tions to fit the guests. These may seum. ery Business, nursery stock and 
be just one or two intimate «mance See Torontos cane supplies (estimated value $10,- 
friends who enjoy flowers. Then fen’ show of the Society of Amerinn, 000) clear of indebtedness; al Z a w of the Society of American 4 3; also 
the decorations are simply a few Florists and Ornamental Horticul- equity in 90-acre farm and home. 
very choice, perhaps unusual, ‘urists. a Particulars on request; immedi- 
specimens. For the larger group py ch 26-April 2. Mlgeinnbe es ate possession. Within 50 miles 
the center piece should be spark- famous gardens and homes under the of the Twin cities and an ideal 
ling, show life and color, so that Se OGAApell de Ge Con Tub. place to_live. Geo. W. Strand, 
every guest will be pleasantly ‘The Greater St. Louis Flower and Taylors Falls, Minn. 
conscious of it. Garden Show conducted by the St. 

Toms KTower Show Association. 
—————_—_- pI -10. cago, Ill. Spring 

Flower Show of the Garden crn of QUALITY NURSERY STOCK 

MRS. STRONG TO RETURN Minot at the Navy Pier. Chinese Elm. Heavy trans- 
29-May 7. Maryland. An- . 

IN MARCH nual Garden Pilgrimage of the Fed. planted. 3-4 ft., 25¢ each; 5 @ 

MB. C. E. STRONG, editor of crated Garden clube of Maryland: $1. 2-3 ft., 15c each; 7 @ $1. 
. = gardens an omes hroughout 

acy aT See oneane the state will be open to visitors. Everblooming Hybrid Tea 

: , : : eee ene Roses, 20c each; 6 @ $1. 
in West Allis the first week in ? aan 

March. We have had horrible GARDEN CLUB CRUISE TO ., Stt@wberry Plants. Beaver, 

weather here—snow, more snow, ALASKA Premier, Grand Champion, Dor- 
rain, ice, and zero weather. Wis- . sett, Fairfax, Blakemore, Gem ACOs es we FTER the Pacific coast con- Everbearing. 
consin suits me fine. : : 

vention of the National Coun- ; 
We welcome Mrs. Strong back cil of Federated Garden Clubs, to Mosaic-Free Raspberry Plants. 

to Wisconsin after a winter In jhe held in Seattle, July 27, 28 Red—Chief, 100 @ $1.50; Black Michigan. and 29, 1988, a post-convention —Cumberland, Logan and Kan- 
cruise to Alaska will be enjoyed. sas, 50 @ $1. New Herbert, 12 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS Leaving Seattle Saturday morn- @ 75c. . 

An even better mixture of colors, ing, July 30, on the SS. “Dorothy Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis. 
hiefly in double types, than many Alexander,” the party will be 

efi gon. bought leit pases Price per gone nine days wintting the i 

dozen: under 1 inch, 75c; 1 to 1% ‘YS, g the in- Rhododendrons | 

inches, $1.00; 1% to 1% inches, land passage through the Straits Kalmia, Azalea, Hemlock, etc. 
$1.50. of Georgia, and up the cost of Various sizes in any quantity. 

LESLIE WOODRIFF British Columbia to Wrangell, Wee en ae ih Sieh size. 
205 S. Inglewood Avenue i ERY racist”) Aeon, red [outs oY Rem , , .
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Plant Testing Committee Recommendations 

(Continued from February) 

Cimicifuga Racemosa soms open up each day over a 
(Bugbane; Bugwort; Virginia ORNAMENTALS period of from two to three 
Snakeroot; Black Cohosh) FOR TESTING IN 1938 weeks, or almost the entire 

oo, . month of August. 
Cimicifuga is a denizen of Recommended by the Plant 

woodsy places and is a very late Testing: Committee Eupatorium Coelestinum 
tall blooming plant, growing as (Mistflower; Hardy Ageratum) 

i Hardy A ti sen’ 
trot zouF to GigE fegy tall and Mhoratoce Honeslocust. Gleait- The Mistflower does well in blooming in June. The leaves are : z : : 

sia triacanthos inermis light shade. Coelestinum is one 
cut deeply and are large. The Sargent Crab, Malus sargenti * . 

of the finest fall perennials, its 
flowers are small, white, feath- SHRUBS pe 

s pale lavender furnishing an ex- 
ery and closely set, borne on Truehedge columberry, _Ber- cellent foil for autumn yellows 
long stalks. Often over 18 inch- Beriy’ thunbergi _ plurifiora This hardy aan: grows 

s erec s 
es of the stem is in bloom at one Mint shrub, Elsholtzia staun- to two to three feet tall and 
time. font blooms in September. The bush The Bugbanes are suited to Dwarf winged burning bush, Pp : s = 

moist and shaded places and will || ,Uugnymus alatus compacta | es are large with abundant lav- 
easily naturalize themselves Viburnum americanum pate ame mos uke agera- 
along the edge of woodlands. VINES ams SUENELOM CMY HOWSEs 
They make good cut flowers. Monkshood vine, Ampelopsis 

They will also endure the sun in aconitifolia Seeeeieety Baron Solemacher 
the open border Hydrangea petiolaris (climb- This runnerless strawberry, pen border and should be ing) . 
more widely used. They like a ROSES Baron Solemacher, is a fine nov- 

rich soil. Springtime (Apple blossom) elty for the garden or as a pot 
. Symphony (Pink Druski) plant. May be grown from seed 

Gaillardia Burgundy PERENNIALS and will bloom within eight 

Gaillardias are especially sat- age "Ges wae ake. weeks iaiter aaa. and fenit 
isfactory on dry sandy soil. They a Hands: Queen; Pvikartl . renunhete ies aoneon of trul 
bloom over a long period and are aaet: Cbreuee Aunolinve Nan - ere : 
quite hardy. They will do better ia yollen, Panblan wine While the fruit 18 smaller than 

p : Rosika—d. 3 the usual cultivated berries, they 
on a poor soil than on one which \ leep rose : ; 
is fertile ‘ imicituga Zacentosn have a delicate wild flavor. These 

. Jaillardia, Burgundy lants ar ially good in the ‘ “2 plants are especially g Helenium, Cri B y— Burgundy is a new coloring in | Helniam, Cr" ommkaim || rock garden, 
Gaillardias—a shining wine red (crimson) 
of good size with long stiff is alehotoms lesti Mi Hardy Asters 

Supatorium Coelestinum—Mist 

mallet die piortartnay Wieann, || pote lacy Witeanch Napenles, melee, wow ie raw rry ron Olemacher Lilium f proved plant growth, better flow- 
the same year. min “ormosanum ers as to size and color, and ear- 

Helenium (Sneezewort) liness of bloom—all improve- 
Iris Dichot ments over older varieties. 

Heleniums are very satisfac- ms Michotoma Frikarti—Wonder of Staefa. 
tory border perennials. They The Dichotoma or Vesper Iris One of the finest of the new per- 
grow from two to three feet tall, is recommended because of its ennials. Bushy plants, wider 
are quite hardy and bloom pro- dainty blue or lavender flowers, than tall (30 inch height), bear- 
fusely. beautifully marked, which open ing quantities of fragrant, sin- 

The two new varieties recom- at about four o’clock every after- gle, blue flowers 2 to 3 inches 
mended, Crimson Beauty with noon. In fact the flowers “pop” across, on good stems. The flow- 
crimson red flowers and Moer- open. While the blossoms last ers last a long time when cut. 
heim with crimson flowers, will only a day there is continuous Sometimes slow in becoming es- 
add a new note to the garden. bloom because a new set of blos- tablished and gardeners will find
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a bit of added care the first sea- fuse blooming; very early flow- home outlined to some extent in 
son is time well spent. Bloom- ering; and one of the hardiest the 1937 year book of the Royal 
ing from July until frost the Mums. Horticultural Society of London. 
plant is especially adapted to the OE Probably a number of flower 
border plantings. PEONIES AT ROSENDALE Pe iene wie Ms a a 

Skylands Queen—A novel As- W HILE there arenotasmany the following point: “I know 
ter with 2 inch blue flowers hav- large peony growers in Wis- there is an idea that it is wrong 
ing distinct yellow centers; plant consin as there are dahlia and that you should mix wild flowers 
growing about 3 feet tall with gladiolus growers, nevertheless with anything as exotic as a lily; 
dark green disease resistant fol- wherever there is a good peony hardly should you mix wild flow- 
iage; flowering from late August joden, that garden will draw ers with garden flowers, certain- 
to frost. sight-seers from many miles ly not with orchids. I do not 

Charles Wilson—A deep ce- around. Wherever I go, the peo- agree. What in Heaven’s name 
rise-red with no magenta, Muite ple I meet begin to talk about does it matter whether it is wild, 
different from the other red va- flowers and ask, “How are the or exotic, fruit or vegetable, if it 

rieties, and a shade that will peonieaT that th Se hee that is 
please every lover of Michaelmas o far, I can answer tha e all one need consider.” 

Daisies. Compact growing bushy _ peonies are all right here at Ros- 
plants about 3 feet tall; Septem- endale. We have had a good deal ——O 
ber flowering. of snow and some rainy weather. 

Maen Yolias—ka. caily My best peony garden is covered WHERE VARIETIES FOR 
n rozen ice and wa- 

September flowering variety ar teh has ‘been the case for ae Bey AY 
with good size deep rose-pink several years and was at first : . 
blossoms; plants growing about alarming. To protect them, I A NUMBER of Wisconsin nurs- 
2 to 3 feet; bushy habit; profuse yidge up the rows high over the erymen have some of the va- 

flowering. plants, leaving deep ditches be- a oe on this page out al- 

tween the rows. While the 80 described in our last Issue, 
Hardy Chrysanthemums ground is frozen solid, all is well, recommended by the Plant Test- 

‘ and when it thaws the water is ing Committee. 
Selected for early powers quickly absorbed or drains off The Rasmussen Fruit Farm 

nature and colors, as well as go the field. Cold weather is what and Nurseries, R. 4, Oshkosh, 
plant growth. the peony likes best even to be- will again have all the varieties 
Emmet—A dwarf, early flow- ing frozen up solidly for the available. Send for their price 

ering variety similar to Amelia whole winter. They also like a list. 
as to type. A warm rosy-bronze cool summer. Our location does The Cedar Hedge Farm Nurs- 

in color with single flowers of fairly well. Northern Wisconsin ery, Cedarburg, Mr. A. F. Boer- 

good form; very profuse bloom- and Michigan are better. ner, Mgr., has hardy apricots, 
ing. The plant attains a height When the frost comes out, see thornless honey locust, Sargents 

of 15 inches and a spread of 2. to it that your grounds are well crab, truehedge columberry, 

feet. Semen oe a i can do dwarf winged burning bush, 
: - now and in the April issue we American highbush cranberry, 

Nacola—An exceedingly bright wi] discuss spring planting. the hardy asters, cimicifuga ~ 
yellow, double flowered variety. __W. A. Sisson. osa. and gaillardia burgundy. 
In habit of plant growth is like cemosa, 8 gundy 
the other early flowering dwarf SEE TTT 
types; profuse blooming with FLOWER ARRANGEMENT || 75, pair treet 
flowers of good form. EXPERT'S VIEWS PLANT TESTING 

Panola—A seedling of Amelia, 8) csnessnes Soey, sila is VARIETIES 
it has the same dwarf habit of M said to be the foremost’ ex- Try several of these ex- 

growth, is very profuse oe ponent of floral decoration in cellent trees, flowers and 
ing, but the flowers are a a England, is now visiting in this shrubs che vent. Send for 

rosy-pink, much deeper pink country and will lecture in sev- |} UY Price list. 
than Amelia. eral cities. It is interesting, RASMUSSEN’S 

Rozika—Fully double flowers writes the editor of Horticulture, FRUIT FARM AND 

of bright pink, excellent for cut- published by the Massachusetts NURSERIES . 

ting and long lasting. Plant Horticultural Society, to find her Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

grows about 18 inches tall; pro- views on the use of flowers in the
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TD LEE LE A EEE EAN 
VY fa 7 WA 

ff STATE GARDEN CLUB FED 0 It STATE! | | 
H Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, President H. J. Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Ist V. President | 

Wh 529 Woodside Ave., Ripon Madison 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa | 
Mrs. Chester Thomas, Hon. President Mrs. Sam Post, Rec. Secretary Mrs. Charles Schuele, 2nd V. President q 

\ 1 1744 N. Cambridge Ave., Milwaukee Shorewood Hills, Madison Oconomowoe 

_ LS = 

SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL ER may be placed on moist ground. 

MEETING HELD AT 2 4 The children eagerly watch the 

FORT ATKINSON © Kea, 8 green leaves come from the little 
=} SURE hat. They also plant English 

A a ae, 2 i poe Ae / walnuts in water and watch them 

S, cae wh sprout.” 
members, and district and state & | - 

officers met at Fort Atkinson on | Miss Lowerre suggested that 
- <3 = garden club members contact 

February 15, in the second of a Bes 
series of meetings planned by teachers and school principles 
s : \ s if and offer help in junior garden 
the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- club'work, Meetin ay be held 

eration Executive Board. The og ee . Be may. pene 
‘ 5 once each month, usually the last 

purpose of the meeting was to : 
ian the work for the year and . hour on Friday afternoon. An 

Pp o year and py writing Mrs. Frank Quimby, entire grade may be organized 
enable the officers and commit- 14 . . é De 
tee members: to bacoiné better 22 Blaine Boulevard, Racine. into a junior garden club. The 

acquainted. Hostesses were the A project is now under way to arden club members furnish 
officers of. the Fort Atkinson tag the Christmas trees sold in the lesson plans and programs, 

; Wisconsin. This year we found which should be interesting to 
Garden Club, of which Mrs. A. U . 

oa . tags on trees from Oregon which the children. Lesson plans may 
J. Koenig is President. After an . . . 

excellent luncheon, the group ad- read, “This tree was cut so an- be obtained from Miss Mary Lo- 
journed to the Municipal Build. Other tree might grow.” This is werre, Delafield, Wisconsin. 

: A + the sort of thing we want in Wis- Mrs. Samuel Post, Recording 
ing for the discussion. : 

. consin. Secretary - Treasurer, reported 

_ Mrs. Frank Quimby, of Ra- In the absence of Miss Merle that the majority of clubs are 

cine, Conservation Chairman, Rasmussen, Horticulture Chair- increasing the dues paid to the 

gave the first report. She stated, man, H. J. Rahmlow reported on Federation on the voluntary 

Let us not be too sentimental plant testing work, urging all Plan. A more detailed report will 

but be sensimental’ about con- clubs to take part in this project be presented later. 

servation. We must conserve for and test at least some of the new Mrs. E. L. Sevringhaus, 3914 
use ai aye ES She A the varieties recommended for trial. Cherokee Drive, Madison, Pro- 

bead iful 7 eee Hea oval € Miss Mary Lowerre, Chairman gtam Chairman, asked the club 

ble from th Wi a AL Wil dlife of Junior Work, said that gar- members to send to her or to the 

Federation * dourt ous e Madi. dening was a credit course in the Magazine . suggestions for pro- 

son. (Gar den lub fice: ia country schools of Waukesha grams, giving information on 

emi dor seu oh of the matin County. She stated, “In order to any excellent programs which 

which can fea 6 ub ae have gardens we must have gar- your club may have had during 

bars. A noxtion of dhemoney is deners. By teaching the growing the past. 

available for eoutity’ use to 0. of flowers to our children we are Mrs. R. Hibbard, 7034 Aetna 

mote wildlife vestowation Pp developing gardeners for the Court, Wauwatosa, Garden Club 

. future. We had 39 flowers shows Organization Chairman, stated 

Mrs. Quimby urged clubs to in Waukesha County last year, that she is planning to create a 

take hold of the project of pro- staged by junior garden clubs. committee with membership in 

moting the Wisconsin School They were judgedby senior gar- each district in order to contact 

Childrens’ Forest described in den club members. One of the new clubs throughout the state. 

our last issue. Visit your schools ways of interesting children in Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, 2418 N. 65th 

and interest the children and the growing of plants is to cut Street, Wauwatosa, 1st Vice- 

teachers in this work. Material the tops off of rutabagas. The President, asked all clubs to send 

and information may be obtained tops look like little hats which to her clippings from local news-
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papers about club activities for 
the Federation scrap book. Mrs. PROGRAM PLANNING 
St. Clair is acting as publicity 
chairman. Mrs. Elmer Sevringhaus 

Mrs. Robert Alder, Elkhorn, Chairman, Program Committee 

stated that their garden club 
program has been printed for the [4 so relieved! I’m not go- each time, such as, “Did you 
entire year, which they find very ing to have to lie awake nights know that the Wilson variety of 
desirable. The Elkhorn Club will concocting ideas for this new formosanum lily is the best and 
cooperate in staging the flower program exchange column; your why?” Thus our fund of horti- 
show at their county fair in Sep- enthusiastic response even this cultural knowledge would grow. 
tember. This is a project which first month assures me of that. She urged the use of the Morton 
might be considered by other (If you don’t know what this is Arboretum bulletin, $1 per year, 

clubs. all about, please see the program saying that any one copy would 
nr. column in the February issue.) make a program outline. 

NEW COMMITTEE MEM. The Whitewater Garden Club, There is no law against inter- 
BERS APPOINTED of which Miss Hannah Larson is state commerce in ideas, and 

Al THE regional meeting held president, has given me a copy Mrs. Walter Dakin, president of 

at Fort Atkinson, on Febru- of their interesting 1938 pro- the Madison district, submits 

ary 15, the following committee gram. Among the clever ideas this real idea from the Elgin 

members were appointed: for roll call are, “Satisfactory club in Illinois. Try a ‘‘Vegeta- 

Mr. E. N. Miles, Ft. Atkinson, seeds I planted last year,” ble Meeting” with papers on the 

Chm., and Dr. W. T. Lindsay, ‘‘Name a prominent horticultur- newer varieties, and on the color 

Madison, member of Roadside ist and his specialty,” “Herbs possibilities as you plant vegeta- 

Beautification under the Conser- and how to use them,” and _ bles either in flower cutting gar- 

vation Committee. “Bring an evergreen specimen dens or separately. (Wouldn’t 

Mr. J. C. Ward, Fort Atkin- and tell the name.” In April the red cabbage and egg-plant with 

son, was appointed a member of members exchange seeds and in a blue edging of lobelia look 

the Horticultural Committee. June, plants. An idea which de- well?) The Elgin Club ended the 

Mrs. H. J. Torrence, White- serves to be copied is their “May meeting with a sale of a Vegeta- 

water, was appointed a member Breakfast” at 9 A. M. followed ble Recipe Book, to which each 

of the Junior Garden Club Com-_ by a “Garden Stroll.” member had contributed her 
mittee. Thank you, Whitewater, for very best vegetable recipe. Such 

Mrs. John R. Johnson, White- being the first club to send your a booklet would make an excel- 

water, was appointed a member program. Yes, I want copies of lent home product to sell at our 

of the Conservation Committee. your 1938 programs, please, and flower shows, I think. 

Mrs. Harry MacDonald, Lake notes about ideas most success- I will be watching the mails 

Geneva, was appointed a mem- ful in your clubs, as I mentioned for your offerings, Presidents 

ber of the Visiting Garden Com-_ before. and Program Chairmen. Address 
mittee. me in care of the Horticultural 

Mrs. Theodore Ward, Fort At- Horticulture office or at 3914 Cherokee Drive, 

kinson, was appointed a member Miss Merle Rasmussen in her Madison. 

of the Program Committee. talk before the regional meeting SS 
A complete list of all commit- jn Milwaukee recommended a PLANT TESTING 

tee members will be published in five minute period at each meet- Be sure to read the list of va- 
our April issue. Additional mem- jing for learning horticultural rieties recommended by the 
bers will be appointed at a re- facts, two or three different Plant Testing Committee and 
gional meeting in Oshkosh early members preparing these facts published on page 196. 
in March. 

CALERA DREADED RADE B ED EREAA AERC 
GARDEN CLUB MEMBER. Surgery Bracing and Cablin, Feeding Transplanting Pruning 

SHIPS EXPIRE THIS Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

MONTH JOHN 3S. CONERY 

This is the last copy of Wis- TREE EXPERTS @ @ @ 

consin Horticulture our garden RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
club members will receive unless Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

the dues are sent in to the Fed- Write or Wire 

eration  secretary-treasurer by } #2 Yaregizgvem= —_ MARIBON gEBEQNEIN passant 
March 20. be
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1 4 1 1 NEW GARDEN BOOKS National Wildlife Restoration Week — ,NEW GARDEN ee 
C. J. Ballam, State Chairman, Madison Library 

: — A MONG the books acquired 
‘THE National Wildlife Resto- the national, state and _ local during the past year which 

ration Week to be held groups and to acquaint the pub- may be borrowed from the Trav- 
throughout the nation from lic with facts regarding the wild- eling Library Department, State 
March 20 to 27th under procla- life crisis upon our continent by Office Building, Madison, either 
mations issued by both Presi- continuous publicity. Mr. Fred through your own Public Libra- 

dent Roosevelt and Governor La Jordan, 400 Madison Ave., New ry or direct by mail if you live 
Follette is an outgrowth of the York City, is the National Direc- in a community without library 
second North American Wildlife tor and will be glad to furnish service, are the following books 
Conference held in St. Louis last any group or club with material on gardens and gardening: 

year when the Federation was by writing to him or the state Bates—The gardener’s second 
made a permanent organization chairman for the same. year 
and Mr. J. N. Darling was elect- Local groups or organizations Eberlein & Hubbard—Practical 
ed as its first president. are asked to hold various func- book of garden structure and 

The first conference held the tions during the designated design 
year before was upon call of week, card parties, shows, trap Free—Gardening 
Pres. Roosevelt and was held at shoots, lectures, dinners or any Griffith—Gardening on nothing 

Washington, while this year’s activity which will fit the par- a year 
meeting is to be held at Balti- ticular locality. Fifty per cent of Hill—Garden portraits 
more. The Federation today has_ the proceeds will remain with McFarland—Roses of the world 
forty-eight states affiliated and the local organization while the in color 
is composed of groups interested remainder will be split up for McKenny & Seymour—Your city 
in conservation, such as: hunt- national and state conservation garden 

ing and fishing clubs, Izaak Wal- education activity. The present Matschat—Annuals and _ peren- 
ton League chapters, Audubon crisis in our wildlife calls upon nials 
Societies, Garden Clubs, Federa- us all to marshal our forces in Matschat—Bulb and house 
tion of Women’s Clubs, Junior its support. plants 

Chamber of Commerce, Future Matschat—Garden calendar 
Farmers of America, 4-H Clubs, Matschat—How to make a gar- 
Boy and Girl Scouts and other den 
lodges and civic groups. Matschat—Planning the home 

The Federation is a coordinat- NATIONAL WILDLIFE RES- grounds 
ing and servicing organization TORATION WEEK Matschat—Shrubs and trees 
concerning itself with the prob- "THE first annual Wildlife Res- Meade—Adam’s profession and 
lem of wildlife restoration on the toration Week will be held its conquest by Eve 
North American Continent.There starting March 20, 1938. Sn ETEEEEEEEEEE EERE 
are no dues on affiliated groups ‘ ; : Tq. pm emommcmmcmmcemcemoemommoemoemoamisy 

and any organization interested ee ee, Wee a al 10,000 TREES ON SALE 
in conservation is eligible for af- Madison, Wis., for information ne 

filiation with the state federa- and some of the beautiful wild- For wise thrifty 
tion. Wisconsin’s state federa- }jife stamps which may be sold to buyers we offer dis- 
tion is the Wisconsin Wildlife help this cause. They sell at counts ranging 
Federation at Madison, Wiscon- 1.00 per hundred. from 25-50% on 
sin, and Mr. Cyril J. Ballam is surplus, quality 
President and state representa- ~~ trees ordered now. 
tive to the National group. . 7 = = A rare opportunity 

ISI W WW IE: to landscape your 

Where to Obtain Information ~~ : “ i ne ag 
andscapin} with- 

The first annual National Y Oo UR T REES out sea hag: 
Wildlife Restoration Week to be Proing = Cavity, Toeetmen ———— 
held this March 20 to 27th was Fertiisine Tree Mout 
voted the Federation’s No. 1 izing — tree Moving EDWARDS LANDSCAPE 
project at the St. Louis Conven- WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE COMPANY 

tion. Its purpose is to provide a 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. fORt ATNSON wee 
permanent method for financing Lakeside 2907 cha A ° .
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DIRECTORY FOR 1938 

DISTRICT OFFICERS Vice-Pres.—Miss Adeline Lee, R. 1 Treasurer—Mrs Fred Schroeter, 1525 
Fox River Valley District Sec.-Treas.—Miss Minne Enger, Box Doty St. 

Chairman — Miss Edna Robertson, 237 Meeting—Alternate Mondays, 7:30 
515 Broad St., Menasha Meeting—3rd Monday of each month P. M., at Y. W.C. A. 

= a at 7:3 . M. 
Vics chm ars. ae be pe hea oF. M Hales Corners Garden Club 

Sec.-Treas.—Miss Merle Rasmussen, Cedarburg’ Garden/Olab President—Mrs. Donald Rowe, R. 1 
R. 4, Oshkosh President—A. T. Boerner Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Earl Dewey 

Sec.-Treas.—Miss Elizabeth Kiefer Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. J. B. Heil 
Madison District Meeting—38rd Friday of each month 6s 

Chairman—Mrs. Walter Dakin, 2519 at 7:30 P. M. Hewihome Garden Club 
Kendall Ave., Madison . \ (Hales Corners) 

Vice-Chm.—H. §. Bostock, 15 W. Elkhorn Garden Club President—Mrs. Oscar Conrad, R. 1, 
Main St., Madison President—Mrs. Harry F. Howe, 302 Box 29, Hales Corners 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. George Carpenter, W. Walworth St. Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Geo. A. Leverenz, 
233 Ninth St., Baraboo Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Paul Keller, North 2190 S. 82nd St., West Allis 

Broad St. Meeting—8rd Tuesday of each month 
Milwaukee District Secretary—Miss Lillian Hand, 625 N. 

Chairman—Mrs. W. F. Roecker, 3319 Broad St. | Iola Garden Club 
N. 14th St., Milwaukee Treasurer—Mrs. Lee Welkos, North President—Mrs. E. A. Lutz 

Vice-Chm.—Mrs. Fred Niedermeyer, Lincoln St. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. O. J. Aasen 
4162 N. 16th St., Milwaukee Meeting—1st Friday of each month  Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. R. I. Anderson 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Roy H. Sewell, 957 < Meeting—Last Friday of each month 
N. 70th St., Milwaukee Elm Grove Garden Club at 2:00 P. M. 

President—Mrs. James Johnson, 1532 
South Central Disrtict Alice St., Wauwatosa Jefferson Garden Club 

Chairman—Mrs. H. C. Smith, Lake Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Geo. Schroeder, Box President—Mrs. Isabel Strohbusch 
Geneva 69, Elm Grove Vice-Pres.—Dr. O. C. Uttech, 607 

lst Vice-Chm.—Mrs. E. Sorenson, Sec.-Treas.—Walter A. Domann, R. Fourth St. 
Winsor St., Elkhorn 5, Box 329A, Waukesha Cor.-Sec.—Frederick Bullwinkel, 

2nd Vice-Chm.—Mrs. H. J. Torrence, Meeting—l1st Monday of month at 1111 High St. 
1116 Highland St., Whitewater 8:00 P. M. at Leland School Sec.-Treas.—Mrs, Edna Moen 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs, George Sherman, Meeting—l1st Tuesday of each month 
Lake Geneva Fond du Lac Community Garden Club in evening 

President—Mrs. W. I. Cole, 203 Hoyt Kenosha © 

GARDEN OLUB OFFICERS ist Se ecBres —Miss L. Baker, 9 Sushinne—iic,, Eoinatn aceasta 
Baraboo Garden Club Seventh St. . 2 4312 Taft Road 

President—Mrs. H. J. Bohn, 215 nq Vice-Pres.—Miss Frances Brug- Vice-Pres.—Mrs. EH. E. Brenaman, 
Sixth St. ger, 212 Fourth St. 7017 Eighteenth Ave. 

1st Vice-Pres.—Mrs. H. J. Steeps, gec.-Treas.—Mrs. J. O. Goranson, 41 Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Paul Vigansky, 
104 Seventh St. E. Ninth St. 6518—29th Ave. 

2nd Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Charles True, eeting—4th Friday of each month Meeting—3rd Tuesday of each month 
217 Second St. at 2:30 P. M. in Court House 

Secretary—Miss Della Payne, 522 La Crosse Gardén Club 
Second St. un am 

Treasurer—Mrs. T. F. Risley, 115 vedo aoe President—Mrs. D. O. Coate, 410 S. 
Eleventh St. . Fourteenth St. 

Meeting—2nd Tuesday of each President—Mrs. K. A. Boulay, 156  Vice-Pres.—Mrs, H. K. Holley, 230 
month at 2:30 P. M. Cottage Ave. N. Eighth St. 

1st Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Thomas Mullen,  Sec.-Treas.—G@. C. Ellis, 234 S. Twen- 
Brandon 311 E. Johnson St. tieth St. 

Community Garden Club 2nd peek tee Me H. C. Rucks, Meeting—3rd Tuesday of each month 
— edgeview Ave. at 7:30 P. M. 

ee ent ae J, G. Btrodthom Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. E. J. MacIntyre, 

Secretary—Mrs. W. Williams 300 Ledgeview Ave. Lake Geneva Town and Country 
Treasurer—Mrs. ron Tank Meeting—2nd Tuesday of each month Garden Club 

Meeting—3rd Friday of each month President—Mrs, Lynn Bartlett 
at 2:00 P. M. Fort Atkinson Garden Club 1st Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Charles Kaye 

President—Mrs. A. J. Koenig, 80 2nd Vice-Pres.—Miss Betty Black- 
Cambridge and Lake Ripley Garden Jackson St. wood 

Club Vice-Pres.—Mrs. E. S. Engan, 213 N. Gece bec Me. Sianey Ledger 
. .-Sec.—Mrs. che! 

president Miss Anna Duckert, Lon seeesiaty aise. T. S. Ward, R. 1 Treasurer—Mrs. George Sherman 
Vice-Pres.—Mrs. P. C. Westphal, ‘Treasurer—Mrs. Wm. R. Leonard, Meeting——2nd Monday of each month Canibridze R. 1 at 7:30 P. M. in Public Library 

sae eer By Bi 2; “Thomson, Green Bay Garden Club Lodi Garden Club 
Meeting—3rd Tuesday of each month President—Mrs. E. P. Barnard, R. 6 President—Mrs. Mayme Demynck 

at 7:30 P. M. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. W. B. Vander Zan- Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Orpha Azon 
Chippewa Falls Garden Club den, 923 Darby Lane Sec-Treas.—Mrs, Tressa Haberman 

President—Theo. A. Willenbockel, Secretary—Miss Emmeline Andrus- Meeting—3rd Tuesday evening of 
811 Dover St. kevicz, 1803 Willow St. each month.
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Madison Garden Club Blue Beech Garden Club Oshkosh Garden Club 

President—Mrs. F. (C. Middleton, Hresigent Mrs, H. H. Thomas, Sta- eee te Homer Pipkorn, 410 

Shorewood Hills lon - 6 err + 
Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Otto Niemann, R. 3 Sec.-Treas. Mrs. John LeFeber, Secretary—Mrs. Erwin Spoo 

Sectelary Mis. Blox E. Ballard, 3900 N. Lake Drive Oshkosh Horticultural Society 
adger Par i a, 1 Treasurer—Miss Frances Post, 43 N. City Garden Club Presidents ‘W. E. Mouck, 9414 Irving 

Lathrop St. President—Dr. Carl M. Schwendener, Vice-Pres.—Otto Ruelke, R. 4 

Meeting —Ist Tuesday ‘evening’ ‘of teeny ee toni Sec.-Treas.— Miss Florence Win- Sec.-Treas. Leo Tiefenthaler, 756 each month h N. Milwaukee St. : ester, R. 4, Box 39 
. ° Meeting—1st Monday of each month 

West Side Garden Club Fox Point Garden Club Pewaukee Garden Club 
Madison Presiden t— Mrs. Walter Fleischer, =i 
f , 7242 N. Beach Dr., Fox Point | \yjcsigent Mrs. August Richter 

President—Mrs. Hans Reese, 3451 vice-Pres. — Miss Ivy Allman, 7032 ce-Pres. rs. G. Duckgusche 
Circle Close, Shorewood Hills N. Barnett Lane, Fox Point Bec. Trease— Mrs. Lloyd Bartlett 

1st Vice-Pres.—Mrs. C. A. Sakrison, gec.-Treas. — Mrs. Donald R. Kirk- eet ue ast iuesday evening of 

Middleton land, 8260 Gray Log Lane, Fox each mont 
2nd Vice-Pres.—Mrs. BE. R. McIntyre, Point Plymouth Garden Club 

4218 Wanetah Trail Meeting—8rd Friday of each month president—Mrs. Louis Rohde, 350 
Secretary—Mrs. J. C. Wilson, 2637 at 1:30 P. M. “ Stafford St. een 

Mason St. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Henry Gritt, R. 1 Treasurer—Mrs. R. J. Colbert, 3901 Milwaukee County Horticultural Sec.-Treas,—Miss Mildred M. Schien- 
Council Crest Society ter, 332 Caroline St. 

Meeting—4th Tuesday of month from President—Mrs. Irving Lorentz, 1006 Meeting—2nd Wednesday of each 
Feb. through Oct. at 2:00 P. M. E. Manitoba St., Milwaukee month at 8:00 P. M. 

‘Vice-Pres.—Harry Parson, R. 4, Box > 
Marinette Garden Club 754, West Allis Port Washington Garden Club 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Erich Raisch, 3473 President—Miss Anna Ubbink, 214 
President—Mrs. M. E. Sibole, 2722 N. Frederick Ave., Milwaukee Pier St. 

Hall Ave. Meeting—4th Tuesday of month at Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Arnold Barr, Mil- 
Vice-Pres.—C. J. Lindem, 2507 Tay- 7:30 P. M. Milwaukee Public waukee St. 

lor Ave. Museum Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. John Bittner, R. 1 
Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Geo. BH. Pestrui, Meeting—2nd Wednesday of each 

Hotel Marinette Milwaukee Fost Ottice Employees’ month at 7:30 P. M. 
arden a Racine Garden Club 

Menasha Garden Club President—W. P. Arbuckle, 4053 N. president—Mrs. H. F. Anderson, 317 

President — Miss Edna Robertson Frospect Aye: W. Blvd , a, » Sec.-Treas.— Henry Konrad, 7917 i 5 ' 515 Broad St. Stickney Ave. Vige Pres. Mra: Mark Heath, 1339 
Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Herbert Harwood, s nM St. i 

329 Chute St. North Prairie Garden Study Club or nee Ave E. C. Pfeifer, 3701 
Secretary—Mrs. G. A. Loescher, 429 president—Mrs. Kate Traedtr Treasurer — Mise Gertride “Peters 

First St. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. L. Heintz 3701 Kinzie Ave ’ 
Treasurer—Miss Henrietta Hall, R.1  Sec.-Treas.—Miss Letha G. Sherman ‘Treasurer—Miss Gertrude Peters 
Meeting—Last Tuesday ofeach month Meeting—Last Wednesday of each 1503 Thurston Ave . 

at 7:30 P. M. month Meeting—2nd Monday ot month at 

Menomonee Falls Garden Club Violet Garden Club 7:45 P.M. Ripon 

President—Mrs. Gerald Otto (North Prairie) 
Vice-Pres.—Mrs. A. J. Schloemer President—Mrs, Wesley Arenz ____Ceresco Garden Club 
Secretary—Mrs. Kenneth Eckhardt Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Kernel Olson President—Mrs. EH. W. Sommers, 416 
Treasurer—John Schuldt Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. C. E. Orth vi syashington Bt Bernat 

—. Meeting —Last Saturday of each ice-Pres. — Mrs. erman erndt, Meeting—4th Monday of each month month at 2:00 P. M. ; Union st. » W. Seniuet 

ec.-Treas.—Mrs. F. . Schlueter, 
MILWAUKEE Oakfield Garden Club R. 2 

c Meeting—3rd Mond f each month 
Art Institute Garden Club President —Mrs, Brwin: J. Welle at 7:80 P. M. arenes 

President — Miss Emma Schipper, Treasurer—Mrs. Frank Willard 
510 Homer St. Meeting—2nd Friday evening of each Ripon Garden Club 

Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Fred Niedermeyer, month Brepident— Mrs gu isted Pedrick, 
4162 N. 16th St. ; atson St. 

Secretary—Mrs, Ray Lundahl, 3119 tate ne cies Wiee:Eres- Mrs. Myrtle Boody, 207 
W. Wells St. orne St. 

Cor.-Sec.— Mrs. Arthur Poenisch, President—Mrs. J. C. Stevens, 613 Secretary — Mrs. Laura McDermott, 
3056 W. Wells St. W. Wisconsin Ave. 328 Scott St. 

Treasurer—Mrs. Arthur Winz, Sta- Vice-Pres. Mrs. Harvey Stephans, Treasurer—Mrs. Fannie Spratt, 119 
tion C, R. 6, Box 633 335 N. Woodland Lane Tygert St. 

Meeting—3rd Friday of each month Secretary—Mrs. C. C. Pink, 425 S. Meeting ord Monday of each month 
Main St. at 7: . M. 

— . 235 
Bay Shore Garden Club ‘Treasurer Mra. Lyle Nash, Ripon Yard and Garden Club 

President — Earl Gardner, 1712 E. Meeting—First Friday of each month President qe vie TonnEOM: 
Mari < Y, . Fon u Lac St. 

Vice foun Nes, Conrad Biebler, Omro Garden Club Vice-Pres.—Miss Maud Russell, 320 
3307 E. Olive St. President—Mrs. H. B. Winslow Thorn St. 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. B. Wilke, 4923 N. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Madge S. Ford Secretary—Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, 
Oakland Ave. Sec.-Treas.—Miss Grace Carter 613 S. Grove St. | 

Meeting—1st Tuesday of each month Meeting—3rd Tuesday of each month Treasurer—Mrs. Fred Danielson, 750 
at 8:00 P. M. at 2:30 P. M. S. Grove St.
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Meeting 8rd. Monday of each month Viee-Eres— Mra: P. J. Partman, For- GARDEN PILGRIMAGE TO 

: _ Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. W. H. Nablo, For- MEXICO 
Sheboygan Garden Club est Park . . 

President—Rev. A. P. Curtiss, 630 Meeting—2nd Tuesday of each month "THE Third Annual Garden Pil- 

Vi ores” red Hagedorn, 1127 oe grimage to Mexico City, Ap- ice- — , i 
‘Alntame. Ave. = Wauwatosa ril 23—May 3, sponsored by the 

Secretary—Mrs. wm. Luecke, 2547 Blue Mounds Garden Club ‘i Texas Garden Clubs and the 
Calumet Drive President—Mrs. I. C. iller, 6831 + 

Treasurer — Francis Schmidmeyer. Cedar St. South Central Region Garden 
2220 N. 11th St. Vice-Pres.—Mrs. 0. E. Moe, 629 N. Clubs, includes this year a Texas 

Meeting er are oud Wie 4 Seth St aa ic wild-flower Pilgrimage. Texas 
ursdays of each month; Win- Secretary—Mrs. C. I. Longenecker, + 

ter—2nd Tuesday of each month 6830 W. Wells St. wild - flowers, great fields of 
Sum-Mer-Del Garden Club eee a Freudenberg, nich a em jor. 

President—Mrs. Richard Phillip, R. Meeting—2nd Tuesday of each month B:Or10U8 Wl © DrLant (color 
1, Box 66, Waukesha at 1:30 P. M. ing of bluebonnets, Phlox Drum- 

Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Earl] Morgan, Nash- * * : 
otah, Wis. Wauwatosa Garden Club a, and Indian Cr —— 

Secretary — Mrs. O. W. Notbohm, president—R. Ferge, 8036 Milwau- Is may be enjoyed en route to 
Delafield kee Ave., Wauwatosa Mexico City with a specially 

Mroasuver—MrE. M. O. Gruber, Dela-~  Vice-Pres.—Mrs. B. C. Haasch, Box  plannel itinerary 
e. 124 Elm Grove . . . ° ‘ 

Meeting—4th Friday of each month  gec,-Treas. — Ernest Lefeber, 7500 Diplomatic and Presidential 
at 2:00 P. M. Hillcrest Dr., Wauwatosa doors have opened in Mexico to 

Superior Garden Club Meee dada era gronine ao the Garden Pilgrimage sponsor- 
President—Mrs. Herbert A. Juneau, e c , ed by the Texas Garden Clubs. 
cdo ae West Allis Not alone do Texas members en- bie nee E. Walde, 806 Hill Crest Garden Club ‘oy th tesi but they i 

. Four: . i _ 0: ese courtesies, bu ey in- 
maar Omer L..Loop, 1161 Pres eth ai Be Reese eS wile all states to. nartien ate 
Treasurer—Mrs. W. J. Bemrick, Bill- Vice-Pres “Mrs. A. C. Bastian, 1712 Nine states were represented 

ings Drive ‘ ; last Already that ra Secretary—Mrs. H. C. Krueger, 1421 St year. ready at many 
Meeting te Tenet of month € N. Sith, Bee G. “Wostse. 213! 8 states have reserved space for 

jensville reasurer—Mrs. C. Foster, 5 #) one 
Countryside Garden Club 26th St. the 1938 Pilgrimage. 

President — Mrs. Charles Leidgen, Mteting—3rd Monday of each month Information may be had by 
R. 2 at 1:30 P. M. writing Mrs. Ben G. Oneal, Pil- 

Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Dale Schockley, Juneau Heights Garden Club grimage Chairman, Baker Hotel, 
R. 2 (West Allis) Progrdm Chmn.—Mrs. Stuart Read, Dallas, Texas. 
R. 2 President — Char]1es Sternberger, 

Meeting—1st Monday of each month ae S. Livingston Terrace, West ee 
‘Ss 

Washington Island Garden Club ——_Vice-Pres.—Gordon Chromasta, 6324 CLUB SPECIALIZES IN ART 
President—Mrs. Arthur Wickman__ W. Oconto Place, West Allis 
Vice-Pres.—Mrs. George Cornell Secretary —F. G. Fisler, 2871 S. SIDE OF GARDENING 
Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. E. Boucsein Mabbett Ave., Milwaukee 
Meeting—4th Tuesday of each month Treasurer — Alfred Flohr, 2412 S. AUXILIARY No. 1 of the Su- 

except November and December M Out Bin West ans ; . 1 perior Garden Club special- 

neaineae nee 2s es Box . month — ee fal ined a oor nt—Mrs. C. H. , ork. La: a flower 
iat West Allis Garden Club penne coeat in WhiGh all ‘the Vice-Pres.—Mrs. O. F. Peterson President—Mrs. H. G. Gay, 1978 8. projec : 

Rec.-Sec.—Mrs. O. E. Hanson 82nd St. schools participated. The finish- 
Cor. B6e— ire: R. G. Kirby, School yice-Pres.—Mrs. Clara Harrington, ed work was exhibited in the 

: R. 5, Box 83 . 
Treasurer—Mrs. F. R. Fisher ,209 E. Secretary—Miss Jennie Lindauer, down town store windows and 

Lake St. 2141 S. 85th St. exceeded our highest hopes. All 
Mooring. and Monday ofeach month ‘Treasurer—Miss BH. Birch, 1535 S. grades entered. We received 

at 3: ~M. 80th St. . ° 
Waukesha Town Garden Club Meeting—3rd Wednesday of each much praise on the results.— 

President—Mrs. Margaret C. Peter- month, at 2:00 P. M. Mrs. John E. Connell, Superior. 
son, 119 W. College Ave. Whitewater Garden Club 

ist a ekres. te. ch a ks 8 President—Miss Hannah Larson, 111 
chuetze, . Broadway Ave. S. Prairie St. «. ‘ ‘ 

2nd Vice-Pres.—Miss Margaret Bra- vice-Pres.-Mrs. John Johnson, 204 Waiter: “Mr. Brown left his 
fis den, 300 Maple 4 BE ay S. Prairie Bt. c A umbrella again. I believe he’d 

c.-Sec.—Mrs. F. W. Sec.-Treas.—Miss Grace Armstrong, i if i ” Cor.-Sec.—Mrs. James Christenson, R. 2 leave his head if it were loose. 
124 Fountain Ave. Manager: “I dare say you’re 

Tr Mrs. William Cristoph Wild, Hose : : DE Waet TMenu 3 a pa, Dopp Community Garden Club right. I heard him say only yes- 
a President—Mrs. Dan Davis terday that he was going to 

Wausau Garden Club Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Anon Holt Switzerland for his lungs.”— 
President—Mrs. C. L. Barthels, 115 Sec.-Treas.—Mrs. Albert Williams . 

Eau (Claire Blvd. Meeting—Friday nearest 20th of each Scholar.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping 
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S cep 

OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. See Riliott.. Menomonte 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Mrs. E. Voigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls. Edw. Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 
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Di f An Oldtimer 
FEBRUARY 4. I have been amount of money the workers quit a $2500 a year job to go in- 

reading a lot lately about bee- have to spend. So, with unem- to beekeeping? He said he was 

keepers and farmers going down ployment, farm prices drop. Un- never sorry, although he was not 

to Florida in a house trailer to less things improve and these in an extra good location. 

spend the cold winter months men go back to work, we can sys egy 7 

down there. It sounds so inter- probably expect still lower prices Pc! aon pens nd me 
esting that a person really feels for butter, cheese, and other Mr. Ww RAMS, Ge dees t 

like trying it. I suppose it has things we have to sell from the ake hi if i + has 

its drawbacks, though. One farm farm. Let’s hope that things ie a tthe h wou nd a aN 

woman wrote that last winter it pick up this spring. I was glad heli ou he | his Zoot < 

rained for a solid week so that to see that the supply dealers et W i th > thin a i 
they couldn’t stick their nose out didn’t raise their prices. part of 1s , The wait EuaD *n 

Ort foe bec ee gemma ee pleas ; Feb. 16. Brother Ivan Whit- life is to be happy. Most bee- 
up in for a solid week. Still, most ing, of Rockford, wrote the edi- keepers I know are happy. May- 

af de Would like. to See wore of tor that he thought it is all right be one reason is because they do 

this great country and the trail- not to fasten the foundation to like I do. Try this recipe: On the 

eris one’ way to dotit the top bar. I was glad to read next cold, blizzardy day, go out 

The weather certainly has his letter and hope more of you into your workshop, fix up a good 

been changeable and so has the will write. Years ago, I put in warm fire. When the room is 

snow fall, The Fox River Valley foundation without fastening it comfortable, sit down in your 

is buria a. but west of that there to the top bar, taking the entire chair, fill your pipe, put your feet 
isn’t very much; and.in'the south- wedge out. Those frames have up on the workbench, and listen 
ern part there is hardly any but always looked as good as any to the wind howl outside. While 

lots of rain and ice. Well, deep others to me. I don’t believe in you are blowing smoke into the 

snow sen 16t batter for the és doing any more work than I have air, dream about your next 

keepers than ice and we hope to. Remember that Dr. C. C. Mil- year’s honey crop. Why, I can 

that thé clover and alfalfa-won’t ler didn’t even paint his hives, see the hives stacked up seven 

be killed out in some places again because | he said it didn’t pay. high, the bees making a roar as 

this year. So far the bees seem Well, I like my hives painted just they come in loaded with honey. 
to be doing quite well, both in for the looks of it, but I agree Then I can see those frames all 
the della¥ and those packed out with Doctor Miller on the idea. capped over with nice white cap- 

doors. ‘ Speaking of Doctor Miller, I i an ees feuse u oT 
Feb. 10. It is easy to see why think he wrote a wonderful book h a . Ib 8 1 P 

honey sta t the same price in beekeeping, telling of his own 7vv° OVEr 200 Ibs. per’ ‘colony. 
ney ys a es p in on beekeeping, telling Then I figure out how much it 

spite of the short crop. There is experience. If you do not have will bring me at about 8c per 
a lot of unemployment in these “Fifty Years Among the Bees,” ound That will mean enough 
United States. Economists down be sure to get it. Then every ‘ ” . 8 

: : Fi ; o go to Florida for a few months 
at Madison tell us that the price once in a while, when you get naxtaHinter 
of the things we farmers have discouraged, read it and you will . 
to sell goes up and down with have faith. Do you know that he I do some of my best beekeep- 
the wages of the workers or the was about 47 years old when he __ ing right now in the winter time.
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TO WISCONSIN BEE- Fox River Valley District HONEY FOR SALE 
KEEPERS Meeting Comb and extracted honey; 

OUR state, today, ranks as a WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 22Y kind, any quantity. Fulfill 

leader in bee-disease control. ASSOCIATION the requirements of your local 
We should make every effort to trade during an off year. Write 
maintain this leadership. It can City Hall, Appleton, Tuesday, Aprit5 for prices. C. W. Aeppler Com- 

only be accomplished through ef- PROGRAM pany, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
fective organization. With this ea 
= i . . 10:30 A. M. How we plan to drive i is 

in mind, meetings are being held American foulbrood from Wiscon- i, My ae to - mer 
throughout the state tostrength- sin. Mr. BL. Chambers and Mr. g Ls iA hem re ae a 
en existing associations and form 11.54," How to use the new un- a snow a a i aukauna. 

new associations wherever possi- capping plane—demonstration with shoveled twa.daga to an 
ble. new device which has been per- . 
Losses through bee-diseases fected. Mr. A. J. Schultz, Ripon, to the road. I never had so much 

. President of the State Association. snow in my yard before. — 
cut heavily into the profits of 1:15 P. M. Moving pictures: How a: 
honey production. Much of this Leading Wisconsin Beekeepers George Jacobson, Kaukauna. 

: . i Pack Their Bees for Winter, §£ WW may be avoided through effective (Showing top entrance, middle en. °c 

area cleanup. The work of our trance, roofing paper parking ind 
inspectors has a direct bearing Pollinate Flonere ng ison ah anes CONTAINERS 
on our profits in honey produc- _and lecture given by H. J. Rahm- Wiite. uv for piiées-on fdcdon 
tion. I would, therefore, urge low, Madison. ‘ P 
that each beek ttend his 2:15 P. M. What's new in beekeep fop:pails—60 pound cansiand glass at each beekeeper attend his ~'))," "p13 Bae ALG, jars. zi ss g. Prof. H. F. Wilson, Madison. J 
county meeting, and join the as- 3:99 p. M. suggestions for growing Comb and extracted honey want- 
sociation nearest him affiliated sweet clover in the Fox River Val- ed. Send samples and quote price 

_ the et i. eden Swanson, County Agent, delivered Milwaukee, 
ours, for bigger and better 4.5) pM. Bookkee. _ a z 7 " 3: 5 ‘ ping for bee 

beekeeping in Wisconsin. keepers. What is the cost of pro- WALTER GEIGER 
A. J. Schultz, President, ducing a pound of honey? How 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wi 

Sane much time do we spend with a nor- * . UKE Gy: Wv.18s 
Wis. Beekeepers Ass’n. mal colony? Mr. Edward Hassinger, {emcemoemcemcemcemcemcemcemommoemoen.sf 

Jr., Greenville. ee 

3:35 P. M. Experiences in Beekeep- 

LADIES AUXILIARY ing. Andrew Stevens, Stockbridge. 

“pun unten —————"" | A TRIBUTE HE Ladies Auxiliary of the Ww. Wi in Distei 
Fox River Valley District of estern Wisconsin District T Y B k ! 

the Wisconsin Beekeeping Asso- Meeting 0 Fou bee eepers: 
ciation will meet in connection Menomonie, Legion Club Rooms over 

with the beekeepers meeting in city Hall winds Rechaate, say and ovary 
the City Hall, Appleton, on Tues- Thursday, April 7 with the co-operation of your bees 

il 5. meeting will have produced many pounds of 
day, April 5. The g 10:30 A. M. How we plan to drive delicious honey. With patient skill, 
begin at 1:30 P. M. American foulbrood from Wiscon- you have worked out your many 

All ladies interested in bee- gin, Mr. Le Srembers and C. D. supply problems. 
keeping are invited to attend this ; : : 

A ae an 11:30 A. M. Honey getting. What Lotz Sections and Suppli 
session and to join the Auxiliary. we can do for a better honey crop. d Le 

Mrs. Frank Ortlieb, Chilton, is S. P. Elliott, Menomonie. play no. inconilderable part in the 
j ili 12:00 noon. Luncheon. modernizing 0! your eekeeping chairman of the Auxiliary and 1)? a equipment. To furnish you with 

Mrs. A. J. Schultz, Ripon, is sec- 115 nih a Moving ‘ gions. “How products of the best in quality, of 
retary-treasurer. Pack Their Bees for Winter. (Show- excellence and unit oratity,in:keap: 
ey ing top entrance, middle entrance, industry Be paee, aneards of the 

roofing paper packing and winter : 
NOTICE TO BEEKEEPERS case packing.) How Bees Pollin- this company. 

SEND us any items of honey, ie See shown and Write for your copy of our 1938 
bee supplies, equipment or Madison. catalog of Bee Supplies 

bees you may have for sale and 2:00 P. M. How to grow sweet clover 

it will be advertised as a classi- Couey penrdte De rain tenet @ 

fied ad in this magazine, free of 2:30 P. M. Requeening of bees—when 
charge, for one month only. This to requeen and how to do it. Henry A L 
offer is good to members of the _ Schaefer, Osseo. ugust Lotz Company 
Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- NOW 7 vedueen, Wm. Michacison, Boyd, Wisconsin 
tion. Question box.
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SHALL WE CLIP QUEENS? ey lw ot nee BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 
has been a topic of discussion C.D. Adams 

for many years. Dr. C. C. Miller 
found it so during his time. "THE response from beekeep- pe county meet- 

Since he clipped queens for ers to meetings this spring ““‘Narch 14—Brown county meeting, 
years, and was a careful observ- pas pe . oe een at Groen Bay, Knights of Columbus 

er, it is safe to say he did not enty -eight meetings have 4): = ; 
find that queens suffered in any been scheduled and more are be- meeting, at 1:30 P.M at ‘Court 
way by having their wings clip- 8 arranged. use in -Manitowos 
ped. Here is what he says about To date (February 17th) we equpties joint mopting at ihe Bank 
it in his book Fifty Years Among have had meetings in Clark, of Casco, 1:30 P. M. 
the Bees: Taylor, and Marathon counties. P Maren pare neaeonnt 1:30 

ne . Both Clark and Marathon coun- “" waren 19 Rock county meeti 
ti aoa ae adays the prac- ties had fair attendance, but the 2 P. M., Janesville, City Hall mee 

ice of clipping has become quite 1 ized art ‘ March 23—Juneau county meeting 
general there are a few who newly’ organize association an at 2 P. M., Courthouse in Mauston 
doubt its advisability. 1 1d Taylor county surprised us. The —— March 29—Shawano county meet- 
not like to dist ULty.. on Ga officers got busy and the bee- ing, Shawano 

pt ine i, figpen * i ¢ iD. keepers responded in attendance ing “Wauseca Vo uPaee County meet- 
ping y one aplary and and interest. Two state apiary March 31—Wood county meeting, 
with on hand all the time, and jngpectors, Messrs. Greeler and Wisconsin Rapids 
sae thee icles Gumente Vircks from Clark county, helped at “Appleton (Outagamie county: In: 
Ifa col a ith a cli is with the program and the re- cluded) 
een neo Hut Ga oe a th sponse given them showed that sag Gabeawe oe county, meet: 

queen;,10ca gool. ‘rue, the every beekeeper present was co- April 7—Western District Meeting, 
queen may possibly be lost, but : : 
it is better to lose the queen ‘than operating: One: Hunieed ‘percent, TO Le Baton Cony ‘eal, 

” Barron , to Jose both bees and queen. Speakers April 12—Pierce county meeting, 
‘If there were no other reason At each meeting, two of the Ellsworth 

for it, I should want my queens following speakers will be pres- a 
clipped for the sake of keeping ent: Prof. H. F. Wilson or Carl NEWS AROUND THE 

a proper record of them. A col- Schaefer, Entomology Depart- STATE 
ony, for example, distinguishes ment, University of Wisconsin; EES seem to be winterin, 
itself by storing more than any A. J. Schultz, President, Wiscon- B well although there are a lot 
other colony. I want to breed sin Beekeepers Association; H. of dead bees in the cellars, due, I : : , due, 
next spring from the queen of J. Rahmlow, Secretary, Wiscon- think, to late brood rearing on 
that colony. But she may be su- sin Horticultural Society; James ¢g)) honey flows. Our mild win- 
perseded in the fall after that Gwin, Wisconsin Department of ter with but little snow which 
big harvest, and if she is not Agriculture and Markets; E. L. wag crusted and icy, is going to 

clipped there is no way for me Chambers, State Entomologist; e¢ hard on our clover crop. The 
to tell in the following season and C. D. Adams, Chief Apiary next two months will tell the 
whether she has been superseded Inspector. In addition, one or tory sg, P. Elliott, Menomonie 
or not. Indeed I can hardly see more of the apiary inspection _ 
how it is possible to keep proper force will be present to contrib- Our bees had a fine flight Feb- 

track of a queen without having ute to the program. 8-9. If they h lenty of 
her clipped.” During the last part of Februe py ayo ey ave ee er clipped. rk ‘ i. a 1M, h feed, they are in no danger. All 

meetings were ‘held in counties eur colonies fiw igtionely, Obe 1, i . 7 
HONEY FOR SALE in Southeastern Wisconsin and ete we oer sony is clave A 

in Washington, Ozaukee, Fond $ Bet B 2 In maple syrup cans, 6,000 Ibs. in: L bi Dod way, the clover may be harmed 
clover - basswood mixed. This 4¥ Lac, Columbia and Dodge jefore spring by freezing and 
honey will grade white. Has ex- counties. thawing. 
tra heavy body. New cans not Attend One of These Meetings In answer to Old-Timer—It is 
cased, price 71c per lb. here. March 8—Richland county meet- all right to put the foundation in 

300 one-gallon empty, new ma-_ ing, at Richland Center the frame groove, if it is secure- 

ple syrup cans, a bargain at $8.00, March) vernon county meeting, 1+ melted onto the wires. It will 
per hundred, F. O. B. here. i March 10—Monroe county meet- not fall down and the bees will 

ELLIOTT HONEY COMPANY _ i@, at Sparta fasten it to the top bar.—Ivan 

Menomonie, Wisconsin ee ae nae Conse county meet Whiting, Rockford, Ill.
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GRASSHOPPERS COMPETE er was very much satisfied with 

WITH BEES the crop, giving due credit to the The New 

BEEKEEPERS may have to Pollination received from the | Dripless Honey Server 

concern themselves about honey bees. The bees produced I 

the campaign to rid the country n0ugh honey to winter on from ne rca 
of grasshoppers more than they this field—Ivan Whiting, Rock- nl IBEX 

have in the past. ford. oF i BAR 

Prof. J. A. Munro, beekeeping TTT pe G f 

specialist of the North Dakota WHEN IS THE BEST TIME ae x wy 

Station, writes in the February TO RE-QUEEN? ee A \y 

jane of Noth and South Dakots yriry ao our uptodate boo | (AMSEC \h 
“Judging from the experiences books and colleges teu wey y 

as related by beekeepers during CO o time to re-queen is a ll - y/ 

the past few years, grasshoppers m That Tay be true for small Sy 

een ore honep cron oes yends OF from One to twenty-five The only device made that pours 

&  peasshopperintested terri: colonies. Even then I doubt it | honey without drip. In eight different 
because of the disadvantages of | style jars. Priced $1.00 and up. 

tory. A few years ago a beekeep- ye queening in the fall. The Beekeepers take notice! 

er called my attention to the small operator can eliminate on- hehe iolew 3 specie! discount 6p one 

damage which the iii ai ly one disadvantage of fall re- | your Sale by offeting your customers 

Ha causing to sweet clover ueening and that is he can re- | one of these servers, Write for cara- 

oom in the vicinity of his bee- move the crop of honey from the logtand prices: 

yard. An adjoining field, com- hives before beginning re-queen- HONEY ACRES 
ore ey on ie bare that ing operations, thereby saving P. O. Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

7 much lifting. 

athe Hoom was atrpped by fhe Tu you evr try to find the 
Sg was no nectar ates aueett i 8 oe mr ster 

left for the bees. Following the ay waee D ait , Tt en oc 

application of poisoned bran bait much time and is too hard on the 

ae a Os eae hes nerves. It is also much more dif- F 0 U ND ATI ij N 

the grasshoppers were killed off a eae the ‘queen Accepttd 

to the extent where the plant My contention is that it is oo 

bloom returned to normal and jych more important to have 

the bees gathered nectar to ad- the young queen at the head of For many years Dittmer’s 

vantage. . the colonies during the honey foundation has been the best 

“Incidentally, poisoned bran flow to prevent swarming than it by test. Our foundation is 

bait continues to hold first place jg to have her produce a large made with a heavy cell base to 

as an efficient and economical number of bees for winter. She sive aoe where strength is 

means of destroying grasshop- will do that anyway. Winter needec- 

pers.” losses can now be made up easily We are ready to supply you 

by divisions or packages. with quality foundation at the 

So the question is, when is the lowest possible prices. 

BEES AND SWEET CLOVER Pest time to requeent aes . ae sarees of 
your experience ?—H. A. Schaef- eekeepers supplies. 

LAS! gmer found sf Zoey, Winn reve 
east of Beloit being grown for Haitor’s-Note: We.will. bs very Send_for your price list toda 

seed. There were many large glad to. have beekeepers write . 
black flies and hermit bees on their opinions on this question. i 

the clover, but only an occasional Se 

honey bee up to July 12. I then “So you went after the job. I GUS DITTMER 

took 25 light colonies near the thought you believed that the of- COMP ANY 

field. From then on it was alive fice should seek the man.” 

with bees. “TI do, but this is a fat job, and . . 

The 25 acres yielded a crop of I was afraid it might get winded Augusta, Wisconsin 

150 bushels of seed and the own- before it reached me.’
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eo. 7 TREES | 
a Yay Ph ts \y Y fis a APPLE — PLUM — PEAR 

la a * a Fi i ee Raspberry and Strawberry Plants 

Tent ats ane i ol ants ni FERTILIZERS | 
fk Rat ie iI ig te re Sulphate of Ammonia — Aero Cyanamide 

i m ee tae 

— Plan your order for spray materials now 

Plan to visit our Peony Gardens about the WRITE FOR: PRICES 
middle of next June. Let us show you rows of We carry a complete line of supplies for orchard 

one year old and older plantings. You can and garden 
then see that it takes at least five years for 

Peonies to reach perfection. South Eastern : 

Fruit Growers Co-op, Inc. 
Sisson’s Peonies ‘GarVedk Ps 

aukesha, Wis. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN Lester Tans, Sec. Route 3 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Telephone Big Bend 2821 

SS SE EE ST) Se 

Charles Broman, R. D. 2, Bristol, Wisconsin. S. P. Elliott, 2206—5th Street, Menomonie, Wis- 

Herman K. Paulsen, Holcomb, Wisconsin. consin. 

A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum, Wisconsin. H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St., Oshkosh, 

Dr. A. E. H. Fabian, 421 Walworth St. Lake Wisconsin. 
Geneva, Wisconsin. Jerome J. Christensen, 1003 Arthur Avenue, Ra- 

L. W. Parman, R. F. D. 6 (Parker Drive), Madi- cine, Wisconsin. 

son, Wisconsin. Raymond H. Ericson, Rockton, Wisconsin. 

Newton Boggs, 315 Minshall Avenue, Viroqua, 
Wisconsin. 

ASK YOUR ROOT DEALER TO SHOW YOU JUST A 
FEW OF THE REASONS WHY ROOT QUALITY BEE 
SUPPLIES ARE THE “BEST BY THE BEE TEST” 

a 

A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO + 
224 W. Huron Street . 

==Bee Suppuitses CHICAGO, ILL. jee Suppucs
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Planting and Pruning t g ning the Young 
Fruit Tree 

R. L. Marken, Kenosha 

If I have my choice, I select a = 7 a tree. Cut them off when small 
good size, root grafted, one- 5 iy and big accidents won’t happen. 

or two-year-old tree; that is, a I leave not over four or pos- 
tree large for its age. I know ~S | bY) sibly five limbs and distribute 
such a tree will grow vigorously WA] LS them fairly evenly around the 
but a small tree has yet to prove a) \ a tree, spacing them as far apart 
that. I have little choice between eS \Y y pA) as possible and up and down the 
one- and two-year-old trees, but RC ; i a Wy trunk. If I can’t find that many 
under all conditions I think a (7 : \ NV wx limbs well distributed and well 
two-year-old tree would prove Z NG: ~ DY spaced, I choose two or three. 
more satisfactory. LY Vs \ Two, three, or four good limbs is 

: | < usually what you find. Then I cut 
Planting 4 \ Mh -_ those limbs back to six or eight 

In planting such a tree, I de WL inches. I cut the central leader 
dig a hole large enough to PE Wi Ty so as to be about four to six inch- 
hold the roots without crowding es above the highest side branch. 
and deep enough so the tree will If I have only two or three 
be a little deeper than in the yt sod or manure around the branches on the tree, I can al- 
nursery row. If planting in sod, tree roots. Such loose material Ways get more by saving the 
I carefully remove the sod, and tends to heat and dry out, and branches that will develop on 
put the top soil in one pile and the tree is apt to dry as a result. this central leader. . 
the subsoil in another so that I I cut all limbs to outside or 
can use the top soil for filling in Pruning side buds depending upon the 
the bottom around the roots. direction I want the new shoot 

And now for the tree. The on- A tree is root-pruned when it to grow. 
ly root pruning I do is to cut off is dug, so it should be top-pruned If I find only one good limb on 

broken or badly bruised roots when it is set. a tree, I cut it off too, and start 
and cut back very long roots If it is a one-year-old whip, I out the same as with a one-year- 

that have escaped the digger. cut to a bud about 32 inches old tree. This seems drastic, but 
Then I puddle the roots by dip- above the ground. That’s all! trees so pruned develop a few 
ping them in mud about the con- If it is a two-year-old tree, I limbs with strong forks and in 
sistency of thin cement. To plant would cut off all broken and very a couple of years you cannot tell 

the tree, I hold it firmly in posi- weak limbs. Then I would re- them from a tree pruned other- 

tion and carefully fill in first the move all limbs making narrow wise. 
fine top soil until the roots are V-shaped crotches, because suc . 
covered. Then I tamp the soil crotches are weak and will split Cultivate the Young Orchard 
firmly and thoroughly with both or break down under heavy I still like to cultivate young 
feet. Tamp two or three times strain. This often means remoy- trees. Cultivate early and often 
before the hole is filled. I never ing the most vigorous limbs on and plant a cover crop in mid-
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summer to mature the growth ded corn fodder, or what have FACTORS INFLUENCING 

paekeetn ee you, would do as well for mulch. THE RIPENING SEASON 

into winter on bare ground. Such Fertilize OF SOUR CHERRIES 

ground usually freezes deeper V. R. Gardner, Michigan 

than sodded or mulched ground And of course I am going to Ba’ 

‘ " es HE season of ripening of sour 

ni fae does the young tree no fertilize. A handful of ammo- ‘Vas waa found to be in- 

B 7 ; _ nium sulphate per tree to start fyenced greatly by temperature 

I have seen young trees, set with, increasing the amount aS and relative size of crop. Com- 

two Gee red on bare ex- the tree caine older. A vigorous yaratively low growing season 

posed nolls illed he t dur- tree wit ence insect and dis- temperatures retarded and high 

ing a severe winter, w ile trees ease attacks more successfully temperatures accelerated ripen- 

nearby in sod or with a good than a weak growing one. And ; A . 
: ing. Relatively heavy crops. es- 

weed cover came through O. K. above all, it reaches a profitable - . . 
That d il bear 5 li pecially when accompanied by a 

at does not necessarily mean bearing size earlier. limited leaf area, tended to ripen 

that bare ground was responsi- early and evenl 

ble, but I think a mulch would ye ys . 
he i d the t ———— Pruning of a type which re- 

ave save e@ Lrees. moves weak wood from the lower 

Ichi HEAVY SNOWS MAKE and interior portions of the tree 

Mulching HEAVY WORK and other cultural practices 

I am going to reset several which aid in the development 

trees in my orchard this spring A LETTER was received from and maintenance of abundant 

and since the orchard is in sod, Mr. H. C. Reynolds of Stur- foliage promote evenness and 

cultivation will not be practical. eon Bay, enclosing two photo- earliness of maturity. Contrary 

So I will mulch with old straw- graphs showing men working in to general opinion, heavy fertiliz- 

stack bottoms, at least six feet @ cherry orchard digging away ation with nitrogen-carrying fer- 

around the tree and heavy the snow from the branches. tilizers was found to contribute 

enough to kill grass and weeds. Mr. Reynolds wrote, “The pic- to earliness and evenness of ma- 

But before I mulch I will put a tures show what we have to do turity. 

one-fourth inch mesh wire to a large part of our orchards. There are many bud sports in 

screen around the trees to pro- Due to the heavy winter snows, the cherry that mature earlier or 

tect them from mice. Make a_ the snow has to be broken away later than the main crop, but 

roll three or four inches in diam- from the lower branches, so that they are of relatively minor im- 

eter and dig it well into the they do not break off during the portance. 

ground to keep mice from work- spring thaws. These trees are From The Journal of Agricul- 

ing under it. Corn stalks, shred- 12 years old.” tural Research. 

a e@8]7]}§=§»§=©|]|.—hs—aAOTCesFhsm'r'im"'i ° 

. ek ae Se eo —— 

0 oe oe  ~—rere—e—e Apple Trees 
. v 2 . : = | / | . : i _—=—SOCCm=se. on the 

| - @ 2 Cf ——OUrUr™C—wO—OCOC—O—O—O Swartz Brothers 

ee - we i : eee _ Waukesha 
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Pre-Blossom Sprays for Apple Scab Control 
G. W. Keitt 

THE key to successful spray- 
ing against apple scab is ef- . 

ficient control early in the sea- ; . 

son. In Wisconsin the ascospores , \ & _ 
of the scab fungus are usually A c &¢ ip 
mature by the time the tips of ie \, j : 
the young leaves and blossom f } A 
parts are exposed in the break- § ‘i ~ 
ing buds (Fig. 1, A). The young \ i i 
leaves and blossom parts are os ; 2% 

very susceptible to infection, and i 8 D . E 
if the scab fungus becomes well 
established in them it produces STAGES FOR APPLYING EARLY SUMMER SPRAYS 
abundant summer spores, or A B—Green tip. C D—Closed cluster or pre-pink. E—Open cluster or pink. 

conidia, to spread the disease. OT 
Keep the Expanding Leaves and i figure 1, C, D, using the same terials is subject to change to 

materials as for the green tip meet special conditions. Infor- 
Buds Protected spray. mation relating to insect prob- 

The principle to be followed in 3. Open cluster or pink. Ap- lems may be obtained from the 
pre-blossom spraying is to keep ply just before the blossoms of Department of Economic Entom- 
the young leaves and buds pro- early flowering varieties are op- ology and relating to disease 
tected by spray, rather than to en and preferably after the blos- problems from the Department 
follow a fixed schedule for the Soms have separated in the clus- of Plant Pathology of the Uni- 

time and number of treatments. ters (see figure 1, E), using the _ versity. 
This requires the use of judg- Same materials as in the earlier Thoroughness, as well as time- 

ment with reference to seasonal SPrays. liness, of application is of prime 
and local conditions. Usually in The dosage of these spray ma- (Continued on page 215) 
Wisconsin three thorough appli-_ $Y} 
cations before bloom, timed at 
ab he stages shown in figure ° * Be eee aoe ity ewe, || Niagara’s Non-Caustic Program for 
tection. In unusually warm, dry ° ° 
springs an additional closed Fruit Disease Control 
cluster treatment is sometimes 
omitted. It should be recognized, — - — _ : 

however, that the omission of NIAGARA KOLOFOG 
this treatment involves risk in A sulphur fungicide in its purest form. Once dried on the leaf 
case the weather should become it never washes off. 

cold and rainy. Prevents scab and other diseases. Will not burn foliage during 

The Spray Treatments hot-weather: 
When three pre-blossom treat- NIAGARA SUSPENSO LEAD ARSENATE 

ments are made it is usually best Stays In Suspension for a Long Period 

to apply them about as follows, Spreads smoothly and evenly. No black sludge with lime 

subject to modification to meet sulphur. Maximum killing power. Safety to fruit and foliage. 

special conditions: . 
1. Green tip or delayed dor- > aac 1p» Niagara 

nan. Apply at the sae ea Zz Sprayer & Chemical 

in figure 1, A, B, using lime-sul- 
phur one and one-fourth gallons, lagara Company 
lead arsenate one pound, and wa- OS +9 J. HENRY SMITH, 

ter to make 50 gallons. UB U SAY Sales Representative 

2. Closed cluster or pre-pink. Y PROT Waupaca, Wisconsin 

Apply at about the stage shown
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Grafting Is E 
Peter C. Swartz, Waukesha 

QNE day in 1922 when we had jy 3 ne: | a Learning to Graft 
finished setting out 40 acres Wf 7 WW Y, 4 ‘ , 

of apple trees, Prof. R. H. Rob- {t” y i 4 A lady-in Warikesha asked mma erts said. “Well. Mr. Swartz. the | 1.4 i to do some grafting for her. She 
seo on Gg 4 | 4 ‘| showed me several fruit trees 

next thing for you to learn is 4 § ) 4s damaged by, mice! and said sha 

how t ft.” A I said, | | 4 i : . 
“That's Samatiiag ae.9i eset | \q g would like to grow several dif- 
have time to do; we will be lucky : i 1d ferent kinds of apples on a Duch- 
to get all our work done with | i ‘ ly ess tree. She asked, — long 
only 365 days in a year.” 4 z he will it take and what will you 

. . . ¥ s = charge?”’ My answer was, “In 
Two years later in haying time, \i Ki [3 10 minutes I'll teach you how it’s 

the busiest time of the year, " ' he cca done and then you do the job.” 

sheep ate the bark off 20 trees. \ fi! we £5 I showed her how and then had 
We took time then to learn to A vi 3 W 4 = sher cut, whittle and practice. I 
graft. Mice and rabbits have kill- i | 4 —-4 told her, “When you have con- 

ed more fruit trees in the home i ‘4 s a fidence in your tree surgery, go 
orchard than all other things put 4 | ‘4 ;, ‘q over and do the job and in three 
together. To every fruit tree i 1) 4 | i days I'll be back.” I never saw 

owner I must say the same thing \' dl | { i! ¥ ater or better job, om better 
as Professor Roberts told me— bi, a fa * 3 su” never saw’ 8. appier 
learn how to graft. Really, it’s i dl 4 (" i woman, 
easy. Get a sharp pocket knife, HY ¥ # \ i Virginia Crab — A Hardy Stock 
go to a brushy fence and practice ° . We li . 

: : : . 8 Cc e like Starking apples, a 
cutting off limbs, shaping, slit- ad sport of the Delicious, but the 
ting, splitting and sticking them ig, 4s ‘Whip. Getting trees are none too hardy. They 

together as shown in the pic- go to pieces in the trunk and on 
tures. When you have confidence —_—Stock and scion should be about the bad-angled limbs. 
you can do it, start on your fruit ame. diameter: Make cuts smooth, not So we grow Virginia Crab 

ished”. At least one side must be in 
trees. perfect contact as at C. trees that carry a large root sys- 

es oO 

. J — — 1500 scions of good ap- 
r ; Ry _-. fe ~—sépeie ‘varieties were graft- 

a. dU _ a Pe ed on seedling roots. 
ee i : ee . a ee 3" |. / Ps a Ready for planting. 

—— —— a Swartz Brothers Farm 
i — Waukesha 

3 ;
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tem and have an excellent trunk alcohol stove we carry along. We The curculio lays its eggs by 
| with extra good angled limbs are careful not to get the par- stinging the small plum. The 
nicely distributed on the trunk. affin on too thick. Tree seal wax eggs hatch into tiny worms 
These Virginias are set in the is just as good as paraffin. which ruin the plums for mar- 
permanent orchard and grown If we use grafting tape, it must ket. Early and thorough spray- 
one year. The second year we be cut off when the scion has_ ing is therefore necessary where 
graft Starking on the ends of growna bit, but withrubber tape there is severe infestation. The 
about 5 limbs. This is done just we forget it. After the scion is following sprays are recom- 
before the buds start to break growing nicely, in July, we cut mended: 
open. They must be still dor- off nearly all the other Virginia (1) In the pink stage, just be- 
mant. We go to the Starking Crab limbs. fore blossoming. (2) The calyx 

tree, get the scion wood from In starting new trees we take spray when three-fourths or 
new growth of limbs grown last seedling apple tree roots 5 inches more of the petals have fallen 
year. We then go to the Virginia long and graft scions on them from the blossom. (3) Five days 
Crab trees, cut off the leader the same as above. We then use later. Another application should 
limb way above any of the other the grafting tape which rots in be made in another five days for 
4 or 5 side limbs we are going to the ground. Only the top bud is _ best control. 
graft. Proceed as shown in Fig- left sticking out of the ground in Use arsenate of lead at the 
ure 1. planting them. We do not wax rate of 1% Ibs. per 50 gallons of 

How To Graft or paraffin these. water. For smaller amounts use 

We want 3 buds on each scion. Everyone with fruit trees 7 or 8 level teaspoonfulls to each 
The top bud is always on the should havea sharp pocket knife gallon of water. 
bark side where we make the handy this spring and learn the Another application from two 
bark contact. grafting game. to three weeks after blossoming 

We then cut a piece of elec- a will do no harm as the curculio 

trician’s rubber tape and wrap CONTROL OF PLUM may continue laying eggs for 
tight the full length of the splice CURCULIO three or four weeks after blos- 
and return, thus doubling the (THERE has been a lot of com- S0™N&. Thorough application is 
tape on the splice. We then ap- plaint about plums being Very essential as poor control 
ply over the whole scion and rub- stung by the plum curculio in Will result unless all of the tree 
ber with a brush, hot melted com- spite of giving one or two appli-_ 's thoroughly covered. 
mon paraffin kept warm on an cations of arsenate of lead spray. oe 

eee PRE-BLOSSOM SPRAYS 
i | | I! | ae . (Continued from page 218) 

FA f { ti importance to successful spray- 
f\ , A ‘Al | ay 1) ing is, nese desirable to 

} Why tty AY tl Wa ZA avoid excessively heavy spray- 

| B Be A iy CG BN J ing. A uniform moderaté cover- 
h , i ar Fe Ca age is sufficient. Danger of spray 
f HIE {, i } i | t wy injury will be lessened by avoid- 

{ rede ‘i ( " | ye ing unnecessarily violent appli- 

} yg ea Ht \ eee oe cation by driving spray at close 

og i : eG range. 
Cg RN IG 

q a AB OR ean i "FA Wh” ia) NEWMONEY-MAKING 
} A H tp 
i" ( a a - Pek FRUITS 

\ i 1 oe OR (1 my A BEACON—New all-red Early Apple! 
| WY ee a ‘Al Brings $2.00 bushel when Duchess 
\ ih ey i ivi brings 75c. 

[ i A || ah il MINN. No. 1007—Apple—New! 
A | Hi , at Highest quality, long keeper. 

| tH oS | Ute MINN. No. 790-—Apple—New! 
Th \ \ | Sah Destined to take the Rome Beauty 

Jr tA | I. SH Market. 
| HH D Sh Fee Catalog—Big Discounts for 

} } TAM Early Orders 

Fig. 2. Bridge Grafting will save trees and is easily done. ANDREWS NURSERY 
A. Scion properly cut. B. Cambiums united and held in place by small nail. Faribault, Minn. 
D. Waxed to prevent drying.
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Dormant Sprays for Door County in pray unty in 1938 
John H. Lilly 

"THE time when dormant Sa, safe. Their greatest shortcoming 
sprays should be applied to eee is was that they sometimes deter- 

Door County fruit trees is again er, puke 4 iorated in storage or transport, a 
at hand. We are fully aware that Sone Bae Hy h 8 factor that made them unpopular 
many growers must operate on a = ' with both manufacturers and 
minimum budget in 1938. How- 1 feasts , dealers. The result is that this 
ever, economizing on spray ma- « class of dormant oils is rapidly 
terials, when carried beyond a : : going off the market. There is a 
certain point, may result in a loss ee . possibility that they will not be 
rather than a saving. sese readily available even this sea- 

With these points in mind, we OSM. : son. 
shall attempt to bring together ah SM ak . The alternative materials 
a few facts that may help indi- SS OR which most of the companies are 
vidual growers arrive at their Lelts Case beavexon leaven, now selling are of the soluble or 
own decisions regarding their Right: Case bearer on blossom buds. ready-mix type listed as group 4. 
early spring spraying programs. nae genes aspires penetrate: and ine We have used two of these pro- 

In the case of leaf rollers, case —_—soms. Flower ovaries are destroyed. ducts under Door County condi- 
bearers and bud moths, a rough 9 -——_______________________ tions for two years. One of them 
forecast of what to expect can be tro] measures are justified. Dor- Was tested the first season it was 
made on the basis of their ac- mant oil sprays constitute the commercially available and the 
tivities in the orchard during the most feasible attack on this pest Other was first used when still 
previous season. For example, if ynder Wisconsin conditions. The in the development stage. So far 
leaf rollers caused excessive in- common recommendation for leaf the results with both have been 
jury in a certain orchard in 1937, roller control is a dormant petrol- Satisfactory. They have not, 

they will, in all probability, be eum oil emulsion containing however, given results signifi- 
a problem there in 1938, unless about 6% of actual oil. - cantly superior to those obtained 
adequate control measures are with some of the other materials. 
used. The same holds for case Dormant Oil Sprays Therefore, the choice of most 
bearers and bud moths. Unfor- growers will probably lie between 
tunately this crude method of 1. Light lubricating oils of the cold-mixed emulsions of 
forecasting is less applicable to the Diamond Paraffin type which group 1 and the soluble or ready- 
many other orchard insects. It are emulsified in the spray tank mix type of group 4. The latter 
is not adequate for predicting with a material like Goulac just are only slightly more costly and 
codling moth injuries, since these before using. their added convenience and 
depend in large part on the 2. Mayonnaise-type factory- safety is perhaps worth this 
weather during the periods when made emulsions which contain difference. 
eggs are being laid. It is of still about 83% or less of actual oil. For some time we have been 
less value for predicting out- 3. Miscible oils which readily testing various experimental 
breaks of common aphids or form emulsions in water without combinations of supplementary 
plant lice, since the reproduction the addition of emulsifiers but materials with low concentra- 
of these forms is even more Most of which contain consider- tions of oil. Some of the results 
closely regulated by weather con- ably less than 90% of active oil. have been distinctly encouraging 
ditions. 4. “Soluble” or “ready-mix” and one or two of these combina- 

oils’ which are a comparatively tions are being suggested to rep- 

Leaf Roller Control new type of miscible product resentative growers for limited 
containing from 96% to approx- commercal applications this year. 

The fruit tree leaf roller is imately 99% of actual oil. 
now the most important apple in- It happens that the factory- How To Spray 
sect in Door County which is made emulsions listed under The materials listed above are 
logically controlled by dormant group 2 have been quite popular just as effective against the 
sprays. Undoubtedly there are in Door County in recent years. cheiry case bearer as they are 
quite a number of orchards in In general, they were effective, against leaf rollers. There is, 
this area where leaf roller con- reasonable in cost and entirely however, a decided difference in
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the method of application for the SCALE INSECT CONTROL than, Maiden Blush, McIntosh, 
control of these two pests. Most C. L. Fluke, Jr. Wealthy, Yellow Transparent, 

of the case bearers are located : York. 
on the lower sides of the twigs Fr 08 pany poate, nae Winesap is listed as being es- 
and branches, while most leaf to seven or ‘eigh . pecially unfruitful if pollinated 

: ght gallons of wa- aL: 
roller eggs are deposited on the ter has been the standard con- With its own pollen. 
upper sides of the smaller trol for San Jose and Oyster Even the partly self-fruitful 
branches. This means that where Shell scales. In the past few varieties will not yield well un- 
the leaf roller is the more import- years however lime sulphur has less other varieties are inter- 
ant the sprayman should spray  jeen ‘displaced’ with oils, using planted. 
from the top of the tank so as to some of the standard dormant The following are outstanding 
hit the branches from above. On spray oils at the rate of three or 28 producing large amounts of 
the other hand, where case bear- gy» gallons to each 100 gallons potent pollen: Delicious, Jona- 
ers are the more important he of water. The strength of oil than, Ben Davis, Golden Deli- 
should walk and try to hit even  ygeq depends somewhat on the cious, Grimes, York, McIntosh, 
the lowest branches from the un- infestation. If it is moderate, Yellow Transparent. When in- 
der sides. Special modifications 3% is sufficient; but for a severe terplanted with other varieties, 
in formulae are necessary where infestation 4%. should be used, they are especially effective as 
bud moth is a problem but they Generally speaking, lime sul. Pollenizers. 
are probably not warranted in phur is effective in ‘the cooler The new red bud sports have 
any Door County orchards this sections of the country and this, the same pollinization character- 
year. of course, would apply to the istics as the parents. Gano and 
Many growers are aware of the most northerly counties in Wis- Black Ben are similar to Ben 

fact that our experiments have consin; but we feel safe in rec- Davis, Starking and Richared, 
included various comb‘nations ommending the oil in all sections Similar to Delicious. 
of arsenate of lead as leaf roller of the state. It has been estimated that a 
control measures. Ordinarily Oils should never be applied single apple flower may produce 

| they involve an increase in the when the weather is cold, nor from 70,000 to 100,000 pollen 
amount of arsenical and the ad- just before a drop in tempera- grains and that as many as 
dition of a wetting agent ineither ture. Whenever the prospects 50,000 grains may be carried by 

the pre-pink or the pink spray. are good—temperatures above 2 Single bee on its body. About 
Unfortunately this procedure freezing for two to three days— 10 pollen grains are necessary to 
does not give very satisfactory jt is safe to apply these sprays. bring about the fertilization of 
control under Wisconsin condi- The grower should bear in an apple flower, so one can read- 
tions. Where the infestation is mind when spraying that only ily see the great possibility of 
heavy it is recommended only as __ those insects which are actually sufficient spread of pollen by the 
an emergency measure where hit by the spray will be killed. honeybee. 
adequate dormant treatments This means that it is necessary Wisconsin is fortunate in hav- 
have not been used. It may also to do a very thorough and care- ing plenty of bees so that as a 
have a place where infestations ful job—all the twigs and rule they do not need to be 
are too light to warrant dormant branches of the trees must be brought into our orchards, ex- 
applications. covered with the spray. cepting in the most congested 

: sections. It is well to remember, 
The Cherry Aphid ees however, that spraying with ar- 

be of the panes of the senate of lead during the bloom- 
black cherry aphid or louse In ing period will kill the bees. 
Door County in 1937, many ARELE POLLINATION There is no known method which 
growers are undoubtedly won- THE following varieties of ap- iy] put apples on the trees when 
dering what it will do this year. ples are listed as being self- the flowers are not properly pol- 
As was indicated above, this can- unfruitful by Prof. A. E. Mur-  jinated, 
not be predicted with any degree neek, of Missouri, writing in the 
of certainty. It is possible and American Fruit Grower. a 
perhaps probable that it will not Self-unfruitful varieties: Cort- 
be a problem in 1938. This situa- land, Delicious, King David, HELP WANTED 
tion will be watched closely as Northern Spy, Stark, Winter Wanted—Man to operate pow- 

the season advances and informa- Banana er orchard sprayer, learn prun- A Fi a . é F ing and spraying. Write H., c/o 
tion will be made available Partly self-unfruitful varie- Wisconsin State Horticultural 
through the local press and the ties: Ben Davis, Duchess, Gano, oeiety, 1532 University Ave- 
County Agent’s office. Golden Delicious, Grimes, Jona- nue,, Madison, Wisconsin.
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F. N. Hewetson, Michigan State College 

JN SUMMING up the work of Apply Early better growing conditions for 
three years in Michigan on the these plants. Second, its physi- 

use of Cyanamid in orchard fer- If applied after the ground cal properties make Cyanamid a 
tilization, we find that no injury has frozen, Cyanamid will not very desirable fertilizer to han- 
developed on apple, pear, and become incorporated into the soil dle and distribute. A regular 
plum trees receiving either fall and may absorb carbon dioxide seeder may be used with very 
or spring applications or cherries from the air, producing toxic good results, and an even distri- 
and peaches receiving fall appli- substances. In the spring these bution is assured. Third, the 
cations of this material. Also, Will be absorbed by the soil and very features of Cyanamid 
no injury developed on the heav- May prove harmful to the tree. which may cause trouble under 
ier types of soils. When applied A soil-building program will help adverse conditions are greatly in 
to cherries and peaches in the Provide some of the necessary its favor if properly handled. Be- 
spring, however, Cyanamid pro- organic matter and will insure cause the nitrogen in Cyanamid, 
duced leaf burning and some- Optimum results from the use of though not so readily available 
times defoliation of the tree, Cyanamid in addition to the to the plant as that in some fer- 
when the ground was too dry for Many other advantages to be de-  tilizers, is also not so readily 
proper absorption of this fertil- Tived from such a policy. leached away, it may be held in 
ize’. Trees which had been sev- As well as time of application, the soil for a considerable time 
erely injured in 1934 showed no even distribution of the material and gradually changed into a 

se:ious after effects when given 18 necessary in order to avoid too form which may be taken up by 
proper subsequent care. great an absorption of the fertil- the plant. Thus when the trees 

izer in a limited root area. Too are fertilized in the fall, the ni- 
Fall Application Best great a concentration in one spot trogen is gradually absorbed by 

is equivalent to a heavier appli- the roots and held there until 
A detailed discussion of these Cation which, as has been point- needed to produce new shoot 

results would lead us into too © out, may lead to very unde- growth in the following spring. 
many technicalities. Suffice it to Sirable results. 
say that Cyanamid requires ade- Conclusions 
quate moisture and sufficient or- Has Value 
ganic matter in the soil in order On the basis of this work, it 
to convert its nitrogen into a With all these precautions may be concluded that Cyanamid 
form which may be absorbed by necessary for success with Cy- when applied in the fall under 
the tree and will not prove toxic anamid, it may seem foolish to adequate moisture conditions be- 
to it. Cherry and peach trees are use it. However, Cyanamid has fore the ground has frozen and 
generally considered to be more certain peculiar properties which distributed evenly at rates ad- 
susceptible to adverse environ- are well worth this little extra vised by the manufacturers, will 
mental conditions than are apple care. First, it contains the equiv- produce results comparable with 
and pear trees. If sufficient time alent of 70 per cent hydrated other standard fertilizers. It 
has not elapsed between the time lime. Though this amount, on may be applied with apparent 
of application and the beginning the basis of 250 pounds of Cyan- safety to apple and pear trees in 
of growth in the spring, some of amid per acre, is not large, it the early spring 3 to 4 weeks be- 

this Cyanamid will be absorbed does help to counteract the acid- fore growth starts if adequate 
in a toxic form and so produce ifying action produced by previ- moisture conditions prevail. 
typical Cyanamid injury. This ous applications of sulphate of It is not advisable to apply 
change in the form of nitrogen ammonia or similar acid fertiliz- this fertilizer to cherries and 
is hastened by having adequate ers used over a long period of peaches on sandy soils in the 
moisture, fall applications made time. In cases where such cover spring for reasons already dis- 
in September or early October crops as alfalfa or sweet clover cussed. 
after growth has ceased and be- are being grown in the orchard, From The Quarterly Bulletin, 
fore the ground has frozen are this lime content will help to Michigan Agricultural Experi- 
to be advised. sweeten the soil and-so provide ment Station.
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° ° ° ° to this we have used one that Good Varieties Will Determine  wirtome'ius tan bloom at about 
F tu f A 1 I d Sie Bate time and ie na 

useful in cross pollinizing the 
u re oO pp e in ustry other variety. Unless the grow- 

er is ver i - 
JN the Rural New Yorker, Mr. and Cortland lead in popularity aie of hee faatons. aon 

E. 8. Hubbard, a large apple in new plantings with Wealthy insurance to consult his experi- 
grower in New York State, and Snow as old standbys. The ment station.” 
writes: “It is futile to grow and Red and Yellow Delicious are 
try to force into consumption va- planted in small numbers in the Hives Concentrated Rather 
a like rae Northwest- southern part of the state, while Than Scattered 
ern Greening, Hubbardson, Ben Secor, Orleans, and Kendall are “ ays 
Davis, and other low-quality ap- _ still under trial and look promis- Most authorities recommend 
ples. If we must grow any but ing. Melba and Beacon are the that the bees be scattered over 
the several commercial varieties most popular as early varieties, the orchard at blooming time, a 
for each season of the year, then but not many of these are plant- hive or more to the acre. We 
let them be of such outstanding ed because they do not keep long. followed this plan for some years 
quality that their goodness is an until at last serious doubts arose 

aid to the efforts it will take to in. for ane Hi the aforesaid 
persuade people to buy them.” autnorl ies’ ag Cver Undertak® 

Mr. Hubbard goes on to state BEES IN THE ORCHARD en the Job in early spring of ‘tot- that many people are asking, WHILE bees are necessary ing’ a whole apiary of very mad 
“Are there too many apple for pollination of apples and bees all over the orchard. We 
trees? Will apples ever bring ther fruits, in Wisconsin there decided to do a little experiment- 
good prices again? What varie. are usually plenty of bees in the ing on our own hook and moved 
ties shall I plant?” While the neighborhood so that fruit grow- our entire apiary to a new loca- 
number of apple trees in the Ss need not go to the expense tion at about the center of our 

United States has decreased dur- Of having bees brought into the orchards and left them there. 
ing past years, there is still Orchard, as is the case in some Now after a trial of over ten 
nothing to indicate the need of Other states. There may, how- years we have found that the more apple trees other than re- Ver, be exceptions to this in the _ bees get the job done just as well 
placement. Competition from larger fruit growing sections. that way. It might be that in an 
other fruits is cutting in on the Beekeepers have been moving orchard of over a hundred acres 
popularity of the apple. away from concentrated fruit this method might not work as 

Wisconsin produces only one- 8'OW!N& areas, and this. may ‘well as ‘scattering them. 
half as many apples as we con- eventually result in a decrease a 

sume in this state, yet many 0°! bee population. . 
= . In this connection, an article PLANTS GROW AT NIGHT growers have difficulty in sell- by W. H. Webb, of Missouri, in 

hes apples. Why? Because we the February issue of Gleanings s¢TO move young trees and ave a lot of poor varieties to sell. Bee Cult iaOfi M flowering shrubs, we are 
and better varieties are being (7 ee Vulture, Is 0 interest; Mr. h i 

A Webb is a fruit grower and he interested by the suggestion, 
shipped in by other states. Fur- * : uoted in November Jordbrukets gives his method of handling 4% thermore, near-by states also . Binaringar, that it is more im- nan : bees as follows: gar, 
ape ae of — Fact portant than is generally realized 
quality cooking apples of whic! : a to protect the roots of trees from 
they, too, have plenty, and these Location of Varieties the influence of light—for exam- 
sell at low prices on our market- “Probably no one part of or- ple, by moving them at night. 
Therefore, we cannot expect chard management is more im- Recent research has also shown 
anything but low prices from portant than the careful location that growth takes place almost 
poorer-quality cooking apples. of the varieties in the orchard. entirely between sunset and sun- 

A program for the future, Few commercial varieties can be rise, and mainly after midnight. 
then, would include cutting down expected to properly pollinize These considerations were ap- 
all the worthless varieties which themselves; in other words, they _ plied in the case of tree-planting 
never pay and planting only are self-sterile. Such being the in Berlin in the Olympic Stadi- 

high-quality varieties which will case, we have limited our plant- um, and the very good results 
bring good prices and for which ings to four or five rows of one obtained are attributed to this.” 

there will be a demand. variety in a block. Then in se- —From The Bee World, Eng- 

At the present time, McIntosh lecting the variety to place next land.
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¢ FERTILIZER FOR STRAW. How We Plant Strawberries BERRIES 
H. H. Harris, Warrens C HEMICAL fertilizers are not 

always needed. Soils that 
WE dig our strawberry plants four feet apart. The outside run- are naturally fertile and have 

with a six-tined fork and _ ners are hinged so they can be had frequent applications of sta- 
shake them free from dirt by raised up over the middle sled ble manure may not need the ad- 
hand, keeping the plants even as_ in turning. It is drawn by hand. dition of any chemical fertiliz- 
we pick them up in clusters. We We usually mark the field in ers. A rank healthy growth of 
pack them close together in a both directions with the same plants with vigorous, dark green 
shallow box or tub with the tops marker as it helps in spacing the foliage is evidence that the fer- 
up and place a little fresh dirt in plants and in estimating the tilizer is not needed. Barnyard 
the bottom of the box to keep number of plants needed. manure supplying both humus 
the roots from drying out. and nitrogen is the best fertiliz- 

If the sun shines or if there is Setting the Plants er for strawberries. It should be 
a wind, we cover the box with a applied broadcast and disced in- 

gunny sack. As each box is filled We use a spade to set straw- to the soil before plants are set. 
it is set in the truck to be car- perry plants and a light pail with On very heavy soils it may be 
ried to a building to be trimmed  q Jittle damp moss in the bottom best to plow it under. Equally 
and tied in bunches. to carry the plants. In setting satisfactory results are usually 

In taking plants from the box- plants we place the center of the had if a heavy application has 
= Pe om we take out first those spade right where we want the been made to the previous crop. 

ast put In So as not to pull and plant to stand, then shove the 
tangle the roots as is the case spade into the ground with the Cultivation 
when they are picked up in gun- foot, at an angle so when raised 
ny sack with tops and roots in forward to an upright position Uncover the buds. The plants 
every direction. — . there will be an opening behind should be cultivated and hoed 

We use a knife to trim the the spade large enough so the soon after they have started 
plants and cut off all runners and plant can be placed in the ground growth after being set out. It is 
leaves that do not stand up with roots spread and crowns’ very important at the first hoe- 
straight. As each plant is even with the surface. Then we ing to uncover the buds of any 
trimmed it is put in a pile with yemove the spade and press the plants which may have been 
tops all in the same direction. soi] firmly against the roots with planted too deep or have become 
They are then counted into the foot. covered after planting. If this 

nee at ae sa io There was a planter drawn by is not done very early many of 
take then to the field to hens horses used in our section a few these plants will die. 

After the bunch of plants is tied seasons. 7 hear one panty wii ullivasera an comaie bakes) We, clip of af atta on roots used it say, “No more machine the surface of the ground from 

that might HoklBe wien plawt setting for me.” on’ Gis a need 
ing—just enough to make them We do not like to set straw- “— he ea bi 2 6 
even so they will not get twisted. Perry plants when there is a cold DO! nevessary tp Paes coe 

wind Dloyane" a3, ake Pints Ree aa, Hi One eae ee ; - Ss 
Planting Distances te” exposed to the air enough for the hoe, or raion 

Varieti , slightly deeper with the horse 
arieties that make many Itivat EF t cultivati 

long runners such as Beaver and culvlvalor: Mreduen’.culvalon 
Dunl lant 32 inch t Ss should be given even though 
unlap we plan inches apar . 

; : weed and grass growth is not a 
in the row. Premier we usually : ; 

plant 24 inches apart as the first N.O a ag Book of B 
plant on a runner is apt to be -O.L. ries. rom eis Boor. 9 er 

quite close to the parent if Junk man: “Any old beer bot- , 
weather is dry when the runners  tJeg you’d like to sell, lady?” : 

start to grow. Old maid: “Do I look as 

Marking though I deine beet? . Rubbers are something which if 
Junk man: “Any vinegar bot- your feet are dry you haven’t 

We mark the field with a light tles you’d like to sell? walked in the snow without. 
sled-like marker with runners —Varieties. —The Owl.
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BERRIES PRODUCT OF HORTICULTURAL NEWS RASPBERRY AND STRAW- 
NEW CHEMICAL A. F. Yeager, Michigan BERRY PLANTS 

Two botanists have reported MICHIGAN State College has Latham raspberry plants. Dis- 
that they were successful in developed a wax emulsion ease free. Dorsetts, Fairfax, 

producing strawberries and hol- which may be sprayed on plants. Beaver, and Senator Dunlap 
ly berries by using a chemical It has possibilities in preventing strawberry plants. Mt. Vernon 
pollenizing agent which replaced drying. For example, a Christ- Nurseries, Viola, Wisconsin. 
natural pollen. mas tree, sprayed before Christ- 

Writing in the current issue of mas and kept standing in water 
the Botanical Gazette, Dr. E. F. in a warm room is still green and Strawberry Plants. Beaver, 
Gardner of the United States starting to grow. There is evi- Premier, Grand Champion, Dor- 
horticultural field station at dence that winter burning of ev- sett, Fairfax, Blakemore, Gem 
Beltsville, Md., and Dr. Ezra J. ergreens may be prevented by  everbearing. 
Kraus, chairman of the Univer- fall spraying. Surely it offers Mosaic-Free Raspberry Plants. 
sity of Chicago’s botany depart- many possibilities for experi- Cumberland, Logan, Kansas. 50 
ment, said by spraying the fe- ments in preventing winter in- fo; $1.00. 
male blossoms with a .04 solution jury on raspberries on the great Apple Trees. 3-4 ft. Haralson, 

of a growth-promoting com- plains. A commercial prepara- McIntosh, Wealthy, Northwest 
pound (indoleacetic acid) they tion is Dowax, made by the Dow Greening, Whitney, Dolgo Crab, 
had produced berries as plump Chemical Co., Lansing, Michigan. 40¢ each; 30 or more, 30¢ each. 
and firm as those naturally pol- Dr. Muncie of the Botany de- Beacon, 65c each. 
lenated. partment here, recommends as a Plums. Ember, Superior, Fieb- 

The only difference between soil treatment to prevent damp- jng, Kahinta. 45c each. 
berries so produced, they said, ing of seedlings, 14% tablespoons Oka Cherry. 45c each. 
was that the former had no life- of formaldehyde to 1 bushel of — fya}) Nursery, Elmwozd, Wis. 
producing seedling. soil, well mixed. He says red 

From Better Fruit, Portland, copper oxide is a good general SSS 
Oregon. eee but that Semesan STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
a r. is better for cabbage. . 

PEAT MOSS FOR PLANT- An experiment here last year Strawberry plants for spring 
ING FRUIT TREES comparing southern grown to- Planting, Warfields, Dunlaps, 

; mato plants with home grown Beavers, Premiers, Fairfax, and 
"THE use of peat moss in plant- ones, showed the southern ones Dorsett. Prices moderate. Dis- 

ing fruit trees has been test- Qofcient in that they were (1) count on large orders. Mrs. John 
ed in experiments at the New not true to name, (2) the stand Jensen, Warrens, Wis. 

=e ee Gene- was poor, (3) much disease was ee 

‘aYtmelveauart pal of moist "OURRE I with them, (6) the sre awpumRY PLANTS 
granulated peat moss was mixed grown plants. Strawberry plants: Strong, 

with the soil and used to fill the —From North and South Da- healthy Beaver and Premier 
tree hole in planting each tree. jot. Horticulture. plants covered before heavy 

Check rows were also planted freeze. Alfred Isaacson, Route 
without peat moss. In three years 3, Menomonie, Wis. 
of tests, the peat moss was found . 
to be of considerable value and Wigwag 
produced a marked effect in sea- Teacher: “Johnnie, do you [iN -SW PR Wetveticty 
sons when there was some rain- want to leave the room?” — 

fall. In 1935, the peat-treated Johnnie: “Say, teacher, you GEES SAVE at Sheboy: 
trees made an average terminal don’t think I’m standing here Ar eA £0.27 your box, 

growth of 82 inches as compared _hitch-hikin’, do yuh?” bi i Eee neni he tine 
to 14 inches for check trees, and —Ram-Buller. r EF ce ot for the Brow. 

continued their superiority dur- nee te and flowers, Fifty-nine years 
ing the next two years. boygan packages’ are used. by 

The value of the peat lies pos- STRAWBERRY AND RASP- | % edinding growers everywhere, Lib: 

sibly more in the aeration of the BERRY PLANTS | Br | Sind today fer sstractive: FREE 
soil than in its water-holding ca- Strong, healthy Beaver straw- = 
pacity and in greater root forma- berry plants. Also Chief rasp- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
tion. If the soil is wet, peat pre- berry plants for sale. 5438 CT SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
vents it from puddling. J. L. Winn, Warrens, Wis. —
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Frank Thomas, Kenosha 

1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan 
K, J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President . . : Chester Harrison, Waldo 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. nea Eee Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

¢ BEGINNING WITH GLADS How To Plant Gladiolus pctv iss av. 4 sn 
Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc son of Rosendale suggested 

Most people who have planted moss and fertilizer at each edge nur aie flowers. As a result, 7 
glads for several years will and away from the middle of the purchased a few named varieties 

have determined the best method row and the bulb. Cover with from a well-known grower which 
to follow for their particular more soil up to one and one-half ten and bloomed well. From 
planting plot and will, therefore, inches from the ground level. ep on, I — a few more 
not be in need of advice on plant- Fill the trench completely full bia Jas oon 50 ae by 
ing. The beginner, however, after the plants are through the ties Since then I have b ere, 
usually is interested in more sug- ground. ducin and now have 180 castes 
gestions on this subject. This The same rule that applies to ties g ~ 
article is meant for such begin- seeds is applicable to bulbs of . . 

ners. smaller size than No. 1’s. Plant My soil is very heavy | and 
Planting implies that thrip- the bulb four times as deep as its 4@™p with blue clay subsoil. 

free gladiolus bulbs are on hand, diameter; e. g., a one-half inch Picardy is always a good 
that the ground has been made bulb is planted so that the top grower and very large with me, 
fertile ready to receive the bulbs. of the bulb is two inches from but crooks some years. Betty 
If the planter is in doubt of garden level. Nuthall is the best late grower 
thrip presence, the bulbs should During these years of thrip and stands up very straight. 
be dipped prior to planting in a threat, glads should be planted Mother Machree gives more col- 
recognized dip solution. If the in a single row, or, if staggered Or in my soil than I see at the 
fertilizer has not been added in in a row, each plant should be shows. Maid of Orleans is a good 
the fall, it should be cared for in 10 or 12 inches apart in the row. white as is Star of Bethlehem. 
part at planting time. The exact Then if you need to spray you It has a touch of yellow and ex- 
kind of commercial fertilizer can reach both sides of every Cellent placement. 
varies with the soil need, but plant. Many a glad fan has at- Pelegrina grows with a very 
generally speaking a good po- tempted to control thrip in clus- dark color but is hard to in- 
tato fertilizer will serve. tered plantings where his spray, crease. Blue Admiral is good 

Planting the Finibs etc., never reached certain plants and gives good increase. Golden 
that acted as breeding places for Cup and Zillah are always good 

In the relatively heavy soil of the pesky thrip. yellows and stand up straight. 
Wisconsin, the trench method of The rows should be far enough Solveig I do not find very good 
planting seems to serve to the apart to permit of cultivation but had three spikes that were 
best advantage. Take a spade and walking between the rows sports this year which bloomed 

and make a trench 8 inches wide without packing the soil near the two weeks earlier. Commander 
and 8 inches deep. Stir the soil plants. This distance is usually Koehl I thought good a few 
below this depth. Add leaf mold, 36 inches. years back but now it has poor 
peat moss, or some moisture- When to Plant color and makes poor bulbs. Rob- 

holding material one inch deep. Betty Nuthall should be plant- ¢@%t the First gave wonderful 
Then rake in one inch of fine ed about May 1 for mid-August Pikes and I want more of them. 
soil. The trench will now be 6 bloom; Picardy and Koehl, about Spirit of St. Louis and La Pa- 
inches deep. Place the bulbs May 15; Fulton, June 5. These oma are both find and always 
firmly in the middle of the trench. dates are for No. 1 bulbs. No. 8 show up well with other glads. I 
Cover with one inch of soil. bulbs bloom 10 days later, as a have a few seedlings but it takes 
(Moisten the trench if the soil rule, and should therefore be time to determine what they will 
is dry.) Add leaf mold or peat planted that much earlier. be. I had thrips again last year
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but find that they are checked by GLADIOLUS SOCIETY cluding eladioins prize winners at the 

heavy rains or heavy dews which MEETS AT HARTFORD pludiolie erchera “try dusting Tat 
hold them back for a week or so. . quently with derris dust, beginning 

About 40 members of the Wisconsin early in the season, to control thrips, 
Gladiolus Society met at the Hartford jn view of the satisfactory results ob- 

OO Municipal Building, March 26, for the tained with derris in the control of 
annual spring meeting. An interest- many insects. 
ing program was presented. Mr. Edwin Ristow, Oshkosh, showed 

SPRING CARE OF PEONIES Bulb Show Winners Bane ior ae 
W. A. Sisson Mr. A. S. Haugen, of Stoughton, E. A. Lins, Spring Green, gave a 

. was the largest winner in the bulb 800d report of the performance of a 
S soon as the frost is out of show. He won first prize in Classes 2, Number of varieties. 

3, 4,5, 6,7 d third prize in Cl 1 i i » 4, 5, 6, 7; an ird prize in Class 1. 
the ground there 7 a period Mr. E. A. Lins, of Spring Green, 

of about two weeks in which one won first place in the Heaviest Bulb 
can plant or replant peonies with Glass and second in Heaviest Bulblet GLADIOLUS ARISTOCRATS 

‘ . ass. . : , 
success. After this period new Mr. Fred Hagedorn, of Sheboygan, Price-list of a selection of the 
growth starts and nothing more por second in Class 1 for heaviest best new varieties will be sent 
should be done until fall. mS Be Pe Thomas, Kenosha, won free on demand. A. S. Haugen, 

If you desire to dig up and re- second in Classes 2 and 4. ; Stoughton, Wisconsin. 
plant old plants not doing well, Mr. Frank Blood, of Stevens Point, - 

won second in Classes 6 and 7. 
spade up the clump, knock off the Mr. Harold Janes, Whitewater, won —S————————— 
dirt and wash thoroughly. Di- first in Class 8, while Betty Lins, 
vide by running a long knife Spring Green, won second in Class 8. Double Value Offer 

through the clump from the bot- Annual Show at Sheboygan Our list tells how to get FREE 
tom. Each division should have August 19 - 21 GRAND NEW GLADIOLUS 

a few eyes, no matter how many, At the business meeting, it was de- with seandard varieties 
but there must be one or two. cided to hold ths Annual Gladiolus West land Gard 

Show in Sheboygan, August 19-21. estmorilan ardens 
Then make sharp cut all around This is the same as the opening of the 7014 S. E. 20 Avenue 
and cut off the end of the roots State Fair, but there will be no glad PORTLAND, ORE. 
to within 6 or 8 inches from the premiums at ne Se Fair the arst SS 

. three days, so this will not interfere. 
eyes. Where you give sharp Sheboygan growers felt that the later 

will grow out. Without this cut, of the later season. ‘There'was some NURSERY FOR SALE; GO 
wi grow out. oie 1s cut- objection to the high rental requested INTO BUSINESS FOR 
ting back, there wi e ho prop- for the Eagles’ Hall in Sheboygan and YOURSELF 
er new growth. Plant without the local committee was instructed fo 

ili consider this matter further wit is any fertilizer whatever (3 feet {prec in chargel” Very little or no $5,000 buys established Nurs- 
apart) on good garden soil and profits have been made during the past ry Business, nursery stock and 
keep the dirt stirred up the few years on the glad show, even if no supplies (estimated value $10,- 

A rent was paid. . : whole growing season. See that By a vote of 7 to 3, the Board of Di- 000) clear of indebtedness; also 

the eyes are always kept cov- rectors decided not to affiliate with equity in 90-acre farm and home. 
ered. any national gladiolus society at the Particulars on request; immedi- 

If vow want, to: buy mors var PESSEN' SIME: ate possession. Within 50 miles 
rieties now’ is the time ‘to do so Treat Bulbs Before Planting of the Twin Cities and an ideal 

If you buy from a responsible Mr. Noel H Ehompson, on the State Bee Be ee W. Strand 
. Entomology Department, State Capi- aylors Falls inn. 

dealer, you will find the roots cut tol, recommended that all bulbs be , 
back as described. treated before planting in bichloride 

s of mercury at the rate of one OUNCE tO p,amcemcemcamcemcancemrancemcamcamoenit!s 
Once planted, peonies should 7y, gallons of water, or a 1 to 100 so- 

not be disturbed unless they be- {union Bulbs may be left in the solu. 
+ c tion about 12 hours, or over night, to 

come sick, then they must be kill all thrips. It is best to use the 
taken to a hospital for treatment solution only once because it loses 
i i . It takes strength rapidly. a 
ie ae ie io ceases = to He reported the following effects of emt ae 

rom 9 to 10 years for a peony low temperature during storage on Use Proven Safe Insecticides 
perfect itself, under constant contrel of thrips: h 96° F for 

* « * . ithe toring two months at 36° F., or 
and intensive cultivation. With- gree" months at 40° F. killed’ all Controlling Garden 
out this care you will have noth- stages of thrips. and Crop Pests 
ing worth while. Storing five months at 50° F. per- § ‘ ; . Derris—Rotonone Products . mitted some thrips to survive. a 65 

Next month we will tell you Storing one-half month at 30° F., Agicide Laboratories 
i illed all stages but ruined some bulbs. . i ‘i , 

about the care growing plants jr °S “Rahmiow showed the colored | 4668.N; Teutonia, Milwaukee, Wis J a i Telephone—Hilltop 7050 need. moving pictures on garden flowers, in-  Jrercemcemcemcemcemcemcamcemoemoamoasy *
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NEWS AROUND THE the month. For about a week we 
OFFICE AN (y i : have Se ining rn 

. Oy Oesage aN ng whic we are writing 
[T" IS not often that we print | Pade Ca to members in regard to <r 
"news about what is going on f yr 2A “ ht = cles. Then from the 15th to 22nd 
in the offices of the Wisconsin n\ ) yk SQCAREWE «oof the month there is a frantic 
Horticultural Society. Hoping be SOR TREN scramble to get enough material, 
that our members will be inter- < aN which must be valuable and in- 

pad Umi gaol Mewes We Site ak <r we teresting, for the various depart- 
ing the liberty of using some ees roe ments of the magazine. Each 

space this month to tell you our YS branch of horticulture — tree 
what is going on. SiN Ny fruits, small fruits, gardening, 

Many of our members already Se cur gladiolus society, and beekeep- 
know that our efficient office as- - ing—must be considered. 
sistant and stenographer, Mrs. tion picture films were shown. Our correspondence is unus- 
Jean Steinmetz, has not been Three sets are used—the two ually heavy in the spring. We 

with us since December 1. A son, reel film on “How to Spray Ap- had as high as from 100 to 125 
Paul, was born to Mr. and Mrs. ples in Wisconsin” for fruit first-class letters in a single day. 
Steinmetz on February 10. Paul, growers meetings; “New Varie- A majority of these were in- 
his mother and father are doing ties of Garden Flowers” and dirt quiries regarding the English 
fine. Jean, as she is known to gardening for garden clubs; and walnuts and new varieties of 
our members, hopes to be with “How Wisconsin Beekeepers fruits; requests for scions and 
us again in another month or Pack Their Bees for Winter,” other plant testing material. 
two. In the meantime, her posi- with a talk on spring manage- However, many of them were let- 
tion has been very efficiently ment, for the beekeepers. ters which had to be answered. 
filled by Miss Rosemary Hop- Increase in the size of the Then, too, we are constantly 
kins, of Madison. During the magazine has made the work working about two months ahead 
rush of work in March when so somewhat more difficult. Very in planning future meetings. 
many new memberships come in few people realize the work con- English walnuts, scions and 
and old ones have to be renewed nected with putting out a 32- trees will be shipped out about 
(about 3,000 memberships must page magazine when there are the time this magazine is deliv- 
be handled during this time) only two people regularly em- ered. Scions will also be sent out 
Mrs. Samuel Post, Madison, who ployed to do it. We must handle and orders placed for new varie- 
is the recording secretary-treas- the advertising; the member-_ ties. 
urer of the Wisconsin Garden ships, including changes of ad- Yes, we have been busy. 
Club Federation and a capable dress; solicit and write articles; 
stenographer, has been employed correcting; proof reading; mak- 
part time. ing up the dummy, which con- 

During the month of March, sists of pasting galleys of type WAR 
the editor spoke at 22 meetings into page form, writing in head- 

before a total of 27 of our affili- ings, and placing pictures. We “A referendum by itself won’t 
ated organizations. March is al- must then correct the page-proof keep us out of the next war, but 
ways a busy month because that and finally address and mail out ‘ , 

is the time when many clubs are_ the magazine. We sent out 4,500 2 vigorous meubealiy polley 
looking for information to begin copies of the March issue. may,” writes the editor of the 
their season’s gardening or fruit The magazine is usually mail- Wisconsin Agriculturist and 
growing. At these lectures, mo- ed between the 6th and 8th of Farmer in the January 15 issue.
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CRATH ENGLISH WALNUT GARDEN SHORT COURSE A HARDY BEGONIA 

SCIONS AVAILABLE By the Horticulture Department, It seems strange that a plant 
TO the first ten members of Col‘ege of Agriculture, Madison, as old in cultivation, as at- 

the Wisconsin Horticultural Friday and Saturday, June 3-4 —_ tractive and satisfactory as the 
Society, residing in Wisconsin, A SHORT course for gardeners hardy begonia, Begonia evansi- 
who will send in their requests, and homeowners, designed na, has been so generally over- 
we will send several scions of the to help those who wish informa- looked. Few realize the extent of 

Crath English Walnut growing tion and instruction on varieties, its hardiness. 
in the editor’s yard. This tree is care of the garden, and landscap- _ Growing from a small tuber, 
six years old and with the excep- jing, js being planned by the Hor- it attains a height of two to 

tion of one cold winter has never  ticulture department of the Wis- three feet, producing a myriad 
suffered winter injury. There  consin College of Agriculture on Of shell pink flowers during Au- 
will be a few scions available this Friday and Saturday, June 3-4, gust and September. When seen 

spring because we will be doing The registration fee is $2 for the in bloom, it is almost impossible 
some pruning. The scions will be two days, which includes a din- to believe it is hardy. The rich 
mailed by the Wisconsin Horti- ner on Friday evening. For in- green leaves with their reddish 
cultural society free of charge formation, write to Prof. L. G. veins and stems make it an ideal 
and should be grafted on black olmes, Horticulture Depart- companion for the Japanese ane- 
walnut or butternut stock. The ment, Wisconsin College of Ag- ones, ferns, and other plants 
grafting must be very carefully yiculture, Madison. Registrations standing or preferring shade. 
done as the hard woods are very — should be sent in early. This is what the hardy begonia 
difficult to unite. prefers, in Ohio at least. Plant- 
a ed on the north side of a build- 

ODORLESS MARIGOLD DIS- NEW CHIEF FOR THE DE- ing, in the shade of a shrub or a 

COVERED BY SMELL- Mace TRO eS tree, it cannot be injured by the 
ING BEE summer sun. . 

How é tem Maxtootd, with ME Ralph E. Ammon, for a opine #. ane, loose a 

odorless foliage, was pro- number of years Manager am «wen one Sar iad lowe oe 
duced by the Burpee staff after of the Wisconsin State Fair, was an igs OHe= Md ilo ed) Teaves 
holding a smelling bee and sniff- ecently appointed acting direc- ia pea Seed an a eo more 

ing 554,000 plants is very inter- tor of the State Department of acall g a vena nt ou tem oe 

estingly described in an article pee Te scatiel tbe ae ee as aw ga a8 or a 20 

dee aon at OF the Sa position and the Wisconsin Hor- fen ee ELD: few ire 

We recommend the article to ticultural Society extends him 1 eae t egrees below zero 

all interested gardeners. It is an = wishes for success in his ” Nat only all they live through 
excellent account of how new va- es are requested to ask our the winter, but if an adequate 
rieties of annuals are produced. seed bed of leaf mold is availa- 
The title of the article is “The readers to hanes eee ee ble, will often self-sow, the 

Foci , ” ecto : , , sean 

Pie pect "GOA" EY Chatman, to alph B. Ammon, YOUNE Dlnts blooming “when 
Another article that is prom- Director, when writing to the nd ° " a ite its beaut: 

ised for the March 26 issue is Department of Agriculture and d Jet, Cespite : y 
1 7 C S Markets. an desirability, few nurseries or 

ne gon Looking for ereaulouzes list this plant. Most 
‘i TT people obtain it from some 

The first article tells very ighb friend who has a 
. : SEE HOW TO PLANT YOUR Nelghbor or irien 

entire Bur- : z 

sraphicaly how the entice Buty SS" HOME GROUNDS cessful planting of i. If you 
through a large field of 554,000 The above is the title of a new conditions of shade, and plenty 

Marigold plants smelling of each booklet written by Alfred C. of Jea¢ mold in the Soil, 

one until one of the workers dis- Hottes, one of the editors of —Victor H. Ries in Nature 
covered plants with odorless fol- Better Homes and Gardens, Des Magazine. 

iage. From these plants was de- Moines, Iowa. a 

veloped Burpee Gold. The leaves The booklet is filled with pic- . 

of the new variety have oil tures illustrating how to plant Enthusiasm 
glands but they do not function the home grounds. The price is Nothing great was ever achiev- 

as they do in other types of only 25ccWe recommend it high- ed without enthusiasm. 
Marigold. ly to our members. —Emerson.
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Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

“All is alive with the joy of the =a —- — 
Spring, BBS P.- -  Oe  Oe, oT 

The babbling brook and the bird C Tt G20 oO. BEE 
on the wing Ho, sg res >> es 

Join in the song of the joy of \ 2 SN aa 
just being— SS NS a be 

Of living, of laughing, of sing- -fiz Pa, <0 > ReS 
ing, of seeing.” ' ik, Ss SE iD, A § fe Ds 4, mes: ss 

Some Interesting Shrubs, Bulbs €. Ak 4 SA xX. ZO iS. 
and Plants from the 1938 2 \ = Se Be tc 

=———— "RSS. — - ie OED. Catalogs ae. = Ge SS. HRT 
Blueberries. Good both for WE Fl =a Pier, QS aly 

beauty of shrub, as well as de- thes a 60 | =e) 8: s 5 
licious fruit. In the Spring the 4g SN: See SS of La) we 
new leaves have pinky bronze OES OSS IRS SS OW G7 NY 
tones. Then come carmine tipped RG A ‘ais f — Se 
buds and waxy white flower PERO (LOS | oR yeancotp 2 
bells, followed by the fruit, white N ew WIGS > yin OSE) ie eS OLDS 
flushed pink on the sunny side, ON  Fallit) 2S 4 YeRRS 0v0) 

ripening to a lovely soft blue. Bill always helps with the garden. Guess some of the things 
The berries will hang on for sev- they are growing this year. 
eral months—if you or the birds 
do not’éatthem, Autumn. brings ANSWERS TO PUZZLE IN OUR MARCH ISSUE 
to the leaves a brilliant crimson. Iris, tulips, sweet-peas, pansies, bluebells, lilacs, bleeding 
When these drop, there remains _ hearts, ferns, hollyhocks. 
all winter the bright red of the _ 
new twigs, knobby with fat buds CO 
enfolding next spring’s flowers. will bloom the second year from mulching of course if planted in 

Blueberries require an acid planting. exposed positions. Should be 
soil containing an abundance of Lagerstroemia Indica (Crepe planted outside in April, and will 
peat or other partially rotted Myrtle) is one of the loveliest give a fine showing of large pink 
vegetable matter ; they also need hyubs of the South, but is quite blossoms for several months. 
ene ee ye Pee ina hardy in the North if given a Friends who have grown it are 
season rather protected position, and very enthusiastic about this 

: ; some mulching. Even though it hardy Begonia. A hardy Begon- 
Laburnum (Golden Chain), a freezes to the ground, its roots i& and a hardy Fuchsia should 

dwarf tree, or large shrub, with will send up a new growth in the pe very interesting additions to 
racemes of golden yellow flowers. spring that will bloom, just as do the hardy border. 
Have grown this shrub from the bush Clematis and Vitex. The . 
seed and the four year old plants flowers come in lavender, pink, To the Iris fan, the Delta 
seem to be perfectly hardy with purple and red, looking as Blend from Louisiana, should 
no protection. Shall try to pro- though cut from silky crepe. It prove interesting, both for its 

tect the buds from late frosts, also makes a splendid tub plant, coloring and time of bloom. It is 
for it is an early bloomer. and can be wintered in a cool evidently a strong grower for 

Magnolia Soulangeana. This 2Sement or root cellar. the price is very small—10 for 
really hardy Magnolia is so very Begonia Evansiana is a hand- two dollars. A few years ago, 
beautiful it should be grown in some tuberous rooted species of one plant would have cost more 
more gardens. Very small plants decided hardiness. It likes some than that.
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uta, wae eel ae IN MY OWN BACK YARD AN ART AND GARDEN 
ily), belongs to it 

ieee aiieh “a Hyacinthus Can- On hot summer days when the TOUR OF SURGE 
dicans and Giant Ismene. The sun is high AN innovation for those who 
big blossoms have crispate and ‘ANd the sirens shriek as they love flowers and art has 

undulate petals. The color varies pass, been inaugurated by Mrs. Con- 
from a vivid crimson to rich yel- I ™y own back yard I dream vad Biebler and Mrs. Guy Lin- 
low with crimson stains. If the and sigh dow of Shorewood, Wisconsin, 
tubers are planted in May they As I stretch my limbs on the both members of the Milwaukee 
will bloom in July and August grass. Art Institute Garden Club. 

A : In June they will conduct a 
] : Boe al 

ented Oe ne ee : The green leaves rustling on the tour of ten countries in Europe, 

planted outside the tubers must tees oe aS head visiting many of the finest gar- 
he taken up-and placed in. aand And the birds and the flowers dens and art galleries. Permis- 

where there is no danger of « seem to say: sion has been granted them to 
freezing Banish Se inet and care and be view typical gardens of each 

. _ appy Instea country as well as botanical gar- 

ing small bulbs of anumber of 1 Your own back yard for to- dens. 
choice lilies at a very reasonable ays desing ee hae oe eee 

price: If you have not been able And when twilight’s soft shad- years and is qualified to give 
to have as many lilies as you ows come creeping in line A . . A 

. wo « : valuable information while view- 
would like, this is a good time to Contentment and peace reign th rd M Lindow 

get some of the following varie- supreme. hee b gs oT sche f Act ‘Appre 

ties: Auratum, Candidum, Cor- The world is shut out of this (otic fon cevonel coane amd has 
difoli i ‘ ; ciation for several years and has 
ifolium, Japonicum, Maximo- kingdom of mine ea. 4h6 ch Towical -art 
iczi, Madeploides—10 bulbs for it i Gee tr hie teen sad oe wiczl, p. As I sit in my back yard an hart used by lib dart 

one dollar; Concolor, Henryi dream chart Used. DY Mbrearians and. & 
se , .” . students throughout the U. S. Philippinense F, Regal, Tenui- 8 OU : 

folium—10 for fifty cents. —Mrs. George Jacobs. _ Those wishing more informa- 
Dolgo Crab Oshkosh Hort. Soc. tion regarding this tour may 

Have been having the most de- write Mrs. Biebler, 2027 East 

licious tasting, delicately spiced Olive St. Milwaukee. 
Crabapples for lunch. They look TS 
good as well as taste good, are a LAWN SEED a | 
clear red. The Dolgo Crabapple . 
tree in the border is not alone or- A\ LL sorts of mixtures are sold New 
namental both in flower and ~ as lawn seed but the law re- 
fruit, but makes a nice jelly, ‘uires the contents to be on the ‘ %'° 

good sauce and delicious spiced Package, giving the percentage 
apples. If you have room for but 0f each kind of seed. Look at the We will have most of the varieties 
one crab—try a Dolgo. packages of lawn seed for sale, Hiseed, for plant footing, also plants 

6 : . t 5 
The same catalog that lists the 1" your community, and copy the Pacific Hybrid Delphinium, Lyon. 

small lily bulbs—also lists two _ list of their contents. A good lawn dell Hybrid Delphinium; | Gypso- 
varieties of Eremuras, Pink and ™ixture may contain only the Pairy: Badleis Che Netane Brisa! 
White, at thirty cents for one following: Kentucky Blue Grass, ]] angile de France and other new 
year old plants. These plants Red Top, Colonial Bent Grass, perennials, 

need plenty of room and a well Chewings Fescue, and White Complete Selection of 
drained spot, also some protec- Clover. Ornamentals Fruits 

i ing frosts. A ait 
Pell Grower alan witictis nix-to ll Skool wavek sonialn. any Greenhouse Plants * rchar rass, Tim , - 
eight foot spire of bloom, a a mestic Rye, Canadian Blue Grass, Landscape Service 

sight to be long remembered. Weed Seed. Visitors Always Welcome 
Rhododendrons A shady lawn mixture may . 

Kilista aie Hemlock, ete. contain: Chewings Fescue, Co- White Elm Nursery 
Various sizes in any quantity. lonial Bent, Kentucky Blue Compan 
Write for low prices and state size. Grass. It should not contain Or- DP y 

DEEP GAP ee chard Grass, Timothy, or Do- Phone 211 _—_ Hartland, Wis. 
Deep Gap _= __North (Carolina mestic Rye.—Vistor Ries, Ohio.
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Mrs. A. Jaeger, Milwaukee 

ONE of the first rock plants to and shot with electric blue. It is son. It was about two feet high. 
bloom in my garden last one of those lovely flowers which Last April I planted a bulb of 

spring was Lewisia brachycalyx. are very difficult to describe. the Jacobean lily or sprekelia in 
This is a rare native rock plant These iris become dormant in the garden. In May an amaryl- 

and is the only deciduous Le- summer and then they do not lis-like flower of dark scarlet 
wisia which has bloomed for me. want any water. In October they came from the ground without 
The small, dormant tuberous’ grow an inch or two, and this leaves. This unusual flower would 
root was planted in the fall of growth stays green all winter attract attention in the garden 
1986, and it certainly was a hap- without covering. Chrysolora is at any time, but blooming so ear- 
py surprise to find its thick, suc- a fine new intermediate yellow ly it attracts even more. The 
culent leaf rosettes in early iris. It has large flowers. bulb is being wintered in the 
spring. Many fine established < house. 
rock plants were killed by the A Fine Annual oe 
covering of ice last winter, but The finest annual I ever saw in Lilies 

this Lewisia lived over. It had a rock garden bloomed in my Lilium Davmottiae is one of 
beautiful large white, almost rock garden last spring during the new Canadian hybrids. A 
stemless, flowers in early May. May and June. That was Pha- bulb of it was planted last spring 

Talinum Calycinum is another celia campanularia. It was seed- and it had a fine spike of salmon- 

new rock plant in my garden. €4 right in the rock garden in colored flowers during the sum- 
This is a deciduous succulent and the fall of 1936. The interesting mer. Most gardeners are keenly 
the dormant tuber was also foliage appeared very early and interested in the finer and newer 
planted in the fall of 1936. It the flowers were as lovely as any Hemerocallis. After growing in 

also came through the difficult gentian, being bell shaped and my garden for several years, 
winter. This bloomed all sum- gentian blue with conspicuous Hemerocallis Hyperican bloomed 
mer. The blossoms are cerise White anthers. It grew to the beautifully for me last year. The 
and are carried in sprays on very height of six inches. flowers look waxy and are a clear 

fine stems. Both of these rock Campanula macrostyla is one lemon yellow. It is not only the 
plants like full sun and good of the most unusual annuals I pest Hemerocallis I know, but 
drainage. have ever grown. The plant also one of the most satisfactory 

grows to a height of 18 inches. perennials. 
. The flowers are about the size of 

lets for Dry: Bpote Campanula carpartica, but are New Yucca 
If you have a very hot, well- lilac-purple veined with violet. The most exciting plant that 

drained spot in your garden A florist started the plants for | found in the new catalogues is 
which may be near a_ building me in the greenhouse. They the Red Yucca. It has been or- 
where you do not sprinkle, by were set out before Decoration dered and I hope it is just as ex- 
all means plant some of the Re- Day and bloomed in August. citing in the garden. 
gelio-Cyclus iris. They bloom This is one annual that does not —Paper presented before the 
two. weeks before the tall beard- object to drought. Parsonia filwaukee Horticultural Society. 
ed iris and are very beautiful. lanceolata is another annual that 
They are sometimes listed as was started at the florist’s. It — 
Palestine Iris. It was the 23rd was in bloom when it was set out 
of May when Hermione opened. before Decoration Day and it QUALITY NURSERY STOCK 
This has deep mulberry veining bloomed continually until the Chinese Elm. Heavy trans- 
on a lighter ground with a con- middle of September. It was in planted. 3-4 ft., 25c each; 5 for 
spicuous dark beard. Stolonifera, a very dry part of the garden $1.00. 2-3 ft., 15¢ each; 7 for 
which opened the same morning, and was never watered. The $1.00. 
is a Regalio iris of lovely color- flowers resemble a small snap- Everblooming Hybrid Tea 
ing. dragon or linaria. The two up- Roses. Red, Yellow, or Pink. 20c 

The catalog describes it as be- per petals are maroon and the each. 6 for $1.00. 
ing biended brown and purple four lower ones a brilliant crim- Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis.
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wit we spray with to con- middle of the day when it is at least once each week until 
trol insects and diseases in warm and sunny and when there mid-June. 

the garden is important, but it is not much wind. We use the For sucking insects such as 

is far more important to spray combined lime sulphur and ar- aphids, red spiders, as well as 
or dust often. senate of lead dust because it many others, dust with derris or 

During the past five or six Works efficiently and if there are cube dust early or as soon as in- 
years, we have had no trouble 2"Y leaf-eating insects present sects appear. Snowball and oth- 
with such diseases as iris leaf they will be killed by the arsenate er trees or shrubs usually infest- 
spot, peony spot, phlox rust and Of lead. We continue this dust- ed with aphids should be dusted 
mildew, just because we started ing program until hot dry weath- when the leaves begin to come 
dusting all the flowers in our €¢F Starts, possibly the middle of out to kill the first aphids which 
garden with dusting sulphur ear- June. During mid-summer, there hatch from the over-wintering 
ly in the spring. is no further danger of diseases eggs. These eggs were laid in 

as a rule, if they have been con- the fall on the twigs. 

Controlling Diseases trolled during the spring. We These materials may be pur- 
can then discontinue the spray- chased from the Niagara Com- 

Let us remember that it isim- i98 or dusting program with pany and the Agacide Company. 
possible to cure a plant of any ‘Sulphur. Both companies have advertise- 
fungus leaf disease once the dis- . ments in this issue. 
ease has become established. If Derris Dust for Insects —By H. J. Rahmlow. 
iris leaf spot, for example, has Beginning in latesoring. hows —$— ———$— 
become established, there is 8 g See 

: . 5 ever, we may be troubled with $$ $< 
nothing we can do about it. It is : ‘ 

various types of insects, both 
too late to spray or dust after we the chewing and the sucking Pp y 
see the disease. Fungus diseases, . & . sucking ro t e ct our 

then, can be controlled but not kinds. We then turn to a.differ- 
ciired c ent type of dust—derris dust. FLOWERS and 

i ih This new material is very effec- | 
e have been using an espe- tive for insect control. It is prob- V E 

cially prepared fine sulphur- ably the best ever found for the | EVERGREENS 
arsenate of lead dust in a small control of aphids or plant lice, 

hand duster for a number of cabbage worms, cucumber bee- ———SSSS 
years simply because it is so tles, and we have found it good 
easily handled and easily ap- for controlling ants on the lawn Dust your perennials early 
plied. The dust is reasonable in or garden. this season with Kolotex for 

a ae we ana a aha Cube is another name for this disease and insect control. 
AAEES, LO td it 16 e materia’s material, which is the dried pow- Pomo-Green will control 
aS WE Would ti ey were very dered root of a plant. It is very leaf spot, mildew, leaf-eating 
expensive: toxic to insects but not very insects and aphids. 

harmful to warm-blooded ani- Our Kolodust will control 
When to Dust mals. red spider on evergreens or 

We start dusting iris, peonies, For garden flowers and vege- Phlon: 
phlox, delphiniums, and any oth-_ tables, we have found dusting to Ask for our free booklet 

er perennials we may have which be the best way of applying on bowite useithese:dusts, 
are likely to be troubled with these materials. Dusting has not 
some type of leaf spot, just as been satisfactory for fruit trees, ——S—S.— 

soon as these plants are about however. 

three or four inches high, giving . 

them a light dusting both on top Summary Niagara sere and Chem- 
and below the leaves once each For fungus diseases and early ical Co., Inc. 

week and before or after every chewing insects, dust with sul- J.-Henry Smith, Sales Rep: 
rain. The work can be done any phur-arsenate of lead. Use a Waupaca, Wisconsin 
time, although we prefer the dust made for this purpose. Dust (o——________
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Garden Club Federation 
Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, President Mrs. Sara Post, Rec. Secretary 
429 Woodside Ave., Ripon Shorewood Hills, Madison 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, Hon. President News Mrs. E. A, St. Clair, lst V. President 
1744 N. Cambridge Ave., Milwaukee 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa 

H. J. Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Mrs. Charles Schuele, 2nd V. President 
Madison Oconomowoc 

REGIONAL MEETING OF Pr ne ® Lawn Care, published by O. M. 
OFFICERS AND COMMIT- a Rak’ Scott and Sons Company, Marys- 

TEE CHAIRMEN IN FOX Nase? ile, Ohi) sale god, ap US et e . 

RIVER VALLEY Bienes . 5 A, ia , boretum, Lisle, Illinois ($1.00 
ANOTHER encseser ul epional "i j rte i Re per te excellent for the ad- 

meeting of officers and com- WY) Vee vanced gardener. 
mittee chairmen was held at s a ia Suggestions for increasing in- 
Steins, Oshkosh, on March 4. In TA ea scone terest in plant testing were giv- 
sane e bad weather, 34 at- \ en, including asking each club 

ended. member to test at least one va- 
Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Presi- riety and then visiting each oth- 

dent, outlined the plans of the one removed. We need fire pro- ers gardens to get acquainted 
Federation, announcing the state tections and encouragement to With them. A special table at 
officers and committee meeting private owners. The School Chil- Flower Shows for new varieties 
at Oconomowoc on Saturday, dren’s Forest, on which 121,000 was also suggested. 
May 28, and the Federation con- trees have already been planted, Mrs. S. Post, our Recording 
vention at Sheboygan, Septem- was started to interest children Secretary-Treasurer, stated we 
ber 30 - October 1. in conservation. If children have Were “out of the red,” and that 

H. J. Rahmlow presented the contributed pennies toward plant- dues are coming in very well. 
plans for accrediting judges aS ing the trees, they have a great- Mrs. E. L. Sevringhaus, Madi- 
outlined elsewhere in this issue. ey interest in conservation, son, Program Chairman, asked 
Suggestions were asked for and which our laws require be taught ll clubs to send in suggestions 

a lively as pasar Smee taking in our schools. for programs and copies of club 

i guegestions for Improving "Mrs, Quimby pessed out cip- Yearbooks oF programs 
Miss Mary Lowerre State culars describing the school Chil- Mrs. R. R. Hibbard, Wauwa- 

Janiox Chaitin outlined plans dren’s Forest project and stated _ tosa, Garden Club Organization 
forqunior warden clubswork. She that all clubs would receive cop- Chairman, asked that if, you 
announced .a circular of instruc. 1°: _More may be obtained by know of any group in any city or 
tions which will be sent to all writing the U. S. Forest Service, village which might be interest- 
garden club presidents. Miss Lo- Federal Building, Milwaukee. ed in organizing a club, give the 

werre suggested holding junior Mrs. E. Corrigan, Milwaukee, information to a member of the 
flower shows, charging a small Wild Life Chairman, told about Organization Committee or help 
admission fee, the proceeds to Wild Life Conservation Week the group call a meeting. ; 
be given toward planting the and the stamps issued to pro- ; Mrs. E. J. Wells, Oakfield, Vis- 
Children’s Forest. mote the work. iting Garden Chairman, thinks 

Mrs. C. H. Schuele, 2nd vice- Miss Merle Rasmussen, Osh- that members are especially in- 
president, outlined plans for a kosh, Horticulture Chairman, terested in seeing outstanding 
meeting of officers and commit- recommended a series of little small gardens such as we our- 
tees at Oconomowoc. books (10c each at Kresge’s) ex- selves may have, and wants 

Mrs. F. Quimby, Racine, Gen- cellent for junior work and for members to send her names of 
eral Conservation Chairman, amateurs. The following are the Owners of such gardens open for 
stated that all industries are de- titles: Honey Bees; Your Gar- Visit. 
pendent upon our forests tosome den; For Amateur and Garden Presidents of clubs present 
degree. In some countries a new Club Members; Wild Flowers at were enthusiastic about the val- 
tree must be planted for every a Glance ;and Talking Leaves. ue of the Regional meetings.
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Program Planning 
Mrs. Elmer Sevringhaus 

"THANK you for the copies of year a book review of new gar- clubs? Here is where Elkhorn 
1938 programs already sent in den books followed by a discus- Garden Club scores, for in their 

—and how attractive they are,in sion of which books the club will very good-looking program they 
side and out! I wish you all might buy. And have you tried amem- announce for April, “Pa’s and 
see the artistic cover for the ber’s exchange of garden books Ma’s Seed Flat” with a cast of 
Brandon Community Garden and magazines so that the best four women, and May again 
Club program. It is the popular of them really get passed _ brings something unusual in 
‘purse’ size, the cover of black around? Perhaps some hay-fever ‘Silhouettes in the Making” by 
paper, which has been spatter- sufferer suggested that Waupaca three members. They plan to re- 
painted in white except where a discuss “Eradication of Rag- view the two new books by Al- 
lovely design of bleeding heart weed” and a second paper on fred Hottes, “Story Behind Our 
curves across the cover in plain “Noxious Weeds”. Let’s join Flowers”, and “1000 and One 
black, and in a black area at the them in their effort toward erad- Christmas Facts and Fancies.” 
lower left the name of the club _ ication. Please don’t forget to send i> 
is written in white. Why do we use so few dram- your programs, even though 

Inside the cover are the words atic skits and plays in garden spring gardens are calling. 
of a beautiful club poem and _ eS 
song. One roll-call will be an- —_—_—————=================——nDnDnDnD=[2]E===___=________T 

swered by ‘‘Suggestions for town 
beautifications.” Their November 
meeting should be interesting CW owers or 
with an exhibit of Thanksgiving 

decorations, and a study of the In Vaughan’s Gardening Illustrated, free on request, seven 
poinsettia, its legend and care. pages are devoted to flower seed novelties, annual and perennial. 

The Jefferson Garden Club is All the new varieties originated throughout the world are described. 
having a conservation of wild . . 
life program with a report on All American Selections 

“Wonders of Bird Migration.” A 

new’ idea appears| in their an- 4023 PETUNIA Salm an ‘. I seb dd ae 
nouncement of their September 3820 PANSY Coronation Gold. Large yellow self ~ 506 
flower show, where all present 1220 CALLIOPSIS Golden Crown. Semi-double orange 25 

are to act as judges. Please let [| 130 GALENDULS Groee Fast, Duos - Be 
us know how it works, Jefferson ! . 
An August picnic and a Decem- SPECIAL MENTION 
ber party is listed, wisely, as 3943 PETUNIA GAIETY. Dwarf double, red and white 50c 
some attention to the social in- C s ; 

Catalogs are now being mailed to our customers. 
terests seems helpful. Copies free on request or at our stores. 

Heteeytmrents Vaughan’s Seed Store 
Incidentally, those clubs hav- 10 W. Randolph Street. CHICAGO, ILL. 601 W. Jackson Blvd. 

ing tea after an afternoon meet- Sales Station, W. 47th Street and Willow Springs Road 
ing or light evening refreshments 

find ‘that. members ‘increase the ey 
value of the meeting by the ex- Surgery Bracing and Cabling Feeding Transplanting Pruning 
change of garden knowledge and Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

experience as they linger in JOHN BF. CON ER WY 

friendly chatter. TREE BXPERTS @ @ @ 

Waupaca Garden Club has a RENDERING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 

line drawing of garden tools on Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

their program cover, and here is Write or Wire 

one of their ideas worth copying! | #24 Uaegly tne MARIBOR ABER Sa 
Have at the first meeting of the PUSS SESE eee
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s ¢ GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS 
Requirements For Accredited AND COMMITTEE MEM. 

BERS TO MEET AT 
Flower Show Judges OCONOMOWOC 

AN entirely new type of meet- 

WISCONSIN has many excel- Under No. 4, write a para- . ing has been planned by the 
lent flower show judges. graph on how to judge any two Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 

The problems of giving accred- of the classes listed, giving the tion this year. All garden club 
ited judges’ certificates or cards score card used. officials and committee members 
to our competent judges has 2. Send the information de- Will meet with the officers of 
been discussed considerably dur- scribed above to Mrs. Samuel the Federation, state committee 
ing the past few months. It was Post, Recording Secretary-Treas- ™embers and district officers at 
felt by most of the presidents urer, Wisconsin Garden Club Oconomowoc in May. 
meeting with the Federation Federation, Shorewood Hills, The forenoon will be spent in 
Board at the regional meetings Madison. Mrs. Post will turn the visiting several outstanding gar- 
that to award accredited judges’ requests over to the committee dens in and near Oconomowoc. 
certificates on the basis of a appointed by the Board of Direc- A noon luncheon will be served 
written examination following a tors for their approval. in the Oconomowoc High School, 
flower arrangement school had and in the afternoon there will 
little value. Requirements for Master be round table conferences of the 

Judging must be learned by Accredited Judges officers and committees to study 
experience. re must, a sed 1-Five years or more of exhib- their specific problems. 

give more oF our members Wi iting experience at flower shows This meeting is a follow-up of 
desire to become judges experi- ith winning exhibits in at least the three regional meetings for 
ence in judging by allowing them 4.6 shows. officers held during February 
to work on committees consist- 2. Three years or more experi- and March. An excellent pro- 

ing of at least one master judge Qicg judging flower shows. Judg- "am is being prepared. Local 
or an assistant accredited judge. ing at least five shows. arrangements are under the di- 
The requirements listed below 3. Attendance at not less than ection of Mrs. Charles Schuele, 

for accrediting master and as- tice flower arrangement and Second vice-president of the Fed- 
sistant judges were adopted at - agi Heal lect eration. 
the regional meeting held at a BCHOOIS(OR RCELUTCE: 
Oshkosh 3 nowledge of judging in 

. Perfection of Bloom classes for 
at least two of the following 

How to Apply classes: a. Perennials; b. An- 

Any member of the Wisconsin opal ae a er WANTED: FLOWER SHOW 
Garden Club Federation who  Roges. , , DATES 
wishes to become an accredited WE would like to publish the 

judge, either as master or assist- Assistant Accredited Judges dates for all Wisconsin 
ant, should proceed as follows: Flower Shows in the May issue 

1. Write a letter stating the 1. Three years or more of ex- of Wisconsin Horticulture 
experience you have had accord- hibiting experience at flower Gard lubs should . di 
ing to the requirements given shows with winning exhibits in b ‘AL 41 20 the snou nat in 
below, for either a master or as- at least three shows. y Apri the dates and Oca 
sistant accredited judge. Fol- 2. Two years or more experi- tions, as well as the admission 
low the outline by number, stat- ence judging flower shows. Judg- fee, for any flower shows which 
ing the name of the flower shows _ ing at least three shows. will be held between May 10 and 
in which exhibits were made and 3. Attendance at not less than June 10. . 
at which you judged. If possible, three flower arrangement and We will be glad to publish the 
give the name of either the pres- judging schools or lectures. dates of shows held after June 
ident of the garden club or the 4. Knowledge of judging in 10 in the June issue, or will pub- 
flower show manager in charge Perfection of Bloom classes for lish them in both May and June, 
at the time the judging was at least two of the following if desired. 
done. classes: a. Perennials; b. An- Set your dates early and send 

Under No. 3, state the loca- nuals; c. Iris; d. Tulips; e. Peo- them in. It’s good publicity. Be 
tions of the flower arrangement nies; f. Gladiolus; g. Dahlias, h. sure to give the hours during 
or judging schools attended. Roses. which the show will be open.
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| WISCONSIN TO BE REPRE- A new idea for making an in- STATE GARDEN CLUB 
SENTED AT NATIONAL expensive type of shadow box COMMITTEES 
COUNCIL MEETING was shown at the March meet- CoKcseval . 
UR first vi ident, M ing of the Wauwatosa Garden ‘onservation Committee 

O E aa t Cin, © owe awa, Club. It consisted of three pieces |, Mrs. Prank Quimby, 1422 Blaine 

tosa, will ‘represent the Wiscon- os road _fastened together Berger, R. 1, Hales Corners; Mrs. sin Garden Club Federati t with hinges in the form of a U. J. R. Johnson, 204 S. Prairie St., 
sin Gar en u e era 1on a This formed a shadow box with- Whitewater; Mrs. R. B. Locke, Omro; 
the National Council annual Mrs. G. E. Snell, 414 Erie Avenue, 

tine, New York City, Ma out. top or bottom, and by deco- sheboygan. 
meeting, . vy, May rating the sides with cloth of an —q. pire Prevention—-Mrs. Clarene 
17-19. She will also attend the . . + Fare Vrevention Ts. Siarence 

tion trip'to B d appropriate color, it gave an at- James, 1849 E. Fox Lane, Milwaukee. 
post-convention trip to bermuda tractive setting for the flower B. Wild Life Preservation—Mrs. 
beginning May 20, where the arrangements. Edward Corrigan, 2178 N. 71st St.. 
Garden Club of Bermuda will be Wauwatosa. 
the official host. The Federation _ The boards can be folded to-  (. i waside Beautification—E. H 
Board of Directors has voted to gether and_ stored compactly Miles, Fort Atkinson, Chm.; Dr. w. 
pay the registration fee to the when not in use, and are quite T. Lindsay, 942 Lake Court, Madison. 

. . ; inexpensive to make. In size the 
National Council annual meeting P itable f hat t vy Junior Garden Clubs Committee 
for Mrs. St. Clair. are suitable for whatever type . : 
a ‘a A b Rho of arrangement is to be shown: Miss Mary Lowerre, Delafield, 

ny other member o e Wis- 2 os * Chm.; Mrs. James Johnson, 1532 
eae, Garden Club Federation small size for miniatures and Alice St., Wauwatosa; Mrs. H. J. Tor- 

3 2 2 larger for bouquets in vases. rence, 1116 Highland St., White- 
who may desire to make this trip water; Mrs. Thomas Mullen, Fond du 
should write to the state presi- Lac. 
dent for credentials as soon ag —@=_—2 2 Te : 
possible. Visiting Gardens Committee 

, Mrs. E. J. Wells, Oakfield, Chm.; 
= — Mrs. Frank Niedermeyer, 4162 N. 

(aa, iS] Al | IE: 16th St., Milwaukee; Mrs. H. L. Mac- 

—_ ne -_ Donald, Lake Geneva; Mrs. C. H. 

seas caro YOUR TREES B apoeling Bi 1 arvana Avec 
Sheboygan. 

MEETING Pruning — Cavity Treatment 
. Sparing — Cabling Program Committee 

AN as thet to Se Fertilizing — Tree Moving Mrs. E. L. Sevringhaus, 1914 
interest In e use of flowers Cherokee Drive, Madison, Chm.; Mrs. 

in the home and in flower ar- WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE Sidney Welch, Oconomowoc; Mrs. T. 
. aan FF n S. Ward, R. 1, Fort Atkinson; Mrs. 

rangement is to have exhibits at 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis, Ws rargrave, Ripon. 
garden club meetings. Lakeside 2907 ae , 

Some unusually fine shadow Publicity Committee 
boxes were exhibited at the £— si Mrs. E. As St. Clate, 2418 N. 65th 

7 St., auwatosa, Chm. 
March meetings of the Wauwa- National Council Contact Chairman 
tosa and Elm Grove (Wauwa-  .,arcomcencercencancancemcemcamommoeeis Mrs. Charles Jahr, Elkhorn. 
tosa) Garden Clubs. The merits 
of the exhibits were pointed out 10,000 TREES ON SALE Horticulture Committee 

by the exhibitor as part of the _—— Miss Merle Rasmussen, R. 4, Osh- 
program. Several other clubs For wise thrifty koeh. Ghd Maes Td norentz, oes 

i: . Manito -7. > . . 

have adopted the plan. buyars:we offer dis: Ward, Fort Atkinson, Miss Mary 
Exhibits of new varieties of COURTS TENgIne Martin, Fond du Lac. 

flowers and house plants is an- from 25:30% on 
other excellent way. of creating surplus, quality Historian 
interest in garden club meetings trees ordered. news Mrs. C. E. Strong, 2517 S. 87th 

8 . A rare opportunity §  st., West Allis, Chm. 
to landscape your Exhibition Committee 
grounds. Advice on Mrs. Chester Thomas, Thiensville, 

landscaping with.) Chm. 

& NEW Se owe For out extra charge. Organization Committee 
FLOWER —_— 

* Mrs. R. Hibbard, 7034 Aetna Court, 
HADOW boxes are becoming AN) Wauwatosa Chm.; Mrs. Harman 

S quite popular as a means of EDWARDS LANDSCAPE Hull, Brandon; Mrs. F. H. Taggert, 
exhibiting artistic bouquets of COMPANY Lake Geneva; Mrs. E. J. Kallevang, 

: FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 4130 Iroquois Drive, Madison; Mrs. 

fowers fe once shows and gar- Highway 26 on Rock River Baler pooper Mukwonago Road, 
len club meetings. Sr-emcemcemcemcemcemcemcmmommommommoenit? .
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The Garden Club look  “Tousrance e uaradaen u Out OO TOLERANCE 
'T OLERANCE for the beauty 

President, National Council of State Garden Clubs, Inc. _about us, as well as for our 
neighbor’s ideas, was the conser- 
vation note sounded in a talk by 
Mr. Jens Jensen at the Madison 

Tt does not seem possible that The outlook for garden clubs Woman’s Club in March. He 
only within the past twenty- is ever bright—because there is stressed the value of restoring 

five years have we had organized such power in work well done, our native landscape for the en- 
garden clubs. and the work of efficient garden joyment of future generations, 

The integral parts of this clubs comprises, protects and en- saying, “We can do much with 
great garden club movement are hances the inheritance of the a little tolerance and a little 

the local garden club, the State ages: Trees, Shrubs, Plants— love.” 
Federation of Garden Clubs, and old and new—without which We who feel we are doing 
the National Council of State mankind could not exist. things may sit up and take no- 

Federations. All these are en- The garden club differs from tice of the position we have been 
compassed by one word: Horti- all other clubs in that it may ex- given by Mr. Jensen. “You in 
culture. . ist in the city or the country, Wisconsin are not in the front 

All these combined form a and among people of diverse in- ranks of those that cultivate 
worth while influence for defi- terests in life—but whatever the conservation in this country. 
nite preservation of beauty and occupation, civie pride, love of What are you doing? Selling 
progressive improvement inland- beauty, and unselfish loyalty your northern lakes, your treas- 
scape design. unite the membership for acom- ures, for gold, thinking of your 

We have in every club three mon good. own selfish lives. Even in Wis- 
unrecognized types of members: —Condensed from Bulletin, consin, which is so beautiful, 

1. The serious intellectual, National Council of State Garden _ there is so much to do. Societies 
ready to hold office, cooperate Clubs, Inc. talk about conservation; pour 
and perform assigned work. afternoon coffee and talk; and 

2. The negatives, doubters, it’s all gas, you know”—Mr. Jen- 
don’t know why they joined. sen deploring the crowding of 
ne eam ‘ vee alg cottages on our lake shores, the 

thing to do. GARDEN TALKS OVER THE (‘Utting of our timber, the oe. 
. HOMEMAKERS’ HOUR Protective Plan's We admire unselfish broad along our streams. 

minded citizens, and certainly WHA (940 K.C.) and H . ld k 
these past few years have found WLBL (900 K.C.) e maid! oe: EGU eae more 

ba years Aa 1s. I about our state parks, “‘the place 
ia blessing these individuals. n EVERY morning from 10:00 where one goes to get what he 
ooking at the garden club appli- A. M. to 10:45 A. M. the does not have at home.” He 

cant for membership, we recog- Homemakers’ Hour is on over pointed out that our wasteful- 
nize the fact that one good citi- state stations WHA and WLBL. ness destroys adventure for all 

zen in a village block will uncon- Fach Tuesday morning there is of us, a condition the state parks 
eg omen pee ee a special garden program. are remedying—“I go to the 
end knows why. J During April, the following Woods to walk along a trail, to 

. talks will be given: sit on a log—to find myself. 
The garden club of a village or . There is nothing to be afraid of 

namie cia She Rederctoment Au Wh St We Fe in thereon 
The State Federation joins Paul. oes eae eee fe 

the National Council of State April 12. Phlox for Midsum- Jensen: : 
Garden Clubs, and should also yer Bloom—Mrs. F. M Long eo , a 
know why. and Mrs. W Dakin Mu ‘You put rubbish in your state 

The answer may be found in ne _ parks that belongs to the city.” 

the time worn phrase—“In un- _ April 19. Keeping the Flow- — “Haven’t you plenty of aban- 
ion there is strength.” ers Healthy—Prof. R. E. Vaugh-  qdoned farms in your state that 

I wonder if we recognize how 4". would make recreation fields?” 

little we amount to taken indi- April 26. Down the Woodland “We have game refuges and 
vidually ! Path—Mr. and Mrs. W. A.'Toole. not a single thing to protect.”
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: s ° NEW ANNUALS FOR TRIAL 

Varieties For the Window Box jyrus ins come to be assoc: 
ated with ageratums, but 

IX regard to the type of plants sirable to have the height of the hybridizers are gradually ex- 

to use, the resources are al- growth more than 12 inches, tending the range of color. There 

most unlimited. You may choose while the balcony types will not comes now an ageratum called 

from over 300 species and varie- only raise themselves 15 to 18 Fairy Pink, the color of which is 

ties of annuals and potting inches, but will also hang down indicated by its name. It is, in 

plants. Do nt limit your selec- about the sides of the box. truth, a soft rose pink. Agera- 

tions to the old stand-bys which se ‘i tums are among the most use- 

have been common for years in Combinations Featuring English ful annuals for edging purposes 

window boxes. There is a vogue Ivy or Gerantums and Fairy Pink is no exception. 

becoming increasingly popular In combining several types of It is dwarf, compact and never 

which involves the use of what flowers I do not need to suggest grows more than six inches high. 

might be called a carpet window to you the time-honored and al- It begins to bloom when very 

box. In such an arrangement on- ways satisfactory geraniums small. 

ly one kind of plant is used in- with vinca vines or Fuchsia, 

stead of mixing a half dozen dif- Lantanna and others. I would Calendulas 

ferent sorts of plants together like to suggest, however, that New calendulas have not been 

in a box. The plant in this case you try some of the potting developed as fast as new zinnias, 

should be one which tends to types of ever-blooming begonias — but each year sees the addition 

spread rather vigorously and to witha planting of lobelia or ver- of improved varieties. Orange 

form a carpet growth. bena. English Ivy may also be Fantasy is a crested variety 

os used with almost any of the an- which, at least, suggests a new 

Good Combinations nuals. In this case it is even pos- type. The color is bronze or cop- 

Can you imagine the refined sible to obtain sufficient growth pery orange, often deepening to 

and interesting effect which a on the English Ivy to partly cov- mahogany red at the edges. 

box filled with Blue Lobelia er your box during the winter Blooms three and one-half inch- 

would make against a house months. If you plan to do this, es in diameter are not unusual. 

painted white? If Lobelia is try not to plant quite as closely Not much attention has been 

used, the varieties which are as would otherwise be done, thus given to the centaureas, apart 

creeping are preferable to the giving the ivy plants a better from bachelor’s buttons. The 

bunchy dense growing types. chance to establish themselves kind called basket flower, Cen- 

The Signet Marigold can be used thoroughly. taurea americana, is appearing 

in the same manner, and its yel- One thing which must be re- in some of the catalogues this 

lowish-orange flowers are par- membered is that the window year. It seems well worth in- 

ticularly attractive against a box is not the ideal receptacle cluding in any list of novelties. 

brick wall. The new species of for plants and that no matter The flowers look much like 

Zinnia which is called Zinnia lin- what is placed in the box its at- sweet-sultans, often measuring 

earis can also be used in such a_ tractiveness will eventually be five or six inches across. The 

situation. destroyed. It is very necessary, color may be either rosy lilac or 

Verbenas are particularly hap- therefore, that you have fine, pure white. Inasmuch as the 

py in this type of box, and I strong plants to begin with in flowers are attractive both in the 

would like to call your attention order that they may stay attrac- garden and in the house, they 

to the variety Apple Blossom tive through a large part of their are worth getting acquainted 

which is a particularly beautiful lifetime. An unhealthy or unat- with. 

shade of pink. The petunia pro- tractive plant will very seldom —_—— is 

vides a splendid mass of flowers improve in condition during the 

through the year in a window growing season in a window box AN ATTENDANCE RECORD 

box. The monstrous flowered when its condition is due to any- C AN you equal this garden 

giants are not as attractive ina thing but lack of size. Even in club attendance record? Our 

window box as are the single the latter case it is a fact that president, Mrs. J. M. Johnson, 

flowered types. Some of the new- you will probably have better re- according to the records, has 

er varieties of the single type sults if you use fairly good sized just finished five years’ attend- 

are very beautiful . . . for in- plants in your window boxes and ance at her garden club’s meet- 

stance, Celestial Rose, Setting not expect them to make too ings, not missing a single meet- 

Sun, Fascination, Dainty Lady, much growth during the sum- ing during that time, and her 

and Admiral. These varieties mer.—Prof. R. B. Farnham, New daughter, Juniet, was born dur- 

may be used where it is not de- Jersey State College. ing that period.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. N.B, France, Platteville 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Mrs. E. Voigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Edw, Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F. J. Paepke, Burlington 

° ° ° formed and fifteen joined the 
Apiary Inspection 1n 1937 county and state beekeepers as- 

C. D. Adams sociations. 
Interest in these county meet- 

"THE bee inspection work had __ spected, 370 of which were found _ ings is keen because of the plans 
a slow start in 1937 on ac- infected. The total number of for foulbrood clean-up work in 

count of a lack of state funds. colonies inspected in these coun- the various counties. 
The regular inspectors put in ties was 28,860, of which 1,108 
half time or less before July 10 were found diseased and de- 
when the new appropriation be- stroyed. In the remaining coun- PROSPECTS NOT BRIGHT 
came available. From that time ties of the state there were 1,419 "THE section of Wisconsin be- 
on every available experienced apiaries inspected and 270 of tween Madison and Milwau- 
inspector was put to work and_ these yards were found diseased. kee was probably hit the worst 
most of them were breaking in In these counties 16,112 colonies last year of any section of the 
new men until cold weather were inspected of which 1,589 state in regard to honey produc- 
made further work impractical. were diseased. Immovable frame tion and condition of bees. 

The lack of a honey crop in hives continue to be a serious Mr. Paul Cypher, West Bend, 
most of the state facilitated rap- problem. Altogether 1,176 such former treasurer of the state as- 

id work in some instances but colonies were found, some of sociation, writes that most bees 
on the other hand robbing slowed which were destroyed and no-_ in his section of the state are in 
it up. Twenty-three counties, tices given for the remainder to such poor condition that it is 
mostly in the southern part of be transferred as soon as a hon- very discouraging. Some _ bee- 
the state, had appropriated ey flow makes it practical. keepers lost all they had and 
funds for the 1937 bee inspection We have on file almost double many lost over half. Many re- 
work. Inspectors were kept busy the number of new applicants duced their colonies to about half 
in these counties steadily from for inspection work as there will last fall because they did not 
July until the end of the season. be positions to be filled, and for want to feed so much sugar. Ev- 
Counties that had previously this reason the qualifications for ery beekeeper in this section of 
been included in the area clean- the ones selected will be high. the state had to feed last fall 
up campaign but had dropped it ——_____—_. without getting any surplus, or 
during the depression, were tak- COUNTY BEEKEEPERS if surplus was taken, more had 
en next in order and were given MEETINGS VERY to be fed. 
as much attention as possible SUCCESSFUL The Washington County Asso- 
considering the lack of experi- . ciation had an attendance of 43 
enced inspectors. Sixteen such "THE meetings of county bee- 4+ their March meeting. 
counties were partially inspected i eerie. hel dur- ee 

. _ ing ruary an arch were 
ae ee very successful indeed. Mr. E. LIKES HONEY ICE BOX 

found than we anticipated. Work L. Chambers and Mr. C. D. Ad- COOKIES 
was also started in two or three ms are to be congratulated on Mt tell you that we used 
counties that had never had in- their work in holding these the recipe for “Honey Ice 
spection but were partially sur- meetings. Several new county Box Cookies” by Mrs. A. E. Wol- 
rounded by almost clean coun- associations were organized. The kow, Hartford, for our Christ- 

ties. Columbia County Association, mas wreath bee—and were they 
for example, held its first meet- good!—Mrs. John E. Connell, Su- 

Many Colonies Inspected ing in several years at Portage, perior Garden Club. 
In the 23 appropriating coun- March 8, with an attendance of (Recipe published December 

ties there were 3,621 apiaries in- over thirty. An association was issue, p. 97.)
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POLLEN NEEDED IN APRIL SPRING CARE OF BEES WHY NOT 

UST about a year ago, several A. J. Schultz, Ripon r . 
J : " 3 OVING bees without makin 

lead b = i g 

soos Saapected thelr hese end 2% depeuta toon certain extant Mi sre tnat they are healthy 
found that there was very little dhe oa ees 7 certain extent js an expensive proceeding in 
brood Teating. ‘Thay had * woken on a Al S baal given dur- some countries. Recently, a bee- 

at a few colonies in March and auch cin ie arent eee hal keeper in Denmark was not only 

found small patches of brood It i ol to ften ee. of stores. fined, but also had to pay com- 

and looking again in April found m re th. i od d tf ny aan pensation tovtwa: other beekesp- 

EEE Ee Gee TELS ROE, Le RUNGREA Aer ghee cea ead ‘Giie, Deceuice He Tall biviuaht Ns 

This continued throughout al- ha 5 ey h bes % a ah bess (suitemnie Tron: soulbrogs 
sioatcthe ‘entire-month ‘of April avir enough bees to be ee into the district and infected 

We asked these beekeepers to anul ted sug and b sii _ a Bret gulag, —ideskate, dor 

inspect their colonies for re: Orv Se onecthairana ht tt te Bee! World. 

pollen. Their answers caverta cy the ee. of half and : alf, may be fed. 
there was very little pollen pres- To feed we use the regular momo ence cmmcemcemcmmommommommomitis 

ent, which possibly accounted for friction to : : 
: p honey pails, with a 

wig Bow ee rearing. dozen or more small holes punch- CONTAINERS 

b ke wou bee to suggest that oq in the cover, not larger than Write us for prices on friction 

ee) ae tha a serve again this 4 qdarning needle. The pail is top pails—60 pound cans and glass 

aouii pee a ease — placed over the escape hole in jars. 
thee r f brood bei ive and the inner cover with an empty Comb and extracted honey want- 

ai ~in 0 omit eing rear- super around the pail. Any other ed. Send samples and quote price 

bs Teeseaee pence etie Del safe feeder may be used. delivered Milwaukee. 

7 ery pol- Either in the feeding opera- 

ten Pa sata S hase tion, or otherwise in the han- WALTER GEIGER | 

aztracted combs heavy swith dling of bees, great care should 325 W. Vine St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

pollen, in our storage houses, always be taken to prevent TOb-  roremnemnomnonmommonmomnommomsemson 
there seems little we can do at bing. Often disease is spread ]@=—2————W————————_ 

the present time. A number of irouzh See ee art a 

experiment stations are working 00% Should be found thats wees ’ 

on the problem. They have ree, in bees the ane IT S SECTIONS 

ommended soy bean flour, skim Teduced to prevent YO Ings LO 

milk powder, and other materi- onies may be united by the news- THAT COUNT 
als, but the problem of how to paper method as follows: remove in th oducti £ Comb 

feed i inner cover from one of the weak in the production of Com 
eed it correctly has not yet been : a 5 Honey! 

solved. We tried several ways of colonies to be united, placing & ee ee 

feeding it last spring, but found single sheet of newspaper on it 

most of it wasted In Wisconsin —this paper to be punched with CRO ae 
daring iost — as soon as holes not larger than a nail or MADE BY LOTZ 

gm y : ~~ pencil. Place the second colony, —For Best Quality Material! 
weather is suitable, pollen will A —For Accurate and Uniform Di- 

come in from early-blooming without bottom board, on top of imeniionsl 

plants the newspaper. Place the better — |l} —For the Smooth Dovetail and the 
Pollen or its substitutes, if fed queen on top. It is best to unite Oval V-Grooves which mean no 

ae gy all weak colonies. One good Loss by Breakage and Ease in 

at all, should be fed in the fall © 1 ill dines Assembly! 

so as to be available throughout strong colony will produce more —For that Glossier Polish which 
the winter. We need more work honey in a season than several enhances ihe appearance of 

; Ce ! 
along this line. Perhaps some weak ones. ane BnaRE SECTIONS 

day we will know how to collect ARE MADE, LOTZ WILL 

corn pollen and feed it. MAKE THEM 
A complete line of other bee 

————————— SUGAR FOR SALE supplies listed in our new 1938 
. catalog. Write for your free copy. 

BEES WANTED ie! off-color pane sugen e 

We will buy full colonies of suitable for spring bee teeing 

bees if in good condition and free ¢ $4.00 per hundred, f.0.b. Port- August Lotz Company 

from disease. A. J. Schultz, 835 age. Write A. C. Allen, 1130 W. Boyd, Wisconsin 

Liberty Street, Ripon, Wis. Pleasant Street, Portage, Wis.
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ALL IN A DAY BEEKEEPING IN APRIL COLONIES LACK POLLEN 

A WELL dressed woman drove W. Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls VISITING for an hour with A. 

up in a high-priced car. “The AS I winter all my hives out- J. Schultz, of meek on 
doctor said you had ‘the pure doors, packed in winter cas- March 22, the Se os 
honey.’” After making inquir- es, the following applies to out- the relation of spring he rear- 
ies about sizes of containers and door wintering only. The first ig to old pollen in t Soe 
prices, she said, “I'll take a nice day in April I examine all Jt was a warm day and t . bees 
pound jar. I like to get it fresh.” hives to see if they have enough Were carrying In pollen rely. 

Another lady drove up in a feed. I do not disturb the clus- We decided to eee ho & nun 
Ford A. She bought a 5 Ib. pail ter. If I find several capped ber of hives to oan ll much 
of honey. I offered her a Kellogg frames of honey, I figure it will sealed brood and old pollen was 
leaflet which, I told her, con- be enough feed until warmer Present. Il st 
tained ideas for using honey.She weather. If there is no capped The ipne ah ite 
replied, “I don’t need any ideas. honey, I place a 10-Ib. feeder 24 ae nes oT ie the 
I have five youngsters.” (feed of 50% sugar syrup at 120 oa Schultz feeds heavily in the 
SS degrees) directly above the clus- . 7 

I ter of bees, then cover feeder The queens were laying as 
N A NO CROP YEAR ; plenty of eggs were found. How- 

with a burlap bag and some of ver we found no sealed brood or 
Mr. M. Anderson, of Evans- the winter packing. However, if old lien in a majority of the 

ville, had four colonies last the colonies are all light in ® 1 ” on Where we fand old 
spring. He has mostly eight- weight, it is advisable to feed all pein — found. also ‘sealed 
frame hives and keeps his bees colonies. This gives the bees an an 4. 
in one story. Early inthe spring early start and eliminates all “OF sours, colonies’ having 
he stimulated his colonies. The danger of starvation. oune bees hatching out early 
result was he increased by In about two weeks or in the al build up much more rapidly 
swarming to 12 colonies and se- middle of April, depending upon than the achat Wé saw the 
cured 16 supers of comb honey. the weather, I unpack my hives. same ‘thing year ago, so it 
One colony lost its queen. He If the weather is warm and the loales ag if we have a problem to 
sold the honey wholesale and _ bees are flying, I again look for solve 
sold the 7 colonies increase less feed and pollen, as pollen is very Will we be able to harvest pol- 
the hives, with gross returns of essential in spring for brood len from corn in the fall and feed 
about $70. (I’ll bite, how did he rearing. However, in our part of it by mixing with sugar syrup? 
do it? Editor) —Ivan Whiting, the state, the bees usually carry Here is work for our Experiment 
Rockford, Ill. pollen from the elm and willow Stations 
a trees by April 10. . 

Forbearance I have been visiting beekeep- 
It i : ers in our locality; have visited BEES OR EQUIPMENT 

is a noble and great thing t d f b ithin 25 WANTED 
to cover the blemishes, and to Mik a i of bees vd ‘f 130 Wanted to buy: Bees in ten- 
excuse the failings of a friend; Hi es oO d ae the are frame hive bodies or ten-frame 

to draw a curtain before his na fou d iB a dd a ; extracting supers, covers or bot- 
stains; and to display his perfec- nts or y am é ead oue ef toms. Must be in good condition 
tions; to bury his weaknesses in ane | fae, t i that fe bes and free from disease. Write J. 
silence, but to proclaim his vir- S‘T@SS 100 Strongly | at the bee- S.H f Wi in Horti- 

keeper see that his hives have %- ., care of Wisconsin 
tues from the house-top. enough feed. culture, 1532 University Avenue, 

—South. This is also a good time of the Madison, Wisconsin. 
TT year to see that we have plenty re 
HONEY FOR SALE of supplies on hand as I expect HIVE BODIES FOR SALE 

6,000 Ibs. clover-basswood a good and early season. It is Have 225 supers, mostly 10- 
mixed. This honey will grade poor business to be caught with- frame, some shallow, some 11- 
white. Has extra heavy body. out supplies on hand when you frame; 200 with drawn combs. 
New cans not cased, price 7/%c need them. Bottoms, inner and outer covers. 
per lb. here. ——— Three 30-lb. boxes of founda- 

300 one-gallon empty, new ma- Repose tions for Hoffman frames, 7 
ple syrup cans, a bargain at $8.00 When a man finds not repose sheets per pound. Inspected and 

per hundred, F. O. B. here. in himself, it is in vain for him free from disease last fall. 
ELLIOTT HONEY COMPANY _ to seek it elsewhere. J. N. Roy, Three Lakes, Wis., 

Menomonie, Wisconsin —from the French. Route 1
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Diary of An Oldtimer The New 
Dripless Honey Server 

M48cH 13. What wonderful year. Sometimes fall honey gran- CET, 
weather we had in March. ulates, though, and then the idea aia TR 

The bees are flying today and if isn’t so good. rie os : : 
there was any honey they would I think the best thing for the I Pe BEN 
probably show a surplus. Just to bees to do during March and [pe a 
see what March is usually like, I April is to stay at home and keep Ae 4 A BAA 
went over my diary and found the brood nest warm. SRE A \ 
that this last year we had a If I were to advise beginners, TINS \\ 
heavy snow storm on March 24. I’d say leave the bees alone. If @ eZ RAN . 
One can never depend on the they have a queen and plenty of _ bg BY 
weather. stores, don’t touch ’em. And Se 

March 19. Yesterday the tem- don’t open the entrance too wide wy 
perature went up to 69 degrees. just because the weather turns 
That’s almost like summer. I warm in early April. It will turn 4 The only dence amads hat pours 

talked to a brother beekeeper cold again. syle jars, Priced $1.00 and up. 
who said that quite a few bees March 20. Went out to see the Beekeepers take notice! 
starved to death this last winter, bees today and they were carry- We allow a special discount on one 
that he had seen whole yards ing pollen better than I’ve ever | half dozen atid, dozen lots. Increase 
that were starved. That’s too seen them before this early. The | nc of these servers Write for cata, 
bad, but it is easy to see how a_ temperature is around 70 de- log and prices. 
man will get discouraged if he grees. I went over my records HONEY ACRES 
hasn’t any honey and has to buy and I didn’t see anywhere a rec- P. O. Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
sugar to feed. There are always ord of such good weather before. 
better times ahead, though. No Guess we don’t have to worry 
one part of the country has all about pollen any more this 9 ———W—— 
the bad luck. spring. 

Another beekeeper said the TTT ——__— 
other day that if he starts to HOW FOULBROOD 
feed in the spring he has to keep SPREADS N 

on feeding, otherwise the bees HAs anyone ever been able to F 
start brood rearing so strong prevent all robbing in a ———__ 

that they soon use uD the feed. yard of bees in the spring of the 
It is hard to realize how much year? On warm days the bees A. successful beekeeper will use 

honey a strong colony of bees are so eager to find honey and | os eee re Ls 
will use when they are building olen that robbing is the first every instance. 
up fast. I guess it’s between one oder of business. Weak colonies For 50 years Dittmer’s founda- 
and two pounds per day, which .ometimes dwindle to such an tion bes given ghsclite satisfac- 

i 10m wherever ust . 

means from 30 to 60 pounds ina gxtent in the spring without the Our process of manufacture im- 
month. So it’s easy to see why jeekeeper realizing it that they parts strength and liability to 
bees don’t have any surplus from are easily robbed out. Sometimes foundation. It is instantly ac- 
spring flowers, dandelions, and yopbers get in and steal honey in — a. pees. detion: i 
fruit bloom. spite of a small entrance and a weade "fiom the whiceee Sas oben 

I certainly don’t believe in few guards of bees. able. 

feeding sugar syrup outdoors. I How then can foulbrood be belies satie line of 
don’t want my bees flying out on prevented from spreading? An- If you have not received our 

cold days, wearing themselves  swer. It can’t. Diseased colonies 1938 price list, please advise us and 
out. Then a lot of my colonies must be destroyed. we will forward you a copy. 

had plenty of feed and I only OO 
want those who are short to 
have more. I think the best way wh Knowledge thi ' GUS DITTMER 
to feed is to save over some dark en you know a thing, to 

fall honey, right in the combs, if hold that you know it; and when COMPANY 

we haven’t any A. F. B., and you do not know a thing, to al- 

then put a nice comb or two low that you do not know it; this Augusta, Wisconsin 

right in the hives at this time of is knowledge. —Confucius.
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4 APPLE — PLUM — PEAR | 
Raspberry and Strawberry Plants 

FERTILIZERS 

Sulphate of Ammonia — Aero Cyanamide 

SPRAYERS 

Plan your order for spray materials now 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

We carry a complete line of supplies for orchard 

As soon as the frost is out of the ground, and garden 
there is a period of about two weeks when 
planting and replanting of peonies can be un- 

dertaken. Note instructions elsewhere in this South Eastern 

issue. Fruit Growers Co-op, Inc. 
9 Sissom’s Peonies Waukesha, Wis. 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN Lester Tans, Sec. Route 3 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Telephone Big Bend 2821 

EEE GEESE 

Charles Broman, R. D. 2, Bristol, Wisconsin. S. P. Elliott, 2206—5th Street, Menomonie, Wis- 
Herman K. Paulsen, Holcomb, Wisconsin. consin. 

A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum, Wisconsin. H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St., Oshkosh, 

Dr. A. E. H. Fabian, 421 Walworth St., Lake Wisconsin. 
Geneva, Wisconsin. Jerome J. Christensen, 1003 Arthur Avenue, Ra- 

L. W. Parman, R. F. D. 6 (Parker Drive), Madi- cine, Wisconsin. 
son, Wisconsin. Raymond H. Ericson, Rockton, Wisconsin. 

Newton Boggs, 315 Minshall Avenue, Viroqua, 
Wisconsin. 

ASK YOUR ROOT DEALER TO SHOW YOU JUST A 
FEW OF THE REASONS WHY ROOT QUALITY BEE 
SUPPLIES ARE THE “BEST BY THE BEE TEST” 

A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO “4 
a 224 W. Huron Street aan 

oo Si —2 EE SUPPLIES. CHICAGO, ILL. ce PPLIES
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New... ° ‘ é 

No then Grew lias Wisconsin Horticulture 
with Wholeroot Grafts The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Established 1910 
APPLES — Anoka and Cort- 

land; Minnesota No. 424 Russet Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Accept- 
Apple; Minnesota Beacon; Minne- ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of 
sota No. 1007; Minnesota No. 790; October 8, 1917, authorized July 15, 1918. 

Minnesota Haralson. 

New No. 3 Pear. Very hardy. Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

New Minnesota Ember Plum. 
A full line of transplanted trees WISCONSIN STATE HoRTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

for the windbreak. Very low prices. 424 University Farm Place 

Send for complete list Madison, Wisconsin 
SWEDBERG NURSERY 

Battle Lake, Minnesota H. J. RAHMLow, Editor 

Qrescencencemcencemcemoemcemcamoemoms (yt Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

i Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

: - Tel. University 182 
A sailor, after placing some 

flowers on a grave in a cemetery, Volume XXVIII May, 1938 No. 9 
noticed an old Chinaman placing a ee 

a bowl of rice on a nearby grave, 

and asked: “What time do you TABLE OF CONTENTS P 
our friend to come u age 

poe a f 9” Pp News from Our Fruit Growers ~------------------------ 2438 

and eat the rice: . . Reports from Cherry Growers -------------------------- 245 

The old Chinaman replied with Codling Moth Bait Pans and How To Use Them --_--------- 246 

ile: “ i j Orchard Soil Moisture -------------------------------- 247 

a smile: “Same time your friend Soils Effect Productivity of Orchards _-------------------- 248 

comes up to smell flowers. The Hardiest Pear Varieties _--------------------------- 249 
Spacing and Fertilizers for Strawberries ~-------~---------- 249 

SSS eee reese Good Strawberry Prospects ~--------------------------- 250 

Strawberry Day for Door County ~----------------------- 251 

Fight Grasshoppers Now -=----~----------=~--------.-. 252 

Pyrethrum An Agricultural Crop ~----------------------- 253 
Gladiolus Gleanings ~__------------------------------- 254 

savenren aus. in: (ee? New Insecticide for Cabbage Worms —~-------------------- 255 
Wditorials —_-<sssscscuwerweesesowsuseeesesseesee es: 256 
Home and Garden 2222s eens e eee eee cece nt 298 
Weather-Resistant Garden Table _____------------------- 259 
Spring Work in the Garden ----------------------------- 260 

What a Good Lawn Needs ------------------------------ 261 

Fio.1 fr0.2 Fio 3 Garden Club Federation News --------------------------- 262 
Flower Arrangement School ~-~----~--------------------- 263 

B rr Boxes Flower Arrangements ~-------------------------------- 265 
Giant Morning Glories ___--__--------------------------- 266 

e y Wisconsin Beekeeping 2o2see-eseoseet esses: «268 

Crates, Bushel Boxes ee 

and Climax Baskets Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

As You Like Them EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1940 
Karl Reynolds, Ptes,,.---Sturgeon Bay M. H. Bingham_..-..-.--Sturgeon Bay 
~L. larken, ice-Pres.__....Kenos! sii cal it 

ee ead ty ee raat Hi, Rahmlow, See. ----~Madison Carroll Krippner__.-___Fort Atkinson 
that give satisfaction. Berry box and E. L. Chambers, Treas.-----.--Madison = 
crate materials in the K. D. in carload 
lots our specialty. We constantly carry Term Ending December, 1938 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chm. Dept. Hortieul- 
in stock 16-quart crates all made up Wm. Basse. ee Waukesha ture, Madison. " " 
ready for use, either for strawberries or Mrs. Irving Lorentz........Milwaukee * sO 

lame for co handle We an ahi the Miss Merle Rasmussen—-----.-Oebkooh 7 A, Ser etigee  Nurserymen's 
di in K. D. . 

Miltatkees Prompmese ie essential in Term Ending December, 1939 A. J. Schultz, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our R. E. Harris___________-------Warrens Ass’n., Ripon. 

part well A larme _discount for serly N. C. Jacobs_.....--..---------Sawyer Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Pres. Wis. Gar- 
orders. postal brings our price list. W. A. Toole..-----------------Baraboo den Club Federation, Ripon 

Cumberland Fruit Subscription to Wissonsin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wis- 
consin forticultural Society fo ich tl di 1 

Package Company SO for two vents. Garden Clube, ‘Horticultural Societies, and other Horticultural 
Organizations are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty-cents of the annual 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. dues paid by each member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND STAMPS
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News F Our Fruit Growers 

SEVERAL of our leading fruit 50 gallons of spray, which con- 
growers sent in reports on wT trols our codling moth. 

the condition of the apple crop Se I find McIntosh the most prof- 
and on their methods of spray- > “SS itable variety to grow. I would 
ing and fertilizing. oa XK plant more McIntosh and also 

In general, conditions in Wis- ey By A S) Cortland. I think Duchess, Dud- 

consin look very promising. The me 5 , ley and Snow should no longer 
letters from the growers were Z Ss IC ~~ be planted. 
so interesting that we are pub- Pf\ is ~ | | 
lishing them. aN J From Southeastern Wisconsin 

AY rps C) By R. L. Marken, Kenosha 
NA . 
\ wd We expect the biggest apple 

From Baraboo w ‘ crop we have ever had. The trees 
By A. K. Bassett, Ski-Hi Fruit Farm F D C t wintered nicely, no damage from 

“thi rom Door County frost. Cherries were slightly 

apple crop this year. ‘There will BYN:©.dacobs, Sawer damaged during the last cold 
- A While there has been no win- spell. 

most likely be a fair crop of Mc- a P ; 3 
Intosh again, but we will not ter or frost injury to the apple Our McIntosh are slightly bi- 
have so many Wealthys. crop here this year, it will likely ennial, but this is the on year. 

Ww. lied cyanamid fertiliz- be smaller than a year ago be- Wealthys are repeating. 
e appli y ; : cause of fewer blossom buds. We use ammonium sulphate 

er last fall instead of this spring. McIntosh is somewhat biennial for fertilizer and try to apply it 
We have found it very success- and we will not have a large about three weeks before bloom. 
ful. . crop. We expect a good crop of We will delay fertilizing McIn- 

/ Our spray program consists of Wealthys this year because this tosh until after fruit has set to 
lime sulphur and arsenate of is their bearing year. avoid, if possible, an excessive 
lead used in a pre-pink, pink, Last year we applied sulphate load this year and thus bring 
calyx, and a spray three weeks of ammonia to our trees and them into annual bearing. 
after calyx. We have had no mulched with five tons per acre We expect to apply three pre- 
trouble with codling moth and so of straw, hay, weeds, etc. This blossom sprays and one about 
do not use a special spray for it. year we are applying 325 Ibs. of every ten days beginning with 

Our most profitable variety is raw rock phosphate per acre. the calyx until about July 20. 
McIntosh. In planting new trees, On April 16 we applied a dor- We will use lime sulphur and ar- 
we plant Virginia Crab and top mant lime sulphur spray and senate of lead. After August 1, 
work them with Red Delicious. will put on two or three more we may use nicotine. 

We think that the varieties sprays before blossoming and Our best varieties are still Mc- 
which should not be planted any three sprays after blossom. We Intosh and Snow. In planting 
longer are McMahon, Duchess, use liquid lime sulphur plus 1 to more trees, I would plant Cort- 
and Wealthy. 1% pounds arsenate of lead to land.
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I would not plant Wealthys, been our most profitable fall va- dall is well worth a trial, al- 

excepting as fillers, and no green rieties. If we were planting new though not proven. Delicious are 
or yellow apples. trees, we would plant McIntosh, reported as having suffered from 

3 : Wealthy, Northwestern Green- either winter injury or dry 
From Eastern Wisconsin ing and Snow, and also some of weather with much dead wood in 

By Joseph L. Morowetz, West Bend — the newer varieties such as Mil- the older trees. Wealthys, prop- 
Our fruit trees all have a good ton, Cortland, etc. erly handled, are still good. 

set with no winter injury. Our We think that about 25 of the Early varieties of apples do 
McIntosh have a full set and our older varieties should be elimi- not mature here in time to be of 
Wealthys are repeating this year nated from the orchards. any value. We will no longer 
with a full crop. We applied plant Northwestern Greening. 
some barnyard manure to our From Northern Door County We had much snow here last 
orchard in March. By 8. 8. Telfer, Ellison Bay winter, resulting in some broken 

We use a lime sulphur—lead The apple prospects in north- branches but this was offset by 
arsenate 1-1-40 spray for the ern Door County are very prom- Plenty of moisture for the trees. 
calyx, 16 days later, between ging, the best in several years. The orchards look a lot better 
July 15-20, and again August So far there has been no winter than they have for several years 
15-20 for codling moth. For late injury and there is a very good past. 

sprays we use a 1-1%-70 mix- set of fruit buds. 
ture. We have had good control The older McIntosh trees have Era stunaton Pay 
with these sprays for fourteen not had a heavy crop of fruit for BY Pon W. Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay 
years in our rather small or- the past few seasons due to dry ___ To date prospects for an apple 
chard. weather, I believe. Dry seasons crop look very good, there hay- 

My best varieties are as fol- jn ’34 and ’35, followed by the ing been no injury that we can 
lows: early, Melba and Milton; severe winter in ’85-’86 caused detect. We expect a good crop 
mid-season, Wealthy, McIntosh our crop to be light in 1936. Then of McIntosh and Wealthys this 
and Snow; and late, Golden Rus- jn 1937 there was injury in this year. 

set. locality to the buds which killed We are not using a commercial 
I would no longer plant any of our crop last year. It is difficult fertilizer this spring as we made 

the old varieties excepting Weal- to determine what to expect a heavy application of ammo- 
thy, Spy, Stayman, or Turley from our McIntosh. The Weal- nium sulphate on all of our 
Winesap. I would also plant thys did not bear last year and_ blocks last fall. 
Cortland, Haralson, and Red De- show prospects of a good crop. We did not apply a dormant 
licious. Sulphate of ammonia was ap- spray this spring and do not in- 

: plied in the spring of 1937 but I tend to use any oil, although sev- 
From the Fox River Valley think the trees did not get much eral growers are following this 
By N. A, Rasmussen, Oshkosh benefit from it until quite late in practice. Our sprays will consist 

The apple prospects are very the season due to the dry weath- of the delayed dormant, one or 
promising. We had a favorable er. The trees went into winter two pre-pink, calyx, and the lat- 
winter with little injury. Unless in excellent condition. Last fall er sprays as recommended by 
we have a hard frost, we will cyanamid was applied to the en- the College. We use arsenate of 
have a good crop. tire apple orchard. lead and liquid lime sulphur. 

Our McIntosh should bear This spring we will apply a Our most profitable varieties 
very well and have been good an- mulch of barnyard manure to all are McIntosh and Northwestern 
nual bearers. We expect a good of our new plantings. Greening. McIntosh brings a 
crop of Wealthys this year. We have applied a dormant higher price, costs more to pro- 

We seldom use any commer- spray of standard emulsion oil duce, and often does not come 
cial fertilizer in our orchard be- for the control of leaf roller. It through with a crop. On the oth- 
cause it was a heavily fertilized gave us good results last year. er hand, Northwestern Greening 
garden soil. We use a little ni- The balance of our program will is easier to grow, produces plen- 
trogen fertilizer on trees not be the regular lime sulphur ty of large apples on the trees 
making a good growth. sprays, but the latter sprays we have, and is easier to handle. 

We spray so as to keep our may contain an arsenical substi- However, I would not want too 
foliage covered with liquid lime tute for arsenate of lead to pre- many of them. 
sulphur and arsenate of lead and_ vent a spray residue. I am sure that most of the 
spray according to weather con- We still think that McIntosh growers here would be better off 
ditions. This has kept the cod- is a good apple for this locality. without most of the early varie- 
ling moth under control. Cortland is now considered very ties, such as Yellow Transparent, 

McIntosh and Wealthy have promising in Door County. Ken- Duchess, etc.
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Prospects in Sawyer be sold at a high retail price. Frem Northern Door County 

By N. C. Jacobs, Sawyer This, of course, makes the plant- By S. 8. Telfer, Ellison Bay, Manager 
THE outlook for a crop of ing cost to the grower very high. of Friedlund Orchards, Inc. 

cherries here is very good at Several growers are using Cherries in the northern part 
the present time—April 16. We /@8¢ quantities of commercial of Door County have suffered no 
have never seen the buds come {&Ttilizers this year. Practically injury to buds during the past 
through better than during the Without exception, they are us- winter or spring. The trees are 
past winter. ee ee ean well budded and the prospects 

7 euTL Use f 1 f fruit. 
ee trees ae hag Bordeaux mixture for the con- eNSulphate of ammonia is being 

mos v or veplacenieh ‘ a aS trol of cherry leaf spot. We of sed almost wholly as a fertil- 
ae or ine past Sev- course will try out some of the izer in the larger commercial or- 

. newer combinations, but only in i Sulphate of ammonia is the small way. We may beable to Sturds, A few ofthe orchard 
usual fertilizer for cherry trees get by with two applications of g yale. . 
and is generally applied in the Bordeaux on the old h the amounts that it is possible to 
spring n me older cherry procure same. Growers who have 

To control leaf * ond on but we will not use less Jivestock on their places have 
‘0 control leaf spot an an three on the younger cher- made a practice of using manure 

worms, I use Bordeaux Mixture, ry trees. The number of applica-  ; . j 3 E ee in their cherry orchards in the 
8-5-50 plus 34, lb. of arsenate of tions necessarily is partly gov- past and are continuing with 
lead. The first spray is applied erned by the weather conditions. {pig ti S 0 practice. Some growers pre 
when most of the petals have About the only spray material fey to apply commercial fertiliz- 
feven and the second spray when other than that used for leaf y in the fall and others prefer 
afew cherries are turning a very spot on cherries is arsenate of the spring application. In the 
little red. By doing thorough lead. (Continued on next page, column 3) 
work these two sprays almost al- 
ways control the leaf spot in my 
orchard. Some years we put on 
a third spray after harvesting. 

From Sturgeon Bay 

sf Di Wt RENE CONTROL APPLE SCAB 
The cherry crop in this section with 

will probably be pretty good this ° 
year. We did not have any of 
what is called “winter injury.” lagara O O og 
However, we had a very warm 
spell in March which was fol- esd ‘by cold weather in ‘April. se tiate spray designed to control fungus dis- 

This certainly had some effect : 
on the crop. To date I have not Kolofog plus Niagara Arsenate of lead is an ideal combination 
found very much injury, but for scab and codling moth control because it sticks to the foliage. 

some of the growers are report- See list of Niagara dealers on Page 261 of this magazine, or 
ing heavy injury, especially on write to 
the Early Richmonds. 

According to the number of > YOu 1» Niagara 

trees that we es ee iz Sprayer & Chemical 

spring, I do not believe tha e Ma 

cherry planting will be as heavy ar a Company 

as usual. This is, no doubt, due a0 Cy J. HENRY SMITH, 
to the fact that cherry trees are U Ey, or Loy) Sales Representative 
hard to get, and, when we are PR Waupaca, Wisconsin 
able to secure them, they must
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° ° additional protection is needed 

Codling Moth Bait Pans and against second brood worms. 
Second brood moths will begin to 

How to Use Them appear inthe bait pans the later 
art of July or early August an 

John A. Callenbach the second brood spray should be 
applied 5-7 days after the bait 

BA pans have become in- The Bait SG ttiee dick thE Peak: Of ‘the 

: creasingly ae =“ ap- A good bait for use in the pans a 
ple growers as an ald to more ig made of 5% honey, 5% black 
accurate timing of their codling strap see and Niel eee NEN ee 

moth cover sprays. By the old About a pint is used in the flat (Continued from page 245) 
method of applying sprays ac- sauce pan and about 3 quarts in dry seasons, it appears that the 

cording to the period elapsed the pail. The volume should be trees have not secured benefit 
since the calyx spray the correct maintained by addition of water. from spring application of sul- 
time for spraying might be About every 2 weeks the mater- phate of amonia early enough 
missed entirely due to extreme ja] should be changed as on sour- {9 materially help the crop for 
weather conditions such as those jing it loses its effectiveness. that aeason. 

By. aes ae Ot ae ae How To Use Bait Pans Cover crops of some of the le- 

“hootch pans” as they are fre- A day or two after the calyx gumes are used to some extent 
quently called, the orchardist SPray has been applied the pans for humus in the larger orchards 
can tell pretty accurately when are hung in the trees and are but it is my opinion that in the 
the moths begin to fly and when then examined daily for the pres- smaller orchards buckwheat is 
the peak, or maximum, flight ence of moths. The moths will the principal cover sown. . 
occurs. Knowing this he can in- be found floating on the surface Bordeaux is the spray which 
telligently plan his spray pro- @nd can be easily counted. The has been used in most of the 
gram so as to obtain the maxi- Codling moths should not be con- cherry orchards in this section. 

mum protection for his fruit. fused with other moths that Two applications have been sut- 
will be attracted to the traps. If ficient, in most instances, to con- 

the grower is not familiar with trol leaf spot in the past few 
What Are Bait Pans? the appearance of the codling Seasons. This, however, does not 

moth he should have become so Mean that this practice may be 
The pan used at the Gays or the traps will be of no value. advisable in the future, as 

Mills Laboratory of the Depart- When the first moths are found weather conditions influence the 
ment of Economic Entomology the grower can expect to find development of the spores and 

is simply an enamelled sauce pan worms entering the fruit about in a wet season three and even 
with a rim diameter of about 9 10 days later and a spray should four applications may be neces- 
inches and a depth of about 3 be applied before that time. Af- sary. There are no other sprays 
inches. Three holes are punched ter the daily catch reaches a_ being applied in this section this 
in the side of the pan about % peak another spray should be ap- Pring for pests other than cher- 
inch below the rim and equally plied within 10 days. Then if the Ty leaf spot. 
spaced around the pan, and a flight is heavy and continues for From Green Bay 
fairly heavy galvanized wire some time, another application By C. J. Telfer, Manager, Larson 
strung through to make a tripod- about 10 days after the preced- Orchard 
like handle about 15 inches high. ing one should be applied. These The cherry crop in this section 
The pan is then hung by rope three sprays represent the 10- looks very good up to this time. 
and pulleys in the top of a tree, day, 20-day, and 30-day sprays There has been no increase in 
preferably where the tree is of the old calendar system of ap- planting. 
fairly open and the pan can hang plying sprays. We have the only cherries to 
free without hitting against These sprays are sufficient to speak of in this section. Amno- 
branches. Another type of pan, protect the early varieties and in nium sulphate applied the first 
somewhat simpler to make but small orchards where spraying week in April has been used for 
about as effective to use is made has been done properly no fur- fertilizing. We apply three 
of a No. 10 tin or gallon friction ther applications will probably sprays of Bordeaux mixture on 
top pail which is provided with be needed for later varieties. In our cherries for leaf spot and we 
a handle similar to that describ- large orchards where there are_ use arsenate of lead, 114 to 2 lbs. 
ed for the other pan. Either of many late varieties, such as Mc- per 100 gallons of water, in ad- 
these pans will give good service. Intosh, Snows and Gireenings, dition.
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Effect of Sod, Cultivation and Straw Mulch 
e eo 

Upon Orchard Soil Moisture Content 
L. R. Langord 

THE amount of moisture Straw Mulch Conserves Moisture Grasses and Clover Compared 

available in the soil is an im- A comparison of soil moisture Comparisons of soil moisture 
portant factor affecting the pro- under Kentucky blue grass sod, on areas having sweet clover 
duction of profitable orchard clean cultivation, and straw growing on them as compared to 

crops. mulch, showed the greatest comparable areas in the same or- 
In order to determine soi] amount of moisture under chard having quack grass show- 

moisture differences as influenc- Straw mulch, less under clean ed less moisture under the sweet 
ed by cultural practices, soi] cultivation, and least under sod. clover than under the quack 
moisture determinations were Grass Should Be Cut grass. Areas under blue grass 
made on orchard soils under sev- . in another orchard showed no 
eral cultural conditions at Stur- _The cutting or average stands consistent moisture differences 
geon Bay, Wisconsin, the sum- ©f grasses usually resulted in a as compared to similar areas 
mers of 1936 and 1937. The soil greater amount of soil moisture having quack grass. 
moisture determinations were than where grasses had not Records of relative transpira- 
made at several depths begin- been cut. Quack grass and sweet tion rates taken by the cobalt 
ning with the surface 6 inches Clover showed definitely that a chloride paper method during 
and extending downward usually conservation of moisture result- August showed sweet clover to 
only 12 inches, each 6 inch level ¢d with cutting. Results of soil have the greatest transpiration 
being kept separate. Compar- Samples taken August 11, 1937, rate per unit of leaf surface, 
able soil samples were taken in for the 6-12 inch soil level show- quack grass less, and blue grass, 
duplicate or triplicate at inter- €d 7.9% soil moisture for soil the least, of these three plants. 
vals of about every 10 to15 days Under quack grass not cut as —_—_— 
during July and August. The against 9.87% soil moisture under g¢gogy BEAN FLOUR AS A 

soil in the Sturgeon Bay fruit _ ueass higeian pad been cute SPREADER AND STICKER 
district consists almost entirely Ol On Which sweet Clover wé 
of Miami loam underlaid by lime- towing showed 6.9% soil mois- FOR SPRAYING APPLES 
stone. The topography of the ture where sweet clover was un- _ Question. Will you kindly send 
soil on which moisture compar- Cut, as compared to 9.2% where me information on the use of soy 

isons were made varies from un- the sweet clover had been cut, bean flour as a_ sticker and 
dulating to gently rolling. Much In the case of Kentucky blue spreader for spraying apples. 
of the soil is so shallow a soil grass the difference between soil © Answer. This material forms 
tube cannot be driven into the Moisture under grass, which was 4 very good film on the fruit and 
ground more than 15 inches Standing and that cut, was slight causes the arsenate of lead to 

i An : and the results were not con- stick almost indefinitely. Natur- 
without striking limestone frag- #2! : ees : 
ments. Bedrock typically occurs sistent. This probably resulted ally if it is used, a heavy residue 
within 3 feet of the surface. from the fact that the blue grass_ will be built up and unless the 

. . . dried up during the summer grower plans to wash his fruit, 

Soil moisture comparisons when the soil moisture became he should not use it. 
made were under conditions as very low. The only time we recommend 

follows: (1) Sod, clean cultiva- .. a spreader in Wisconsin is when 
tion, and straw mulch; (2) Effect of Fertilizers lead arsenate is used alone with- 
where grasses had been cut as Soil moisture under a heavy out any fungicide. Dried milk 
compared with grasses _ left growth of Kentucky blue grass powder is also very good, al- 
standing; (3) a heavy growth of induced by a heavy application though it is not as efficient as 

grass induced by a heavy appli- of nitrogen fertilizer showed a soybean flour. If this is used, 
cation of a nitrogen fertilizer as tendency to be higher than un- add one pound of soybean flour 
compared with a lighter growth der a lighter growth of blue to each 100 gallons of spray. The 

¢ grass where less or no fertil- %'888 where less or no nitrogen flour should be first mixed with 
° gras . had been applied. This is thought a little water before adding to 
izer had been applied; (3) three {9 yegult from the insulating ef- the spray tank. 
different grasses serving as sod fect of the heavy mat of grass C. L. Fluke, Professor of En- 
or cover crops. against wind and sun. tomology.
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Soils Effect Productivity of Orchar vity of Orchards 
W HERE the soil is shallow, depth of 8 feet or more. Such Some of our best fruit soils 

trees will be small, fruit soils are relatively uniform in are considered infertile and 
often undersized in dry years, in structure, texture and color droughty for farm crops, but the 
contrast to adjacent trees in throughout the profile. The col- tree roots are able to occupy 
deeper soil, of large size and or is usually some shade of such a large mass of soil and 
with excellent production. brown and fairly uniform in the contact such a moist substratum 

Table 1 summarizes the effect surface two feet or deeper. A at lower depths, that excellent 
on yield of different soil condi- slight amount of mottling or ir- results are obtained. 
tions in one of our orchard areas Yregularity in color is characteris- By Joseph Oskamp, Depart- 
in western New York. The fig- tic of certain types of good fruit ment of Pomology, Cornell Uni- 
ures are for Baldwin orchards soils, but highly mottled soils are versity, condensed from Hoosier 
averaging about 50 years old. It seldom satisfactory. * Horticulture. 

is the older trees with their 
greater need for root penetration Table 1. Average Annual Yield of Old Baldwin Trees on 
and expansion that are most sus- Different Soils in Wayne County, New York. 
ceptible to the soil environment. Ave. Annual 

A good fruit soil should be Soils Yield, Bu. 

deep, that is it should be com- Deep, sandy, gravelly loam, well drained__..___-___- 10.6 
posed of sufficiently permeable Deep silt loam, well drained_______________________ 9.5 
soil material that water and tree Silty clay loam, imperfectly drained________-_---_-_ 5.5 
roots can find their way through Sandy loam, imperfectly drained_-_--_-----_------- 4.9 
it to a depth of at least 4 feet. Glacial till loam, no compaction___--_-------------- 9.5 
The best fruit soils afford a con- Glacial till loam, very compact subsoil_----_--------- 3.7 
genial medium for rooting to a Glacial till loam, shale or bed rock at 3 feet_________ 3.6 

how important it is that these NEW BULLETINS BY MICH. 
ASE eee ae problems are tackled with scien- IGAN STATION 

tific thoroughness. 
GREEN ONES? i 6¢RRUITS for Year Around 

From the circular of the Use,” Circular No. 164, has 

FoR some time it has been XIIIth International Horticul- just been published by Michi gan 

pointed out that fruit should tural Congress. State Colle f coe 
‘ ge, Lansing, Michi- 

not be peeled, but eaten with the gan. It is a circular of recipes 
skin. An English institute for a for blueberries, cherries, grapes, 
testing food succeeded in prov- aiid! BEACHES, Ste 

ing the truth of this view by sci- “ Pp , etc, _ 

entific methods. The investiga- A CORRECTION Celery Production in Michi- 
tions proved that the apple skin WE are sorry that an error 2, Circular No. 165, is at 
contains a considerably larger was made in the article en- 2Vailable. It is a discussion o 
quantity of vitamins than the titled “Factors Influencing the soils and ee managements de 
apple flesh, so that it is unwise Ripening Season of Sour Cher- Tleties, cu ee Insect ANG: Gis- 
to peel fruit. This holds particu- ries” by V. R. Gardner, Michi- ©@8¢ control. 
larly for the winter months gan, in our March issue. The ar- 
when, owing to the shortage of ticle read that heavy crops, when 
fresh vegetables, we are in spe- accompanied by a, limited leaf Careful 
cial need of easily digestible food area, tended to ripen early and areniiners 
containing vitamins. Further in- evenly. The correct statement For want of a nail the shoe 

vestigation led to the interesting should have been as follows, was lost; for want of a shoe the 

result that it is by no means the “Relatively heavy crops, espe- horse was lost; and for want of 

same, whether we eat red or cially when accompanied by a a horse the rider was lost; being 

green apples. limited leaf area, tended to ripen overtaken and slain by the ene- 

Apples with red skin are stat- late and unevenly; light crops my, all for want of care about a 

ed to contain twice as many vita- tended to ripen early and even- horseshoe nail. . . 

mins as green apples. This shows ly.” —Benjamin Franklin.
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THE MARDIEST PEAR Spacing and Fertilizers for Strawberries 
PATTEN, Tait No. 1, and Zach- R. A. Vath Mater 

man pears were listed by Mr. Massachusetts State College 

F. M. Schwab, of Mankato, Min- Lo. : 
nesota, as the hardiest varieties W HEN planting is done early tute for plenty of organic mat- 
of pears grown under his severe enough to encourage early ter in securing high yields. Use 

climate. runner plants, and when the soil heavy applications of manure or 
Writing in the April issue of is in the high state of fertility build up the organic content 

The Minnesota Horticulturist, which is desirable for strawber- with soiling crops. . 
Mr. Schwab states that in 1935. ZieS then the rows fill relatively If the soil is well filled with 
1936 temperatures remained be- early and for the rest of the sea- organic matter the addition of 
low zero for 30 out of 31 con- °°” the runner plants formed are commercial fertilizers should sel- 
secutive days and destroyed ap- surplus plants and therefore dom be necessary. In fact the 
proximately one-half of most of weeds. Probably these late form- use of nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
the orchards in his territory. Un- ed runner plants do more to re- potassium has sometimes re- 
der these severe conditions, the duce yields than any other fac- duced the yield. Results with ni- 
Mendel, Douglas, Parker, and tor ordinarily operative. Because trogen, especially, are very un- 

Ming suffered severe injury. of a general realization of this certain. Perhaps the solution 
These are considered hardy fact, more and more fruit grow- lies in the fertilization of other 
pears and are probably hardy in ers are considering some means crops in the rotation, depending 
most parts of Wisconsin. of thinning out the plants in the upon residual phosphorus and 

The Hansen Hybrid pears suf- rows. | The best method of ac- potassium reaching the straw- 
fered no injury at all but the complishing this seems to be to berries. Some growers, however, 
fruit was smaller and of lower SPce the plants more or. less seem to have good results from 
quality than the others men- roughly as they appear until the a complete fertilizer broadcast 
tioned. However, the trees are TOWS are filled and then remove and worked into the soil before 
valuable a¢ ‘un deratock, all runners formed later. That the plants are set. It is worth 

The three most hardy varie- entails considerable labor and experimenting with. A light ap- 
ties, Patten, Tait No. 1, and ¢xPense and for that reason has plication of readily available ni- 
Za chma: n are considered of large not been generally adopted as trogen made about September 1 
gig8 «Ail a good quality by Mr. yet, but the tendency is strongly has sometimes increased fruit 
Schwab. They are valuable for in that direction. The growers bud formation. Often it has no 
growing in the coldest sections who report yields of 10,000 or appreciable effect. Likewise ap- 
of the state 12,000 quarts per acre usually plications made in the spring of 

. use well rooted plants, set them the bearing year have occasional- 
Hardy Apple Varieti just as soon as the ground will ly been helpful but often have 
ardy Apple Varieties work freely, and space the had no noticeable effect or have 

Under the severe weather con- plants. I should advise every done more harm than good. 

ditions at Mankato, Delicious ap- strawberry grower who has not Again let me say that there is no 
ples, both red and yellow, froze tried spacing plants to experi- substitute for a soil well filled 
to the ground, while Folwell, ment a little with it just to see with organic matter. 
Anisin, Perkins and Erickson whether results under his con- Portion of address before the 

sustained severe injury. Haral- ditions might not be worth the New York Horticultural Society. 
son was not damaged at all while extra expense. 

Cc McIntosh suffered 1 
toch ie tetey ume Fertilizers for Strawberries Berry Boxes and Crates 

Mr. Schwab remarks that Red- Under heavy fertilization high LEZISEP | SAVE 2 Sheboy- 
wing and Minnehaha are of no yields may be secured from some | 2giiwetaeecg5A\)| 20,0" your box, 
value because they do not pro- crops on soils that can hardly be | @ iT) Ee eZ Eompisce s eeeees 
duce. considered fertile, but we have 3 thing for the grow: 

never found a way to secure high LF and Fowers, Fifty-nine gene 
=e yields of strawberries unless the boygan pachages Saree teed. by 

. oy ok soil is well filled with organic = seth dischinte “on eae orders, 
First Clerk: “Have you and matter. The strawberry is a sur- | ij Send today “for “aucactive FREE 

your boss ever had any differ- face feeding plant with most of cS , 
ences of opinion? the root system in the upper 9 Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

Second Ditto: “Yes, but he or 10 inches of soil during the 5438 cr SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
doesn’t know it.” first year, and there is no substi- aS
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Prospects at Warrens I have found that the best fer- As far as I can see, the Cat- 
By R. E. Harris tilizer for strawberries on most skill looks the most promising 

"THERE was considerable anx- soils is a heavy crop of green of the newer varieties, although 

iety in regard to winter in- manure plowed under the year it has not been tested long 
jury to strawberries, but from previous to setting the plants. enough to form a definite con- 
late reports it looks as if they On peat soil it is advisable also clusion. 

came through in rather better to apply about 200 lbs. per acre We added some 4-8-6 commer- 
than average condition. of a mixed fertilizer of phos- cial fertilizer last season imme- 

Reports indicate somewhat phate and potash, which we ap- diately after the plants were set. 
heavier planting this year than ply on both sides of the rows We plan on adding some Milor- 
last year. early in the season after we are ganite this spring to the fruit- 

Beaver is probably the most through planting. ing beds but we have not made 
popular variety, with Premier in any definite conclusions as to the 
second place. Of the new varie- From Oshkosh best fertilizer prices. 
ties, Catskill seems to be the By N. A. Rasmussen 

most promising. é js From Tomah 
We have tried very little com- , Strawberries wintered well By Lynn Reynolds 

mercial fertilizer. We try to have here, with good roots but alight prospects for a strawberry 
the ground in a good state of Stand in most places. They were crop are good. There is very lit- 
fertility a year or two in advance Uncovered in March, earlier than 1), noticeable winter damage. 
of the planting by the use of usual for this section. There are . 

b: d plowi but few commercial plantings in Beaver is the most commonly 
aenyer) manune mad plowing this section so the newer varie- 8town variety in this section, 

under green manure—such as al- ties have not been tested to any While Catskill and Dorsett are 
tae Oe ey eee were uncov. extent. the new varieties being tested. 

ered on April 16. Barnyard manure is the most Ne ee ma SEE for fer- 
commonly used fertilizer, but we commercial fertilizer S and some 

In Door County use pomienctal fertilizer on new , 
é , | plantings. ALE ‘ 

BESS eee, SN Due to the drought, there is a ew Claire 
The set of strawberry plants Jight stand of strawberries in - 

in Door County is not as heavy general. The weather has been ,, >'’@Wberries came through 
as a year ago, but plants win- very favorable this season thus the winter in fine shape. New 
tered much better on account of fay. plantings are about normal. 
being covered with snow. Many Beaver and Premier are the 
were uncovering plants on April most popular varieties with us, 
14, but others thought it was a At Sturgeon Bay with Beaver about 5 to 1 in the 
little early. By De WeReynolds lead. Catskill is being tested but 

It looks as though there will Strawberry fields in this sec- it is somewhat late and may in- 
be a slight increase in planting tion seem to be in good condition, terfere with raspberries. 
of new beds in this section this especially new beds planted last Barnyard or green manure is 

spring. year. Old beds do not seem to be our favorite fertilizer. Commer- 
The Dunlap and Warfield va- 8 good. cial fertilizer has not been suc- 

rieties have been the most popu- There may be a slight increase cessful because strawberries re- 
lar in the past, but growers are in acreage this year. We will quire large amounts of humus in 
fast changing to better table plant about the same as hereto- the soil. 
berries. Beaver and Premier take more, namely, about 10 acres. 

the lead. I believe that the most popu- From Alma Center 
Among the newer varieties be- lar older varieties are Beaver By Hi. J..Randles 

ing tried are the Dorsett and and Premier, with a few still The strawberry beds are in 
Fairfax. We find them not har- hanging on to the Warfield and fine condition this spring. We 
dy in both plant and blossom at Dunlap. It looks as though Beav- were uncovering our beds by 
our place. We are at the present er will lead the planting with April 15. There will be one of 
time trying the Catskill. Premier in second place. the largest plantings of straw-
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berries this spring that we have ° ° 
ever had. They are planting Wisconsin Strawberry Day 
about half Beaver and half Pre- 

mier varieties this year. Warrens, Legion Hall, Monday, June 6 

We use mostly barnyard ma- PROGRAM 
nure for fertilizer. : 

9:30 A. M.—Motion pictures. Strawberry varieties and culture. H. J. Rahm- 
low, Secretary of Wisconsin Horticultural Society, Madison. 

10:15 A. M.—Marketing Strawberries. Need for cooperation between market- 
STRAWBERRY DAY FOR peli ‘selena rate marth. Harold White, of the W. A. White Brok- 

DOOR COUNTY 10:45 A. M.—Strawberry Nutrition, What strawberry plants need for growth 

dintgvomBay-— Wednesday, SADA A ue gD Wate Drie ot Be 
June 15 11:15 A. M.—Strawberry Pest Control. E. L. Chambers or Noel Thompson, 

Division of Entomology, State Department of Agriculture and Markets. 

A STRAWBERRY Day will be 12:90 noon—Strawberry shortcake dinner, served by local church ladies. 

held this year in Sturgeon : an we 35c; children, 20c. 

Bay for growers in the eastern . Se HELEN CF Dadine cat Sine ate tanties Deeustendion end 
section of Wisconsin, and espe- talk by Mr. Rex Eberdt, president and manager of the Warrens Fruit 
cially Door County. Growers Association. Soveral nelde wil be inspected, including variety 

The forenoon meeting will be Tac asines oa probleme tound in the Bele WAL be eine by Prof. W. H. 
held in the Court House, Stur- Alderman, E. L. Chambers, and Prof. R. H. Roberts. 
geon Bay, and an excellent pro- 
gram on strawberry growing 
methods, varieties, fertilizers, So the best time to fertilize start root knots. Therefore, 
irrigation, and other subjects strawberry plants is in summer, raspberries under a mulch are in 

will be discussed by speakers. after one fruiting season is over much less danger of having their 
Following the noon luncheon and the runners are growing to roots injured and forming galls 

there will be a field tour to near-_ make new stands of plants. than are those that are culti- 
by strawberry fields where new Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Re- vated. 
varieties and cultural methods search Bulletin 252. 
can be seen at first hand. Here Prune Newly Set Raspberry 
the growers and speakers will TT Plants 
point out successful growing REMOVE FLOWERS FROM 
practices. All strawberry grow- NEWLY SET STRAW- In setting out raspberry and 

ers are invited to attend. BERRY PLANTS blackberry plants, prune them to 
about 4 or 6 inches high when set 

TTT _ ; Unless a wee are removed out. If the canes are left too 
rom newly set strawberry long, they produce berries. As a 

FERTILIZING STRAW- plants, before the fruit has start- rosuit, they do not produce 
BERRIES ed to develop, the plants will fail shoots for next year’s crop. 

Apply Fertilizer In Summer or to produce a desirable number of 
Fall to Strawberries for vigorous runners. SSS 

Best Crop The earlier the blossoms are “To what do you attribute 
THE strawberry plant, like removed, the better, because it your great age?” asked the city 

most perennials, stores or- 1S the early runners we want for Visitor of Grandpa Eben Hoskins. 
ganic food during the later part next year’s crop. “y * it,” d 
of the growing season or fall, A good time to mulch rasp- G coe BBY. Jt Answers 
and uses up these fodds in spring _ berries is in the spring when the ran pa cautiously. They 5 SeV~ 

and summer in producing leaves, soil still has plenty of moisture. eral o them testimonial fellers 

flowers, fruits, and runners. Ni- Mulching with about three inches a-dickerin’ with me. 

trogen fertilizer applied at any of old straw stack tops, marsh TT 

time of the year produces larger hay, and other rubbish, is a bet- 

plants. But fertilizer added in ter and cheaper means of con- 

the spring to plants that were in serving moisture than even cul- RASPBERRY AND STRAW- 

good condition the fall before tivation. Furthermore, it keeps BERRY PLANTS 

does not increase the fruit crop. down the weeds quite well. Latham raspberry plants. Dis- 

Only if the plants lacked nitro- Experiments in Illinois have ease free. Dorsetts, Fairfax, 

gen in the fall, will an applica- shown that if raspberry roots Beaver, and Senator Dunlap 

tion of fertilizer in the spring are injured, crown gall is likely strawberry plants. Mt. Vernon 

produce a larger crop of berries. to enter near the cut ends and Nurseries, Viola, Wisconsin.
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E. L. Chambers 

LAST summer and fall we re- in 50 gallons of water with an before the wings are fully de- 
ceived many inquiries as to equal amount of lime added will veloped. Most of the feeding 

how to combat grasshoppers af- be effective without injury to starts in the early morning and 
ter they had acquired their wings foliage. Unless the lime is added, continues until the grasshoppers 
and had moved into orchards and however, the Paris green would are no longer hungry. A second 
gardens, so we thought it wise burn the foliage of most plants feeding period usually occurs 
to repeat what we said then— used at this rate. Arsenate of during the afternoon. If the 
that while some relief can be se- lead and calcium arsenate are weather is extremely hot during 
cured from arsenical sprays, the very slow poisons and would not the day, feeding may be done at 
time to kill grasshoppers is a be effective in the control of night, but hoppers do not feed 
few days after they have hatch- grasshoppers. much when the temperature is 
ed. At that time a little poison below 65 degrees or above 100 
bait applied where the grasshop- How to Fight Grasshoppers degrees F. 
pers have hatched and soon after : . . After the small grain crops 
will do the trick where tons may . The use of poison bait material and hay meadows are cut, thus 

: is the only satisfactory method A , 
fail later when they reach full f trol. This bait t he reducing the food supply, the 
growth and have spread all over carefully prepare 4 ‘tinat be - grasshoppers migrate to greener 

oe th ties thi plied at the right time and place, sistas, on seats eg 
ms or "ts adi ae 18 aire and must be used as directed. arasalappers have. Beat present 

wie ped ahd “tontrol. pro. Plowing soil to a depth of five there may suddenly seem to be a 

gram, using the various school °F S!X inches will prevent young yew infestation, but this is sim- 
districts as a unit for carrying hoppers from escaping from the ply due to grasshoppers moving 
on the work and aneffortis being °88S- If several deep furrows jn from the cut fields. 
made: to cover: iall land where with sharp sides toward culti- 
grasshoppers are hatching. vated crops are plowed between Preparing the Poison Bait 

h h f these and sod land, the move- . a 
Where the owner refuses _ Fe ment of very small hoppers can The use of poisoned bait is by 

= the control rly own as © be checked. Burning over wood- far the most practical and effec- 
adjoining property owners have, lots, fence rows, or fields to de-_ tive of the various methods of 
the statutes provide that the de- stroy eggs has no value and is il. fighting grasshoppers. Very sat- 
yee fanten iis serve & notice on legal in certain fire protection ‘sfactory baits may be prepared 

Give Hint 1 the poi If areas and may be dangerous and according to either of these 
quire him to apply the poison. destructi Aft the h methods. 
he fails to do so himself, the de- } °° 0 hatched and beeun tema, 
partment is authorized to spread 8 No. i 
the poison and charge the cost grate, they may be burned when Coarse-flaked wheat bran 
to the f in his t they collect in straw or weeds at (free from shorts) *___--_Ibs. 100 

0 SRESTSEMOE UE DISTARES: night or even in the day time in White arsenic (or Paris b 7 
In Orchard and Garden «001 weather. This method, of (or soaium arsenite) —--ats. 2 

Whil ing foli f course, cannot be depended upon Molasses (black strap) ---gals. 2 
ue spraying tollage Of or- jy large-scale programs where Water -----------------gals. 10 

namental trees and shrubs and ty, poison can be used so much *50 Pounds of bran and an equal vol- 
" ; ; i . f sawdust be used instead frat trae wth Paris green ll mae.efectvely and. economy pou of re ah 

: lly. 
measures should not be delayed cay No. 2 
until that time, but the grass- H ‘ . 3 Sawdust ~-----------------bu. 2 

atching Period and Feeding Whey _________________-gals. 2 
hoppers destroyed before they . Sodium arsenite... at 
have an opportunity to develop Habits Water seen eeensnugals! 1 
sufficiently to endanger the fol- The eggs start hatching dur- Rate: Use 20 pounds of either of 
iage of such trees. Where for ing May and hatching may con- ee ea | fe the mas ‘ dicel 
some reason or another the con- tinue until late June. The newly- tor general purposes around gardens 
trol measures have not been ap- hatched hoppers are without and in stabaces flelds. Xe. 2 is recom- 

tod in ti F : n g to bi plied in time, Paris green used wings, and as they feed and treated and both whey. and sawdust 

at the rate of one half pound grow, pass through five stages are readily available.
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icultural C Pyrethrum, An Agricultural Crop 
By T. C. Allen 

Department Economic Entomology 

Due to the increasing number of 
reports regarding pyrethrum and its va 
value as an agricultural crop, inquir- " r 

ies have been received by the Univer- a ae 2 
sity concerning the possibility of p Ee ‘ 
growing pyrethrum in Wisconsin. In re ay: = as i 
some instances, word has been re- kaon 3 we hy ~ ao Pye 

amy pinwioa Weracets idea, is nt me 
The followin information’ ihoretare, al Os ane thal ai Me 
may be of general interest to certain Fo] o *%, 5 Tod rc 7 
growers at this time. F fi he t > 

P YRETHRUM is the name giv- i be 
en to an insect powder de- p> bea 

rived from a plant, known as Fe] Sd 
Pyrethrum cinerariaefolium. It 
is the base of most household in- 
secticides such as fly sprays, and 
more recently it has become im- Pyrethrum Flowers Provide An Important Insect Powder 

portant in the control of certain oo. . 
insects attacking agricultural are now being imported? For- flowers are heavier in weight but 
crops. Pyrethrum kills sucking tunately, within the last ten contain less pyrethrins. The ov- 
and chewing insects but is harm- years, experimentation in many er ripe flowers are light in 

less to both animal and man. of our states has served to give weight and at the same time 

The toxic ingredients of this Us the above information. lower in pyrethrins. 

insecticide is pyrethrins I and II 
which is obtained from the dried Can Be Grown Here How to Grow Pyrethrum 
flower heads collected just in ad- It is of interest to know that 

vance of the full blooming pe- Pyrethrum car be srown Bue pyrethrum will not become a 
riod. For insecticidal purposes, cessfully in the United States. It ; scious weed anid istiot harmeul 

either extracts or the ground is reported that the plant be- to livestock or bees. If desired, 
flowers are employed. Oil ex- haves as an annual in the ex- 11. toms may be used for hay. 
tracts are principally used in the treme South. A little North, it The cost for growing the plant 
preparation of domestic and cat- behaves as a biennial, and in the |i. from $30 to $60 per acre 
tle fly sprays. In the ground Northern States, as a perennial. and the seed costs about $1.50 

form, the powder is used in pre- In growing pyrethrum, the per acre. In growing pyrethrum, 

paring fine dusting powders for most important factor affecting the plants are started from seed 
household and agricultural uses. the pyrethrum content of the ng handled very much the same 

The first pyrethrum flowers flowers is the weather. Pyre- a, tobacco or celery. The seed 
were imported to the U.S. about thrum content of flowers run j, broadcast at the rate of 1 oz. 
1850 and we now import approx- high in a hot dry season with to sixty square feet of bed, al- 
imately 18,000,000 pounds an- lots of sunshine. In rainy and owing 240 square feet per acre. 
nually, most of which is import- cloudy seasons, the content is After the bed is raked gently, 
ed from Japan. In view of over- much lower. Such factors as geo- burlap or straw is placed direct- 
production of crops and efforts graphical location of the area jy over the bed to aid germina- 

to find new uses of farm prod- Where grown, elevation, pH of tion. Tobacco cloth is then placed 
ucts, the question arises as to soil, soil type and fertilizer treat- over the entire bed until the 
why not grow and harvest pyre- ment have little influence upon pjants are 8 to 10 weeks old. 
thrum flowers on our own lands the pyrethrum content of flow- Seeds may be sown late in April 
and with our own labor? Thisin €¢Yrs. or May and the plants set out in 
turn raises the question as to The pyrethrum content of the August. Under Northern condi- 
whether pyrethrum flowers can flowers is greatly influenced by tions, seeds may be sown in July 
be grown on our lands, and if so, time of harvest. Flowers should or August and then transplanted 
will the toxicity of the flowers be be cut when they are %4 to fully the following April or May. 
as high as those flowers which open. The partly ripe or closed (To be continued in the May issue)
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

B, A. Robinson, Kenosha, President Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan 

K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
Regional Vice-Presidents 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Robt. Jantz, Eldorado Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

How to ommercial Fertilizer w to Apply C 1 Fertilizers 
C. J. Chapman 

Professor of Soils 

For glads, I recommend that aaa low furrow can then be made 
the fertilizer be applied in the and seeds planted without dan- 

bottom of furrows to a depth of ger of injury to germination. 
6 inches. It is of great import- Where applied in this manner, I 
ance that the fertilizer be thor- suggest about 1 pound to each 
oughly mixed with the soils be- 20 feet of row of any good gar- 
fore setting or planting bulbs. den fertilizer mixture. 

The mixing of the fertilizer 3 
can be accomplished by working A Few Don’ts 
the fertilizer into the soil with a Do not apply fertilizer in 
hoe or a rake. bands above the seed or bulbs. 

. sae There is great danger of injury 
What Kind of Pertiliaey for to the tender sprouts as they 

Gladioli? push through the soil. Always 
_I prefer a mixture relatively get your fertilizer down below 

rich in potash for glads. A mix- the level of seed or bulbs where 
ture such as 3-12-12 is ideal for applied in rows. Don’t, under 

most soils, although the regular - | any conditions, plant seed in di- 
garden fertilizers can be used rect contact with clear fertilizer. 
with good results. This fertiliz- It is likely to kill the germina- 
er should be applied in the bot- applied broadcast at the rate of tion of your seed. 
tom of the trenches at the rate about 40 pounds to each 1,000 
of 1 pound to each 15 feet of square feet. This fertilizer ae 
row. should be worked into the soil by 

During the growing season raking before planting seeds. GLADIOLUS SHOW PLANS 
(just before flowering spikes The fertilizer can be applied in "THE 1938 Wisconsin Gladiolus 
start to appear) I found it help- rows in the same manner as de- Show should be the largest 
ful to side-dress my glads with scribed for glads, although there and best in the history of the 

ammonium sulfate or nitrate of is greater danger of injury to Society. 
soda or any other nitrogen fer- the germination of seed or the Dr. George H. Scheer, Chair- 
tilizer. This nitrogen fertilizer tender sprouts where applied in man of the local committee, 
can be used at the rate of 1. this manner. If great care is ex- states that the local committee 
pound to each 100 feet of row. ercised, however, fertilizer ap- plans to sell at least 3,000 tickets 
The use of this nitrogen fertil- plied in the row will give per- in advance and that an advance 
izer will give your glads added haps better results than where schedule, in booklet form, will be 
vigor and will produce larger and applied broadcast. If applied in mailed to all members of the So- 
longer flowering spikes. rows, I would suggest that fur- ciety as well as to prominent 

How Apply Fertilizer f rows be made at least 6 inches growers. 
‘ow Apply Fe er or deep. The fertilizer should then Mr. Fred Hagedorn, 1127 Ala- 

Annuals? be thoroughly mixed with the bama Ave., Sheboygan, has been 
For most annual flowers I soil and the furrow closed with appointed show manager and has 

would suggest that a fertilizer some fresh soil on top. The shal- already started his work. Mr.
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Harvey Kiel is publicity mana- ger, to whom vews should n=» INEW@INSECTICIDE BEST FOR 
sent. Growers who will exhibit CONTROL OF C ABB AGE WORMS 
should write Mr. Kiel, 1680 S. 

“ie St., Sheboygan, of their "THE new rotenone dust has_ varieties of plants obtained from 
. , . been found very effective in tropical countries. Three of 

The Eagles’ Hall is a large the control of cabbage worms. these plants are derris, cube, 
building—the largest in which py, 7. ¢, Allen, who for the past and timbo. Frequently the ma- 
the show has been held since it several years has been stationed terial is simply referred to as 
was held in the University Field in the Racine-Kenosha district ‘derris.” 
House at Madison. The commit- working on the control of cab- The table gives the result of 
tee has made arrangements that page worms and cucumber beet- Doctor Allen’s work during 1937 
the rent of the hall will be re- jes’ obtained very good results on the control of cabbage worms 
duced to $75 in case of a deficit. hy dusting cabbage with cube with various insecticides. 
The city park superintendent dust, Rotenone dust has also been 
has agreed to furnish hall deco- Rotenone is the toxic material found most effective for the con- 
rations. found in the roots of several trol of cucumber beetles. 
Remember the dates, August 

19-21, RESULTS WITH VARIOUS INSECTICIDES FOR CONTROL 
OF CABBAGE WORMS 

rs Per Cent Yield per Increase 
Insecticide Used of Good Acre in Yield 

. i] Heads Ibs. Ibs, 
GROWING DAHLIAS IL- Cube’, (rotenone) 12 lbs. 

LUSTRATED IN MO. Tete Oe NB open eeseeeeeeeene 91 17,062 10,462 

TION PICTURES Tale, 84 Ibe. 12,540 5,940 
. Fluosilicate, 20 lbs. 

A TWO-REEL film illustrating Talc, 88 lbs. _---_--------------- 70 12,127 5,527 
the growing of dahlias and oe ratad ee, 8h ibs. 66 11,550 4,950 

varieties of dahlias, in color, has Gaicium arsenate, 3 lbs. : ? 
been prepared by the Bureau of Flour, 1 Ib. 

Visual Instruction, University of [itprayea See 7W227227TTTTTTTT og 81600 800 
Wisconsin, in cooperation with 
the Wisconsin Dahlia Society, 

and is available to organizations CONTROL DAMPING OFF Teacher: “Who was it said, 
on a rental basis. D AMPING off may be control- ‘Don’t fire until you see the 

The two reels are 16 mm. si- led by the use of red copper whites of their eyes’?” 

lent films and rent separately. oxide. Originally it was recom- Bright Pupil: “The man who 
Reel 1 shows spring planting, mended that the seeds be dusted owns our apartment, and he was 

methods of propagation, field with this, but the latest recom- talking to the janitor who looks 

planting, treatment of the soil, mendation, and a simple one to after the furnace.” 
staking and marking, dahlias follow, is to thoroughly sprinkle 
from seed, propagation by leaf the seed bed with it until it has 
cuttings and grafting, cultiva- soaked down to the seeds. Use | ——-—-- 
tion and watering, pruning and 11 ounces in 5 gallons of water. 
disbudding, spraying and dust- Repeat this as the seedlingS  ,..e-carcarcarcarcarcarcercarcencennts 
ing, storage, feeding for exhibi- come up and again when they are 
tion bloom, and digging crops in an inch high. 

the fall. Rental price of Reel 1 Still another treatment which, (cI i) 
is $1.00. while not quite as effective but 

Reel 2 is a colored film and at least inexpensive, is to dust awe aia 

shows the various types and_ the surface of the seed bed with Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

leading varieties of dahlias in zinc oxide. This may be pur- for 
color. Price of Reel 2, $3.00. Re- chased in powder form at some Controlling Garden 
quests should be sent to the Bu- paint stores as Zinc White for 15 and Crop Pests 
reau of Visual Instruction, Uni- or 25 cents a pound. Drug stores Derris—Rotonone Products 

versity of Wisconsin, Madison. also sell it, but it is purer and Agicide Laboratories 
Reservations should be made consequently more expensive. 4668 N. Teutonia, Milwaukee, Wis. 

early. —Victor Ries, Ohio  4._.__ Telephone Hilltop 7050_
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIE- NI NY ie BAYFIELD STAWBERRY 
TY ADDRESS CHANGED \ i FESTIVAL 

A? the request of University | ie Bayfield, July 2-3 
authorities, the address of dbs € Ky Nba ‘THE annual Bayfield Straw- 

the Old Entomology Building, in oy vi tg berry Festival will be held 
which the offices of the Wiscon- Rasa NAAT ens this year in the city of Bayfield 
sin Horticultural Society are lo- —( === === a4 ; on July 2-3. 
cated, has been changed from =e A Strawberry King Contest is 
1582 University Avenue to 424 ak Ca te Mies being planned as well as a Straw- 
University Farm Place. Fo LALA es eas berry Shortcake Queen Contest. 

The location has not been ERE Fah Ma There will be a strawberry show 
changed, just the address of the Et eee: 5 . and a pageant, including a pa- 
building. There was some con- SSS ee rade and other events. The Bay- 
fusion resulting from the old ad- = ae --f field Strawberry Day has become 
dress because the building is not = SS A an important event. Bayfield 
located on University Avenue SS Se County is one of the leading 
but on a diagonal street leading strawberry and raspberry pro- 
from University Avenue to the ducing sections of the state. 
Livestock Pavilion. The new ad- IMPORTANT WISCONSIN 
dress is much more specific. FLOWER SHOWS YOU 

—_____—_ ARE INVITED TO WECCONSEN Ine SHOW 
INTERNATIONAL HORTI ATTEND ide sie ” uliding uditorium 

CULTURAL CONGRESS The Lake Geneva Town red Coun. June 11-12 
: Garden Club FI s 

‘THE _ Twelfth International the South Centra District Exhibit— ‘THE Wisconsin Iris Society 
Horticultural Congress will Horticultural Hall, Lake Geneva, Bat- will hold its Fourth Annual 

be held in Berlin, Germany, from "day and Sunday, May 14 and 15. 13. show in the Milwaukee Pub- 
August 12 to 17 this year. About Madison West Side Garden Club Jic Service Building Auditorium, 

2,000 delegates from forty dif- lower, show a re So tcee Daeta Milwaukee, on June 11-12. This 
song se ol ay nee tO 4110 Mandan Crescent, | Nakoma, has become Wisconsin’s greatest 
participate. e Unite es, (Madison), Saturday, May 21. iris show. It will be an opportu- 
Canada, and Great Britain have _ Baraboo Garden Club Flower Show nity to see the world’s best iris. 
already accepted the invitation —Parlors of the Methodist Church, Officers of the Iris Society are: 

to attend. There will be twenty Baraboo, June 9-10. President, Mrs. W. F. Roecker, 
ions i i ill de- Kenosha Fl Show by the Ken- ‘ : eeclons whe Sipe dS ee meet ees SEE NL Ue oe Miivaukee 

fine their respective attitudes on ‘and Art Museum, Kenosha, June 11- Vice-president, Mrs. R. Sewell, 
such problems as pomology, oler- 12. Admission free. 957 N. 70th St., Wauwatosa; sec- 
ere and other phases of Wauwatosa Flower show— Woman's pouty sremeurens Ee Wan- 

. Club it , Wi tos: . res, Cedar 3 cor- 
The Eleventh Congress was nue, June 16-17. opens’ 2:00 "P.M vesnonditie penton Dr. G. Al- 

held in Rome in 1935. crathag, "an Kriz, Lone Tree Road, Elm 
—— . Grove. 

When women kiss each other ase fo serie, es eer Regional vice-presidents: L. 

it reminds one of a Republican ing sane a duly toe) publication in G. Egleberg, 142 S. 6th St., La 

voting in Georgia—it doesn’t e June issue by May 15-18. Give Crosse; E. L. White, R. 2, Jeffer- 
count. ser et cdal features mission Hf anys on; Arthur Strobel, Hartford.
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Two-Day Landscape Short Course ee pARRON : 
. Leonard Barron, editor o: 

MADISON — JUNE 3 - 4 a M The Flower Grower maga- 
The Horticultural Department of the University announces a two-day i i 7 : 

landscape demonstrational and lecture program to be held Friday and Sat- zine, died April 9 of prey MOMs: 
urday, June 8 and 4, at the University. The enrollment fee is $1.00, payable Mr. Barron was born in England 
by May 15. eta. evening there will be a dinner meeting for which the 69 years ago. His father was su- 
harge will be $1.00. It is planned to arrange luncheon meetings for those . - 

She make reservations at the beginning of the @esslon, The tentative pro- perintendent of the Royal Hor. 
gram is: ticultural Society garden at 

Friday, June 8, Room 116, Horticultural Building Chiswick, where Mr. Barron re- 
9:00 A. M. Welcome and Announcements. i i ini 
9:15 A.M. ‘Tulips and Other Bulbs for Garden Borders’’__James G. Moore celved his ae roe eee 

10:00 A.M. “The Annual Situation”..______--__-__G. Wm. Longenecker Served as editor of Garden Mag- 
11:00 A.M. “The Perennial Problems”_.___-_-..---------Franz A. Aust azine and the garden department 
12:15 P.M. Noon luncheon at the Union for those making special luncheon of The American Home 

reservations. Luncheon speaker_________-_______----H. J. Rahmlow . 
1:30 P. M. Assembly for Garden Tours. 
1:45-4:00 P. M. Visits to Madison Gardens (A study of plants and their ar- 

rangement). 
6:30 P.M. Special dinner at the Union. Professor P. H. Elwood, Head of LANDSCAPING THE 

the Dept. of Landscape Architecture, Iowa State College, Ames, will 

give an illustrated lecture on “‘European Gardens, Their Merits and BARMSTEAD 
Adaptations.” A BULLETIN entitled Land- 

Saturday, June 4, Room 116, Horticultural Building scaping the Farmstead has 
9:00 - M. ‘Designing a Garde) eseeeense: Wm. Longenecker just been issued by the U. S. De- 
10:00 A. M. “Color in the Garden’’___--_.__--.-_---__--~-Franz A. Aust 7 i 
11:00 A.M. ‘Planning a Garden for Continuous Bloom”______L. @. Holmes partment of the Interior and is 
12:15 P.M. Noon luncheon at the Union for those making special reserva- for sale at 15c by the Superin- 

tions. tendent of Documents, Washing- 
1:30 P.M. Assembly for Garden Tours. ton, D.C 
1:45-4:00 P. M. Visits to Madison Gardens (a study of their design). ae a § 

The studies in the gardens will be under the direction of Professors The bulletin takes up the sub- 
Elwood, Aust, Longenecker, and Holmes. jects of mapping the farm 

r ds, developi land: 
Answers to Puzzle on Page 226, April Issue Fai, n aah a. law, m eee, 

Carrots, pumpkins, cauliflower, beets, potatoes, radishes, egg- , ‘ 2 
plant, tomatoes, beans, cabbages. ” , shrubs, flowers, vines, hedges, 
ee ee ee SC GOCK' Warder, ‘And Plantitige’ma- 

. ial h REPORT ON NEW FRUIT —_We like the new Wayzata ferials fa! thy farm nee 
VARIETIES ever bearing ateawhs ery the best bulletin for those interested in 

H. B. Blackman, Richland Center f all the everbearings. this aubject. 

‘THE new boysenberry seems oo: orvm'— ee 
to be hardy if given plenty 

of winter protection. However, CODLING MOTH EUROPEAN FRUIT CROPS 

the season was so dry last year WARNING SUFFER FROST DAMAGE 

that it is difficult to give a re- "THE codling moth has over- CONSIDERABLE frost dam- 
port of what it will do. It has wintered in great numbers age to fruit crops in Eng- 
most wonderful berries but had and observations in southwest- and and on the continent of Eu- 
only a few flowers. If it does not ern Wisconsin indicate 70-95% rope was reported by the Bu- 
produce more fruit here it will survival. A fact of considerable yeau of Agricultural Economics 
not be worth while. The New- importance this year is the great on April 19. 
burg red raspberry is proving a number of second brood larvae In England frost began April 
most profitable variety with us overwintering. Generally, only 10 and continued throughout the 
and we are planting more of a very small percentage of these entire week. Plums were wiped 
them. We have discarded the larvae are capable of surviving out entirely; cherrtes killed to 
Chief as we find the Latham so the winter but observations in- the extent of 75 per cent; apples 
much better. We are thinking dicate survival of about 85% this and pears 50 per cent; and all 
also of discarding the Viking al- year. With a favorable spring, push fruit and strawberries prac- 
though we prefer it to the Chief the codling moth may be expect- tically wiped out. In Switzerland 
as it does very well some sea- ed in great numbers this year the frost was the worst in 80 
sons. and growers are urged to apply years. The fruit crops were en- 

Likes Catskill their codling moth sprays at the tirely wiped out. 

We are planting more Catskill Proper time and to use care in This loss may increase the de- 

strawberries which do splendid- covering all exposed surfaces. mand for imported supplies, ac- 
ly here. By John Callenbach. cording to the Bureau. iy
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Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

THE PASQUE FLOWER ee Be The eastern magicians regard. 
(Anemone Pulsatilla) “a ry ah ed the plant as a preventive of 

a , eA 2a sickness and recommended every 
Why have I come here?” the f=”! (aS, one to gather the first blossom 

ogg pomee ai futh i= x that is seen in spring, repeating 
y?” and she gracefully nod- — a, 2M ie very solemnly the words, “I 

“a ded her head. ‘ C he Sie gather thee as a remedy against 
The storm rocked my cradle 4 Seo disease.” Afterwards it must be 

. with lullaby wild, . ‘=e } wrapped in a red cloth and care- 
I am here with the wind, be- ‘ ( ~~) fully kept in a dark place. If a 
cause I am his child. AN a ee person becomes ill, it is to be 

—Lucy Larcom. ‘ j Fe be ; re tied on the arm or around the 
——— a a alee BW neck. 

"THERE is a legend which tells AI. eau ie | ih The Hasna) renee: 3) 
us that Anemone was the = oan < an emblem of sickness. Englan 

name of a very beautiful nymph iS a) ‘ ny I WELSO@ says the Anemones sprang up 
whom Zephyr loved very dearly. uD Te from the blood of Danes who 
Flora, becoming very jealous, ex- where slain in battle. The Rom- 

iled Anemone from the court, shared with us the finding of ans oer them at High niet 

but when she pined away and several plants bearing double "°@" aes eat a he ae 
died of a broken heart, Zephyr flowers. We hope this group may against dropsy, but w IB 
importuned Venus who changed escape being pastured and that they are found they do not bloom 

her body into the flower which many lovers of wild flowers will until the wind calls. 
bears her name. Zephyr is said be able to go there in years to The Pasque flower makes a 

to fan her all day long with his come, taking home with them Very attractive rock garden 
wings. pleasing pictures in camera and Plant. It needs a gravelly, well- 

Zephyr was certainly working memory. No member of our rained spot. Here it will bloom 

his wings overtime the day a group picked a blossom or dis- feely—though perhaps not 
group of flower lovers walked ov- turbed a plant. We hope the pro- ‘ite so early as it does on the 

er gravelly knolls near Palmyra, posed State Park may become a Wind swept hills. 
hunting for these early spring reality before this group of 
flowers. But the discomfort of plants disappears. Chrysanthemums 
those piercing cold winds was Although the Anemone is de- Early May should see your 
forgotten when we saw hundreds _ scribed as a classical flower and Chrysanthemums divided and 
of frail delicate blossoms wav- dedicated to Venus, it has also a replanted if you want plenty of 

ing and nodding above their place among the fairy plants. early bloom. Divide the tall va- 
downy leaves. Once upon a time The painting of its delicate veins rieties so there will be two or 
the hills near Palmyra were cov- is ascribed to these little crea- three stalks to each plant. The 
ered with the Pasque flowers, tures. The botanists describe the lower-growing kinds will do nice- 
but now since sheep and goats flower as a natural barometer, ly with one stalk. Plant the di- 
are being pastured on these hills, because as the night approaches, visions in well-enriched, deeply- 
one needs to search patiently, as or just before a shower, the spaded soil, and water well. I 
we did on this cold early April dampness in the air causes the plant my divisions quite closely, 
day, in order to find them. petals to curl over tent fashion, about a foot apart, because after 

We were fortunate in meeting but fairy lore tells us that this growing them for several 
Mr. Fuller, curator of botany at is done by the fairies who cuddle months they are moved to the 
the Milwaukee Public Museum, down in the heart of the flowers south and east of the house for 
who was taking pictures of these and pull the petals over them the fall display. They are shel- 
rapidly disappearing flowers. He like curtains. tered from the strong winds that
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whip and spoil the blossoms, and 

massed closely, they are very ef- A WEATHER- RESISTANT 

fective at a season when we most 
appreciate bloom in the garden. GARDEN TABLE 

indian nraeektng fi the Te D°® you like to eat outdoors in bracer strips of both table and 

rieties and then pinch back the ~ your own garden? Do you benches are held in place with 

branches. Keep ‘pinching back dislike to carry a table in and pins of one-half inch dowel rods 

until July When buds begin to out every time you do it? If so, so that they may all be easily 

form give liquid fertilizer once you will no doubt finally do as I taken apart and stored flat in a 

a week and hs well tered did—make a table that can stay small place over winter if de- 

Stake the eullse cients ie avaid out the year around if necessary. sired. A treatment of hot lin- 

ifeaking down reel heav Just as this table was copied seed oil might be applied to wa- 

tains. “You will, be vel repaid from a photograph of another terproof the wood, but either cy- 

for care given Chrysanthemums similar to it, just so can you de- press or redwood will last for 

during the summer months when sign yours after the one I am_ years out-of-doors without any 

they begin 40 blosim in late Au- showing. treatment. These woods are re- 

gust and continue until hard The benches and table, except meelhy weather-resistant. 

freezing. Be sure and grow some the top, are made of redwood SO By Victor H. Ries, Columbus, 

of all the Azaleamum family— that they are light and easily Ohio, from Horticulture. 

pink, rose, white, bronze, yellow. handled if necessary. The table 

No matter how many you have, top of this one is made of three- 

you wish You had at 8 few ae mane 
more. 

Plant a few mums in five-inch coldframe. 
pots and sink them about six For comfort, the bench tops The spinal column is a collec- 

inches into the ground. When are in one piece ten inches wide, tion of bones running up and 

the buds are ready to open, bring but for convenience and drain- down your back, to keep you 

the plants inside to a porch or age the table top was made in from being legs clean up to your 

sunroom, keep well watered and narrow strips. The four-inch neck. —Urchin. 

you will have a fine display 

for many weeks. 

For the Bare Spots 

For some of those bare 
spots that are liable to be 

found in the best regulated 

garden border, work up the 

soil carefully, sow annual — amr 

larkspur, salpiglossis and cal- a ee iS a eae = 

liopsis. Water carefully so as Pre _—— wi Da i 

not to wash out the seed and , : al 

then cover with fine peat : 

that has been thoroughly epee. r 

soaked. Pat it down lightly = beac . 

and keep moist until the aS 

seeds are nicely up. = i i” ee 

If you have never tried the 

peat covering, you will be 

surprised how effective it is 

in helping seed germination, 

but, remember the peat must _ Fie A 

be wet when applied. If you en i lg 

sow larkspur, try some of A garden table and benches which can be left out-of-doors without suffer- 

the new hybrids. ing damage. Cut courtesy of Massachusetts Horticultural Society.
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Spring Work in the Garden 
EARLY this spring we gave ties. And don’t forget the Wis- If you are troubled with 

the lawn an application of consin Iris Show at the Milwau- aphids, red spiders or other in- 
ammonium sulphate and to our kee Public Service Building the sects in the garden this summer, 
surprise we had to mow it al- second week-end in June. try dusting with the new rote- 
most a week before our neigh- The biggest job in our garden none dust made from the roots 
bors, who did not apply any fer- this spring was to loosen up the of derris, cube, or timbo plants. 
tilizer, mowed theirs. Ammo- hard-packed soil among the per- We have only one plum tree in 
nium sulphate contains about ennials and dig in some wheat our yard, the Minnesota variety 
18% nitrogen and dissolves in bran used for fertilizer. Then Underwood. In order to provide 
water as readily as salt, there- we moved many plants which a pollenizer, we grafted branch- 
fore the nitrogen becomes avail- had become large and needed es of a wild plum, also toka, and 
able to the roots of plants at more room. Kaga onto this tree to provide 
once. Our lawn had a dark green 8 flowers for cross - pollination. 
color as a result of the nitrogen. zoey es be aise phous Surprise and DeSota are also 

The benefits of this fertilizer should he k a 7 nd the good. 
will not last all summer and we whine e h a d not. b. nal 4 Every gardener should learn 
will put on another application to ee cae ded Peonias ae a to graft. As a rule we have on- 
in July or August. It will have a 8g it 1 f e al ly a very few fruit trees in the 
to be applied rather sparingly, oO" dur Eko, bel a os hed et garden and it is nice to have sev- 
the lumps crushed, and watered ai without being touched a eral good varieties growing on 
down with a hose or spread dur- *" . one tree in addition to the value 
ing a rain. As an old delphinium clump of more than one variety for 

‘As this is written, April 23, begins to send up more than a oross-pollination. 
we have already dusted our flow- ee ne stalks ena we What will we do with our tulip 

ers twice with sulphur-arsenate "1G °° Or more ee S100) ea and daffodil bulbs after they are 
of lead dust to control fungus peszing) at ke» oaks wi k : through blooming? Probably the 
diseases and chewing insects, es- ho : an d ie ec aH Pa fi er easiest way is to leave them 

pecially fungus diseases. Sulphur SHoots an an be at teat our’ “alone for the first two years. The 
kills the spores of these diseases to Bet of the best. In that bd bulbs, however, split up into sev- 

when they fall upon the leaves. W° wall have ine a i en stal 4 eral parts and the new divisions 
We cannot control these diseases 204 the best Hor th e eee will send up small plants each 
after they appear—we must pro- Stalks are better than a large 1... Tf they become too crowd- 
tect our plants from them, early number of poor ones. ed it is well to dig them up when 

in the season. During wet, rainy § The new dwarf hybrid asters the leaves begin to turn yellow 
weather, we must dust oftener. should be divided every second in June, throw away the small- 

Why do magazines continue to or third year. We find that the est bulbs, and replant those of 

publish article about spraying seeds falling to the ground ger- good size where they can bloom 

flowers and vegetables, when minate and send up new plants in another year. In the mean- 

dusts are just as effective and which are usually not as good as time, annuals can be set in 

so much more easily applied. the original variety. It is best among the bulbs. 

Women gardeners, especially, ob- to destroy these. —H. J. Rahmlow. 

ject to mixing poisons in water 
and carrying around ecumber- ©—§ A. 
some sprayers. The only place ° 
we need to use a Sprayer 1S LOR QO 
trees which we cannot reach well Sa see ene ee tiene eS peering Geoniieue 

with s/dugber. JOHN 5. CONERY 
Iris are making an exception- TREE BXPERTS @® @ @ 

ally fine growth this spring and RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
we should have a great season of Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

iris bloom. Make plans now to Write or Wire 

visit some iris gardens specializ- { 7321 Yoiveaity Avene ‘MADISON, EBONY rea 
ing in some of the newer varie-
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PEONIES WHAT A GOOD LAWN The Anoca apple is a very har- 
W. A. Sisson, Rosendale NEEDS dy variety, early bearing, and 

J UNE is the month for peonies. N° problem in a a i iy seo Minna whos conte 
Rosendale invites you to - 4 ete llentaa th, an t - Of quality varieties cannot be come and see the peonies in June. W ‘ Mt lea’ hed his-an es grown. That is not the case in 

The Sundays falling on June 12 portan nen wal hth 18 tabli Wisconsin, and so the variety 
and 19 will probably see the vient of qeue lan ata we has no value here. 
largest number of blooms. For a a fe jawns : a ani Since it is a hardy tree, we 
exact dates please write Law- © a dition ¢ r ess a : would suggest that those who 
rence T. Hoyt, Village Clerk. Ur . 4 hich ie. hee snort have the variety, top-work sci- Rosendale is a village of three fated on 4 1s "Cnn vy amie ons of good varieties on the 

hundred people located at the in- the fir ti WB: fe ton Re Y pranches rather than cut the tersection of Highways 23 and i e Ae weels out of ico an tree down, as many have thought 
oe ot is 5 smal Desi swath one naan and fertilizing, of doing. 

cilities, and and some plenic £4- No amount of fertilizer or other 4 ae Wisannet ae 
. — ; ociety has repeatedly warne 

We especially invite those who wiltce Leena ee its members not to purchase ap- 

Wish 10 Jsaetl how ta gtow the too frequently and too closel. ple varieties of poor quality. 
portent peony. I will gladly give It is also useless to try to erad. 
ae te Be im step cate weeds where the grass is . oo . 

you, ang y making so feeble a growth that Happiness is like a kiss—you rows of peonies from first year it does not occupy the ground, can’t have it yourself without 

plantings up to those of ne and Unless these two things are at- giving it to somebody else. 
ven a le We do a pi os ~ tended to, no special weed con- iness, please understand. e ! : intact want to help you and really love = treatment will be of much 

to do this when we can catch an ee 1 “I will get 
pitaniive ear. Please come dur- | Of tie en de fish ‘and ron Protect Your 
ing the morning if possible. nye » A 

ana oer no hope to the party frase enough in the lawn wo be | FLOWERS and 
: 4 TS : worth saving, the fertilizing and 

wa Ge wee pea ever weed eradication must proceed EVERGREENS 
As I write, our peonies ave together. Fertilize enough to Ni D 

just beginning to push through ee tie ae pe mn or I ue lagara ust 

the ground. As the stalks grow take such steps as may be neces- for diseases and insect control may be 
they send up a stem holding one to ‘éliminate th di obtained from the Wisconsin dealers 
center flower bud and surround- CO ee ” Bale ti aa Ag : listed below. 
ed by several smaller buds. een oa Beck a "S my Whe Central Wisconsin Seed Co., Waupaca 
Pinch off the small bids as: acon ee ox eeaien ne vice, e Fertilizer Chemical Mills, Inc., Mil- 

as you can get hold of them. All 10) WUBLS LIUVERSILY: F. R. Gifford Co., Madison 
the strength of the stem then rains Lester Fane R. z Waukesha 

goes into the large bud, giving Platten Products Co., Green Bay 
you more perfection. THE ANOCA APPLE Clark Grain & Fuel Co., Chippewa 
We will be looking for you. UNDUE publicity of the Anoca ote were Co-op, Sturgeon Bay 

Different societies, including the apple has led to a number of | A. T. Bronstad, Rice Lake 
Dahlia Society of Wisconsin, are our members buying this variety Hein Tmpiement Cos Ladysmith 
planning to come for a day. with unsatisfactory results. ti A. Merget, Plymouth 

At several meetings of fruit | George McNeeley, Wausaukee 
growers associations the mem- Coleman Wevetor Gos Coleman . . . uring Farmers Mercantile Co., Suring 

American Tourist (to Cana- bers remarked that they were | Outagamie Equity Co., Appleton 
dian Northwest Indian): “White led to buy the variety because of 

man glad to see red man. White its early bearing and the publici- Niagara Sprayer and Chem- 

dpiay ciscnioug’ dw have p eae pion ba frat teal Co,, Ine. 
Indian (calling): “Hey, Jake, they do not care for and they are J. Henry Smith, Sales Rep. 

come here and listen to this wondering what to do with the Waupaca, Wisconsin 
bozo; he’s great!” tree.
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Wisconsin. 

Garden. Club Federation 
M8 Woodside Aven Ripon" Shorewood Hills, Madison 
Mrs. ‘Chester ‘Thomas, Hon, President News “re - de St late, Ist Vs President 

H. J Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Mrs. Charles Schuele, 2nd V. President 
Madison Oconomowoc 

FEDERATION BOARD OF X held in the Chamber of Com- 
DIRECTORS MEETS merce room, while arrangements 

IN SHEBOYGAN are being made with the Kohler 
: Garden Club to serve a luncheon 

"THE Board of Directors of the a 2. ast in Kohler and entertain the visi- 
Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- ] 48 tors with a trip through the 

eration met in Sheboygan on Cy Pt Kohler factories and beauty 
April 12. The forenoon session i> Y iy wet spots of Kohler during the after- 
was devoted to planning for the Ip ci bp ff = 3 noon. 
coming flower arrangement & TEN | aS pe 
schools, the meeting of officers Al Lh RE GARDEN CLUBS TO EX. 
and committee chairmen at aN ih = " 
Oconomowoc on May 21, and the ‘y vi dame \ HEBD AY SEATS Ee 
summer meeting to be held at > | {ye UN ]\\, Sade , "THE first three days of the 
Waupaca the latter part of July. 04 Gey aie) if Ai en a pean F I fe Hor- 

« Eda 1 i icultural Exhibit will feature The Board agreed to support pt ait | i exhibits by Wisconsin garden the Milwaukee District in con- aro At ‘ 
ache a Hea apangcrent Tr" we A aap hades portion of Ho Moril 

, tot t 25 i a a a ae ais A a case of deficit. ie foe cat is : z eS cultural Exhibit Building will be 
war ° I , oS turned over to the garden clubs. 

considering plans to hold a one- S&S oe ae recsoo A special premium ‘ist has been day arrangement school featur- Je WASTE prepared for these exhibits 
ing Mr. William Moore of Holly- Se Z : . 
wood, California, who has re- ey will Zeabore gee tabiless 

cent been doing some exellent dualor base Mise sans 
ke ” Cineaue re Rie ‘8 program. Headquarters will be and bouquets of one variety. 
ace Oia Ge Tin ed by tne “ar- at the Foeste Hotel, in Sheboy- ‘The entire premium list will 
See ee nOIs. gan, where the Flower Show and he published in our June issue. 
At 2:00 P. M. the Board took the meetings of the Board of he Fair opens Saturday, Au- 

under consideration the Annual Managers and delegates will be gust 20, and August 20-21-22 
Convention of the Federation to held the first forenoon. There will be garden club days this 

be held September 30-October 1 will be a noon luncheon at the year. 
in Sheboygan. The local commit- hotel. In the afternoon, the Mr. E. L. Chambers, State 

mittee, composed of Mrs. Oscar meeting will be held in the large Capitol, Madison, is superintend- 
Wolters, Mrs. Hugo Sperling, of Jecture room of the Chamber of ent of the Horticultural Depart- 
Sheboygan; Mrs. A. L. Treick, Commerce in the Security Bank ment, while Mrs. Chester Thom- 
Kohler, and Mr. Alvin Gillette, Building, only about two blocks as, Milwaukee, represents the 
Secretary of the Sheboygan from the hotel. The banquet will Board of Directors of the Feder- 
Chamber of Commerce, met with pe held in the Old Heidelberg ation on fair exhibits. 
the Board and went over the [nn, just one floor above the 

plans. Chamber of Commerce room. One of the troubles of this 
5 This is a very nice place over- modern age is that too many peo- 

Convention Plans looking Lake Michigan and most ple are spending money they 
Convention plans as discussed Of the city. have not yet earned for things 

by the Board and local commit- On Saturday, October 1, the they do not need, to impress peo- 
tee promise a very interesting forenoon session will probably be ple they don’t like.
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4 NEW GARDEN CLUB JOINS Flower Arrangement and Judging Deoeeenion” 
Schools e I ‘HE Board of Directors of the 

Fort Atkinson — Municipal Building Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 

Wednesday, May 18 eration voted to accept the ap- 
Menasha — aes Balkin — City Park plication of the Dental Auxiliary 

exter, a me ‘ Garden Club of Milwaukee for 
eistration, Foe —s0e membership in the Federation. 

Presiding We extend a hearty welcome 
Mrs. H. C. Smith, Chairman, South Central District i ub. fficers for 
Miss Edna Robertson, Chairman, Fox River Valley District Ly a s ‘aa fi ie b . O' 

MORNING PROGRAM—10:00 A. M. 938 are as follows: 
Some Fundamental Principles for Making Good Bouquets. (15 min.) Mrs. President: Mrs. R. H. John- 

E. L. Sevringhaus, Madison, Chairman, Program Committee. is: 
Questions and Discussion. (10 min.) son, 1552 S. ‘78th St., West Allis; 
Consider Flower Quality. (30 min.) Miss Merle Rasmussen, Oshkosh, Chair- Vice-President: Mrs. A. Hor- 

man, Horticulture Committee. schak, 8153 W. Wisconsin Ave., 
Making Bouquets with Distinctive Features. (45 min.) Mrs. David Weart, Wauwatosa; Secretary: Mrs. C 

Oconomowoc. 2 : ou 
NOON LUNCHEON R. Bodenbach, 628 Elm Spring 

1:00-1:30 P. M. Judging of prepared arrangements by everyone in attendance. Ave., Wauwatosa; Treasurer: 

AFTERNOON PROGRAM—1:30 P. M. Mrs. F. V. Mossey, 2167 N. Hi 
Planning Shadow Boxes and Dinner Tables. (45 min.) Mrs. James Johnson, Mount Blvd., Milwaukee. 

Wauwatosa. 
How to Use the Non-Competitive Method of Judging. Report of survey of 

leading judges. Preparing Premium Lists. (30 min.) H. J. Rahmlow, TT 
Madison. 

Suggestions for Organizing our 1938 Flower Show. (20 min.) Mrs. Samuel 
Post, Madison. ADDITIONAL GARDEN 

Questions and Discussion. (10 min.) RS: 
Discussion of Arrangements Judged. (30 min.) Committee of judges: Mrs. CLUB OFFICERS 

Chester Thomas, Milwaukee; Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Ripon; Mrs. E. R. GARDEN club officers whose 
Durgin, Racine. < : 

Discussion and Questions. (10 min.) names were not published in 
INVITE YOUR FRIENDS — OPEN TO ALL our March issue are as follows: 

Local arrangements committees: Fort Atkinson—Mrs. Theo. Ward, Miss 4 
Abbie Kyle and Mrs. A. J. Koenig. Menasha—Mrs. Ida Watkins, Mrs. G. A. West Bend Garden Club 
Loescher and Mrs. Herbert Harwood. President: Rev. A. H. Otto. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ida Wiebe 
Sec.~ a 5 il CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP Coe 8 WC cn ink eh 

for day of month. 
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS OF Sheboygan Garden Club 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUBS Pesident: Rev. A. P. Curtiss, 630 
Oconomowoc High School — Saturday, May 21, 1938 Ontario Avenue. 

= as G » 926 
10:30 A. M.—Visit the rock garden and beautiful flowers in Rogers Memorial Basa Rudolgh Grob. ® 

Sanitarium Gardens, Oconomowoc, located on County Trunk Highway B P oo M: 0 Wol 
between Oconomowoc and Delafield. 2nd Vice: in ie scar “Wol: 

12:00-1:00 P. M.—Buffet luncheon in High School. 50c. ters, Greendale Road. 
1:30 P. M.—Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, president, presiding. Treasurer: Fred Hagadorn, 1127 

Plant Hunting. How many of our most beautiful flowers and shrubs were Alabama Avenue. 
brought to this country. Mrs. R. B. Felten, Somers. Secretary: Miss Nettie Schuchardt, 

Demonstration. Making a year’s budget. Mrs. Lyle Nash, Oconomowoc. 1830 N. Sixth Street. 

(15 min.) Soa ihe : 
How to prepare a year’s program for your garden club. Mrs. C. H. peering: 8:00 re M. on second 

Schuele, Oconomowoc. (15 min.) Thursday of month. 
2:30 P. M.—Adjourn to forum rooms for discussion on specific problems: a 

Group 1. Conservation. Mrs. Frank K. Quimby, chmn., presiding. 
Fire Prevention. Mrs. Clarence James, chmn., presiding. 7 = ons 
Roadside Development and Beautification. Mr. E. H. Miles, Chmn. /\ \/ =| 

presiding. nV} 
Group 2. Junior Garden Clubs. Miss Mary Lowerre, eniins Labatt =a = = = 
Group 3. Visiting Gardens Committee. Mrs. E. J. Wells, chmn., presiding. 

Horticulture Committee. Miss Merle Rasmussen, chmn., presiding. YOUR TREES 
Group 4. Presidents and Organization Committees. Mrs. J. Martin John- oe . 

son, president, presiding. Pruning - Cavity meet 
Secretaries and Publicity Committees. Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, vice- praying —— Cc ling 

president, presiding. Fer — Tree Moving 
Group 5. Flower Shows. Discussion of state fair and convention flower 

shows. Garden club show management and premium list. Mrs. WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, presiding. . . 

Send luncheon reservations to Mrs. Chas. Schuele, Oconomowoc, in 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 
charge of local arrangements. Lakeside 2907
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VISIT EXHIBIT AT THE MILWAUKEE pusic, For Your Garden Club Program 
MUSEUM 

F OR our March 22 meeting, MAY garden clubs are adopt- plant lice may be working earlier 
which occurred during Con- ing the method of creating than anticipated. 

servation Week, members of the &reater interest by having mem- Enough plants should be set 
Milwaukee Horticultural Society bers take part in the program. out in the window boxes to fill 
visited the botanical exhibit in This can be done in several ways. them well. Allowance for drain- 
the Milwaukee Public Museum, Some of the smaller clubs have a age in the bottom of the box 
We called it “Springtime in Wis- Teport at roll call by each mem- should be made and a rich soil 
consin—A Surprise Visit.” The ber on favorite garden flowers, a should be used. 

Pasque flower, the trailing arbu- ower poem, favorite trees or ev- semanas 
tus, the bird’s-eye primrose, the ¢rgreens, dirt gardening sub- 
trillium group, Indian paint- Jects, or other interesting infor- PLANS BEING MADE FOR 

brush, and the Sheboygan dune M™ation. Larger garden clubs © FEDERATION SUMMER 
lands were shown. Our guide ey ade Siete sorta into Ge. MEETING 

, Si s reporting on dif- ‘ . 
ges Me pi folesne ve ferent topics at successive meet- Wee Pee ord a 

tour, he gave an illustrated talk ings. — summer meetin of che Wiscon, 

on “The Ridges Sauctuary of In this way, the members are sin Garden Club Federation at Door County,” and the beauty trained to take part and even- Waupaca 

that is to be preserved there. tually this may constitute the The dates July 30-31 suit Gs 
Arrangements may be made best feature of the program. perfectly and ne are already z . y 

by other garden clubs with Mr. One of the outstanding year- making plans for the event 
Albert Fuller, Curator of the books sent in was that of the Mrs. C. H. Braman, Pres 
Botany Department, Milwaukee Oakfield Garden Club, designed Waupaca Garden Club. 
Public Museum, for a similar by Mr. H. J. Sonn. Three pages , 
tour. of the program are devoted to 

Mrs. Irving Lorentz, Presi- each month. On the first page is HEDGE PLANTS 

dent, Milwaukee Horticultural a poem relating to the month. — 
Society. The second page is on garden _ Question: My nurseryman ad- 

work for the month, and on the vised me to plant a flowering al- 
TTT third page is the program. Here mond for a hedge along the side 

GARDEN BOOK FOR are the first two pages for May. of my yard. What do you think 
NORTHERN CLI- of pats Blane! 

MATES MAY Answer: I cannot recommend 

“Down in the budding woods un- the flowering almond for two or 
"THE first garden book to be seen, three reasons, the main one being 

written especially — for the Amid mosses green, that it is very susceptible to a 
northern states has Just. been ‘The fair hepatica wakes to meet blight which, of course, is highly 
published by the University of The hastening feet.”—Machar. undesirable in any hedge. An- 
Minnesota Press, University of other objection would be that if 
Minnesota, Minneapolis. It sells Garden Work for May you get it on its own roots it is 
for 75c. A quiet cloudy day should be going to sucker rather badly, 

The book contains directions chosen if possible when setting whereas if you get a grafted 
for planning, planting, and care out seedlings grown in a frame Plant, usually grafted on wild 
of the garden in sections of the or in the house. plum, it is apt to be too leggy at 
country which have had hard Allow a pair of leaves to re- the bottom to make a satisfac- 
winters and dry summers. It- main on each tulip plant when tory hedge. You will also have 
pays particular attention to the blossom is cut. the difficulty of the wild plum 
those plants which will grow in The sticky substance on pe- suckering rather badly. For a 
our northern climate without too ony buds is merely gathered by low hedge, I would suggest that 
much care. It gives information ants and no harm is being done. you use Japanese barberry or its 

as to what types of shrubbery Hardy vegetables like onions, new upright form, called column- 
and evergreens will survive the beets, lettuce, and radishes can berry, the Regal privet, or the 
hard winters. According to the be planted now. Alpine currant. There are many 
author, it “is written especially Begin to spray early with any other shrubs that you might use 
for the housewife who does her one of the contact insecticides which will also give satisfactory 
own gardening in odd moments.” recommended for plant lice, as results.—Victor Ries, Ohio.
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New Ideas For Flower Arrangements 
Report From Chicago School 

By Emma C. Schipper, Milwaukee 

WITH much enthusiasm, a Line comes next in import- Cronenwett. ‘“‘We make order 

group of garden club mem- ance. It is more subtle and hard- out of chaos. We must have 

bers recently went to Chicago to er to handle. We have perpen- dominance and subordination. It 

hear Miss Clare Cronenwett lec- dicular, horizontal and diagonal is having one idea and carrying 

ture on flower arrangement. lines. All these lines are ex- it through with form, line, color 

Miss Cronenwett is an artist pressed in nature. The perpen- and texture. In the use of color, 
in the use of color. Her feeling dicular line is growth, the hori- one color must dominate, and in 
for color and line dominate all zontal line is rest, and the diag- the use of line, either the per- 
her arrangements. oo - is action. To apply all Een eS cn an a or diag- 

. ese lines is composing. onal should dominate. 
nee ee are'some ofthe Space is background. Suit Rhythm is achieved through 
igh lights from her lecture: ie 

te your arrangement to your back-_ the repetition of shapes, progres- 
‘We have three schools of pyound. sion of sizes, and through an eas- 

flower arrangement today. The Texture is surface and mood ily connected or a continuous 
first to make it an art were the i, what you yourself put into line movement. 
Japanese a thousand years ago. your arrangement. Mood is an Radiation is movement grow- 
It is symbolic and built especial- ¢.sential ingredient of a satisfy- ing out of a central point. 
ly on line and natural growth. ing composition. An airy, light Opposition can be illustrated 
It is triangular in form and us- arrangement gives one mood— in the use of line. With the per- 
ually one and one-half to two and that of delicacy. There should pendicular or vertical line, you 
one-half times the height or he a suggestion really of trans- have the horizontal in opposi- 

width of the container. lucency. There is quite another tion. 
The second school is the Ear- mood, suggested in tight, com- Balance is either symmetrical 

ly American or Victorian mixed pact arrangements. Here the or asymmetrical. Symmetrical 
type of arrangement. The third mass gives a lovely brilliance of is balance equally the same. 
school is the modern or com- ¢olor or emphasizes beautiful Asymmetrical is different on 
posite type. It is a combination form. The sophisticated type of each side. An illustration of 
of the first two schools, built on arrangement, very stunning in asymmetrical balance would be 
modern line, form, space, tex- the new modern containers, the use of longer lines on one 
ture, color and mood, and the gives an entirely different mood. side, balanced by mass or darker 
application of the principles of Then there should be the mood color on the other side. 
good design. It is based on ar- of the seasons. The spring mood Harmony produces an impres- 
chitectural forms with emphasis __with branches of forsythia in sion of unity through the selec- 
on line. The basic elements of hyd and blossom; branches of tion and arrangement of mate- 
architectural form are the circle, weeping willows with the buds rial and ideas which are consist- 
the square and the triangle. of green pearls on the branches; ent. 
_ “A lovely composition does not the pussy willows; the cherry Transition is the means of 
just happen. It is two-thirds blossoms; the crab apples and keying together your elements. 
thinking and one-third work- hawthornes. The autumn mood In line you have the long, me- 
ing. is effective when worked out in dium, and short lines. The me- 

As she explained the elements, the roadside grasses, the brown dium line is the transition. 
form is first in importance. You cattails, the gorgeous tones of Definitely expressing mood 
build on form whether it be the sumac seed pods, which lend and done in the “play spirit,” as 
round, oval, triangular, perpen- themselves so beautifully to all she calls it, were Miss Cronen- 
dicular or horizontal. The more manner of arrangements in cop- wett’s compositions combining 
definite the form, the stronger per and other metal containers. figures with plant material. One 
the composition. The material The principles were enumer-_ illustration of this was the run- 
you use or the mood you wish to ated as follows: 1. Order—domi- ning figure of a boy among 
express decides which one you nance and_ subordination. 2. grasses, and another was a love- 
use. Choose which you want, Rhythm—repetition. 3. Radia- ly deer with raised head reach- 
but stick to one! If you have tion. 4. Transition. 5. Opposi- ing out in search of something. 
good architecture, you have good tion. 6. Balance. 7. Harmony. The use of rubber plant leaves 
line. “Order comes first,” says Miss (Continued on page 267)
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Giant Morning Glories FERTILIZERS FOR THE 
By Susan Rosenstiel Popov aoneen 

: OR foliage and leaf growth, a 
Condensed from Garden Glories B tener fertilizer is best. For 

SEVERAL summers ago, when morning glory chemistry is born the lawn, therefore, a fertilizer 
we began growing the glor- of the sun and cannot proceed such as ammonium sulphate ap- 

ious Giant Morning Glories in without heat, and that Oriental Plied sparingly is ideal. It is 

Northern Illinois, we earnestly Morning Glories need more of it, Slightly acid-forming which will 
followed, to the last painful in- at least for the start, than the control weeds to some extent, 
tricacy, literal translations of Heavenly Blue (Ipomea rubra Whereas an alkaline fertilizer or 
rules from two Japanese horti- cocereulia). Unless you have a_ the addition of lime may encour- 
culturists. The result, after two greenhouse or an electric hotbed, age weeds. 
seasons, was to produce in our you must exercise full patience For the flower garden, how- 
difficult dry climate, which is and delay sowing until soil and ever, a high nitrogen fertilizer 
quite different from the island night air are thoroughly warmed might encourage too much top 

moisture of their home, blooms up. We believe that just here is growth and poor blossoming. A 
of seven inches. Not so large as where more people fail with the complete garden vegetable fer- 
their diameters of eight to ten seeds than at any other point. tilizer, therefore, such as is avail- 
inches, but still marvels of size The ideal time, with us, is from able from any fertilizer store, is 
and of such compelling loveliness May 15-25. If we must sow excellent. Such a fertilizer should 
that we knew we must go on earlier in the open ground we _ contain a small percentage of ni- 
growing them, whatever the keep little emergency frames trogen, a high percentage of 

effort. made of old cellar windows to phosphate, and a slightly lower 
Seed Grown in Garden cover with, during cold spells. percentage of potash. A combin- 

Now, after more years of ex- Often our later plantings with ation such as a 6-15-9 would be 
perimenting, we still get seven better warmth | surpass those very good. Liquid manure should 
inch flowers: but we have vastly made earlier. Since plants come be relegated to the horse and 

simplified the procedure. Each into bloom in around sixty days, buggy days as far as a city gar- 

season we advance a bit toward there is ample time for a long den is concerned. While it con- 
the conclusion that they can be blooming period in the fall, even tainsa large percentage of nitro- 

treated successfully as ordinary with a late start. gen, very little phosphate and 
garden subjects; and of late our Use Sand considerable potash in soluble 
finest flowers have been grown, Fourth, as theseed aprouta and form, and is no doubt excellent 

not in pots, which is the orthodox , prouts and for use in the garden, what gar- 
; : the great cotyledons spread, the ener is in position to make use 

way, but directly out in the open tiny seedling underneath its i id ground. We find they cost no h ] of it, especially when a complete 
more in time and trouble than Vy load becomes clumsy, like mineral fertilizer can be obtained 

. Atlas with the world on his at low cost. 
growing many other annuals. shoulders, and cannot push ; 

Seed H push UP == Wheat bran can be used as it 
and out through a soil that is i, 2 complete fertilizer and also 

First, be sure you have good heavy. Therefore use sharp sand lias Wuinus. Ji €4s8 @ Gui 
fresh seed. This has not always as a seed bed, which will give no aya f till us. 4 then h 
been simple nor possible, because crust to embarass the little giant. | 4s material such ae peat moss 
much worthless seed hasbeenim- Also set the seed in no deeper a id bean ie a8 DEAL MOSS; 

ported into this country. than half an inch. SOUS we epee . 
Second, realize that the outer Fifth, Heavenly Blue Morning Milorganite or sewage disposal 

coat of the seed is very thick and Glories, often considered natives refuse contains a large percent- 
almost waterproof. The solution ‘of Brazil and Mexico, require lit- 2° of nitrogen, a small percent- 
here is not soaking but scoring tle moisture and fertility. The 2%¢ °f Phosphate, and no potash. 
with a sharp knife on the convex Oriental Morning Glory, on the It is therefore a good fertilizer 

larger surface. Three or four contrary, loves water and rich {°° the lawn, but should be used 
cuts, carefully exposing the whit- food. If you are particular about sparingly in the flower garden as 
ish cotyledons beneath will make large size flowers you can add to ‘8 Might promote too much leaf 
germination a matter of a few your water on alternate days a growth. 
days instead of weeks, provided weak manure tea. Several friends 
always you keep the seeds warm. have reported excellent results 

This brings us to a third es- with solutions of artificial ferti- A collegiate defines “parent” 
sential, warmth. Remember, this _lizer. as “the kin you love to touch.”
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Report of Mrs. E. J. Wells, Oakfield, Visiting Garden Chairman 

ey response to a letter to all gar- Oakfield Gardens. Mr. and Wm. Horn, Mrs. H. S. Nixon, 
den club presidents asking for Mrs. Erwin J. Wells, Elm St.; Mrs. H. E. Delsich, and Mrs. E. 

a list of the gardens open for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Willard, F. Chapman, all of Hartland; 
visits by garden club members, Main St.; Mr. Herman Sonn. Mrs. H. P. Hitz, Pine Lake, Nash- 
the following have been received Plymouth Gardens. Mr. and otah; Mrs. Charles Shaye, hi 
to date. The gardens listed this Mrs. Henry Weim, 415 Fremont Johns Military Academy, Dela- 
month are those open for visit St.; Mrs. Frank Robb, 407 West- _ field. 
in May and June. In the August ern Ave.; Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Erb- Waupaca Gardens. Christ 
1 issue gardens open for visit stoeszer, 15 Selma St.; Mrs. Hyldgaard, R. 1; Ed Larkowski; 
during August and September Louis Rohde, 350 Stafford St.; Mrs. Wm. Ware, 747 Berlin St.; 
will be listed. Mrs. Frances Kaestner, 31 East- Mrs. Theo. Peterson, 319 Harris- 

Brandon Gardens. Mrs. Albert man St. on; Mrs. C. H. Braman, Box 147, 
Rakow; Mrs Geo. Dunning; Miss Racine Gardens. Mrs. H. J. Miner Lake. 
Lulu Sherwin; Mrs. Herb Dall- Anderson, 317 West Blvd.; Mr. Wauwatosa Gardens. Mrs. E. 
man; Miss Esther Braatz, Mrs. and Mrs. C. E. Austin, 938 Hayes A. St. Clair, 2418 N. 65th St.; 
Bert Pinkerton; Mrs. Ray Wil- Ave.; Mrs. Percy Borman, 1822 Mrs. H. BE. Freudenberg, 1507 
kinson, Ladoga Store. College i Mrs. W. E. hehe ee? — Din ieee 

1119 Park Ave.; Mrs. F. C. ilwaukee ve.; : efeber, 
wien Gardens. Gsorge’ Cristenser(, 2021 Fairview: My. 7500 Hillerest Drives Mire, H. ¥. ittenberg, 4 Sheboygan St.; . 

Mrs. A. S. Horn, 65 Columbia Jens Clemmensen, 1712 Maple Kuechle, 2457 N. 95th St.; Mrs. 

. , St.; Mrs. E. R. Durgin, 1815 Ralph Hibbard, 7034 Aetna Ave.; Mrs. A. R. Wehmel, 147 ’ . ’ Court: Mrs. J C Hawker, 7027 
Highland Drive; A. F. Boerner, Park Ave.; Mrs. Arnold Fawcett, ourt; Mrs. J. C. Hawker, 

if 205 Lakecrest Drive; Mr. F. A. Maple Terrace; Mrs. H. L. 
(Cedar Hedge Farm) Sheboygan . vn . : 

. A A Firks, 1614 St. Clair; Mrs. Clair Freudenberg, 1507 N. 68th St.; 
St.; Mrs. U. S. Wirth, 16 Spring Foncher, Highway 20; Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Miller, 6881 Cedar St St.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arm- 7@ncher, Highway 2V, Mr. an Be Se EE nbs 
bruster, 43 Portland Ave.; Mrs. ™s. Martin Hueffner, 1527 Park West Allis Gardens. Mrs. C. 

si oe . , Ave.; Mr.JohnJohnson, 1966 Lin-  E. Strong, 2157 S. 87th St.; Mrs. 

Alvin Biesk, 40 Thitd ave. S. den Ave.; Mrs. Chas. Laing, R. P. Cooper, R. 4, Mukwonago 
Elkhorn Gardens. Clarence 2, Box 46; Mrs. Gertrude Peters, Road; Miss Martha Krienitz, 

and Irene Norton, 204 N. Broad 1593 Thurston Ave.; Mrs. Thos. 8214 W. National Avenue. 
St.; Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Jahr, 312 powers, 1744 Wisconsin St.; Mrs. Whitewater Gardens. Mrs. 
N. Broad St.; Mr. and Mrs. & ©. Pfeiffer, 3701 Dinzie Ave.; John Johnson, 204 §. Prairie St.; 
Church Teighton, 120 N. Wash- yys'R. L. Pulford, 1619 College Aunt Mattie’s Cottage, 805 Main 
ington St.; Mr. and Mrs. Geo. ave; Mr. Ed Schilling, 1515 St.; Mrs. John Youngclaus, 1301 
O’Brien, 108 N. Church St.; Mr. Maple St.; Dr. and Mrs. I. F. Main St.; Mrs. Willis Miller, 1016 
and Mrs. Den Kelliher, 233 Win-  Tyompson, 1817 Park Ave.; Mrs. Highland St.; Miss Hannah Lar- 
a ce ce Jessie Sprague, yw. Trumbull, Jr., 1712 Park son, 111 S. Prairie St. 

est Court ot. Ave.; Mrs. G. Veenstra, R. 2, Box 
Fond du Lac Gardens. Com- 82; Mr. Wm. Voelzke, 818 Eng- 

munity naeege id aes lish St.; Miss Margaret Williams, FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 
Lakeside Park; rs. . - 1642 Park Ave. (Continued from page 265) 

Briggs, Hokopoekau Beach, R. Ripon Gardens. Mrs. J. M. radiating out of a somewhat 
55; Mrs. George McIntosh, 103 Johnson, Mrs. R. E. Kurth, Mrs. tightly massed arrangement in 
Warner St.; Mrs. P. B. Haber, 47H. P. Boody, Mrs. Fred Daniel- a shallow bowl illustrated the 
Hele aie Mrs. a al son, Mrs. Warren Smith, Mrs. G. principle of radiation. Miss Cron- 
sack, 329 eboygan St.; Mrs. F, Hamley. enwett prefers to form the de- 
Emery Martin, Lake De Neveu; Superior Gardens. F. A. Kemp, sign of her arrangement within 
Mrs. C. L. Gloyd, 43 N. Park §t, Albans Road; James M. Ken- the mouth of the bowl. 
Ave.; Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Ruh, nedy, 306 E. Fifth St.; P. G. A small colored screen was 
Winnebago Park; Miss Frances Stratton, 305 E. Fifth St.; H. A. placed back of each arrange- 
Brugger, Lake Wood Beach, R. Juneau, 810 E .Fourth St. ment, which provided a suitable 
55. Waukesha Gardens. Rogers background. Her favorite flower 

North Prairie Gardens. Mrs Memorial Sanitarium, between holders are the Cassa and the 
August Klatt. Oconomowoc and Delafield; Mrs. Dazey.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

= A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. SF Fullett,. Mencmonte 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, Mrs. E. Voigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Edw. Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F. J. Paepke, Burlington 

DISTRICT MEETING SUCCESSFUL | 
"THE district beekeepers meet- was re-elected chairman; Mr. H. and produced at the rate of $6 

ings of the State Beekeepers O. Rodeske, Fountain City, re- worth of sweet clover seed per 
Association held at Appleton and elected vice-chairman and Mr. acre. This amount would easily 
Menomonie the first week in Frank P. Reith, Boyd, was elect- pay for the shocking of the 
April were very well attended ed secretary-treasurer. Each dis- grain. It is the tall clover in the 
and everyone was much pleased trict chairman is a member of bundles that is objectionable to 
with the programs. A number the board of directors of the the shockers. 
of beekeepers expressed them- State Association. 
selves as well pleased because —— OT 
the chairman called on leading 

beekeepers present to express WHY SWEET CLOVER Se recOneIN Woe. FOR 
their opinion on a number of COMES UP IN GRAINS KEEPERS 
matters of importance concern- T the Fox River Valley Dis- 
ing beekeeping. A trict Beekeepers Mecting, SUMMER meetings for mem- 

At the Appleton meeting, the question arose as to why bers of the Wisconsin Bee- 
about 60 men and 20 members sweet clover came up in grain keepers Association were plan- 
of the Ladies Auxiliary at- the year after it had been plowed Ned at the district meetings. The 
tended. : under. Sweet clover is a biennial first will be held in the apiary of 

Crop Conditions and so the old plants do not live Mr. Leonard Otto, Forest Junc- 
P over the second year. Hard seeds tion. The probable date, Friday, 

Beekeepers from various sec- which remain in the ground un- July 22. 
tions reported on crop condi- germinated would not produce a | Western beekeepers will meet 
tions. Prospects appear to be plant four or five feet tall, bloom, in Chippewa Falls, possibly on 
better than last year, especially and produce seed as is the case Sunday, July 24. 
in the southeastern part of the with the plants found so objec- The Southwestern District is 
state where there was a total tionable in grain by the farmer. considering a meeting at Prairie 

‘crop failure last year. In some Prof. George Briggs of the du Chien, cooperating with 
sections, however, conditions are Agronomy Dept. gives this ex- northeastern Iowa beekeepers. 
not as favorable as last year. Mr. planation. Hard seeds which do The probable date is July 25. 

Lotz, of Boyd, reported consid- not germinate the year planted Full details will be given in 
erable injury to plants from the may germinate the second year our June issue. 
ice. or while the sweet clover is be- 

District Officers Elected = 8 Ev crowns and when plowed 
All officers of the Fox River under they are not killed but will LADIES AUXILIARIES 

Valley District were re-elected at come up the following year in HAVE GOOD MEETINGS 

the meetings. The officers are: the grain. By plowing early in CONSIDERABLE enthusiasm 
Mr. Edward Hassinger, Jr., the fall or late in the spring this was shown by the ladies at 
Greenville, chairman; Mr.George objection can be largely over- the auxiliary meeting at Apple- 
Jacobson, Kaukauna, vice-chair- come. ton. Plans were discussed to 
man; Mr. Leonard Otto, Forest One farmer reported that he stage an exhibit at the Wiscon- 
Junction, secretary-treasurer. cleaned the chaff from his sin State Fair to advertise and 

At the Western District meet- threshing machine containing increase interest in the use of 
ing, Mr. S. P. Elliott, Menomonie, considerable sweet clover seed honey. The Auxiliary is doing
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good work and this will be a NORTH CENTRAL STATES BEE SUPPLIES FOR SALE 

splendid project. gts BEE LABORATORY ES. Standard 10-frame, shallow, 

F At the Western District AUx- TABLISHED AT and 11-frame supers. Bottoms, 

ip paresis Ma Ss r Senet MADISON inner and outer covers. Founda- 
) -elec : 

chatted aid “Mis. William [HE U. S. Bureau of Entomol- tions for Hoffman frames. In- 

Z 5 pected and free from disease. 
Mickelson, of Arkansaw, was ogy and Plant Quarantine J_N. Roy, Three Lakes, Wis 
elected secretary-treasurer. has established, in cooperation “*" Oye hare! es, WIS. 

with the Wisconsin Experiment ey 

aa ——=== Station, a laboratory at Madison 

COUNTY MEETINGS —_jroblems especially on supersed. FOR SALE 
SUCCESSFUL ure and package bees and other 54 colonies of bees. Equip- 

C. D. Adams, Chief Apiary beekeeping practices peculiar to mere for 150 colonies inelagine 

Inspector the middle west and the state. 7 la data een eae ran 4 

WISCONSIN beekeepers have Dr. C. L. Farrar of the Inter- Certificate of inspection fur- 
mountain Bee Culture laboratory 4 7 i 

recently had an outbreak of : : nished. Lorena Zittel, Mondovi 
meetings as a result of the ®t Laramie, Wyoming, has been wWsconsin : , 
greatly increased state appropri- transferred to Madison and will . 

ation for bee disease control. be in charge of the new labora- ——— 

The Division of Entomology de- tory. He will cooperate with the 
cided that no new counties could University in planning research BEES FOR SALE 

be added to the area clean-up im beekeeping and in teaching. For Sale: 100 colonies of bees 
district this year that did not and equipment. Disease free. 

have an active county beekeep- Se Certificate furnished. My object 
ers association. A few counties in selling is poor health. Gus 

that had held no meetings for ‘ i in. 
fen. bE wore years organi#éd TO CONTROL ROBBING Gust, Kaukauna, Wisconsin 

with new officers and promise to DP cases of robbing I place a ~~ 

remain active, at least until their ventilated honey board with a 

major problems are solved. Porter bee escape, round hole up- 

Sauk County has the record of permost, underneath the robbed IT’S SECTIONS 

attendance at the county meet- colony. I rest this on the bottom 

ings with over forty being pres- board of the hive. That is all. TH AT COUNT 
ent, while Manitowoc was a close The job is complete. 

contender. At the District meet- The robbers will be able to get in the production of Comb 

ing at Appleton, 80 were report- out of the hive through the es- Honey! 

ed and over 40 at Menomonie. cape board but none will be able oe ee 
All counties voted for clean-up to get in. The bees of the robbed CHOOSE SECTIONS 

work, but Sauk County surprised eolony will probably not want to MADE BY LOTZ 

itself by voting one hundred per fly in and out. Any that return —For Best Quality Material! ; 

cent for inspection. to the hive will cluster beneath For seonrate ang Waitoem! Dis 

If we can judge by the attend- the honey board. The robbed For the Smooth Dovetail and the 

ance and interest shown at these hive is presumably weak and Oval V-Grooves which mean no 

meetings, beekeeping in Wiscon- there is little danger of suffoca- Foes by Breakage and Ease in 

sin is making a comeback in tion. —For iat Gloasiee Polish which 

spite of poor years and winter = Just before dusk, on the same enhances the appearance of 

losses. An interesting sidelight day, the honey board may be re- wait MERGE SECTIONS 

was the realization of the bee- moved. Any bees on it should be 

keepers that the grasshopers shaken off vad allowed to run in- ARE MDE ee 

may be a deciding factor in the to the hive. Then contract the A complete line of other bee 

honey crop this year. entrance to about one bee space. supplies listed in our new 1938 

This should not be done until the catalog. Write for your free copy. 

other colonies in the apiary have @ 

Riddle: “Why is a crack in a ceased flying for the day and the 

chair bottom like a policeman?” robbers have gone home. All is August Lotz Company 

Answer: “Because it will pinch now well. Boyd, Wisconsin 

you if you don’t park right.” L. Illingworth, in Bee World.
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New Recommendations For Installa-  {7¢ far sympathy to the De- 
° ° 

tion of Package Bees, Using Spray conprrions IN MARA. 
and Direct-Release Method THON COUNTY 

C ONDITIONS for beekeeping 
A NEW circular by C. L. Far- bees are dislodged by a sharp look good in Marathon 

rar, with the title given in blow. County. At least in our section, 
the heading, has just been re- The queen is sprayed with su- the clover of last year’s seeding 
leased by the U. S. Department gar syrup to prevent her from looks good for a fair clover hon- 
of Agriculture, Bureau of En- flying. After opening the cage, ey crop if weather conditions are 

tomology and Plant Quarantine. she is shaken among the bees, right. We took our bees out of 
The bulletin gives the results preferably near a side comb, so_ both cellars the night of March 

of observations on more than’ that she can crawl onto a frame 18. The weather the following 
800 packages installed in several as a precaution against injury. three days was ideal and they 

states. Frames are reinserted, being had a wonderful flight. They 
One conclusion reached is that careful not to crush any bees, came through the winter the 

a pressure sprayer is an excel- and the hive is closed. The deep best in years. Our bees had a 
lent means of feeding sugar syr- bottom board is preferred be- fair supply of pollen stored and 
up to packaged bees. It makes cause fewer bees are mashed. brought in lots of new pollen this 
possible more thorough feeding, The entrances should be reduced spring, the first of it coming 

requires less labor, and isa more with a cleat and the small open- from pussy willows the morning 
effective means of preventing ing plugged loosely with green of March 28. 
bees from flying while being in- grass or thin paper. Joseph Garre, Aniwa. 
stalled than does the old method The ‘hive, of course, should ———— 
of brushing or sprinkling. contain combs of reserve honey WHY NEWLY INTRODUC- 

. and pollen, otherwise cans of ED QUEENS MAY BE 
Value of Direct Release feed must be provided and pol- LOST 

Combining the spray method len must be obtainable from the ME. A. E. Wolkow, of Hart- 
with direct release of the queen field. ford, discussed the loss of 
gave a reduction of about 50% Queens Lay At Once newly introduced and package 
in the number of queens lost The average results with this queens at the district meeting at 
during introduction. An approx- method show that the queens Appleton during March and also 
imate saving of 314 days (from will begin laying in less than one has an article published in The 
4.1 days to less than 1 day) in day, which is a reduction of ap- Beekeepers Item for April on 
egg-laying time for queens over proximately 314 days from the the subject. 
the older method of the bees re- average initial egg-laying time Mr. Wolkow maintains that 
leasing the queens from the of queens introduced by the when a newly introduced queen 
cages also resulted. cage-release method. ventures outside of a small and 

How It Is Done When the cage-release method recently installed cluster of bees, 
of introducing queens was used, she is in danger of being at- 

The first step is to feed the the egg laying time required for tacked by one or more individ- 
bees in the package with sugar 555 queens average 4.1 days; 7.4 uals to whom she is strange. 
syrup, using a sprayer. There is per cent began laying in one It is unnatural for bees to 
no danger of overfeeding in the day; 92.6 per cent required from form a perpendicular brood nest 
package. Feeding should be con- 2 to 11 days. having brood on only one side of 

tinued until the bees are gorged, SS the comb. 
then packages can be shaken A LEADER PASSES ON In introducing package bees 
without bees flying. The bees ‘BEEKEEPERS everywhere Mr. Wolkow recommends that 
are then jarred down into one were saddened at the news instead of hiving them on full 
end of the package which is then of the death on February 26 of sheets of foundation or drawn 
opened at the opposite end by Mr. C. P. Dadant, for many comb, to hive them on one-inch 
cutting the screen along three years an outstanding figure and starters. They can then keep 
edges with a knife. The queen leader in the bee world. He was clustered in a round, ball-like 
cage is removed. co-founder with his father of the form and start comb building in 

Next the mass of bees is pour- firm of Dadant and Sons, Hamil- the center of the cluster. The 
ed from the cage into the open ton, Illinois; a famous beekeeper, queen will then remain in the 
hive from which 5-frames have author, and senior editor of the center where comb is being built 
been removed. The remaining American Bee Journal. We ex- and in no danger of being lost.
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@ ply the elements necessary for 

Beekeeping Research to be the best growth of fireweed and 

a good yield of honey. After a 

Increased few years the yield seems to 

stop. 

ELSEWHERE in Wisconsin Associate Apiculturist with the _ An article in the Canadian Bee 
Horticulture a notice will be Bureau of Entomology and Plant Journal of March by a beekeeper 

found to the effect that the Quarantine. At the Wyoming of Quebec, is interesting. “It is 

United States Bee Culture Lab- Station he made an intensive Significant that after a northern 
oratory at Washington, D. C., study of colony populations be- fire (bush fire) almost invariably 

has concluded a cooperative tween 1931 and 1938, and now he Will spring up fireweed, which 

agreement with the Wisconsin comes to Wisconsin with an in- will, for a few years (until the 

Agricultural Experiment Station tense interest in our problems, Potassium has been used up), be 

establishing a cooperative labor- and we hope that Wisconsin bee- @ good and sometimes a very 

atory at Madison for research in keepers will afford him complete good source of honey. I remem- 

beekeeping problems. cooperation in his efforts to im- ber one beekeeper who made 

A new subregional laboratory prove our beekeeping methods. enormous crops of honey after a 

for the North Central States has couple of extensive bush fires. 

been established with Dr. C. L. a One year his bees harvested ov- 

Farrar in charge. Dr. Farrar has er 300 pounds per hive of very 

just recently been moved from FIRST LESSONS IN BEE. fine white honey, but after the 

the United States Bee Culture KEEPING potassium had been used up 

Laboratory at Laramie, Wyom- AN excellent book entitled (that takes five or six years), his 

ing, to direct not only the federal “First Lessons in Beekeep- bees could get only a very ordi- 

research program, but also to jing,” by C. P. Dadant, has just nary crop of honey, so much so 

take charge of the beekeeping heen issued in a new revised edi- that he had to reduce consider- 
one at ee ao tion by the American Bee Jour- ably the number of his hives. 

eekeepers are to be congratu- yal, Hamilton, Ill. 

lated on this new arrangement, The work had been contem- 

as the first problems to be under- plated for some time and was 

taken will relate to queen super- gone during the past year and a | 
sedure and the value of pollen in half by M. G. and J. C. Dadant 

ae up ey bes enone a On account of failing health, C. Prepare Now! 

ie nicae obuspaicernamure Seether. U aries ee | am unl a 
e ample snows ans sprin; 

ments of the Ls colony = eT keeping as an Occupation, Estab- rains vogether sith an easy’ winter 

eo 4 thai thi yoming: aul 2 lishing the Colony, Spring in the on clovers make Hie Prospects for 

ound t 7 1g 18 avery eal ane Apiary, Summer in the Apiary, 'S Year unusually go0c / 

ant ok jon in Increasing the aj] and Winter Preparation, for dni eave jeestigins quail 

ac us age ee jen. ts Queen Management, Diseases |} sheet of our foundation sold is per- 

r. Farrar has also Seen and Enemies, Honey Plants, fect. 

pecrovide much of interest to ._ It is well illustrated. The price years to coms. ‘This aleo gives ft the 
our Wisconsin beekeepers. He is $1.00 postpaid. quality ef noncetretching which 2 

. the only assurance of straight 

has had a wide range of experi- combs that every beekeeper Sd 

ence, having studied under Dr. J. a ii / Tr 

‘ ur thin super is made tl 

Goliege from reich Inatitution FIREWEED AS A HONEY | whies wer obtinable oe 
he received his B. S. degree in PLANT Write for your price list today. 

1926. In the fall of that year he SEVERAL Wisconsin beekeep- 

went to Massachusetts where he ers have remarked that fire- 

taught some entomology and weed pes ye ie for a year GUS DITTMER 

had charge of the beekeeping or two after it first becomes es- 

work from 1926 to 1931. He re- tablished following a fire. It COMPANY 

ceived his doctorate degree in seems that the ashes, containing 

June, 1931, and in December of both potash and lime from the Augusta, Wisconsin 

that year went to Laramie as burning of the forest cover, sup- Go
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Ae | 
j ¢ os ee APPLE — PLUM — PEAR 

| f “a Raspberry and Strawberry Plants 

ee | FERTILIZERS 
} Sulphate of Ammonia — Aero Cyanamide 

SPRAYERS 

Plan your order for spray materials now 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

We carry a complete line of supplies for orchard 
and garden 

JUNE IS PEONY TIME 

ROSENDALE INVITES YOU South Eastern 
Write For The Best Dates Fruit Growers Co-op, Inc. 

Sisson’s Peonies Waukesha, Wis. 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN Lester Tans, Sec. Route 3 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Telephone Big Bend 2821 

SS a EE) ee ae 

Charles Broman, R. D. 2, Bristol, Wisconsin. S. P. Elliott, 2206—5th Street, Menomonie, Wis- 
Herman K. Paulsen, Holcomb, Wisconsin. consin. 

A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum, Wisconsin. H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St., Oshkosh, 

Dr. A. E. H. Fabian, 421 Walworth St., Lake Wisconsin. 
Geneva, Wisconsin. Jerome J. Christensen, 1003 Arthur Avenue, Ra- 

L. W. Parman, R. F. D. 6 (Parker Drive), Madi- cine, Wisconsin. 
son, Wisconsin. Raymond H. Ericson, Rockton, Wisconsin. 

Newton Boggs, 315 Minshall Avenue, Viroqua, 

Wisconsin. 

ASK YOUR ROOT DEALER TO SHOW YOU JUST A 
FEW OF THE REASONS WHY ROOT QUALITY BEE 
SUPPLIES ARE THE “BEST BY THE BEE TEST” 

A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO * 
224 W. Huron Street 

=—Bee Suppurses CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Suppucs
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(preocemmcemcemcencencemcemommoemoemoemiiy 

New... % ‘ ‘ 

Northern GrownTrees Wisconsin Horticulture 
a ere ge ee The Official Organ the Wisconsin State Horticultural i with Wholeroot Grafts ffi gan of ve an orticultural Society 

stablishe 
APPLES — Anoka and Cort- 
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Lead Arsenate or Substitutes For 
e 

Codling Moth Control 
W. P. Flint, Illinois 

yp trying to decide whether we protective coating over the fruit the same way and they all have 
should use lead arsenate or for a period of several weeks; in much the same appearance. This 

substitutes, the real question is fact, it would remain for the ac- gives us no opportunity to pick 
“Can we continue to use lead ar-_ tive period of the codling moth out or judge what the foliage 
senate, or must we change to injury except for the new sur- might have looked like if no lead 
some other material for codling faces exposed due to the grow- arsenate had been applied. 
moth control?” Possibly the best ing of the apples. (5) It is cheap In orchards where we have 
way to answer this question is in price. (6) It can be combined been running plots with other 
to consider briefly the points for with many other insecticides and materials which are less toxic to 
each of the insecticides which fungicides. (7) When used at foliage, we at once see a decided 
have been used extensively in the proper dosage and when the difference. If our other plots 
codling moth control; also the applications are timed correctly had been sprayed with different 
points against them, and then it is very effective. It has given arsenicals, i.e., something other 
try to balance the result. better control, season after sea- than lead arsenate, we might not 

7 son, than any other material. have noticed any marked differ- 
Consider Lead Arsenate ss ence, since a good part of the in- 

First let us consider lead ar- Why Change? jury, perhaps nearly all of it, is 
senate. What are the points in Having a material with all due to arsenical burn and not to 
favor of this material? (1) Itis these good points, why change? lead burn. When we spray with 
readily available and is produced (1) Because under certain weath- non-arsenicals the improved con- 
by a large number of manufac- er conditions it is injurious to dition of the foliage is nearly al- 

turing chemists. (2) It is well plants, especially to apple, al- ways very apparent. (2) Fruit 
standardized. A grower is sure though some varieties are much sprayed with lead arsenate in 
of getting a good product if he more susceptible than others. sufficient amount to give satis- 
buys from any of the well-estab- This injury to fruit trees is prob- factory codling moth control 
lished producing firms. (3) Its ably more severe than has been will, in most sections, carry a 
action is not easily affected by generally realized, especially in residue which in compliance with 

the weather. Once applied and those fruit-growing regions the pure food and drug laws will 
dried on the leaves and fruit, it where rainfall during the active have to be washed off before the 
is not easily washed off. Expo- season is moderate to heavy. In fruit is marketed. 
sure to sunlight, wind, dew, and some years little injury from 
rain does not quickly reduce its lead arsenate is noticed. In oth- Calcium Arsenate 
effectiveness. (4) It remains ac- ers it is severe. Where all the 
tive over a long period and this orchards in an apple-growing Next let us consider some of 
permits a build-up or accumula- area are sprayed with lead ar- the other arsenicals that have 
tion of the toxic material on the senate, we have been overlook- been tested quite generally in a 
leaves and fruit, so that after ing much of the injury. Practi- number of different areas in the 
several sprays a deposit is estab- cally all the trees in commercial country. Certainly the one which 
lished which will remain as a orchards are sprayed in much has been used to the greatest ex-
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tent as a substitute for lead ar- apples from 1934 to 1987, inclu- NEW EGG PLANT FOR 
senate is calcium arsenate. The sive. WISCONSIN 

good points of this material are Certainly we can say from the , 
(1) It will produce a quicker kill figures presented that it is possi- A ak eth of ese Plait 
under some conditions than lead ble to control codling moth with ;; wt Wi meen durina 1pee, 
arsenate. (2) It is cheap in price. nicotine in commercial orchards if it Us. a he aa ae 
(3) It contains only one toxic and obtain practically the same . 1 ‘lt one up to nee  Aatibtl 
material, and this is not cumula- degree of worm-free fruit that it wi Sat oF | valuanle able Ton 
tive to any extent in the bodies we would with lead arsenate. The to our’ ist of new vegetable va- 
of animals. (4) It contains about big drawback to the nicotine rieties. 
10% more arsenic than does lead schedule is the cost. At the pres- Very good results have been 
arsenate. ent prices of fixed nicotine, it Secured during the past two sea- 

The points against this insec- will cost probably about twice as SONS with this variety developed 

ticide are (1) It has a marked much per gallon of spray for by O. B. Combs at the University 
tendency to burn foliage when nicotine as for lead arsenate. Of Wisconsin. 
used in sufficient amount to give Against this additional cost of Back in 1932, Combs made 
commercial control of codling spray material, we have on the some crosses between Black 

moth. (2) It has poor adhesive credit side in the nicotine sched- Beauty; a popular variety with 
qualities and must be combined ule the additional control of in- large, good quality fruits, and 
with some good sticker in order sects other than codling moth; Black Bountiful, a very early 
to give protection over any con- this additional kill is not ob- type with small, pear-shaped 
siderable length of time. (3) It tained with lead arsenate. Also, fruits. The object sought was to 
contains arsenic in sufficient fruit sprayed with nicotine does get an extra early egg plant of 
amounts so that fruit sprayed not require washing. From our the Black Beauty type to meet 
with it will in many cases re- four years of experience in west- the needs of Wisconsin growers. 
quire washing. ern Illinois we would say that Selections were made among 

Tests for Codling Moth Control the foliage on the nicotine-spray- the hybrid offspring each year, 
For the past four years we ed trees would be decidedly bet- but it was not until 1936 that a 

have been running tests at Quin- ter than the foliage on the lead- single plant was found which 
cy, Illinois, on the western side sprayed trees, and that prospects had all the desired characteris- 
of the state, with lead arsenate for a continued production of tics. The plant was large, vigor- 
and nicotine combinations for good crops would be increased on ous, and extremely productive, 
codling moth control. The spray- the nicotine-sprayed trees. with rich purple fruits shaped 
ing was done by the grower us- Condensed from paper pre- like those of the Black Beauty 
ing his regular equipment and sented at the Annual Conven- parent and very nearly as large. 
crew. The table gives percent- tion, Wisconsin Horticultural So- Jt was almost three weeks ear- 

ages for codling moth injured ciety, Nov., 1987. lier than Black Beauty. 

Seeds from this highly desir- 

OO able individual produced plants 
that were remarkably true to 

TESTS FOR CODLING MOTH CONTROL type in 1937. Virtually all were 
1984 uniform as to plant and fruit 

Per Cent Per Cent characters, as well as maturity. 

Lead oe a aioame season ..------.--......... e"e Baten’ And now the new strain is going 
Lead arsenate, first brood; 40% nicotine sulfate, 1-800, and out into the state. 

summer oil, 4 qts., second brood____-____--___---- 1.3 4.6 

Fixed nicotine throughout season _________-_---------. 4.3 17.8 

1985 TTT 
Lead, arsenate, 3 lbs.; hydrated lime, 3 Ibs.; (with oil, “ . 

Fixed J uk DA VIS WI Ve * " WATCH THE MARKET 
summMe? Oi) secs sre ee ee ees | By 1; 

1936 A prune buyer was told to 

Lead arsenate, lime, and summer oil throughout season___ 2.2 2.4 watch the market and after a 
Fixed nicotine throughout season, 8-100 (without oil)____ 1.8 2.6 few days wired his company to 

1987 this effect: “Some think it will 
Fixed nicotine, 8 lbs. ----_-_-_--_------------------._ 1.4 1.4 « *. : 
Fixed nicotine, 4 lbs.; summer oil, 2 qts.._______-------__ 2.3 2.7 go up, and some think it will go 
Lead arsenate, 4 Ibs., plus weak Bordeaux and summer oil down. Ido too. Whatever you do 

in third and fourth covers. 222.2 .Lseseuececccn 4 
Tank mixed Bentonite, summer oil, nicotine oleate-____-_ .5 4 will be wrong. Act at once.”
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Reports Fr Our Fruit Gro 
No Frost at Galesville were getting to the open cluster There was continuous rain and 

R. Fred Sacia, | hard- stage. mist for over 50 hours during 
M ist at Gunite sskes oh Prospects are for a one-half to the full bloom of the cherries, 
May 16, “We have had no frost 2 full crop. About half of our which is not very favorable. 
injury to date. Some varieties ‘vees will be loaded with bloom. 

are beginning to set. Indications Our spring has been very early No Frost Injury at Sturgeon Bay 
are for a fair crop, excepting a ee ee aoe By N. C. Jacobs 

hess, Ithy, ds ‘ \ : 
a sont ee soni right have been omitted, which may be We had a light frost around 
now is spraying and caring for 84, as in this section it is our Sturgeon Bay the mornings of 

our young trees. Excessive rains ™ost important time for spray- May 11 and 12. There were a few 
during blossoni’ time “way have ing. early Richmond cherry blossoms 

their effect on the set of fruit and From Sturgeon Bay oxeey : e ane a Sanne 
the appearance of scab later. By Don Reynolds tle here Pp y Nt 

Our apple crop may reach 75% Frost damage to the straw- : 
of last year’s, which was abump- berry crop in this section was Sprayine Cherrie 
er crop. very slight—no real damage. praying: HES 

. . Cherries were hit by the frost In our orchard we apply two 

From Southeastern Wisconsin in some places but the apples sprays of Bordeau Mixture on 
By William Basse, Waukesha were uninjured. cherry trees. We have learned 
There has been about 5 or 10% There has been the usual plant- from experience to apply the first 

frost injury to strawberries in ing of new strawberry beds. So spray immediately after blossom 
this section, but no damage to far this spring the weather has when about three fourths of all 
tree fruits. There is a heavy set- been very favorable for all bear- the petals have fallen, and the 
ting on small fruits and pears ing beds. second spray just before the 
and rather a light setting of ap- 
ples. We did not expect to see — 

many trees in bloom after the 
heavy crop of last year. With 
favorable weather, we expect a 
fair crop of apples. The weather 

has been favorable for the eon || CONTROL APPLE SCAB 
trol of scab during the early part 
of the season as it was cool and with 
dry. The important work in June ° 
is the control of codling moth. Niagara kK olofog 

From West Bend 
By W. H. Gruhle 

. . A Non-Caustic Sulphur spray designed to control fungus dis- 
Frost injury to fruit trees was eases without injury. 

slight, but it was a. little more Kolofog plus Niagara Arsenate of lead is an ideal combination 
aera on sear bout for scab and codling moth control because it sticks to the foliage. 

somal tis, year. Cherries and See list of Niagara dealers on Page 261 of this magazine, or 

plums are loaded heavily. write to 

N YOU : 
Conditions At Bayfield «fs Buy S Niagara . 

By Dawson Hauser e prayer emical 

The second week in May saw lagara Company 

temperatures of as low as 29, a by J. HENRY SMITH, 
and may have caught some OP U ida Sales Representative 

strawberries, but there was no Y PRO Waupaca, Wisconsin 
apparent harm to apples which
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cherries begin to ripen, which is I believe that there is at least crop was reduced materially in 
about four weeks before harvest. a 150% increase in planting this Illinois by April freezes and cold, 

On young trees, I apply another year and they all look fine. I wet weather during most of the 
spray after harvest. think we will get a fair crop yet blossom period. In Michigan a 

The most important work in this season. fair crop is in prospect. Early 
the orchard during the month of varieties were injured more than 
June is cultivation and thorough ee eee een late varieties. In Ohio, low tem- 
spraying. It is also a good plan peratures the last week in April 
to cut or break out the young CHERRY PROSPECTS probably resulted in some injury, 
suckers in the apple trees. By the U. 8. Bureau of Agricultural but it is too early to determine 

Economics the extent of the damage. Freeze 
arg erin PROSPECTS in the Eastern /08ses were rather heavy in Mis- 
y R. L. Marken commercial cherry states were souri, and a relatively light crop 

It looks as if the frost got about reduced materially by the early ‘8 in prospect. The outlook for 
50% of our strawberries in this April freezes. Low temperatures apples is favorable in the other 
section this year, but the rest resulted in considerable damage States of this group. 
got by nicely, which we think is to sweet cherries in New York, Indications point to good ap- 
quite lucky. and indications point to a light Ple crops in most of the Southern 

Iam testing the Yakima plum crop. Sour cherries apparently States, although prospects were 
from the New York Station and were not injured seriously and a reduced somewhat in Tennessee, 

they came through the past win- relatively good crop is in pros- /abama, and Oklahoma as a re- 
ter nicely, as did also the new pect. sult of the low temperatures dur- 
hardy apricots. In Michigan, sour cherry pros- 8. April. . Growing conditions 

pects were reduced materially during April were generally fav- 
Report From Warrens during April in both the Grand orable in the Western States. 

By H. H. Harris Traverse region and in the south- 

There was a heavy freeze here eee ah ee go to 
i rly strawberry fields Sweet cherries to May 1, how- 

ee ite with iossoma All of ever, apparently was not so ex- A CORRECTION 

the blossoms were black and tensive, but low temperatures JN the article by L. R. Langord 
some of the larger buds as well. since May 1 have caused severe on the Effect of Sod Cultiva- 
It even effected some of the new damage to all cherries. tion and Mulch on Orchard Soil 
leaves. There seems to be a very Moisture Content in our May is- 
good set of blossom buds this —— sue, there was an error. The cor- 
year, however. Some foliage is rect statement should be: 

very heavy and protected the APPLE PROSPECTS “The cutting of average stands 
buds more or less. I think there By the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural of grasses usually resulted in a 
is a larger set of fruit this year Economics greater amount of soil moisture 
than usual, and so we may get a 1 general, reports indicate lit- than where grasses had not been 

bigger crop than some expect. tle damage to apple trees or cut.” 
We have had so much rain that buds from winter temperatures 
the clay ground is too wet to or spring freezes, and prospects Cutting Grasses Sometimes 

work most of the time. appear fairly good in nearly all Not Advisable 
Our apple blossoms did not jmportant apple producing areas. —_ In some cases cutting a heavy 

seem to be seriously injured. In the New England States, buds stand of grass may not be ad- 
developed rather rapidly during visable. Heavy stands of grass 

From Alma Center April and it now appears likely may provide better protection 
By E. J. Randles , that full bloom will be reached against drying of the soil by sun 

The frost did considerabledam- somewhat earlier than usual. and wind if standing than when 
age here in some places. I would Present prospects indicate a good cut. An example of this would 

say that in some patches as high crop of apples in these States. be early-maturing grasses such 
as 40% of the buds were frozen. Trees in New York, with the ex- as red top or Kentucky blue 
However, some patches were not ception of Baldwin varieties, car-_ grass, which would be dry and 
hit at all. I would say on the aver- ried almost a full bloom and the largely stop transpiring after 
age that the loss will be about weather has been quite favorable maturity. Furthermore, the cost 
15 to 20%. The cold weather and for pollination. of cutting is high and stubble 
rain is blighting some of the Prospects for apples are spot- may puncture apples in case they 
blossoms. ted in North Central States. The drop.
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The After-Blossom Sprays For Apple Scab 
e ° 

Control In Wisconsin 
G. W. Keitt and C. N. Clayton 

N° single spray program can at 1-50 or 1-60 or dry lime-sul- The Modified Lime-Sulphur 
be recommended as the best phur at 2% to 4 pounds in 50 Program 

for apple scab control. The sprays gallons. If applications are made Unless the use of lime-sulphur 
used, especially in the after-blos- at 10, 20 and 30 days after petal- seems to be necessary for scab- 
som treatments, should be chosen fall the weaker dilutions are usu- egntyol, the substitution of par- 
to meet the conditions of the in- ally preferred. In such programs tieulate sulphur preparations 
dividual orchard as the season it is desirable to substitute a par- may be desirable in some or all 

develops. ticulate sulphur spray in the of the post-blossom sprays. The 
The requirements for insect 20- or 30-day treatment if the re-  uge of a program carrying treat- 

control have a very important quirements of scab control will ments, such as the 10-day, 20- 

bearing on the scab program. In permit, rather than to use lime- day, 30-day, and second brood 
Wisconsin the calyx spray and sulphur continuously at 10-day codling tiothi applications, is 
an application about 10 days _ intervals through this period. If necessary if such substitution is 
later are essential to the scab scab is sufficiently under control, made. The finer particulate ma- 
program, but the time and num- a paste wettable sulphur should terials, such as Flotation Sulphur 
ber of later applications are be substituted for lime-sulphur paste 6-100 or Mike Sulphur 
usually determined largely by re- in any post-blossom spray when 5.100, are recommended, unless 
quirements for insect control. hot weather prevails, unless the pot weather prevails, in which 

Later protection is highly essen- weather is excessively hot, in case the coarser wettable sul- 
tial to scab control, but the de- which case the fungicide may be phurs may be used as recom- 
tails of application can usually omitted or the application de- mended by the manufacturers. 
be adapted to the needs for insect layed. High humidity in hot [y this program lime-sulphur 
control. weather at the time of applica- may be used in the calyx spray or 

The chief problem in the post- tion increases the danger of lime- at any other time when weather 
blossom part of the scab program sulphur injury. It is generally re-  gonditions are favorable and 
is the selection of the fungicide. garded as dangerous to spray there seems need of strengthen- 
The choice will be determined with lime-sulphur while the tem- ing the protection. It is usually 
chiefly by the need for scab con- perature is 85 degrees F. or high- preferred for the second brood 

trol on the one hand and the dan- er. There is also danger of injury codling moth application on badly 
ger of spray injury on the other. if the weather should turn very scabbing varieties unless the 
There are three main types of hot within a few days after the weather is so hot as to make its 

sulphur sprays to choose from. spray is applied. The use of lime- se inadvisable. Under ordinary 
Lime-sulphur is the strongest of sulphur in this period, therefore, seasonal conditions in Wisconsin 
these from the standpoint of jnvolves a risk that must be the greatest danger of injury is 
scab control, but it is also the woighed against the danger of over by the time this application 
most liable to cause injury. T°e failure to control scab. is made. 
very finely divided sulphur 

sprays, such as Flotation Sulphur 

paste and Mike Sulphur, are in- 2 

termediate in effectiveness for 
scab control and for danger of in- SPRAY HOSE B ARG AIN 

jury. The coarser wettable sul- . 
phurs are somewhat less effi- 500 feet new, 14-inch, 600 lb. Pressure Spray Hose, at 22¢ per 

cient fungicidally and less liable foot, delivered. Your order cut in one length, no splices. Cash with 

to cause injury. order. We must sell at a sacrifice, you reap the benefit. First come, 

first served. 

The Lime-Sulphur Program . . . 

Instiuationsta which tieneed Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Co-op, Inc. 

for protection against scab seems : Lester Tans, Sec. 
to outweigh the risk of injury, Waukesha, Wis. Telephone Big Bend 2821 Route 3 

liquid lime-sulphur may be used
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Shall We Thin Appl EDNESDAY_JUNE 1 a e In pp es WEDNESDAY—JUNE 15 

W. G. Brierley, Minnesota Sturgeon Bay 

ALTHOUGH the effects of Thirty Leaves per Apple COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS 

thinning on the grade and — Recent studies of what is 10:00 a. m. Program at Fair 
condition of the harvested apple called the “leaf-fruit ratio,” or Grounds. Topics on strawberry 
crop have been studied and the the relation of the number of varieties, fertilizers, soil man- 

results presented clearly and log- leaves required for the proper agement, etc. 

ically, growers always have been evelopment of a single fruit, Speakers: N. C. Jacobs, Saw- 
reluctant to add this operation how clearly that about 30 well yer; Don Reynolds, Sturgeon 
to their orchard management geveloped leaves per apple are Bay; Prof. R. H. Roberts, H. J. 
oe Earth tt has been Pie that necessary for the production of parma et John Lilly, and E. L. 

y tar the most Important cause po9q size, color and quality. Chambers, Madison. 
of culls at picking time is small When apples are borne in clus- 12:00 m. Low priced luncheon 
size. Thinning has been ee ters, or when fruiting spurs are served at Fair Grounds. 
é ae ia aL saales aith pore ° so close together that the apples 1:30 p. m. Tour to leading 

1¢ Int ad oti app to tal is touch, the leaf-fruit ratio is re- strawberry farms to study varie- 
slight reduction it the an bee duced to the point where the ap- ties and cultural methods. 
ume; eu 9 oe ad for ples cannot develop properly. In 
competition fOr ‘water an order to get the proper number 
a a“ manufacture in the of leaves per apple it has been 
leaves. Color also - irabl thi that 
proved by thinning for the same pound ‘desizable to Shin. fo TESTING NEW FRUITS : z the apples are spaced from 4 to . 
reason. Spraying is made more 6 inches apart. A. G. Dawson, Franksville 
effective and | the loss from From The Minnesota Fruit I NOTICE that a number of 
worms and stings has been re- Grower. the new varieties of pears, 

duced greatly when apples have . from both the Minnesota and the 
been thinned so that clusters are oo New York Stations, are seed- 
eliminated and contact between lings of Winter Nellis, a hardy 

apples prevented. Records of the EXPERIENCE WITH and delicious variety. I have 
cost vd ee oud that this BOYSENBERRIES trees forty or more years old of 
operation does not a ; . thi iety, There i fi 
production costs as at harvest George C. Curtis, Merrill a few new. veara "of winter vA 
time there are fewer culls to be For the last two winters our _rieties. 

picked and sorted out of the boysenberry canes which were We have not found any of the 
marketable fruit. lying on the ground went Minnesota plums to be very 

Thin At Proper Time through the winter in fair shape heavy bearers. None of the lat- 

Of course if thinning is to be and most of them showed signs est varieties which we are giv- 
given a trial it should be done at of life when the snow went off ing a trial would equal America 
the proper time. We know that (we had plenty of snow). They for production and size of tree. 
it is best to wait until after the started to grow in the very ear- We are trying out some of the 
“June drop” so that the actual ly spring, really too early for New York state varieties. 
set can be observed. Also, we our conditions, and in each Will there come a time when 
know that the best results us- spring were caught by late hard we will have a peach variety har- 
ually are obtained if thinning is freezes. All canes except those dy enough to stand any of our 

that had accidental shelter due winters? We are trying out the done before the apples have ying 
grown enough to have used to weeds or other growth were Marquette, Hardee, and South 
much of the food supply of the killed back. Haven. We no doubt have a har- 
trees. To gain the full advantage It is evident to me that if the dy apricot. 

of spraying it will be highly de- boysenberry is to be grown here, The recent frost greatly dam- 
sirable to thin before the late it will have to be covered with aged the Crath walnut but did 
June cover sprays are applied, straw or similar covering and not damage the hicans or Jap- 
because every grower knows kept covered until danger of anese walnut. Is a time coming 
that spraying is for protection heavy freezes is past. The job of when we can no longer grow the 
and not for cure, and it is very trellising the vines is also quite cut-leaved weeping birch? Bor- 
desirable to protect apples that a problem. The berries we have ers seem to be destroying them 
grow in clusters. had were very attractive. rapidly. Is there any remedy?
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Pyrethrum, An Agricultural Crop 
By T. C. Allen 

(Continued from May issue) 

When large enough, pyrethrum other states show that pyre- that available seed, baling equip- 
crop may be harvested the first thrum may be raised as an agri- ment, and marketability of the 

season but a heavy bloom occurs cultural crop. In view of the lack product is guaranteed. 
the following summer. The of information regarding the Information pertaining to the 
plants are set out in rows much value and adaptation of this growing and marketing of pyre- 
the same as cabbage using about crop under Wisconsin conditions, thrum in United States may be 
12,000 plants per acre. It is bet- it would seem advisable at this obtained from the following: 
ter to have the plants rather time for the grower to be some- Colorado State College Expe- 

close together, from 20 to 24 what reluctant in diverting riment station. Bul. No. 401 

inches apart, as the yield is high- much of his land to the growing and 428. Fort Collins, Colo. 
er and the stems stand up better. of pyrethrum. University of Tenn. Experi- 

When the plants are too far . . ment Station. Circular No. 59, 

apart the stems become irregu- Things to Consider Knoxville, Tennessee. 

lar and harvest is very difficult. Several important factors Crop Protective Institute. Mr. 

Cultural practice involves must be taken under considera- W. C. O’Kane, Chairman, 

clean tillage, and in cultivation tion by growers who anticipate Durham, N. Hampshire. 

care is taken not to cover the the growing of pyrethrum. First, 
crowns of the plants. Regular although there will always be a 

cultivation is practical but after demand for a quick-killing in- STRAWBERRIES PROTECT- 
the first cultivation in the  secticide such as pyrethrum, we ED FROM FROST BY 
spring, only shallow cultivation _ still have the threat of synthetic MULCH 
is advisable. Fertilizer may be substitutes. At the present time as 5 
worked in in early spring or fol- the newly developed synthetic M R. J. R. Williams, Proprietor 
lowing harvest. Although soils thiocyanates are being substi- of the Lake View Fruit 
will vary, usually an application tuted for pyrethrum in many Farms, Montello, who is a large 
of from 300 to 500 pounds of a quick killing insecticidal prepa- 8TWer of strawberries and vege- 
4-12-4 is recommended. rations. The advantages of such ‘ables, saved his strawberry crop 

synthetics is that they do not de- from frost by mulching. saa > 

Harvesting teriorate in toxicity upon stor- The folowing is Mr. Williams 
statement of his method: 

The pyrethrum crop is cut *8° “We learned it was going to 
with a mower or self reaper and Prices May Drop be cold and probably freeze by 

the flowers are separated by Secondly, although importa- radio and started putting mulch 
means of a powered cylinder. A tions of Japanese grown pyre- on the berry field at noon, using 
field stripper has been recently thrum flowers are now extreme- three men with a tractor and 
developed which is very efficient. }y high-priced, the market out- trailer hauling into the field, 
The flowers are dried preferably ook for pyrethrum in the future with two men and six women do- 

in the shade or artificially dried should be considerably cheaper. ing the spreading. We covered 
at 140 degrees F. or under. They ‘This is because East Africa, Bra- about six acres during the after- 
are turned frequently to prevent i) and Yugoslavia are producing noon. The rest of the berries 
heating and discoloration during annually a greater tonnage of were not far enough advanced to 
drying. The whole dried flowers etter quality flowers. be in great danger. 

are then placed in bags or baled “I do not think the labor item 
for market. These flowers will Seed excessive and I certainly think 

run from about .5 to.75 percent — Lastly, a large supply of good it would pay for those who lose 
pyrethrins. reliable pyrethrum seed for wide about 25% of their crop by frost. 

Although no experimental spread distribution does not ap- “Mulching is not cheaper than 

work has been reported to indi- pear to be available at the pres- irrigation, but in our case we 

cate how successfully pyrethrum ent time. In certain areas in were moving an irrigation sys- 

might be grown in Wisconsin, America where pyrethrum grow- tem from one farm to another, 

results of investigations in Ohio, ing is being attempted, an or- and it wasn’t ready for use at 

Colorado, Michigan, and many ganization has been formed so that particular time.”
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

L. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Frank Thomas, Kenosha 
1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan 

K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 
Regional Vice-Presidents 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Robt. Jantz, Eldorado Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

° ° be canvassed in an advance sale 
Care of Gladiolus During tickets 

The following committees have 
July and August been appointed for the 1938 

show: 

R. W. Jantz, Eldorado Show Manager—Fred Hage- 
dorn, Sheboygan. 

ALL indications point to a Much has been printed and Finance Committee and Treas- 
great year for gladiolus and said about thrip but I have de- urer—Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboy- 

many large and strong spikes cided to let nature take care of #4, chmn. 

should be shown at the coming things this year. With the cool Floor Manager and Chairman 
state show at Sheboygan this weather and weekly rains, I still of Entry Committee—Rudolph 
fall. The first reason is that we think thrip cannot do much dam- Grob, Sheboygan. 
have had plenty of spring rain age. So here’s hoping we get the Premium List Advertising— 
and cool weather to hold the breaks this year. Fred Pomerich, Sheboygan, 
moisture. This makes _ better I would like to see the Wis- chmn. 
blooms and stronger bulbs. consin Gladiolus Society place Advertising Committee—Otto 

My garden has been sowet this rbbone on the winners at the Hagedorn, Sheboygan, chmn rin at I was unable to ge +e : 
y aan of horses on it so fhe certificate with the winners’ et ee Dona wee Maney 
next best thing for me was to names and varieties that won in te}, mnehoy gen, «Chinn. 
work the garden with a small order to make a better record. Annual Banquet—Oscar Wol- 
hand cultivator on top to dry the Many of the ribbons are taken ter, Sheboygan, chmn.; Chester 
land. When I started to plant my off by non-members. I am sure Harrison, Waldo; Harvey Aus- 
bulbs, I marked the row and then the certificate would make a fine tin, Kohler; and Walter Axel, 

took the cultivator and worked record for all of the winners. Sheboygan. 
a trench about eight inches deep Supervisor of Judges—W. E. 
and then planted the bulbs six Menge, Oshkosh, chmn. 

inches deep. No fertilizer was LARGE STATE GLADIOLUS Premium List and Classifica- 
used then but I will use liquid SHOW PLANNED AT none C. Krueger, Oconomo- 
fertilizer when the plants show woc, chmn. 

five leaves. SHEBOYGAN Out-of-town Exhibits and Ad- 
As soon as the plants show August 19-21 vertising—Dr. and Mrs. Geo. H. 

through enough to see the rows, GHEBOYGAN gladiolus grow- Scheer, Sheboygan. 
I cultivate every week and also ers are planning for the 1938 
as soon as the soil is fit after Wisconsin Gladiolus Show with —_ 
each rain. This is done right up considerable enthusiasm. They 
until the glads are in bloom. This insist that it will be the biggest DR. GEORGE H. SCHEER 
keeps weeds down and makes and best show ever held in Wis- MENTIONED AS HYBRID- 
stronger bulbs for the next sea-  consin. 
son. If you have a few choice The Sheboygan Association of IZER OF GLADIOLUS 
glads that might make the show, Commerce is backing up the IN the June issue of the Coun- 
get some well-rotted manure and_ show and has agreed to help out try Gentleman magazine, Dr. 
place in a barrel of water. In a_ in case of a deficit. A printed George H. Scheer is mentioned 
few days put the water around premium book is being planned, among the newer hybridizers of 
the plants every week for about to be paid for by advertising. gladiolus by Harry R. O’Brien in 
six weeks before blooming. The entire city of Sheboygan will his article, “The Glad Hunt.”
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DONATIONS FOR GLADIO- 

LUS SHOW COMING IN In the Garden 
Py a letter from Mrs. Mary 

cheer, of Sheboygan, she FTER the heavy rains the will not survive the winter. If 

ee that donations from gla- A middle of May, heavy soils your garden is flat, it probably 

1olus in Wis, are pouring in became packed and hard. The will be necessary to grow such 

for the Wisconsin Gladiolus yalue of such soil-loosening ma- varieties in raised beds, al- 

Show to be held at Sheboygan. terials as peat moss, sand, leaf though, of course, this is some- 

Offers for donations to the prem- mold, or manure was then quite times difficult to do. 

oar ae been poe from apparent. It is also quite im- Try rotenone dust on anthills 

ra eutiee J. H. Heber portant to loosen up the soil by in the garden. Our experience is 

. A. Hullibarger, Four Maples turning it over with a spade or that the ants disappear about 

Farm, Herbert O. Evans, W. A. shovel so that when it again three or four days after the dust 

Sisson, Elmer Gove, Bancroft turns dry the soil will not be is applied heavily on the hills. 
ne E. 5 Young, of Peoria, baked and hard thereby drying What a difference in the ap- 

Wo ae ant * eee aol amit rapidly. ; pearance of a lawn following a 

, ’ e have been quite free from heavy rain. Lawns require a 

Azalea Pross of Pross Glad Gar- insects and diseases in our gar- great deal of watering. Never 
dens. Such varieties as Burt- den this spring due to a pro- “sprinkle” the lawn. Apply wa- 

ner’s, Beautiful Ohio, Frostpink yam of dusting with a sulphur ter heavily so that it will soak 

ornatus, Aladdin, Amulet, Am- qust containing an insecticide. down deeply. 
rita, Sari, Surfside, Buffette, This year we are using a sulphur Among the hardiest peren- 

Black Opal, Creve Coeur, Mary and rotenone combination dust. nials we have ever grown are the 

Ansteen, Maid of Honor, New ‘he rotenone is one of the best new dwarf hybrid asters. They 

Era and Shirley Temple are insecticides for both chewing seem to survive under any type 

among the gladiolus donations. and sucking insects we have yet of wintering conditions and have 

Marietta Sisson, Minnie Shalor, trie, to be divided frequently. 

and Nippon Beauty are peony While our neighbors were 
donations. Donations of Vigoro laini es 
Were alao made. complaining about the large 

number of dandelions in their 

————— lawn, we had very little trouble . 

BULBLET GERMINATION _ this year. The reason is proba- Wisconsin 

TEST bly that we use a nitrogen ferti- . 

. . lizer — ammonium _ sulphate — Gladiolus Show 

E. A. Lins, Spring Green once or twice each year in order . sy 

THE following are the results to get a heavy, dense stand of Wisconsin’s Largest Flower 

of our 1937 gladiolus bulblet grass. Then as the dandelion Show 

germination test. Five hundred seeds fall on this dense sod, they Eagles’ Hall, Sheb 

bulblets were used in each test. fail to grow. The result is that agles’ Fiall, Sheboygan 
sec ciis one 

anaes Seed Te eee botee shows San August 19-21, 1938 
Water __---------- 24 430 

Lye —assccoseesuss: 24. 452 Japanese iris have been quite 

Muriatio Acid, 30 03% 264 hardy with us, and yet the leaves 

Muriatic Acid Cut, seem to turn yellow in the ~~~ —” 

30 minutes ------ 23% 250 spring. Our opinion is that since ~ 

enone ‘cia, 15 2 380 they require an acid soil, the 7 q 

minutes -..----- 29% 350 yellowish color is probably due 

Lysol Solution ----- 24 246 to the soil again turning sweet 

cracked ae 398 from watering with city water ff 
‘Acids were used for the min- and the natural limestone in the ‘aace wee 

utes listed and then twenty-four soil. We therefore dug in sev- Use Proven Safe Insecticides 
hours completed with water. eral teaspoonfuls of alum around for 

Over six-year period we are each plant. Controlling Garden 

unable to recommend any acid Good drainage seems to be ab- and Crop Pests 

treatment for bulblets. Lye look-  solutely essential for good win- Derris—Rotonone Products 

ed promising in 1937, but 1936 tering of many perennials. Har- Agicide Laboratories 

germination was even 100 out of dy chrysanthemums especially 4668 N. Teutonia, Milwaukee, Wis. 

500. must have good drainage or they 4. Telephone Hilltop 7050 4
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KEEN INTEREST IN NEW o BAYFIELD TO CHOOSE 
FRUIT VARIETIES ey STRAWBERRY QUEEN 

[NTEREST in testing new var- A v7 )» AND KING JULY 2-3 

ieties of fruit under Wisconsin S «: cE "THE Strawberry Queen and 
conditions seems to be increasing oS the Strawberry King will be 

each year. This spring we offered 7: crowned at the annual Bayfield 
to help our members purchase v ( Strawberry Festival to be held in 
some recommended fruit varie- \y ° the city of Bayfield on July 2-3. 

ties for testing. ‘ aay Entries are now being taken 
Interest in the new hardy ap- q by the Bayfield Peninsula Fruit 

ricot introduced by Professor N. Growers Association for the 
E. Hansen, of South Dakota, seeds were imported through Strawberry King Contest. All 
from Northern China brought re- Rev. P. C. Crath, of Toronto, growers of Bayfield County are 
quests from 81 members for 192 Canada, direct from the Car- urged to enter their fields, which 

trees. pathian Mountains of the Uk- will be judged by the Secretary 
We recommended testing the Yaine. Orders from 608 individ- of the Horticultural Society and 

six new varieties of grapes uals were filled up to May 23.We the County Agent of Bayfield 
(Westfield, Hector, Golden Mus- answered approximately 2,000 County. All neighboring counties 
cat, Yates, Brocton and Seneca) letters of inquiry in regard to and all counties interested in 
from the New York Experiment these walnuts. growing strawberries should hold 
Station. This brought requests contests to select the girl who 
from 20 of our members. ____ can make the best strawberry 

The Taylor and Marcy red shortcake, to be entered in the 

raspberries, introduced by the FOLIO ON THE HEMERO. ueen contest at Bayfield. 
New York Experiment Station, CALLIS Other events will include a 
created considerable interest. Six A FOLIO monograph on Hem- pageant, parade, and two days 
hundred of the plants were or- erocallis is being planned by °F Celebration. 
dered by the Bayfield Peninsula py A. B. Stout, curator of edu- 
Fruit Growers Association for cation at New York Botanical ——— 

distribution among their mem- Garden. It will be a complete and 
bers, and, in addition, 43 mem- authentic botanical and horticul- | WISCONSIN IRIS SHOW 
bers ordered through the Society. tural treatment of the daylilies. ,,. . : . 

A large number of scions of There will be 24 colored plates Milwaukee Public Service Build- 
Kendall, Beacon, and Minnesota 11 by 15 inches in size, about 25 ing Auditorium, June 11-12 
No. 1007 apples were distributed pen sketches, and about 90 pages AN excellent exhibit of new 
this spring free of charge to our of descriptive text. It will be varieties of iris is promised 

members. bound in attractive library buck- visitors at the Fourth Annual 
. ram. Tris Show in the Milwaukee Pub- 

Many Orders for English The price will depend upon the lic Service Building Auditorium 
Walnuts Received number of copies ordered in ad- on June 11-12. 

The interest in the new Car- vance. Anyone interested in such In addition, it will be possible 
pathian English walnut continues a monogram should get in touch to visit the flower show of gar- 
to surpass that of anything else with Dr. A. B. Stout, or write the den clubs of West Allis, as listed 
recommended for trial. Three Macmillan Company, publishers, in our flower show calender else- 
hundred and fifty pounds of the 60 Fifth Avenue, New York City. where in this issue.
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NO MAGAZINE IN JULY VISIT THESE FLOWER YOU ARE INVITED TO 

As has been our custom dur- SHOWS VISIT OUR PEONY 

ing the past four or five june 3-4. Spring Flower Show, GARDENS 
years, Wisconsin Horticulture Madison Garden Club — Unitarian W. A, Sisson 

will not be published in July. The P#rish Hall, Madison. J UNE is the month of peonies. 
onan cig gt ee co ‘ June 2. Brandon Community Gar- From around June 10 to the 

should reach our members the en Club Spring Flower Show —— 20th will probably see the heav- Brandon High School Gy ‘ium. 
last days of July. we . Admission, 10. est bloom in our gardens. 

Due bushes euselons # June 10-11. Elm Grove Garden The season so far has been fav- 
ot = ei ceee ae eae Club Flower Show—Leland School, prable in mor hho and the out 

i 4 + Elm Grove. Hours: 2:00 P. M.— 00. 1s for e most’ pertec 

This, together with the fact that £0:00 Es Me Ast day 1:00 P.M— blooming time we have ever ex- 
we increased the size of Wiscon- “* = meee me perienced. There is, of course, 
sin Horticulture to 32 pages dur- June 11. First Annual West Allis always a possibility of a wind 
ing the past five or six months, Flower Show by the Juneau Heights, storm, or a hail storm, that 

: West Allis, d Hillcrest Gard ‘ , ‘ , 
has made it iia Ge for us to Clubs—West Allis High School, ‘8. might spell ruin. 
economize on this issue in order 76th 1 W. National Avenues. : i : 
not to exceed our budget. Still Hours: 2:00 P. M.-10:00 P.M. No a ao. Eh emt gee 

, dmissi h . Music by West Al- 
where can you equal the value ix "High School Ensemble. of peonies at the Riverside Ceme- 
received for the price paid. June 11-12. Plymouth Spring t€tY in Oshkosh, consisting of 56 

Flower Show—Guild Hall. Admis- Standard varieties. They are just 
GARDEN CLUB RADIO sion, 15¢. coming into their own and from 

PROGRAMS June 17. Green Tree Garden Club eee th they will do well if they 
DoT forget that every Tues- x lanes Show F eetimaice County re ‘ excellent care they have 

day during the Homemak- Hours: 11:00 A. M.—10:00 P. M. We would like you to come here 

WH oa Soe ion SS . jeune: ae Superior Garden Clap and to Oshkosh, and to those who 
* * fleven nnual Iris Show, sponsored . . . 

M. to 10:45 A. M., there is a pro- by the Iris ‘Club—Superior. Water, Wish it I will be glad to show how 
gram of interest on gardening. Light and Power Building, June 23- to plant and care for peonies. The 

: . my) 2d. :00 P. M.— ieti 
During June the following will S00 PoM., eet darn 10500 A, Mm eee plant of many varieties 
be presented: 8:00 P. M., second day. No admis- of flowers is grown in one year, 

June 14. Fort Atkinson Gar- sion charge. Dates subject to change. but the perfect peony plant takes 

dens, by the Fort Atkinson Gar- August 8-4. Waupaca Garden Club from ten to fifteen years. 
den Club. Flower Show — Public L ib rary, Good Varieties 

June 21. Gardens at Elkhorn, pong ian oO Pe Me Mos. Gertein caviatten olf sa Hi 
by the Elkhorn Garden Club. : n vVerielies OF Deomles Co 

June 28. Flowers I Like for August 13-14. Wausau Garden their best in different locations. 
. . Mrs. G. R. Qualley, Club Annual Flower Show—Hotel For Wisconsin and farther north, 
oe Ss: Q Y> Wausau. Admission free. Le Cygne, Mad. de Verneville and 

. September 10-11. Milwaukee Art Marie Lemoine in the whites 
SE Institute Garden Club Flower Show might cover the season. For 

—Art Institute, 772 N. Jefferson St., : * 

HEARINGS MAY BE HELD Milwaukee. Hours: 12:00 Noon— ne moe ig. age ae 

ON CHANGING HONEY e008 i Meydinet: days 2:00 P. M.— = an randiflora. For reds, Rich- 

oe ¢ Magee as ard Carvel, Karl Rosefield, and GRADES ard | , . 
es Philippe Rivoire. There are hun- 

HEARING to eliminate the dreds of others to select from 
A tse of the packer’s number CHERRY BLOSSOMS AT- along with a great array of Jap- 

ted hi er y D 
on containers of extracted honey = TRACT 16,000 TO DOOR _anese and singles. Mikado is the 
rae eee heir ach a COUNTY leading red Japanese, introduced 0. : ‘ 

th tires summer meetings EARLY 16,000 persons vis- into this country from Japan at 
e ° : : the 1892 World’s Fair at Chicago 

scheduled for the Beekeeper’s ited Door County Peninsula : 

Association in this issue. Many on Sunday, May 15, to see the —_ 

beekeepers have requested that 8,000 acres of cherry trees in an ; 

this ruling be eliminated on ex- bloom. . Old Man : “Tl give youa dime, 

tracted honey but not on comb The crowd was the largest ev- little girl, if you give me a kiss.” 

honey. Legal notices for the er to visit Door County for so Little Girl: “Pooh on that 

‘meetings may be given by the early a bloom, the second earli- stuff—I can get a quarter for 
department later. est on record. taking castor oil.”
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Mrs. C. E Strong, West Allis 

, for the fall display. Then this 
S6\WV HAT do you do in your ‘ spot will be used for some peonies 

garden now?” So asks a y Qo that are at present all too close 
gardener who says very kindly n TA to some trees and large shrubs 
that she reads everd word in Wis- Sg NW to dor well, 
consin Horticulture because she Ww ge Wit Seeds of annuals that will be 
does not want to miss anything We Pe Ni used for the bare spots in the 
helpful. She also says that she I Cee borders ‘where the bulbs grow 

enjoys our page because she AG (\ have been sown in the cold 
never knows what she will find (it? HN, frame. Heavenly Blue Morning 
there—and I wish to tell her that jh (=F Glories are growing thriftily in 

sometimes I wonder myself. a —{ {tl yw pots, having been pinched back 

However, we do appreciate know- — Vineet DIKES to make them sturdy and ready 
ing that the magazine is really to set out when the weather is 

DELON! 6 UNG) NEBR, four varieties, lovely by them- Warm and settled. 
Necessary Work selves but not so good looking in Japanese Cherries 

In May I clean up all those a mixture—that really needed to 2 

tufts of June grass and white clo- be taken up. So I decided to move ore ian tel 
ver that entrench themselves so them right then. number of Japenese cherries in 

closely around the Iris and del- How To Move Tulips full leaf from the nursery of the 
phinium, not to mention every ens 8 late W. J. Moyle. We regret to 
other spot that is hard to get at. You can move tulips in bloom, say that this most delightful 
Then with a small spade and you know, although it is a fussy spot to every gardener who visit- 
frowel T Wort UP whe ground joltand mucly euler ‘ty do at the 4 teiwa thing-of thepast, Attar 
thoroughly between plants, being right time. First the ground is the passing on of Mr. Moyle. a 
especially careful not to injure taken out of each space where the few-years'ago) the youngest a0 
bulbs and roots. With plants tulips are to be planted to a depth “Mae”, tried to keep on with the 
spaced quite closely, this means of about 12 inches, the ground work, but the labor situation 
slow, careful work. While work- worked up well at the bottom, along with the depression proved 
ing up the soil is a good time to and thoroughly soaked with too great an obstacle , 
give a light application of some about two pails of water. Then The Japanese chevvios: were 
good commercial fertilizer. each clump is carefully spaded one of the many things Mr. Moyle 

Usually there are too many out so as not to disturb roots or succeeded in growing At first 

self sown plants of Elder Daisies, bulbs and each clump placed in they froze back, but ‘how they 
Hesperis Matronalis, and Cher- thehole as soon as dug. When the are seemingly getting to like our 
ianthus Alloni (Siberian Wall- hole is filled, dry ground is firmly State of Wisconsin. They have 
flower). These extra plants are packed around each clump and bloomed in‘the nursery ew: Bes 
taken out carefully to be used in then watered thoroughly to make cause of our long friendship and 
some other garden where a filler sure no crevices are left to dry interest in. hia: father’s ‘work 
is needed in tulip and iris time., out. Dry ground is sprinkled “Mac” gave us the great privilege 
When this very necessary over the top, and the tulips look of trying to grow these trees in 

work is finished, there isachance as though they had been growing our home gardens. We are hoping 
to do a few things that you seem _ there for years. that in a few ere we may have 
to put off doing at the right time. Later, when the tulips are display of these lovely blos- 
When the ice did so much dam-_ through blooming, they can be soms. 
age to the tulips several years moved and heeled in to ripen. The . 
ago, it left a number of places in strip of ground will be covered A Tribute 
the border bare of color in tulip with well-rotted manure, spaded The Wisconsin Nursery and W. 
time. There was a bed of mixed deeply, and planted to chrysan- J. Moyle have passed on, but the’ 
tulips in the back yard—about themums that will later be used memory of his wide knowledge
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of plant life, his willingness to ing crabs. Hamamelis (witch First of all, lupines grow best 
share this knowledge with all hazel.) Some of the Cytisus on a well-drained soil. They are 
who asked his help, his interest (hardy brooms.) Magnolias. often found on dry, sandy soils 
in the gardens of many, his Flowering quince. And as for where they seem to grow in spite 
cheerful, good-natured way of evergreens, no one is even think- of some slight soil acidity. On 
forgetting the trouble we made ing of planting Austrian pines or heavier soils in a garden, there- 

him in our desire for something blue spruce asa foundation plant- fore, drainage becomes a decid- 
different for our beloved gardens, ing. They have learned that ing factor. 
will not pass on. They willlive in those “cute” little trees grow up Lupines are legumes. If they 
the memories of his many friends and fill in the whole yard as well have not been grown in the gar- 
forever. as cover the windows. Junipers den before, it is well to inoculate 

WePeogiies and Mugho pines seem to be the the seed with genuine lupine 
favorites. These lists lead one commercial culture which can be 

A number of years ago, a to hope that those stone piles, purchased from many seed com- 

speaker literally tore his hair be- called rock gardens, in the center panies. 
cause, as he expressed it, one of the lawn, will some day silent- Whether lupines require an al- 
would think, to see the average ly steal away to the outer edges, kaline or acid soil has been a 
garden and home plantings, wander up closely to the trunks matter of controversy. However, 

there were only two kinds of of trees and proceed to feel at many authorities-claim that they 
shrubs—Spirea and Barberry. He home. They do look so forsaken Yequire a slightly alkaline soil or 

became almost breathless as he with no background whatever. at least a neutral one. 
named shrub after shrub that Winter protection seems im- 
could be used — shrubs that Oe portant in sections where there 

would give a long season of is considerable winter moisture, 
bloom—and then actually shout- NEW LUPINES CREATE and some authorities recommend 
ed at us, “But do you plant any INTEREST covering the plants with roofing 
of these beautiful shrubs? No! paper to keep off excessive mois- 
No! You only plant Spirea and Mor gardeners have seen the ture which causes crown rot and 
Barberry.” new Russell Lupines adver-_ root rot. 

I was reminded of this as I. tised in seed catalogues. Unus- 

looked over the lists for new ual interest in lupines is being 
homes to be planted this spring. created as a result of these large It has been estimated that in a 
No Spirea and no Barberry. flowers. day the average farmer walks 
French lilacs in variety. Phila- Many growers have not had_ twenty-six miles, a letter carrier 
delphus Virginal. Flowering Al- success in growing lupines and twenty-two, policemen fourteen, 
mond. Hydrangeas in variety. some of their requirements boys fifteen, girls eleven and a 
Forsythia. Viburnums. Flower- should therefore be considered. half, and housewives eight. 

Kill You will really enjoy spraying your garden with 

the handy sprayer illustrated. ROTOTOX is the 

Insects With ideal spray to use as it kills all insects whether chew- 
Your Garden oe ing or sucking. It is non-poisonous to humans and 

Hose! i i animals. 

Use ROTOTOX or Our free booklet gives directions for soaking 
other spray this easy ‘ Gladiolus bulbs and for spraying to control thrips, 

way. letters on Cyclamen mite on Delphinium, Rose pests, 

Two-gallon sprayer, etc. Ask for our special bulletin on European corn 

$3.75; 4-gal., $4.755 nie} 1D borer in Dahlias. 

8-gal., $6.00, post- oe aS ROTOTOX postpaid prices: 1 oz., 35¢; 8 oz. 

paid, terms cash, (makes 12 io 24 gals.), $1.00; 1 pint, $1.75; 1 qt., 

Directions Included $3.00; % gal., $5.00; 1 gal., $10.00. 

THE ROTOTOX COMPANY 812 Yale St., East Williston, N. Y.
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Wisconsin. 

Garden Club Sederation_ 
Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, President Mrs. Sam Post, Rec. Secretary 

&29 Weodside Ave., Ripon Shorewood Hills, Madison 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, Hon. President News Mrs. E, A, St. Clair, lst V. President 
2579 Downer Ave., Milwaukee 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa 

H. J. Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Mrs. Charles Sehuele, 2nd V. President 
Madison Oconomowoe 

GARDEN CLUB CONFER- WHERE MEMBERS OF THE WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB 
ENCE WELL ATTENDED FEDERATION WILL HOLD THEIR SUMMER 

A PAY filled with visits to MEETING 
beautiful gardens and at- = = = — 

tendance at very instructive Ns re Be ie fas : ae) Sagal 84 
* . 4 Las a pa beta 

meetings was enjoyed by officers Noni: (SEL! SER “er | ig, CMe, 4) 

and committee members of Wis- le {gee ae el : ¢ J pees ta. 
consin garden clubs at Oconomo- ; = a 5 cole cane. a 
woc on Saturday, May 21. ea eae & ti] > Ln : ee 

The rock garden at Rogers nee =| H RK a i ; 
Memorial Sanitarium was at its e | | es ; = Fay | 

best. Dozens of varieties of baie \ Nee re | _f 
beautiful flowers were in bloom Ue vat ks teh ay 
and most visitors spent the en- a soon pa oO Nock 2 bee jt 
tire forenoon in this garden. pes ee x 

The LaBelle Garden Club of ee “ = a 
Oconomowoc furnished a most aint 

Be H A iablbeeepnineaiihsaiamenn. contenant 
delicious luncheon in the high Retin: ie tt ae “ re A 

school during the noon hour. _ Relea dk lank Sie cll uta Nie 6 
This was followed by an excel- In the shade of this inviting hut at Whispering Pines, the summer 

y home of Christ Hyldgaard on the Chain o’ Lakes, Waupaca, 40,000 
lent program. Mrs. R. B. Felton, visitors left their comments about its beauty last Teal Here 
of the Racine Garden Club, pre- members of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation will spend the 
sented a most interesting discus- large portion of Roturdey: july 9 om Lakes sh the1 
s oe aeria! lew oO} e le chain at Chain o’ Lakes shows joca- 
sion of the origin of many of our tion of Whispering Pines on Marl lake. The parking ‘grouda indi- 
garden flowers. Mrs. Lyle Nash cated accommodates visitors’ cars. 

had prepared a year’s budget 
for a garden club which was pre- aad ee 
sented by Mrs. A. G. Derse of — >, 
the LaBelle Club. Mrs. G. H. og . 
Schuele, general chairman of the f 3 a a 

:. ee we ow 4, m ge me ene 
meeting, told how to prepare a ee eae i 

year’s program for the club. This a Pe . ay 

was followed by an excellent talk i 4 7 i 

on highway beautification by Mr. ed ae ea 
K. L. Shellie of the Regional 7 a ee 
Planning Department, Madison. eaveataays pf ee 
His theme was that all highways ‘ies ee 2 
must have usefulness, safety, aa a, i in Ce eee 
and beauty. Figs ee e P rsoosaye ae 

The forum rooms, following ie ae ee ee et 
the general program, were 
crowded. The total attendance ATTEND THE SUMMER CONVENTION 
was about 125. There were five i The bore pee five an indication of the beauty of the 

is . places to be visited by garden club members during the Federation 
different forum meetings and summer meeting and picnic at Waupaca. We are informed that 
judging by the animated discus- special arrangements have been made by the Waupaca Garden 

* . u or boat rides through the Chain o’ Lakes, the rate to be 
sion in each of the rooms, they only 15c per person. At least five outstanding gardens will be 
were most profitable. visited.
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ANNUAL SUMMER MEETING AND PICNIC A FINE SUMMER MEETING 
WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION IN STORE FOR GARDEN 

Waupaca — July 30-31 CLUB MEMBERS 

Hosts — The Waupaca Garden Club A MOST interesting and pleas- 
ant summer meeting and 

Saturday, July 30 icnie ia bei 1 d f th 

Call at the Information Booth on Courthouse Square, Main Street, picnic 18 eing planne or e 

Waupaca, for program, directions, and reservations. Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 
“ 10:30 A. M. To “Whispering Pines’’ on Marl Lake. Visit the gardens tion members by the Waupaca 

of “Whispering Pines” and ‘‘Taddy—Wa Wa.” These two large privately- Gard Club. 
owned gardens have many interesting features. arden ub. 

ua00 Noonstzad P.M. Zicnic Luncheon a ‘Wilepering rings. Prue your A visit to Whispering Pines 
own luncheon an cups. ree lemonade an coffee w e furnished. ce * 

cream and other refreshments will be sold. and Taddy . Wa-Wa alone is 
1:30 P. M. Garden Program. Speakers to be announced. Short business worth the trip. 

meeting. " 

2:30 P. M.-5:00 P. M. Visit gardens on the lakes and in Waupaca. _There are many tourists and 
5:00 P. M.-7:00 P. M. Dinner in city. Guests find lodging quarters. visitors in Waupaca during July. 
7:00 P. M. Campfire program. Music by the Waupaca High School Band Rooms and cabins will be difficult 

under the direction of Director Weber. t t. b 
7:30 P. M. The early history of the Chain O’Lakes Region. Mr. Charles 0 get, so we urge our mem ers 

Brown, Director of the State Historical Museum, Madison. to make reservations just as 
sty de Salk about the stars under the stars. Professor C. M. Huffer, Univer-  go9n ag possible. Write Mrs. O. 

: , F. Peterson, 333 West Union 
8:00, 9:00, ana 10:00 gan ae h h Chain 0 ' Street, Waupaca, general chair- 

:00, 9:00, an : . . oat rides throug ain O'Lakes from . 

Edmunds Dock. Takes one hour for the trip. man: State how many there will 
Visiting gardens. Church services in Waupaca churches. be in your party and what type 
Sunday noon and afternoon program to be announced. of room or cabin you desire. 
Notice: Be sure to make reservation for room or cabin early. Write 

Mrs. O. F. Peterson, 333 W. Union St., Waupaca, Housing Chairman, for in- 
formation. SSSI ————— er 

Committee Chairmen 
General Chairman: Mrs. Orville Peterson, 333 West Union St. 
Reservations and Housing: Mrs. Sam Solon, 112 Harrison St. Protect Your 
Registrations: Mrs. P. J. Christofferson, 604 S. Main St. 
Program: Mrs. Theo. J. Peterson, 319 Harrison St. 
Refreshments: Mrs. J. W. Carew, South Washington. an 
Both Registrations: Mrs. Edward Hart, 411 South State. 
Publicity: Mrs. C. H. Cristy, 313 Lake. EVERGREENS 

—|Ni Dust Garden Club Flower Show lagara Wus 
° for diseases and insect control may be 

At the State Fair obtained from the Wisconsin dealers 
iste elow. 

August 20-21-22 Central Wisconsin Seed Co., Waupaca 
a ee « Fertilizer Chemical Mills, Inc., Mil- 

JN this issue will be found the er show and have the opportu- waukee 
premium schedule of the Gar-_ nity of visiting with each other. E. R. Cito Co, Madison h 

den Club Flower Show to be held We suggest that a special booth | 5° p. Wigley Co. Racine 
during the first three days of the be set aside in the Horticultural Platten Products Co., Green Bay 
Wisconsin State Fair. Building for the use of garden on & Fuel Co., Chippewa 

Here is an opportunity for club visitors and officers. Here | Fruit Growers Co-op, Sturgeon Bay 
garden clubs to win cash prizes literature on how to organize A. T. Bronstad, Rice Lake 

on exhibits and interest the pub- garden clubs might be given to | Fle Tapicmens Co. Ladysmith 
lic in the value of garden club anyone interested and a commit- | . A. Merget, Plymouth 

work. tee be present to answer ques- George MeNesley, Waussukes 
“ + ; oleman levator Co., Coleman 

May we suggest that the first tions and confer with those in- | ciying Farmers Mercantile Co., Suring 
three days of the Wisconsin terested in organizing clubs in | Outagamie Equity Co., Appleton 
State Fair be made “Garden their communities. 
Club Days at the State Fair.” | Thousands of people _ pass Niagara Sprayer and Chem- 
Perhaps one of the days, either through the Horticultural Build- ical Co., | 

: : ical Co., Inc. 
Saturday, August 20, or Sunday, ing at the State Fair each day. ii aii. Salagitt 

August 21, can be set aside as a Here is an opportunity for. ad- J. Henry Smith, Sales Rep. 

garden club day and all garden vertising the garden club move- Waupaca, Wisconsin 
club members visit the fair flow- ment.
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° ¢ ¢ meetings. Clever and thought- Wisconsin State Fair Garden Club —Rit"6F special note was thelr 
February meeting on “Parade of ower Show 

Ww trees that flower,’ and “Tree 
August 20-21-22 physiology”, followed in March 

by a discussion of planting a tree 
The Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- vegetables for centerpiece. on the new high school grounds. 

ation will cooperate with the Wiscon- Class 28. Garden luncheon table; No doubt th 4 hi bh . 
sin State Fair this year in staging a__ fruits or flowers for centerpiece. o dou ey ¢ ose a flowering 
three day garden club flower show. Limit of fourteen tables. No silver one! “Hardy vines,” “Garden ac- 
A special premium list has been ar- or napkins. Premiums: $4.00 will be eg? 6h 7 
ranged by the Fair for this exhibit. awarded each table scoring over 75%. cessories " How to water your 
We are giving a synopsis of the prem-_ Size of tables, about 48 inches by 48 garden without injury to stalk 
ium list, but for more details and inches. and flowers”, and “Shrubs that 

putes, write the Sate Valera eee Bouquets of One Variety bloom in the fall” are among 
tendent of State Fair, Capitol, Madi- Cash premiums are awarded ine their subjects showing intelli- 

La i list. rst, second, an rd prizes on e + 

Ai judging will:be dowe according Varieties of flowers listed below. They gent planning. . . 

to the Wisconsin non-competitive Will be judged as follows: Quality of Waukesha also is planting a 
judging system. All entries must be eee ate ie prrengemen irae tree, theirs to be on the municip- 
i A 10. t bi t Hf 
‘6 yf were Pair bok te tte, aL exhibit in the name of the garden club al hospital grounds. In May and 
Chambers, State Capitol, Madison, or wit the exnibitor’s ished eee eee July the club will visit members’ 
to Mrs. Chester Thomas, 2579 Down- Pearing. Vases furnishe y. State 
er Avenue, Milwaukee, who repre- Fair, but privately-owned vases or gardens. In October gourds make 

5 bowls may be used. an unusual subject—‘Varieties sents the Federation Board on the : . 3 
flower show. ser eres. Calendules, Muricclie, and how to grow them”, and 

er iS ers, Cosmos, Gaillardia, a 8, * * ion list includes the fol zinnias, large type; Zinnias, small “Drying and Curing of gourds”, 

type; Phlox, Salpiglossis, Scabiosa, timely help for a new garden in- 
Little Gardens Hemerocallis or Lemon Lily, Gladio- terest, 

Class 19. Any type of Little Gar- lus, Nasturtium, Centauria, Dahlias, 4 
den. Size—8 x 12 feet with wall Perennial Asters, Petunias, Annual Most helpful also should be 
space. All materials to be supplied by Phlox, Nicotlana, Celosia, any type, Fort Atkinson’s May discussion 
exhibitors. Entries limited to five and any other variety. “ n 
gardens. Awards: $25.00 will be An exhibitor’s season ticket must of “Porch and window boxes for 
awarded each garden scoring 75 be purchased by each garden cluben- Sun and shade * and later, ‘Sum- 
points or more on the score card. tering, which is good for only the gar-_ mer flowering bulbs” and “Color 

FI A Tables den club entries. Price per ticket, ffects in th den” 
lower Arrangement Tables $2.00. The club can make only one !lects In the gar en : . 

_ Class 20. A table of eoyen. poranets entry in any one clate: Judging be- Tola’s garden club is divided in- 
of more an one variety of garden gins at . M. Saturday, August 20. * 
flowers, one variety predominating as to four working groups. It would 
the point of interest. The same va- Se ee be of interest to know more about 
riety should not predominate in ev- their plan. How wit Tol 
ery bouquet. PROGRAM PLANNING Te Sendaead et of Iola to 

Class 21. A table of seven artistic . arrange for three outdoor meet- 
arrangements of annuals in vases, Mrs. Elmer L. Sevringhaus ings, two in gardens and one with 

> yea containing more than Program Chairman, Madison a pot-luck supper in a park! Why 

Class 22. A table of seven ar- A MONG programs received re- not copy their idea more fre- 
rangements of more than one variety cently are those from Me- quently? 

f fi in 1] bowls. + . "The tables are twelve feet long, "sha, Waukesha, Fort Atkinson, The other programs will be re- 
Covers and containers are to be fur- Iola, Hillcrest Garden Club, Blue viewed in next month’s column. 
nished by exhibitors. Limit of fifteen Mound, Racine and Lodi. I hope we all may benefit by the 
tables. Premiums :$7.00 for each s 
table scoring over 75%. With the pale green wall-paper kindness of the many clubs send- 

Shadow ‘Boxee covered program from Menasha ing their programs. And for 
Class 23. Arrangement showing Comes a similar miniature with June, I wish you happy garden- 

Oriental influence. blank pages for note taking at ing! 
Class 24. Fruit or vegetable ar- 

rangement. 

Class 25. Arrangement of more 

than one variety of either perennials 

orannuals; s Bracing and Cablin, Feedi Transplan Pruning ; Entries limited to 15 shadow boxes. rwery. racing on MB soci s ransplanting 5 
Size of boxes, 30 inches tall, 24 inch- Drainage Large Tree, Moving Spraying Free: Consaleaties 
es wide, and 18 inches deep. Boxes JO HN Bs. Con ER WY 

to be decorated by exhibitor. Prem- TREE BXPERTS © 
iums: $4.00 for each shadow box ee 

scoring over 75%. RENDERING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
Dinner Tables Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 

Class 26. Informal dinner table set Write or Wire 
for four, with flowers for centerpiece. 2201 University Avenue MADISON, WISCONSIN Fairchild 2840 

Class 27. Special occasion table 1242 Moore Street BELOIT, WISCONSIN Phone 2314-M 
set for four, using fruits or flowers or Perr rere roe roo roo ooo ooo ooo. orc oreo oooe)
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THE Madison Garden Club lif, 523 Audubon Road; E. A. Bing, houses, and trellises, as well as 
lists the following gardens (” Yoosevclt Road; mimer Waites urns, garden benches, furniture, 

open for visit during the sum- Ring, 573 EH. Riverside Drive; Mr. sun dials, bird baths, etc. 
mer. The gardens are those of William Berlin, 466 Church St. In spite of bad weather, there 
Messrs. and Mesdames Sam Post, Hen orean Gardens Meee ane was an excellent attendance. The 
Shorewood Hills; George Har- Avenue; Wm. Hamacheck, 2316 N. committee members and exhibit- 
bort, Sun Prairie Road; H. 8. Bo- sith St.; Thomas Olson, sooo: ors from the garden clubs of Lake 
stock, Mendota Beach; W. T. (onen,Sti oy ean to pilline. Geneva, Jefferson, Fort Atkin- 
Lindsay, 942 Lake Court; Ar- ham Ave.; Ed. Jensen, 704 Dilling- son, Whitewater and Elkhorn de- 

naughton, 705 River- ham Ave.; Mrs. Hugo BE. Sperling,  ¢ is i thur ae a z " track ISil Mecland Aven ME He D Man, Serve _much praise for their 

side Drive; Forrest Middleton, pride, 2327 N. Third St.; Rev. and SPlendid work. 
Shorewood Hills; Otto Nieman, Mrs. McCreary. Also Vollrath’s Park 

: ;. . on North Second Street, and Terry al 
Seminole Highway; and F. E. Andrae State Park, about 5 miles 
Ballard, Middleton Road. south of Sheboygan east of highway Intemperance 

Hales Corners Gardens. Mrs. Har- 141. 
ry Berger, R. 1; Mrs. John Paul. Those men who destroy a 

Iola Gardens. Mrs. G. H. Irwin; ae i ji 

Mrs. Jacob Rosholt, R. 3; Mrs. J. L. bisa role mee Acca 

Larson; Mrs. O. J. Aasen; Mrs. B. M. r 

Gordon; Mrs. Ed. C. Knutson; Mrs. SOUTHERN DISTRICT life, do as manifestly kill them- 
E. A. Lutz; Mrs. Arthur Moore, Og- HOLDS SPRING SHOW 1 

densburg; Mrs. Walter Staub, R. 1 selves, as those who hang, or 
Sconimari, * Ae Se Mrs. F. H. Taggart, Lake Geneva poison, or drown themselves. 

Lake Geneva Gardens. Mrs. E. J. ENTERING a garden path, —Sherlock. 
Terres, 1024 Wisconsin St.; are banked on either side with 
Louis C. Sandel, 1031 Main St.; Mrs. = “ a 

‘A. B. Dickinson, South Lake Shore blossoming spring shrubs, potted 
Drive; Mrs. Allen B. Peacock, 613 ageratum and delicate pink ger- $$ _____— —— 

Geneva St) Mrs. H. L. Macdonald, aniums, visitors to the Town and 
Madison, West Side Garden Club Country Garden Club’s Annual Rotonone Dust 

Gardens. Mra. J. ON. Harris, 1713 Spring Flower Show, held this For Controlling Destructive 
206 Virginia Terrace; Mrs, E.J. Kai. Year in conjunction with the Insects In Flower and 
levang, 4130 Iroquois Drive; Mrs. South Central District Show, Vegetable Gardens 

: ; 3 Hollister Ave.; i a - 
Me Fe eanmlow, “3315, Regent passed under a snow white arch McConnon Insecticidal Dust 
St.:; Mrs. H. H. Reese, 3431 Circle Way, through gates into the main is especially prepared for use 
Close, Shorewood Hills; Richard show room of the Horticultural in hand or power dusters and 
Vaughn, 3841 Nakoma Road; Ts. . Fo 
Walter Dakin, 4110 Mandan’ Cres- Hall at Lake Geneva on May 14 will control most garden in. 

cent; Mrs. S. T. Odegaard, R.1.Wau- and 15. sects troublesome at this time. 

nakee; Mrs. J. F. O'Connell eB e If one could resist passing the Available in 1 [b., 5 lb., 25 
Taunakee: Mrs dikes, 2097 Maso, lovely yellow cart filled with pot- Ib., and 75 Ib. sizes. 
Street. ted plants being sold by charm- For service call your local 

Waukesha Gardens. Mrs. J. B. j i inia- McC deal ite t 
Christoph, 306 West Avenue, N.; ing Ot a aE a. han tn SRORNOR Cearer Of weite so 
Mrs. W. A. Christoph, 102 West Ave- ture of Flanders Field. Then the McConnon and Compan 
nue, N.; Mrs. F. W. Kramer, 229 tables, which seem to be more y 
Fountain Ave.; Mrs. Charles Rhode, lovely each year. Mail Order Department 
217 Fountain Ave.; Mrs. Effe Smith, . Winona, Minnesota 

124 Garfield Ave.; Mrs. P. H. Leine- The Flower Arrangements » 
ger, 615 Beechwood; Mrs. Phil Olson, were separated from the minia- Sani a 

181 College Ave. See. Marantc, ture arrangements by exhibits of © —___ 
Peterson, 119 W. College Ave. potted plants from our near-by = = se 

Waupaca Gardens. Mrs. O. F. Pet- ; 
erson, 3833 West Union; Mrs. Joseph NUESERIES: « irel ISI W | iE] 

Bissig, 471 Oak St., Wisconsin Rap- The judging was done entirly ES ot : 
ids; Mrs. Geo. W. Mead, Belle Isle, by the new merit system. 
Wisconsin Rapids; Mrs. Stanton ” Satetaniliiis te originality YO U R T R E E s 

Mead, 730 First Avenue S., Wiscon- . P, . _— Cavity Treatment 
sin Rapids; Mrs. Michael Woolf, 1131 and interest was a shadow box runing — abit 

moe StS Wiagonaty Rape: Dr named “Mr. MeGregor’s Garden” Sv" “yee Moving 
sia Reais, Ta St. Sy liscon- with every detail of the artist’s 

Kohler Gardens. Messrs, and Mes- description included. There was WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
K , i A. i i i i 7 . games ase Coenen ae we, aa an interesting and instructive 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis 

pling, 238 E. Park Lane; F. W. Hoos- display of garden books, bird Lakeside 2907
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FILLING WINDOW BOXES Successful Flower Arrangement [y's 0 rate thom is sot mie 
variety of material seen in 

Schools Held the average window boxes. A 
typical arrangement is red gera- 

THE two flower arrangement H, J. Rahmlow outlined the use niums and variegated vincas. 
schools conducted by the Wis- of the new method of judging, One has to go to seaside resorts 

consin Garden Club Federationat which has become popular in to see really fine arrangements, 
Fort Atkinson on May 18 and at Wisconsin. It was suggested at in which not only geraniums but 
Menasha on May 19, proved more the Fort Atkinson meeting that Petunias, verbenas, heliotropes, 

successful than anticipated by this new system be called the tuberous-rooted begonias, bro- 
the officers and committee in “merit system.” It is not design- Wallias, fuchsias and such trail- 
charge. Mrs. Christine Whitlock, ed to give more people prizes but &Fs as English Ivy, German lvy, 
of Glen Ellyn, Ill., proved a most to give each person what he green-leaved vincas, ivy-leaved 
popular speaker and demonstrat- deserves on his exhibit. The ex- &eraniums and other materials 
or on the art of flower arrange- hibits are judged according to are used. 
ment. She, together with her a standard of perfection and Window boxes require a rich 
sister, had prepared a number of when the exhibitor receives a soil, as the rooting area is lim- 
excellent arrangements which blue ribbon it means that the ex- ited for the number of plants 
she discussed in addition to pre- hibit rates “excellent” and not usually crowded into them. 
senting fundamental principles that it is just better than that Window boxes have a limited 
for making them. She empha- shown by someone else, as is the use in America as yet compared 
sized the need for a careful study case in the old system, where with the older European coun- 
of the fundamental principles of first, second, and third prizes tries. In great cities like Lon- 
flower arrangement and art be- only are given. don the contents of the boxes 
fore attempting to become orig- Among the interesting fea- used at some of the big stores 

inal or making arrangements tyres of the meetings was the and hotels are changed several 
showing one’s individuality. discussion by a committee of times in the course of a season; 

Hard work and study is the basis jygpes of a number of artistic C®Tysanthemums are used in au- 
for future success, she empha- ae . tumn and these are followed 

: arrangements, dinner tables, and ith th i 
sized. shadow boxes prepared by local WAU JOVErSTOCns,, UOBe aed ten 

Miss Merle Rasmussen, of Osh- committees, which had been bright berries being use oF 

kosh, gave an excellent talk on judged under the merit system winter effects. a 
the perfection of bloom classes at by those in attendance. Condensed from The Florists 
our flower shows and how to ex- Quite unusually, the attend- Review. 

nt and ade thom, She called ane at bath mesings was ao 
classes of this kind at our shows proximately the same, i. e., about TO 
to create interest on the part of eo deat meeting. The expenses 
flower lovers who specialize in eee = igh ated there will GARDEN CLUB OF ILLI- 
riew varieties. € a deficit of approximately $10 — NOIS ELECTS OFFICERS 

which will be taken from the 
Mrs. Ed. Hoebel, of Madison, Speakers’ Fund. MBS. George Plamondon, of 

gave a demonstration and dis- ‘ ' _Wheaton, Ill., was elected 
: The committee wishes to president of the Garden Club of cussion on the art of table ar- : : p 

rain i thank the officers and commit- Tilinois at their annual meeting 
rangement and setting and shad- tees of the Fort Atkinson and i A 
ow box exhibit. She had pre- yy, “this spring. 

enasha Garden Clubs for their 
pared several excellent arrange- oy cellent cooperation Mrs. A. C. Weber, of Freeport, 
ments which she demonstrated’ . was elected first vice-president, 

ona ainner table ret with attrac- a and Mrs. Clinton O. Dicken, of 
ive dishes and glassware. Hinsdale, corresponding secre- 

Mrs. Samuel Post, of Madison, WRITING NG TRAV- tary. Mrs. Raymond Knotts, 
spoke on the organization of our ; ; Berwyn, Il. is editor of “Garden 
1938 Flower Shows, outlining the When necessary to write while Glories.” 
various committees which should _ traveling in an automobile, train, . : 
be appointed and how to meet or bus, press the elbows into the The date for the next Chicago 
some of the problems which body just above the hips, and you Flower Show will be March 26- 

every show management faces. will find the task easy. April 3, 1939.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

= A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy See Biliott, Menomonie 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, alrs. &. Vvigt, Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Fdw. Hassinger, Jr., Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F, J. Paepke, Burlington 

STATE ASSOCIATION AROUND THE STATE From Northern Wisconsin 

GROWING FAST WITH OUR BEE- By Frank P. Reith, Boyd 

D» you know that during the KEEPERS Conditions do not look any too well 

past year 145 new members From Kaukauna at the present time. The raspberries 
aa . in Stat : do not look as good now as they did 

have joined the Wisconsin tate By George Jacobson several weeks ago. Clover looks good 

Beekeepers Association? The to- THE weather was quite cool at Boyd. Plenty of pollen came in 

tal paid-up membership is now 4 and rainy during the middle good condition in spite of cool weath 
about 400. Bs hes — of May, with some heavy frosts. er. 

new enthusiastic member- : . 
many It was too cold and windy for the From Grant County 
ships through the county aSS0- bees to do much flying and they 

ciations which were organized did not get much nectar from By Ralph A. Irwin, Lancaster 

this spring. Mr. C. D. Adams,  ¢ryjt bloom or dandelions. 1 Bees vere in poor condition at the 
i . beginning oO rul oom. o pollen 

our state. Inspector, deserves Many colonies are weaker now was held over and little is coming in. 

much credit for his work in this than they were when taken out Most of the time during fruit bloom it 

connection. of the cellar and some have was too cool or rainy for bees to fly. 

Let’s get all of our neighbor dwindled to very weak colonies. 
beekeepers to join the associa~ J, fact, they dwindled to the —————————— 

tion so that they can attend the point where they often could not 

summer meeting. take care of the brood and many 

If you will send orhe member- colonies in this section were al- IT’S SECTIONS 

ship ao prompily < Saal gaye most starving, so lots of feeding 

celye “bne 10 or Wi in Hor- will have to be done to get them C NT 

miasing coples.or Wisco” in shape for the clover flow. T 
ticulture and Wisconsin Beekeep- +s flowing fi Al : 

ing. f naa are id cen wickd if in the production of Comb 
: : . alfa is tall and may not yield i Honey! 

Y- 5 
sd oat in TD Se ie the season is wet. The sweet ow 6 © 

s ‘ 
funds, we can hold bigger and ¢!ver looks good. CHOOSE SECTIONS 
better meetings and carry on a From Sheboygan County ; M "6 tS ech 

= C ! 

betien program of ‘work. By Gerald) Wene, Fer Accurate and Uniform Di- 
Ernestine Voigt, recording Sheboygan County had a heavy mensional 

secretary-treasurer, Menomonee dn due mostly to starva- —-For the Smooth Dovetail and the 
Falls winter loss due mostly to s Oval V-Grooves which mean no 

. ion. The remaining colonies are Loss by Breakage and Ease in ti g ne y Bi 

a in good shape. All clover is in fine agi a Beth sat 
ae ¢ -For that Glossier Polish whic! 

From Clark County condition and the prospects for a enhances the appearance — of 
rom Greeler, Neillsville good honey flow are encouraging. your Comb Honey! 

y B ‘ler, Neillsv: 
By Prank Beer ; WHEN BETTER SECTIONS 
The outlook for a honey crop 1s a ARE MADE, LOTZ WILL 

very good in Clark County. whe bee MAKE THEM 
ee! 

sspears tnokBood sare ok Hie From West Bend A complete line of other bee 
feeding. By Paul J. Cypher supplies listed in our new 1938 

From Janesville There are not many bees left in catalog. Write for your free copy. 

By S. J. Riesterer this section. In some cases where ye 
from 5 to 50 colonies 

Our bees wintered very well. They beekeepers had 
k. many have only one colony left and 

Witte Iooatin ie bisased. arth. glover gone uone at all. We now have plen- August Lotz Company 

everywhere, even in old June grass ty of moisture, and the! clover looks Boyd, Wisconsin 

pastures this year. Looks like we are good with gone prospec ron a crop 

going to have a good honey crop. for those colonies 7 et
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STRENGTHENING WEAK A committee was set up to lay MILWAUKEE COUNTY AS. 
COLONIES the plans. Fifty dollars has been SOCIATION HAS EXCEL. 

Wi eitthatinatmostovery FeLi 6 8 "ating reset LENT MEETING 
apiary there are some col- b the state aandclation pravided "THE Milwaukee County Bec- 

onies that become very strong, for $10 as a reward for Leiden keepers Association had a 
even by the middle of May, while leading to th iction of per. Very fine meeting early in May. 
others make little or no progress ee a e fe SORVAC reat be . The business meeting was very 
and are still weak. SONS: SLESNNg (OF molesung: 22 ably conducted by Mr. Frank 

There are several angles to the Oh t of the sien t Brown, the president, and Mr. 0. 
question which we hope will be). “wil = aaunte — T. Bernau, secretary-treasurer. 
answered during our summer at of prititi a it c the This was followed by a social 
meetings. In the meantime, what COs at oh "SL nad ie ee c evening at which there was an 
can we do to strengthen the weak Prolits - : nd in, the;warn- attendance of about 60. Cards 
colonies? Perhaps as good a way hat und: Wi in b were played and a very fine sup- 

as any is to shake a frame or two, a i ne i a fal per served afterward. Many of 
of young bees in front of the en- ou a h Ta we 4 ven the members joined the State 
trance of the weak colony, shak- Similar 1 lan here in Wi “+ $ Beekeepers Association. 

ing them from a strong colony, J, it is should ask our vast. I wish that some of our other 
possibly so strong that it is likely dent to appoint a cornea 46 county association members 
to swarm early in the season. consider ie matter at once for C0Uld see how fine these evenings 

If this is done during the mid-  ontati t th e turn out and how the beekeepers 
dle of the day when the bees are presentanon'ay tae summer con- enjoy them. 

flying freely, then the old field VenH0n- Our next meeting will be a pic- | 
bees will fly back to the original TT nic at Mr. L. Figge’s apiary on 
hive while the young bees will go A SEASON WHEN GOOD _ pighway 74 near Port Washing- 

into the entrance of the weak BEEKEEPING PAYS ton Road, Milwaukee, on July 10. | 
colony and be of much greater pypRKEEPERS who did not We wish to extend an invitation 
help in building it up than will a B watch their colonies lost to any of our state association 
frame of brood. Furthermore, it many from spring dwindling and ™members to attend. 
is never a safe practice to ex- tan ation, according to reports. Walter Diehnelt, Honey Acres, 
change frames of brood, due to (40), wet weather prevented bees Menomonee Falls. 
the danger of spreading disease. ¢,.97y gathering nectar from early 

— flowers which resulted in starva- is 

AROUND THE STATE _ {ion ard stopping of brood rear. 
ME: Newton Boggs, of Viro- stores, however, are in excellen ANNUAL SUMMER MEET- 

qua, writes, “Bees have condition: , ING AND PICNIC 
built up rapidly this spring. Al- - ops s 
most all have consumed an enor- . Ladies Auxiliaries 
mous amount of feed. The last BEEKEEPERS MEETING AT Wisconsin State Beekeepers 
ten days (written May 16) have DUBUQUE Association 

been hard on most bees.” GOUTHWESTERN Wisconsin — 
— t aoe are Sona i is Forest Junction — Otto Apiary | 

THEFT CONTROL iowa beckeepers to be held os Mrs. Frank Ortieb, Chilton, chmn. | 

Cc ee was Dubuque on June 17-18. The — | 
aroused recently when a meeting is being held by the 

thief was caught as a result of Towa Beekeepers Association co. pewunday, July 24 
the work of the Brown County operating with the Dubuque Mrs. S. P. Elliott, Menomonie, chmn. 

inspector, Mr. Thomas Cashman. County Association. ——_ 
The thief was convicted by the The two days will be devoted . 

local judge and no doubt will to a program of topics by au- pared by the officers of the Awallia: 
serve as a warning against fur- thoritative speakers, contests, ries. Mrs. Malte doneen Medison: | 
ther raids on bee yards in that and an evening program of Mov- speaker. The Auxiliary wail have 
section of the state. ies on the honey bee. charge of the luncheon. A good time 

In Ohio the State Beekeepers The meeting will be held at ‘8 planned. 
Association has adopted the plan Eagle Point Park in the city of state’ uives of all members of is 
of providing ‘“‘warning posters.” Dubuque. join the Auxiliary.
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SUMMER MEETINGS—WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS FOR SALE 
ASSOCIATION Four-frame Root extractor. 

Albert Krueger, Reedsville, Wis. 
Eastern Wisconsin Meeting 

COOPERATING WITH FOX RIVER VALLEY DISTRICT 

Apiary of Leonard Otto, Forest Junction 

Friday, July 22 Honey Pails 
Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first honey crop produced in the 

John S. Otto and Son, Leonard Otto, Apiary. Apiary established in September, Glassware - Labels 
1887. First crop produced in 1888. One of Wisconsin’s most successful 
apiaries. 5 

10:00 A. M.-12:00 M. Assemble at the Otto Apiary. Visiting. Inspection Prompt Service and Lowest 
of apiaries. Demonstrations. Beekeeping equipment exhibited. Prices 

Noon Luncheon By buyin, our supplies 
A cafeteria-style luncheon will be served under supervision of the Ladies y ¥ 8 y ‘ PP 

Auxiliary. Each family should bring sandwiches and a dish which will be from the Wisconsin Beekeep- 
placed on a table and served cafeteria style. The Auxiliary suggests one of A iati help- 
the following dishes: Potato salad, honey baked beans, vegetable salad, meat ere SSOS HORS you ake: MelP 
loaf or cold meat, honey cakes or cookies, pickles or relish. ing the Association carry on 

Be sure to bring plates, cups, silverware, and glass for lemonade. Free its progr. f work. 
lemonade and coffee will be served by the Association. Ice cream will be sold. Program © . . 

Send for price list to 
PROGRAM 

Mr. Edward Hassinger, Jr., district chairman, presiding Wisconsin State 

1:80 P. M. Beekeepers Association 
Address of Welcome. Leonard Otto. Falls, Wi 
Response. A. J. Schultz, president of the State Association, Ripon. Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
Fifty Years of Beekeeping at Forest Junction. A short history of the 

Otto Apiary. Robert Haese, Forest Junction. 
What the Central States Bee Laboratory is Doing. New findings on ii 

supersedure, pollen, and two-queen management. Dr. C. L. Farrar, Madison. f tl 
Progress in Foul Brood Control. E. L. Chambers or C. D. Adams, The average curvature of the 

Madison. earth is two inches per mile. 
What is New in Beekeeping. Prof. H. F. Wilson, Madison. 7 
Representatives of the Dadant Company, G. B. Lewis Company, and °9— EE 

A. I. Root Company may be with us and will speak. 

Western Wisconsin Beekeepers Meeting | A Successful 

CHIPPEWA FALLS — SUNDAY, JULY 24 

10:00 A. M.-11:30 A. M. Visiting at the apiary of BE. A. Duax. Beekeeper 
To get there, take Highway 53 north to Eagleton. Turn right % mile 

at sign pointing to apiary. Turn left 1 mile and to the right 1% miles. Twelve F 
miles north of Chippewa Falls. uses nothing but full sheets of 

foundation, insuring perfect combs 
11:80 A. M. in every instance. 

To Irvine Park, Chippewa Falls. Cafeteria luncheon. Bring dishes as For fifty years Dittmer’s founda- 

suggested for Eastern Wisconsin meeting. Ladies Auxiliary in charge. Free tion has given absolute satisfaction 

coffee and lemonade. wherever used. 
AFTERNOON PROGRAM Our process of manufacture, 

S. P. Elliott, Western District chmn., presiding with heavy ea pete imparts 
7 strength and pliability to founda- 

1:30 P. M. tion. It is instantly accepted by the 
Address of Welcome. E. A. Duax. ‘nti bees. 
Response. A. J. Schultz, president of the State Association, Ripon. Oke GK f : . 

per foundation is 
tindinon the Central States Bee Laboratory is Doing. Dr. C. L. Farrar, made teams ‘che whitest wae obeain. 

Balance of program to be the same as given above for the Eastern able. 
meeting. We carry a complete line of bee- 

Notice: Supply dealers and manufacturers are invited to exhibit their keeping equipment. 
bee supplies. Write for your price list today. 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT MEETING GUS DITTMER 

VIROQUA — JULY 25 

10:00 A. M. Meet at home of Newton Boggs, 315 Minshall Street (near COMPANY 
Court House) and inspect extracting equipment, etc. 

Noon. Cafeteria luncheon at City Park nearby. Bring dishes suggested 
for Eastern Wisconsin meeting. Free coffee and lemonade furnished. Augusta, Wisconsin 

1:30 P. M. Program. Talks by Dr. Farrar and others. Program similar | 

to that of other meetings. Ladies will hold separate meeting and program. ————
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Is P Ti June Is Peony Time... 
Rosendale, the city of peonies, invites you 

, “oo all ears : a4 ss. a : a Ss al beg See our plantings of all the lead- 

k* he J ed : “ a” 3 ing varieties of peonies. 

a ce . Visit Riverside Cemetery, Osh- 
} . 2 i kosh, where we planted a memorial 

‘ ; R ; o_o ae ep yee plot of peonies consisting of 56 AGT Mee, ween. eee oe ne 
x erage Or it Oe A lS 5 SO A eli Pa aal Gan eens standard varieties 15 years ago. aera Or CN amen) anata a eo Rt. pay Sout SA aan aet aa Ce a 

= ad eS Cres” | © Prin enna me pid ee Head Your Autos This Way 

ea BIE Ea Pw paeleg: Ts a ot Ranier 

te ee eee, SISSON’S PEONIES 
4 i 2 Fe ie i . ot a i Rosendale, Wisconsin 

A o%, Mp mn eo 4 Highways 23-26, Intersection 

Se SS) SS 

Charles Broman, R. D. 2, Bristol, Wisconsin. S. P. Elliott, 2206—5Sth Street, Menomonie, Wis- 

Herman K. Paulsen, Holcomb, Wisconsin. consin. 

A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum, Wisconsin. H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St., Oshkosh, 

Dr. A. E. H. Fabian, 421 Walworth St. Lake Wisconsin. 
Geneva, Wisconsin. Jerome J. Christensen, 1003 Arthur Avenue, Ra- 

L. W. Parman, R. F. D. 6 (Parker Drive), Madi- cine, Wisconsin. 
son, Wisconsin. Raymond H. Ericson, Rockton, Wisconsin. 

Newton Boggs, 315 Minshall Avenue, Viroqua, 
Wisconsin. 

ASK YOUR ROOT DEALER TO SHOW YOU JUST A 

FEW OF THE REASONS WHY ROOT QUALITY BEE 

SUPPLIES ARE THE “BEST BY THE BEE TEST” 

A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO * 
224 W. Huron Street ace 

_! ce Bee Supeucses CHICAGO, ILL. PPLIES
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HONEY MAKES A GOOD 
BELT DRESSING . . . 

HONEY is recommended asa | Wisconsin Horticulture 
, belt dressing in the Farm- The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

ers’ Advocate, London, Ontario. Batablished 1910 
Liquid honey is applied to the 

i “ Entered at th toffice at Madison, Wi in, del ter. A belt sparingly and makes the ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of 
belt cling with a tenacity never October 8, 1917, authorized July 15, 1918. 
dreamed of.” . ; 

We have not tried it and will Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

appreciate a report from any one WISCONSIN STATE HoRTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

who makes the test or has used 424 University Farm Place 
honey for this purpose. Madison, Wisconsin 

. H. J. RAHMLOow, Editor 

Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

It’s a funny world. If a man Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
gets money, he’s a grafter. If he Tel. University 182 
keeps it, he’s a capitalist. If he TT 
spends it, he’s a playboy. If he Volume XXVIII July-August, 1938 Nos, 11-12 

doesn’t get it, he’s a ne’er-do- 
well. If he doesn’t try to get it Page 
he lacks ambition. If he gets it Strawberry Day at Warrens -_--~--~--------~------------- 299 
without working for it, he’s a Reasons for the Biennial Bearing of McIntosh Apples ~_______ ane 

ae And if he accumulates Cherry’ Juices Gaining: in: Favor 2... -ssencnnecenccene BOL 
parasite. in J Orchardists and Beekeepers Must Cooperate _-_------------~ 301 
it after a lifetime of hard work, Producing Cantaloupe Seed ___-_------------------------_ 302 
he’s a sucker. Door County Holds Strawberry Day ~--------------------- 303 

Crab Grass Control in the Lawn ~_~----------------------~ 304 

MOW6? LOPé exces 1308 
ce Careof Peoniés After Bloom: oe eos enn esse use 806 

Gladiolus Gleanings .........-.2-2.--s--5-ceecccsLeeue 806 

This Season: With Glads :sososessueccese cece seeoeesce ees '30F 
Hdltorials nse sssesswo wc ew ceecwessccesessoeeucesces: '308 

eivatven aie. ietOe Bayfield Holds Strawberry Festival _-___-_____-___-____-_--_ 308 
Home and Garden —=s2-2s2-5-2os-eesneesseesesepcsscss 310 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation News ~----------------- 312 
National Council Meeting =-=-<-22sseossese cso se cess 813 
Program Planning: 222so5.~s soos ese eee 818) 

Garden Notes ___-------------------------------------. 314 
Fio.7 f10.2 Fla 3 Iris at Their Best This Year ____________-_--~-------------~ 315 

Wisconsin Beekeeping -._------------------------------~ 316 

Berry Boxes Sc 
Crates, Bushel Bo.res Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
and Climax Baskets EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1940 

Karl Reynolds, Pres.....-Sturgeon Bay M H. Bingham_.___-_--Sturgeon Bay 
. R. L. Marken, Vice-Pres.-.-.--Kenosha Clare Fancher _________-____Sturtevant 

As You Like Them H. J. Rahmlow, Sec......----Madison Carroll Krippner_._------Fort Atkinson 
E. L. Chambers, Treas.__------Madison _ 

w. fi the Ewald Pate 
Folding “Berry Boxes of wood veneer Term Ending December, 1938 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chm. Dept. Horticul- 
that give satisfaction. Berry box and Wm. Basse_._---------------Waukesha ture, Madison. 
crate materials in the K. D. in carload Mrs. Irving Lorentz_-.------Milwaukee _, : : . 
lots our specialty. We constantly carry Miss Merle Rasmussen_____----Oshkosh T. A. Singer, Pres. Wis. Nurserymen’s 
in stock 16-quart crates all made up Ass'n., Milwaukee 

Ciencia es atall ar oss . Term Ending December, 1939 A. J. Sehults,: Eres. Wis. Beekeepers 
large for us to handle. We can ship the R. E. Harris_______-__--------Warrens oi POR: 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. from N. C. Jacobs___-----___________Sawyer Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, Pres. Wis. Gar- 
Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in W. A. Toole._-----------------Baraboo den Club Federation, Ripon 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our 
part well. A’ large discount for early 
orders. A postal brings our price list. ss 

‘ Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture is obtained b: bership in the Wis- 
Cumberland Fruit consin. State Horticultural Society for which the annual dues are $1 per year oF 

$1.50 for two years. Garden Clubs, Horticultural Societies, and other Horticultural 
Package Company Organizations are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty-cents of the annual 

dues paid by each member is for a year's subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. PLEASR DO NOT SEND STAMPS 

SS



Wisconsin — 
@ 

ORE hundred and fifty people > result in a deficiency of potash. 

attended the annual Straw- ws a In setting out plants only the 
berry Day for central Wisconsin 3 Sp large plants from the center of 
at Warrens on June 6. An excel- ‘a £\ the row should be used for 
lent program was presented. ZL sak SE planting. 

Prof. J. D. Winter of Minne- = KQ An interesting talk was given 
sota told about the new work be- LS AyZ by Mr. Harold White of the W. 
ing conducted by the Experiment Bier y A. White Brokerage Company, 
Station to perfect a method for ep bn Minneapolis, on the many angles 
keeping strawberries in better 2 ik to marketing a strawberry crop 
condition during shipment. He ~ = when they are shipped to other 
stated that during the past states. Our crop comes into com- 
strawberries have been shipped petition with crops from various 
under refrigeration at a temper- ‘ 5 sections, maturing at the same 

ature of about 45° F. When tak- a ie time and of course many prob- 

en out of this temperature they Hon this co would nek have lems are the result. 

go down fast and lose their lus- brought the amt of picking. As Mr. Rex Eberdt, president of 

tre or bright color. it was, by cooperation a good the Warrens Fruit Growers As- 
Experiments being conducted price was obtained. sociation, presided at the meet- 

on the use of carbon dioxide gas ing, and emphasized the value of 
look very promising. The berries sg staying by the Association to 

are first cooled to a temperature Strawberry Fertilizers market the crop to best advant- 
of from 55 to 60° F. instead of Dr. A. N. Wilcox of the Min- age. 

the lower temperature. A cer- nesota Horticulture Department ‘ 
tain percentage of carbon diox- urged growers to plant early. Tour Marred By Rain 
ide is then added to the air in Blossom buds on the strawberry _ After an excellent strawberry 
the storage chamber. This has a plants are formed in September. dinner in the new High School 
retarding effect upon the devel- It is therefore very important &%ymmnasium, prepared by local 
opment of mold and when the what we do for the plants early church ladies, at which everyone 

berries come out they are in jin the season in order that they had their fill of strawberry 
much nicer condition than with develop and all the runners be- shortcake, the group visited the 

the older method. The cost, ac- come of good size before Septem- shipping platform of the War- 

cording to experiments, is about ber. He stated that experiments Tens Fruit Growers Association. 
the same for the carbon dioxide show that the commercial fer- Here Rex Eberdt pointed out the 
method as for the refrigeration tilizers applied to strawberry method used for inspection and 
method. beds in the spring give very lit- shipping the berries. 

Mr. W. H. Hanchett, well tle value. He pointed out that Three strawberry fields were 

known grower from Monroe experiments seem to indicate then visited. First the field of 

County, stated that last year that if large amounts of nitro- Mr. H. H. Pederson who had an 

about 100 carloads of berries gen are applied to the soil it may excellent field of berries in spite
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of the fact that a portion of it kept on much after that time REASONS FOR THE BIEN- 

evened by an ice sheet last cian is a definite decrease in NIAL BEARING OF Mc- 

At the farm of Mr. R. E. Har- - . ee soone ary of INTOSH APPLES 

ris, Mr. H. H. Harris discussed the Horticultural Society, 
the strawberry varieties. How- showed interesting colored mov- De ke a a. om ae 

ever by this time the light rain ing pictures of strawberry varie- h t ne 

had become rather aggravating ties and how to spray apples. shown a much greater than us- 
to those who had not brought ual tendency to bear fruit only 

raincoats, so not much time was every oe y - under Wiscon- 

spent in the field. However Mr. sin conditions. Since most apple 

Harris emphasized that the Cat- UR ReEER > growers in this state have a high 
skill variety looked very promis- . proportion of McIntosh in their 

ing. It had very large, vigorous From the Mountaineer Grower orchards, this development seri- 

foliage and a heavy set of ber- D» it ever occur to you that ously handicaps efforts to keep 

ries. It seemed to be the best of the apple grower is the ON- those orchards producing effi- 

any of the new varieties. LY person really and permanent- ciently. 

Dorsett and Fairfax looked |¥ concerned about selling ap- An investigation by R. H. 

good, but didn’t have the set of ples? : . Roberts (Horticulture) has re- 

the Catskill. Some of the other Woe the city Housewife lose ealed two factors that favor 

varieties on test looked much ™Uch sleep if she never saw an- 11 bi onni i i 
i ‘OF other apple? Not a moment’s the biennial bearing habit. 

ess promising than these. : : . x 
since she has thirty to forty oth- One of these factors is the 

The field of Mr. W. H. Morse er fresh vegetables the year shortage of rain, which has re- 
was then visited. Here again the ‘round to select from. duced terminal growth and re- 

fa ba - ae back ae Would the Grocer lose any sulted in relatively few new 
ir . eupon it was de- sleep if no ine ; coat 

cided to hold a short meeting in to his store? Not Se aRE, He vidi = pe bear onl wer athe 
Mr. Morse’s barn to discuss the has hundreds of other items, vicua Spurs ear only every ov 

things seen in the field. Mr. Noel fresh and preserved, to pass yo.’ if the tree as a whole is 
Thompson of the State Entomol- along to his customers. Apples to have a crop each season, then 

ogist’s Department outlined a are only another item to him. # good number of new pln 
program for controlling leaf spot Would the receiver, the whole- ust begin development at the 

which was quite bad in some of  galer, the broker, the commission S@me time others are fruiting. 

the fields, due to the wet weath- man—would any of these grieve But when the season is too dry, 

er. He recommended trimming Jong if no more apples came to New spurs do not grow and form 

all the leaves carefully in the market? Hardly. With very few blossom buds for the next year. 

spring when starting a new bed exceptions, apples are only one The other contributing cause 

so that the disease is not brought mong their line of commodities. js the tendency of some apple 
into the new planting. Certain When one line “goes sour” they 1s tne : eney BO ore Pe 

varieties such as Senator Dun- imply turn to another. growers to overprune the tops 
lap and Warfield are more sus- Who, then, is vitally, perma- of their trees, thus leaving them 

ceptible to leaf spot than others. nently interested in apples? On- too open. This practice favors 

If the disease is bad then the Jy one group—the apple growers. the setting of more blossoms 

leaves of the old patch should be With a 40-year investment in or- than the tree needs to produce a 

carefully removed following chards, the grower can’t turn to CTOP- Many of the small fruits 

picking to prevent its spread. another line and just forget. afterward drop off, but too late 

Leaf curl was also discussed, but It is the Grower who must for the spurs to form blossom 

no satisfactory explanation of it )AKE SURE that apple pack- buds for the next season. On the 

given. ing is being done right; that the other hand, when fewer blos- 

Prof. R. H. Roberts spoke on apple market is being developed soms set early in the season, the 

the value of early uncovering, properly; that apple selling is spurs generally form blossom 

stating that the plants cannot be keeping up the modern merchan-  puds to produce a crop the next 

held dormant very long by cov-  dising. . year, a condition favorable to an- 
ering and that there is evidence From the start, in the or- jal bearing. 

that the crop is much better if chard, to destination in the . ; . 

the plants are uncovered just as American stomach, apples are From “What's New in Farm 

goon as the ground has thawed “the growers’ baby”—and the Science” by Wisconsin Agricul- 

and growth starts. If covering is growers’ alone. tural Experiment Station.
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s ole ORCHARDISTS AND BEE- Cherry Juice Gaining NEBPEES MUST CO: 
OPERATE 

In Fav or Mot orchardists realize that 
a good set of fruit is de- 

By Donald K. Tressler pendent upon good pollination. 
Most apple varieties are self- 

AMERICA’S fastest growing Hyflo Super-Cel or Dicalite, and sterile and pollen from a differ- 
; food industry is the produc- filtered through canvas in an or- ent variety must be brought to 

tion of canned and bottled fruit dinary plate and frame press or the blossom before fruit is set. 
and vegetable juices. a home made muslin bag filter of The honey bee is the best pol- 

Canned cherry juice was the type shown in Circular No. jjnizer for all kinds of fruit. 
packed last year on a large scale 181 of this Station on cider mak- There are several reasons for 
for the first time. In many re- 18- this. First of all, the honey bee 

spects this product is more in- Some Possible Blends is especially adapted for pollin- 
viting than Concord grape juice; ; . izing because its body is covered 
consequently, the demand should , Juice from red sour cherries \ith hair to which pollen grains 
grow rapidly once the public be- 18 too tart to please the average tick. As it crawls over one flow- 
comes familiar with it. Since the palate. Therefore, a much more 4» after the other, the thousands 

best juice is prepared from the i™Viting product can be made by o¢ pollen grains clinging to the 
red sour cherries, Montmorency, ‘luting the juice with half its hair pollenize the pistils. Fur- 
Early Richmond, and English Volume of water and adding suf- thermore, it is known that honey 
Morello, large scale manufacture ficient sugar to bring the per-  joos visit only one type of plant 
of this juice should do much to Centage of total solids back tothe at 4 time. That is, they work 
remove the periodic surpluses of Tiginal point. If the sweetened, oniy on apple trees once they get 
these cherries, and consequently, ‘luted product is labeled cherry started, and do not, for example 
have a marked stabilizing effect Juice, the addition of sugar and fy from apples to dandelions. 
on the market. water must be clearly indicated phirg they are hard workers arid 

* on the label. The product may ssa 4 . 
In many ways the simplest b lled ch : visit thousands of flowers daily. 

method of making cherry juice e ~ 7 hone cider oF cherry Then too, there are so many hon- 

is by heating the washed cher- pacer calling attention ey bees in a colony (as high as 

ries to approximately 180° F. °F fn 1 oe » h from 15,000 to 50,000 bees in 

and then pressing the fruit be- ue ee ae pe Seon all ee one colony) that one colony is 

fore it cools. This heating ex- me a ° St md eon lar ,. enough to pollenize an acre of 

tracts a large portion of the pig- 180, i H ation tec ar NO. fruit trees. This is not true with 

ments of the cherries, and in the eu Which =may Re obtained other insects. 
case of the Montmorency and without charge upon application 

Early Richmond varieties pro- to the Station. Many Bees Poisoned 
duces a brilliant red juice. The Condensed _ Fhe He However, due to improper 

English Morello yields a very Ieee H “i atati > ure spraying, beekeepers are becom- 

dark red juice. New York, aeons NEVE; ing afraid to establish apiaries 

An hydraulic press of the type . near orchards. We have in mind 

commonly used for grapes is ~~ ”~C*«O. eampple of an apiary located 

suitable for the pressing of cher- [= at the edge of an orchard this 

zea gone. the press cloths ORCHARD AND year See eo eee 

should not be of coarse waste, as sprayed a little too late during 

otherwise much pulp passes into GARDEN SUPPLIES the pink stage. The weather be- 

the juice. The hot juice coming ji ing warm the blossoms came on 
from the press should be strain- BEAN eae outils fast. The orchardist did not 

ed through either a fine wire Baskets spray soon enough and as a re- 

screen made of corrosion resist- ee Biuipniene sult many trees were in bloom or 

ant metal or a muslin bag. The just beginning to open. Poisoned 
strained juice should be chilled Write for Prices pollen and nectar was carried to 
to 50° F. or lower and allowed to the hive and the bees continued 

settle overnight. The clear juice F. R. GIFFORD CO. to die off for a period of about 
should be siphoned from the 2201 University Avenue two weeks, leaving the colonies 

sludge and then mixed with a Madison, Wisconsin with just a handful of bees. This 

small amount of a filter aid, e.g., being a good honey year, the bee-
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keeper is losing hundreds of dol- ° 

lars. As a result, he will move Producing Cantaloupe Seed 
his bees out of this section and 
away from the orchard. If this 
continues fruit growers will Millard E. Ryan 
eventually suffer. 

Reports are coming in from UNLIKE other vegetables the knife. The worker then seats 
various sections of the state re- cantaloupe cannot be judged himself upon the stool and tak- 
porting spray poisoning this by its outward appearance. It is ing each melon separately cuts 

year. the inner qualities of this vege- it on the knife, observing wheth- 
OO table that are of prime import- er it is satisfactory when cut. If 

ance. Hence in saving seed these unsatisfactory it is discarded. If 
SOAP SUBSTITUTE WORKS inner qualities are the ones that it passes inspection the seed is 
WELL AS SPREADER IN must be observed. scraped out of the cavity by 
VEGETABLE SPRAY Should you have an opportu- drawing each half separately ov- 

A SOAP. substitute which is nity at harvest time to go into er the broad end of the, knife 
not affected by the hardness the cantaloupe seed fields at blade. The seed falls into the 

of water, and which is now com- Rocky Ford, Colorado, which has bucket. When full, the buckets 
monly used in such products as long been famous for its canta- are emptied into barrels and 
household soap flakes, shampoo, loupes, you would see enormous- these are taken by trucks to a 
and tooth powder, gives excel- ly interesting activity. central building where the seed 
lent results as a wetting and The field is entered by a gang iS Poured into wooden vats to 
spreading agent in vegetable of about seventy-five men, most ferment, after which it is wash- 
sprays. of whom have had many years © (again by hand) and dried. 

This versatile product, known of experience in the work. These Although it is possible to 
as sodium lauryl sulphate, has men go over the field, carefully make use of machines in the 
been found by T. C. Allen (Eco- picking and putting into piles harvesting of cantaloupe seed, 
nomic Entomology) to be harm- the ripe melons of the type cor- no machine has yet been found 
less to cabbage plants even when responding to the particular va- that can make the individual se- 
used at concentrations a dozen riety represented in that field. lection that the careful seedsman 
times stronger than necessary. These piles usually contain ap- deems necessary. 
One part of this material in proximately two hundred melons 
paste form to each 1,200 or 1,600 and are ranged throughout the an oe he bid feel ode seem ‘ pe seed producers at 
parts of water is recommended. field about every twenty feet. Rocky Ford harvest each season 

The particular advantage of When all the ripe melons have 90% of the cantaloupe sed 
sodium lauryl sulphate as a been picked, a select group of jrown in the United States, and 
spreading agent is that it will men immediately begin sorting fhe - ea : . greater portion of this seed 
not cause the calcium and mag- the melons according to outward has been saved by hand 
nesium salts in hard water to appearance. Off sized and off From Garden Digest, April 
precipitate out of solution and type melons are removed from 1938 , , 
clog the spraying equipment. the piles and discarded. This is . 
This often happens when com- the first selection made under —_—\—— 
mon laundry soap is used. this method of harvest. When 
Materials similar to the soap the piles have been carefully COPPER DUSTS FOR AN. 

substitute used by Allen can now sorted, the cutters begin work. THRACNOSE OF MELONS 
be purchased under various Each man in this group has his 
trade names in either paste or own cutting stool and bucket. ENCOURAGING results have 
powder form. The cost of using The cutting stool is a four-legged been obtained in South Caro- 

them runs from 15 to 20 cents backless chair, underneath the Jina in control of downy mildew 
per 100 gallons of spray. This seat of which is fastened a long 
investment may be worth while broad knife, so placed that the of cueutbens, eattalounes and 
where the water is extremely blade extends beyond the edge With anthracnose of watermel- 
hard, but if relatively soft water of the seat about eight inches. ons, by use of red copper oxide 
is available it will be almost as The men work in pairs, one pair and copper oxychloride in spray 
satisfactory and more economi- to each pile of cantaloupes. They or dust mixtures. In general 
cal to use laundry soap. place their stools at the side of ‘ 

From “What’s New in Farm the pile within easy reach of the iegstiipassed hokdcaue, 
Science” by Wisconsin Agricul- melons and place their buckets From Market Growers Jour- 
tural Experiment Station. underneath the blade of the nal.
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DOOR COUNTY HOLDS Mr. N. C. Jacobs of Sawyer contest, they had never seen 
STRAWBERRY DAY then showed the group a fine strawberry plants with more vig- 

field of strawberries grown on or, higher production, or better 

A STRAWBERRY Day was muck soil. Here again Beaver quality berries than in the Dor- 
held for Door County this and Premier seemed to do the sett and Fairfax fields this year 

year on June 15. The meeting pest, with Catskill looking very at Bayfield. 
was called by County Agent Mul- promising in a test row. Mr. Ja- The Catskill variety looked 
lendore cooperating with the cobs finds muck soil very good very promising. On the farm of 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society. for growing strawberries. Mr. Ed Carlson of Bayfield there 

During the forenoon a program Speakers on the forenoon pro- were an equal number of rows of 
with speakers was presented at gram included Mr. John Lilly, Beaver, Premier, Dorsett, Fair- 
which the growing of strawber- Dr. R. H. Roberts, Mr. A. L. Pil- fax, Senator Dunlap and Cat- 
ries was discussed. This was fol- lar, County Agent Mullendore, gill. The Catskill was the best 
lowed by luncheon prepared by H. J. Rahmlow, Don Reynolds, producer of any of the varieties, 
the County Agent and served and Nick Jacobs. H.J.Rahmlow with Fairfax and Dorsett second 
from the kitchen in the fair presided and conducted the field and third. Premier did not seem 
grounds where the meeting was tour in the afternoon. to stand up well this year. 

held. During the afternoon a 
field inspection tour was made. TTT 
The first farm visited was that PORSCHE: Bn ERIREE 
of the Martin Orchard Company, 
Mr. Earl Johnson, superintend. | STRAWBERRIES LOOK SL RAR BERRIES. ZT 
ent. Here a number of varieties GOOD IN NORTHERN WARENS 

were seen, all looking very good. WISCONSIN By H. H. Harris 

The plots of the Reynolds Pre- DORSETT and Fairfax straw- M OST of our rows of Beaver 
serving Company were then ve berries looked very impres- strawberries produced the 
ited. Mr. Don Reynolds described give this year in Bayfield Coun- largest and best berries we have 
the varieties being grown and ty, while in many other sections ever raised of this variety. The 
discussed their comparative mer- oF the state the growers feel that berries were as large as those of 

its. these two varieties do not yield the Dorsett, Fairfax or Catskill. 

Beaver and Premier seemed to as well as they should and most Our Catskills produced at the 
do the best of any of the varie- growers are discontinuing them. yate of 625 cases per acre this 
ties being grown. Dorsett and In the Bayfield section growers year, Fairfax, 520 crates, Dor- 
Fairfax did not seem to yield tell a different story. Mr. John  yot¢ "440 crates. I think some of 

well, while Catskill looked very Black of Bayfield, crowned the Beavers in a field fruiting in 
promising in the test plot. strawberry king this year, said 1937 produced as high a yield as 

Warfield was almost a com- that he will plant only these two the Catskill and stood the wet, 
plete failure. It looked as if varieties with a test plot of Cat- changeable weather the best of 
some type of disease had hit skill this coming year. all. 
these plants as the leaves were _ Several other growers made Our Premiers were not up to 
curled, small and the berries the same statement. . their usual crop. Grand Cham- 
were drying up even before get- On looking over various fields pion and Ambrosia were better 

ting ripe. we were impressed at the higher than a year ago but not as firm 

The field of Mr. Ralph Otis was yield produced by Fairfax and 4 the others mentioned. 
then visited. Here an excellent Dorsett on Bayfield county soil, 
stand of plants was seen. The especially those farms on which —————— 
plants had been set very close a_ red clay predominated, as com- . 
year ago which proved to be de- pared to the showing made by Weed seeds buried 50 years 
sirable because of the dry sea- these varieties in the southern showed germination percentages 
son. Ordinarily, however, it part of the state, or in the War- as follows, when brought under 

would have resulted in too thick ens-Sparta area. growing conditions: Yellow dock, 
a stand and a lowering in pro- In the opinion of the judges 52; moth mullein, 62; evening 

duction. who judged the strawberry king primrose, 38.
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CHIEF RASPBERRY FAV- 
ORED IN FAR NORTH Crab Grass Control 

‘THE Chief raspberry is the In the Lawn 
favorite variety grown at the 

College of Agriculture at Winni- Dr. L. E. Longley 

ee eae So Eaoe. Division of Horticulture, University of Minnesota 

The editor spent several hours T° understand the control of clumps an inch or two tall with 
on July 4th going over the trial crab grass a word or two rather wide coarse blades. A lit- 
plots and horticultural grounds about its life history will be val- tle search will enable one to rec- 
at the Winnipeg Station where uable. Crab grass is an annual ognize the crab grass, and much 
most of the varieties of fruits grass, that is, it does not live ov- can be accomplished in control by 
known to us in Wisconsin can _ er winter as do our lawn grasses, pulling at this stage. 
not be grown because of the se- but must come from seed each 

vere winters. year. Also the seed is late in Mowing and Fertilizing 
Mr. Walker emphasized that germinating, being dependent on 

the Chief raspberry is better rather high soil temperatures for If the young crab grass plants 
than any other they have tried. germination. Normally, it will 2% not pulled out, the next pro- 

According to Prof. J. G. germinate some time in early a of value is to eee 

Moore, the Chief red raspberry June, but lately it has germi- (10m) “om ee eed, This 
was first in both yield and value nated earlier due to hot weather ore iy aa y mowing the a 

of the crop among varieties test- in early summer. This has ‘l0sely and using a grass catch- 
ed in 1937 at Madison. This was lengthened its growing period ¢T. Then rake over the lawn to 
a drought year so perhaps the and thus made its growth heav- bring oD soma of Son 

Chief does especially well under ier with a resultant greater pro- TOW Soa th mee ee Bat 
dry conditions which also ob- duction of seed for the next year. a epeat this once or twice 
tained at Winnipeg. This habit of coming from weekly and the crab grass will 

seed each year makes possible be largely prevented from seed- 
certain procedures to help in its img and the wide spreading 
control. growth will be minimized. 

SPACED ROWS PRODUCE Fertilizing the lawn to dis- 

HEAVIER YIELDS OF Heavy Blue Grass Stand Helps courage crab grass will help. Ap- 
STRAWBERRIES The first thing necessary is to ply a high nitrogen fertilizer in 

. be sure that there is sufficient early spring and then again in 
By the United States Depart- jue grass in the lawn to make a_ late summer, say about the last 

ment of Agriculture good coverage. If there is a of August. This will induce a 
L ARGER-SIZED and better- heavy turf of blue grass, crab heavy growth of lawn grass in 

quality strawberries, and grass has difficulty in establish- midsummer when it is most ac- 
heavier yields as well, have been ing itself. So if the stand is thin, tive. Avoid organic nitrogen fer- 
produced in field tests by the more grass seed should be seed- tilizers such as tankage, bone 
United States Department of ed in. The best time to do this meal, manure, etc., for this pur- 
Agriculture by thinning and is in the fall, say from August pose and use a fertilizer high in 
spacing the runner plants and 20 to September 10 or 15. Rake nitrogen or use sulphate of am- 
keeping off all additional plants the lawn heavily with an iron monia alone for a year or two. 
once a good stand has been ob- rake to stir the surface and take Sulphate of ammonia can be ap- 
tained. out all the crab grass stems pos- plied at the rate of four pounds 

Until recently strawberries sible. Then scatter the grass per 1,000 square feet for this 
have been grown thickly matted seed and rake again to cover the purpose; its continued use will 
in the bed, with the idea that the seed. Then soak heavily to wash also tend to discourage dande- 
more plants in the bed the more the seed that is on the surface lions and clover. If a fertilizer is 
berries it would produce. Most down into the soil. If seeding used of a formula approximating 
growers still employ this method. was not done in the fall, do it as 4-12-4, use about 20 pounds per 

George M. Darrow, who has early in the spring as possible. 1,000 square feet. Be sure the 

charge of small fruit investiga- One of the possible methods is lawn is heavily soaked at once 
tions for the bureau of plant in- effective but very laborious. It after applying this type of fer- 
dustry, has been studying the consists in pulling out the young tilizer. 
spacing method of planting for plants in early July. At this time From The Minnesota Horticul- 
several seasons. they will appear as small grass _ turist.
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CARE OF PEONIES AFTER 

ower Lore BLOOM 
W. A. Sisson, Rosendale 

A BULLETIN entitled “Flow- pid found him thus employed and Now ae para ae iae 
er Lore”—the lore and leg- became so angry at finding a blooming stem 4 to the t 

ends of garden flowers by yokel admiring himself in his e SEO en oe © ‘ ° r of the foliage. Slightly trim the 
Charles E. Brown, Madison, is mother’s mirror that he struck bushe that th t 
available for 25 cents from The it from his hands. From the soil Bee 80) ne ey bheseny & 

; g 2 : s good appearance to the eye. Cut 
University Co-op, Madison, Wis- where the mirror fell sprang up to the ground any unsightly 
consin. the campanula or bellflower, stems and begin intensive culti- 

The purpose of the booklet is Which was once called Venus’ vation, Keep the ground well 
to encourage the revival of in- looking-glass. In China, Shet- worked about the plants and in 
terest in the lore and legends of land and Sweden the marebell is the rows. They need this care es- 
some of our common garden  elieved to give people the night- pecially at this time after the 
flowers. The following are a few ™are and is shunned. severe strain of bearing flowers. 
examples taken from the bulle- Chrysanthemum. It is be- We believe that all plants no 

tin. lieved to have blossomed at the matter how small, should be al- 

Bachelor’s Button. (Cornflow- time of the birth of Christ in jowed to function as best they 
er). Bachelors formerly wore a Bethlehem. A symbol of perfec- can; then cut off the withered 
blossom in the button hole of ‘On and long life. In the 14th flower. Small plants are not un- 

their coats. Young men in love Century it became the national ike children. They want to per- 
carried a blossom in a pocket, flower of Japan. In Hemaji in form as well as they can, grow- 
young women in their apron Japan, there once lived a great ing larger and stronger each 

pockets. Queen Louise of Prus- "0bleman. Among his most year until in from five to ten 
sia fled frow Berlin at the ad- prized possessions were ten dish- years we have the perfect or ma- 

vance of Napoleon. She hid in a ©S Made of pure gold. To care for ture plant. 
grain field and while there braid- these he employed a girl, Okiku Immediately after flowering 
ed wreaths of cornflowers for (Chry santhemum). Each morn- the new root system begins to 
her children. Emporer William 1"& she counted the dishes and grow and new eyes to form 
thereafter adopted it as the flow- °€ Morning found one of them \aich will make next year’s 
er of the imperial family. A missing. The poor girl was in growth or plants. These eyes 
Greek youth who worshipped despair . She looked everywhere grow from mere dots into nicely 
Chloris (Flora) devoted himself for it. Fearing the anger of her colored sprouts by late Septem- 
to gathering flowers for her al- lord she drowned herself in a ber. 
tars. When he died the goddess well. Her spirit is restless and Contrary to all artidles on the 
gave his name—Kyanus—to this often returns to count the golden peony, new Tools areigrown only 

plant. vessels in the hope, perhaps, that f Tuly to Fail 
_ the missing vessel may have re- {70M duly to freeze up. Ba’ 

Canterbury Bell. This beauti- turned. plantings make no new root 
ful plant obtained its name from . . growth. You can verify this in 
the resemblance of its bells to _ Dahlia. The home of this ad- your own garden. 
those once carried by pilgrims mired plant is Mexico. The Em- More about planting in the 
winding their way to Canterbury P¥ess Josephine of France plant- 14+ issue. 
cathedral to pray at the tomb of ed the dehlia in her gardens. She 
the murdered Thomas a’Beckett. invited the courtiers to see the a 

The fairies were very fond of flowers. She would not part with 
ringing sweet little chimes on even & seed. A Polish prince 
the bells of this plant. bribed a gardener to steal some APPLE BREAD 

of the plants. After that the . 
Campanula. Venus, goddess of Empress lost all interest in her ORIGINALLY introduced nat- 

beauty and mother of love, had qahlias. ionally by the Washington 
a mirror which had the magic State Apple Advertising Com- 

power of increasing the beauty —— mission, apple oie i. ee be 

of anything that was reflected we gaining in popularity. Brea 

in it. The enivrae she mislaid and Thank God we live mn a CouN- dough is made in the usual man- 

a wandering shepard found it. try where the only dictators men per with one pint of strained ap- 

Gazing into it he became enrap- tolerate are the ones they mar- ple sauce added to each quart of 

tured with his own beauty. Cu- ry !—Foreign Service. mix.—American Fruit Grower.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
B. A. Robinson, Kenosha, President Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Frank Thomas, Kenosha 

1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan 
K. J. Timm, Markesan, Vice-President Chester Harrison, Waldo 

Regional Vice-Presidents 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. Robt. Jantz, Eldorado Clarence Kunde, Oshkosh 

S With Gladiol 
Karl Timm, Markesan 

This year I managed to place appear to be very good growers, 100% in the open ground and 
my plantings in three distinct but tend not to look as stalky are doing nicely. This includes 
plots to observe the difference in nor as thrifty as Palmer’s varie- such varieties as Artemis, Bad 
growth. ties, nevertheless wonderful va- Homburg, Black Opal, Kochbrun- 

In preparing the soil I used a__rieties. nengeist, Morgonrote, Pralu- 
new form of fertilizer with re- Mrs. Whitely (New Zealand) dium, Rotenburg, Rudesheim and 
markable results thus far. It varieties, a few of which I grow, Tasman. It is the only method I 
was peat moss that had been tend to perform very good. The use in starting a new variety, 
used in a chick hatchery as litter most popular is D. A. Hay, the thus protecting myself from get- 
for small chicks. I gave each tallest grower in the trial gar- ting any foreign diseases or in- 
plot a good coating before plow- den to date. It isan early bloom- sects in my stock. 
ing. er with nice flowers. Thri 

Planting of corms started Some of Errey’s (Australia) As to thrip, Tf. é find t 

about May 12th and continued varieties are doing nicely and o¢ s " Bu ae lant 
for about three weeks, using the one in particular, Laidley, is one 1 27, ©° Cate Bmons my plan 

: enn Pare war, > ings. I am not stating that none 
usual trench method with an av- of my favorites. At the Lawson- will be Zound for thkipsmay Abe 

erage depth of from 4¥ to 5 ia Flower Show of 1987 at Green ‘sar at any time like a thief at 
inches. We treated all stock with lake, a single spike of Laidley night hue umn — a very 

Bichloride of Mercury solution auctioned off for 85 cents. How close check and if found, the dust 
before planting. ; is that for a single spike? It is pun and the sprayer are in readi- 

My ut ee is ae “ a nice clean growth, a good in- jags y 
a small trial garden tor about creaser as the bulblets germi- r : 
130 varieties which I wanted to nate readily. ® h bil _ a ee oe hh 
keep under strict observation. ave been Naving Wie: Past Weexs 

or Moisture let us hope that the gladiolus 
Palmer Varieties Do Well . 4... season of 1938 will be the best 

In the trial garden all Palmer I have numerous varieties |. have had. 

varieties tend to hold the lead rat far agree ed I a 
ith their robust growth and ave kept under observation for 

Seaenel deep green foliage: We the third year and had in mind ROBERT C. LEITSCH 
must give him credit for his ac- “discontinuing these this fall but M EMBERS of the Wisconsin 

complishments as a hybridist. find that a few have shown some Gladiolus Society were 
Del-Ray, by Burtner, a favor- Yemarkable growth in compari- shocked to hear of the death of 

ite of Mrs. Lins of Spring Green, 0n to the past two seasons. To the first president of the Socie- 

is making history for itself. It ™y way of thinking it seems that ty, Mr. Robert C. Leitsch of Co- 
is not a new one, but a promis- Mair varieties require an abun- lumbus, a few months ago. 

ing variety, very pretty flower, dance of moisture, or does any- Mr. Leitsch, who was the edi- 
good grower, and increases well. One know better how to make tor and owner of a weekly news- 

Pfitzer varieties such as Alle- Mair’s varieties perform? paper in Columbus, was an en- 
mania, Allegro, Arrabella, Al- Some forty new varieties, for- thusiastic gladiolus grower and 

chemist, Blue Beauty, DeCapo, eign and domestic, that I am did much for his community in 

Gold Dust, Isola Bella, Joseph growing from bulblets this sea- promoting a love for flowers, es- 

Hayden and Ninth Symphony son have germinated nearly pecially the gladiolus.
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Thi S e h 1 INTERSTATE GLADIOLUS 
18 Season W 1t G ads _— sHow AT sioux CITY 

AN Interstate gladiolus show 
Walter C. Krueger will be held at Sioux City, 

T has been said b é ‘ation ivth t Iowa, on August 6-7 in the ball- 
I ie that e y many peo- to named varieties is the greater room of the hotel. The Iowa 

_ 2 weather is the sub- health of native originations ov- Gladiolus Society will be the host 
ject of much of the conversation er those from foreign lands. organization. 
of the world. Where the varia- Most of the failures to grow ‘ 
bility of temperature, rain, etc., seem to be in foreign varieties. TTT 
is of no immediate consequence The greatest joy so far this GLADIOLUS SHOW PLANS 
this subject might be almost season has been bloom from 
trite, but to anyone who grows seedling bulbs planted in the AA, BEER Bom Dr, Gee, HL 
plants of any kind or description, greenhouse which flowered dur- Scheer, of Sheboygan, states 
weather is more than a subject ing the month of May. Some day that the committee is planning 
of conversation. It is a factor after I have tested these seed- 0” 2” attendance of at least 10,- 

that determines success or fail- lings to my satisfaction I plan 000 at the Gladiolus Show. They 
ure or the degree of success. to share them with the glad fra- 27¢ Soliciting miyersulg for the 

The extreme weather variabil- ternity. Wind, weather, and bugs Pre™uum Tish: find exhibits by 
ity this season has in my obser- willing, I will again make a few manufaniaters of fore leersy, in- 
vation more than offset the ex- selections from some 4,000 seed- Secticides, Mucuingy eee. They 
tra early spring in retarding lings and check the performance hope to sell enough exhibit space 
bloom to almost its average of earlier selections. to pay the ‘hall rent ang enough 
blooming date in my garden. advertising to pay for the prem- 
July 13 is about average for the —————— ium list. Some of the large, na- 
first bloom. While most of the tionally-known growers indicate 
planting was completed two BIG GLADIOLUS SHOW IN ‘hat they will exhibit, offer pre- 
weeks in advance of normal, no PROSPECT miums, and some will attend in 
earlier bloom will result. person. 

The same variable cool weath- ({ OMMITTEES in charge of @—2 WWW, 
er has allowed the development the 1938 Wisconsin Gladio- 
of a different crop of bugs in my ee to be = e the ets 
planting. The aphids, usuall uditorium In Sheboygan, /u- 1 1 
prejudiced in favor of peas, inv gust 19-20-21, are enthusiastic Wi sconsin 
taken a liking to my glads. An- Over the support being received. Gladious Show 
other newcomer somewhat red- Dr. Geo. H. Scheer writes, 
ish-brown in color looks a great ‘Imagine my surprise when I re- Wisconsin’s Largest Flower 
deal like an aphid, and they do ceived a letter from John T. Ma- Show 

multiply when rains keep pois- jeski advising me he was donat- 
ons washed off of the leaf sur- ing 25 large bulbs of each Shir- Eagles’ Hall, Sheboygan 
faces. Thrip arrived in my gar- ley Temple and New Era. In ad- 
den one week later than ‘ast dition he was forwarding to me August 19-21, 1938 

year. 100 New Era to be planted here 

The greater ease of dusting an @nd shown for him.” a 
insecticide on the plants over Cash donations have been 
that of liquid application is a made by business men in She- : 
boon when such frequent rains boygan to help the show. 
occur. Whether the results from With the favorable weather 
dusting will be as good will be for growing, the 1938 show 
shown at a later date. should have the best quality react uve 

Planting glads on a time blooms in the history of the So- Use Proven Safe Insecticides 

schedule for show purposes has ciety. for 
been made very difficult of re- Controlling Garden 
sults because glads planted May and Crop Pests 
28rd came up at the same time August 15-16. Minneapolis. Derris—Rotonone Products 
as those planted on June 10th. Annual Gladiolus Show, Minne- Agicide Laboratories 

The only observation of con- sota Gladiolus Society, North- 4668 nN Teutonia, Milwaukee, Wis. 

sequence for this season relating western National Bank Bldg. 4 _._Telephone—Hilltop 7050 |
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OUR COVER PICTURE _ 5; = BAYFIELD HOLDS STRAW- 

Our cover picture this month ge ib BERRY FESTIVAL 

shows Aronia arbutifolia or re ‘THE largest number of people 
the Red Chokeberry. The cut —- nn “ ever to visit Bayfield in one 
was loaned us by the American <n @ day attended the annual Straw- 
Horticultural Society, and was 4 PN ay = berry Festival and the crowning 
used in a recent issue of the a? Sy} , of the Strawberry Queen and 
National Horticultural Magazine, V Wi 5 King July 2-3. 

Washington Loan & Trust Bldg., YY. ” It is estimated that 15,000 
Washington, D. C., official organ , NX Ny people visited the city to take 
of the Society. We appreciate the SK part in the celebration during 
loan very much. . Li6) the two days. 

The Red Chokeberry is a valu- _ —s Miss Maxine Fuller, Marengo, 
able shrub because of its attrac- Ashland County, was crowned 
me a Rie gas ee the queen of the celebration, winning 

are upright, usually not over 6 AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY [ie suauberry shostrate. tase 
feet tall. The leaves turn red in HOLDS ANNUAL ‘ ne ast ; : petitors. Other winners included . MEETING « autumn. The fruits are red, rip: Irene Pippel, Bayfield, second 

en in September and are very THE 19th annual meeting of place; Shirley Fuller, sister of 
showy. the American Iris Society the queen, third place; and Dor- 

—_— was held at Cincinnati May 14th. othy Sabota, Bayfield, fourth 
Secretary B. Y. Morrison re- place. 

WISCONSIN NURSERY. Port @ large increase in mem Jo Black is Strawberry King 
wines TOU GEL. Among the new varieties Mr. John Black of Bayfield 

which received special attention was crowned Strawberry King 
“THE Wisconsin Nurserymen’s at the meeting was Exclusive, a for his wonderful field of Fair- 

Association will hold their light blue, and Indian Hills, a fax and Dorsett strawberries. 
mid-summer meeting and picnic deep blue, introduced by Dr. Mr. Black’s were the best pro- 
at the nursery of Holton and Grant; Triptych, a large yellow ducing plants seen by the judges 
Hunkel Company at Brown Deer, of Mr. Wareham’s; Jasmania, a this year. The plants were un- 
Wisconsin, on Thursday, August deep yellow of Dr. Ayres’; Sable, usually large, vigorous and high- 
18th. a rich deep blue by Paul Cook; ly productive. The berries were 

The meeting will be held on Wabash, an amoena, and E. B. of unusual size, and excellent in 
the picnic grounds adjacent to Williamson, a copper red, by quality. Mr. Black has been a 
the nursery and greenhouses, Miss Williamson; Christabel, a farmer near Bayfield for about 
highways 100 and 57. The meet- red bi-color, and Belle Covert, a 20 years, combining dairying 
ing and picnic will begin at 11 pink, by Mr. Lapham. with strawberry growing. He 
a.m. Each family should bring came to Bayfield as an artist and 
their basket luncheon. TO still paints pictures. 

Mr. H. W. Riggert, Fort At- A man with an inferiority Second place was won by last 
kinson, with the Coe, Converse complex should watch his wife year’s Strawberry King, Mr. Wil- 
and Edwards Company, Fort At- when she is backing the car into liam Luttman of Herbster, who 
kinson, is secretary-treasurer of a parking place-——The Kiwanis had an excellent field of Senator 
the Association. Magazine. Dunlap.
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Third place was won by Mr. presented the King with the hon- Miss Ruth Paddy of Bayfield. 

E. E. Meyers of Bayfield who al- orary recognition certificate of Mr. Reynolds again gave the ad- 
so had an excellent field of Fair- the Society, and placed the dress following this ceremony in 
fax and Dorsett though the crown upon his head. Mr. Carl which he praised the high qual- 
drought of last year had affected Sundquist, manager of the Bay- ity of the strawberry crop at 
his stand of plants and plots in field Fruit Association, present- Bayfield, and urged the growers 
the field. ed the check for the prizes ,, improve the quality and pro- 

Mr. John Forsberg of Herb- awarded by the Bayfield Com- duction each year. 
ster was in fourth place and Mr. mercial Club. Mrs. J. M Black and Mrs. J 
Ed. Betzold of Bayfield won fifth The crowning of the King was Ww Pr _— b ne £ B field. 

place. followed by the entrance of the » PEOVOESS, DOLD, 0 ay Herd, 
The King was crowned in a Queen and her escorts who pro- C@Ptured first places in the 

celebration the evening of July ceeded to a float on which a Strawberry exhibit with excel- 
2nd. Mr. Karl Reynolds, presi- throne had been placed. The lent crates and boxes of Dorsett, 
dent of the Wisconsin Horticul- crown was placed upon the head Fairfax and Premier strawber- 
tural Society, gave the address, of the queen by the 1987 Queen, ries. 

a aR 
oe ye ‘i 

> Aa er 2 iS ee ae Rte ae Vas co a , a Pr f Fi a 

Se oe ee | lh n cr re wel 
Co YY Pe ee, oe Lh Pe STS a As YS Se ee cae. w 

mo ee Se aie Wk ei 
22 AND Onlagg ap ese oe sepptige tie cu Blk OAS 

si ).0) | sdeutl Na fiat eee ee f N a 4 

————sif i Fy SI (i a 
i e Zod 2 . if Ps hi Vig’ Se 

: Ps 4 & x te TAR. 
. } ae Poids @ : a he G 2 

oe ae a Ff BORE, }): alll a, 
Re fh Kea v b ty e et b Si, Ws yes 
a tae Or Ft AG my > 

4, We BE a ME RNS A a q 

ee oe a ak ; ae 
\ FS | ne a} ae eee, 4 F. La en Me | ke i pee ||| a 9 

eae a " I AX : om \) a rs 

iP ee PO el Ua KY) — 

A ai Sis: Sy a bese % t < U 

6 es Bree iii 
Ae ‘tn 

Scenes from the Bayfield Strawberry Festival i 

UPPER LEFT: The Queen and her attendants lead the parade. UPPER RIGHT: John Black, Bayfield Strawberry 
King for 1988 with the winning crate of Fairfax strawberries. LOWER LEFT: The Queen, Miss Maxine Fuller, 
Marengo, seated on her throne, surrounded by attendants and flower bearers. LOWER RIGHT: President Karl Rey- 
nolds, Sturgeon Bay (right), and H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Secretary of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society were the 
speakers on the first day’s program.
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Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis 

A FEW THINGS THAT By plants. Even though it will need 
HAVE BEEN SAID = 5 he conceal a aaa will oe 

ie 4 worth growing for the beauty o 
ABOUT GARDENS . ES oH its slender vivid blossoms. But 

A Chinese proverb: \ cee Ae ef one plant is not enough; you 
« Qeary will want at least half a dozen. If you want to be happy three OTP A en 

hours, get drunk. ia xs It i 7 fo Teas your -— 
: 2 ail outside, bring it in the house. 

Tf Fal ben happy three e 4 KOZ ( gal anale a very attractive win- 
- ‘hed ow plant. 

If you want to be happy three ay a] 7 By the way, Fuchsias are com- 
weeks—get married. "Wis ing back into favor as a window 

If you want to be happy AL- = plant. Be sure to either get the 
WAYS—be a gardener.” ~~ everblooming variety, or else the 

Julian Meade sa s in a recent a0 We We Minomeh th winter blooming sort, for the 
vo ae y Gardens summer bloomers are just what 

article: “Men and ‘women who Th Vv ica Bl i they are called—they bloom on- 
have come in close contact with e mew ‘Veronica: sue Spire ye ney 
the earth are much less har. that has been so widely talked ly during the summer months. 
rassed and neurotic than men ©f in garden circles, seems to A plant of the new improved 
and w have all the good points claimed Elder Daisy sent me, has made omen who walk upon the for i A ‘ . 
earth and never touch it.” or it. It is a strong healthy many friends because of its long 

grower, good foliage and a free strong stemmed blossoms. It is 
And as we visit gardens—so bloomer. Does not seem to be at not at all sprawly. When the 

many, many more gardens than al] particular as to where it is first crop of blossoms were cut, 
there were a few years ago—we planted, doing nicely in that hot it promptly proceeded to give 
hear enthusiastic men and wom- dry spot in the border where more flowers. Even transplant- 
en tell of the new plants they are other Veronicas positively refuse ing in hot weather didn’t seem to 

posta ath 4 meh pay love- to do more than exist. Veronica bother it very much. 
y some 0: € older plants are subsessilis will grow beautifull: ‘ 
under special treatment, how jn some ganishia, Wile in thee Erigtnen 
certain borders are so much jt just disappears. Have been Erigeron speciosus has been 
more satisfactory since—in the observing that where it is doing unusually attractive this season, 
garden clubs they studied plants well the ground is rather on the due no doubt to the plentiful 
and their blooming season. Now damp side. supply of moisture. Its blue 
they have no trouble in having Gaillardia Sun God is a clear daisy-like flowers are very showy 
a fairly good show of flowers all yellow blossom that fits in al- in the garden and attractive as 
through the season, and the most anywhere in the garden, is a cut flower. 
whole family enjoys the garden. also a good cut flower. Hope it Dianthus Princess Beatrice is 
We think of the little girl who will prove as hardy as the blan- another plant that seems to like 
lived in the old garden to whom ket variety. plenty of moisture along with a 
the Queen of the Fairies told the- I cannot imagine anything well drained spot. Rock gardens 
story of the Pansies, concluding, more lovely for the cool moist and borders fortunate in having 
“And when all the world loves a spot in rock garden or border clumps of this Dianthus, drew 
garden, then the Pansies will be than Anemone sylvestris. admiring, “Oh, how lovely,” 
able to speak again and take . from every visitor. 
their place—.” “Some day when Hardy Fuchsia Funkias have had a real 
everybody in the world loves a That hardy Fuchsia magel- chance to show off this season. 
garden,” repeated the little girl lanica is surely winning friends Every variety, clear through the 
very softly, “It will be just like for itself, blooming at once and list, is a thing of beauty. They 
Heaven down here, won’t it?” continuously on very small will exist under any sort of
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treatment—but given plenty of With Kentucky bluegrass seed DELPHINIUM 
moisture, both foliage and flow- abundant and relatively cheap 7 
ers are something to talk about. each season there is absolutely Lyondel Delphiniums for sale. 

Astilbis are another group of no reason for packeters to load Again I have a fine planting of 

plants you are beginning to meet down their mixtures with timo- these aristocrats. Come and Se- 
more often in gardens. They, too, thy, ryegrass, or other non-lawn- lect your colors for later deliv- 
like a rich moist soil, and will producing grasses. ery. Also have Campanula gar- 
do well in shade. The soft feath- Critical tests show that hun- 84¥ica, Campanula porscharsky- 
ery plumed heads add a distinc- dreds of lawns never have a ana, and Trollius Ledebouri, 
tive note to the garden. chance because but little perma- 0lden Queen. Ph. Henry Hart- 

More and more are the friends nent turf-forming grass seed was 18> bil W. Capitol Drive, Hart- 
of the Trollius growing. These ever planted. The quick-growing land, Wisconsin. 
plants also like rich moist soil. annual grasses come and go 
Even a wet spot seems to suit quickly, leaving only a very lit- 
the early varieties. If you wish tle permanent grass and many 
to divide your large Trollius weeds to fill up the vacant AMERICAN ROCK GARDEN 
plants, do it soon after blooming. spaces. SOCIETY 
Genistas—the really hardy va- From Farm Research, N. Y. HUNDREDS of interesting 

riety—should find more garden- Experiment Station, Geneva, plants in the Thompson Me- 
ers willing to try them either in New York. morial Rock Garden at the New 

rock garden or border . They 7 pe York Botanical Garden were 
charming small shrubs wit 

spikes of pea-like blossoms. SOILLESS GROWTH OF —Knican Rock Garden Society 
Hemerocallis as a topic of con- PLANTS to admire when they visited the 

versation among gardeners A NEW book entitled “Soilless garden on May 16; Antennaria 
seems to have become “regular.” Growth of Plants” by Ellis aprica from the West Coast, 
We are still looking for pink and and Swaney has just been pub- Chrysogonum virginicum from 
white shades. Some very en- lished by the Reinhold Publish- Piedmont, N. C., Cypripedium 
thusiastic fans thought they had ing Corporation, 330 West 42nd _parviflorum pubescens, a native 
found them—but alas, those pre- Street, New York City. (Price orchid brought to the garden 
cious plants at ten and twelve $2.75). from Westchester County, Tu- 

dollars faded away, not even There has been considerable lipa formosa and T. viridiflora 
leaving one blossom for a de- interest in the subject of how to among others. 

lightful memory. So we must be grow flowers, vegetables and This visit was the occasion of 
content with what we have un- other plants without soil, or in the gociety’s fifth annual meet- 
til our dreams come true. When a water solution containing the jing, the business session being 
we look at the eight inch blooms essential elements required for held in the Administration 
on W. W. Wyman, six inch plant growth. The book describes Building, prior to the inspection 

blooms on Ophirs, four foot the chemistry of plant life, sand of the Thompson Memorial Rock 

stems, clear gold and pale yellow, culture and sub-irrigation meth- Garden. Mrs. Clement S. Hough- 
wide petals and star-like bloom, ods of growing plants; and grow- ton of Chestnut Hill, Mass., was 

we just wonder if anything could ing in water. re-elected president; Mrs. Doro- 
be more lovely than those we There is a chapter on grow- thy E. Hansell of Summit, N. J., 
have. ing flowers and vegetables for secretary; Robert Senior of Cin- 

——a the family and ner on pee cinnati, Ohio, treasurer. T. H. 
hormones and special chemicals. fyerett, horticulturist of the 

EAM ae on ALM OST A poubleling Chromosomes | in New York Botanical Garden, was 
RACKET Plants is described. elected vice-president. 

EXCEPT for the pre ———_—_———. From Horticulture. 
unmixed grass seed sold for Sa 

lawn seeding purposes and a few Coincidence —__ 

special mixtures sold by depend- Tobe: “See hyah, woman! 

able seedsmen, the lawn seed Didn’t Ah see you kissin’ a no- A remarkable sugar maple 

mixture business appears to be count piece of trash las’ night?” tree is reported in Garret Coun- 

largely a “racket” in that pack- Liza: “Gwan, Tobe. It was so ty, Md. It is 22 feet in cireum- 

eters compete with each ones in i (An a la hea it, ference at the bottom, and has a 

i ho can put up the larg- ‘obe: “Come to , sae , 

at bute nh at the lowest mebbe ’twas me—what time was " ecord of yielding 276 gallons of 
price per pound. dat?” sap in one season.
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Wisconsin. 

Garden Club Sederation_ 
Mrs. J. Martin Johnson, President Mrs. Sam Post, Rec. Secretary 
529 Woodside Ave., Ripon —™ Shorewood Hills, Madison 
Mrs. Chester Thomas, Hon. President Mrs. E. A, St. Clair, lst V. President 

2579 Downer Ave., Milwaukee Cu ) § 2418 N. 65th St., Wauwatosa 

e - Rahmlow, Cor. Secretary Bas. Charles Schuele, 2nd V. President 
jadison conomowoc 

NOMINATING COMMIT- Se den Club Flower Show, Avalon 

TEE APPOINTED wi ae) “ Hael show opens 1 p. m. Au- 

AS provided in the consti nett ce ee cn 
Mou, Our Deemident,, Mass 4. 1) RRS, den Club Flower Show. Saturday 

Martin Johnson of Ripon, has ap- ay NS 
: gs : ? Bate ita and Sunday, August 20-21, Al- 

pointed a nominating committee 4 ‘a Me ty! . . : y/ i louez Community House, East 
to nominate officers for election wees AT 9 = Walnut Street, Green Ba. 
at the annual convention, con- aa 2 sd 

ak : l September 10-11. Milwaukee 
panne ihe following Jane. AY Art Institute Garden Club Flow- 
ers: Mrs. James Livingstone, 8 ; . 

Milwaukee, chairman; Mrs. E. \ OB ar bate eee Ssieeaie ae mi. 
R. Durgin, Racine; Miss Merle Caen Jefferson St., Milwaukee. Hours: 

Rasmussen, Oshkosh. Bo 12 ne —6 ms fest Mey; 2 
Wie mts wt oon y ——_______________ September 17-18. Cedarburg 
the next issue. awarded. This show offers an Soe Se aes ~ 

———— opportunity for a garden club re- h 8. f ‘ie si Cod vbur 
union, plenty of help and cooper- shown of gardens in CedH . 8. 

GARDEN CLUB FLOWER Sa ta i Hours: 3—9 p. m., first day; 10 
ation in staging a flower show, 

SHOW—WISCONSIN and cash prizes for exhibits. a: Me to 5 p. m., second day. Ad- 
STATE FAIR If this first attempt to bring mission 15e. 
August 20-21-22 in the garden clubs to the State TT 

WISCONSIN garden clubs Fair proves unsuccessful it will SUMMER CONVENTION 
will have three special days be discontinued in the years to PLANS 

at the Wisconsin State Fair this come. Let us make it a success. HE . tw 
year on August 20-21-22. The premium schedule was T Se Re en held 

Saturday and Sunday, August published in our June issue. b ay ih wy ‘hi will De ch 
20-21, will be garden club reun- about the oe this issue reach- 
ion at the State Fair. A special oe Tha aacanavees of the Wau 
booth will be provided by the VISIT THESE FLOWER 
State Fair management for the SHOWS paca Garden Club has been mak- 

ing elaborate plans and feel sure 
use of garden club members. : A 

ffi f the Federa- August 3-4. Waupaca Garden everyone will have an enjoyable 
Here the officers of the Federa : ‘ . 

: i é Club Flower Show. Public Li- time. 
tion will have their headquar- b H 2 9 Slight ch de i 
ters, there will be chairs for re- rary. Hours: 2 p. m.—9 p. m. ight changes were made in 
laxation and visiting. Mrs. Ed. Hart, chairman. the program. Mrs. C. E. Strong 

. . August 12-13. Lake Geneva of West Allis was scheduled for 
Entries Coming Slow 34th annual exhibition of the a talk on her garden flowers, and 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, 2579 Lake Geneva Garden Club and Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa, 
No. Downer Avenue, Milwaukee, Gardeners and Foremen’s Asso- agreed to speak of her trip to 
chairman of the garden club ciation at Horticultural Hall. Bermuda following the annual 
show, writes that entries for ex- August 138-14. Wausau Gar- convention of the National Coun- 
hibits are coming in slowly. den Club Annual Flower Show. cil. 

It is important that garden Hotel Wausau. Admission free. These summer meetings pro- 
clubs make this show a success August 13-14. Kaukauna Gar- vide an opportunity for garden 
this year. It is our first effort to den Club Flower Show, High club members to get together 
cooperate with the State Fair. School, Kaukauna. and enjoy visits to beautiful 
Liberal premiums are being August 16-17. Waukesha Gar- gardens.
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1 ‘ * PRO! The National Council Meeting PROGRAM PLANNING 
's. Elmer Sevringhaus 

Mrs. E. A. St. Clair “A garden’s life is a helpful life, 
Peck ae el tn aie Wm. Coe estate we saw miles of For never a passerby 

leeting 0 e National rhododendruns and azaleas with Can look upon its smiling face 
Council of State Garden Clubs in dogwood and laburnum for back- as , 

New York this last May, I won- grounds and tall evergreens— Uptomed to avemiling sky, 
der why more of us do not attend azaleas in the new shades of yel- And not discover that his heart 
sees conventions. Doors are op- low, peach and salmon. Then in Has been uplifted too.” 
ened in welcome which other- th i i ¥ 
wise would be closed if we came Shore Dinner on the Sound. ‘ Te Ei ing, words! ar Dollie 
as sightseeing tourists. Even in ‘ i tha ae are the pref- 

New York City, we were not just On to Bermuda Club's Yearb 0. Oe toe 

eg Se ae ane After the busy day in New hand-tinted pot of tulips adorns 
‘Avenue with police escort, we York it was quite a relief to get its cover. At each of their meet- 
felt really important, as if New on board ship Saturday noon, ings the hostess reads an appro- 
York had waited quite aometinié bound for Bermuda; and after priate poem, and also at every 

for ua and these few daya ware the necessary details of reserv- meeting a “Garden Digest Re- 

set aside just for us. ing a place in the dining room view is given 5 minutes, a quick 
All business meetings were in and for a deck chair, we came on and painless way of gaining new 

the ihoraing, condicted. in a deck and stayed there, going in- information. I was very im- 

snappy fidnner by Preadene side only for meals, which were pressed by the subject “Flower 

Mrs. Dynes, and truly inspiring. too good to be missed. All menus Orthoepy” which appears each 

Thope to have the opportunity at carried our National Council seal month. I asked the 12 year old 

the annual convention to give aud This ain Waa Ours, Os being the dictionary, which 
you the highlights. The water and the sky, as we Says ‘ the art of correct pronun- 

At noon, buses transported us neared Bermuda, was the bluest lation. As pell-down on “How- 
out into the beautiful country- of blues. As we entered the har- er orthoepy” should be fun! Es- 

side; one day to Westchester, a bor, only two days trip from New pecially practical 1 papers are list- 
stop at the famous horticultural York, it seemed we were enter- ed on ‘Gardening on Nothing a 

experimental station, the “‘Boyce Inganew world. The clean white Year, Wanker Storage of Bulbs 
Thompson Institute,” and then Puildings stand out against the and Tubers,” and “Native Trees 

on to beautiful estates with hills and..are surrounded by ole- Appropriate for Home and Gar- 
stretches of lawns, terraced gar- anders and hibiscus and many den. 
dens, pools and arbors covered other gayly colored shrubs, with The Blue Mound Garden Club 

with lavender and white wisteria. ™0"ming glories over all. for 4 months made an intensive 
Everywhere were the last of the Two perfect days were crowd- study of evergreens. A worthy 
flowering dogwoods, lovely pur- ed with garden parties and a subject done thoroly might be of 

ple beeches and red maples. We Picnic on the beach, a visit to a more permanent value than a 
had tea at the Hartsdale Coun- Perfume factory and the Govern- number of disconnected papers. 

try Club, where we saw the ment Aquarium. We were driv- Programs should have plan and 
world-famous Baird Rock Gar- ¢n from place to place in car- continuity, not only for the year 

den, perfected in a natural set- iages drawn by well-fed horses. but for a cycle of several years, 

ting. In Bermuda one can see trees putting vision and energy into 

Every meal was a flower show, 2nd shrubs and flowers from that central part of a club’s life. 

with several New York Garden Borneo, Australia, brought in Blue Mound’s May paper on 

Clubs acting as hostesses. In from all corners of the globe. “Flowering Trees and Lilacs” 

the evening a delightful garden In an article in the July House W8S followed in June by “Flower- 

talk by Prof. Hugh Findlay and Beautiful the writer says, “If Mg Shrubs.” November brings 
the next day Miss Grace Cornell you can lure a letter of introduc- the perfect roll call for that sea- 

talked on color in flower arrange- tion to a Bermudian out of any- Son, “What My Garden Has 
ments. The banquet was formal one, grab it, guard it, use it.” We Taught Me This Year.” . 
only in dress and in the decora- had those letters in the form Lodi offers a suggestion in the 

tions—everyone had a grand ofa little card, hung on a string subject, “Contributions of Luth- 

time. around our neck, bearing our er Burbank.” Clubs would find 

Thursday on Long Island some name and our state. It was all fascination in delving more oft- 

more beautiful estates. At the we needed to see any garden. en into the historic lore of gar-
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dening. Also along this line is 
“Flowers With a History.” G d N t 

Since nothing is more basic ar en O es 
than “Soil Chemistry,” Racine 
devoted one month to that. In . 
November they will hear about AFTER another year of expe- pink color. It blooms over a con- 
“Autumn Wild Flowers in Wis- rience with sulphur-rote- siderable period of time. 

consin.” Racine is very fortu- one dust for the control of in- The lawn has been especially 
nate in being able to announce Sects and diseases, we are en- attractive this year because of 
that Alfred Hottes, associate thusiastic about the results. ample rainfall and a light appli- 
editor of Better Homes and Gar- Starting early in the season cation of ammonium sulphate 
dens, will talk at their October When the plants were just a few this spring. If you are troubled 
meeting. They suggest that oth- inches high, we dusted frequent- with dandelions, give the lawn a 
er clubs in that vicinity might !y—about once each week or aft- dressing of ammonium sulphate 
be interested in having him at Fr each heavy rain—and to date at the rate of about one pound 
the same time. have no disease or insect injury per 100 square feet. Apply it 

visible. Homerery it was neces- quring a rain as you would sow 
sary to dust later than usual this Jgwn seed, or apply it in the ev- 

WHEN IS A BOUQUET A year because of the frequent ening and water it down with a 
DISPLAY? rains. A little mildew was found garden hose, using plenty of 

THE word “display,” accord- ©" the climbing roses early in water, This so thickens the 

ing to Webster, means “to July. We had never dusted after grass stand that the dandelions 
force into notice, to spread out.” the middle of June because of are crowded out. It’s the best 
Is it then a good word to use in @ty seasons. We will have to way to control dandelions. 
connection with a bouquet of Watch more closely this year if 
pansies, roses, or other flowers? the wet weather continues. ___ 

It would seem that the term Nicotiana Crimson Flame. 
“pouquet of roses” would be Here is a real find among an- CUT WORMS BAIT 
quite appropriate, and yet we do nuals. It has Petunia-like flow. THE following mixture is rec- 
see in flower show schedules the ers forming five pointed red : 

“qs ” . A ommended as cut worm bait. 
word “display” used when a sim- stars. It is very fragrant and a 
ple bouquet is meant. free bloomer. It is especially at- 25 Ibs. bran 

In our opinion, if the term tractive because of its beautiful 1 Ib. Paris green 
“bouquet” had been used in con- red color and creates attention 1 quart of black strap or com- 

nection with the varieties of in the garden by all who see it. mon feeding molasses 
flowers on which premiums have Rose Springtime, or the Ap- 2% gallons water. 
been given for these many years ple Blossom Rose is a real find re d of d hit 
at, for example, the flower shows among the roses. This variety POUNG 0. cru CWS: Bl 
at county fairs, and some credit, was on our plant testing list and Senic can be substituted for the 
at least, had been given to the deserves to be grown every- Paris green, as can one pint of 
arrangement of these flowers, where. The plants set out in the the liquid sodium arsenite which 
such flower shows would have spring of 1937 bloomed well last js used as grasshopper poison- 
become much more pleasing and_ year, lived over with light pro- in : : 5 g. 
popular. Far too often the ex- tection this past winter, and are ‘A te of lead lei 
hibitors and perhaps the judges, blooming unusually well this TSenate OF Jad 08 Calclumar- 
too, understood the word “dis- summer. The blossoms are strik- senate do not give satisfactory 
play” to mean a massive group ing because of their beautiful results. 

of flowers without regard to how 
they were arranged. Treating ~ CC 
flowers in that way can hardly jp ~~ -——--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__ eee 
fail to offend those who really Surgery _ Bracing and Cabling Feeding =———Trransplanting Pruning 
love flowers and like to see them Drainage Large Tree Moving Spraying Free Consultation 

shown to the best advantage. JOHN BF. CONNER WY 
If flowers are worthy of being TREE EXPERTS ® @ @ 

shown at all they are worthy of RENDBRING—A Complete Year-Round Service in Tree Care, by a Highly 
being shown so their beauty is Trained, Efficient Body of Expert Tree Surgeons 
displayed to the best advantage Write or Wire / 

—without crowding, and in suit- } 220 Ysivesiy Avene MAISON. WHEBCONEIN pares ane | 
able containers. © ment PS SESSEELCESERES OE SEEROEEEEEB DESO CAD DDOCEOOOY
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Iris At Their Best This Year 
A VERY favorable season Shining Waters is another Marquita gives us a thrill ev- 

brought out iris this year at blue of exceptional quality. It is ery time we see it. The stand- 

the height of their glory. A visit a medium blue self, and is like ards are clearest ivory, and the 

to some of our good iris gardens the reflection of the blue sky in falls ivory with brilliant ruby 
was a real pleasure. water. The flowers are large. lines. 

We hear on all sides that Wis- The Black Douglas and Amigo Jean Cayeux is an excellent 
consin gardeners are finally rec- are also very good. pale brown. Mary Geddes won 
ognizing the value of the newer A number of new blues have the Dykes Medal in 1936. The 

varieties of iris in the flower bor- appeared this hich standards are salmon and the 
ae year which are : a. 

der. More iris fans, however, : - falls red. Pink Satin is a very 
quite outstanding. : : : 2 

are needed because there are clear pink, low in price and is 

many communities in which excellent. 

there is hardly a single plant of The ‘Yellows King Juba, a golden and red 
the better varieties being grown. A big improvement will make variegata, King Midas, orange 

this class outstanding in our gar- and brown blend, Frieda Mohr, a 
The Whites Attracting dens in the near future. The fine pink bi-color, King Tut, 

Attention Hee yellows we have seen are flaming red brown, San Francis- 

; . . asmania and Sahara. The latter co, a red plicata, Indian Chief in 
ie ne ee dee won the Dykes Medal in Eng- a velvety red—all are good va- 

of tone and fine finish is attract- lend an aoe end is a Hebi yel- ‘Tetics. . . low or primrose. Both are very 

ing attention. new. Among the older yellows ~ © 

Easter Morn. Easter Morn well worth having are Helios, a= _-————— 

was grand this year and worthy pure lemon yellow with an enor- 
of a place in any iris garden. mous flower; Alta California, Rotonone Dust 

Gudrun, Dykes Medal winner with falls of deep golden yellow For Controlling Destructive 

of 1931, created comment by all flushed bronze, and Chromylla. Insects In Flower and 

who saw it. It is a dazzling warm Sun Dust, Golden Treasure, Vegetable Gardens 

white, with soft gold dusted fin- Ajicee Harding and California McConnon Insecticidal Dust 

ish, with very long falls, some- Gold are among the best of the is especially prepared for use 
times four inches long. newer yellows. in hand or power dusters and 

Wambliska, a white of huge will control most garden in- 

proportions with a soft blue The Reds sects troublesome at this time. 

sheen, is one of the older varie- Available in 1 Ib., 5 lb., 25 
ties which is still popular. : A great many reds have been Ib., and 75 Ib. sizes. 

Of the newer iris, and among introduced during the past few For service call your local 

the best are Snow King, White years. Many of them are low in McConnon dealer or write to 

Goddess, Cathedral Dome and price at the present time so that M C ac 

Kalings: one may have an excellent gar- cLomnon and Lompany 

. den of reds at small cost. Among Mail Order Department 

The Blues these are Numa Rumestan, Red | Winona, Minnesota 

: os : . Radiance, and Waconda. ——_—— 
Missouri is still our choice of oo 

the best blues. It won the Dykes | Among the newer varieties © JW WWW _____ 
Medal in 1937. It is a medium that are outstanding are Burning . : = . 

toned blue, has very large flow- Bronze, Red Douglas, and Cop- iS} W Y/ [= 

ers, the falls of a slightly deeper Per Crystal. . 

blue then the standards, with a Good Varieties for Any Garden YOUR TREES 

heavy velvety surface. Inexpensive varieties which ” 

Sierra Blue should also be in created a great deal of attention Pruning — Cavity Toeetmont 

every garden. It is an enormous this year and are good enough rece “Tees Meni 

lavender-blue self, with a deep for any garden, are the follow- ving 

orange beard, and grows to 48 ing: No-We-Ta and Wm. Mohr, WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

inches tall. It won the Dykes hybrid varieties, dwarf but with 2333 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Medal in 1935. huge flowers are excellent. Lakeside 2907
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. OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

A, J. Schultz, Ripon, Presiden H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. S. P. Elliott, Menomonie 
Walter Dichnelt, Messmionee Falls, Mrs. 7 Voter Box 60, pce Falls, Baw, Risiipers oe ‘Greenville 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer F. J. Paepke, Burlington 

M EMBERS of the Wisconsin From Forest Junction by Southern Wisconsin 

wpciing ontinatete letters aDSuE tA: Otto a eeports from Mr. Ivan Whit: 
the honey prospects this season. The honey flow here has been ing DE lepenvile and Tecktord Some report 100 pounds of sur. 00d since July 2. It was not indicate that the southern part 

: din J b it t of the state and northern Illinois 
plus already on the hives the 800d In June Decause It was too 7 dh 
first part of July. dry. Now (July 15) however, it 18 2@ving a very good honey flow. 

: . is becoming less each day and Mr. Walter Diehnelt of Me- 
Several interesting observa- gradually tapering off. I think ares Falls reports an excel- 

tions might be made in regard sweet clover yielded most of the ent honey flow and if the flow 
to this season. First of all, the nectar this year. In our vicinity eeea he throughout July and 
oleae Mag plants wie Le the colonies were in average con- exp 7 po a bumper crop is 

eet and dry tops produce the dition this spring. . 

a oe eae | Prom Fountain City by a v mung From Kenosha by Richard H. O. Rodeske 
during warm days in late June Hansen ° 
and early July in spite of fre- We have had terrible rains 
quent rains. The southeastern section of here. On July 6th we had a five 

I t h t Wisconsin is having a normal inch rain in 15 minutes, and on 
ft meee ors, Tecate: a hoe honey flow, mostly from white July 12 hail and a tornado which 
ood hockoope Ona tes W 100 and sweet clover; very little al- did great damage. The honey 
ase 7 mirrlia, Waa ar ds in fifa this year. flow is very poor in both Trem- 

which there are wreak "eolonias, Many: enlotiies ane weak: from Penlea Apel, Bittain: cannties, 
: i swarming and where no control Many yards have no surplus at with but little honey, and fre- all. Many coloni ak. and 

‘ : ; measures are used have not yet : y colonies are weak; al quent swarming. This then is a A bout 70 fb Tr _ 
season where good beekeeping ‘Stored surplus. Some yards, in- 2004 % of bees in Trempea 
counts) cluding our own, were set back eau County starved this spring. 

by poison dusting or spraying. We have about 50 pounds sur- 
The beekeeper’s year really Many colonies had to be united Plus in our yard. 

sand tas Sentamer Thong (0 gave thom, ‘Supercedure of rom Neilville by Prank 
a good queen in the hive last fall ports, been very common. If the Grielor 
producing plenty of young bees honey flow lasts another month Clover and basswood yielded 
to live over winter. They had we will have a bumper crop. the most here this year. We 
plenty of stores and good winter- have extracted about 70 pounds 
ing conditions. In spring they From Ripon by A. J. Schultz per colony. There are many weak 
fed colonies that were light in colonies in our locality and many 
stores if necessary. They gave The honey flow in Ripon was colonies which were not fed 
them plenty of room to expand slow until about the first of July starved. We are having lots of 
the brood nest and prevented the when it became better and if it rain and some beekeepers will 
desire to swarm before the hon- continues as long as we expect, not get much surplus honey this 

ey flow started. we will have a good crop. year.
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From Menomonie by S. P. Elliott PROTECTING BEE EQUIP- THE KLEEBERS CELEBRATE 

ane none aoe here is fair— MENT AGAINST THEFT GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 

ess than 50 pound average— Jy EEKEEPERS in an eastern R. and Mrs. A. L. Kleeber of 
— re ane white B state are marking their bee- M Reedsburg celebrated their 

fe ayer — hives and equipment with an golden wedding anniversary this 

sith eeetlo y €8 identification number which is Pring. In addition to the chil- 
m of the state, and ‘ : : i 

A , and registered with the state police. dren and grandchildren, a num- 
many colonies starved early in pach articl f - -. ber of tho t h 

June before the honey flow start- rticle of equipment is 7 ep Dieseht at Ine wed- 
“i about June 20th branded and when found this ding reception 50 years ago, were 

. brand can easily be identified. present and congratulated the 

From Viroqua by Newton Boggs Some such plan might be Kleebers. 

So far our honey flow here is adopted in Wisconsin. Mr. James The Kleebers have seven chil- 

a flop. We have had hard rains Gwin of the Department of Mar- dren. About 160 friends called to 

almost every night. I will have kets, Madison, suggests that bee- extend West wishes during ute 

to move my bees to the Missis- keepers adopt a trade mark )V00 10 abd Ieeened Tany 

sippi bottoms to get a decent which can be registered with the bouquets and gifts. 

crop. Have about a 50 pound av- Secretary of State. By writing Mr. Kleeber has kept bees all 

erage at the present time (July the Secretary of State, State his life and has exhibited at the 

12). Capitol, Madison, for an applica- State Fair for nearly 50 years. 

tion blank and information, full The Wisconsin Beekeepers As- 

From DePere by Thomas details will be sent. The cost for sociation extends to Mr. and Mrs. 
Cashman having the trade mark regis- Kleeber best wishes and congrat- 

The honey flow is fine—colo- tered is $2. The trade mark must Ulations. We hope the Kleebers 

nies filling third super. Sweet be published in a local newspa- willl enjoy’ marly’ more: years of 

clover is yielding heavily. Many Per once each week for three happuiess: 

colonies are weak due to the cold eee which it may not be 

spring. The sun would come out used by anyone excepting the 
warm, bees would fly, and then owner. It is also recorded with 

when sun went under clouds they the registrar of deeds in the 1938 Honey Crop 

began ei is consider- oe in which the owner re- needs attractive, sanitary 

é . CONTAINERS: well made 

: By having a punch stamp and soldered with pure tin 

From Groene Seman made with the trade mark, a solder. Prices have poe ad- 

a deep mark could be punched on vanced and within twenty-four 

The honey flow was irregular each article made of wood, which hours after receipt of your or- 

because of unfavorable weather. would be a permanent identifi- der your containers will be in 

In between rains bees worked cation. transit. Our stock is complete 

but nectar was thin. Average Those who do not care to av follows: 

surplus middle of July about 100 adopt this plan, might use their 214 tb. cans, £2 

pounds. Yellow sweet clover own packer’s number as regi 2 Ts, cau ceomm ab 4 = HL 
1 gis- 21% Ib cans, carton of 100 4.10 

seems to be in first place for nec- tered with the Department of 5 Ib. pails, case of 12 95 

tar. Then alsike and white sweet warkets, State Capitol. Num- 5 Ib. pails, carton of 50 3.20 

clover. Basswood was good. SO per punches may easily be ob- 10 Ib. pails, case of 6 _ 80 

far total crop is small. Prospects tained. If these numbers are 10 Ib. pails, carton of 50.___ 4.70 

for second crop alfalfa good if then punched in a certain place 60 Ib. cans, bulk, each-- iat 

weather is right. in the hives and on the frames, 60 Ib, eaiis, box of "2 1.00 

it would serve as an identifica- SOB, cansiccartonioli24 ann 7182 
: F. O. B. Boyd, Wis. 

A fool and his gasoline are tion mark. " 

soon parted. The careless shall —— Consult, sours 1938 icatslog fos 

inherit the earth in a cemetery. Cartonnend Se doen 

Forgive us our skids as we for- “T am willing,” said the candi- Write for free sample Honey Labels 

give those who skid against us. date, after he had hit the table 

He that looketh upon a woman 2 terrible blow with his fist, “to z 

loseth a fender. Consider the trust the people.” . 

traffic light as it will save thee “Gee” yelled a little man in August Lotz Company 

sou the police court.—Ex- the audience. “I wish you’d open Boyd, Wisconsin 

changite. a grocery.”
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ear aaa ora fields as far = 6 Gye = A GOOD SUGGESTION T RED reach were seen. eat, barley, « 
VALLEY sweet clover, and oats are the Me eae ot 

mai i i , 
O UR president, A. J. Schultz, jn hone om ae vee beekeepers have a large calendar 

of Ripon and his assistant, and for building up the soil. Ev- handy for entering each day the 
Mr. Beck, Mrs. Schultz and H. J. ery half mile one sees a large number of hours spent with the 
Rahmlow, corresponding secre- field of sweet clover. We won- bees. It is an easy method of tary, made a trip to the Red dered what some of our strong bookkeeping. Other costs might 
River Valley visiting beekeepers colonies this year would do if also be entered on the calendar. 
over the week-end or July 4th. placed in such a pasture. 

Several large beekeepers were a : : : a 
visited and an enjoyable hour ae pe with ine 
spent with each. Among them P°S* 8 arming; 10) Lis VALUE OF POLLEN 

section, one is mystified and won- 
were Mr. Ivan Gunther, who op- ders why it is‘that there’are not Me. G. M. Ranum, Mount 
erates 2,500 colonies east of —— Pics homes and home Horeb, reports that a good 
Crookston. The longest stops grounds as we know them in SUPPly of pollen has proven ben- 
were made at Warren and Hal- Wisconsin. It seems as if people eficial for wintering colonies. 
lock, Minnesota, where the Tan- go there " to make money but However, he emphasizes two rea- 
quary Company of Minnesota op- don’t stay there and make their SS for giving closer attention 
erates 7,000 colonies. The super- home. We hope some day the to honey stores when consider- 
intendent, Mr. W. J. Synott, was country will be settled by real able pollen is available: first, one 
very hospitable and spent con- j ome jovers may underestimate the amount 
siderable time showing his visi- . of honey by “hefting” colonies 
tors around. which contain a large amount of 

Five thousand colonies are lo- pallens second, colonies which 
cated near Hallock and about winter “strong” because of the 
2,000 near Warren. Three men MRS. HARRIET GRACE TO brood reared when pollen is 
with one truck are in charge of HEAD THE HONEY available will consume more 
about 1,500 colonies. However, INSTITUTE honey than colonies unable to 
beekeeping in that section is rear brood. Mr. Ranum states 
nothing like what it is in Wis- "[™HE American Honey Insti- that about 90 per cent of his col- 
consin. Colonies are largely in tute announces the appoint- OMies which starved last winter 
Dadant hives, only one hive body ment of Mrs. Harriet Grace of had been well stocked with pol- 
being used. The supers are of Madison to take the place of Mrs. len. Some of these had been 
Dadant depth shallow size. Top Malitta Jensen, resigned, to car- ™arked “very heavy” or “heavy” 
supering is practiced. ry on the honey publicity work and a an aay were given a 

. . for the Institute, on a part time ™oderate amount of sugar syrup 

ing js controlled. Very litte ef. basis in the fall were marked “good 
fort is made to control swarming Mrs. Grace is a graduate of weight. 
as there is but little. Bees do not the University of Wisconsin, — 
build up fast during the cold Home Economics Department, 
spring months, the season being and attended Oxford and Cam- Honey Chews 
late in that section, as it is con- bridge Universities in England. 1% cup butter. 
siderable farther north than Du- She is a former teacher and has 1 h . 
luth. Sweet clover begins to been in public work for a num- cup ‘Aoney. 
bloom the last week in June. ber of years. She has served a 1 cup walnuts. 
There is such a large acreage of number of educational and pro- Y cup dates. 
sweet clover that when the flow fessional organizations and made Mix all ingredients except 
starts—which is just before the four trips to Europe so that she dates. Cook over slow fire about 
bees begin to have the swarming is well acquainted with the type 50 minut til it f 
fever, they forget about it and of work she is about to under- minutes or until it forms a 
store honey instead. take. firm ball in cold water (266° F.) 

The Red River Valley is a won- Mrs. Grace will attend the Stir often. Remove from first 
derful country to visit, especially summer meetings of the Wiscon- #94 @dd chopped dates. Let cool 
in this year of ample rainfall. sin Beekeepers Association so nd cut in squares. Wrap. 
Level land with only an occasion- that our members may become First prize, 1936 Contest, Mrs. 
al clump of small trees, with acquainted with her. Ila McEwan, Cal.
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° from propensity to swarm, re- 

Comparing Races of Bees sponse to swarm control meas- 
ures and in disposition. This 

. race made a less favorable show- 
ae ois a A oe Propolis ing in honey production than 

interesting article entitled , Both strains of Caucasians sel pe orhere, wes less 

“Races of Bees for Iowa”, by O. bested “were soni ‘ e ke Hae reed poop 1 ones = 
W. Park. , * more propolis than either of the USC Propolis in excess. 

Carniolan bees led in h other two races under test. Be- Further studies are needed be- 
olan bees led in honey fore their hive bottoms could be fore definite conclusions and spe- 

production. The Carniolans adjusted for winter, a propolis cific recommendations would be 

ranked first, followed in order by parrier had to be chiseled out of Justified but, in general, it may 

Italian and Caucasian. The fol- practically every Caucasian col- be said that all three races are 

lowing table shows production ony. An occasional colony of worthy of careful consideration. 

for each race of bees during the Carniolans was found to show a The race that pleases one man 

five years. tendency toward excessive use May not suit another. Beekeep- 
ers who plan to try out a differ- 

sent race are urged to do so on a 

HONEY PRODUCTION AVERAGES small scale until they become fa- 

Caucasian Italian Carniolan miliar with its propensities.” 

Season Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

1932 ------------------------- 168.6 177-7 165.2 TTT 

1988 cemnmeennacseensnwecunune 208.0 267.0 244.6 

Apes ------------------------- 105.8 1160 200:8 . Old Man: “T’ll give you a dime, 

1936 losslsllvvosseensese = 148.2 147.9 2427 _little girl, if you give me a kiss.” 
5-year weighted average ------ 117.3 146.1 173.0 Little Girl: “Pooh on that 

stuff—I can get a quarter for 

| taking castor oil. 

The report goes into consid- of propolis, but as a rule colonies. = ———_ 

erable detail as to qualities of of this race propolized only = nn — 

the different races, so we can slightly more than did the Ital- 

give only a brief review. The fol-  ians. 

lowing is a chapter on the com- s A Successful 

parison of the dispositions of UnUmary, 

these bees. “Carniolans led in honey pro- Beekeeper 

. . duction, economic use of winter 

Disposition stores, freedom from supersed- oot pothing but full ae of 

“Little fault could be found U¢ and queenlessness, and in iw es 
with the disposition of any of the disposition. Their greatest draw- _ For fifty years Dittmer’s founda- 

races or strains used in these back is their swarming propen- aiearevet ued absolure satisfaction 

studies, so long as conditions sity. Oud process cf manufacture 
were favorable for handling _. “Italians ranked second in the with heavy cell base, imparts 

bees. Under conditions some- highly important item of honey strength and pliability to founda- 

what less than favorable, both production and led in freedom bees. Tris insanely accepted by the 

the Caucasians and the Carniol- from the propensity to swarm, Our thin super foundation is 
ans were slower to show resent- Tesponse to swarm control meas- made from the whitest wax obtain- 

ment than were the Italians. At ures and in freedom from the able. 

times, however, when bees had use of propolis. While its faults We carry a complete line of bee- 

to be handled during cold, windy are not outstanding, this race is Aeeping SaMEMeRE 
or rainy weather, the Carniolans considered somewhat deficient in Write for your price list today. 

handled best, Italians next best bg nt ot sony dayslon- 

and Caucasians worst. With ref- ™ent in spring and In disposi- 

erence to the handling qualities tion. GUS DITTMER 

of the particular strains studied, “Caucasians failed to excel in 

our observations would require any of the characteristics stud- COMPANY 

us to rate the Carniolans first, ied, but ranked second in free- 

the Caucasians a close second dom from winter-killing, colony Augusta, Wisconsin 

and the Italians third. development in spring, freedom = ——————______
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= — are ly was HONEY PAILS 
By ae ee? 

Y 6a 9 GLASSWARE-LABELS 
; . PROMPT SERVICE ‘and LOWEST PRICES 

By buying your supplies from the Wiscon- 

sin Beekeepers Association, you are helping 

the Association carry on its program of work. 

From the middle of September to freeze up is Send for price list to 

the best time to plant peony roots. Select some 

reliable peony firm and send in your order. : * Wisconsin State 

Sisson’s Peonies Beekeepers Association 

ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN . 

Highways 23-26 Intersection Box 60, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

az CONTAINERS & 
a 

GLASS - TIN 

We have a complete stock of honey containers. Our quotation will 

interest you. Prompt delivery made on all orders. 

HONEY FOR SALE SIGNS -- LABELS -- FOLDERS 

aly Altes Fountiation A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO 
1937 Sales exceed all other years. oe 

Buy this wonderful foundation if 224 West Huron Street 

you want good combs year after Chicago, Illinois. 

year. 
—Will not sag. . me eae ae THE A. I. ROOT CO., 
—Will not melt down. Medina, Ohio. .
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